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[p. 9] 

PREFACE 
 
 

"If we do not know where we come 
from, it is impossible to understand 
where we are going.”  

GRAMCI.  
 

 
 

Testis unus, testis nullus … [One witness, no witness].1 I am testifying and I am alone. 

So, what is this book worth? Why offer it to the reader? It's because they've been calling me to 

write it for a long time and from many sides. 

It is made of memories. He who evokes them has seen two worlds crumble: in 1914 at 

Serajevo, the world of the Belle Epoque, he was twenty years old; in Munich in 1938, the world 

of the Folly Years and the Front populaire [Popular Front].2 We are barely out of the Cold War 

world today, and entering, if Helsinki keeps its promises, the world of peaceful coexistence.3 I 

came into this world too soon, and saw many defeats. 

How many have died of those whom I write, my friends and opponents! The story is 

made of testimonies and the historian who certifies them must impose the rule of Ciocéro: “ne 

quid falsi audeat, ni quid veri non audeat. Let him not allow himself any lie, let him avoid any 

untruth.” 

1This principle is mentioned in the Hebrew Bible, Deuteronomy (Dt. 19:15), "A single 
witness can not suffice to convince a man of any fault or offense, whatever the offense, 
according to two or three witnesses that the cause will be established." The New Testament in 
turn evokes the need for "at least two witnesses," as in 2 Co. 13:1 and Mt. 18:16. It is cited in the 
code of Justinian and applied by the courts of the Christian Middle Ages. See “Testis unus, testis 
nullus,” Wikipedia. 

2The Belle Époque or “Beautiful Era" was the period from the end of the Franco-
Prussian War in 1871 to the outbreak of World War I in 1914. The Années folles or "crazy 
years" refers to the decade of the 1920s in France. It was coined to describe the rich social, 
artistic, and cultural collaborations of the period. See “Belle Époque,” Wikipedia. 

3The Helsinki Accords was the final act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation 
in Europe held in Helsinki, Finland  during July and August 1, 1975. Thirty-five countries signed 
the declaration in an attempt to improve relations between the Communists and the West. See 
“Helsinki Accords,”Wikipedia. 
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A truth, like a red thread, runs through these memories and this testimony. It is that the 

Church is going through a crisis. I am not moved by it. In the course of a long career, I found 

myself alone in confronting all the problems that are currently being waged in the open and in 

the public square. I solved them one by one, as best I could, as they presented themselves to my 

sometimes anxious search. This crisis of the Church was for a long time my crisis in the Church. 

It brings me nothing new today. The crisis of dogmas [p. 10] which one seeks to make into 

myths; a crisis of faith opposed to worn-out institutions; the crisis of ecclesiastical studies ill 

adapted to the progress of the sciences, especially the historical sciences; the crisis of the 

Christian conception of the world with regard to the multimillenary evolution of the human 

species, itself lost in the life of the cosmos; the crisis of religious consciousness emerging from 

the depths of instinct; the crisis of traditional morality fluctuating in the muddy swirls of a 

permissive society; the crisis of the small silent voice stifled by the howls of the witches: "foul is 

fair and fair is foul, evil is beautiful, virtue is ugly.”4 Nothing is new and all is vanity!5 

For a long time I knew this "secret despair of a sun descending into a scarlet sky" and I 

believed in many values that are today in bankruptcy.6 I have never told anyone and I will not 

start today. The Church has no jurisdiction over the interior acts, and each conscience, from the 

moment when it awakes until it one day fades into the mystery, is alone before God, who alone 

judges. The Church, when it condemns, does not say: "Anathema to what you think, but 

anathema to what you say," Hold your peace, and remain in safety? What need do you have to 

speak? "It is unworthy of a great heart," said Auguste Comte, "to spread abroad the trouble he 

feels."7 

4The "fair" and "foul" language is a quote from the witches at the beginning (act 1, scene 
1) of William Shakespeare’s The Tragedy of Macbeth. 

5This is quoted from Ecclesiastes 1:1 and 1:9. 
6The scarlet sky quote is from Charles Péguy’s poem written in 1913, “Présentation de la 

Beauce à Notre Dame de Chartres,” in Oeuvres complètes (Paris, Éditions de la Nouvelle revue 
française  1919), vol. 6, p. 362, online at http://www.biblisem.net/meditat/peguypre.htm. Charles 
Péguy (1873 – 1914) was a French poet and editor. He joined the Socialist Party in 1895. From 
1900 until his death in 1914, he was the main contributor to and the editor of the literary 
magazine Les Cahiers de la Quinzaine, which at first supported the Socialist Party director Jean 
Jaurès. By 1908 Péguy’s politics were French nationalist Catholicism. 

7The essay which contains the line quoted by Boulier is reproduced in Clotilde et Comte, 
très-saints fondateurs de la religion de l'humanite: souvenir filial au premier centenaire… (Rio 
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Do you then say that I have lived a life of hypocrisy? Like Descartes, that I have gone 

around masked?8 -- Would you prefer revolt and cynicism? "Stratighforwardness," assures Kant, 

"if strictly viewed, does not consist of saying everything you think, but of believing all you 

say."9 Why are so many babbling priests, even poorly inspired bishops, unable to restrain 

themselves from talking about all that comes up in the news? Gone with the wind ... Being 

present to the world, we are told. A little flute in the pandomonium that reaches our ears. The 

parimutuel will not lose a bettor because a bishop denounces it. But playing the stock market, is 

it not more outrageous? 

Who will denounce the huge bribes around the market place, billions to win 

manufacturing contracts to manufacture and sell death devices that the [Vatican] Council 

denounces as crimes [p. 11] against heaven and against humanity? Disobedient priests are 

persecuted who persist in saying the mass in latin, but others are allowed to say it according to 

their fantasies, sometimes indecently. The bishop in every diocese is the foundation on which 

everything rests; what happens when he falters? But how is he elected? Should we not denounce 

the secret maneuvers which, in the administration, the Nunciature, and the Curia, lead to his 

appointment?10 The churches of the first centuries freely elected their bishop. It is vain to hope 

de Janeiro: Église positiviste du Brésil, 1915), which is online at 
https://archive.org/stream/comteetclotilde00comt/comteetclotilde00comt_djvu.txt. Auguste 
Comte (1798 – 1857) was a French philosopher who formulated the doctrine of positivism. He 
attempted to remedy the social malaise of the French Revolution, calling for a new social 
doctrine based on the sciences. He was an influence on Karl Marx. His social theories 
culminated in his "Religion of Humanity,” which presaged the development of non-theistic 
religious humanist. See “Auguste Comte,” Wikipedia. 

8Information about René Descartes is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. To 
that can be added that in what is called “Private Thoughts,” he wrote, “As I mount forth this 
theater of the world, in which I existed so far as spectator, I come forth masked [larvatus 
prodeo].”  He wore to avoid the difficulties that Galileo and others encountered from the 
authorities. See The “Private Thoughts” [Cogitationes privatae] are notes copied from one of 
Descartes’ early notebooks (dated 1619 – 1621) by Leibniz and first published in Oeuvres 
inédites de Descarte, ed. Alexandre de Careil, 2 vols. (Paris: Ladrange et Durand, 1859-1860), 
vol. 1, pp, 2-57. This is discussed in Tad M. Schmaltz in Early Modern Cartesianisms: Dutch 
and French Constructions (New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2016), p. 64. 

9These words are also attributed to François-Hyppolite Sanguin, marquis de Livry (1714-
1789), Pensées, réflexions, impatiences, maximes, sentences: par Hypolite de Livry (Paris: chez 
Ogier, 1808), online at https://dicocitations.lemonde.fr/auteur/6286/Hypolite_de_Livry.php. 

10An apostolic nunciature is a top-level diplomatic mission of the Holy See, equivalent 
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to correct the absolute dictatorship of the Roman pontiff by the collegiality of agreeable bishops. 

I do not see a crisis in the Church, except the indifference of the laity, the ignorance of the 

priests, the cowardice of the bishops, the intrigues of the Curia and a great silence over all this 

wretchedness. 

 The Church will survive. How? I do not know. And I'm going to die having experienced 

too much. Before sinking, I seal this story of my life in a bottle and entrust it to the sea. I hope 

someone will find it and perhaps will learn from it. I only ask him for a prayer and to soothe my 

poor soul’s trouble at the expense of the waves.

to an embassy. However, it does not issue visas, nor does it have consulates. The head of the 
Apostolic Nunciature is called a nuncio, an ecclesiastical diplomatic title. A papal nuncio is a 
permanent diplomatic representative of the Holy See to a state or to one of two international 
intergovernmental organizations, the European Union or ASEAN, having the rank of an 
ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary, and the ecclesiastical rank of titular archbishop. 
Papal representatives to other intergovernmental organizations are known as "permanent 
observers" or "delegates". In addition, the nuncio serves as the liaison between the Holy See and 
the Church in that particular nation. The nuncio has an important role in the selection of bishops. 
See “Apostolic Nunciature,” Wikipedia. 
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 [p. 13]  
Chapter 1  

 
A REPUBLICAN CHILDHOOD 

 
I was born in Paris on April 26, 1894. Parisian, son and grandson of artisiens. I was 

declared at my birth by my two grandfathers Eugène Boulier and Eugène Quénéhen, under the 

name of Jean-Eugène, son of Eugène Boulier and Eugénie Quénéhen. In front of this avalanche 

of Eugenes, the officer of civil status exclaimed: "There is more?” Thus, my entry into civilian 

life was in hilarity. [translation of above  paragraph is clumsy. Can it be fixed?] 

However, my childhood and my youth passed at Boulogne-sur-Mer.1 

Boulogne was a charming city before being destroyed during the last war [World War II], 

by a savage bombardment and rebuilt following the whim of a still wilder urbanism. At every 

street corner, we discovered the unexpected.2 The port and the fishing gave the streets of the 

suburb of Capécure a singular animation. On Sundays, the sight of the Boulonnaises hurrying to 

the eleven o'clock mass delighted me. What an original fresco! They were there in a great 

costume with their halo-like headdresses of lace, the "sun", their contrasting colored kerchiefs, 

earrings suspended in bunches on their shoulders, black satin aprons falling on the heavy skirt. 

1The city of Boulogne-sur-Mer is on the French coast of the English Channel between 
Calais and Normandy. It is located in the department of Pas-de-Calais in the french region Nord-
Pas-de-Calais. Its population in 1911 was 53,000. See Frederick Martin (ed.), The Statesman's 
Year-book (London: Palgrave, 1911), vol. 55, p. 767; electronic copy at HathiTrust 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000059262. 

2Capeccure is in the southwest part of Boulogne and in recently years contains mostly 
fishng companies, as the city is France’s chief fishing port in terms of fish brough in and 
processed. Their church is Saint-Vincent-de-Paul, built in 1862. Before the Second World War, 
this district was dynamic and had 10,080 inhabitants (census of 1936). There were many shops, 
schools, a church, a famous casino, a large auditorium and a huge square where markets were 
held, as well as fairs and horse shows. Several houses were built around this square, near the 
current casino and the Damrémont tower. The district had three railroad stations: the central 
station, called Boulogne-Ville station, located on the main square of Capécure; the ferry terminal 
, connected by train to the central station and the docking station of the ships bound for England 
and the tide station, for shipping fish by train (up to 100,000 tons per year). See “Capécure,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Thursdays were wonderful days for me. I them spent wandering on the docks watching 

for the landing of the fish. From the depths of the ships, a heap of sticky masses bristling with ice 

cubes was hoisted up: herring especially, or mackerel, which, once packed, was loaded onto long 

carts called "cabrouets" which the [p. 14] wholesalers at the market were arguing at the auction. 

Pierre Hamp, with his incomparable verve, evoked this traffic, describes the express trains, so-

called "tidal trains" which went to distribute sauced herring and mackerel marinated in the four 

corners of France.3 

While following the edge of the basins, I arrived at the corner reserved for war ships. A 

polished fishery-guardian gleamed with its miniature cannons and there was a flush of iron-gray 

torpedo boats at the water's edge. Greek ships came for cement; a freighter arrived from the 

Indies, laden with jute balls. I distinguished from a distance the crew grouped on the deck: brown 

faces framed by earrings... A Boulogne horse, a magnificent beast, strode away with heavy steps, 

carrying ice blocks; they came directly from the fjords, brought by Norwegian sailboats all in 

wood; it remained to reduce them to pieces before filling the holds of the schooners leaving for 

Scotland or Iceland.4 

Each fishing boat sported its "balouette" (wind vane) at the top of the mainmast. The 

shipowner with whom my grandfather worked as an accountant was a royalist. His blue and 

white colors were floating beneath the golden fleur-de-lis which crowned the point of the 

mainmast. Its boats bore the names of Ancien Regime: Du Guesclin, Colbert, Jeanne d'Arc ...5 

3Henri Bourrillon, better known by his pseudonym Pierre Hamp (1876-1962) was a 
French writer, known for his realistic descriptions of the world of work and the working class. 
Trilingual self-taught from a working class background, he held many jobs. Educated at the 
Peoples University of Belleville in 1900, he is the author of some forty works on the condition of 
the working class and its era, such as La Peine des hommes [The Punishment of Men]. As a labor 
inspector, he wrote a column for the socialist newspaper L'Humanité from 1906 to 1912. He was 
a Socialist, Dreyfusard, philosemite and pacifist. He wrote in leftist publicastions such as Le 
Rouge et le Bleu, Socialist France, L'Atelier and Germinal, which earned him three months of 
internment. See “Pierre Hamp,” Wikipedia. 

4Boulogne horses or “White Marble Horses” were a draft horse breed, known for their 
large but elegant appearance, which had origins to a period before the Crusades. During the early 
1900s, the Boulonnais were imported in large numbers to the United States and were quite 
popular in France. See “Boulonnais,” Wikipedia. 

5The Ancien Régime was the political and social system of the Kingdom of France from 
the Late Middle Ages until 1789, when hereditary monarchy and the feudal system of French 
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The first armed trawler in the port of Boulogne was Turenne.6 I attended the christening of the 

Joan of Arc. That day, the ships all wore the big multicolored pavilions [or flags] on the yard.7 

The carpenters pulled the restraints [les tans] one after the other and the vision remained to me of 

this hull slipping slowly from behind, gently, as for a first kiss with the sea. 

The exchanges with England gave the city a particular animation. Trains loaded with 

Renault taxis were leaving Boulogne to drive the streets of London. Towards five o'clock in the 

evening, a freighter of fruits and vegetables was leaving, which traveled in the night to the 

markets of the English capital. 

The most exciting sight for the little boy I was was the landing of the English horses. A 

crane slowly drove the van into the hold, from which the frightened beast, a magnificent 

purebred, was seen to emerge [p. 15] to the day. In contact with the ground, the animal 

panicked, threw terrible kicks which required that it was firmly held by the halter. Finally 

nobility were abolished by the French Revolution. The Ancien Régime was ruled by the late 
Valois and Bourbon dynasties. Bertrand du Guesclin (c. 1320 –1380) was a Breton knight and an 
important military commander on the French side during the Hundred Years' War. He was 
Constable of France for King Charles V. The Hundred Years' War was a series of conflicts 
waged from 1337 to 1453 by the House of Plantagenet, rulers of the Kingdom of England, 
against the French House of Valois, over the right to rule the Kingdom of France. Five 
generations of kings from the two rival dynasties fought for the throne of the largest kingdom in 
Western Europe. In England, political forces over time came to oppose the costly venture. The 
dissatisfaction of English nobles, resulting from the loss of their continental landholdings, as 
well as the general shock at losing a war in which investment had been so great, became factors 
leading to the Wars of the Roses (1455–1487). 

Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619 – 1683) was a French politician who served as the Minister 
of Finances of France from 1661 to 1683 under the rule of King Louis XIV. He worked to create 
a favourable balance of trade and increase France's colonial holdings and to develop the domestic 
economy by raising tariffs and by encouraging major public works projects, and to ensure that 
the French East India Company had access to foreign markets, so that they could always obtain 
coffee, cotton, dyewoods, fur, pepper and sugar. His market reforms included the foundation of 
the Manufacture royale de glaces de miroirs to supplant the importation of Venetian glass, 
forbidden in 1672, as soon as the French glass manufacturing industry was on sound footing. See 
Wikipedia. 

6The ship was named after Henri de La Tour d'Auvergne, vicomte de Turenne (1611 –
1675), a French Marshal General. See “Turenne,” Wikipedia. 

7On days of celebration a ship wears a spread of signal flags (alphabet and numbers) 
interconnected from the front to the back of a boat, passing through the masts. It is only hoisted 
at berth or at anchor. See “Maritime Flag,” Wikipedia; “Dressing Ship with Nautical Flags,” 
https://www.gettysburgflag.com/blog/dressing-ships/. 
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appeased, these horses were driven in a long line to the stables situated opposite the freight 

station from which they would soon reach Chantilly. How many would be the triumphs of turf?8 

Less exceptional distractions were waiting for us on the beach, a good ground for endless 

croquet games. Donkeys were passing near us or a flock of goats led by a shepherd wearing a 

Basque beret that stopped to milk one of his animals in a goat-like odor under our eyes. At the 

time for ocean bathing, a whole cavalry carried the cabins flush with the waves. The ladies who 

came out of them advanced in their stockings with in tight trousers at the ankles, modestly 

covered with a short skirt. They could be seen returning in the afternoon, not to display their tan-

tinged anatomy, but in long white robes, with boned-collar bodices and their extravagant Belle 

Epoque hats.9 

After the beach was empty, I was alone in the evening waiting for the arrival of the 

Folkestone trunk steamer.10 In gray weather, we could see the shores of England, a long line of 

white cliffs. In the evening, the lights went on one after the other. The trunk was at first only a 

black dot under an enormous globe [the sun] which sank in reddish streaks in the water. The dot 

grew, ending up by blocking the horizon. The steamer then turned slowly to appear between the 

two jetties. It the became invisible as the sun drowned in a last ray. On the empty beach, seagulls 

screamed. I remained there for some time, abandoning myself to a gentle task in the evening. 

But there were also storms, dreadful equinox storms in early September! On some days 

the waves climbed the cliff and we amused ourselves watching on the road to Wimereux the cars 

suddenly surprised under the fall of foaming water. 

8Chantilly Racecourse, in French: "Hippodrome de Chantilly," is a thoroughbred turf 
racecourse for flat racing in Chantilly, Oise, France, about 50 kilometres (31 mi) north of the 
centre of the city of Paris. The racecourse is located in the country's main horse training area on 
65 hectares next to the Chantilly Forest. See "Hippodrome de Chantilly,"Wikipedia. 

9The Belle Époque or"Beautiful Era" was the period from the end of the Franco-Prussian 
War in 1871 to the outbreak of World War I in 1914. Occurring during the era of the French 
Third Republic (beginning 1870), it was a period characterized by optimism, regional peace, 
economic prosperity, an apex of colonial empires, and technological, scientific, and cultural 
innovations. In the climate of the period, especially in Paris, France, the arts flourished. Many 
masterpieces of literature, music, theater, and visual art gained recognition. R.R. (Robert 
Roswell) Palmer, A history of Europe in the modern world (Dubuque: McGraw Hill Education, 
[1950] 2019. 

10Folkestone was an English town on the English Channel. See “Folkestone ,” 
Wikipedia. 
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All this road was lined with Napoleonic memories. At the top of the cliff overlooking the 

port, stood "the barracks of the Emperor."11 From this place, he had watched [p. 16] maneuvers 

of the flotilla destined to invade England. Not far, were also the remains of the lighthouse of 

Caligula, which we do not know why was named "The Tower of Odre."12 Further on, was the 

monument of the Legion of Honor erected to commemorate the place where the Emperor 

[Napoleon] distributed crosses to the first legionaries. Those crosses had the image of Bayard's 

helmet.13 The statue of Napoleon turning his back to England with his gaze fixed on Austerlitz, 

crowned the column of the Grande Armée which was hollow.14 This allowed me to climb there 

to contemplate at the top the port and the harbor. 

There were so many remarkable memories but they did not make my maternal 

grandfather a Bonapartist! He was a Republican under the Empire.15 He had told me that at the 

1869 plebiscite, while doing his military service, he used his sergeant’s stripes to train the 

soldiers to vote against Badinguet.16 This, as he said, earned him a few days in the guardhouse 

[prison]. When I knew him, this diligent reader of the Figaro and had followed the evolution of 

11From 1803 to 1805 Napoleon planned to invade England from Boulogne. See David G. 
Chandler, The Campaigns of Napoleon (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995). 

12The tower of Odre or at least a lighthouse is referred to in a passage from Suetonius 
who attributes its construction to the emperor Caligula. Suetonius says the lighthouse was at 
Gesoriacum. A later tradition identified that location as being Tour d'Ordre at Boulogne-sur-Mer, 
erected on the highest cliff dominating the port. See “La Tour d'Ordre,” Wikipedia. 

13Pierre Terrai (1473 – 1524) was a French knight, generally known as the Chevalier de 
Bayard. Throughout the centuries since his death, he has been known as "the knight without fear 
and beyond reproach." See " Pierre Terrai,"Wikipedia. 

14Napoleon’s statue in Boulogne was looking at Austerlitz, scene of the great victory of 
Napoleon in 1805. See “Austerlitz,” Wikipedia. 

15See the Glossary for a list of the dates of the French epochs or governments from 1789 
to 1914. 

16Badinguet was a nickname given to Napoleon III. It was the name of the workman 
whose clothes he wore when he contrived to escape from the fort of Ham in 1846. Parliamentary 
elections were held in 1869. These elections resulted in a victory for the regime of the Second 
Empire, but the opposition strengthened its presence in the legislature. Nationwide, the regime 
won 55% of the vote. In Paris, the opposition parties (mostly Republicans) won 75% of the vote; 
however, the regime won large majorities in the countryside.  See “Napoleon III ,” Wikipedia. 
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Rochefort, the brilliant polemicist of La Lanterne, who became a champion of the reaction. 

[opposition?]17 

In the [religious] Brothers where my grandfather went to school, he had for comrade the 

future Editor-in-chief of Northern France, the radical newspaper, and they found themselves in 

Boulogne and I can see these gentlemen go by, in top form, the strictly buttoned frock coat, 

going to the grand café to defend the Republic against the clericals. What epic jousting! But I 

think my grandfather gave himself the starring role when he told us of these discussions. 

Was I much more than eight or nine years old when I accompanied him to an election 

campaign? I was very wise at his side, but what could I remember from such a verbal flood? One 

image remained to me, one that a certain Baron Dard threw from the top of the Tribune: "The 

taxes, My sisters! If one stacked a hundred pennies under one another, they would reach the 

height of Mont Blanc." Already the complaint ever since resumed: these taxes that crush us! ...  

The big day arrived, we went to the City Hall to attend the counting of the poll. The first 

results that [p. 17] came from the city of Boulogne afflicted my grandfather. "Wait ... he told 

17Le Figaro is a French daily morning newspaper and published in Paris. It has a center-
right editorial line. It was founded in 1826 as a satirical weekly, taking its name and motto from 
Le Mariage de Figaro, the 1778 play by Pierre Beaumarchais that poked fun at privilege. Victor 
Henri Rochefort (1831–1913) was a French politician. He joined the staff of Le Figaro in 1863; 
but a series of his articles brought the paper into collision with the authorities and caused the 
termination of his engagement. He then started a paper of his own, La Lanterne, in which he 
attacked the Empire. The paper was seized on its eleventh appearance, and in August 1868 
Rochefort was fined 10,000 francs, with a year's imprisonment. He then published his paper in 
Brussels, whence it was smuggled into France. A year later he started a new paper, La 
Marseillaise, as the organ of political meetings arranged by himself at La Villette. The paper was 
seized, and Rochefort and Grousset were sent to prison for six months. The revolution of 
September 1870 was the signal for his release. He became a member of the Government of 
National Defence, but this short association with the forces of law and order was soon broken on 
account of his openly expressed sympathy with the Communards. On 11 May 1871, he fled in 
disguise from Paris. A week earlier he had resigned with a handful of other deputies from the 
National Assembly rather than countenance the dismemberment of France. Arrested at Meaux by 
the Versailles government, he was detained for some time in prison with a nervous illness before 
he was condemned under military law to imprisonment for life. In spite of Victor Hugo's efforts 
on his behalf, he was transported to New Caledonia. A general amnesty permitted his return to 
France in 1880.He founded L'Intransigeant in the radical and socialist interest. For a short time 
in 1885–86 he sat in the Chamber of Deputies, but found a great opportunity next year for his 
talent for inflaming public opinion in the Boulangist agitation. He was condemned to detention 
in a fortress in August 1889 at the same time as General Boulanger, whom he had followed into 
exile. See “Le Figaro,” Wikipedia. 
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me, everything will change when the votes from the countryside arrive. When these became 

known a little later, these long-awaited votes could not stop the indisputable victory of the Left. 

And we returned home all melancholy. 

My family lived on rue Victor-Hugo, one of the city's two main thoroughfares, not far 

from the bakery of the Coquelin brothers, the eldest and youngest, the glories of the theater of 

that time. The store my grandmother ran with her daughter was a corset factory. Before the era of 

sheaths, until about 1918, the trade was prosperous. We exported to England and up to Transvaal 

in Johannesburg. I can see these crates lined with zinc, carefully welded, in which the delicate 

goods went. I still remember the long haggling for whales with the traeling merchants who beat 

the countryside. They turned to the peasants to trade their whalebone umbrellas for umbrellas 

with a metal frame. It was these whale bones they had brought to us like fagots. He had to cut 

them with pruning shears and split them according to the degree of rigidity desired. I was told 

how, when I was a child, I would be on the doorstep to hand out flyers to the passers-by: "Come 

in Madam, if you want a hard kéké (corset)." 

The workshop had about ten workers who sang all day long. Girls from seafaring families 

for the most part. Girls also worked in the other workshops of Capécure where the fish was 

prepared or in the factories of pencils and fountin pens of Blanzy-Poure or Baignol and 

Farjon.18 At noon, the workshops were emptying in the street and they went back to Saint-

Pierre, the sailor district. They advanced ten or twelve abreast, blocking the entire roadway, 

supporting each other by the waist, the brown skirt beating the calves, shod in high-heeled 

wooden mules, "skates" that slammed on the pavement, weapon formidable in the battles 

sometimes fought over these ladies. They exchanged in Picard patois salty words with the guys 

who were on the pavement. A vision of youth and gaiety, of health, too, and my holy faith, for, 

having returned from the immense shops where they "pulled in" the nets, or prepared the 

herrings for pickling in the [p. 18] large smoke chamber, they sang hymns or recited together 

the rosary led by the "contredame" [woman supervisor]. 

18For a history of the pen factories at Boulogne, see the webpage of the École-Musée 
Boulogne-sur-Mer at http://ecolemusee.ville-boulogne-sur-mer.fr/actualite/7-histoire-de-la-
plume. 
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At our corsette shop, the workers also sang, but romances. Mum would launch the chorus 

and that's how I remembered the verses of the Saltimbanques, "It's the love that always roams 

around ..."19 Also sung was the ballad, “Les Petits Paves” (Little Cobble Stones), "Tired of 

waiting for you in the street ...", Froufrou, froufrou ...[fussy, fragile].20 

My mother had an inexhaustible cheerfulness. Confronted with her incisive mind, there 

was little question of taking oneself seriously. She professed a great admiration for the artists and 

19The Les saltimbanques (The Acrobats or itinerant circus performers) was an 
opéra-comique in three acts first performed at the Théâtre de la Gaîté in Paris in 1899. 
One of its songs was “C’est L’Amour” (It’s Love) which is about love, freedom and 
slavery. The plot of the play centers on Suzanne, who was abandoned as a child and taken 
in by Malicorne, director of a circus. The brutal Malicorne abuses her one time too many, 
and she escapes along several of her friends. Suzanne is pursued by soldiers but rescued 
by a young officer, André, and the attraction between them is immediate. Suzanne and 
her formed a little troupe and are invited to perform at the Castle of the Count des 
Étiquettes, who is André's uncle. However, Malicorne happens to be there as well, 
recognises them and wants them arrested on the pretext they own him money. The Count 
pays the sum just as André arrives. Suzanne sings a song she has learned in childhood, 
which is in fact a song the Count has composed and that nobody knows. From this song, 
it is discovered that she is his long lost daughter. Being of high birth, she and André can 
be married. The lyrics for “C'est l'amour” are: 

After the dark storm 
Come the golden sun 
After our slavery 
Will come freedom 
Let's go tender girl 
Let's go to the unknown 
Although we regret  
It must be ... what do you want! 

Refrain 
It's love 

Which floats in the air all round 
It's love 
Which comforts the poor world 
It's love 
Which makes joy every day 
It's love 
Which will make us free? 
 

The time of our misery 
Now is past 
No sweet chimeras (illusions) 
That are quickly erased 
Maybe opulence 
Everyone is watching us on the 
way 
We have hope 
Who forces destiny. 
 

  

 
20The ballad “Les Petits Paves” (Little Cobble Stones) was about a woman who loved 

a man, and he was unfaithful to her. She fought back. In defending her love she ended up 
crushing his head with a stone and then being hung for murder. 
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scholars, especially Dr. Roux. She told me that his serum had saved me from croup when I was 

very young. But Mom's verve spared no one. I was at first "Ravachol" because of the child's 

rage.21 Then I was "Master Henri Robert" when I began to talk about my readings.22 The 

priests of the St. Stanislaus Institute our neighbors, because we heard their bell announcing 

classes, were "the ringing brothers." The public prosecutor, a tall old man with white hair and 

mustaches, was called "the white man." One of his granddaughters, with a sometimes sour 

character, was baptized by mother, "the hard-boiled mother"; one of his grandsons had 

meticulous, somewhat solemn ways, she called "Monseigneur Titisse" [sissy]. Quite Rabelaisian 

[earthy humor] on occasion, Mama did not hesitate to tease one of her workers by calling her 

"flirting thighs". At the same time my mother had modesty. At table, she cut off the unpleasant 

remarks: "Hush! the children are here. A great admirer of Yvette Guilbert, she never consented 

to sing before us Le Fiacre.23 I had to wait to be a Jesuit father and my brother and sister 

married, to hear it from his mouth, admirably detailed elsewhere. 

Despite a mundane clientele - better to say because of this clientele! we had "a lot of 

money out" [loans] to talk to mom. Sometimes the end of the month proved difficult. "Do you 

have the end of the month?” Was the anxious question asked about the fifteenth ... If the bills 

21François Koenigstein (1859–1892), also known as Ravachol, was a French working 
man and anarchist. He died by being guillotined after being twice found guilty of complicity in 
bombings. In 1891, at Fourmies, a workers' demonstration took place for the eight-hour day. The 
police opened fire on the crowd, resulting in nine deaths amongst the demonstrators. He was 
aroused to take action in 1892 against the authorities. He planted bombs and an informant told of 
his actions and was executed. He became a symbol of desperate revolt and a number of French 
songs were composed in his honour, such as la Ravachole, to the tune of la Carmagnole. See 
“François Koenigstein ,” Wikipedia. 

22Henri-Robert (1863 –1936) was a celebrated French criminal defense lawyer, the 
favorite advocate of the criminal classes who saved innumerable heads from the guillotine". 
Alfred Morain, The underworld of Paris: secrets of the sûreté, (New York, E.P. Dutton & Co., 
1931). 

23Yvette Guilbert (1865 –1944) was a French cabaret singer and actress of the Belle 
Époque. Her songs had raunchy lyrics about tragedy, lost love, and the Parisian poverty from 
which she had come. She sang the song “Le Fiacre,” which was about a wife cheating on her 
husband. See “Yvette Guilbert,” Wikipedia. 
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were accumulating, my mother and my grandmother would taken their jewels to the Mont de 

Piété [pawnbroker] where they released them the following month.24 

Every two weeks, escorted by a matelote [sailor bodyguard], my grandfather [p. 19] 
brought the pay in rolled gold louis and silver coins in jute sacks. The pay was in gold; the silver 

was used for the smaller change.. We lived in fabulous times: a chicken cost 5 gold francs. One 

could rent a pram for 20 francs and have a walk that lasted all afternoon. 

We talked a lot about politics at home. My grandfather read Le Figaro, a newspaper of 

distinguished people because it cost twenty centimes. Le Petit Journal was selling for a 

penny!25 In the theatrical section was the name of the great Sarah.26 Also mentioned was 

Réjane, Féraudy, and Mounet-Sully.27 They talked about these actors at home and applauded 

them. As a result I became familiar with them, but I was not allowed to read about them in Le 

Figaro. Since Mom was saying it, I obeyed. But on the masthead the following lines attracted 

my eyes, a phrase from Beaumarchais, which I learned by heart from having read and re-read it,  

24The term “Mont de Piété” comes from the Italian “monte di pietà” with monte 
translated as value or amount. In Italy the idea of the pawnshop went back to at least 1462, when 
an Italian recollet monk, Barnabas of Terni, sought a way to combat the usury and the abusive 
interest rates practiced at the time. He convinced the wealthy of the city of Perugia to set up a 
fund to create a pawnshop, the Monte di Pietà. See “Mont de Piété,” Wikipedia. 

25Le Petit Journal was a conservative daily Parisian newspaper published from 1863 to 
1944. See “Le Petit Journal,”Wikipedia. 

26Sarah Bernhardt (1844 – 1923) was a French stage actress who starred in some of the 
most popular French plays of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. She was the illegitimate 
daughter of a Dutch Jewish courtesan, a prostitute for wealthy clientele. Her father's family paid 
for her education and insisted she be baptized as a Catholic. When asked years later by a reporter 
if she were a Christian, she replied: "No, I'm a Roman Catholic, and a member of the great 
Jewish race. I'm waiting until Christians become better." She accepted the last rites shortly 
before her death. She made multiple theatrical trips around the world, incluiding America. She 
attracted controversy and press attention when, during her 1905 visit to Montreal, the Roman 
Catholic bishop encouraged his followers to throw eggs at her, because she portrayed prostitutes 
as sympathetic characters. See “Sarah Bernhardt ,” Wikipedia. 

27Maurice de Féraudy (1859 - 1932) was a French songwriter and actor at the Comédie-
Française. The role of his life, which he played 1200 times in nearly thirty years was that of of 
Isidore Lechat in Business is business. The work is a comedy of manners which criticizes the 
French society of the Third Republic and the world of business as a legal kind of gangsterism. 
Lechat is a predator without any scruples, a money-grubber, who sacrifices his children. See 
Wikipedia. Jean-Sully Mounet, who went by the stagename "Mounet-Sully" (1841 –1916), was a 
French actor, as was Gabrielle-Charlotte Reju (1856 – 1920), known professionally as Gabrielle 
Réjane. See “Maurice de Féraudy,” Wikipedia. 
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"Praised by them; blamed by those; mocking fools, braving the wicked, I laugh at everything for 

fear of having to cry."28 

Mom had participated in her youth at almost all the demonstrations of support to General 

Boulanger, including that where the crowd massed near the Gare de Lyon to prevent him from 

going to his post at Clermont-Ferrand, where he was forced to flee on a locomotive.29 By word 

of mouth, I remember the words of the famous song: "I am leader of a large family, For a long 

time, I was putting together a project, To go with my wife, my daughter, To the review of July 

14...”30 

In reviewing my memories, Mom told me how I had attended the arrival of Russian 

sailors in Paris. "You were very small," she said to me. I took you in my arms. I told you, "Look, 

John, here are the Russians." In truth, the dates do not match. Mom by modesty, did not specify 

that if she carried me well in the crowd, she did not carry me in her arms! This craze for the 

Russians, maintained by the rubles that flowed in the newspapers, lasted many years. Everything 

was "Russian." The raisin buns sold in the square were called "French-Russian breads"! 

28Pierre Beaumarchais (1732 –1799) was at various times a watchmaker, inventor, 
playwright, musician, diplomat, spy, publisher, horticulturist, arms dealer, satirist, financier, and 
revolutionary, both French and American. He became influential in the court of Louis XV as an 
inventor and music teacher. He lobbied the government on behalf of the American rebels during 
the American War of Independence. He oversaw covert aid from the French and Spanish 
governments to supply arms and financial assistance to the rebels in the years before France's 
formal entry into the war in 1778. He is best known for his theatrical works, especially the three 
Figaro plays, including the The Barber of Seville (1775). In the latter is the quote featured on the 
Figaro newspaper masthead. See “Pierre Beaumarchais,” Wikipedia. 

29Georges Ernest Boulanger (1837 –1891), nicknamed Général Revanche, (revenge) was 
a popular French general and politician during the Third Republic. His base of support was the 
working districts of Paris and other cities, plus rural traditionalist Catholics and royalists. He 
promoted an aggressive nationalism, known as Revanchism, which opposed Germany and called 
for the defeat of the Franco-Prussian War (1870–71) to be avenged. The decline of Boulanger 
severely undermined the political strength of the conservative and royalist elements of French 
political life; they would not recover strength until the establishment of the Vichy regime in 
1940. See “Georges Ernest Boulanger,” Wikipedia. 

30Google seems to provide no information about this song. 
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I returned to Paris for the 1900 Exhibition.31 I was dressed in a beige velvet suit with 

blue periwinkle buttons [p. 20], in the shape of a Russian blouse; people were turning around: 

"Here is a little Russian!” As for me, on landing at the Gare du Nord, I found that Paris was 

entering the horse manure era. Today, that is its essence. 

It was the time of the Boer War.32 What an outburst of enthusiasm there was when 

hearing the exploits of the boer generals, the "elusive Dewet" and Villebois-Mareuil, the French 

hero who was killed in action!33 One day, at the top of Faidherbe Street, holding my maid's 

hand, I met the Philip brothers, the two sons of an English doctor who was our neighbor. I did 

not stop there! I proudly advanced towards them and gathering all my height because I was only 

half as tall as they, I threw myself into them with all my strength: "Long live the Boers!” They 

threw themselves on me and my maid had only time to take me in her arms and hit the street 

before finding refuge in the back of a druggist's shop where I had plenty of time to contemplate 

vats filled with green soap. Then we returned to the house where no one reproached me. 

31The Exposition Universelle of 1900, better known in English as the 1900 Paris 
Exposition, was a world's fair from April to November 1900, to celebrate the achievements of 
the past century and to accelerate development into the next. The style that was universally 
present in the Exposition was Art Nouveau. The fair, visited by nearly 50 million, displayed 
many machines, inventions, and architecture that are now nearly universally known, including 
the Grande Roue de Paris Ferris wheel, Russian nesting dolls, diesel engines, talking films, 
escalators, and the telegraphone (the first magnetic audio recorder). See “Exposition 
Universelle,” Wikipedia. 

32The Second Boer War, lasting from October 11, 1899 to May 31, 1902 was fought 
between the British Empire and two Boer states, the South African Republic and the Orange Free 
State, over the Empire's influence in South Africa. The results was a British victory and the 
collapse of the South African Republic and Orange Free State. The unearthing of gold and 
diamonds in South Africa in 1867 fueled the conflict between the British and the Boers. The 
Boers originally resented Britain's 1806 takeover due to its implementation of anti-slavery laws 
and its Anglicizing influence. Britain won the previously Dutch colony in the Napoleonic Wars. 
See “Second Boer War,” Wikipedia. 

33Christiaan Rudolf de Wet (1854 – 1922) was a Boer general, rebel leader and 
politician. George count de Villebois-Mareuil (1847 – 1900) was a former colonel in the French 
infantry who fought and died on the side of the Boers during the Second Anglo-Boer War. 
Earlier in his career he took part in the Franco-Prussian War in 1871 and drove the Prussians 
back from Blois. He wrote that the British gave us a Hundred Years' War, and for a hundred 
years she has robbed the farmers. Villebois-Mareuil was betrayed by his native assistant who 
fled to inform the British troops of their position. See “Christiaan Rudolf de Wet,” Wikipedia. 
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The system of values of my family was quite singular. We liked courage, even a certain 

insolence; we loved pranks. When I reported punishments from the school, Mom was content to 

inquire: "How many lines? ... Eh! Well, do them. You'll never do as much as me!” Talkative and 

and scattered, she had nonetheless harvested many distinctions, including the Prix d'Histoire 

[History Prize] of the City of Paris, which consisted of magnificent volumes in red leather with 

gilt lettering, the pride of our library. 

She was educated in Paris at the school of the Rue de Chabrol, under the direction of 

Miss Billotey, who had been trained by Félix Pécaut and Ferdinand Buisson at the teacher 

training college.34 It was not until much later, when I spoke with Pierre Bonnoure and Jean 

Effel, that I understood all that Miss Billotey represented for my mother.35 No doubt she owed 

much of what she was to her. How many times did I hear her speak to me of Miss Billotey! She 

was her ideal and she made her a cult. 

34Félix Pécaut (1828 – 1898) was a Protestant who studied Protestant Theological 
Faculty of Montauban. At the Synod of the Reformed Churches of 1872, he protested against the 
idea of a church linked to the state and resigned without ever having been a pastor. He then 
devolted himself to educational questions. Along with Ferdinand Buisson he sought to 
implement a secular and liberal orientation in public primary education in France. In 1880, he 
contributed to the founding of the École Normale Supérieure de Fontenay-aux-Roses, to train 
teachers of teachers' colleges.  

Ferdinand Buisson (1841 – 1932) was also a French Protestant and educational 
bureaucrat, as well as a pacifist and Radical-Socialist (left liberal) politician. From 1879 to 1896 
he was director of primary education in France. He was famous for his fight for secular 
education through the League of Education and he coined the term laïcité ("secularism"). He 
supervised the work of writing and designing the laws of secularism. In 1905, he was the 
chairman of the parliamentary committee that wrote the text of the law of separation of church 
and state. He was an advocate of vocational education and voting rights for women. In 1898, as a 
supporter of Alfred Dreyfus, he participated in the creation of the French League for Human 
Rights. He was the prime contractor for the multiple volume editorial project, the Dictionnaire 
de pédagogie et d'instruction primaire (1882 - 1887). He wrote entries such as “secularism,” 
“intuition,” and “prayer.” The dictionary is considered the "Bible" of the secular, republican 
school system. It introduced the concept of a secular religious replacement. See “Félix Pécaut,” 
Wikipedia. 

35Pierre Bonnoure wrote Histoire de la Tchécoslovaquie (History of Czechoslovakia) 
(Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1968) and Les pays socialistes d'Europe (U.R.S.S. 
exceptée): Histoire: Géographie (économie) (Chambéry: Éditions Scolaires, 1967). 

Jean Effel, real name François Lejeune (1908 – 1982) was a French painter, caricaturist, 
illustrator and journalist. He had close relations with the USSR and Czechoslovakia, and was the 
longstanding chairman of the Company of French-Czechoslovak Friendship. He received the 
Lenin Peace Prize in 1967. See “Jean Effel,” Wikipedia. 
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Mom, in my youth, did not practice [Catholic religion]. Without any sectarianism she was 

secular. She found faith again later, when I was already a Jesuit. But she was respectful towards 

[p. 21] religion. Finding herself, by chance, not far from me at mass, she reproached me greatly. 

At the Elevation she heard me blowing my nose. "Come on, Jean, that's not done!” She said 

sternly at the exit. She had taught me my prayers; she made me recite my catechism as she did 

for my other lessons. During the month of Mary [May], she joined us in singing hymns around 

the little sanctuary place I made in my room. 

She professed a kind of Kantian stoicism learned from Miss Billotey.36 She was one of 

the first lay [non-religious] teachers who had the ambition of victoriously competing with 

religious boarding schools for moral elevation and rectitude of conduct. The role of God was 

replaced by Conscience, a demanding conscience. Everything was a little Jansenist.37 When I 

told Mom about my doing some action about which I was all happy, she said, "You have done 

only your duty!” Then, slightly smiling and with a little irony she added: "... and very little!” 

Because at home, if we took everything seriously, we also took everything as kidding. 

She jealously watched over my readings and if she told me not to look at the supplement 

of Le Petit Journal, which every week showcased Epinal cartoones of recent news items. I 

36According to Jerome Schneewind in Essays on the history of moral philosophy (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2010), Kant was a type of Stoic, in that he recognized the need to 
act according to reason in ethics rather than be influenced by emotions and his definition of the 
good as a good will was similar to the Stoic idea of virtue as the sole good. 

37Jansenism was a theological movement, primarily in France, that emphasized original 
sin, human depravity, the necessity of divine grace and predestination. The movement originated 
from the posthumously published work of the Dutch theologian Cornelius Jansen, who died in 
1638. The Jansenists identified themselves as followers of Augustine of Hippo's teachings. The 
apostolic constitution, Cum occasione, promulgated by Pope Innocent X in 1653, condemned 
five cardinal doctrines of Jansenism as heresy—especially the relationship between human free 
will and efficacious grace, wherein the teachings of Augustine, as presented by the Jansenists, 
contradicted the teachings of the Jesuit School. Jansenist leaders endeavored to accommodate the 
pope's pronouncements while retaining their uniqueness, and enjoyed a measure of peace in the 
late 17th century under Pope Clement IX. In Quebec, Canada, in the 1960s, many people 
rejected the Church, and many of its institutions were secularized. This process was justified 
frequently by charges that the Church in Quebec was "Jansenist." For instance, Paul-Emile 
Borduas in Total refusal = Refus global: the manifesto of the Montréal Automatists (Holstein, 
Ont.: Exile Editions, [1948] 2009), accused the Church in Quebec as being the result of a 
"jansenist colony." 
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walked on the opposite sidewalk to escape the temptation of the colorful cartoones.38 I did not 

want to disobey or lie. "Jean does not lie," my grandfather used to say. The thing was established 

once and for all. 

An incident that I remember very vividly will reflect the contrasts of the religious climate 

of the house. It was a Good Friday. Mom had served a salted cod dish. In vain since yesterday 

had it been soaked in a basin under a trickle of water; the taste of salt persisted. The horrible slice 

was there on our plates and it had to be eaten. After all, we could make such a sacrifice on such a 

day! My father, who was so often absent, came unexpectedly. He sat down to table and Mama 

served him by wrapping his piece of cod with white sauce. He tasted the fish and shouted, "What 

are you giving me here? - Cod. It's Good Friday. -I do not care! Give me some meat.” "If you 

want meat," Mum replied, [p. 22] remaining calm, “cook it yourself.” He got up and went out. 

We watched in silence. He returned soon enough, triumphantly carrying a steak he had just 

grilled. What has happened? The meal ended without a word. The thunder, maybe, was going to 

fall on the house.39 

Mom had a great respect for my teachers. She always gave them praise.. On April 23, 

1903, she wanted to accompany me to school to wish a happy feast-day to my teacher, Brother 

Georges. As we passed the convent of the Redemptorists, we saw about fifty people who were 

talking with animation.40 At the door of the college, we were told, with a mysterious air, that we 

would probably not see Brother George again. It was a direct effect of the Combeian law that 

38An image of Epinal is a print with popular and bright colors. The imagery was made 
by woodcutters, metal engravers, illuminators, draughtsmen and caricaturists. In the seventeenth 
century the engraving was on copper and then there was Epinal lithography. By the end In the 
eighteenth century, there were centers of mainly religious iconography (Orleans, Rennes, 
Chartres). The images had a part in the construction of the Napoleonic myth by publishing series 
of images to the glory of the First Empire, from its soldiers to its leader. Formerly sold by 
pedlars, the images of Epinal owe their name to Jean-Charles Pellerin, who was the first printer 
to serialize this type of image, and who lived in the city of the same name. See “Epinal,” 
Wikipedia. 

39This refers to the church rule that allowed fish but not meat to be eaten on Friday. 
40The Redemptorists  or Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer (CSsR) is a religious 

congregation founded by Alphonsus Liguori (1696–1787) at Scala, near Amalfi, Italy. Their 
convent and church of Saint-Alphonse in Boulogne-is located at Place Godefroy De Bouillon. It 
was built in 1860. Following damages in World War II, it was restored in 1951.  
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proscribed the religious congregations and their schools!41 Retracing our steps, we struggled to 

find a way through the crowd, which had grown considerable on the threshold of the convent. 

41The law of July 1, 1901 on religious congregations prohibited private educational 
institutions run by religious personnel who had made simple vows, unlike religious members of 
orders who made solemn vows. The schools of some 154 male orders and 1,511 female 
congregations were closed. Earlier the Jules Ferry laws in 1881–1882, had outlawed the schools 
of religious orders with religious instruction in all schools forbidden.  

However, the secularization process started even earlier, after the May 16, 1877 crisis and 
the victory of the Republicans at the following elections. At that time priests were removed from 
the administrative committees of hospitals and boards of charity, and in 1880 with the 
substitution of lay women for nuns in hospitals.  

The secularization process was completed with the 1905 law on the Separation of the 
Churches and State (loi du 9 décembre 1905 concernant la séparation des Églises et de l'État). It 
was based on the principle of neutrality of the state concerning religion and the freedom of 
religious exercise. It is seen as the backbone of the French principle of laïcité (secularism). It 
ended the state funding of religious groups, including state recognition of the different cults and 
the financing of the clergy and the expenses of worship, which the Napoleonic Concordat of 
1801 had given as compensation for the Revolution's confiscation of Church  properties. Prior to 
the French Revolution of 1789, Catholicism was the state religion and closely identified with the 
Ancien Régime. The revolution led to a brief separation of church and state in 1795, ended by the 
Concordat of 1801. See “Concordat of 1801,” Wikipedia. 

The 1905 law declared that religious buildings were property of the state and local 
governments, that is, that the public authorities had to hand over the property to religious 
organizations (associations cultuelles) laymen, instead of putting them directly back under the 
supervision of the church hierarchies. The associations were independent legal entities having 
rights and responsibilities concerning money and properties including churches, residences of the 
bishops and priests, the seminaries and the collecting the alms and legacies destined for religious 
worship. 

At the time of the 1905 law the Third Republic was led by Émile Combes (1835 – 1921) 
and his Bloc des gauches (Left Coalition). He directly organized the passage of the republican, 
secular laws. According to Professor Geoffrey Kurtz, the years of Émile Combe's administration 
was a period of social reform "without equal" during the era of the Third Republic, which 
included such reforms as an eight-hour day for miners, a ten-hour day for many workers, the 
lowering of mandatory military service from 3 to 2 years, the elimination of certain middle-class 
draft exemptions, and some modest public assistance for the chronically ill, the disabled, and the 
elderly. In 1903, safety standards were extended to shops and offices. Combes was opposed by 
by the pro-Catholic Action libérale populaire (A.L.P.). The A.L.P. had a stronger popular base, 
with better financing and a stronger network of newspapers, but had far fewer seats in 
parliament.  

It is of interest that one of the things which the 1905 law prohibited was the Republic 
from naming French archbishops or bishops, which had been the practice. However, in 1926 
Aristide Briand negotiated the Briand-Ceretti Agreement with the Holy See whereby the state 
reclaimed a role in the process of choosing diocesan bishops. At Vatican II through the 
encyclical Gaudium et spes the Church recognized a belief in a non-confessional state, that the 
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The crowd was shouting,  "They [the religious] will not leave!” Which rendered in Bolognese 

dialect was, "I n'partiront pon!”42 I insisted on not going away, and Mum, perhaps remembering 

the demonstrations of her youth, consented to leave me in the crowd. It grew steadily. Good-

natured police officers tried to disperse it, but it resisted and flowed back. They then alerted the 

gendarmes who arrived mounted on great horses. Turning the rump of their horses, they pushed 

people in front of them, but taking care not to hurt anyone. 

The multitude ended up regrouping towards the Tintelleries' quay where the [train] 

station was located. The Police Commissioner, girded with his sash, took the lead and the fists 

began to fly. The representative of the authority, whose cheeks were adorned with an impressive 

blonde beard, did not intimidate the sailors who, with one voice, chanted: "Goat-beard, lice 

beard!” "Goat-beard, lice beard!” But night was falling; at home, their little ones were hungry; 

one by one the women went away and the fight stopped for lack of fighters. 

Boulogne was fond of festivals, whether religious or secular. The Sunday following the 

Assumption [August 15] was the day of the great Procession. From the cathedral [Basilica of Our 

Lady of the Immaculate Conception], in great pomp, came the Swiss of the five parishes, white 

stockings, shoulder-belts, [p. 23] red pants, holding their halberds; then the sailors in full 

costume, the porteloises [fishermen] draped in their scarlet coats. The procession took place 

along the main arteries, between cloth-clad facades which were filled with flowers pinned to 

them. In addition, fishing nets dotted with flowers formed like a dome in the smallest lanes 

between the close windows. How beautiful! But one year, I shared my admiration with Mom; 

she replied, "You know, I do not like all these processions: it is a parade of hypocrites ..." 

Church should not be involved in politics and that there should be a fair separation of powers 
marked by co-operation for the benefit of society. The Church recognized the principle of 
secularism through its 2004 Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, based on the 
principles of Luke 20:25. See “1905 French law on the Separation of the Churches and State,” 
Wikipedia; Geoffrey Kurtz, Jean Jaurès: The Inner Life of Social Democracy (Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 2014). p. 118; Jean Sévillia, Quand les catholiques étaient hors la loi 
(Paris: Perrin, c2005); Oscar L. Arnal, "Why the French Christian Democrats Were 
Condemned," Church History 49.2 (1980): 188-202. 

42Louis-François Daire, Dictionnaire picard, gaulois et François (Paris Champion 
1911), p. 137; online at https://archive.org/stream/dictionnairepica00dairuoft#page/8/mode/2up, 
the word “ponant” translates to the French “cul,” which translates in English as “idiot,” “butt” or 
“ass.” There is no listing for “pon.” 
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At Mardi Gras and at Mid-Lent, Boulogne also went out into the street. The sidewalks of 

Thiers and Victor-Hugo streets were strewn with confetti. Floats filled the roadway. In prams 

gentlemen "very much" disguised as fishermen under their yellow, waxed-canvas rain jackets, 

extended long poles at the end of which oranges were strung. And the kids jumped to catch one: 

"Pee! Pee! (peach), now I have an orange!" 

In 1903 when there was much anticlerical passion, a journalist and editor of a socialist 

paper conceived the unfortunate idea of creatomg a float which caused a scandal. Standing in a 

huge chamber pot stood a priest in a cassock wearing a Don Basil hat [Roman clergy hat]. 

Around him, men, disguised as nuns, were dancing a grotesque saraband [a Spanish dance]. The 

float did not go far. A Catholic Englishman, Mr. Davidson, threw himself at the head of the 

horses, and, with the help of a few young men, caused Mr. Poulain [the journalist] to fall to the 

ground, who, from that day, carried everywhere the nickname "piss-pot Poulain." Such names 

were very popular in Boulogne. The shipowner, my grandfather’s boss, had a rather stormy 

youth closely watched by a very severe old aunt, hence his nickname "cat-pursued." 

It must be in those years that I saw a procession of dockers on strike. I was on the 

doorstep and I refused to return, despite the injunctions of my mother. This stream of men and 

their songs made me gasp. For the first time, I heard sung the International. 

p. 24 is a blank page 
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Chapter 2 [p. 25]  
 

II 

At the Jesuit School  

 

 

Why was I sent to the Jesuit school?1 I can not understand it. Our home was closer to 

another Catholic school. Mother, who was distancing herself from the clergy, could scarcely 

distinguish the different religious orders and their robes. As I mentioned, she called the religious 

who ran the nearby school of Saint-Stanislas "the ringing brothers." Because we saw the boys 

from this school come and go each day, Mother found them very badly brought up. For the same 

reason the public school was dismissed, and after having been at the school of the Sisters of the 

Holy Childhood to learn to read, I entered the ninth house of the Jesuits at the Chateau de 

1The Jesuits are a Catholic religious order that was established by Ignatius Loyola (1491-
1556) and his companions in the 1540s. Joseph Tylenda in A Pilgrim's Journey: The 
Autobiography of Ignatius of Loyola (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1985), p. 126, writes that the 
group did not start off as school teachers or with the idea that formal education was necessary for 
them to serve God. But the Catholic hierarchy and the government in the 1500s when Ignatius 
lived required those who wanted to teach religion to be licensed. This required a formal 
education. Historian John Donnelly in Ignatius of Loyola, Founder of the Jesuits (New York: 
Longman, 2004), p. 131, comments that the formal education, which they underwent, influenced 
the the Jesuits toward becoming teachers themselves and toward opening schools. Donnelly also 
points out that Ignatius believed the only knowledge and skills worthwhile learning were those 
which helped the student to become closer to God.  

About 50 years after the death of Ignatius, the Jesuit Claudio Acquaviva finally 
completed the Ratio Studiorum or “plan of studies,” which was started by Ignatius. The Ratio 
Studiorum outlined all the courses that went into a Jesuit education. These included languages 
such as Latin and Greek and the humanities. The latter focused on history, dramas and literature 
that were religious in nature. The main part of the curriculum was philosophy and theology. 
Professor Donnelly, ibid. p. 135, maintains that Aristotle, Cicero and Plato were emphasized in 
the philosophy curriculum because they stressed good morals. Similarly, other scholars observe 
that the “Jesuit humanist education of the Christian gentleman” stressed the Ciceronian morals of 
“honor, family and patria.” See Robert Maryks in Saint Cicero and the Jesuits: The Influence of 
the Liberal Arts on the Adoption of Moral Probabalism (Aldershot, England: Ashgate Pub. Ltd, 
2008), pp 93-94 and Hans Baron, “Cicero and the Roman Civic Spirit in the Middle Ages and 
the Early Renaissance,” John Rylands Library (1938), vol. 22, pp. 72-97. 
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Chanlaire.2 All that had been done was to add to the old house a wing where studies and classes 

were found.3 

2The l'école républicaine was divided into three stages: primary, secondary and higher. 
Primary or elementary school lasted for 5 years until the child was 10–11 years-old. This seems 
to correspond to Boulier’s education with the Sisters of the Holy Childhood. However, from 
what he writes later in this chapter, it may have been as early as 1903 when he was 9-years-old 
that he moved on to the secondary education stage. The secondary stage had two parts. First 
there was the middle school (collège) for four years which usually was from the age of 11 to 15 
and high school (lycée), which provided a three-year course for the ages of 15 to 18. Pupils were 
prepared for the baccalauréat, which could lead to higher education studies.  

The system was initially influenced by the Falloux Laws of 1850–1851, which gave an 
important role to the clergy. These laws established that all children between the ages of 6 and 
12, both boys and girls attend school. The instruction was free of charge. Between 1880 and 
1904 the Falloux Laws were eliminated. This meant that the control of the church hierarchy and 
religious orders were eliminated. Jules Ferry, minister of education, was influencial in the 
secularization movement. Nevertheless, Catholic (private) schools continued. They were 
financed by the government and had to follow the government-mandated curriculum, which was 
uniform for the entire country. At the same time, the curriculum had a place for the Catholic 
religion to be taught to those who desired it. The Vichy Regime that began in 1940 allowed 
religious congregations to return to a stronger role and the government strongly subsided private 
Catholic schools. Although these subsidies were interrupted following the Liberation, the 
Provisional Government of the French Republic (GPRF) did not repeal the teaching authorisation 
given to congregations. The Debré Law of 1959 went further, by having private schools' teachers 
paid by the state. The new Education Code in 2000 did not greatly change the system. See 
Patrick J. Harrigan, "Church, State, and Education in France From the Falloux to the Ferry Laws: 
A Reassessment," Canadian Journal of History, (2001) 36#1, pp. 51-83. 

3The present day Nazareth-Haffreingue School Group is a descendant of the Chateau de 
Chanlaye school. In its early years from 1813 to 1871 the school which was later at the Chateau 
de Chanlaye school was directed by Abbe Benoît-Agathon Haffreingue (1785 – 1871). After his 
death it merged with the Free School Notre-Dame founded by the Jesuits. The school was briefly 
interrupted following the expulsion of the Jesuits (1901), then reopened under the name of 
Institution Haffreingue. It was closed after the invasion of 1940 and reopened in 1951 under the 
name of Haffreingue-Chanlaire private Catholic school, because it merged with the Chanlaire 
school. In 1980 it took the name of Private Haffreingue-Chanlaire Catholic School Group. In 
2008 it merged with the Nazareth school group and became the Nazareth-Haffreingue School 
Group. Besides the school, Abbe Haffreingue, with the help of the government of Emperor 
Napoleon III in the 1820s, also rebuilt the Notre-Dame cathedral of Boulogne-sur-Mer. The 
cathederal building had served as an arsenal and depot after the French Revolution. See “Benoît-
Agathon_Haffreingue, “ Wikipedia; and “Institution Haffreingue,” Wikipedia, online at 
https://data.bnf.fr/fr/11382876/institution_haffreingue_boulogne-sur-mer__pas-de-calais/; see 
also, "Chanlaire School,” in Cahiers du Vieux Boulogne: bulletin historique, littéraire et 
artistique de Renaissance du vieux Boulogne (Boulogne-sur-mar: Association "Rennaissance du 
Vieux Boulogne,".2005), No. 56. (Held by the Bibliotheque nationale de France). 
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We began Latin in the seventh grade, at the age when children are enchanted to collect 

words, new expressions. Is it for this pedagogical reason that English is now being introduced at 

this age? Soon it will studied from kindergarten, As for Latin, it is put aside to the fourth. In 

other words, students will never know it! 

The small classes were entrusted to the Brothers of Ploermel.4 As far as I can tell, they 

were excellent teachers. Each day began with a dictation. When a pupil gave a recitation without 

an error, and tha was not rare, the whole class was rewarded with a reading from Paul Féval, a 

Breton author, as was the teacher.5 Dictations without fail in the eighth grade! Do we obtain 

today Bachot [baccalauréat]? Formerly, a lack of [p. 26] orthography was eliminatory. Let's 

hope that our technocrats dictate to secretaries who fix the spelling! Will they find help and at 

what price?  

From Chanlaire in the ninth grade, we passed to the Grand College [high school].6 It was 

magnificent building built outside the city and which had about three hundred students, many of 

them particle [nobility] names. There, for the first time, I saw engraved with a knife on the wood 

of the tables, this incredible inscription: "Long live the King! - "What are you, you?” My new 

comrades asked me. I shut up. Well what? Royalist or Bonapartist? And it was my turn to amaze 

them: "But Republican, of course!" The July 14th Review and the Great Procession, was for me 

the great feast of the year.7 The parade ended at the foot of a weird pyramid, the monument of 

Mariette-Bey, at which the firemen with their glittering helmets presided. One year out of three a 

battalion of eight would have the custody of the flag. My grandfather once discovered the 

passage of the three colors [Tricolour flag] and had me remove my hat. Finally came the 

4See “Frères de l'instruction chrétienne de Ploërmel,” Wikipedia. 
5Paul Féval, father and son, were popular novelists who wrote swashbuckler novels such 

as Le Loup blanc and the perennial best-seller Le Bossu. See “Paul Féval,” Wikipedia. 
6The French text has “la cinquième” (the fifth grade). Perhaps he is referring to the fifth 

year of secondary school, which would correspond to the ninth grade, if his primary education is 
included, as is the custom in America. If he started middle school in about 1903 at ten-years of 
age, he would have passed to ninth grade and high school in about 1908 at fifteen-years of age. 

7The taking of the Bastille in Paris, July 14, 1789, was the first intervention of the 
Parisian people in the course of the French Revolution. The popular intervention temporarily put 
an end to the attempts of King Louis XVI to regain the absolute power he lost in June 1789. 
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gendarmes; their horses seemed to me to have a huge rump where the hair was drawn in 

checkerboard. How beautiful it was! 

The year after I entered the Jesuit school, I came home with my head down: "So, Jean, 

tomorrow we are going to the Revue," said my grandfather. – “No, we have class.” – “Class, on 

the 14th of July!” he exclaimed. But Mom immediately said, "Well! you'll go to class.” For her, 

the class was as sacred as the great procession. Decidedly the Jesuits and the Brethren snobbed 

the Republic, which gave them a good return.  

On January 24, 1907, the Grand College burned in the night; from the roof to the ground, 

everything was consumed. The Jesuits immediately opened another secondary school in 

Belgium, a hundred yards from the border in a suburb of the small town of Mouscron.8 The 

street leading to the college stretched along a black and sinister working-class district from the 

grand place of Tourcoing. It rose on a gentle slope, and from the height one could see a horizon 

of factory chimneys whose sight appeared to me at first prodigious. But soon as we walked the 

streets, in rows, three by three, the impression was that of being in the land of exile. Everything 

was black; the sky often with mist and rain; the floor is made of clinkers [residue of burnt coal], 

the low houses with sooty walls. The high chimneys [p. 27] spat "blackets," small fragments of 

soot. In the evening, huge barrels mounted on three wheels jolted on the disjointed pavements; 

they were full of beaten milk and advertised by a bell. At this signal, from doors cut at mid-

height [to serve as windows in summer], the housewives sprang out and tended their pots to the 

tap, from which a whitish liquid escaped, the bright spot of the evening meal. From all this there 

was a sad misery after my gay Boulogne. In summer, on Sundays, the street came alive. The 

pigeon-lovers waited for the return of the racing pigeons on which we bet big. There were also 

finch competitions; squatting in front of the cages, the finch-competitors were chalking on long 

black slats each time the bird had heard his song. An excruciating detail: for them to sing better, 

they had their eyes punctured. 

It was in this school that I met "the people of the North.” In general, in each class they 

obstinately occupied the last places. Out of the school, they were thrown into business, where 

they swam very well. In some textile dynasties, whenever a boy was born, it was said that a 

factory was being built for him, sometimes in Poland or Argentina. I met one in Trencin, in the 

8Mouscron is a suburb of Lille, France and 90 miles east of Boulogne-sur-Mer. 
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heart of Slovakia. While waiting to make a fortune, these morons were not interested in anything. 

Our third-year teacher - he came from Sarlat - sharply criticized: "Go spin your wool! Go weave 

your canvases!9 Do not obstruct us here! Dear Father Raylet! It was through him that I first 

heard Le Lac and Booz Asleep.10 I was all stirred; but I was a little annoyed by "the golden 

sickle in the field of stars" [the final line from the latter poem]. To me the moon had always 

seemed like money. 

So I became a boarder. The happy memories of childhood faded away. A little thing in 

prison with the Jesuits? Unlike more than one comrade, I was happy in boarding school. I loved 

Classical Letters. I loved books. I was reading and re-reading Racine, Molière ... the first one 

especially: Britannicus, of course, but Iphigénie, Mithridate, Bajazet ...11 Our Racine, ad usum 

Delphini did not contain Phèdre.12 Boileau commented that "in spite of it being perfidious and 

incestuous" the play amused him.13 [I liked] “The Embarrassments of Paris,” “The Ridiculous 

9Sarlat is a town in southwest France. 
10“The Lake” (Le Lac) is by Alphones de Lamartine. It is about the loss of love. The 

man goes to the lake hoping that his love will be there. When he finds that she is dead, he writes 
this poem. It's a sad poem about time and nature. “Booz Asleep” is by Victor Hugo. It is about an 
"old man," Booz and a woman, Ruth. There are also several references to God. The woman liked 
Booz because he was wise amd strong. See “Les grands classiques,” online at 
https://poesie.webnet.fr/lesgrandsclassiques/poemes/victor_hugo/booz_endormi. 

11Information about Jean-Baptiste Racine, Molière and their plays is noted in the Persons 
section of the Glossary. 

12The Delphin Classics or Ad usum Delphini was series of 64 annotated editions of the 
Latin classics originally created in the 17th century. It was reprinted for centuries, and served in 
classrooms across Europe and the Americas. The expression Ad usum Delphini was sometimes 
used on other texts which had been expurgated because they contained passages considered 
inappropriate for the youth, and has been used pejoratively to indicate any work expurgated for 
the sake of younger audiences, and not just this series of Latin texts and commentaries. See 
“Delphin Classics ,” Wikipedia. 

13Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux (1636-1711), often known simply as Boileau, was a French 
poet, critic and friend of Racine. He did much to reform the prevailing form of French poetry, in 
the same way that Blaise Pascal did to reform the prose. He was greatly influenced by Horace.  

Racine’s Phèdre is based on the play Hippolytus by Euripides and addresses the same 
story, but it changes the focus from Hippolytus (Hippolyte), the stepson, to Phaedra (Phèdre), the 
stepmother. After receiving false information that her husband, King Thésée (Theseus), is dead, 
Phèdre accedes to her nurse Oenone’s urging and tells Hippolyte (Hippolytus), that she is in love 
with him. He rejects her. When Thésée returns, he is led to believe that Hippolyte is the 
aggressor toward Phèdre, and he invokes the aid of Neptune to destroy his son. See Wikipedia. 
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Meal,” “The lectern.”14 One day I discovered Le Cid.15 I was twelve years old. I was bored [p. 

28] at the eleven o'clock study. "Pass me your Corneille..." I asked a "great" third-year student, 

my neighbor. And I started reading, gripprd, breathless from scene to scene. Even to the fourth 

act I did not stop. To the dual avowal:  

Rodrigue, who would have believed it. Chimère, who said  
that our time was so close and so soon was lost. 

A flood of tears came to my eyes ... I did not know where to turn. I hid myself as best I 

could, dabbing myself with my handkerchief. I understand how Gerard Philippe had made a 

triumph to old Corneille.16 

This taste for the classics, this enchantment was a first break with my childhood. Mom 

was foreign to it. The primary school, even at the higher grades, was then closed to poetry, 

except for short pieces of a noble morality: Victor Hugo: "My father, this hero with so sweet 

eyes ..."17 [And there was] Sully-Prudhomme: "The farmer told me one day in a dream... "18  

The library of our house contained all Daudet, Coppee, Dumas and Grand Larousse 

Illustrated.19 Nothing else. Yes; a copy of Les Contemplations, richly bound, gilt-edged, given 

14Boileau’s satirical poems Les embarrassde Paris, Le Repas ridicule and la Lutrin are 
parodies on various writers. See “Satires (Boileau)” Wikipedia. 

15Le Cid is a five-act French tragicomedy written by Pierre Corneille, first performed in 
1636. The plot centers around Rodrigue and Chimène, who would like to marry, but their fathers 
have a quarrel. After problems with family honor, rival suitors and fighting Moors, the couple 
are able married. The story is based on Guillén de Castro's play Las Mocedades del Cid. Castro's 
play in turn is based on the legend of El Cid, that is, the Spanish warrior Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar, 
who lived approximately from 1043 until 1099. 

16Gérard Philipe (1922 –1959) was a prominent French actor who appeared in 34 films 
between 1944 and 1959. Active in both theater and cinema, he was, until his death from cander, 
one of the main stars of the post-war period. His image has remained youthful and romantic. In 
accordance with his last wishes, he is buried, dressed in the costume of Don Rodrigue (The Cid). 
See “Gérard Philipe,” Wikipedia. 

17This is the first line from Victor Hugo’s poem, “Après la bataille” (After the Battle) 
about showing mercy. 

18This is a sonnet titled “Un songe” (A dream) by  René-François Sully Prudhomme 
(1839-1907), written in 1866 about the brotherhood of the working class. 

19The Grand dictionnaire universel du XIXe siècle (Great Universal Dictionary of the 
19th Century), was a French encyclopedic dictionary in 15 volumes of 1500 pages, published in 
1876. The Nouveau Larousse illustré was an illustrated encyclopedia published 1897-1904, 
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by my grandfather to my grandmother at the time of their wedding and annotated by him: 

"Remember, Mary, I read you these verses, and we were happy.”20 All at home had done drama 

in a troupe of amateurs, and when I recited my lessons, my mother corrected my diction and told 

me the right tone. Thanks to her, very early, I was a good actor. 

I loved our teachers and we knew that they loved us; they were trying to prove it to us. 

What a surprise, a harsh winter morning, to find the playground transformed into a magnificent 

ice rink! Our taskmaster, helped by two pupils, had during this cold night tirelessly watered the 

court that we found this joy on waking.  

We were allowed to choose our confessor and I had elected an old priest with a course 

face and enormous eyebrows, with whom I was not long in making my confidant, Father Le Bail. 

He was a scientist, author of several mathematics textbooks, but, above all, a man who had 

carried out an unusual social activity in the industrial environment of Lille-Roubaix-

Tourcoing.[p. 29] 
Around this time, the bosses of the North invited the workers who wanted it to gather for 

a few days in a [religious] retreat house built for them, in the middle of a great bow. Father Le 

Bail had taken a large part in the founding of this House of Mouvaux.21 He told me with what 

fervor these workers, weavers for the most part, devoted themselves to the Exercises of Saint 

which was a scaled-down, updated and more neutral version of the Grand Larousse du dix-
neuvième. See “Grand dictionnaire universel du XIXe siècle ,” Wikipedia. 

20Les Contemplations is a collection of 156 poems by Victor Hugo, published in 1856. 
21Spiritual retreat work was a Jesuit apostolate since the order began. The movement was 

resurrected after the order was restored to life in the early 1800s. The retreat center at Mouvaux 
developed from a split off from the successful Château-Blanc center. It was decided to buy a 
more spacious house in Mouvaux in 1890: Notre-Dame du Hautmont. Located near the three 
industrial centers of Lille, Tourcoing and Roubaix, this house was financed largely thanks to the 
donations of the catholic industrialist of the north. In 1891  more than 1,200 workers and more 
than 900 other were welcomed. Recruitment took place inside factories thanks to the League of 
Former Returnees. Mouvaux had helped some 36,000 retreatants between 1898 and 1912. The 
retreatant groups did not exceed the number of 30, so that the directors could take care of each 
one in particular and ensure more easily. order and discipline. The routine was that a few points 
were proposed to the group, rather than a long preaching. This allowed the retreatants to reflect 
themselves. From the retreats grew several groups, including the Association of Patrons 
Catholics of the North, on the one hand, and the Association of Our Lady of the Factory, on the 
other hand. The latter was a brotherhood and located in 50 factories. See “Centre Spirituel 
Jésuite” online at https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centre_Spirituel_J%C3%A9suite; Noel Barre, 
Jésuites et ouvriers. La mission ouvrière jésuite de 1944 à la fin des ..., p. 405.  
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Ignatius.22 One evening they discovered in the light that filtered through a door, a retreater who 

was prolonging his watch; he prayed with his arms crossed. After confession, that was how 

Father Le Bail left me on his prie-dieu [kneeler]. He would leave the room and come back after 

giving me the time to recite a dozen rosaries, always with arms crossed. At the end it was quite 

painful. 

This Jesuit, I say, was engaged in union work. To make room for the C.G.T. and for the 

propaganda of Jules Guesde, he had founded in Roubaix "the yellow unions."23 He did not 

22In written form the Exercises are a 100-page handbook for conducting a spiritual 
retreat. They were devised by Ignatius of Loyola (1491 – 1556) who worked as a spiritual 
director. He recorded his method of directing in a treatise called the Spiritual Exercises, a simple 
set of meditations, prayers, and other mental exercises, first published in 1548 

Ignatius was a Spanish Basque Catholic priest and theologian, who co-founded the 
religious order called the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) and became its first Superior General at Paris 
in 1541. The Jesuit order served the Pope as missionaries, and they were bound by a vow of 
special obedience to the sovereign pontiff in regard to the missions. They therefore emerged as 
an important force during the time of the Counter-Reformation. He was named a saint in 1622 
with a feast day of July 31. He is the patron saint of the Basque provinces of Gipuzkoa and 
Biscay and of soldiers. See “Ignatius of Loyola,” Wikipedia. 

23Information about the General Confederation of Labour (the Confédération Générale 
du Travail, C.G.T.) is given in the Glossary. Jules Bazile, known as Jules Guesde (1845 –1922) 
was a French socialist journalist and politician. On the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War, he 
was editing Les Droits de l'Homme at Montpellier, and had to take refuge in Geneva in 1871 
from a prosecution instituted on account of articles which had appeared in his paper in defense of 
the Paris Commune. There he read the works of Karl Marx. In 1876, he returned to France to 
become one of the chief French advocates of Marxism, being imprisoned for six months in 1878 
for taking part in the first Parisian International Congress. 

Guesde had been in close association with Paul Lafargue. He helped draw up the 
programme accepted by the National Congress of the French Workers' Party at Le Havre in 
1880, which laid stress on the formation of an international labour party working by 
revolutionary methods. The following year, at the Reims Congress, the orthodox Marxian 
programme of Guesde was opposed by the "possibilists", who rejected the intransigeant attitude 
of Guesde for the reformist policy of Paul Brousse. In 1893 he was returned to the Chamber of 
Deputies for Roubaix, with a large majority over the Christian Socialist and Radical candidates. 
He brought forward various proposals in social legislation forming the programme of the 
Workers' Party. 

In 1903 there was a formal reconciliation at the Reims Congress of the sections of the 
party, which then took the name of the Socialist Party of France. All socialist tendencies were 
then unified in 1905 in the French Section of the Workers' International (S.F.I.O.), the French 
section of the Second International. Guesde, nevertheless, continued to oppose the reformist 
policy of Jean Jaurès, whom he denounced for supporting one "bourgeois" party against another. 
In 1900, he had already opposed him on the question of socialist participation in "bourgeois" 
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realize that these class-conflict unions were, in fact, ruled by a somewhat dubious character 

named Bietry.24 The latter apparently was manipulating many.25 

One evening, my confessor called me to introduce myself to a modestly dressed stranger, 

a militant worker who was leading the struggle of the yellow unions. He begged him to raise his 

sleeve and I saw, along the left arm, a deep scar. This is the track, said the Father, of a burst of a 

government. His defence of the principle of freedom of association led him, incongruously 
enough, to support the religious Congregations against Émile Combes's Separation of the 
Churches and the State. 

The outbreak of World War I, which was regarded as threatening France's existence, had 
the effect of changing the uncompromising attitude of Guesde. In August 1914, while the 
Reformist Jaurès was assassinated due to his opposition to the war, Guesde was included in the 
national unity government of René Viviani as a Minister without Portfolio, and continued to 
serve in that role until the end of 1916. During this period, he adopted patriotic positions and 
sometimes even nationalist views. See Samuel Bernstein, "Jules Guesde, Pioneer of Marxism in 
France," Science and Society, vol. 4, no. 1 (Winter 1940), pp. 29–56. 

24The "yellow unions” or "proletarian right" was a trade union movement that was 
constituted in opposition to "red" unions, that is to say to socialist or communist. The yellow 
unions refused certain modes of action such as strikes and confrontation with employers. For 
strikers, yellows were non-strikers, meaning "traitors." The term came into use following the 
general strike of Le Creusot in 1899. The arbitration award authorized the creation of trade 
unions on the initiative of the employer, which resulted in the creation of the "union of the 
workers' corporations of Le Creusot. Other yellow unions were then founded. The movement 
was anti - Semitic and extreme right from its creation. One of its slogans was "Fatherland, 
Family, Work," which was also the motto of the Vichy regime. See Zeev Sternhell, The 
Revolutionary Right, 1885-1914: The French Origins of Fascism, (Paris, Fayard, 1978). 

25Pierre Biétry (1872 – 1918) was a French syndicalist and politician who initially 
followed orthodox socialism before moving to the right. He was the pioneer of "Yellow 
socialism," a movement that has been portrayed as a forerunner of fascism. When young he 
became a member of the French Workers' Party (P.O.F.) and for a time associated with the 
followers of Jules Guesde. He was active in a series of strikes between 1898 and 1901. His break 
with socialism occurred around then, largely as a result of his opposition to the idea of a general 
strike as well as his overall disillusionment with the failure of socialist activity in France. 
Coupled with his advocation of class co-operation to alleviate working class suffering, that made 
him quit the POF in 1900. He came to advocate non-political trade union activity and a 
corporatist relationship between the unions and the employers. He formed his own trade union, 
the “Fédération nationale des jaunes de France” in 1902. As a political arm to his union he also 
formed the National Socialist Party in 1903. The movement gained support in 1910-11 after a 
series of violent acts by the Confédération générale du travail led to many more conservative 
workers deserting their ranks. Biétry's became attracted to the anti-Semitism of Édouard 
Drumont and soon grafted it on to his corporatist anti-capitalism. He briefly enjoyed the support 
of Action Française, but his headstrong personality meant that was short-lived as he had hoped 
to dominate his movement. His period of influence proved short-lived as Charles Maurras and 
his followers became the main focus of agitation on the right. See “Pierre Biétry” Wkipedia.  
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bomb thrown during a rally in Roubaix. I found very beautiful the combat wound of a Christian 

labor hero. A "yellow" I would gladly say with Peguy "not as we were evolved, but as when we 

were heroic!”26 This meeting of a labor militant in my twelfth year [1907] certainly struck me 

well. One can be a dupe, and still compel respect. 

Father Le Bail taught me to practice meditation. He had composed hundreds of small 

illustrated sheets in which he described the Exercises of Saint Ignatius, the Commandments of 

God and the practice of virtues. He taught me to read them while meditating on them, and I used 

them to address my prayer to God with words of mine, formulated from the bottom of my heart. 

"Faith," said the Cure of Ars, "is when one speaks to God as to a man.”27 I spoke to God while 

meditating. [p. 30]  
One day when Mother had come to see me, after this long journey from Boulogne to 

Tourcoing [Mouscron], I wanted to introduce her to my confessor. Father Le Bail came to the 

parlor and, among other things, said to her: "Your son, madame, is a fiery temperament.” This 

26The literal translation is, "As we have been rolled! But as we were heroic!" This quote 
from Charles Peguy is reproduced in René Johannet’s, Itinéraires d'intellectuels (Paris, Nouvelle 
Librairie Nationale, c. 1921), pp. 41-43; online at 
http://www.archive.org/details/itinrairesdintOOjoha. Johannet’s work is about the life and 
thought of Peguy (1873-1914) and George Sorel (1847-1922). Johannet in the introductory 
section states that “these studies appeared from 1913 to 1920 in ‘The Letters and The 
Correspondence.’" In explaining Peguy’s philosophy Johannet quotes the phrase, “Comme nous 
avons été roulés! Mais comme nous fûmes héroïques,” but does not cite the written source. 

27Jean-Baptiste-Marie Vianney 1786 –1859), referred to as "Curé d'Ars" (i.e. the parish 
priest of Ars), was a parish priest at Ars, France from 1818 to 1859. The Catholic Church was re-
established in France in 1802 by Napoleon Bonaparte with a Concordat. At this time the 20-year-
old Vianney left the family farm to enter the "presbytery-school" in the neighboring village of 
Écully in order to study for the priesthood. His studies were interrupted in 1809 when he was 
drafted into Napoleon's armies. He would have been exempt, as an ecclesiastical student, but 
Napoleon had withdrawn the exemption in certain dioceses because of his need for soldiers in his 
fight against Spain. Vianney dodged the draft by hiding in the mountains of Le Forez with others 
for fourteen months. An imperial proclamation in 1810 granted amnesty to all deserters, enabling 
him to go back legally to Écully, where he resumed his studies. He was academically slow but 
pious and was ordained in 1815. In 1818 he was appointed parish priest at Ars. At the time, 
Sundays in rural areas were spent working in the fields, or dancing and drinking in taverns. 
Vianney spent much time in the confessional and gave homilies against blasphemy and paganic 
dancing. If his parishioners did not give up this dancing, he refused them absolution. He came to 
be known internationally, and people from distant places began traveling to consult him and he 
was a recipient of the French Legion of Honour. See Marshall, Bruce. The Curé of Ars (New 
York: Sheed and Ward, 1952. 
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word did not fall on deaf ears. I have heard Mom repeat it many times, but to make fun of me. I 

think, however, that she was quite proud of it.  

Another Jesuit had a great influence on me: Father Tailliez, who was our teacher of 

French and Latin in Rhetoric. Each day began with an hour and a half of Latin. We were taught, 

from the third year of high school, to make Latin verses, and I remember, in this class for the 

composition prize, having organized a good thirty hexas; some, of course, were fake!28 But as I 

was recently telling a young khagneux, he was amazed and assured me that not one of his 

teachers with their advanced degrees [agrégés de lettres], would proffer the same.29 Students 

could present what was known as the "Honor Exam." In the third year of high school, I choose 

the fifth book of Aeneid.30 The fifth book is the story of the games given by Aeneas.31 The 

28Hexameter is a metrical line of verses consisting of six feet. It was the standard epic 
metre in classical Greek and Latin literature, such as in the Iliad, Odyssey and Aeneid. Its use in 
other genres of composition include Horace's satires, Ovid's Metamorphoses, and the Hymns of 
Orpheus. See “Hexameter,” Wkipedia.  

29Khagneux are students in the two-year extension of high school (post baccalauréat) 
who are preparing for exams to enter the three Écoles normales supérieures (ENS). See 
“Khagneux,” Wkipedia.  

30The Aeneid is a Latin epic poem, written by Virgil between 29 and 19 BC, that tells the 
legendary story of Aeneas, a Trojan who travelled to Italy, where he became the ancestor of the 
Romans. It comprises 9,896 lines in dactylic hexameter. The first six of the poem's twelve books 
tell the story of Aeneas's wanderings from Troy to Italy, and the poem's second half tells of the 
Trojans' ultimately victorious war upon the Latins, under whose name Aeneas and his Trojan 
followers are destined to be subsumed.  

The hero Aeneas was already known to Greco-Roman legend and myth, having been a 
character in the Iliad. Virgil took the disconnected tales of Aeneas's wanderings, his vague 
association with the foundation of Rome and his description as a personage of no fixed 
characteristics other than a scrupulous pietas, and fashioned the Aeneid into a compelling 
founding myth or national epic that tied Rome to the legends of Troy, explained the Punic Wars, 
glorified traditional Roman virtues, and legitimized the Julio-Claudian dynasty as descendants of 
the founders, heroes, and gods of Rome and Troy. See “Aeneid,” Wkipedia. 

31Book 5 relates how, hindered by bad weather from reaching Italy, the Trojans returned 
to where they started at the beginning of book 1, which was Sicily. It centers on the funeral 
games that Aeneas organizes for the anniversary of his father's death. Aeneas organizes 
celebratory games for the men—a boat race, a foot race, a boxing match, and an archery contest. 
In all those contests, Aeneas is careful to reward winners and losers, showing his leadership 
qualities by not allowing antagonism even after foul play. Each of these contests comments on 
past events or prefigures future events: the boxing match, for instance, is "a preview of the final 
encounter of Aeneas and Turnus", and the dove, the target during the archery contest, is 
connected to the deaths of Polites and King Priam in Book 2 and that of Camilla in Book 11. 
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games included the fight of the boxers wearing terrible gloves studded with iron and  regattas of 

triremes.32 Regattas in particular were striking to the child of Boulogne. These boats flying over 

the sea were powered by great rowing strnegth that Virgil compares to doves glidding in the sky 

after having flapped their wings. Radit iter liquidum, Celeres neque commovet alas. [she skims 

(her) liquid way nor moves (her) swift wings].33 

Father Tailliez gave us a religious instruction class one hour a week and his theme was: 

the Church and the Papacy. Through him and from the abundant quotations of St. Paul, I 

understood this great mystery of the Church of the body of Christ and the greatness of Christian 

Rome. This light guided me all my life. The best students were grouped in what was called the 

Academy, which at the end of the year offered a formal performance to the whole school. The 

subject of the performance that year was Cornelius. There was discourse intersected with 

Afterwards, Ascanius leads the boys in a military parade and mock battle, the Lusus Troiae - a 
tradition he will teach the Latins while building the walls of Alba Longa.  

During these events, Juno incites the Trojan women to burn the fleet and prevent the 
Trojans from ever reaching Italy, but her plan is thwarted when Ascanius and Aeneas intervene. 
Aeneas prays to Jupiter to quench the fires, which the god does with a torrential rainstorm. An 
anxious Aeneas is comforted by a vision of his father, who tells him to go to the underworld to 
receive a vision of his and Rome's future. In return for safe passage to Italy, the gods, by order of 
Jupiter, will receive one of Aeneas's men as a sacrifice: Palinurus, who steers Aeneas's ship by 
night, is put to sleep by Somnus and falls overboard. 

32The ceste, as the French name it, is a combat glove. The Greeks used it in fist-fighting, 
a form of hand-to-hand combat. It was part of the Olympic Games, in which the only outomce 
was the knockout. The Romans modified its structure by adding pieces of metal including points, 
loops and iron plates. It was often used in Roman gladiatorial battles, where fighters without 
other weapons were mostly slaves who clashed to death. This form of fighting became more and 
more bloodthirsty until the moment when the cactus was forbidden in the first century BC. Hand-
to-hand combat was banned in 393 AD. 

The triremes or trieres were a fighting galley that had 170 rowers staggered in three 
ranks, hence its name. It was light and agile, which allowed the development of the ramming 
maneuver thanks to the bonze rostrum mounted on its bow, a technique that gave rise to the first 
truly naval battles. They become the dominant warship in the Mediterranean from the late sixth 
century BC to the fourth century. They were outclassed during the Hellenistic period by heavier 
combat ships. 

33Virgil, Virgil's Æneid, books I-VI; the original text with a literal interlinear 
translation, trans. Frederick Holland Dewey, (New York City: Translation publishing company, 
inc., c. 1917), p. 214, online at https://archive.org/details/virgilsneidboo00virg/page/214. 
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different scenes of Polyeucite.34 The role of Pauline's husband, the martyr, had been vested in 

me and it was a success. The day after this great day, when no doubts could dampen the vanity of 

the actors, Father Tailliez complemented them with an ironic smile: "You [p. 31] made the old 

fathers cry.” This praise was not thin, but there was nothing particularly exhilarating about it.  

The young Academicians also made more modern presentations. Hugues de Castelnau, 

the son of the general, who had as uncle a parliamentarian, Léonce de Castelnau, inaugurated the 

series.35 The initial presentation was on the Centre Party, which was Germany’s Catholic 

party.36 It befell me to make a presentation on unionism and to prepare it I accumulated 

readings on the employers'and workers' unions and, among them, numerous leaflets published by 

the C.G.T. So when, nowadays, I hear with horrified surprise that high school students play 

34Polyeucte martyr is a drama in five acts by French writer Pierre Corneille. It was 
finished in December 1642. It is set in ancient Armenia, in a city, Melitene, which is in present-
day Turkey. At the time it represents Christians were persecuted there under the Roman Empire. 
Polyeucte, an Armenian nobleman, converts to Christianity to the great despair of his wife, 
Pauline, and of his father-in-law, Felix. Despite them, Polyeucte becomes a martyr, causing 
Pauline and Felix to finally convert as well. This is one of the last 17th-century French dramas 
with a religious subject. Corneille did also write Théodore in 1645 and Racine wrote Esther 
(1689) and Athalie (1691), but these were not meant for public performance. Later playwrights 
were not as willing to mix religious and worldly themes. See “Polyeucte,” Wikipedia. 

35Léonce de Castelnau (1845 – 1909) was a lawyer, politician and member of Liberal 
Action (ALP). In the 1890s he was hostile to the law that separated church and state, but once 
enacted, he attempted to have Rome accept it. He was one of the signatories of the famous letter 
of the " green cardinals" to the bishops of France to seek their cooperation. This letter was 
disavowed by Pope Pius X.. See “Léonce de Castelnau,” Wikipedia. 

36The German Centre Party is a lay Catholic political party in Germany, primarily 
influential during the Kaiserreich (1871 - 1918) and the Weimar Republic. (1918 to 1933). 
Formed in 1870, it successfully battled the Kulturkampf which Chancellor Otto von Bismarck 
launched in Prussia to reduce the power of the Catholic Church. It soon won a quarter of the 
seats in the Reichstag (Imperial Parliament), and its middle position on most issues allowed it to 
play a decisive role in the formation of majorities. In the early days of the Weimar Republic, the 
organization was the second-largest party in the Reichstag. After the Reichstag Fire in early 
1933, the Centre Party was one of the ones which voted for the Enabling Act, which granted 
dictatorial powers to Adolf Hitler. By this vote, the Centre Party effectively destroyed itself, as 
the Nazi Party became the only legally permitted party in the country shortly thereafter. After 
World War II, the party was refounded, but could not rise again to its former importance, as most 
of its members joined the new Christian Democratic Union (CDU). The Centre Party was 
represented in the German parliament until 1957. It exists as a marginal party, mainly based in 
the state of North Rhine-Westphalia. See “German Centre Party ,” Wikipedia. 
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politics, even when they are already mature citizens, I can not help but laugh. I find this quite 

natural. 

By practicing meditation, did Father Le Bail suspect that he was training me in a life of 

inner and very personal piety? He strengthened my independence. All the opposite of 

conformism! God, however, I had already met on the day of my First Communion. 

I was only ten years old, but the Superior decided that I could communicate one year 

before the usual age. What signs did he judge me more mature than my classmates? I was, 

however, a very undisciplined pupil, often punished. The retreat that preceded the Great Day was 

spent in the country, in an outbuilding of the Grand College, at the back of the park. We were 

boarders. This migration of little townspeople under the calm and mysterious shadow of old trees 

was for me very moving. Also moving was the meeting of the families on the eve of the Great 

Day in the parlor, during which the children asked for forgiveness for the sorrows they had 

caused and where each one received the blessing and the kiss which punctuated it! More than 

one mother or father had wet eyes. For me, I also felt the sorrow that no one accompanied me to 

the Holy Table.37 

What happened in me the next day? I do not know how to say it, but I will never forget it 

... I was back in my place [after receiving the eucharist], my eyes lowered, my arms crossed 

while a voice sang Mgr de Segur's beautiful cantique on Gounod's music, composed on the 

occasion of Sabine de Pitray's First Communion.38 I knelt, my head in my hands, and that's 

when I [p. 32] felt a soft and deep tenderness invade me. It went on for a few moments. In the 

silence of my soul "without the sound of words," an invisible sweetness seizes me; I do not know 

what Presence was imposed, lifted me into a caress of love. "Heaven visited the earth, Oh my 

soul, adore and shut up", then sang the song. 

37Neither of Boulier’s parents were practicing Catholics. 
38Louis Gaston de Ségur (1820 – 1881) started out in the French diplomatic service as an 

attache to the Embassy at Rome in 1842, but the following year he left this post and entered the 
Seminary of Saint-Sulpice to prepare himself for the priesthood, to which he was ordained in 
1847. Thenceforth he dedicated himself to the evangelization of the people in Paris; the children, 
the poor, the imprisoned soldiers to whom he was the volunteer and gratuitous chaplain, 
occupied his ministry. He was a friend of Charles Gounod (1818 –1893). Gounod wrote religious 
music in collaboration with de Ségur. 
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 It was in the third-year [of high school], at the age of fourteen [1908], that I made the 

habit of daily communion. I was not the only one among the comrades. The devotion to the 

Sacred Heart, of which our teachers often spoke to us, brought us heart-to-heart with Jesus. 

 I would like here to bear witness to what was at that time the Christian formation in a 

Jesuit school. At 5:30 am, we went to study until 7 o'clock, at which hour we went to Mass. One 

might find abusive this practice of daily mass; but I never met one of my comrades who 

complained about it. The office, contrary to the liturgical movement which was beginning to take 

shape in Belgium, was interspersed with canticles. Not all the singers were mediocre and backed 

up with three hundred loudly singing males, it really lifted us up. I had an unexpected proof 

during the war [World War II], as I was chaplain of a summer camp installed by the old banker 

Pillet Will in his castle of Offémont in the forest of Compiegne.39 One day we came to see him, 

and I do not know how we began to speak of the Jesuits, of whom he had also been a pupil. Near 

the kennel, we remembered our school time and so many hymns sung at Mass. "Do you 

remember this one?" And he began to sing it - And that one? ... and that one? ... Half an hour 

passed to bring back to life our youth. Piety insinuated itself into romances. Why not? 

Before mass, at 6:45, the supervisor gave a gentle ringing. Those who wished to 

commune left their study and went to the chapel. The study of the Great: Second [high secondary 

school], Rheto and Philo was vacated.40 Only five or six pupils remained in the study. In silence 

and without supervision, the others went to the chapel. Nobody forced them; no one counted 

39Alexis Pillet-Will (1805 – 1871) was the cofounder and vice-president of the Caisse 
d’épargne de Paris in 1858 and regent of the Banque de France. His son Frédéric Pillet-Will 
(1837 – 1911) became director of the Caisse d'épargne de Paris in 1871 and regent of the Banque 
de France. According to Wikipedia, in the 1890s his fortune was the second largest in France. 
His children included Maurice (1870- 1952), mayor of the municipality of Saint-Crépin-aux-Bois 
and Frederick (1873-1962). See “Frédéric Pillet-Will,” 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fr%C3%A9d%C3%A9ric_Pillet-Will; Achille Peigné-Delacourt, 
Offemont. Le Château. Le Prieuré de Sainte-Croix d'Offémont (Noyon: Impr. de D. Andrieux, 
1870). 

The Forest of Compiègne is a large forest in the region of Picardy, France, near the city 
of Compiègne and approximately 60 kilometres (37 mi) north of Paris. It is notable as the site of 
the Armistice between the Allies and Germany which ended World War I on 11 November 1918, 
as well as the Armistice of 22 June 1940 after the Battle of France in World War II. See “Forest 
of Compiègne” Wikipedia. 

40In the Lycée Classique or high school, the term up until the 1950s for the third (junior) 
year studies was rhéto (rhetoric) and for the sixth (senior) year studies was philo (philosophy). 
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them; they were free. I here attest to what I saw. Ten [p. 33] minutes later, two priests 

distributed the Communion to them, and then mass began.  

We were not seminarians. If one saw us at our daily four-hour recreation of intense sport, 

they would not have taken us for being sick. But we went to the Holy Table every morning 

simply, freely, because everyone responded to an appetite which he kept secret. 

One can draw from this experience of which I was witness whatever conclusion that one 

will wish. 

A decision of Pius X decided the controversy over frequent communion in favor of daily 

communion, and I made up my mind to commune with all the males while listening to the 

sermons that dealt with the Roman decision.41 Daily communion, as our instructors informed us, 

required a careful preparation and thanksgiving. For this I used a chapter of the Imitation of 

Jesus Christ, meditating on a few verses.42 Then I meditationed on the Gospel of Bossuet.43 

41The rules for frequent and daily Communion were laid down by the decree of the 
Congregation of the Council "Sacra Tridentina Synodus" (1905). See “Frequent Communion,” 
New Advent, online at http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06278a.htm. For information see the list 
of popes in the Glossary. 

42Thomas à Kempis’s Imitation of Christ is a Christian devotional book composed 
between 1418–1427. The theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar in The Glory of the Lord V: The 
Realm of Metaphysics in the Modern Age (Cambridge University Press.2001) pp. 103–104, is 
critical of the book. He writes: 

It rejects and eliminates every speculative element not only of scholasticism but 
also of mysticism, and yet, at the same time, it abstracts from the colourful 
multiplicity of the Bible and — since it is written for those who have turned from 
the world — disregards the world, in all its richness, as a field for Christian 
activity... In place of the openhearted readiness of a Catherine of Siena, a subdued 
and melancholy resignation runs through the book.... [T]here is an excess of 
warnings about the world, the illusions of egoism, the dangers of speculation and 
of the active apostolate. In this way, even the idea of the imitation of Christ does 
not become the dominant perspective. There is no mention of the mediation of the 
God-man, of access through Christ, in the Holy Spirit, to the Father. The mystery 
of the Church, therefore, does not come into view either. The individual is 
unaware that his love of God can only be fulfilled if it expands into love of 
neighbor and into the apostolate. All [that] remains is a flight from the world, a 
world that has not been brought home in Christ. 
43Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet (1627 – 1704) was a bishop and Court preacher to Louis 

XIV of France. He was an advocate of political absolutism and the divine right of kings. His 
Politics Derived from the Words of Holy Scripture (1709) is divided into ten books or sections, 
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Our teachers had advised us about the wonderful commentary of the Speech after the Last 

Supper.44 Thus, little by little, there entered me a tender and strong friendship for Our Lord. To 

live with Him, heart to heart, to put my steps in his steps ... I suffered, I always suffer from 

periods of discouragement. What are the causes ? Cyclothnic temperament?45 Exaltation, easy 

enthusiasm followed by sudden depressions? An inferiority complex confronted with some 

secret pride? Discouragement before a dreamed goal, inaccessible peaks? The Imitation [of Jesus 

Christ] places in the mouth of Christ to his faithful words so tender that I appropriated them and 

took courage. Naturally I buried all this inner life in myself and did not confide it to anyone, not 

even to my confessor. It seems to me that it is in these intimate colloquies with Jesus present in 

me, in this secret hidden in the depths of my soul that I must recognize the call that decided my 

vocation. But a religious or sacerdotal life appeared to me as an inaccessible ideal that was not 

made for me. 

 Must we relate here a strange experience? I was fourteen years old [1908] and my 

puberty had been concluded for a few months. Father Le Baill had very clearly instructed me on 

what I would feel [p. 34] henceforward and I did not experience any trouble. Came the First 

Communion of my sister. At lunch, my father-he was still living at home-spread about a rather 

crude anticlericalism which literally turned me upside down. I kept silent. We went to Vespers. 

There, all this scene resurfaced in my mind; a deep emotion over ran me. Before my eyes stood a 

pillar bearing a statue of the Virgin. And suddenly there arose in me something that one might 

call irresistible: I pronounced in my heart the vow of chastity. What did I understand by that? 

Nothing very specific, but an unreserved resolution: my life would be God's. It seemed so serious 

to me that this time I spoke to my confessor. "It's nothing definitive," he said to me wisely, "and 

maybe you'll get married. However, I allow you to renew your wish every day.” So I did for a 

year or two. Then the idea faded away by itself and I had to make an effort to arouse its memory. 

which lay out the nature, characteristics, duties, and resources of royalty. To justify his 
propositions, Bossuet quotes liberally from the Bible and various psalms. 

44The sixteenth chapter of the Gospel of John in the New Testament records Jesus' 
continued farewell discourse to His disciples, set on the last night before His crucifixion. Jesus 
speaks about the work of the Holy Spirit, the joy of the believers and His victory over the world. 

45Cyclothymia, also known as cyclothymic disorder, is a mental disorder that involves 
periods of symptoms of depression and periods of symptoms of hypomania. These symptoms, 
however, are not sufficient to be a major depressive episode or a hypomanic episode. See 
“Cyclothymia,” Wikipedia. 
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 It will undoubtedly be said that there were all the signs of a vocation there. I hardly 

suspected it, and no one spoke to me about it. 

* 
** 

 I found comrades in the school whose friendship remains for me an exquisite memory. 

How many are dead! In our class of twenty-eight, only seven came back from the butcheries of 

1914! Dead Hugues de Castelnau; dead Pierre Friocourt; dead Pierre Eloy; dead Villedey de 

Croze; Mauleon's death; the death of Rauglaudre, a Benedictine novice whom I still hear with 

what disdain, "Ah! my dear, mixed life (which mixes contemplation and action) do not speak to 

me about it! Tell me about the contemplative life."46 

I must note another experience that I went through although it really did mark me. I want 

to talk about a "special friendship". At the time of puberty, I had foolishly became infatuated 

with a friend taller than me, pretty handsome, and I can not really say that he was my friend; we 

were not really lovers either. Simply, according to the words of St. Augustine: "I did not love 

yet, and already I loved to love. I was delivered by one of our teachers who [p. 35] called me 

during the study and told me all at once: "After all, Jean, what does this friendship with C ... 

mean?” I replied, "I do not know what that means. It amuses us, that's all." “That's ridiculous," 

he went on, "you're better than that!" Could it be a lighting stroke? The scales fell from my eyes 

and suddenly I broke with the boy to whom I no longer spoke. 

46Rauglaudre was referring to the differences in the religious orders. Benedictines were 
monks, with a focus on contemplation. The Jesuit vocation combined contemplation and action. 

The web page “The World Remembers,” https://www.theworldremembers.org/search-
the-names has the following information about these individuals: Charles François Villedey de 
Croze (1894 - 1914) was born in the castle of La Croze at Paray-le-Monial. He was a second 
lieutenant  in the 38th Infantry regiment, recruited at Mâcon (Saône-et-Loire). He was seriously 
wounded on the August 25, 1914 at the battle of Mortagne, at the Baccarat counterattack, in a 
bayonet charge. He died the next day, August 26, 1914. Quote: "Young officer coming out of 
Saint-Cyr" Killed gloriously at the head of his section, on the position whose custody had been 
entrusted to him. " He was awarded the Knight of the Legion of Honor (posthumous), War Cross 
(palm) and Saint-cyrian promotion of the Croix du Drapeau. 

Hugues de curieres de castelnau (d. October 1, 1915) was a lieutenant in 60 regiment de 
campagne.  

Jacques Joseph François De Rauglaudre  (1895 – July 19, 1917) was a corporal in the 32e 
régiment d'infanterie. He was recruited at Poitiers and died at Craonne in the battle for the 
plateau of Craonne. 
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Since I am here on this chapter, I have to admit that I fell once in love. We had gone to 

the Casino de Wimereux, to a performance of the Abbot Constantine given by a tour company, 

and one of the two actresses who played in the performance inspired me with what must be 

called love.47 I did not pursue her and; I never spoke to her; For at least a week her memory 

pursued me. 

Many readings gave me an ideal image of the woman: some pages of Veuillot, some 

letters of Ozanam, such novels of Bazin, Bordeaux, even Paul Bourget ...48 They made me 

47Wimereux is a French commune and seaside resort located at the mouth of the river 
Wimereux in the English Channel. Boulogne-sur-Mer is located about seven kilometers south, 
Calais about 35 km north of the village. The Abbot Constantine is an 1882 novel by the French 
writer Ludovic Halévy.In 1887 it was turned into a play by Pierre Decourcelle and Hector 
Crémieux. The plot centers on an old priest, Abbot Constantine, who has been serving for 30 
years as a spiritual father and protector of the peasants, when he is suddenly informed that the 
heir of a deceased good friend of his, the Marquise de Longueval, turns out to be Ms. Scott, a 
former American actress and a "heretic" (a Protestant), who, by a special whim, bought the 
Castle of Longueval from the heirs of the marquise and along with it almost the entire village. 
The worst part was that the heretic actor, who had already received the admiration of a young 
man, decided to settle in the Longueval Castle and "poison" in the most insidious way, the honest 
and pure customs of that local community of peasants. Abbot Constantine, quite desperate, 
expects the fatal catastrophe. But, despite all his fears, fatal Ms. Scott ultimately conquers him, 
and even more easily, since it is later proven that not only she is graceful, merciful and generous; 
she is also revealed to be Catholic, originating from Catholic parents of Canada, and not heretical 
as everyone thought. 

48Louis Veuillot (1813 – 1883) was a French journalist and author who helped to 
popularize ultramontanism (a philosophy favoring Papal supremacy). The American Catholic 
journalist Orestes Brownson in Brownson's Quarterly Review (New York: E. Dunigan and 
Brother, 1857), vol. 2, p. 398, wrote negatively of Veuillot:  

[Veuillot] manifests the temper and breeding of a fanatic, and seems to act 
on the principle that whoever differs on any important point in history, politics, or 
philosophy, from himself, must needs be a bad Catholic, or no Catholic at all. We 
question not his sincerity, we question not his personal piety; but we do question 
his qualification to be a Catholic leader. His mind is too narrow and one-sided for 
that, and his leadership, with the best intentions on his part, is fitted only to bring 
about the very results he most deprecates. Notwithstanding his hostility to those 
who regret the loss of parliamentary freedom, and his devotion to Imperialism, he 
has not been able to save his journal from an avertissement; and it would seem 
that, after having aided in erecting an Absolute government for his country, and in 
breaking down all the safeguards established by constitutionalism to freedom of 
thought, freedom of speech, and public discussion, the police have had the cruelty 
to take him at his word, and give him a taste of the despotism he has been willing 
to fasten upon others. 
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desire, in marriage - for you must not believe that we were not prepared for it - a deep union of 

heart. To tell the truth, I thought I found in a woman's affection a protection against all that I felt 

in me of weaknesses. 

 
* 

** 

Antoine-Frédéric Ozanam (1813 - 1853) was a lawyer who helped establish the Society 
of Saint Vincent de Paul in 1833 and the newspaper Ère nouvelle in the late 1840s. He was also a 
professor of foreign literature at the Sorbonne. He wrote for L'Univers, a French Catholic daily 
newspaper that adopted a strongly ultramontane position. At the same time, he advocated 
Catholic democracy and the view that the Church should adapt itself to the changed political 
conditions consequent to the French Revolution. He denounced the old alliance of "Throne and 
Altar" and pleaded with the Pope to adopt more liberal positions. He advocated the separation of 
church and state as conducive to liberty, and he was frequently impugned by reactionaries who 
accused him of deserting the Church. See “Antoine-Frédéric Ozanam,” Wikipedia. 

René Bazin (1853 - 1932) was a lawyer and novelist of provincial life, traditionalist in 
outlook. His works express his love of nature, of simple virtues, and of work, especially on the 
land. La Terre qui meurt (1899; “The Dying Earth”) deals with the theme of emigration, as one 
by one the younger generation of a Vendée family leave their impoverished family farm to seek 
their fortunes in the city or in America. Les Oberlé (1901) concerns the Germanization of 
Alsace-Lorraine, in depicting the conflicts of divided loyalty within the Oberlé family. 
Donatienne (1903) is an account of the fortunes of a young Breton couple. Forced by poverty, 
the young mother, Donatienne, goes into service in the city, where she succumbs to the 
corruption of city life. The young husband, after losing his farm, leads the wretched life of a 
migrant worker, traveling from place to place with the children. Years after, spoiled Donatienne 
is reunited with her family and matter-of-factly takes up her duties as a peasant wife. Le Blé qui 
lève (1907; “The Rising Wheat”) portrays the corrupting influence of trade unionism on 
woodcutters 

Henry Bordeaux (1870 –1963) was a French writer and lawyer. His writings reflect the 
values of traditional provincial Catholic communities. One recurring theme is loyalty to family, 
country and God, as in the novels La Peur de vivre and Les Roquevillard. 

Paul Bourget (1852 – 1935) was a novelist. In 1893, in an interview he gave in America, 
he spoke about his views: "For many years I, like most young men in modern cities, was content 
to drift along in agnosticism, but I was brought to my senses at last by the growing realization 
that...the life of a man who simply said 'I don't know, and not knowing I do the thing that pleases 
me,' was not only empty in itself and full of disappointment and suffering, but was a positive 
influence for evil upon the lives of others." On the other hand, "those men and women who 
follow the teachings of the church are in a great measure protected from the moral disasters 
which...almost invariably follow when men and women allow themselves to be guided and 
swayed by their senses, passions and weaknesses." These were the themes of his novel Le 
Disciple (1889). Un Divorce (1904) was a defence of the Roman Catholic position that divorce is 
a violation of natural laws. See “Paul Bourget,” Wikipedia. 
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 As I said, we were far from losing interest in politics. The library contained some 

valuable books which had a certain influence on me. In particular, there was a collection edited 

by an archivist, Gabriel Ledos, entitled: The great men of the Church in the nineteenth 

century.49 Moreover, the R.P. Boubée had just renovated the Messenger of the Heart of Jesus.50 

Each issue brought us for the month an intention of prayer that took us to all the countries of the 

world, exposing to us the needs, the sufferings and the persecutions of the Church. There was 

always a biography in a few pages of a prominent Catholic. My interests were thus widening to 

the dimensions of the world. Of course, the interests of France took precedence over all others. 

And that's when I became a royalist. How did this unexpected mutation happen? Little by little, 

no doubt. Maybe after reading from a [p. 36] certain Hericault’s History of the Revolution in 

which, from the first pages, the capture of the Bastille appeared to me in all its hideous reality: a 

miserable riot paid for under the cover of the Duke of Orleans; a monument which we had 

already planned to demolish in the eighteenth century, and which contained only a few fairly 

well-treated boarders.51 You know, it was over for me to extol the the great days of the 

49Eugene Gabriel Ledos (1864-1939) edited a series of publications in the early 1900s 
that went under the general title, Les grands hommes de l'église au XIX. siècle (Paris: Libr. des 
Saints-Pères. See “Eugene Gabriel Ledos ,”Wikipedia. 

50Rev. Joseph Boubée, S. J., director general of the Heart of Jesus, also wrote devotional 
books, such as Daily communion: One motive --: love (1911). 

51Charles d'Héricault (1823 – 1899), the author of La révolution, 1789-1882 (Paris: D. 
Dumoulin et cie., 1883), was a conservative historian and novelist. The novelist and literary ctitic 
Albert Cim (Cimochowski) (1845-1924) in Nouvelles récréations littéraires et historiques, 
curiosités et singularités, bévues et lapsus, etc. (Paris, Librairie Hachette, 1921), pp. 61-62, 
classified d'Héricault as an ultra-reactionary historian. See also, “Charles d'Héricault,” 
Wikipédia. 

Louis-Philippe-Joseph, duc d’Orléans, nicknamed Philippe Égalité (1747 - 1793) was a 
Bourbon prince, a cousin of King Louis XVI (ruled 1774–92), a Grand Master of the Masonic 
Grand Orient de France and one of the wealthiest men in the country. He was the next in line to 
the throne should the main Bourbon line die out. For this reason, some supposed that his goal 
was to take his cousin's throne. He actively supported the popular democracy of the Revolution 
of 1789, including eliminating the absolute monarchy in favor of a constitutional monarchy. His 
hostility to Louis XVI’s queen, Marie-Antoinette, caused him to live away from the royal court 
of Versailles. 

Philippe was elected a representative for the nobles to the States General, which 
convened on May 5, 1789. He supported the unprivileged Third Estate (bourgeoisie) against the 
two privileged orders (nobles and clergy). On June 25 he and a small group of nobles joined the 
Third Estate, which had already (June 17) proclaimed itself a National Assembly. His Paris 
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Revolution! The words of La Rochejaquelin electrified me: "If I go forward, follow me, if I go 

back, kill me, if I die, avenge me!"52 

All my reading in the classics told me about the Grand Siècle and made me see Versailles 

as the sanctuary of the most beautiful glories of France.53 At the same time, by a kind of 

anthesis movement, I took abhorrence at the individualism of the triumphant bourgeoisie. The 

law The Le Chapelier Law, proscribing the guilds and the old corporations, explained to me the 

unheard misery of the working masses at the beginning of the nineteenth century.54 Royalist, 

residence, the Palais-Royal, became a centre of popular agitation, and he was viewed as a hero 
by the crowd that stormed the Bastille on July 14. 

In July 1790 Philippe took a seat in the National Assembly. He was admitted to the 
politically radical Jacobin Club in 1791. After the fall of the monarchy in August 1792, he 
renounced his title of nobility and accepted the name Philippe Égalité from the Paris Commune, 
one of the popular Revolutionary bodies. 

Elected to the National Convention (the third successive Revolutionary legislature), 
which convened in September 1792, Philippe supported the radical democratic policies of the 
Montagnards against their more moderate Girondin opponents. Nevertheless, during the trial of 
Louis XVI by the Convention, the Girondins attempted to confuse the issues by accusing the 
Montagnards of conspiring to put Philippe on the throne. 

Philippe voted for the execution of Louis, but he fell under suspicion when his son Louis-
Philippe, duc de Chartres, defected to the Austrians with the French commander on April 5, 
1793. Accused of being an accomplice he was arrested on April 6 and was sent to the guillotine 
in November. After him, the term Orléanist came to be attached to the movement in France that 
favored a constitutional monarchy. His son reigned as King Louis-Philippe from 1830 to 1848. 
See “Louis-Philippe-Joseph, duc d’Orléans,” Wikipedia. 

52Henri du Vergier, comte de la Rochejaquelein (1772 – 1794) was the youngest general 
of the Royalist Vendéan insurrection during the French Revolution. A commander-in-chief of the 
Catholic and Royal Army at the age of 21, he joined the Royal Polish Regiment, of which his 
father was colonel, in 1787. He fought for the first time defending the Tuileries Palace on the 10 
August 1792 attack, as an officer of the Constitutional Guard of King Louis XVI. Returning to 
his home province, he refused to comply with the levée en masse called by the outbreak of the 
French Revolutionary Wars. Resistance to conscription escalated into a full rebellion, known as 
the War in the Vendée. De la Rochejaquelein started fighting the troops of the French Republic. 
In October 1793 De la Rochejaquelein was elected as commander-in-chief of the Catholic and 
Royal Army, replacing its previous leader who had been severely wounded. He lost a number of 
battles and while trying to pursue a guerrilla war, he was killed by a Republican soldier near 
Nuaillé in January 1794. See “Henri de la Rochejaquelein.  

53By "Grand Siècle" is understood the 17th century of Louis XIII, the Just (1601-1643) 
and above all, of Louis XIV, the "Sun-King" (1638-1715). 

54The Le Chapelier Law (French: Loi Le Chapelier) was a piece of legislation passed by 
the National Assembly during the first phase of the French Revolution (June 14, 1791), banning 
guilds as the early version of trade unions, as well as compagnonnage (by organizations such as 
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yes, but, at the same time, trade unionist and worker centrality. The thought of Ozanam and his 

Ère nouvelle [New Era newspaper] was reconciled in me with what I had grasped of Maurras's 

thought.55 It is he who taught me once again about the state and national interest. He balanced 

what might be generous utopian impulses for the oppressed people. He definitely vaccinated me 

against any eruption of a Christian-democratic fever. In fact, in the beginning, the "social 

Catholics," whom I admired, a Marquis de la Tour du Pin, a Count de Mun, were royalists and 

counter-revolutionaries.56 They denounced with the Comte de Chambord, in their criticism of 

the Compagnons du Tour de France) and the right to strike, and proclaiming free enterprise as 
the norm. It was advocated and drafted by Isaac René Guy le Chapelier. Its promulgation 
enraged the sans-culottes, who called for an end to the National Constituent Assembly, which 
nonetheless continued through the second phase of the Revolution. The law was annulled on 25 
May 1864, through the loi Ollivier (proposed by Émile Ollivier and acceded to by Napoleon III), 
which reinstated the right to associate and the right to strike. See “Le Chapelier Law 1791,” 
Wikipedia. 

55Charles Maurras (1868 –1952) was an author and politician. He organized and was the 
principal philosopher of Action Française, a political movement that was monarchist, anti-
Semitic, anti-parliamentarist, and counter-revolutionary. Maurras' ideas influenced National 
Catholicism and "nationalisme intégral". A major tenet of integral nationalism was stated by 
Maurras as "a true nationalist places his country above everything". He was one of the few 
eminent and probably the most important of all French ethnic nationalists, being naturally 
opposed to republican universalism and liberalism, advocating for corporatism, order, hierarchy 
and an organically decentralised France. A political theorist and a major intellectual influence in 
early 20th-century Europe, his views influenced several far-right ideologies; it also anticipated 
some of the ideas of fascism. He collaborated with Philippe Pétain's Vichy France. After the 
liberation he was arrested, convicted of complicity with the enemy and sentenced to life 
imprisonment. At the same time, the movement continues to exist and promotes an hereditary, 
anti-parliamentary, decentralized monarchy and is anti-European Union. See Humberto 
Cucchetti, “Communism, French Patriotism, and Soviet Legitimacy in France: Social 
Trajectories and Nationalism (1945-1954),” History of Communism in Europe (Bucharest: Zeta, 
2012), vol. 3, pp. 109-129, at p. 123; see also, “Charles Maurras,” Wikipedia. 

56Adrien Albert Marie, Comte de Mun (1841 – 1914) was a social reformer. He helped a 
Catholic Workers' club, under the name "L'Oeuvre des Cercles Catholiques d'Ouvriers" (Society 
of Catholic Worker Circles). For information about Society of Catholic Worker Circles see the 
list of Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements in the Glossary. He also assisted in the 
capture of Paris from the Paris Commune. He advocated Social Catholicism. His attacks on the 
Third French Republic's social policy ultimately provoked a prohibition from the Minister of 
War. He thereupon resigned his commission in 1875, and in the following year stood as the 
Royalist and Catholic candidate for Pontivy. The influence of the Church was exerted to secure 
his election, and, during the proceedings, he was awarded the Order of Saint Gregory the Great 
by Pope Pius IX. For many years he was the most conspicuous leader of the anti-Republican 
party. He was also a resolute opponent of Socialism: "Socialism is logical Revolution and we are 
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capitalism, "the anonymous and vagrant fortune."57 I was not a royalist when I arrived in 

Belgium; but I soon became one. 

It is necessary to understand that combeism had driven our teachers and us from 

France.58 We gradually took the mentality of emigrants. In the nearby college of Antoing, the 

Counter-Revolution. There is nothing in common between us." He was a prominent Anti-
Dreyfusard as well as an anti-semite. It was chiefly through his influence that the support of the 
Royalist party was given to Georges Boulanger. But he obeyed the modernizing encyclical of 
1891, Rerum novarum, and declared his readiness to rally to a Republican government, provided 
that it respected religion. In the following January he received from Leo XIII a letter 
commending his action, and encouraging him in his social reforms. See “Adrien Albert Marie, 
Comte de Mun,” Wikipedia. 

François René de La Tour du Pin Chambly (1834 – 1924) was a military officer, 
politician and social reformer. In 1885 he talked to Pope Leo XIII about social Catholicism. In 
1891, unlike Albert de Mun, he worked to have French Catholics support the Third Republic. In 
1892, he met Charles Maurras and they became friends. Once the Action Française was founded 
in 1899, he assisted the movement. See “François René de La Tour du Pin Chambly,” Wikipedia. 

57Henri, Count of Chambord (1820 – 1883) was the Legitimist pretender to the throne of 
France from 1844 to 1883. See “Henri, Count of Chambord,” Wikipedia. 

58As noted in the first chapter, in the wake of the Dreyfus Affair, Émile Combes led in 
enacting the Associations Act of July 1901 (the Combeian law), which abolished all restrictions 
on the right of association for legal purposes. This freedom was withheld from religious 
associations, however, because they were directed from abroad. 

A summary of the Dreyfus Affair will help give the context for the secularization 
movement. From 1894 until its resolution in 1906 it divided the Third French Republic into the 
pro-Army, mostly Catholic "anti-Dreyfusards," such as Édouard Drumont, the director and 
publisher of the antisemitic newspaper La Libre Parole.and the anticlerical, pro-republican 
Dreyfusards, such as Sarah Bernhardt, Anatole France, Henri Poincaré and Georges Clemenceau, 
It embittered French politics and encouraged radicalisation. It  came to symbolise modern 
injustice in the Francophone world. The role played by the press and public opinion proved 
influential in the conflict.  

The Affair began in 1894 when Captain Alfred Dreyfus was convicted of treason. He was 
a 35-year-old French artillery officer of Jewish descent. He was sentenced to life imprisonment. 
He spent five years in prison. Evidence came to light in 1896—primarily through an 
investigation instigated by Georges Picquart, head of counter-espionage—which identified a 
French Army major named Ferdinand Walsin Esterhazy as the real culprit. When high-ranking 
military officials suppressed the new evidence, a military court unanimously acquitted Esterhazy 
after a trial lasting only two days. The Army next laid additional charges against Dreyfus, based 
on forged documents. 

Subsequently, Émile Zola's open letter J'Accuse…!, stoked a growing movement of 
support for Dreyfus, putting pressure on the government to reopen the case. In 1899, he was 
given another trial. It resulted in another conviction and a 10-year sentence, but Dreyfus was 
pardoned and released. In 1906, Dreyfus was exonerated and reinstated as a major in the French 
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Jesuit [seminary students] were preparing for the Grandes Ecoles, and the pupils were writing 

articles in the class diary, done on luxurious gloss paper which we bought in college.59 This is 

where I read articles signed by Charles de Gaulle and if I forgot the [substance of the] articles, I 

remember his singular signature destined to be famous. I told myself that he had received the 

same imprinting as I did: [p. 37] like me, he hated Republicans [la Gueuse] and exalted France 

of the Grand Century, and that is what cured me later to never attack Gaullist fever.60 

At Lille, St. Joseph's College, where I had to go to do my Maths. Elem [elementary 

mathematics], there was only a small group of boarders; the externals made us benefit from 

Army. He served during the whole of World War I, ending his service with the rank of 
lieutenant-colonel. He died in 1935. See “Dreyfus Affair,” Wikipedia. 

59The Grandes Écoles are schools outside the main framework of the French public 
university system. They are selective, elite, and prestigious institutions; their graduates dominate 
the upper levels of the private and public sectors. Most of these schools select students for 
admission from the graduates of bachelor degree programs. See “Grandes Écoles,” Wikipedia. 

The class journal or diary was a day-by-day summary of the subjects taught to the pupils. 
See “Journal de classe,” Dictionnaire-ferdinand-buisson, online at www.inrp.fr › dictionnaire-
ferdinand-buisson › document. 

60Charles de Gaulle (1890 –1970) was a French army officer and statesman who led the 
French Resistance against Nazi Germany in World War II and chaired the Provisional 
Government of the French Republic from 1944 to 1946 in order to reestablish democracy in 
France. Frustrated by the return of petty partisanship in the new Fourth Republic, he resigned. 
When the Algerian War was ripping apart the unstable Fourth Republic, the National Assembly 
brought him back to power during the May 1958 crisis. He was asked to rewrite the Constitution 
of France and founded the Fifth Republic with a strong presidency after approval by 
referendum.He was elected president. He managed to keep France together while taking steps to 
end the war, much to the anger of the Pieds-Noirs (ethnic French born in Algeria) and the 
military; both previously had supported his return to power to maintain colonial rule. He granted 
independence to Algeria and progressively to other French colonies. He was reelected to in 1965 
and held it until his resignation in 1969. 

In the context of the Cold War, De Gaulle initiated his "politics of grandeur" asserting 
that France as a major power should not rely on other countries, such as the United States, for its 
national security and prosperity. To this end, he pursued a policy of "national independence" 
which led him to withdraw from NATO's military integrated command and to launch an 
independent nuclear development program that made France the fourth nuclear power. He 
restored cordial Franco-German relations to create a European counterweight between the 
Anglo-American and Soviet spheres of influence through the signing of the Élysée Treaty in 
1963. See “Charles de Gaulle,” Wikipedia. 
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outside influences.61 I, for my part, frequented the group of King's Camelots, since I declared 

myself a royalist and, more precisely, a Legist [Legitimist].62 At the same time, because of my 

social convictions, I belonged to the l'Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française [Catholic 

Association of French Youth, A.C.J.F.].63 The future, my own future, seemed to me uncertain. I 

was preparing for the School of Arts and Engineers, but without enthusiasm. We had, every 

week, several workshop sessions. Already among the Jesuits in Belgium, I had learned carpentry 

at the school of an excellent Flemish workman who, in his quaint French spoke of "gladiators" 

(radiators) and “balayeurs de fonds” [bailleurs de fonds] money lenders. I had succeeded in 

doing intricate woodwork; my dovetailing in particular were pretty good. The the plane and 

chisel had no secrets for me. At St. Joseph, we learned to work iron in a cold workshop in the 

winter. It was first necessary to file it down, that is to say, to transform a piece of iron by 

diminishing it little by little to the size of sugar cube, polished on all sides. We then went to the 

work of the chisel and began long furrows by removing iron chips from the object. 

This learning of manual labor introduced me to the life of the factory worker. The job 

included bashing my fingers, just like my fellow workers.  

At the Saint-Vincent-de-Paul society we went to visit the slums near the school. There, 

climbing the squalid stairs at the bottom of vile courtyards, we took two bread and tobacco 

vouchers to isolated old men. We chatted with these old workmen, for whom the singer had 

composed Le Petit Quinquin, [Little child] a painful lullaby that the people of Lille adapted to a 

lively march rhythm. To see this misery at the end of a working life I got an immediate 

61St. Joseph's College was a Jesuit secondary school at Lille founded in 1876 for training 
toward the baccalaureate following a classic course of Greco-Latin humanities. It also offered a 
"mathélem" class to prepare for the grandes écoles. In 1968 St. Joseph's joined with several other 
schools to form the St. Paul School Center. See “St. Joseph's College,” Wikipedia. St. Joseph's 
College was Jesuit secondary school at Lille founded in 1876 for training toward the 
baccalaureate following a classic course of Greco-Latin humanities. It also offered a "mathélem" 
class to prepare for the grandes écoles. In 1968 St. Joseph's joined with several other schools to 
form the St. Paul School Center. See “St. Joseph's College,” Wikipedia. 

62For information about the King's Camelots, which was the youth section of Action 
Française, see the list of Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements in the Glossary.  

63For information about the Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française – A.C.J.F.) 
see the list of Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements in the Glossary. 
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understanding of the working class. Indignation made me [p. 38] without hesitation take the 

side of those oppressed, of those exploited. A whole life of toil to end in this misery! 

As for politics, my convictions as a "social Catholic" forbade me - I was firm on this 

point - to take part as an active militant in the demonstrations organized by the King's Camelots. 

I refused Maurras' “first principle.” In my opinion, I substituted for it “more than the first  

principle.”64 What do I mean by that? Social action in all its forms, including "violence" if it 

becomes possible. Curious predisposition! Twenty years later, under the leadership of Bishop 

Kaas and Nuncio Pacelli, German Catholics favored the advent of Hitler:65 More than 

negotiation.  

64Maurras’s first principle or policy (la Politique d'abord) was negotiation of economic 
issues and class collaboration and the rejection of class struggle, including trade union strikes, 
demonstrations and above all, armed struggle and revolution. Boulier’s position (Politique aussi) 
seems to be class struggle in addition to negotiation.  

65Ludwig Kaas (1881 – 1952) was a German Catholic priest and politician of the Centre 
Party during the Weimar Republic. He brokered the 1933 Concordat between the Holy See and 
the German Reich, which was signed by the Vatican Secretary of State Eugenio Pacelli, who 
later became Pope Pius XII and Vice Chancellor Franz von Papen on behalf of President Paul 
von Hindenburg and the German government. It sought to eliminate the Church's political 
influence by restricting its organizations to purely religious activities 

Kaas had opposed the German Revolution of 1919 when the federal constitutional 
monarchy was replaced with a democratic parliamentary republic, later known as the Weimar 
Republic. As a result he joined the Centre Party and was elected in 1920 to the Reichstag, of 
which he was a member until 1933. At the same time he collaborated with Pacelli, who in the 
1920s was the Papal Nuncio to Germany. In 1928 Kaas was elected chairman of the Centre Party 
and in 1932 he campaigned for the re-election of Hindenburg, who had first been elected as 
German president in 1925. Hindenburg was re-elected in 1932 and appointed Papen as 
Chancellor. He ruled by presidential decree and launched a coup against the Social Democratic 
government of the Free State of Prussia.  

Hindenburg had to dissolve the Reichstag twice in 1932 because with its Social 
Democrats against him, he could not gain its support. To gain support he appointed Hitler in 
January 1933 as Chancellor because the Hitler’s Nazi party had won a plurality in the 1932 
elections (no party achieved a majority). This was followed by Hindenburg approving the 
Reichstag Fire Decree, which suspended various civil liberties and by his signing the Enabling 
Act of 1933, which gave the Hitler regime arbitrary powers. Only the Social Democratic Party 
(SPD) opposed the Act. Hindenburg died the following year, after which Hitler declared himself 
Führer 

In 1932 Kaas had led the Centre Party in trying to re-establish a working parliament by 
cooperation with the National Socialists (Nazis). When Hitler became Chancellor in January 
1933 he was supported by a coalition of parties, including National Socialist German Workers 
Party (NSDAP), German National People's Party (DNVP) and independent conservatives which 
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My refusal, misunderstood by many of my comrades, earned me their contempt, and 

minor persecutions. However, as a faithful member of the A.C.J.F. [FN 1] I was sticking in 

practice to its practice of political abstention. My royalist convictions remained purely 

theoretical.  

My future remained, for me, very obscure. What to do after I graduate from high school 

[baccalauréat]? It seems to me today that I was going to the university, conforming just like a 

duck runs to the water. [p. 39] I was a practicing Catholic. Nobody around me knew this sort. 

Moreover, our teachers maintained for the higher schools and the Sorbonne a sacred horror.  

The career of engineer, I felt it, was not made for me. I used to think of medicine. But I 

dismissed this idea because of repugnance for the blood and odors of the hospital. The trade of 

lawyer would have seduced me enough. At home, I was dissuaded. "You will never be able to 

plead any cause, and you will die of hunger," Mother told me. Nowadays, the same problem 

arises for thousands of high school students who realize too late that their baccalaureate leads 

them to nothing. Enraged, they go down to the street as poor sheep shorn when they do not slip 

into an obscure suicide. 

By the Combeian law, the school was closed at Easter vacation. At the beginning of [the 

next] school year, we were forced to go out to an old Christian Brothers' school.66 There Brother 

Flanüdien had been a lamentable victim of an anti-clerical plot, spending months in prison while 

instruction at the school was left hanging. During this time an infamous accusation of infanticide 

was unleashed in the city, an unheard-of scandal. Brother Flarnidien was innocent and lived a 

long martyrdom. He was a saint. When we returned, we learned that a number of students had 

opposed the police action and vigorously defended access to their school. One of them, a nephew 

of a senator, even spent a few days in prison.  

excluded the Centre Party. Kaas felt betrayed and in the campaign leading up to the March 5, 
1933 election, he campaigned against the new government. But after the government parties 
succeeded in attaining a majority, Kaas supported the government and the Hitler administration's 
Enabling Act. At the same time a group in the Centre Party opposed collaboration with Hitler. 
They argued that Catholic social teaching ruled out participating in an act of revolution. See 
“Ludwig Kaas,” Wikipedia. 

66The Institute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools, also known as the French 
Christian Brothers is a Catholic religious teaching congregation, founded in France by a priest 
named Jean-Baptiste de La Salle (1651–1719). See “Institute of the Brothers of the Christian 
Schools,” Wikipedia. 
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These events could only accentuate my dislike for the Republic, and that is how I ended 

my secondary education, ignoring my future, but very anchored in my political ideas. Certainly, 

for a long time I was a royalist, but I wanted to be a "social Catholic" in the service of the 

Church and not of the Duke of Orleans, who, moreover, hated Maurras. Much later, I learned 

that Mom had seen clearly and been amused by my royal convictions. Before dying, she 

confided to an old friend: "You see, Emilie, my Jean has always been a great socialist." 

[FN 1] 
The Catholic Association of French Youth (A.C.J.F.) founded, towards 

1880 by the count of Mun continued the "Circle of Young Workers.” After the 
Commune [of 1871], the latter was an attempt by rightwingers with generous 
illusions to bring back the workers to the Christian social order. Accepting the 
presence of almost exclusively Jesuit chaplains, these laymen covered France 
with so-called "social Catholic" study circles. M. de Mun did not want to define 
himself as "Christian Socialist," as he was sometimes called, or even as "Christian 
Democrat." In these circles of study, the Encyclicals of Leo XIII, especially 
Rerum Novarum, were studied. Here and there, there were practical applications 
that were often interesting. This activity was carried out in complete freedom 
according to their Piety, Study, Action program, quite outside outside the 
Episcopate. Like the Sillon [but] less than it did, the A.C.J.F. wanted the lay 
Catholics to take their place in the Republic, to participate in the creation of 
institutions of social progress, and, by a decisive influence in the elections, 
eventually reach a real sharing of power.67 

The A.C.J.F. disappeared because of its original character, its 
independence vis-à-vis a conservative Episcopate, its structure resting solely on 
the initiative of the laity. All these essential elements were overwhelmed by the 
success of the l'Action Catholique [Catholic Action] which was under the 
mandate of the Episcopate, that is to say, tightly constrained by it and, after the 
Liberation, by the passage to the M.R.P. of most of the alumni of the A.C.J.F.68 
A resurrected A.C.J.F., animated by the spirit of the Sillon is today, a much 
needed task. [But] no one attempts it.  

 
 
 

67For information about Le Sillon ("The Path") see the list of Catholic Associations, 
Groups and Movements in the Glossary. 

68For information about the M.R.P. (Mouvement Républicain Populaire), see the list of 
French political parties in the Glossary. 
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Chapter 3 [p. 41]  
 
 

III 

Vocation 

 
Thus, at about sixteen [1910], the future was for me already profoundly marked on the 

inside by traits that have hardly changed during my long life: On the one hand, faith, a very 

personal faith, alone with God alone, but God in his Church, a church made of living stones, not 

pontiffs or prelates, a communion of souls gathered from the whole earth with the crown: Peter, 

the vicar of Peter, the Pope. And, on the other hand, politics, the state at the service of the 

poorest and, for accomplishing that, the wealthy, the bourgeois, the rich, the new feudal. Thus, 

kings had built France. Without my being aware of it, I naturally entered into a living tradition: 

"Abbe Boulier, said one day to someone in a friendly discussion, who is traditionalist, like all 

revolutionaries.”  

It was not a question of vocation in all this. I envisioned a vaguely industrial career ... I 

did not see myself a priest, much less a Jesuit. And besides, if I loved the Jesuits, I did not like 

the parish priests. 

I frequented the parish and even the sacristy, since I forced myself, on vacation, to serve 

mass every morning. But the smell of incense, mold and mustiness that characterized this dusty 

place had nothing attractive to me. As for the stupid jokers, straight out of the seminary, they 

have always been repugnant to me. How is it then I became a priest? The priesthood, to tell the 

truth, was not a prime element in my vocation. [p. 42]  
It was a most thoughtful decision I made on my own. Nothing, nobody forced me to do it. 

Rather, I was almost forced to do the contrary! This is how things went. I was in the third year 

[of secondary school] when a young Jesuit, a student and already a priest came to preach during 

Lent. Fr. Dubruel., a lofty Bordelain [schooled] like Mauriac among the Marists.1 He was also a 

1François Mauriac (1885 –1970) was a novelist, Catholic and Action Francaise 
supporter. He turned to the left during the Spanish Civil War, criticizing the Catholic Church for 
its support of Franco. He briefly supported Pétain after France's fall, but joined the resistance as 
early as December 1941.He had a dispute with Albert Camus immediately following the 
liberation of France in World War II. At that time, Camus edited the resistance paper Combat 
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disciple of Pierre Imbart de La Tour, the historian of the Reformation.2 He was to become 

himself a remarkable historian of the seventeenth century.3 He was open and welcoming and we 

had long chats together. At the time, at the age of fourteen [1908], I despaired of myself, because 

(thereafter an overt daily, until 1947) while Mauriac wrote a column for Le Figaro. “Camus said 
newly liberated France should purge all Nazi collaborator elements, but Mauriac warned that 
such disputes should be set aside in the interests of national reconciliation. Mauriac also had a 
dispute with Roger Peyrefitte, who criticised the Vatican in books such as Les Clés de saint 
Pierre (1953). Mauriac threatened to resign from the paper he was working with at the time 
(L'Express) if they did not stop carrying advertisements for Peyrefitte's books. See “François 
Mauriac,” Wikipedia. 

The Society of Mary (Marists) is a Catholic religious congregation, founded by Father 
Jean-Claude Colin in Lyon, France, in 1816. The idea was to fill the vacuum left by the 
suppression of the Society of Jesus and by the fall of Napoleon in 1815 and the restoration of the 
Bourbon Dynasty, which seemed to offer an opportunity for a revival of the Catholic Church and 
a return to evangelisation of the increasingly de-Christianized population. The reception from the 
ecclesiastical authorities in Lyon was cool since the diocese was afraid of losing priests from its 
control. They eventually gained papal approval in 1936. See “Society of Mary,” Wikipedia. 

2Pierre Imbart de La Tour (1860-1925) wrote  Les élections épiscopales dans l'Église de 
France du IXe au XIIe siècle : étude sur la décadence du principe électif, 814-1150 (Genève: 
Slatkine-Megariotis Reprints, [1890] 1974); and  Les origines de la réforme. (3 vols., Paris, 
Librairie Hachette, 1905-1914). 

3Among Fr. Marc Dubruel’s (1874 – 1928) works were: Saint Thomas d'Aquin, 
apologiste de l'état religieux. Panégyrique prononcé en la basilique Saint-Sernin de Toulouse, le 
7 mars 1924, par le P. Marc Dubruel, S.J. (Toulouse: Impr. et libr. Edouard Privat, 1924); 
Dubruel’s En plein conflit : la nonciature de France, la secrétairerie d'état du Vatican, les 
congrégations des affaires de France pendant la querelle de la Régale, 1674-1694: étude des 
archives romaines [In full conflict: the nunciature of France, the Vatican secretariat of state, the 
congregations of the affairs of France during the quarrel of the Regal, 1674-1694: study of the 
Roman archives] (Paris: Éditions Spes, 1927); Dubruel’s, Je suis à Dieu: quatorze entretiens sur 
la vie spirituelle : d'après les Exercices de saint Ignace (Avignon : Aubanel Fr`eres, 1927); and 
Marc Dubruel, L'Extension de la Régale à tous les évêchés de France, l'obligation imposée aux 
évêques de faire enregistrer leur serment de fidélité à la Chambre des Comptes, lettres inédites 
des évêques de Pamiers (François-Etienne de Caulet) et de Grenoble (Etienne Le Camus) et du 
P. de La Chaize [The extension of the Regale to all the bishops of France, the obligation imposed 
on the bishops to have their oath of loyalty recorded at the Chambre des Comptes, unpublished 
letters of the bishops of Pamiers (François-Etienne de Caulet) and of Grenoble (Etienne The 
Camus) and Fr. de La Chaize] (Toulouse: E. Privat, 1911). 

In the 1920s Dubruel attacked the “ecole unique” proposal, which sought to unify the 
educational system in order to eliminate the advantage which the existing system gave to the 
ruling (bourgeoisie) class. See Marc Dubrue, Le regne des pédagogues. L'école unique, suivi de 
trois essais: La formation secondaire, Une méthode d'enseignement supérieur, Une type de 
formation technique (Paris, Éditions Spes, 1926). See also, John E. Talbott, The Politics of 
Educational Reform in France, 1918-1940 (Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, 1969), p 
115; Louis Théron de Montauge, Le père Dubruel (Paris: [publisher not identified], 1929). 
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I felt neither will nor perseverance in me. I felt like an aboulic.4 My behaviour grade was  

deplorable.5 With none of my teachers did I feel the spontaneous affection which Father Dubruel 

showed me. It's a character trait. I've never been able to collaborate with someone I do not like 

for one reason or another. An irregular correspondence was established between the priest and 

me. A letter he wrote to me about Maurras hurt me. His criticisms, however, did not stop my 

friendship. 

During my Rhetoric [third] year, I saw again my director and friend. He was coming back 

from Rome and stopped at the college. Without doubt he had he gone to the Louvain Library to 

continue his research on the Regal, the subject of his thesis?6 He kindly asked me what I was 

going to do, and I confessed my embarrassment. There came the question which was to decide 

my future: "Have you never thought of a vocation?” I naively answered that the idea had 

sometimes come to me to be a bishop. "You are not afraid of responsibilities!” He replied, and 

we both laughed. "But really," he went on, "have you never thought of religious life? My answer 

was sharp, like a bullet: "Me, a Jesuit! You do not belive it. It would mean having to obey.” He 

laughed again and merely replied: "Of course, but one can be formed. He advised me, then, to 

clarify my ideas, for example, to make a retreat at the beginning of the holidays. And it is thus 

4Aboulia (from Greek) refers to a lack of will or initiative and is defined as a disorder of 
diminished motivation. It falls in the middle of the spectrum of diminished motivation, with 
apathy being less extreme and akinetic mutism being more extreme than aboulia. The condition 
was originally considered to be a disorder of the will, and aboulic individuals are unable to act or 
make decisions independently. Aboulia is distinct from depression in that people living with 
aboulia do not exhibit signs of sadness or negative thoughts. Instead, they exhibit a lack of 
concern about their condition or about the world around them. See “Aboulia,” Wikipedia. 

5Students were graded on their behavior (deportment) as well as on their academic work. 
See “Reverson Context,” online at https://context.reverso.net/translation/french-
english/note+de+conduite. 

6The regale was the right of the king of France to enjoy the income of a large number of 
dioceses and archdioceses while they were vacant and to appoint to benefices in the interval. In 
1274 the Second Council of Lyon had explicitly decreed that this right was not universal, and the 
kings of France had always abided by this decision, overruling the objections of the parlement of 
Paris, which made it a point of privilege to e more royalist thanthe king. It was even a  question 
of money since the king had for some years been transferring the accrued income to the new 
bishop or archbishop. Yet in 1673, Louis XIV issued a declaration extending the regale to all the 
dioceses and archdioceses of the kingdom. See David Onnekink ed.), War and Religion after 
Westphalia, 1648–1713 (Farnham, England; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, c2009), pp. 21-22. 
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that at the end of July, I rang at the door of the Novitiate of Florenne as a volunteer retreatant.7 I 

was sixteen [1910]. [p. 43]  
I had for my director a father with whom I was unfamiliar, but he was very paternal, the 

nephew of the famous abbot Huvelin who had converted Fr. de Foucauld.8 I can still see the big 

hands of Father Huvelin leaning on the desk as he explained to me the meditation of the Reign in 

the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius.9 It was about putting my footsteps in the footsteps of 

Jesus. [The retreat] Arrived on the last day, that of the decisive options. The decision was 

crucial; I did not know what to decide. Should I stay in the world? Should I leave? And 

reflecting in front of a blank sheet, I put on one side the reasons which incited me to remain 

there, on the other, those which militated for me to leave. The first ones were growing longer, 

[but] the seconds seemed decisive. I went to find my director and gave him the sheet to read. [He 

7The Florennes novitiate was an old castle located in Florennes in the province of 
Namur, Belgium. It was bought in 1902 by the French Jesuits who were in exile in Belgium 
following the anti-religious laws of 1901. It was used as a house of formation and for philosophy 
studies. In 1905 the Jesuits built a novitiate at the southern end of the property. See “Le château 
de Florennes,” Wikipedia. 

8Charles Eugène de Foucauld (1858 – 1916) was a cavalry officer in the French Army, 
then an explorer and geographer, and finally a Catholic priest, hermit who lived among the 
Tuareg in the Sahara in Algeria. He was assassinated in 1916 and is considered by the Church to 
be a martyr. His inspiration and writings led to the founding of the Little Brothers of Jesus 
among other religious congregations. Fergus Fleming in The sword and the cross (London: 
Granta Books, 2003), chapter 4, footnotes 59, 60, describes the help Fr. Huvelin’s gave to 
Foucauld. 

Orphaned at the age of six, Foucauld was brought up by his maternal grandfather, 
Colonel Beaudet de Morlet. He joined the Saint-Cyr Military Academy. Upon leaving the 
Academy he opted to join the cavalry. He lived a life of debauchery thanks to an inheritance he 
received after his grandfather's death. At the age of twenty-three, he decided to resign in order to 
explore Morocco by impersonating a Jew. As a result he wrote a book that became popular, 
"Reconnaissance au Maroc" (1888). Once back in France, he rekindled his Catholic faith and 
joined the Cistercian Trappist order in 1890. Ordained in 1901, he decided to settle in the 
Algerian Sahara. He lived with the Berbers and published the first Tuareg–French dictionary. 
See “Charles de Foucauld,” Wikipedia. 

9This may be a reference to the section in Ignatius of Loyola, The Spiritual Exercises of 
St. Ignatius of Loyola (trans. Elder Mullan; New York, P. J. Kennedy & sons, printers, 1914), p. 
78, on line at http://www.jesuit.org/jesuits/wp-content/uploads/the-spiritual-exercises-.pdf, which 
section is titled “the mysteries of the life of Christ our Lord.” It quotes from Mt. 10, about Christ 
sending the apostles to preach. About this the third point that Ignatius lists to meditate and 
contemplate on is, “The Kingdom of Heaven has approached.” 
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asked] "What do you conclude?” – “I do not really know. Do you think that one can conclude 

that I have a vocation and that I must become a priest?” – [He replied] “that’s not the question! It 

is a question of choosing between a life in the world and a life in religion.10 Return to your 

room; think further. Or better! go pray in the chapel to ask God where is His will.” I returned to 

the chapel and calmly, at length, it appeared to me that God wanted me out of the world. So 

religious. A discovery so unexpected, so far removed from all that I had glimpsed before! 

I saw my director, already resolute, but trembling. "My Father, it seems to me now that 

God wants me to be a religious. Is this your opinion?” "I believe," said he, "that it is the will of 

God.” – [I then asked,] “But which order to enter?” -·”Oh! no hurry. You have to finish your 

studies and pass your bachot. Your vocation will appear to you firmer in a year and during your 

graduation retreat, you will see what Order God has destined for you. 

I went back to the house. "Hey! Well, said Mamma, the retreat, what did you get out of 

it? I felt myself becoming serious in answering her, "I will be religious.” What a blow for her! 

"Pig?” she shouted at me. Was there an "s"? Was this cry addressed to those she supposed to 

have pushed me in this way, or to her son who was about to leave her? This son in whom she had 

put so much hope! I never figured it out.. She wrote to Father Dubruel a letter which must have 

been a good one. [p. 44] Was not he himself, like me, the son of divorced parents? He made an 

answer that she never showed me, but she had it, because she often spoke to me of it later. 

My grandfather said, "It is out of the question to go to the novitiate until you have done 

your military service." Once again, the future was full of uncertainties. I was left to do my year 

of Maths. Elem [elementary mathematics] at St. Joseph's College, Lille.  

We passed in front of a statue of St. Ignatius every day in the corridor and since I had 

decided to be a religious without fixing myself on any order, putting the decision off to the 

retreat I would make at the end of my studies, I whispered this prayer in a whisper: "Saint 

Ignatius, let it be in your Society!" 

During the retreat, I was again confronted with what, in the Exercises, we call, the 

election, the decisive option. It seemed to me that for all sorts of reasons which flowed from my 

pen, God wanted me to be a Jesuit. I took my paper to the director of the retreat and learned that 

10The director may have meant that being a priest is not the only way to reject the 
“world.” For example, one can take vows of poverty, chastity and obedience and live as a brother 
in a religious community. 
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he was surprised to find only very human reasoning in support of my resolution. He even 

concluded that my vocation was not serious, but my usual confessor reassured him. I had not 

given the deep reasons that drove me to be a Jesuit. [Being a Jesuit] was not for me essential, but 

only a means towards the end: to be to completely with God. For that, [I had] to leave the world. 

At home, they finally realized the seriousness of my vocation and that it would not go 

away. This is how on the 9th of October, 1912, I knocked at the door of the Jesuit novitiate, 

which closed behind me. 

I began to be very unhappy. Neither the novice master nor his deputy pleased me. I had 

the impression that they did not understand me. I arrived there already having a whole spiritual 

education: all my tenderness of heart had blossomed into a deep, exclusive, total love of Jesus. 

My involvement with the Imitation [of Christ] and the Introduction to the devout life opened me 

to a human devotion, in contact with all the beauties of the world.11 I was stung by a poem of 

Rancé, the austere abbot of La Trappe: [p. 45]  

Charming flowers of spring time 
Stop glittering in my eyes 
you make the earth too beautiful, 
I want to love only the heavens.12 

But while loving at first the heavens, the "flowers of spring time " have always glittered 

in my eyes and I have not ceased to find them charming. Later, an old Jesuit, after living in the 

same house with me, would say: "Father Boulier? ... Ah! yes, Nature and Grace ... "Another 

[Jesuit], a few years later, would say of me: "A volcano under the snow.” 

11Francis de Sales published Introduction to the Devout Life in 1609. It was well 
received in both Protestant and Catholic circles. It is categorized as a form of reading known as 
lectio divina ("divine reading"), based on the Christian monastic practice of spiritual reading. 
Like The Imitation of Christ by Thomas a Kempis, it is considered a spiritual classic in the 
Christian tradition. The work is also used as a guide in Christian spiritual direction. See 
“Introduction to the Devout Life,” Wikipedia 

12Armand Jean le Bouthillier de Rancé (1626 – 1700) was an abbot of La Trappe Abbey 
and the founder of the Trappist religious order. See “Armand Jean le Bouthillier de Rancé,” 
Wikipedia; David Bell, Understanding Rancé: the spirituality of the Abbot of La Trappe in 
context (Kalamazoo, Mich.: Cistercian Publications, c2005). Pierre-Xavier Pouplard in Vie du 
R.P. Pierre-Michel Fessard de la Compagnie de Jésus (Paris: R. Haton, 1896), p. 368, also cites 
this poem without citing a published source. 
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I found the snow at the Novitiate. Without any concern for what we were bringing, for 

what we were leaving, the novitiate was intended to effect a break. "Dead to the world and to 

self-love.” 

It was the program. Who did not follow it with much energy; who despaired of becoming 

so condemned himself. It was my case. From then on, I understood that I had everything to learn. 

God wanted me Jesuit; I had to get across to myself all that was contained in this word. In short, 

the novitiate taught me to become a saint. Which saint? The one that was then venerated, a 

certain P. Ginhac, a rugged character, exhausted with penance and mortification, and who had 

been the instructor of our master of the novices.13 This ascetic devotion was by no means my 

own. Without realizing it, I found myself in revolt against it. Saint Francis of Assisi, Saint Louis, 

Saint Joan of Arc, these are the saints I loved. But this P. Ginhac, what a foil! And then that 

became the sweetness of the Gospel: "It will not extinguish the wick that still smokes, it will not 

trample the broken reed ... Make you my disciples, because I am sweet and humble of heart ... 

Take on my yoke, for my yoke is sweet and my burden light.”14 This ideal that had attracted me 

out of the world, in the footsteps of Jesus, was therefore a mirage, a sentimental dream, not 

manly, "human, too human? I find in my notes of this time these words cited as a goal to pursue: 

"a dead heart". Being a Jesuit meant being crucified to the world, becoming a man for whom the 

world [p. 46] is crucified. With all my heart, I would have liked to adhere to this ideal. I do not 

know what, deep inside me, whispered to me that there was some misunderstanding. There 

resulted a kind of neurosis; my happy and confident spiritual life suddenly darkened. I fell into a 

really desert drought. I did not know and I was not told that this painful passage led to the 

mystical life. 

We were taught the method of prayer attributed to St. Ignatius, but which was only R.P. 

Roothaan's outrageous commentary, a kind of mechanical process designed to draw away from 

13See Arthur Calvet, S.J., A man after God's own heart: Life of Father Paul Ginhac, S. J. 
(trans. William Doyle, S.J, New York, Benziger Bros., 1914). 

14Boulier is quoting the passage about God's Chosen Servant (Mt. 12:20) “A bruised 
reed He will not break, and a smoldering wick He will not extinguish, till He leads justice to 
victory.” He is also quoting Mt. 11:29, “Take My yoke upon you and learn of Me, for I am meek 
and lowly in heart. Come to me, all of you who are weary and over-burdened, and I will give you 
rest!” 
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the soul any feelings and purpose, in spite of any resistance from the spirit.15 However, for years 

I meditated without needing this straitjacket. Desolation, as St. Ignatius describes it, became my 

habitual state of mind, and I repeated to myself the psalmist's complaint: "In terra deserta et 

invia et inaquosa sic in sancto apparti tibi. In a desert, with no way, no water, that's how I came 

before you." 

And suddenly the light reappeared. I realized that I had found my way. 

We were at the time of the holidays and the physical meditation instead of being in the 

dormitory was spent in the park. We were invited to take as a subject the glorious life of Jesus. I 

had fallen on the meditations of Father du Pont, of the Punte.16 The book opened to the chapter 

of the attributes of God, the infinity of God his universal presence, his providence extending to 

innermost being, this light in which He bathes and which He shines, dark, in the depths of 

ourselves ... it was a discovery. These thoughts delighted me, they made me find lost devotion. 

At the same time I read Fr. Ramière's abstract of the doctrine of Fr. de Caussade on the 

15Jan Philipp Roothaan, S.J. (1785 – 1853) was a Dutch Jesuit. In his youth, as an altar 
boy in Amsterdam he came in touch with ex-Jesuits priests who sent him to Russia when he 
expressed the desire to become a Jesuit. In 1804 he left his homeland to join the Society of Jesus 
whose survival in Russia had been recently approved by Pope Pius VII (1801). In 1812 he was 
ordained a priest. In the stormy era of the Napoleonic Wars, Pius VII restored universally the 
Society of Jesus (1814). Until 1820, Roothaan worked at Orsha in White Russia (modern 
Belarus). He was then sent into exile by the banishment of the Jesuits from Russia (1820). 

In 1829 Roothaan was elected as Jesuit Superior General. The mandate given by the 
Congregation was to strengthen and stabilize the fledgling 'new' Society: going slow on opening 
new schools, improving the intellectual and spiritual formation of the Jesuits, reintroducing 
practices of the past (Annual letters, Congregations of procurators every three years, etc.), 
keeping the Latin language for official communications and being strict with regard to admission 
to final profession. 

To help achieve his mandate, Roothaan worked on the new edition of the Spiritual 
Exercises, providing it with an introduction and explanatory notes. See Ignatius of Loyola, 
Charles Seager, Nicholas Wiseman, Joannes Philippus Roothaan, The spiritual exercises of St. 
Ignatius of Loyola: translated from the authorised Latin : with extracts from the literal version 
and notes of the Rev. Father Rothaan, (Charleston, SC : BiblioLife, 2009); see also, C. J. 
Ligthart, The return of the Jesuits (trans. Jan J. Slijkerman, London: T. Shand, 1978). 

16Luis de la Puente (1554 –1624) was a Spanish Jesuit theologian and ascetic writer. 
Puente was born in Valladolid. Having entered the Society of Jesus, he studied under Francisco 
Suarez and professed philosophy at Salamanca. Ordained priest in 1580, he became the spiritual 
director of Marina de Escobar, in which office he continued till his death. See Meditations upon 
the mysteries of our faith ...: Abridged translation of Meditaciones de los mysterios de nuestra 
sancta fe (Reprint of the 1624 ed., Ilkley [Eng.]: Scolar Press, 1976). 
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Abandonment to Providence.17 There I found the beautiful prayer of Father de Caussade 

attributed to Madame Elisabeth in the prison of the Temple, and that I had, at school, so often 

recited by way of thanksgiving: "What will happen to me today, O my God? I do not know. All I 

know is that nothing will happen to me that You have not planned for all eternity. This is enough 

for me, O my God, to be quiet. I adore your eternal and impenetrable designs; I submit to it with 

all my heart; I want everything, [p. 47] I accept everything, I make you a sacrifice of 

everything; I unite this sacrifice to that of your dear Son, my Savior, asking you by his Sacred 

Heart and by his infinite merits, patience in our ills, the perfect submission which is due to you 

for all that you will and will allow."18 

In this way the devotion of my youth was connected with the formation of the novitiate, 

which until then had left me disoriented. A continuity returned and I felt strong again and 

soothed. About this intimate evolution, my novice master knew nothing. How would one talk to 

17Jean Pierre de Caussade (1675 –1751) was a French Jesuit priest and writer. He was 
spiritual director to the Nuns of the Visitation in Nancy, France, from 1733 to 1740. During this 
time and after he left Nancy, he wrote letters of instruction to the nuns. Some material ascribed 
to him was first published in 1861 by Henri Ramière under the title L’Abandon à la providence 
divine. However, according to a paper by Dominique Salin SJ, emeritus professor at the Faculty 
of Theology at the Centre Sèvres, published in The Way (Apr 2007), 46/2, pp. 21–36, "it now 
seems almost impossible that the author was in fact the Jesuit Jean-Pierre de Caussade" as 
"[n]othing in de Caussade's biography would suggest that this man was the author of a famous 
treatise" and the style of letters of spiritual direction that can genuinely be attributed to de 
Caussade "is far removed from the lyricism" marking it.  

Whoever the author was, he or she believed that the present moment is a sacrament from 
God and that self-abandonment to it and its needs is a holy state – a belief which, in the 
theological climate of France at the time, was considered close to Quietist heresy. In fact, 
because of this fear (especially with the Church's condemnation of the Quietist movement), the 
work was kept unpublished until 1861, and even then they were edited by Ramière to protect 
them from charges of Quietism. A more authoritative version of these notes was published only 
in 1966. See Richard J. Foster, “Introduction,” The Sacrament of the Present Moment (trans. 
Kitty Muggeridge, San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1982), pp.xiii-xiv. See also, Jean-Pierre de 
Caussade, Abandonment; or, Absolute surrender to divine providence. Posthumous work of Rev. 
J. P. de Caussade, S. J. Revised and corrected by Rev. Henry Ramière, S. J. (trans. Ella 
McMahon, New York: Benziger brothers, 1887). Caussade's works are online at 
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/decaussade/abandonment.toc.html. 

18Madame Élisabeth de France (1764-1794) was a French princess and the youngest 
sibling of King Louis XVI. She remained beside the king and his family during the French 
Revolution and was executed at Place de la Révolution in Paris during the Terror. She is 
regarded by the Catholic Church as a martyr. See “Élisabeth de France,” Wikipedia. 
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him about it? For his severe and ascetic piety, this tenderness of pure love and abandonment to 

the divine will, would have seemed to him weakness and sentimentality. In fact it was an act of 

pure love [and reflected] in a prayer whose author was nameless that I discovered in my missel at 

school and that since then I have often repeated to myself: 

 "O Deus, ego amote ... O my God, I love you  
-- Not [in order] for you to save me  
-- or because those who refuse to love you are punished by eternal fire  
-- but [because] you, my Jesus, took me whole  
-- You kissed me on the Cross  
-- You suffered the nails, the lance  
-- And all this shame  
-- And death, and that for me  
-- this sinner – Then how can I not love You?  
-- O Jesus I love you -- Not so that You will save me in heaven  
--  Or so that You will not damn me forever  
-- But as you have loved me -- Yes, I love you and love you  
-- only because you are God -- and because you are my king."19 

Can we say that this happy evolution has continued? This evolution was not beyond the 

design of the Exercises of Saint Ignatius. Perhaps I will explain one day, following Fr. Henri 

Bernard-Maître, what I believe to be the true spirit of the Exercises...20 It was thanks to them, 

"without the sound of words" that was decided my vocation. 

The years passed ... The inner conflict I had undergone was revived; it was even evolving 

towards a veritable crisis of scruples. In the Company, [but] without the Company, I followed 

my spiritual evolution in desolation. 

Luckily, during those years, the rule was loosened by its rigor which imposed on the 

young Jesuits a confessor appointed by the Superiors. I took advantage of this freedom to choose 

[p. 48] Father Moncarey, whom I will speak about later. Suffice it to say here that he allowed 

19An alternative English translation of O Deus Ego Amo Te (O God, I Love You) by 
Gerald Manley Hopkins, S.J. (1844 – 1889) is available online at 
http://kpshaw.blogspot.com/2014/05/o-deus-ego-amo-te.html. Some sources attribute it to the 
Jesuit missionary, St. Francis Xavier (1506 – 1552). 

20Henri Bernard-Maître (1889 – 1975) was a French Jesuit priest, missionary in China. 
He became a Jesuit in 1908 and was sent in 1924 to China as a professor of mathematics. Back in 
France just after the Second World War in 1947, he created the Institute of Ethnology and 
Religious Sociology at the Catholic Institute of Paris. See “Henri Bernard-Maître,” Wikipedia. 
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me, in the midst of my distress, to read St. John of the Cross.21 The Ascent of Carmel had rather 

repelled me by its scholastic focus on the human, but when I arrived at the Night of the Senses, 

with its focus on the Divine, all was enlightened.  

-By this deep night - full of anguish and burnt with love – Oh the happy destiny!  
-I went out unobserved -While my house was already quiet  
-In the night, already safe - Dressed, by the secret stairway - While my house was 

already quiet - happy night!  
-Tucked in the secret, away from all eyes - I could see nothing - To guide me only 

the light-which burned in my heart.22 

I will not say more. "Whoever has ears to hear, hear." "Sponsabo te mihi in fide.23 You 

will become my spouse in Faith," in the night of Faith.  

This night, for me, still lasts, but it is my light, waiting for the day. It will not be long. 

From St. Ignatius to St. John of the Cross I can not find an opposition. Both of them guided me 

in the same way, to the same ascent under the luminous cloud. 

 

FROM ARISTOTLE TO TEILHARD ... 

 

In the Society of Jesus, the years of formation are long: two years of novitiate, two years 

of juniorate (literary studies, Greek, Latin, French, the level of the defunct Licence ès Lettres 

[Bachelor of Arts], three years of philosophy (alas, scholastic and almost nothing of modern 

21John of the Cross (1542 – 1591) was a Carmelite friar and priest of Marrano (Jewish) 
origin. He left the following works, which for the first time appeared in Barcelona in 1619:  

The Ascent of Mount Carmel, an explanation of some verses beginning: “In a dark night 
with anxious love inflamed.” This work was to have comprised four books, but breaks off in the 
middle of the third. 

Dark Night of the Soul, another explanation of the same verses, brakes off in the second 
book. Both these works were written between 1578 and 1579 in Granada, Spain, soon after his 
escape from prison, and though incomplete, supplement each other, forming a full treatise on 
mystic theology. They include a systematic treatment of the ascetical life with the soul 
undergoing earthly and spiritual privations in pursuit of mystical union with Christ. They also 
give advice and reporting on John’s own experience. The Ascent of  Mount Carmel deals with the 
sensual part of the soul. The Dark Night details the spiritual part of the soul. See John of the 
Cross: Selected Writings (trans. Kieran Kavanaugh OCD, New York: Paulist Press, 1987); “John 
of the Cross,” Wikipedia. 

22Several variant translations of this quote from John of the Cross’s Dark Night of the 
Soul are available online at https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/John_of_the_Cross. 

23Quoting Hosea 2:20, “I will engage you to me in faithfullness.” 
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philosophy), an introduction to science (at the approximate level of Elementary Math.), four 

years of theology (always scholasticism mixed with historical elements, nothing of the 

Dogmengeschichte of Harnack, nor of The ancient history of the Church of Duchesne, very little 

Biblical exegesis; in canon law our knowledge did not go beyond the textbooks).24 

These long years of formation devoted to the acquisition of the secular and sacred 

sciences [may] prove necessary; [but] they have a danger: to make the Jesuit a sort of "tala" 

stuffed with [p. 49] abstract knowledge in his studious cell, quite similar to the Normalian 

[graduate of an Ecole Normale Supérieure] in his room; a pious layman in sum! For many their 

mind is already fixed. Theology arrives late and remains there like a veneer. 

During theology, priestly ordination took place. Then the Jesuit, his studies completed, 

returns to the novitiate for a year of exercises very similar to those of the initial novitiate. At the 

end of this Third Year of Novitiate, one was admitted to definitive vows, either to the solemn 

profession, including the fourth vow of obedience to the Pope, or to the simple vows of spiritual 

24Adolf Harnack (1851 – 1930) was a German Lutheran theologian and church historian. 
he traced the influence of Hellenistic philosophy on early Christian writing and called on 
Christians to question the authenticity of doctrines that arose in the early Christian church. He 
rejected the historicity of the Gospel of John in favor of the Synoptic Gospels, criticized the 
Apostles' Creed, and promoted the Social Gospel. In the 19th century, higher criticism flourished 
in Germany, establishing the historical-critical method as an academic standard for interpreting 
the Bible and understanding the historical Jesus.  

Harnack's work was part of a reaction to the higher criticism. In 1885 he published the 
first volume of his Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte (3rd ed. in three volumes, 1894–1898). The 
English translation is titled History of dogma (trans. Neil Buchanan, New York: Dover 
Publications, 1894–1899 [1961]) in seven volumes. In this he traced the rise of dogma, which he 
understood as the authoritative doctrinal system of the church and its development from the 4th 
century down to the Protestant Reformation. He considered that from its earliest origins, 
Christian faith and Greek philosophy were so closely intermingled that the resultant system 
included many beliefs and practices that were not authentically Christian. Therefore, Protestants 
were bound, to criticize it and reject it and a return to the pure faith that characterized the 
original church. 

Louis Marie Duchesne (1843 – 1922) was a priest and historian of Christianity and 
liturgy. He taught at the Catholic Institute and the École Pratique des Hautes Études, where he 
influenced Alfred Firmin Loisy, a founder of the movement of Modernism, which was formally 
condemned under Pope Pius X. Duchesne published the first complete critical edition of the 
Liber Pontificalis. His Histoire ancienne de l'Église, 1906-1919, translated as Early History of 
the Christian Church: from its foundation to the end of the fifth century (London: J. Murray, 
1909-1924), 3 vols., was considered too modernist by the Church during the "Modernist crisis" 
and was placed on the Index of Forbidden Books in 1912. See “Louis Marie Duchesne,” 
Wikipedia. 
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coadjutor.25 The choice and the decision, without appeal, came from Rome. On what data? Data 

that remained secret just like the reviews that supposedly led to it. I have heard in Innsbruck, 

R.P. [Révérend Père] Bea, the future cardinal, explain to us: "The T.R.P. [Très Révérend Père / 

Very Reverend Father] General has a marvelous management system based on cards" eine 

merkwürdige Zettelver waltung [a weird note management system].26 It is precisely this fourth 

vow that provokes the present conflict between Paul VI and the Society, the latter having decided 

to compel all its members, even the lay brothers and coadjutors, and the Pope refusing to do 

so.27 

Let me insist on one particular point of this formation: the long delay brought to priestly 

ordination. For me, taking the Sacred Body of Jesus Christ in my consecrated hands did not seem 

to me a step of much change since, for years, I received it every morning on my lips. As a result, 

the priesthood did not present itself as the summit and coronation of my religious life. I was 

looking for God in spirit. I was looking for God elsewhere than in symbolic gestures; I saw in the 

priesthood a function, useful and holy, nothing more. 

25Wiktor Gramatowski SJ, in Jesuit Glossary: Guide to understanding the documents 
(trans. Camilla Russell, Rome: Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu, 1992), p. 8, on line at 
http://www.sjweb.info/arsi/documents/glossary.pdf, defines spiritual coadjutor as a priest who 
undertakes a reduced program in Jesuit formation studies; he receives a practical preparation for 
hearing confessions and, upon completing his formation, engages in less senior ministries than 
fully professed Jesuits. The term coadjutor in latin means "co-assister." 

26Augustin Bea, S.J. (1881 –1968) was a German Jesuit priest and scholar at the 
Pontifical Gregorian University specializing in biblical studies. In 1959, Pope John XXIII made 
him a cardinal. He served as the first president of the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity 
from 1960 until his death. He was a leading ecumenist, who influenced Christian-Jewish 
relations during the Second Vatican Council in Nostra aetate. See “Augustin Bea,” Wikipedia. 

27Paul Hofmann in “The Jesuits,” New York Times (national ed., Feb. 14, 1982), Section 
6, Page 24, online at https://www.nytimes.com/1982/02/14/magazine/the-jesuits.html, 
commented that the pope did not want an expansion of the fourth vow because it would make the 
leadership less conservative:  

Younger Jesuits, long critical of the two-tier system, suggested several years ago 
that everyone in the order be allowed to take the fourth oath and thus become 
eligible for leadership positions. But in 1975 Pope Paul VI forbade such a change, 
apparently fearful that liberal currents within the order would gain further ground. 
See also, Paul Hofmann, “Jesuits Receive Papal Warning, The New York Times (Oct. 

14, 1973), online at https://www.nytimes.com/1973/10/14/archives/jesuits-receive-a-papal-
warning-general-session-planned.html; John W. O'Malley, “The fourth vow in its Ignatian 
context: a historical study,” Studies in the Spirituality of the Jesuits (1983). vol. 15, pp. 1-59, 
online at https://archive.org/details/fourthvowinitsig151omal. 
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"The priest,” said Berdiaew, “is a symbolic man, an actor in short. If entrusted to him 

with a role to play in a sacred drama, his sacramental efficacy does not depend in any way on his 

personal holiness. It operates under a mask, which is the very definition of the hypocrite -

upokrites.”28 

I remembered that St. Ignatius, absorbed in the drafting of the Constitutions and the 

government of the Society, had scarcely exercised a priestly ministry after he had become [p. 

50] a priest. It was as a layman that he wrote most of his Exercises and directed the spiritual life 

of his first companions. 

So when, years later, Rome reduced me to a secular state, I felt only a slight pain. My 

Christian faith held me deeper than the rubrics of a function among men.29 For a long time I 

lived alone with God. 

Had this training, these years of study made me a rebel? Without a doubt. I was 

passionate about history. I still am. But history is done with evidence; it asks for texts and it 

scrutinizes the personality of the person who reports them and his intentions in reporting them. 

This is how one has to read the newspaper every day, or rather the newspapers. This is the way 

to read the Gospels, those newspapers that relate to us the life of Jesus and the other books of the 

New Testament which testify to the origins of Christianity. "The race, the environment, the 

period," as Taine used to say.30 The method is the same applied to the writings of St. Luke as to 

the fables of La Fontaine.31 

28The last word in this sentence is “upokrites“ This may be referring to “οι υποκριτές,” 
the Greek word for actors or those who wore figurative masks. See “The Origin of Hyprocrite,” 
Merrian-Webster Dictionary, online at https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-
play/hypocrite-meaning-origin. 

Nikolai Alexandrovich Berdyaev [Berdiaev] (1874 –1948) was a Russian Christian 
philosopher who emphasized the existential spiritual significance of human freedom and the 
human person. See  “Nikolai Alexandrovich Berdyaev,” Wikipedia. 

29A rubric is a direction in a liturgical book as to how a church service should be 
conducted. See  “Rubric,” Wikipedia. 

30Hippolyte Adolphe Taine (1828 –1893) was a French historian. He was a proponent of 
naturalism, sociological positivism and a practitioner of historicist criticism. Through his work 
on the French Revolution, he has been credited as having forged the architectural structure of 
modern French right-wing historiography. See  “Hippolyte Adolphe Taine,” Wikipedia. 

31Jean de La Fontaine (1621 – 1695) was a French fabulist and poet. He is known above 
all for his Fables, which were published between 1668 and 1694. The stories in the first six of 
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This is how, well before my theology, and even from the novitiate, when we meditated 

the Gospels with the help of obsolete commentaries, literary criticism had led me to the history 

of dogmas, then with St. John of the Cross, to criticism of religious knowledge, which Henri 

Bremond was to analyze as the metaphysics of the saints.32 On these issues, I did not know to 

whom to open. Criticism, which always seemed to me a requirement of truth, gnawed at me in 

secret. 

The war [1914 - 1918] that imprisoned us in occupied Belgium cut off the access to many 

intellectual resources: mediocre textbooks, improvised teachers. I could not accept a teaching 

which I found impoverished and of which I rejected its spirit. Among us, circulated this thought 

of T.R.P. [Très Révérend Père] Martins, one of the last generals under Leo XIII: "If, out of ten 

students you accept for higher studies," he said to the Provincials, "three leave for health reasons, 

three lose faith, and three become unusable because their ideas are too original, and if there is 

only one left to indulge in the studies for which it was intended, believe that you have not wasted 

your time lost.”33 [p. 51] His ideal is pretty disturbing! Despite an apparent openness, he does 

not favor an original thought. 

these derive from Aesop and Horace. Those in the later editions are taken from more recent 
sources or from translations of Eastern stories. Many of the lines have entered the French 
language as standard phrases, often proverbial. See  “Jean de La Fontaine,” Wikipedia. 

32Henri Brémond (1865 – 1933) was a French literary scholar, sometime Jesuit, and 
Catholic philosopher, one of the theological modernists. He worked on the Jesuit publication 
Études. He left the Society of Jesus in 1904, but remained a priest. In 1909 he was temporarily 
suspended a divinis for his presence at and an address he gave and for making a sign of the cross 
over George Tyrrell‘s grave at his funeral. Tyrrell was a modernist and Brémond’s friend. 
Among his publications were Prayer & poetry: a contribution to poetical theory (Norwood, Pa.: 
Norwood Editions, 1976); and Thundering abbot, Armand de Rancé, reformer of La Trappe 
(London: Sheed & Ward, 1930). See  “Henri Brémond,” Wikipedia. 

33Luis Martín García, S.J. (1846 – 1906) was a Spanish Jesuit, the twenty-fourth 
Superior General of the Society of Jesus [TRP]. His problems in dealing with Northern European 
Jesuits can be better understood if one remembers that the Jesuit dissidents with whom he was 
familiar in Spain were of the reactionary and anti-intellectual type. This experience did little to 
prepare him to understand the more liberal ideas of northern European Jesuits. 

In France, following on the initiative of Pope Leo XIII, he encouraged the Jesuits to 
reconcile themselves with the republican ideals. All over the Northern European countries he 
encouraged greater involvement in social questions (implementing the encyclical Rerum 
novarum of 1893). In Spain he succeeded in rooting out integrist tendencies among Jesuits in 
spite of the backing they were having from highly placed Vatican officials. 
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So, original thought is not what we seek; rather, it is  what we dread. To assimilate what 

is currently thought in the Church, as therefore good to think, that seems to be what the teachers 

designated by [church] authority are charged with teaching to the Jesuit student; to an old 

student, because he is towards thirty years old when he will pass his last examination. What we 

want: a product with a quality guarantee, in short a good ordinary man. For a Jesuit to support an 

opinion, it must be "commonly accepted." If he deviates from it or if he rejects it, he can only 

criticize it for reasons borrowed from an author already approved. Criticism ... Here is the big 

word let go! Does this training lead to critical thinking? Yes, as to the worship of clear and 

distinct ideas. Does God exist? we read from the first questions of the Theological Summa.34 

And Saint Thomas aligns first, the objections against his existence. These accumulate; then 

follows the opposite arguments; finally, one after another, come the refutations. A rigor of 

thought worthy of admiration! 

Would anyone dare to say that in all those who practice this fencing shines a perfect 

intellectual honesty? In these games, while the concepts clash like swords, we meet more than 

one swordsman and there are low blows! Distinguo [I distinguish]... The distinction, thus 

introduced, is often a play on words and victory wins by complacency. A victory? An escape too 

often! Here is the joke that then circulated about Father Condamin, an undisputed master of 

biblical exegesis.35 "Let us distinguish: There is what Father Condamin declares in his printed 

During his term of office the publication of the Monumenta Historica Societatis Iesu was 
started in Madrid in 1894 and carried on later in Rome. Towards the end of his life, after the 
election of Pope Pius X, Martin had to face the crisis of Modernism (Roman Catholicism). 
Modernists were hunted and expelled from the Church. So was it for George Tyrrell, English 
Jesuit, who was expelled from the Society and excommunicated in 1906 in spite of Martin’s 
intervention. Many others were condemned if not expelled. The Bollandists were also in trouble. 
See  “Luis Martín García,” Wikipedia. 

34The Summa Theologiae was written between 1265 and 1274 by Thomas Aquinas (c. 
1225–1274). Although unfinished, it is a standard instructional guide for theology students. It is 
a compendium of all of the main theological teachings of the Catholic Church. Its topics follow a 
cycle: God; Creation, Man; Man's purpose; Christ; the Sacraments; and back to God. The Summa 
consists of 3,125 articles. It cites Christian, Muslim, Hebrew, and Pagan sources. It is a more 
structured and expanded version of Aquinas's earlier Summa contra Gentiles. See “Summa 
Theologiae,” Wikipedia. 

35Albert Condamin (1862-1940) was professor of Old Testament at the Catholic Institute 
of Toulouse (1899-1901) then at the scholasticate of Canterbury from 1901. He was also 
assiduous collaborator and faithful friend of Father Marie-Joseph Lagrange. Among his works 
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books, equipped with the imprimatur; then what is found in his mimeographed course; then what 

he answers to an objection at the end of his lesson; then what he says when we continue the 

discussion in his room; and then what he says while walking with one or other of his students; 

there is still what he thinks when thinking at his work table in the middle of his books and finally 

what he thinks in prayer before God. As we see, Father Condamin practiced a remarkable 

"economy" of thought; it was attributed to him at least.36 

That our teachers, at least the most eminent, have held the [p. 52] truth in their hands, I 

have never, for my part, doubted, but it seemed to me that they clutched the fist so hard that they 

did not let a crumb escape it. 

In theology, Father Calès, another learned exegete, commented in a few classes, on the 

first chapters of Genesis.37 I had studied them in the great commentary of Driver.38 “But he 

does not include a word on it!" said I to myself constantly while listening to P. C.’s [Pere Calès] 

economy... About the Old Testament, there comes back to me an anecdote that seems unlikely, 

but that does not surprise me when I remember the culture of my study companions. A young 

professor of theology, in charge of teaching the De Gratia treatise, was found reading the 

was Le livre de Jérémie; traduction et commentaire (Paris: V. Lecoffre, 1920). See “Albert 
Condamin,” Wikipedia. 

36The concept “economy of thought” is illuminated by Vladimir Lenin in a discussion 
titled  “The ‘Principle of Economy of Thought’ And The Problem Of The ‘Unity Of The 
World,’” which is in Materialism and Empirio-Criticism: Critical Comments on a Reactionary 
Philosophy, chapter 3, online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1908/mec/three4.htm. Lenin writes:  

Human thought is “economical” only when it correctly reflects objective truth, 
and the criterion of this correctness is practice, experiment and industry. Only by 
denying objective reality, that is, by denying the foundations of Marxism, can one 
seriously speak of economy of thought in the theory of knowledge. 
37Jean Calès, S.J. was a professor of Old Testament exegesis at Enghien, Belgium. His 

publications included Le livre de Psaumes (Paris, G. Beauchesne et ses fils, 1936). See Charles 
George Herbermann, et al, (ed.), The Catholic Encyclopedia: An International Work of 
Reference (New York, Robert Appleton Company [c1907-12]), vol. 12, p. vi. 

38Samuel Rolles Driver (1846 –1914) was an English Hebrew scholar. Among his works 
was The book of Genesis, with introduction and notes by S. R. Driver (London, Methuen, 1904), 
which was part of the Westminster commentaries series. It is online at 
https://archive.org/details/bookofgenesisnot00drivuoft/page/n8. See also “Samuel Rolles 
Driver,” Wikipedia. 
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Bible.39 "Here! said the one who discovered him in this occupation, are you reading the Bible 

now?” "I must have it opened before starting my class! To tell the truth, I never read it.” 

Verbatim! He was later entrusted with the finances of the Society, which was, undoubtedly, a 

better use of his competence. 

Let us recall the warning of Descartes:  

I did not notice that by means of arguments (dialectical exercises involving an 
argument by syllogism between a defender and an attacker) practiced in the 
schools, that we discovered any truth that we did not know before, because while 
each side tries to win, much more effort is given to argue the likelihood of one’s 
own side than in weighing the merits of both sides. Those who have been good 
lawyers are not, for that, better judges.40 

39The De Gratia treatise may be a reference to the work by Faustus of Riez (c 405 - 
495), who was a monk and then an early Bishop of Riez in Southern Gaul (Provence). He 
opposed Arianism and was banished when the Arian Euric, King of the Visigoths gained 
possession of a large portion of Southern Gaul. On the death of Euric he returned to his see. He 
was an adversary of a British monk, Pelagius (c. AD 360 – 418), who taught that original sin did 
not taint human nature and that mortal will is still capable of choosing good or evil without 
special divine aid or assistance. See “Pelagianism,” Wikipedia. 

At the same time,  Faustus opposed the doctrine of predestination which he styled 
conducive to immorality. This doctrine had been expounded by a presbyter named Lucidus and 
was condemned by two synods, at Arles and Lyons (475). At the request of the bishops who 
composed these synods, Faustus wrote the Libri duo de Gratia Dei et humanae mentis libero 
arbitrio [Two books about the Grace of God and human freedom of choice], in which he argued 
against the doctrines of the predestinarians as well as those of Pelagius, which is in Jacques-Paul 
Migne’s Patrologia Latina (The Latin Patrology), LVIII, 783. The work was marked by semi-
pelagianism, and attacked. Faustus maintained that the human soul is in a certain sense 
corporeal, God alone being a pure spirit. See Thomas A. Smith, De gratia: Faustus of Riez's 
Treatise on grace and its place in the history of theology (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre 
Dame Press, c1990); see also,“Faustus of Riez,” Wikipedia. 

40This is a quote from René Descartes’s (1596 –1650) Discours de la méthode: pour 
bien conduire sa raison et chercher la vérité dans les sciences (Paris: Hachette, 1856), part 6, p. 
47. Boulier’s quote does not seem to follow Descartes’ version literally. Below is an English 
translation by Jonathan Bennett (2017), p. 28, online at 
https://www.earlymoderntexts.com/assets/pdfs/descartes1637.pdf. that may more literally reflect 
the original:  

Nor has it been my experience that previously unknown truths have been 
discovered through the disputations they carry on in the schools. For so long as 
each side is straining for victory, they try harder for plausibility than for good 
reasons; and being a good advocate for many years doesn’t enable one to go on to 
be a better judge. 

Further information about Descartes is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
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He continues further:"Their manner of philosophizing is very convenient for those who 

have only very mediocre minds, because the obscurity of the distinctions and principles they use 

helps them to speak about everything confidently as if they knew what they were talking about 

and support all that they say against the most subtle and clever thinkers, and there is no 

convincing that they are wrong. In this they seem to me like like a blind man who, to put himself 

at an advantage and level the odds in fighting a sighted person lures him into the depths of some 

very obscure cellar...”41 

Descartes had studied philosophy at the Jesuit College of La Flèche, and that was how he 

found it [an obscure cellar]!42 The essential reproach I would address to all this scholastic 

training [p. 53] is its almost complete ignorance of historical criticism. There was also carefully 

maintained ignorance in the seminars [seminaries]. One exception, however, is Fr. Arnou, 

professor at the Gregorian University of Rome, author of a Ph.D. dissertation on The desire of 

God in the philosopher of Plotinus.43 We have just republished the book, which was given to his 

pupils. [He assigned to his students,] fresh from the novitiate, as the subject of their first writing 

task: “What is the critical spirit?” After two years of juniorate, he proposed the same subject and 

returned to them their first-year copy, which he had kept. The students were then aware of their 

41Descartes, Discours de la méthode, part 6, p. 47. 
42The Jesuit school at La Fleche in the western part of France was founded in 1604. It 

was once a castle built by the grandparents of King Henry IV. It was then turned into a college 
when king henry IV gave it to the Jesuits. It became the Prytanée National Militaire when 
Napoleon took it in 1800. See ”Prytanee,” Wikipedia. 

43Rene Arnou, Le désir de Dieu dans la philosophie de Plotin (Paris: F. Alcan 1921; 
Rome: Presses de l'Université Gregorienne, 1967). Plotinus (c. 204/5 – 270) was a Hellenistic 
philosopher who lived in Roman Egypt. In his philosophy, described in the Enneads, there are 
three principles: the One, the Intellect, and the Soul. His teacher was Ammonius Saccas, who 
was of the Platonic tradition. Historians of the 19th century invented the term Neoplatonism and 
applied it to Plotinus and his philosophy, which was influential during Late Antiquity and the 
Middle Ages. Much of the biographical information about Plotinus comes from Porphyry's 
preface to his edition of Plotinus' Enneads. His metaphysical writings have inspired Pagan, 
Jewish, Christian, Gnostic, and Islamic metaphysicians and mystics, including developing 
precepts that influence mainstream theological concepts within religions, such as his work on 
duality of the One in two metaphysical states that laid the foundation for Christian notions of 
Jesus being both god and man, a foundational idea in Christian theology. See “Plotinus,” 
Wikipedia. 
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progress, because Father Arnou had awakened them to critical thinking! He was soon transferred 

to the teaching of metaphysics, and in this martyrdom he consumed all his existence. 

I did not have the chance of having Father Arnou as my teacher. The war broke out and 

all my training was upset. 

What a surprise for us! No newspaper entered the novitiate. From 1912 to 1914, I find in 

my memory only a complete blackout. Later, I studied the origins of the conflict and discovered 

that the Tsar, especially his generals, had triggered everything.44 The role of Jaures appeared to 

me admirable in his presentiment.45 But in [19]14, when I learned of his assassination, I thought 

44The historian Christopher Clark in The Sleepwalkers: How Europe Went to War in 
1914 (New York: Harper, 2013) takes the same position as Boulier in blaming Russia. The 
historical context of Clark’s reasoning needs to be given. The Russians entered into the war on 
August 1, 1914, when Germany declared war on it. In accordance with its war plan, Germany 
ignored Russia and moved first against France—declaring war on August 3 and sending its main 
armies through Belgium to attack Paris from the north. The invasion of Belgium caused Britain 
to declare war on Germany on August 4. 

Unlike Clark, most Historians on the origin of the First World War have emphasized the 
role of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. There is scant mention of Russia. The Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand of Austro-Hungary was assassinated by Bosnian Serbs on June 28, 1914 to protest 
Austrian takeover of a largely Slavic province. Vienna was unable to find evidence that Serbia 
had sponsored the assassination but a month later issued an ultimatum to Serbia, which it knew 
would be rejected and thus lead to war. Austria-Hungary felt that Serbia had to be destroyed or 
else it would destabilize Austria by alienating Austria's very large Slavic minority element. 
Russia did not have a treaty obligation to Serbia but stood in opposition to Austria for control of 
the Balkans. In long-term perspective, Russia was militarily gaining on Germany and Austro-
Hungary, and thus had an incentive to wait. 

Most Russian leaders wanted to avoid a war. However, in the present crisis they had the 
support of France, and they feared that failure to support Serbia would lead to a loss of Russian 
credibility and a major political defeat to Russia's goals for a leadership role in the Balkans. Tsar 
Nicholas II mobilized Russian forces on July 30, 1914 to threaten Austria if it invaded Serbia. 
Clark, ibid. p. 509, sums up: 

 The Russian general mobilization [of July 30] was one of the most momentous 
decisions of the July crisis. This was the first of the general mobilizations. It came 
at the moment when the German government had not yet even declared the State 
of Impending War. Germany now felt threatened by Russia and responded with 
her own mobilization and declaration of war on August 1, 1914. At the opening of 
hostilities, the Russians took the offensive against both Germany and Austria-
Hungary. 

See also, “Russian entry into World War I,” Wikipedia. 
45Jean Jaurès (1859 – 1914) was a French Socialist leader. Initially he was a moderate 

republican; later he was one of the first social democrats, becoming the leader in 1902 of the 
French Socialist Party, which opposed Jules Guesde's revolutionary Socialist Party of France. 
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to myself: "It's a crime, but what a riddance!” My excuse was to be twenty years old, and I 

shared the hate of the furious people who drove the French to the butcher's shop. 

We were the sacrificed generation and we did not know it. We sensed the war, as animals 

smell the slaughterhouse; we did not fear it. Since the Panther had anchored in front of Agadir, 

and Germany was demanding compensation for our expansion in Morocco, we had the 

impression of living under the threat of blackmail that was hard to bear.46 If the Germans seek 

us, they will find us! And God would bless revenge if it offered itself: "Save Rome and France! 

In the name of the Sacred Heart!" 

This devout chauvinism had ended up being part of our religion. Maurras, however, had 

preserved me well from this confusion, he whose nationalism pretended to free himself from all 

mysticism.47 "Hello, goddess France! He exclaimed, but his [p. 54] attitude remained 

rationalistic and pagan. I was a Jesuit and understood that it was necessary to extend to the 

homeland the indifference I had been taught "to all attachment to flesh and blood. Bossuet had 

not taught me yet that "for a Christian there is no stranger."48 

One after the other, my fellow novitiates left us to join military units. Philippe de Blic, an 

ensign on a ship, told us, on leaving for Cherbourg: "If we take part in a torpedo boat attack, it 

will be a sight!"49 I think he took part; [these] sailors were greeted with admiration when they 

The two parties merged in 1905 in the French Section of the Workers' International (S.F.I.O.). 
An antimilitarist, Jaurès was assassinated at the outbreak of World War I, and remains one of the 
main historical figures of the French Left. See “Jean Jaurès,” Wikipedia. 

46The Agadir Crisis was a brief international crisis sparked by the deployment of a 
substantial force of French troops in the interior of Morocco in April 1911. Germany did not 
object to France's expansion but wanted territorial compensation for itself. Berlin threatened 
warfare, sent a gunboat, the Panther, and stirred up angry German nationalists. Negotiations 
between Berlin and Paris resolved the crisis: France took over Morocco as a protectorate in 
exchange for territorial concessions to Germany from the French Congo, while Spain was 
satisfied with a change in its boundary with Morocco. The British cabinet, however, was alarmed 
at Germany's aggressiveness toward France. See Christopher Clark in The Sleepwalkers, pp. 204-
13; see also, “Agadir Crisis,” Wikipedia. See “Jean Jaurès,” Wikipedia. 

47Maurras’s conservative politics were summarized in Chapter 2. 
48Bossuet’s conservative politics were summarized in Chapter 2. His writings are online, 

but this phrase did not come up in a search. 
49Philippe De Blic (1890 - 1914) born in the Côte-d'Or, attended the French Naval 

Academy and in 1908 was appointed ensign, but resigned to enter the Jesuits. Mobilized in 1914 
as a reserve flagship officer to Admiral Ronarch's rifle brigade, he was killed the same year 
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passed by the English fleet, [our] allies, still anchored in their neutrality. [Our group] was headed 

for the sacrifice. Philippe later fell [at the battle of] Yser, at the head of his marine [squadron].50 

Some of those mobilized took heart to conduct themselves as religious. Father Louis de 

Bailliencourt, an artillery officer, on reaching the corps, went to find his colonel: "I am a Jesuit. 

Do not be surprised if, upon receipt of certain orders, I ask you for a written order.”51 Father 

Joseph Pasteau, sergeant in the infantry, going on the attack, emptied his cartridge belt in front of 

his men: “I am a priest; I will not kill anyone. Forward!" Almost immediately, while leading his 

platoon, he was shot in the head. 

I did not leave because I was unfit for service on medical grounds. Nephritis [kidney 

inflamation] followed by an albumin [problem] had been quite a strain to me when I was 

examined at the draft board. Moreover, Father Master had hesitated to accept me at the entrance 

of the novitiate. "We can consider a fair trial," he eventually declared. The test was to last twenty 

years! 

Among the novices, two Lorrainers joined the German army, with a heavy heart.52 They 
had chosen to enter a French "[Jesuit] province" like others of their Alsatian companions.53 The 

during a boat patrol on the Yser. See “Aux Marins,” online at https://memorial-national-des-
marins.fr/d/6480-de-blic-philippe. 

50The Battle of the Yser was a battle of World War I that took place in October 1914 
between the towns on Nieuwpoort and Diksmuide, along a 22 mile stretch of the Yser River in 
Belgium. The front line was held by a large Belgian force, which halted the German advance in a 
costly defensive battle. The Allied victory at the Yser stopped the German advance into the last 
corner of unoccupied Belgium, but the German army was still left in control of 95 percent of 
Belgian territory. The victory allowed Belgium to retain control of a sliver of territory, which 
made King Albert a Belgian national hero., sustained national pride and provided a venue for 
commemorations of heroic sacrifice for the next century. See “Battle of the Yser,” Wikipedia. 

51It is not clear (to me) what is meant here. Under military law, one is subject to court 
martial for failure to follow orders. Was the Jesuit saying that he would not follow an order that 
violated canon law? And that the Jesuit was putting the officer on notice that he (the officer) 
should make clear the violation (by a writing) for purposes of a court martial? That is, was the 
Jesuit making a threat that somehow canon law was a defense for failure to follow an order? 

52France annexed Lorraine by force in 1766. Due to the region's location, the population 
has been mixed. The north is largely Germanic, speaking Lorraine Franconian and other 
Germanic dialects. Strong centralized nationalism had only begun to replace the feudalist system 
which had formed the multilingual borders, and insurrection against the French occupation 
influenced much of the area's early identity. In 1871, the German Empire regained a part of 
Lorraine, which became part of the new Imperial German State as Alsace-Lorraine. In France, 
the revanchist movement developed to recover this territory. 
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day before the departure, it was decided to honor them and it was asked of me for the occasion to 
make some verses for them. I had never written poetry, and I did not know anything about the 
rules of prosody. But the last words of my poem come back to my memory: 

- And if our destinies, the war 
- Compell us to campaign  
- Under different banners 
- You'll know the better standard [p. 55]  
- [We have] one Master alone 
- And He alone will be our King  
- Yes, we do not want to recognize 
 - But only one standard: the cross!  

At the end of the session, a novice approached me: Father Groussau, who passed as a a 

trainer because of his ardor as a knight of Christ the King. "It was to please them that you told 

them that? he tells me, but you do not think so.” He was still in the Crusades, at the gesta dei per 

Francos [deeds of God through the Franks] and other follies of Gott mit uns [God with us].54 I 

did not have the courage to undeceive him. No doubt it was necessary to render to Caesar what is 

Caesar, and to France, but to God what is to God. 

The Imperial German administration strongly discouraged the French language and 
culture in favor of High German, which became the administrative language. It required the use 
of German in schools in areas which it considered German-speaking. French was allowed to 
remain in use only in primary and secondary schools in municipalities definitely considered 
Francophone. In the 1919 Treaty of Versailles, the former German Empire suffered severe 
territorial losses, including the portion of Lorraine territory that had been part of its state of 
Alsace-Lorraine. See “Lorraine,” Wikipedia. 

53The Society of Jesus is made up of geographical territories called "provinces." There 
are approximately 80 Jesuit provinces around the world. Each province has a superior who is 
simply called "the Provincial," and who, in turn, reports directly to the central Jesuit government 
or "curia" in Rome, headed by the Superior General or “Father General.” Jesuit leaders from all 
countries meet from time to time for what are called General Congregations, often to elect a new 
Superior General and address important issues facing the order, the Church, and the world. There 
have been 36 General Congregations throughout the history of the Jesuits, and they are the 
highest governing authority of the Society of Jesus. See “Society of Jesus webpage,” online at 
https://jesuits.org/. 

54Guibert of Nogent’s Dei gesta per Francos is a narrative of the First Crusade written in 
Latin between 1107 and 1108. See Guibert, Abbot of Nogent-sous-Coucy, The deeds of God 
through the Franks : a translation of Guibert de Nogent's Gesta Dei per Francos (trans. Robert 
Levine, Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK: Boydell Press, 1997); “Dei gesta per Francos,” Wikipedia. 
Gott mit uns (God with us) is a phrase commonly used in heraldry in Prussia (from 1701) and 
later by the German military during the periods spanning the German Empire (1871 to 1918), the 
Third Reich (1933 to 1945), and the early years of West Germany (1949 to 1962). 
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The novitiate was located in Florennes at about thirty kilometers [18 miles] south of 

Charleroi.55 Soon the French avant-gardes arrived: tired men, exhausted by long marches. 

Artillery batteries were established in an immense meadow opposite the novitiate. They 

were preparing for the battle of Charleroi.56 I learned that as early as 1910, a discussion had 

taken place at the college between General de Castelnau who had come to see his son and Father 

Butin.57 He affirmed that in case of conflict the Germans would pass to the north of the Meuse. 

The Father did not succeed in convincing the general who supported him that it was no longer 

possible for the enemy to cross the forest of Ardenne.58 Poor intelligence service, blinded once 

more. 

Our superiors were talking with the officers who said to them, "Do not stay here, you will 

find yourself in the middle of a battle." Where to go? Our Novice Master had been Rector of the 

College of Antoing near Tournai.59 The trains were still running; in a few hours we were safe. 

But not for a long time! A few days later, during a walk, we fell on a German cavalry regiment. 

It was von Clück's army that was overrunning [the territory], forcing us to retreat to the 

Marne.60 Super horses, riders dressed in feldgrau [field gray], the horse hides scrubbed clean.61 

In stillness like a wall, they were waiting for the order to penetrate the city. What's the point of 

telling the rest? The victory of the Marne, the race to the sea, the stabilized front after the battle 

of the Yser ... We were locked in Belgium and it was the occupation. [p. 56]  
What did we have before us? The long continuation of our studies: two years of juniorate, 

three years of philosophy, four years of theology. But for this intellectual Odyssey, this trip to. 

55Information about the town of Florennes was footnoted earlier in this chapter. 
56Information about the Battle of Charleroi in August 1914, which was part of the First 

World War Battle of the Frontiers, is noted in the Glossary under World War I. 
57Hugues de Castelnau, the son of the general, was discussed in chapter 2. 
58The Germans crossed the forest of Ardenne as a result of the Battle of the Ardennes, 

which was fought on the frontiers of France, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg from August 
21 to 23, 1914. The French armies were forced to retreat. The battle was part of the larger Battle 
of the Frontiers, the first battle of the Western Front. (See “Battle of the Ardennes,” Wikipedia. 

59Antoing, Belgium is 40 miles west of Florennes and 40 miles east of Lille, France. 
60As noted above, the First Battle of the Marne halted the German advance and resulted 

in a stalemate for the next three year. 
61Feldgrau is a greenish grey color. It was the official basic color of military uniforms of 

the German armed forces from the early 20th century until 1945. See “Feldgrau ,” Wikipedia. 
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long course on the sea of ideas, what was the armament? No books, few good teachers. This, 

however, requires an explanation. 

Many believe that the Jesuits impose, by obedience, a uniformity of thought. The 

Superiors would no doubt wish it. In fact, nothing is less true! Depending on the province, the 

currents of thought that are circulating differ. The province of Champagne - which was mine -

recruited among the Gens du Nord and the Alsatians, was distinguished by its practical spirit.62 

The province of Toulouse, which extended to all the South-West, favored the biological sciences 

and positivism, which included a contempt for metaphysics. That of Paris, under the direction of 

the incomparable master, Rev. Father Leonce de Grandmaison, studied more particularly the 

philosophy and the history of religion.63 It is sufficient for the province de Lyon, to cite Teilhard 

de Chardin, his friend Auguste Valensin, and the three Bremond brothers, one of whom, Henri 

Bremond, of the French Academy, was to erect this historical monument: the History of 

Religious Feelings.64 

62Champagne is in the northeast of France, part of the administrative region of 
Champagne-Ardenne. It is about 160 km (100 miles) east of Paris. The name derives from the 
Latin campania, meaning "plain." The cities of Troyes, Reims, and Épernay are the commercial 
centers of the area. See “Champagne (province),” Wikipedia. 

63Léonce de Grandmaison (1868 – 1927) was a Jesuit priest, theologian and spiritual 
writer. At age 18 (in 1886) he left for Slough, England, to enter the French novitiate in exile. In 
1908 he was appointed director of Etudes, which is a French Catholic monthly magazine of 
contemporary culture founded by the Society of Jesus in 1856. His writings include Personal 
religion, (London: Sheed & Ward, c1929); Jesus Christ, his person, his message, his credentials 
(London: Sheed & Ward, 1930-1934); and Come Holy Spirit (Chicago, Fides Publishers 
Association, 1956). See “Léonce de Grandmaison,” Wikipedia. 

64Information about Pierre Teilhard de Chardin is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. 

Auguste Valensin (1879 – 1953) was a French Jesuit priest, professor of philosophy and 
spiritual writer. Among his publications was Joy in the Faith (New York: Tournai, 1958). Henri 
Bremond was noted earlier in this chapter. There are 12 volumes to his Histoire littéraire du 
sentiment religieux en France depuis la fin des guerres de religion jusqu'à nos jours (Paris: 
Bloud et Gay, 1916-33). The first three volumns, which have been translated into English are 
titled A literary history of religious thought in France: from the wars of religion down to our 
own times (London: Society for promoting Christian knowledge, 1928). 
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In Marseilles, Fr. Emonet, helped Miss Butillard found the Civic and Social Women’s 

Union and assisted in establishing the M.R.P. [Mouvement républicain populaire], which lived 

on after him.65 

The Apologetic Dictionary of the Catholic Faith, of which [Fr.] d'Ales at the time 

published the first volumes, collected in its learned columns the production of a generation of 

brilliant minds.66 Alas! The war thinned the ranks. How to console oneself for the loss of a 

Pierre Rousselot?67 

65Andrée Butillard (1881-1955) established in 1925 the Civic and Social Women’s 
Union, (L'Union féminine civique et sociale, UFCS). It has its own newspaper and promotes in 
France the Christian social order, in accordance with Catholic doctrine. To this end, it develops 
social education and fights for the civil rights of women. Unlike suffragist organizations that 
defend a women's vote, the U.F.C.S. primarily defends a "family vote" where "the number of 
votes is proportional to the size of the family." Butillard is mentioned as having dealings with 
several Jesuits, such as Antonin Eymieu (1861-1933), Pierre Lauras (1869-1936) and Michel 
Riquet (1898-1993), but there is no mention of a Fr. Emonet. See Thérèse Doneaud and Christian 
Guérin, Les femmes agissent, le monde change: histoire inédite de l'Union féminine civique et 
sociale (Paris: Cerf, 2005); see also, “Andrée Butillard” Wikipedia and  “L'Union féminine 
civique et sociale” Wikipedia. 

In the above references, Butillard is mentioned as having dealings with the M.R.P. 
(Mouvement Républicain Populaire), which was France’s postwar Christian Democrat party 
during the Fourth Republic (1946 and 1958). The M.R.P. was footnoted in Chapter 2. 

66Adhémar d'Alès (1861 - 1938) was a French theologian and Jesuit. He edited 
Dictionnaire apologétique de la foi catholique. Contenant les preuves de la vérité de la religion 
et les réponses aux objections tirées des sciences humaines. Quatrième édition entièrement 
refondue... Avec la collaboration d'un grand nombre de savants catholiques (Paris: G. 
Beauchesne, 1909-31) 5 vols. See “Adhémar d'Alès,” Wikipedia. 

67Pierre Rousselot (1878 - 1915) was a Jesuit scholar. In 1909 he began to teach 
dogmatic theology at the Institut Catholique at Paris. He went into the military service in 1914 
and was killed in battle in 1915 at age 37. As a theologian, he suggested that revelation be 
conceived not as a sum total of distinct truths, propositions, judgments, but as a kind of 
knowledge that is indefinitely cashable (monnayable) in distinct ideas and propositions which 
explicitate it without being able to exhaust it, and without claiming to supplement it. Revelation, 
he proposed, was the living and loving knowledge that the apostles had of Jesus. The mode in 
which the many dogmas are precontained in the single changeless knowledge which is the 
apostolic deposit is not logical, but Christological. Henri de Lubac's contribution to the question 
of doctrinal development is largely a restatement of that of Rousselot, whose papers he studied 
and published. See “Pierre Rousselot,” Wikipedia 
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By confining ourselves to Antoing, then to Enghien, the war completely cut us off from 

the circulation of ideas and any recourse to the Major Superiors became impossible.68 Those 

whose decisions would weigh heavily on our studies were only local superiors, unfit to 

understand the requirements of higher education, all happy to give themselves the importance of 

a rector at an advanced level institution. Unfortunately, nothing remained in the province of 

Champagne with all the students dispersed in the houses of the Belgian province. But for that [p. 

57] they would have found eminent teachers, brilliant libraries and a fruitful emulation among 

admirably trained classmates, whose most talented men were already designated as future 

Bollandists.69 [FN 1]  

[FN 1]  Group of specialists whose foundation dates back to the 16th century. 
Their work, carried out according to the most demanding criticism, embraces the 
whole history of the Church around the Life of the Saints. 

It did not matter [to the superiors] and I felt it was foolishness, a bad deed, this refusal to 

open the horizons of a truly intellectual life. But who to appeal from this plan of mediocrity, of 

this real waste? No way to reach the superiors who only thought of approving [our advance]! 

This regrettable situation did not develope its harmful effects until my two years of 

philosophy. My classical studies [which came first] did not suffer much and I was later able to 

obtain my license without difficulty. 

Luck allowed me to have in the juniorate two teachers to whom I have true thankfulness. 

When, after more than fifty years – recalling the atmosphere of a class, one still perceives the 

sound of a voice, some intonations, even an eloquent or mocking silence, the voice, the joke, the 

68Father Emile Mattern, S. J., in  “The Theologate of the Champagne Province at 
Enghien: A Letter,” Woodstock Letters (September 1900), vol. 39, no. 2, pp. 322 - 325; online at 
https://jesuitonlinelibrary.bc.edu/?a=d&d=wlet19000901-01.2.16&e=-------en-20--1--txt-txIN----
---, writes that the Champagne Province Jesuits opened its exile scholasticate at Enghien, 
Belgium in 1887. According to Mattern, p. 323, its professors “were among those who by their 
clear and precise principles contributed most effectually to stem the torrent of so called Christian 
Socialism which was threatening ruin in every direction.” 

69The Bollandists is an association of scholars, philologists, and historians (originally all 
Jesuits, but now including non-Jesuits) who since the early seventeenth century have studied 
hagiography and the cult of the saints in Christianity. Their most important publication has been 
the Acta Sanctorum (The Lives of the Saints). They are named after the Flemish Jesuit Jean 
Bolland (1596–1665). See “Bollandists,” Wikipedia. 
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attitude of the one who dispenses to you his knowledge from the front of the class; one can be 

sure of the value of that former teacher. 

Father Debeauvais was a teacher of Greek and Latin.70 Impossible to know which of the 

two he knew best! How he delighted us this realistic Picard! I still hear him, [telling us] about the 

Syracusaines of Theocritus, depicting us these two gossips of Alexandria going to the feast of the 

Lord Adonis ... No peculiarity of the Dorian dialect escaped the Father.71 The women chattered: 

they belittled their husbands who brought them nothing but junk from the market! They insulted, 

along the way, the officer on horseback, reminding him that he was only a peasant ... Fifteen 

years later, as I was working on my bachelor’s degree, Mr. Mazon gave me an explaination of 

the prologue of Aristophanes' Cavaliers [Knights].72 And I have not forgotten anything about 

70Among Léon Debeauvais’s (1869 - 1953) scholarly publications was Cours de langue 
latine à l'usage de l'enseignement secondaire, publiè par un groupe de professeurs sous la 
direction de Léon Debeauvais; textes latins classe de quatrième. Illus. de R. de la Nézière; cartes 
et plans de Lespinasse (Paris, E. Belin, 1949). 

71Theocritus (310 – 250 BC) was a Greek poet, author of mimes (comic imitations of 
language or gestures), pastoral idylls and epic tales. He was considered one of the seven poets of 
the poetic Pleiades (3rd century BC). He was imitated by Virgil. The Syracusan or “Women at 
the Feast of Adonis” (XV) is one of his poems. In the poem he paints in quick sketches the 
streets of Alexandria which swarm with people on the day of the feast of Adonis; he describes 
with a great freshness of accent two friends, Praxinoa, the vivacious and daring Syracusaine 
gossip who rages against her husband, and in contrast, Gorgo, discreet and timorous. See 
“Theocritus,” Wikipedia. See also, Theocritus, The Adoniazusæ of Theocritus, or, The Syracusan 
women at the festival of Adonis (trans James Starke; Dumfries, M'Diarmid, 1866). 

72Paul Mazon (1874 – 1955) was a teacher of anciet Greek literature. Among his 
publications was Essai sur la composition des comédies d'Aristophane (Paris: Hachette et cie, 
1904). It is on line https://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/9951506.html. 

Aristophanes (c. 446 – c. 386 BC) was a comic playwright of ancient Athens. Eleven of 
his forty plays survive virtually complete. These provide an examples of a genre of comic drama 
known as Old Comedy and are used to define it, along with fragments from dozens of lost plays 
by Aristophanes and his contemporaries. Also known as "The Father of Comedy," he has been 
said to recreate the life of ancient Athens more convincingly than any other author. His powers 
of ridicule were feared and acknowledged by influential contemporaries.  

The Knights (Cavaliers) was the fourth play written by Aristophanes. It is a satire on the 
social and political life of classical Athens during the Peloponnesian War and in this respect it is 
typical of all the dramatist's early plays. It is unique however in the relatively small number of its 
characters and this was due to its scurrilous preoccupation with one man, the pro-war populist 
Cleon. Cleon had prosecuted Aristophanes for slandering the polis with an earlier play, The 
Babylonians (426 BC), for which the young dramatist had promised revenge in The Acharnians 
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Strepsiade's complaints "bitten by the worry of his debts like fleas” [p. 58] while his sleeping 

adult son farts not far from him, and dreams aloud about his expensive horses that ruin him; he 

[Strepsiade], driven from his lands by the war, regrets his present scented existence "all buzzing 

bees...”73 

The Greek course ended with a literary explanation following the same critical method  

that St Paul used in explaining passages from the Gospels, and it was, without be apparent, a true 

initiation to biblical exegesis. 

Some time before dying, Father Debeauvais confessed to one of his students: "When I 

think that I have studied all my life the Commentaires [on the Gallic War] of Caesar and that we 

know today that they are not by him." Dear Fr. Debeauvais [you] were indulent to my 

translations into French verse of the Sentimental Love you had given us as a duty, but about 

which translations you signaled to me without pity that I had slipped ib a few misinterpretations. 

I retain against him a little grudge. I wanted to read Sophocles's Tragedies during the 

holidays, but he said to me: "Wait ... a German is working on a lexicon of Sophocles, but it is 

only on the Lambda letter. When he has finished, you can read Sophocles. This worry of hyper-

criticism distracted me from swallowing greedily all the Greek that I wanted – assisted with a 

good Latin translation. 

Father Moncarey taught us French.74 In contrast to his colleagues who spent only a few 

years at the school, he had asked to remain a teacher three all his life. It was he who taught me to 

love Lamartine whom I faulted for calling a “coursier” a horse and to speak of "brakes" when the 

(425 BC), and it was in The Knights (424 BC) that his revenge was exacted. See “Aristophanes,” 
Wikipedia. 

73This is from Aristophanes’ The Clouds lampooning the intellectual fashions in Athens. 
It is considered the world's first extant "comedy of ideas." Its caricature of Socrates is mentioned 
in Plato's Apologyas a contributor to the philosopher's trial and execution. See “The Clouds,” 
Wikipedia. 

74Among the publications of Michel Moncarey, S.J. were: Gonzague de Vivie de Régie, 
1895-1919 (Toulouse: Éditions de l'Apostolat de la prière, 1939); Alphonse de Parvillez, Michel 
Moncarey and Marie-Louise Durand, Litterature Francaise: XIXe et XXe siecle (Paris: 
Beauchesne, 1955) and Alphonse de Parvillez and M. Moncarey, La littérature française: 
manuel pour la préparation au baccalauréat et aux divers examens (Paris: Beauchesne, 1947). 
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term "bit" seemed to me justified.75 Following Bremond, Fr. Moncarey interposed Animus and 

Anima, logical thinking and intuition.76 I doubted that there was an intellectual sensibility; he 

taught me to recognize it. 

Our teacher [Moncarey] was working on a textbook of the History of Literature; he asked 

me to write the chapters devoted to Pascal's Pensées [Thoughts].77 I studied them in depth and 

how many of them have marked me permanently! "Shut up, idiotic reason! Listen to God..."78 

75Alphonse Lamartine (1790–1869) was a writer, poet and politician who was 
instrumental in the foundation of the Second Republic. His family was from the provincial 
nobility. He was raised a Catholic and became a pantheist. Around 1830, his opinions shifted in 
the direction of liberalism. When elected in 1833 to the National Assembly, he quickly founded 
his own "Social Party" with some influence from Saint-Simonian ideas and established himself 
as a prominent critic of the July Monarchy, becoming more and more of a republican in the 
monarchy's last years. He wrote Histoire des Girondins in 1847 in praise of the Girondists. 
During his term as a politician in the Second Republic, he led efforts that culminated in the 
abolition of slavery and the death penalty, as well as the enshrinement of the right to work and 
the short-lived national workshop programs. A political idealist who supported democracy and 
pacifism, his moderate stance on most issues caused many of his followers to desert him. See 
“Alphonse Lamartine,” Wikipedia. 

76Henri Brémond was footnoted earlier in this chapter. He took the side of the mystical. 
The anima and animus are described in Carl Jung's (1875 –1961) school of psychology as part of 
his theory of the collective (mtstical) unconscious. He described the animus as the unconscious 
masculine side of a woman, and the anima as the unconscious feminine side of a man, each 
transcending the personal psyche. Jung believed the anima and animus manifest themselves by 
appearing in dreams and influence a person's attitudes and interactions with the opposite sex. See 
“Carl Jung,” Wikipedia. 

77Blaise Pascal (1623 – 1662) was a French mathematician, physicist, writer and 
Catholic theologian. He was educated by his father, a tax collector in Rouen. He was one of the 
first two inventors of the mechanical calculator. In 1646, he and his sister Jacqueline identified 
with the religious movement within Catholicism known by its detractors as Jansenism. 
Following a religious experience in late 1654, he began writing influential works on philosophy 
and theology. His two most famous works date from this period: the Lettres provincials and the 
Pensées. The former was set in the conflict between Jansenists and Jesuits; he focused on 
casuistry, a popular ethical method used by Catholic thinkers in the early modern period 
(especially the Jesuits, and in particular Antonio Escobar). Pascal denounced casuistry as the 
mere use of complex reasoning to justify moral laxity and all sorts of sins. The 18-letter series 
was published between 1656 and 1657. The Pensées was never finished. It is fragmentary 
scrapbook-like in form. . His perception of the cosmos was expressed in the words “this eternal 
silence of the infinite spaces terrifies me.” See “Blaise Pascal,” Wikipedia. 

78Quoting Blaise Pascal’s Pensées, Article VIII, in Oeuvres complètes de Blaise Pascal 
(Paris: Hachette 1871), vol 1, p. 293. Online at 
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Finally, I let go my rationalism! It was no longer by the spirit of geometry alone, but by the spirit 

of finer sensibilities that the hierarchy of the three orders penetrated me.79 As also the "reason of 

the effects, grandeur of establishment, respect for establishment."80 This [p. 59] observation so 

crushing "Unable to make what is just strong, we have made what is strong just..."81 The 

dialogue on Epictetus and Montaigne where each remains shut up, one in his proud logic, the 

other his skepticism.82 Finally, dominating everything, Faith, this faith for Pascal, which ends 

with his own darkness, by a mystical vision: “Fire... fire... tears of Joy...” 83 

https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:%C5%92uvres_compl%C3%A8tes_de_Blaise_Pascal_Hache
tte_1871,_vol1.djvu/315. 

79Pascal taught that there are three orders. The body is the lowest order and is governed 
by desire. These desires lead to a life of unbridled lust and activity, with no sustaining principle 
other than conspicuous consumption and the acquisition of power and resources to keep this 
consumption going. Pascal’s next order of reality is the mind. Although higher than the body and 
its master, the mind is still natural and unable to bring us into direct contact with God. However, 
the mind does prepare us for contact with God. Through the right use of reason we can recognize 
false belief systems and understand how they fail to bring about the meaning, purpose and 
fullness we seek. Pascal shows that the order of the mind cannot prove the existence of God. The 
highest order, the order of the heart, is where God reaches us not through our desires or intellect 
but through the fidelity of our will. On the order of the heart, we orient our will to the will of 
God. This enables us to order the intellectual concerns of the mind and satisfy the physical needs 
of the body properly. See Blaise Pascal, Pensées  (trans. A.J. Krailsheimer, London: Penguin 
Books, 1966), pp. 95 – 97 (section 1, XXIII, Proofs of Jesus Christ, fragment 308); Janet 
Morgan, “Pascal's Three Order,” The Modern Language Review (Oct., 1978), vol. 73, no. 4, pp. 
755-766 (discusses Pensées fragments 423/680; 308 (corps, esprit, charite).  

80Quoting Blaise Pascal, Pensées de Pascal sur la religion et sur quelques autres subjets 
(ed. Augustin Louis Gazier, Paris: Société française d'imprimerie et de librairie, 1907), p. 498 
(appendix to title 31); in English, Blaise Pascal, Pascal’s Pensées (trans. William F. Trotter, 
New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1958), p. 310, online at 
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/18269/18269-0.txt.  

81Blaise Pascal, Pascal's Pensees (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2013, ISBN13: 
9781627933643), p. 88. 

82Blaise Pascal’s Entretien avec M. de Saci sur Épictête et Montaigne (Interview with M. 
de Saci on Epictetus and Montaigne) (Cambridge [Eng.]: University Press, 1947) is not actually 
Pascal’s, but was composed by Nicolas Fontaine, a member of the Port-Royal community. It is 
the record of a conversation that took place between Pascal and his spiritual director Lemaistre 
de Sacy shortly after Pascal took up residence at Port-Royal in 1654. The work was not 
published until 1736. It gives a discussion of Pascal’s views on Western philosophy. Many of the 
ideas presented in the work can be found scattered throughout the Pensées, where they are 
expressed in nearly similar language and where once again Epictetus and Montaigne stand as 
mighty opposites: the former championing but over-estimating the greatness and nobility of 
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It was Father Moncarey who, in charge of writing the sermons of the young Jesuits, 

initiated me to speak in public. 

Having read, under his direction, the book of Ajam composed of interviews of 

contemporary speakers, he allowed me to imitate them.84 I have not written a single sermon to 

date; I am content to improvise them after a serious preparation. This is a method from which I 

never deviated, and I felt good about it. 

Taking advantage of an innovation of the canon law which the Jesuits later followed, I 

chose Fr. Moncarey as Spiritual Director. I can say that it was thanks to him that I found peace. 

After a long time of desolation and drought, the light did not leave me. But it experienced 

eclipses. The years of philosophy began. Certainly, our teachers testified of good will and great 

kindness, but what a poverty of thought! A quasi improvised teaching. 

Only one stood out: Fr. Soulhié, a specialist in Greek philosophy, Plato and the pre-

Socratics.85 He had studied under the direction of Canon Diès, the teacher of Angers.86 

On his advice, I read Plato’s Dialogues, including - I shudder again! - the Parmenide and 

the Sophist. During my graduate work, Jean Wahl, at the Sorbonne, questioned me about the 

Sophist, we attacked subtleties.87 

humankind, the latter recognizing but exaggerating our folly and ignorance. See David Simpson 
“Blaise Pascal,” The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy online at 
https://www.iep.utm.edu/pascal-b/#SH2b. 

83This is from Pascal’s “Memorial,” (trans. Elizabeth Knuth, 1999), which is a single-
page work that records his mystical vision in 1654. It is available online in both English and 
French at http://www.users.csbsju.edu/~eknuth/pascal.html. 

84Maurice Ajam (b. 1861) wrote La parole en public: physio-psychologie de la parole ; 
rapport du langage in térieur avec la parole ; étude des procédés oratoires depuis l'antiquité. 
esquisse d'une méthode scientifique d'art oratoire ; enquêtes psychologiques sur la parole en 
public ; psychologie des auditoires (Speech in public: physio-psychology of speech; relation of 
interior language with speech; study of oratorical processes since antiquity. sketch of a scientific 
method of public speaking; psychological surveys on public speaking; audience psychology 
(Paris: Chamuel, 1904, 1939); online ar https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/005764160. 

85Joseph Soulhie helped translate and edit Platon [Plato], Oeuvres complètes: ed., trans. 
Maurice Croiset, Joseph Soulhie, et al, Tome III, Gorgias. Ménon; Tome IV, Phédon; and Le 
Banquet; Tome X, Timée. Critias (Paris: Belles-Lettres, 1923 - 1933). 

86Auguste Diès (1875 – 1958) was dean of the faculty of letters of Angers. Among his 
publications was Autour de Platon; essai de critique et d'histoire (Paris: Les Belles lettres, 
1972). See “Auguste Diès,” Wikipedia. 
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I followed, around the same time, a course of biology on the nervous system, with 

microscopic sections, very scientifically developed, due to R.P. Cappe de Baillon.88 

Apart from these islands of knowledge, I can say that I have "made" my philosophy 

alone. I read Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Kant, pen in hand, the twenty books of the Physics of 

Aristotle, in the Greek text. I would not be able to do it today. [p. 60] These studies were 

accompanied by the reading of two volumes of P. Sertillanges on the philosophy of St. Thomas, 

of which I verified the quotations on the text of the holy doctor.89 

Thus I composed myself, without any other guide than my readings, a philosophy whose 

main lines have remained unchangeable for me, rather unorthodox, to tell the truth. 

The world is eternal and the matter infinite. Against the "grumblers," St. Thomas 

demonstrates that it is not irrational to think of an eternity of matter and that only faith teaches us 

that the world was drawn from nothingness and that it was its beginning.90 Now that we read the 

87Jean André Wahl (1888 – 1974) was a philosopher and professor at the Sorbonne from 
1936 to 1967, broken by World War II. He was in the U.S. from 1942 to 1945, having been 
interned as a Jew at the Drancy internment camp (north-east of Paris) and then escaped. He 
began his career as a follower of Henri Bergson and the American pluralist philosophers William 
James and George Santayana. He is known as one of those introducing Hegelian thought in 
France in the 1930s. He was also a champion in French thought of the Danish proto-existentialist 
Søren Kierkegaard. He influenced Jean-Paul Sartre. See “Jean André Wahl,” Wikipedia. 

88P. M. Cappe de Baillon authored the following scholarly articles, “Parthenogenese et 
variation chez les Phasmes. III. Bacillus rossii Rossi…,” Bulletin scientifique de la France et de 
la Belgique.., (1937) vol. 71, pp. 129-189; and “Etude sur les fibres musculaires d'Ascaris. I. 
Fibres parietales.” Cellule, (1911), vol. 27, pp. 165-211. 

89Antonin-Gilbert Sertillanges, O.P. (1863 – 1948) was a philosopher and spiritual 
writer. In 1893 he founded the Revue Thomiste and later became professor of moral philosophy 
at the Institut Catholique de Paris. See “Antonin-Gilbert Sertillanges,” Wikipedia. 

90This is a reference to Thomas Aquinas’s De aeternitate mundi, contra murmurantes 
(On the Eternity of the World, against Grumblers), which is available in Mary T. Clark, An 
Aquinas Reader (Garden City, N.Y.: Image Books, 1972), pp. 178–85. The work is online, 
translated by Robert T. Miller (On the Eternity of the World) at 
www.logicmuseum.com/time/aquinaseternitate.htm. It is also available online from “Medieval 
Sourcebook: Fordham University,” at  https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/basis/aquinas-
eternity.asp. For a discussion of the work see Anonymous, “Thomas Aquinas in English,” online 
at https://aquinas-in-english.neocities.org/; and St. Thomas Aquinas, “The Internet Encyclopedia 
of Philosophy” online at https://www.iep.utm.edu/aquinas; and finally “Thomas Aquinas,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Bible in Hebrew - which St. Thomas did not do - we see that Chaos pre-existed the creative 

action. 

In the beginning that God created heaven and earth, the earth was vague and empty, the 

darkness covered the abyss, the spirit of God hovered over the waters. God says ... The dogma of 

creation from the first moment of a cosmos emerging from nothingness is accurately formulated 

in the Bible only at a late time and in popular language [that is reflected] in the legend of the 

seven brothers martyrs with their mother during the persecution of Antiochus Epiphane.91 

Origen, with more than one Greek father, admitted an action of God exercising eternally on an 

eternal matter.92 

Human intelligence? In its scientific form, atomic theory, therefore a nominalist 

philosophy, has always seemed to me closer to the truth. How has man arrived at intelligence? I 

think that the possession of a nervous system and of a brain, the use of language and the opinion 

of the Marxists, the collective work, were the elements which made the human animal reach the 

91The woman with seven sons was a Jewish martyr described in 2 Maccabees 7 and 
other sources. Shortly before the revolt of Judas Maccabeus (2 Maccabees 8), Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes (c. 215 –164 BC) arrested a mother and her seven sons, and tried to force them to eat 
pork. When they refused, he tortured and killed the sons one by one. Each of the sons makes a 
speech as he dies, and the last one says that his brothers are "dead under God's covenant of 
everlasting life." This belief about everlasting life cited by the last brother is the reason Boulier 
cites the passage. 

Antiochus was a Hellenistic king of the Seleucid Empire from 175 BC until his death in 
164 BC. Notable events during his reign was his near-conquest of Egypt, his persecution of the 
Jews of Judea and Samaria, and the rebellion of the Jewish Maccabees. See “Woman with seven 
sons.” Wikipedia. 

92Origen of Alexandria (c. 184 – c. 253) was an early Christian scholar, ascetic, and 
theologian. His treatise On the First Principles systematically laid out the principles of a 
Christian theology. It has four parts. Book One describes the heavenly world, and includes 
descriptions of the oneness of God, the relationship between the three persons of the Trinity, the 
nature of the divine spirit, reason, and angels. Book Two describes the world of man, including 
the incarnation of the Logos, the soul, free will, and eschatology.Book Three deals with 
cosmology, sin, and redemption. Book Four deals with teleology and the interpretation of the 
scriptures. 

Based on his argument in On First Principles 1.2, some argue that Origin held creation to 
be in some sense eternal, that is, creatio ex material, (creation out of some pre-existent, eternal 
matter) or creatio ex deo (creation out of the being of God) that is creatio continua, the ongoing 
existence and not creatio ex nihilo or "out of nothing." See John McGuckin, The Westminster 
Handbook to Origen, (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2004). See also in 
Wikipedia the articles on “Origen,” on “creatio ex nihilo“ and on “On the First Principles.” 
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universal. The thesis of Transformism, I had admitted from 1916.93 And all the Jesuits aware of 

biology supported it. 

As for the immortality of the soul, it is difficult for me to understand that a man can think 

without a brain! The mystery of Death, then, is the mystery of God's love for his creature, for if 

God has loved us from all eternity, he can not allow such love to cease. This mystery of faith 

remains, for me, the true justification of [an eternal] survival. 

With regard to the proofs of the existence of God, I have always believed with Plato that 

the idea of the Good was situated "beyond [p. 61] the essence"; that it was, as Kant wants it, a 

noumenon, that is to say, an object which one thinks necessarily, but whose reality escapes us. 

Since this necessity can not be deduced from any phenomenon, it can only be adhered to by an 

act of faith, not by a dogmatic faith, but by what Kant calls a rational faith. It is rational to 

believe in a God who our logic is incapable of proving his existence or nonexistence; to believe 

in a self and a freedom that transcends our phenomenal consciousness; to believe in a finality of 

the world which can only be applied by an act of faith to all phenomena. For finality is objective 

and real for reason only within certain limited phenomena. Giving meaning to the world, 

meaning to its future, history can only be an act of faith. 

I dared not discuss these philosophical ideas with any one, but I felt that they had 

distanced me very much from received ideas in the Province of Champagne. How I would have 

liked to go and develop them with the teachers of Louvain! The idea of leaving the Society to be 

able to finally think with free criticism began to visit me often. I rejected it as a temptation. 

 I would like to talk about my studies of theology. When I approached them, I knew that I 

was destined for social action. How bored I was in all this scholasticism! My personal and secret 

interest brought me to the history of Biblical dogmas and criticism from the point of view of the 

universal evolution of the human mind. Fortunately, for two years, I was able to receive the 

teaching of a teacher whose every lesson gave me perspectives, filled the curiosities of which my 

93Transformism and transmutation of species are 19th-century evolutionary ideas for the 
altering of one species into another that preceded Charles Darwin's theory of natural selection. 
Jean Baptiste Lamarck in 1809 used the term for his theory. See “Transformism,” Wikipedia. 
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mind was eager. I met Father Malvy.94 I still live with his universal knowledge, his brilliant 

projections, all seasoned with sharp humor. 

 From our first interview the fire had sprung. I do not know how I came to ask him: "Let 

us suppose that Europe is experiencing a glacial period as it has already occurred. What would 

become of Christianity? Astonished, somewhat amused, he answered simply: "You do not lack 

imagination!” And we started laughing. 

Father Malvy taught the course De Traditione [church tradition] and as he [p. 62] said 

jokingly, Tradition, for him, was translated historically, from Adam to Poincare.95 It represented 

the very life of the Church which, for the Greek Fathers, had been created as the future 

incarnation of the Logos, before any creature. The only solid refutation of liberal Protestantism 

was Loisy.96 His little book, The Gospel and the Church, was victoriously opposed to Harnack's 

94Among Antoine Malvy’s writings are: Pascal et le problème de la croyance (Paris: 
Gabriel Beauchesne, 1923); Malvy, L'Union des Eglises Chrétiennes (Tournai, Messager du 
Coeur de Jésus. 1906); Malvy, La Réforme de l'Église russe (Paris: Impr. de J. Dumoulin, 1906), 
which deals with the impact of the 1905 revolution on reform movement seeking conciliar and 
lay-lower church government in the Russian Orthodox church, as opposed to state and episcopal-
hierarchical rule; Malvy, La conservation de la foi dans la nation polonaise (Toulouse and 
Tournai: bureaux du Messager du coeur de Jésus, 1912); Malvy, Recueil. Dossiers 
biographiques Boutillier du Retail. Documentation sur Denys Gorce [Collection. Biographical 
files Boutillier du Retail. Documentation on Denys Gorce] (Paris: Etudes, 1926); and Malvy, 
Theses ex universa theologia quas in Collegio Societatis Jesu Angiensi [Latin for The College of 
the Society of Jesus at Angers (Belgium), Theses from All Theology] (Tornaci: Casterman, 
1905). N.B.: Concerning this latter item, the exam summarizing theological studies, called “ex 
universa theologia,” covering all the material taught and entitling to obtain a basic academic 
degree, dated from the thirteenth century at the University of Paris. The apostolic constitution of 
John Paul II Sapientia christiana (1979) updated the system. See Wikipedia article “ex universa 
theologia.” 

95Jules Henri Poincaré (1854 –1912) was a mathematician and philosopher of science. 
He developed the idea of a chaotic deterministic system which laid the foundations of chaos 
theory. He helped in the formulation of the theory of special relativity and in 1905 proposed 
gravitational waves emanating from a body and propagating at the speed of light. See “Jules 
Henri Poincaré,” Wikipedia. 

96Alfred Loisy (1857 – 1940) was a priest, theologian and a founder of biblical 
modernism in the Catholic Church. He was a critic of traditional views of the biblical creation, 
and argued that biblical criticism could be applied to interpreting Sacred Scripture. In 1893 he 
summed up his position on Biblical criticism in five propositions: the Pentateuch was not the 
work of Moses, the first five chapters of Genesis were not literal history, the New Testament and 
the Old Testament did not possess equal historical value, there was a development in scriptural 
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Essence of Christianity.97 One day, in the midst of an affectionate exchange of ideas, Father 

Malvy told me bluntly: "But you are a modernist! Modernist ... I had, the following night, a 

frightful nightmare during which I protested in front of my mother - it was to her that I addressed 

myself! -" No! I assure you, Mom, I'm not a modernist!” I have since then come to understood 

that there are many ways to be modernist. The one to which I am attached is critical relativism: 

apart from the absolute, everything is relative. All of reality has a history, dogmas like the rest. 

Father Teilhard de Chardin, about this time, passed by the school of theology where he 

gave us two conferences, with projections, on Evolution, from primates to Man.98 The faculty 

doctrine, and Biblical writings were subject to the same limitations as those by other authors of 
the ancient world. In 1907 the Holy Office (after Vatican II renamed as Congregation for the 
Doctrine of the Faith) issued a decree, signed by Pius X, entitled Lamentabili sane exitu (or "A 
Lamentable Departure Indeed"), which condemned sixty-five modernist or relativist propositions 
concerning the nature of the church, revelation, biblical exegesis, the sacraments, and the 
divinity of Christ. In 1908 Loisy’s books were condemned by the Vatican and he was 
excommunicated. His English-language translated publications include: The war and religion 
(Oxford: B.H. Blackwell, 1915, Electronic copy from HathiTrust 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/005894445); The birth of the Christian religion (London: G. 
Allen & Unwin, 1948); The origins of the New Testament (London; Allen and Unwin, 1950). 

97Loisy’s The Gospel and the church [L'Évangile et l'église] (intro. Joseph Hoffmann 
(Buffalo, N.Y.: Prometheus Books, [1902, 1903] 1988) criticized Adolf Harnack's Das Wesen 
des Christentums. (The Essence of Christianity). Loisy commented in ibid., p. 152) that "Jesus 
came proclaiming the Kingdom, and what arrived was the Church" ("Jésus annonçait le 
Royaume et c'est l'Église qui est venue." Harnack believed that the essence of Christianity was 
the relationship between individual and God, making an organized church a largely unnecessary 
creation. Loisy disagreed, arguing that it was necessary and inevitable for the Catholic Church to 
form and that God intended this. At the same time, he maintained that Harnack had been partly 
correct that an organized church was created in a way unrelated to any plans by Jesus. Further he 
stated that Jesus lacked a conscious understanding that he was consubstantial with God the 
Father and therefore Jesus did not know how the Catholic Church would "transform." In his view 
the articulation of ideas on consubstantiality came from the period surrounding the Council of 
Nicaea and such notions would have been unknown to and unthinkable by Jesus and his first 
followers, who saw him largely in Jewish messianic terms. Regardless of who Jesus actually 
was, he could not have claimed to be what the church taught him to be. Another controversial 
thesis of Loisy, developed in La Religion d'Israël, is the distinction between a pre-Moses period, 
when the Hebrews worshipped the god El, also known by the plural of this name, Elohim, and a 
later stage, when Yahweh gradually became the only deity of the Jews. See “Alfred Loisy,” 
Wikipedia. 

98Informationn about Pierre Teilhard de Chardin is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. 
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took it rather poorly, but all the students admired the presentation. Many had taken courses in 

biology, which, as I said, made them willing to accept transformism without objections. 

I do not know why Father Teilhard invited me on a hike. He was so welcoming, so 

attentive to listening to the most humble, so truly level with their most stammering thought, that I 

dared to engage in a discussion. In his conception of the cosmos, Teilhard was reluctant to 

introduce a continuity; for me there was a break. I doubted that one could pass from instinct to 

the act of thinking and to a universal thought, without an intervention impossible to explain by 

mere material phenomena. And that is how already in 1922, I was Teilhardien, without being, 

while being! I did not know the dialectic of Engels and I did not read the The Phenomenon of 

Man.99 

Father Malvy, with the principle of Tradition, also expounded to us the principle of Fide. 

It was a question of explaining the act of faith by breaking it down into its three elements: faith is 

a supernatural gift; faith is a free act; faith is an intellectual process. [p. 63] For me, as for St. 

Thomas, faith is the beginning of a vision of God, the final explanation of which must be 

understood as a mystical experience. The astonishing erudition of Fr. Malvy as to scholastic 

theories did not get through to us a really satisfactory summary of the question. However, I 

found it in the admirable articles of Pierre Rousselot under the title Les yeux de la foi.100 But the 

faculty was so violently opposed to Fr. Rousselot that it obtained from T.R.P. [Très Révérend 

Père] Ledochowski a banning of this doctrine.101 I did not give up on it. 

99Teilhard de Chardin’s The Phenomenon of Man (Le phénomène humain) was finished 
in the 1930s, but was published posthumously in 1955, and translated into English in 1959. He 
describes evolution as a process that leads to increasing complexity, culminating in the 
unification of consciousness. See The Phenomenon of Man,” Wikipedia. 

100Pierre Rousselot, The eyes of faith (trans. Joseph Donceel, New York: Fordham 
University Press, 1990). 

101Włodzimierz (fr: Vladimir) Ledóchowski, S.J. (1866 – 1942) was a Pole and from 
1915 to his death, the twenty-sixth Superior-General of the Society of Jesus. He established the 
Pontifical Russian College and the Institutum Biblicum of the Gregorian University. After the 
Concordat between the Church and the Italian Government was ratified, property was returned to 
the Society, making it possible for the Jesuits to build a new Gregorian University building, 
transferring from the Palazzo Gabrielli-Borromeo on via del Seminario to Piazza Pilotta near the 
Quirinal Palace. He then had built the new Curia Generalis in the rione of Borgo, on property 
acquired from the Vatican on Borgo Santo Spirito, close to Saint Peter's Square. During the rise 
of Fascism in Italy under Mussolini, Ledóchowski took the anti-Semitic and pro-Fascist side. In 
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Suddenly we learned that Father Malvy had been removed from his chair of Theology. 

Why? How? It is worth telling. Bishop Willaert, consecrated bishop by the Union of Utrecht Old 

Catholic Church, helped form a small sect "the Free Catholic Church."102 It organized a series 

of lectures on religions in the Adyar Hall [in Paris]. It asked Fr. Malvy to deal with Catholicism, 

and the conference was a great success. Integrists watched.103 A conservative newspaper the 

Etoile de Vendée [Star of Vendee], denounced the scandal in a venomous article: a Jesuit, 

professor of theology, speaking in a hall of Theosophists! The Star of Vendée remained a dead 

star in the sky of the French press, but Rome was flooded with copies. Carinal Merry del Val, 

prefect of the Holy Office, called in person at the headquarters of the General Curia of the 

Jesuits.104 He gave the newspaper to Father General, who read it attentively and answered with 

the greatest respect: "Eminence, from today Father Malvy is no longer a professor of theology.” 

It was a grim obliteration of a man. The blow was very hard for Fr. Malvy and for us his 

disciples who loved him so much. A good example of police methods of the Integrialists. 

It is to Father Malvy that I owe having read the Bible for a second time, but in a critical 

edition. I still have in my copy the indictation of passages attributed sometimes to the Yahwist 

1936, the Italian ambassador him that Mussolini wanted America, the US Jesuit magazine, to fire 
its anti-Fascist editor and have a pro-Fascist appointed. This was done. See “Włodzimierz 
Ledóchowski,” Wikipedia. 

102Louis Joseph Winnaert (1880 - 1937) was a founder of the Catholic Orthodox Church 
of France and of the Western rite within Russian Orthodox Christianity. In 1905, he was 
ordained a priest in the Roman Catholic Church and became a supporter of the "Modernists" and 
eventually abandoned the communion with Rome by publishing in 1919 the brochure Towards a 
free Catholicism. By 1921, he was in the Union of Utrecht Old Catholic Church. This church 
was organized in 1870 as the result of a schism in the Catholic Church that rejected some of the 
doctrines of the First Vatican Council. However, in 1922 Winnaert left the Old Catholics to help 
establish the "Free Catholic Church." In 1927 Winnaert made contact with the Saint-Photius 
Brotherhood and through it with Metropolitan Serge I of Moscow. The latter welcomed the Free 
Catholic Church within the Orthodox Church by authorizing him to practice the Western rite by 
a decree of 1936. Already seriously ill, Bishop Winnaert died in 1937, while seeking the 
consecration of Eugraph Kovalevsky as Bishop of the "Western Orthodox Church," later knowm 
as the "Orthodox Catholic Church of France." See “Louis Joseph Winnaert,” Wikipedia. 

103Integrialists or fundamentalists were the conservative opponents of the modernists in 
the early twentieth century, particularly in France. They opposed supporters of an opening up to 
the modern world. They wanted an "integral" orthodox Catholicism which defended the 
maintenance of traditional Catholic truths as they were always been taught. 

104Rafael Merry del Val (1865 – 1930) was a Spanish cardinal. Pius X, elected in 1903, 
appointed him as the Cardinal Secretary of State. See “Rafael Merry del Val,” Wikipedia. 
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editor, sometimes to the Elohist, sometimes to the Priestly Book.105 It was also thanks to him 

that I read Blondel's Action.106 He had borrowed the book [for me] from the library because 

both copies were closely watched by a sectarian with the instincts of a policeman, Father Pinard 

de la Boullaye, who did not want the book to be put [p. 64] in the hands of the students.107 

Finally, [he introduced me to] The ancient history of the Church of Bishop Duchesne.108 

It was at Enghien in 1917 that Father Valeur introduced me to graphology.109 An 

novelty which our grave professors passed on to us… I took it seriously and exercised it as an 

amateur; I now study it scientifically. 

The New Testament professorship became vacant. It was reserved for the province of 

Champagne, and Father Bonsirvin thought that I should occupy it.110 I refused. The pretext was 

quickly found: since the end of my years of philosophy I had been charged with taking up social 

action at the Institute of Action Populaire.111 

105According to the documentary hypothesis, the Elohist is one of four source 
documents underlying the Torah, together with the Jahwist (or Yahwist), the Deuteronomist and 
the Priestly source. See “Elohist,” Wikipedia. 

106Maurice Blonde (1861 – 1949) was a philosopher, whose most influential works, 
notably Action: Essay on a Critique of Life and a Science of Practice, trans. Olivia Blanchette 
(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, [1893], 1984), aimed at establishing the correct 
relationship between autonomous philosophical reasoning and Christian belief. 

107Henri Pinard de la Boullaye (1874–1958) was a theologian and writer on comparative 
religion, and the spirituality of Ignatius Loyola. Born in Paris he entered the Society of Jesus in 
1893 and subsequently was appointed professor of theology at the Jesuit school in Enghien, 
Belgium, a position that he held from 1910 to 1927. He introduced a course in the history of 
religions that he later offered at the Gregorian University in Rome, where he lectured from 1927 
to 1934. His major work was L'étude comparée des religions (Paris: Beauchesne, 1922 – 1925) 2 
vols. 

108Duchesne was footnoted earlier in this chapter. 
109Graphology is the analysis of the physical characteristics and patterns of handwriting 

claiming to be able to identify the writer, indicating the psychological state at the time of writing, 
or evaluating personality characteristics. It is generally considered a pseudoscience. See 
“Graphology,” Wikipedia. 

110Among the writings of Joseph Bonsirvin was “Christianity,” in God, man, and the 
universe, an answer to the godless, ed. Ivan Kologriwof, S. J. (London, G. E. J. Coldwell, ltd., 
1937). This book was a refutation of an anti-religioius manual published by the Central Council 
of the Union of the militant godless of the U.S.S.R. 

111Action Populaire will be taken up in the next chapter. 
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Why this quasi evasion? A little because of prudence; a lot because of a scruple 

[compunction]. Did not Napoleon say: "The greatest immorality consists in doing a job that one 

does not know.” Becoming a colleague of a Fr. Huby or of Fr. Lagrange seemed to me an 

indecent presumptuousness.112 

I had certainly learned many trades during my long years of training: the profession of 

writer, orator of philosophy, of theologian ... Remembering the advice of St. Thomas: "The 

disciple must begin by entrusting himself ..."113 I had naturally entrusted myself to my official 

teachers; having subsequently judged them insufficient, I abandoned them. Some men won my 

admiration and I followed them by my free choice. An unfortunate collaboration! Those to 

whom I retain gratitude for all that they taught me, have been badly seen in the Society. Does 

this mean that between Jesuits the diversity of opinions could go as far as fanaticism? I do not 

hesitate to assert it. To speak only of the province of Champagne, mine, alas, a Pinard de la 

Boullaye’s policing made for a real terror. To follow Saint Thomas, to dare to declare oneself a 

Thomist, to be interested in the thought of Maurice Blondel, there was no pardon for these sins 

against the mind. But a scientific demonstration of the true religion which he presented as a 

112Among the writings of the Jesuit Joseph Huby (1878-1948) was The church and the 
Gospels (New York: H. Holt and company, c1931). Marie-Joseph Lagrange (1855 – 1938) was a 
priest of the Dominican Order. In 1880 when the Dominicans were expelled from France, he 
went to the Spanish Dominican house in Salamanca. In 1890 he helped open École Pratique 
d’Études Bibliques (Practical School of Biblical Studies). In 1892, he founded the Revue 
biblique. While some of contemporaries criticized the new scientific and critical approach to the 
Bible, he made use of it. His article, "The Sources of the Pentateuch," which was a 
reexamination of Moses' part in the composition of the first five books of the Bible was attacked 
but Pope Leo was not inclined to discourage new ideas. He adhered to the 1893 encyclical 
'Providentissimus Deus of Pope Leo XIII regarding biblical research, and as long as Pope Leo 
was alive, his work quietly progressed, but after Leo's death, a conservative reaction set in. 
Lagrange, like other scholars involved in the 19th-century renaissance of biblical studies, was 
suspected of being a Modernist. The historical-critical method was considered suspect by the 
Vatican. His 1904 book, The Historical Method, drew criticism. In 1905, the Pontifical Biblical 
Commission issued a caution about two of his methodological principles. In 1908 he petitioned 
the Master General for permission to withdraw from Scripture studies. Fr. Cormier, the General 
at the time, refused and told him to focus instead on the New Testament. In 1912 Lagrange was 
given an order of silence for the Revue Biblique to cease publication and to return to France. The 
École itself was closed for a year, and then LaGrange was sent back to Jerusalem to continue his 
work. See “Marie-Joseph Lagrange,” Wikipedia. 

113Pasquale Porro in Thomas Aquinas: a historical and philosophical profile 
(Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2016), pp. 81-83, discusses 
Thomistic views on teacher-student relations. 
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"pure chemistry" (sic) in which Christian origins were manifested; "By the texts alone", taken 

without regard to their authors (resic!), represented for Fr. de la Boullaye the invincible rampart 

of faith.114 [p. 65]  
[During the latter part of his life] he was seen compiling, compiling relentlessly a 

monumental Manual of the History of Religions, very useful for its innumerable references and 

exhaustive bibliography, but rather penurious of criticism. He claimed to be eloquent and I said: 

"Let him be the preacher at Notre-Dame, and the void of this windbag will soon appear.” That's 

what happened. He was preacher there for two years and then disappeared without a trace. 

 

 

114Biographical information about Pinard was footnoted earlier. To that can be added, 
concerning his scholarship, the remarks of Joseph Goetz in “Le Père Henry Pinard de la Boullaye 
S. J. (1874-1958),” Anthropos (1958) vol. 53, 5./6. pp. 1010-1013. He writes that Fr. Pinard’s 
focus was the history of religion and that its study was a science that taught the truth of 
monotheism. In 1913, he published a textbook "De Vera Religione," which maintained,. As 
Goetz (ibid. p. 1012) summarizes it, that: 

If one believes ethnographers and historians, religion seems to be from 
primitive times all the more pure the closer it is to monotheism… He had terrible 
words for men whose agreement with him in science did not lead to agreement in 
the faith. Indeed, all his work is obviously dominated by an unconditional 
attachment to his faith, anxious to trace inexorably the limits of secular doctrines, 
but also totally confident in the agreement of science and faith. 
Goetz further observes that Pinard’s scientific career coincided with the crisis of 

modernism, which was fond of claiming the results of the science of religion. In attempting to 
make science teach orthodoxy, Pinard rejected the spiritual as mere sentiment. The religious 
phenomenon was imposed on man by a deductive rational way. The "monotheism of the 
Primitives" was a rational and authoritative structure. 
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Chapter 4 [p. 67]  
 
 

IV 

ÂCTION POPULAIRE 

 
Action Populaire was founded in 1904 by Fr. Leroy.1 Established at Reims, it soon had 

Fr. Desbuquols as director.2 This Institute was devoted to the study of social questions and made 

known the various initiatives, in France and abroad, in this vast domain. Jesuits from the 

province of Champagne and the province of Toulouse collaborated. 

Action Populaire was based after 1918 in Noisy-le-Sec [Paris] in an old convent of 

Carmelites; and in Vanves [Paris] afterwards.3 It was during a study session at the Action 

Populaire in 1918 that I with immense pleasure found Father Dubruel.4 I informed him of my 

1For information on Fr. Henry-Joseph Leroy, who was in exile in Belgium at the time of 
the organization’s creation, see “L'action populaire,” Revue du Nord (October – December, 
1969), vol. 51, no. 203, pp. 801-802; on line at https://www.persee.fr/doc/rnord_0035-
2624_1969_num_51_203_5922_t1_0801_0000_2. 

2Information about Action Populaire is noted in the Glossary. 
3Noisy-le-Sec is a commune in the eastern suburbs of Paris, about five miles from the 

center of Paris. Vanves is a commune in the southwestern suburbs of Paris, also about five miles 
from the center of the city. See “Noisy-le-Sec ,” and “Vanves,” Wikipedia. 

4Marc Dubruel, S.J. (1874-1928) authored the following works: “Je suis à Dieu. 
Quatorze entretiens sur la vie spirituelle d'après les exercices de saint Ignace, dédiés aux jeunes 
hommes des cercles d'études de l'A.C.J.F.,” [I am with God:  Fourteen interviews on the spiritual 
life from the exercises of St. Ignatius, dedicated to young men from the circles of studies of the 
A.C.J.F.] (Avignon: Aubanel frères, 1927); Dubruel, En plein conflit: la nonciature de France, 
la secrétairerie d'état du Vatican, les congrégations des affaires de France pendant la querelle 
de la Régale, 1674-1694: étude des archives romaines [In full conflict: the Nunciature of France, 
the Vatican Secretariat of State, the Congregations of the Affairs of France during the quarrel of 
the Regal, 1674-1694: a study of the Roman Archives] (Paris: Éditions Spes, 1927); Dubruel, “a 
cour de Rome et l'extension de la régale (suite),” Revue d'histoire de l'Église de France (1923), 
vol. 9, no. 45, pp. 465-492; Dubruel, “Saint Thomas d'Aquin, apologiste de l'état religieux. 
Panégyrique prononcé en la basilique Saint-Sernin de Toulouse, le 7 mars 1924,” [St. Thomas 
Aquinas, apologist of the religious state. Panegyric pronounced in the basilica Saint-Sernin of 
Toulouse] (Toulouse: Impr. et libr. Edouard Privat, 14, rue des Arts, 1924). Louis Théron de 
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intellectual difficulties in the Society. I was finally understood, although his own turn of mind 

did not carry him to metaphysical anxiety. On his advice I solicited an interview with Fr. 

Desbuquois, of which Father Rene Arnou had given me an astonishing eulogy: "He is a true 

genius!”5 He had told me. Docile, I did not want to share this admiration. 

In the presence of Father Desbuquois, I approached, not without timidity, the question of 

capitalism and its power in the state. I was still under the influence of Maurras and I concluded 

from a remarkable study in the l'Année sociale Internationale [International Social Year] on 

cartels and trusts, written by Father André Arnou, that only the power of a strong and 

independent state would be able to right the harmful action of the new feudal lords.6 Naive 

candor! It is the state itself that these feudal people manipulate like puppets! "My little father, 

that is the meaning of our action," said my interlocutor, who added: Leo XIII made his encyclical 

Rerum novarum on socialism. Now [p. 68] we need an encyclical on capitalism and we should 

work to prepare it. 

"If that is so," I replied, "I too would like to work on it.” “It's up to you!” 

Because of his raised authority, Father Desbuquois soon obtained for me this unexpected 

destination. I escaped philosophy and its anxieties; I found refuge in social action. 

Thus, in 1925, I was designated for what was called in the Jesuits a biennium, two years 

of specialized studies. I arrived in Vanves [Paris] in September and waited a long time for Father 

Desbuquois to set me a program of studies. Nothing happened. Walking one day in the Latin 

Quarter, lapping up the windows of the booksellers, I saw a poster at the Pedone's window: 

Montaugé [Montauge Theron] did a biography of Fr. Dubruel titled, Le Pere DuBruel (Paris: 
Spès, 1929). 

5Rene Arnou (1884-1972) wrote Le désir de Dieu dans la philosophie de Plotin [The 
desire of God in the philosophy of Plotinus] (Paris: F. Alcan, 1921, 1967); see also Joseph de 
Finance, “In Memoriam: Le Père René Arnou,” Gregorianum (1972), vol. 53. no.3, pp. 567-572. 

6Starting in 1911 Action Popular annually published l'Année sociale Internationale 
(Reims: Bureaux de l'action populaire). See Oscar Arnal, Ambivalent Alliance: The Catholic 
Church and the Action Française, 1899-1939 (Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press, 
c1985) p. 223. 

André Arnou’s publications include: La Participation des travailleurs à la gestion des 
enterprises (Workers' participation in business management: worker collaboration) (Paris: 
Action (Paris: Action populaire, 1920); Arnou, Contre le bénéfice exagére ́ (Against exaggerated 
profit) (Paris: Spes, 1925); Arnous, L'organisation internationale du travail et les catholiques, 
(International Labor Organization and Catholics) (Paris: Spes, 1933). 
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Institute of International Studies.7 It was a brand new foundation of the Faculty of Law, under 

the patronage of Messieurs Fauchille, Pradelle [Lapradelle] and Alexandre Alvarez.8 The studies 

lasted two years, culminating in a diploma. I went in to inquire. The old Mr. Pedone, in person in 

his bookshop, explained to me the interest of this foundation, and that an ecclesiastic would be 

fine in the place and welcomed with pleasure. I spoke of my visit to Father Desbuquois. He 

approved the idea of following these courses and added to this remark which proved to be 

prophetic: "Father de la Briere is not immortal. You could succeed him one day.”9 This 

happened, but only in 1946. 

So I got into international law. A blank page for me. The French are not greatly interested 

in foreign policy. They see it with a certain cynicism and do not drag moral views into it. By a 

certain illogicality, they pass from this skepticism to claims that they declare are ruled by justice. 

7Pedone Editions is an independent French publishing house, created in 1837 by Auguste 
Durand, who was soon joined by G. Pedone. It specializes in questions of public international 
law. In 1894, it created the Revue générale de droit international public directed by Paul 
Fauchille and Antoine Pillet. It has affiliated with it the Pedone bookstorewhich has been located 
at 13 rue Soufflot, 75005 Paris, since 1887. See “Pedone Editions,” Wikipedia. 

8The Institute of Higher International Studies (Institut des hautes études internationales, 
commonly referred to as "IHEI") is a public institution of research and higher education in Paris. 
It was founded in 1921 by Paul Fauchille (1858 – 1926), Alejandro Álvarez (1868 –1960) and 
Albert de Lapradelle (1871-1955), who were legal scholars. It is now affiliated with the 
Panthéon-Assas University, which is part of the Sorbonne University. See “The Institute of 
Higher International Studies,” Wikipedia. 

9Fr. Yves de La Brière (1877 – 1941) was a Jesuit theologian and monarchist. During 
World War I (1914–18) he actively supported the efforts by Pope Benedict XV to negotiate a 
compromise peace. After the war he became professor of Christian principles of international 
law at the Institut Catholique de Paris, where he was a supporter of the League of Nations and of 
international peace. Despite this, he was attacked by Julien Benda in La Trahison des clercs 
(1927) due to his willingness to allow that there could be some moral justification for war. In 
1930 he wrote on the subject in an article titled La conception de la paix et de la guerre chez 
Saint Augustin in the Revue de philosophie.  

In the autumn of 1926 La Brière had a private audience with Pope Pius XI in which a 
solution to the official Catholic position on the Action Française short of condemnation was 
discussed. The Pope said he was not against monarchist politics, but was concerned with the 
question of moral and religious influence. A result was that a circular from the nunciature said 
bishops should not grant chaplains to Action Française groups because of the risk of confusion 
between religion and politics. The Pope also recommended that Catholics unite in a national 
Catholic federation to defend religious liberties. That is, he wanted a rival organization to the 
Action Française. La Brière sided with the pope, which meant opposing the royalist pretender 
Prince Jean, Duke of Guise and Action Française. See “Yves de La Brière,” Wikipedia. 
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The war of law! The policy of the Revolution, promising the people to bring them freedom, 

ended in their being pillaged, which finally led to Waterloo by setting Europe against the 

immense brigandage of Napoleon's armies. But there is an international law, and relations 

between States can not be reduced to an always precarious balance of power, as I had thought up 

until that point. "What is Public Law doing here?” Humboldt told Talleyrand at the Congress of 

Vienna."10 “You are right [there is no place for it]," retorted the Prince of Benevento 

[Talleyrand] to the Prussian diplomat [p. 69]. The S.D.N. [League of Nations] and the U.N. 

who have taken over, are they not a kind of permanent congress?11 They retreat often to this 

10The Congress of Vienna was a meeting of ambassadors of European states chaired by 
Austrian statesman Klemens von Metternich, and held in Vienna in 1814 and 1815. It followed 
Napoleonic France's defeat and surrender in May 1814. The objective of the Congress was to 
provide a long-term peace plan for Europe by settling critical issues arising from the French 
Revolutionary Wars and the Napoleonic Wars. The goal was not simply to restore old boundaries 
but to resize the main powers so they could balance each other and remain at peace. The leaders 
were conservatives with little use for republicanism or revolution, both of which threatened to 
upset the status quo in Europe.  

France lost all its recent conquests while Prussia, Austria and Russia made major 
territorial gains. Prussia added smaller German states in the west, Swedish Pomerania and 60% 
of the Kingdom of Saxony; Austria gained Venice and much of northern Italy. Russia gained 
parts of Poland. The new Kingdom of the Netherlands had been created just months before, and 
included formerly Austrian territory that in 1830 became Belgium. 

Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand (1754 –1838) (Prince of Benevento) was a French 
politician and diplomat. After theology studies, he became in 1780 Agent-General of the Clergy 
and represented the Catholic Church to the French Crown. He worked at the highest levels of 
successive French governments, most commonly as foreign minister or in some other diplomatic 
capacity. His career spanned the regimes of Louis XVI, the years of the French Revolution, 
Napoleon, Louis XVIII, and Louis-Philippe. Those he served often distrusted him but, like 
Napoleon, they found him useful. The name "Talleyrand" has become a byword for crafty, 
cynical diplomacy. In 1814, he eased the Bourbon restoration decided by the Allies. He played a 
major role at the Congress of Vienna in 1814–1815, where he negotiated a favourable settlement 
for France and played a role in decisions regarding the undoing of Napoleon's conquests. 

Friedrich Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767 – 1835) was a Prussian philosopher, government 
functionary and diplomat. The Humboldtian education ideal was eventually used in countries 
such as the US and Japan. See Wikipedia.articles on “Congress of Vienna,” “Charles-Maurice de 
Talleyrand,” and “Friedrich Wilhelm von Humboldt.” 

11The League of Nations [Société des Nations, "SDN"] was the first worldwide 
intergovernmental organization whose principal mission was to maintain world peace. It was 
founded in 1920 following the Paris Peace Conference that ended the First World War. The 
organisation's goals included preventing wars through collective security and disarmament and 
settling international disputes through negotiation and arbitration. Other issues in this and related 
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righteous trilogy: the law, the judge and the policeman. Yet it is true that in the international 

society which is born before our eyes with so much difficulty, the law is often uncertain, the 

judge is optional and the police - the blue helmets - almost always failing. "I respect the law," 

said this unscrupulous lawyer, “and the proof is that I twist it.” Yet the international law does 

exist, and I did not know it. How many do not have a clue about it. 

I had the good fortune to learn international law at the school of prestigious teachers: a 

Charles Dupuis, a Basdevant, a Politis, a Gaston Jèze, a Daniel Serruys, a Renouvin and our 

director Geouffre de la Pradelle.12 Often, a course would began with a few words of historical 

treaties included labour conditions, just treatment of native inhabitants, human and drug 
trafficking, the arms trade, global health, prisoners of war, and protection of minorities in 
Europe. The diplomatic philosophy behind the League represented a fundamental shift from the 
preceding hundred years. The League lacked its own armed force and depended on the victorious 
First World War Allies (France, the United Kingdom, Italy and Japan were the permanent 
members of the Executive Council) to enforce its resolutions, keep to its economic sanctions, or 
provide an army when needed. The Great Powers were often reluctant to do so. Sanctions could 
hurt League members, so they were reluctant to comply with them. During the Second Italo-
Abyssinian War, when the League accused Italian soldiers of targeting Red Cross medical tents, 
Benito Mussolini responded that "the League is very well when sparrows shout, but no good at 
all when eagles fall out." The League ultimately proved incapable of preventing aggression by 
the Axis powers in the 1930s. The credibility of the organization was weakened by the fact that 
the United States never joined the League and the Soviet Union joined late and was soon 
expelled after invading Finland. Germany withdrew from the League, as did Japan, Italy, Spain 
and others. The onset of the Second World War showed that the League had failed its primary 
purpose, which was to prevent any future world war. See “League of Nations,” Wikipedia. 

12Charles Dupuis (1863 - 1938) graduated from the Free School of Political Science in 
1888 and became a professor of Human Rights, which was a predecessor of international law at 
the Free School of Political Science in 1899 and at the School High International Studies in 
1920. Among his publications were: Le droit des gens et les rapports des grandes puissances 
avec les autres états avant le pacte de la Société des nations (The Law of Maritime Warfare, 
Based on Contemporary English Doctrines) (Paris: Plon-Nourrit et cie, 1899, 1921), online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001155301; and Dupuis, Le ministère de Talleyrand en 1814 
(Paris: Plon-Nourrit et cie, 1919-20), 2 vols. 

Jules Basdevant (1877 – 1968) obtained his Ph.D. in law and began teaching at the law 
faculty in Paris in 1903. He taught international law and historical treaties and was a technical 
expert for the French delegation at the Peace preliminary conference of 1919. In 1946 he took up 
an inaugural seat on the International Court of Justice, a position he held until 1964 and served as 
its president from 1949 to 1952. 

Nicolas Politis (1872 - 1942) taught law at the University of Paris and was also a Greek 
representative to the League of Nations. In 1929 promoted a resolution at the League 
disarmament commission that enabled the commission to continue its work. In 1933 he 
participated with Soviet Commissar of Foreign Affairs Maxim Litvinov in formulating the 
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introduction. [From this] I learned that over the course of my long years of study I had not been 

given a word that in the Middle Ages there was an international law studied by inexhaustible 

canonists in their treaties de jure belli and pacis.[the law of war and peace]. It dates back to the 

twelfth century to the famous Decree of Gratian, Causa XXIII.13 This law, sanctioned by the 

Convention on the Definition of Aggression. In 1935 served as Minister Plenipotentiary in Paris, 
and in that capacity supported the restoration of the Greek monarchy. Among his publications 
were The new aspects of international law; a series of lectures delivered at Columbia University 
in July, 1926 (Washington, DC: Carnegie endowment for international peace, 1928), online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001638939; Politis, The work of the Hague court (Baltimore: 
American society for judicial settlement of international disputes, 1911); Politis, The problem of 
disarmament (Worcester, Mass., New York: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 
Division of Intercourse and Education, 1934); Politis, Neutrality and peace (Washington: 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1935). 

Gaston Jèze (1869 –1953) was a human rights activist and a professor of public law at the 
International Law Institute. In 1933 he and other noted academics René Capitant, René Cassin 
and Georges Ripert, became one of the first great French jurists to protest the anti-Semitic, racist 
and corporatist Nazi regime. At the same time he served as legal counsel to Emperor Haile 
Selassie of Ethiopia, who had been deposed and exiled by the Italian Fascists. He became the 
symbol of law and anticolonialism because of his oratory for and his championing of the 
Ethiopian cause before the Permanent Court of International Justice in The Hague. During World 
War II, he spoke out against the persecution of Jews and other minorities by Vichy France. 

Daniel Serruys (1875 – 1950) was director of commercial agreements at the French 
Ministry of Commerce (1920-1928) and advocated free-trade for Europe. 

Pierre Renouvin (1893 – 1974) was the director of the War History Library at the 
Sorbonne between 1920 and 1922, as lecturer and professor at the Sorbonne between 1922 and 
1964. Among his publications were The immediate origins of the war (28th June--4th August 
1914) (New York: H. Fertig, 1969. c1928; and Renouvin, World War II and its origins; 
international relations, 1929-1945 (New York: Harper & Row, 1968). 

See the Wikipedia articles for “Charles Dupuis,” “Jules Basdevant,” “Nicolas Politis,” 
“Gaston Jèze,” “Daniel Serruys,” and “Pierre Renouvin.” 

13By way of background, the Decretum Gratiani [Grantian’s Decree] is a collection of 
canon law compiled and written in the 12th century as a legal textbook by the jurist known as 
Gratian. It forms the first part of the collection of six legal texts, which together became known 
as the Corpus Juris Canonici. See Aemilius Friedberg (ed.), Corpus iuris canonici (Leipzig: ex 
officina Bernhardi Tauchnitz, 1879-81, 2000), 2 vols., online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/010412818. It was used by Catholic canonists until 1918, 
when a revised Code of Canon Law (Codex Iuris Canonici) promulgated by Pope Benedict XV 
obtained legal force. 

In Gratian’s discussion of just war, he quoted a lost work of Augustine's entitled De 
diversis ecclesiae observationibus: 

Among the true worshipers of God even wars themselves are peaceful which are 
carried on not from cupidity but with the desire for peace, that the wicked may be 
restrained and the good supported. 
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"just war," used the bellum sacrum [holy war], the crusade, decreed by the Papacy and bribed by 

it. This law was extended into the sixteenth century in the famous Relections [Rereadings] of the 

Basque Vitoria and the Legibus [Laws] of the Spaniard Suarez.14 

In this last work we already find a very beautiful definition of the international 

community, the society of nations.15 All this international Christian law flared in the Wittenberg 

See Friedberg (ed.), Corpus iuris canonici, vol. I, p. 855. In Decretum, pars II, causa 23, quest. I, 
c. 6, at the end of question i, after giving a number of quotations upon the subject from 
Augustine and others, Gratian concludes, "From all these it may be gathered that war is not 
sinful and that the precepts of patience are to be kept not externally but in the heart." See also, 
William Ballis, The legal position of war: changes in its practice and theory from Plato to Vattel 
(The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1937), p. 46, which discusses the Decretum, Causa, XXIII, qu. II, c. 2. 

14Francisco de Vitoria/Victoria (1483 –1546) was a Dominican jurist of Renaissance 
Spain and a founder of the tradition in philosophy known as the School of Salamanca. He 
contributed to the theory of just war and international law. This included an attack on the 
Spanish Empire’s war on the Native Peoples because it violated the Scholastic understanding of 
the intrinsic dignity of man. This dignity he found being violated by Spain's policies in the New 
World. In his view neither the pope nor Charles V had a rightful claim over Indian lives or 
property. He denied that the native peoples could be understood as slaves by nature in 
Aristotelian terms. He adopted from Aquinas the Roman law concept of ius gentium ("the law of 
nations"). See Francisci de Victoria, De Indis et De ivre belli relectiones (ed. Ernest Nys, 
Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1917), online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001638891; see also, Vitoria, Relectiones Theologicae 
[Theological Rereadings], (Lugduni: Apud Jacobum Boyerium, 1557), 2 vols, online at 
http://www.prdl.org/author_view.php?a_id=922; and “Francisco de Vitoria,” Wikipedia. 

15Francisco Suárez (1548 –1617) was a Spanish Jesuit member of the School of 
Salamanca movement. In his lengithy work, Tractatus de legibus ac deo legislatore [Legal 
Treatise on God as Legislator] (1612), he held that all legislative as well as all paternal power is 
derived from God, and that the authority of every law stems ultimately from God's eternal law. 
He denies the patriarchal theory of government and the divine right of kings founded upon it, 
doctrines popular at that time in England and to some extent on the Continent. Along the same 
lines he maintained that human beings have a social nature bestowed upon them by God, and this 
includes the potential to make laws. However, when a political society is formed, the authority of 
the state is not of divine but of human origin; therefore, its nature is chosen by the people 
involved, and their natural legislative power is given to the ruler. Because they gave this power, 
they have the right to take it back and to revolt against a ruler, only if the ruler behaves badly 
towards them, and they must act moderately and justly. In particular, the people must refrain 
from killing the ruler, no matter how tyrannical he may have become. If a government is 
imposed on people, on the other hand, they have the right to defend themselves by revolting 
against it and even kill the tyrannical ruler. See Francisco Suárez, Tractatvs de legibvs ac deo 
legislatore in decem libros distributus (Conimbricae:  apud Didacum Gomez de Loureyro, 
1612); Suárez, Tractatus de legibus ac Deo legislatore in decem libros distributus: Spanish & 
Latin (edición crítica bilingüe por C. Baciero, Madrid, Spain: Consejo Superior de 
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pyre.16 It was not only the bull of Leo X condemning Luther that was thrown into the inferno 

but the in-folios of canon law by cartload.17 Europe found itself without international rights, 

delivered to anarchy, that is, to the whim of princes, absolute sovereigns. Have we come out of 

it? I have never been able to forget this sinister pyre, sudden clarity on perhaps the most 

detrimental work of the Reformation, the destruction of Christian principles of the law of 

nations. What is left of it if Christianity has been reduced to an inner faith based on the Bible 

alone? From the conscientious objection of the Mennonites and Quakers to the terrible massacres 

of the wars of Jahweh as applied by Cromwell in Ireland, everything is found in the Bible.18 

Really, on what is there to base the law of nations? [p. 70] On natural law, as Grotius tried? But 

Investigaciones Científicas, 2010-2012); Suárez, Selections from three works of Francisco 
Suárez, S. J. (Oxford, The Clarendon press: London, H. Milford, 1944) 2 vols. (includes 
Tractatvs de legibvs ac deo legislatore); see also, “Francisco Suárez,” Wikipedia. 

16Martin Luther (1483 –1546) was a German professor of theology, priest and Protestant 
Reformation leader. He disputed the efficacy of indulgences and other practices in his Ninety-five 
Theses of 1517. In 1520 at Wittenberg he refusal to renounce his writings at the demand of Pope 
Leo X and set fire to the pope’s bull (edict) and decretals. As a result the Holy Roman Emperor 
Charles V at the Diet of Worms in 1521 condemned him as an outlaw and the pope 
excommunicated him. See “Martin Luther,” Wikipedia. 

17Pope Leo X (1475 –1521), born Giovanni di Lorenzo de' Medici was the second son of 
Lorenzo de' Medici, the banker and ruler of the Florentine Republic in Florence. He was pope 
from 1513 to his death in 1521 and was the last pope not to have been in priestly orders at the 
time of his election to the papacy. He borrowed and spent money without circumspection. A 
significant patron of the arts, upon election Leo is alleged to have said, "Since God has given us 
the papacy, let us enjoy it." Under his reign, progress was made on the rebuilding of St. Peter's 
Basilica and artists such as Raphael decorated the Vatican rooms. Leo also reorganised the 
Roman University, and promoted the study of literature, poetry and antiquities. 

Leo oversaw the closing sessions of the Fifth Council of the Lateran. In 1517 he led a 
costly war that succeeded in securing his nephew as Duke of Urbino, but which reduced papal 
finances. In Protestant circles, he is associated with granting indulgences for those who donated 
to reconstruct St. Peter's Basilica, a practice that was soon challenged by Martin Luther's 95 
Theses. He refused to acknowledge the legitimacy of the demands of what would become the 
Protestant Reformation, and his Papal Bull of 1520, Exsurge Domine, condemned Martin 
Luther's condemnatory stance, rendering ongoing communication difficult. See “Pope Leo X,” 
Wikipedia. 

18Oliver Cromwell (1599 – 1658) was an English military and political leader who 
headed the conquest of Ireland (1649–53) during the Wars of the Three Kingdoms on behalf of 
England's Rump Parliament in 1649. The Parliamentarian activity was brutal. Some historians 
argue that the actions of Cromwell were within the then-accepted rules of war; these claims have 
been challenged by others. See “Oliver Cromwell,” Wikipedia. 
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for the Reformation, nature is essentially corrupt, helpless to do good. "Unable to make what is 

just strong, we have made what is strong just..." concludes Pascal.19 

"Ubi societas, ibi jus“-- Alexandre Alvarez taught me that where there is a society, a right 

is established.20 “There is an American society,” he added, “so there is American international 

law. But as there is a universal human society - it is becoming more and more tightly bound 

together under our eyes - there must be an international law of universal scope, a right that 

dominates the finally unified human race." 

It was about this time that I freed myself from the spell of Maurras. His nationalism 

suddenly seemed too narrow. How to found an international law without first bridling the 

anarchy of nationalisms? Moreover, the post-war period governed by the Versailles Treaties 

could only acquire stability by the concerted and continuous action of the Great Powers; an 

action naturally based on the S.D.N [League of Nations]. Alas, this one was already betraying its 

helplessness, but like many, I did not realize it yet. Resolutely anti-fascist since 1922, I felt, in 

front of the aggressions of Mussolini that to put an end to the danger it represented would only 

be necessary to impose paper sanctions on it. The conquest of Ethiopia, the cowardly 

abandonment of the Negus, enlightened me as to the fragility of international law.21 

19Blaise Pascal, Pascal's Pensees (New York: Simon and Schuster, 2013, ISBN13: 
9781627933643), p.88. 

20The above Latin phrase translates literally, where there is society, there is law. 
Alejandro Álvarez (1868 –1960) was a Chilean professor of international law and a judge at the 
International Court of Justice. He had been a founding member of the American Institute of 
International Law and of the Institute of Higher International Studies. He served as a judge in the 
International Court of Justice in 1946–1955. Among his writings are: The Monroe Doctrine, its 
importance in the international life of the states of the New World (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1924), online at http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006302327; and 
“American problems in international law,“ (New York: Baker, Voorhis, 1909), online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/010407415. 

21Negus s a noun derived in the Ethiopian Semitic language  means "to reign" and  is 
translated as "king" or "emperor" in Biblical and other literature. See “Negus,” Wikipedia. The 
Second Italo-Ethiopian War, also referred to as the Second Italo-Abyssinian War, was a colonial 
war fought from 1935 until 1937 between the Kingdom of Italy and the Ethiopian Empire (also 
known as Abyssinia). Ethiopia was defeated, annexed and subjected to military occupation. The 
Ethiopian Empire became a part of the Italian colony of Italian East Africa. Fighting continued 
until the Italian defeat in East Africa in 1941. Italy and Ethiopia were members of the League of 
Nations yet the League was unable to control Italy or to protect Ethiopia when Italy violated 
Article X of the Covenant of the League of Nations. The Abyssinia Crisis of 1935 is often seen 
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[But in 1925] it was Locarno.22 I completely shared hopes - illusions? – of Briand.23 

And since the Action Française [A.F.] was putting itself through this generous and wise 

evolution which went against its rigid nationalism, my duty clearly appeared to me: to move 

away from the A.F., while occasionally working to clear the spirits of the Mauritian influence.24 

The opportunity [to distant myself from A.F.] came sooner than I had imagined. The 

conflict with the Church leading to the doom of the Action Française, I can share here how it 

happened. 

Maurras, Daudet and their team claimed that they had been victims of a political 

maneuvering by Briand and Cardinal Ceretti.25 Gratitious supposition! The blow that reached 

Action Française started from Belgium. From 1924, I was actively involved. [p. 71] There 

existed, in Belgium, a review led by a certain abbot Van den Hout protected by Cardinal 

as a clear demonstration of the ineffectiveness of the League. The Italian victory coincided with 
the zenith of the popularity of dictator Benito Mussolini and the Fascist regime at home and 
abroad. See “Second Italo-Ethiopian War,” Wikipedia. 

22The Locarno Treaties were seven agreements negotiated at Locarno, Switzerland in 
1925, in which the First World War Western European Allied powers and the new states of 
Central and Eastern Europe sought to secure the post-war territorial settlement, and return 
normalizing relations with defeated Germany (the Weimar Republic). It also stated that Germany 
would never go to war with the other countries. Locarno divided borders in Europe into two 
categories: western, which were guaranteed by Locarno treaties, and eastern borders of Germany 
with Poland, which were open for revision. See “Locarno Treaties,” Wikipedia. 

23Aristide Briand (1862 –1932) served eleven terms as Prime Minister of France during 
the French Third Republic. He is mainly remembered for his focus on international issues and 
reconciliation politics during the interwar period (1918–1939). In 1926, he received the Nobel 
Peace Prize along with German Foreign minister Gustav Stresemann for the realization of the 
Locarno Treaties, which aimed at reconciliation between France and Germany after the First 
World War. To avoid another worldwide conflict, he was instrumental in the agreement known 
as the Kellogg–Briand Pact of 1929, as well to establish a "European Union" in 1929. However, 
all his efforts were compromised by the rise of nationalistic and revanchist ideas like Nazism and 
Fascism following the Great Depression. See “Aristide Briand,” Wikipedia. 

24Charles Maurras and Action Française were footnoted in Chapter 2. 
25Léon Daudet (1867 – 1942) was a French journalist and an active monarchist. He 

joined with Maurras in 1907 as a founder of Action Française and was an editor of its periodical 
o  the same name. He was also a deputy from 1919 to 1924, but failed to win election as a 
senator in 1927. See “Léon Daudet,” Wikipedia. 

Bonaventura Cerretti (1872 – 1933) was an Italian cardinal of the Catholic Church. In 
1926 he negotiated with Aristide Briand an agreement giving the French interior and foreign 
ministers a role in the appointment of French diocesan bishops. See “Bonaventura Cerretti,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Mercier, the Revue catholique des Idées et des Faits [Catholic Review of Ideas and Facts].26 It 

took the dangerous initiative of opening a survey of student youth to inquire about their 

"intellectual leaders." The answers poured in: they indicated in the first place, Maurras, then 

Maurice Barres. It was a beautiful scandal.27 

The main Belgian political party was then the catholic party, founded in 1830 by 

mennaisians, based on Christian democratic ideology.28 It was certainly royalist, but a 

26The weekly magazine La Revue catholique des idées et des faits was published at 
Bruxelles, Belgium between 1921 and 1934. Information it and about Abbé Rene-Gabriel van 
den Hout (1886 – 1969) is available in Abel Clarte biography, L'abbé René-Gabriel van den 
Hout, 1886-1969 (Bruxelles: Editions universitaires, 1960); and in Ch. Grognard, “R-G van den 
Hout,” Nouvelle biographie nationale (Bruxelles: Académie royale des sciences, des lettres et 
des beaux-arts de Belgique: Diffusion, P. Mardaga, 1988-1994), vol. 3 pp. 327 – 331. 

Désiré-Félicien Mercier (1851 – 1926) was a Belgian cardinal and scholar focusing on 
Thomas Aquinas. He helped establish the Higher Institute of Philosophy at the Louvain 
University in 1899. During the modernist controversy, he was said to be both progressive and 
anti-modernist. He sought to assess the compatibility of Thomistic philosophy with rapidly 
developing scientific knowledge. He was able to protect scholars at Louvain, such as the  
Bollandist Hippolyte Delehaye, from accusations of "Modernism." Through his influence, he 
prevented Albin van Hoonacker's Les douze petits prophètes traduits et commentés ("The twelve 
minor prophets translated and annotated") from being placed on the Index He led in resistance to 
the German occupation of 1914–1918 during the Great War. Thirteen of the priests in his diocese 
were killed and many civilians  by Christmas 1914. With his pastoral letter, Patriotism and 
Endurance, of Christmas 1914, he came to personify Belgian resistance to the German 
occupation. He was kept under house arrest by the Germans as were many priests who had read 
the pastoral letter aloud in public. See “Désiré-Félicien Mercier,” Wikipedia. 

27Auguste-Maurice Barrès (1862 – 1923) was a French novelist and politician. In 
politics, he was first elected to the Chamber of Deputies in 1889 as a Boulangist. In his literary 
works he was a Symbolist. His works glorified a humanistic love of the self and he also flirted 
with occult mysticisms in his youth. The Dreyfus affair saw him take an ideological shift from a 
liberal individualism rooted in the French Revolution to a more collectivist and organic concept 
of the nation, advocating for corporatism and an organic society. He became an anti-Dreyfusard, 
popularising the term nationalisme to describe his views. He stood on a platform of "Nationalism 
and Protectionism." He was close to Charles Maurras and Action Française and the monarchist 
party, despite the fact that he remained a republican. In later life, he returned to the Catholic faith 
and a campaign to establish a national day of remembrance for St. Joan of Arc. See “Auguste-
Maurice Barrès,” Wikipedia. 

28The mennaisians was a movement of the Catholic laity and religious, especially the 
Brothers of Christian Instruction (Latin: Institutum Fratrum Instructionis Christianae de 
Ploërmel, F.I.C.P.), commonly known as the La Mennais Brothers. They were founded in 1819 
by Gabriel Deshayes and Jean-Marie de la Mennais for the instruction of youth. The brothers are 
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constitutional and parliamentary organization; it could not accept that the student youth rejected 

the liberal ideas, the constitutional monarchy, in order to rally to Mauritanian nationalism. 

Would the future of the Catholic party be put into doubt by the youth? A controversy ensued. 

Mr. Fernand Passelecq, a Brussels lawyer, undertook to do so by means of a pamphlet which 

later enabled Maurras, not without some reason, to pretend that his thought had been grossly 

distorted.29 The Walloon Country entered the lists with some articles written by Father Dabin 

S.J.30 The latter asked me to help him. 

I wrote to some fifteen French Jesuits in contact with students or hired as chaplains in 

A.C.J.F.31 They sent me information about the influence exerted by A.F. [L'Action Française] 

on the Catholic youth - an influence which they considered harmful - their interesting answers 

were published by the newspaper. The Belgian bishops were moved in their turn, but before 

intervening, they consulted the Holy See, and were told that such a step should be made by the 

French bishops whom were then consulted. Rome first addressed Cardinal Charost Archbishop 

of Rennes, who refused all in the best style of the Great Century [seventeenth century]: "I do not 

want to be insulted by all these provincial hicks."32 So we had to look elsewhere. 

bound by the simple vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience. See “Brothers of Christian 
Instruction,” Wikipedia. 

29Fernand Passelecq (1876-1952) was an attorney at the Brussels Court of Appeal and 
editor of several journals. Among his published works are: The "sincere chancellor" (London: T. 
F. Unwin, ltd., 1917), online at http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000487938; Fernand, 
Unemployment in Belgium during the German occupation and its general causes (London: 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1917), online at http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000487882; and 
Fernand, Belgian unity and the Flemish movement (London: Spottiswoode, Ballantyne & co. ltd., 
1916). 

30Paul Dabin published L'apostolat laïque (Paris: Bloud & Gay, 1933); Dabin, La 
direction laïque dans l'action catholique (Liége: Pensée Catholique, 1931); Dabin, Principes 
d'action catholique (Paris: Bloud et Gay, 1937); Le sacerdoce royal des fidèles: dans la tradition 
ancienne et moderne (Paris: Desclée, De Brouwer, 1950); see also, Stefan Gigacz, “The Leaven 
in the Council: Joseph Cardijn and the Jocist Network at Vatican II,” (Ph.D. thesis in Church 
History, University of Divinity, Melbourne, Australia, 2019), online at 
https://repository.divinity.edu.au/3448. (the life and work of Joseph Cardijn, founder of the 
YCW-JOC, mentions Dabin’s work.) 

31Information about the “Catholic Association of French Youth” (A.C.J.F.) was 
footnoted in Chapter 2. 

32Among the publications of Alexis-Armand Charost (1860 - 1930) were Lettre de Sa 
Grandeur Monseigneur l'évêque de Lille prescrivant une neuvaine de prières publiques pour la 
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It was learned that Cardinal Andrieu, archbishop of Bordeaux, one of the most passionate 

leaders of the intégristes [fundamentalists] in France, appointed by Pius X, was on the spot.33 

He was in difficulties with the A.F. [L'Action Française] about the election of Mandel who he 

supported.34 It was time to act.35 

clôture du temps pascal [Letter from His Excellency Bishop the Bishop of Lille prescribing a 
novena of public prayers for the closing of Easter] (Lille: Desclée, De Brouwer, 1916); 
Mandement de sa Grandeur Monseigneur l'évêque de Lille pour le carême de l'an de grâce 1916 
[Order of his Grandeur Monseigneur the Bishop of Lille for the Lent of the Year of Grace 1916] 
(Lille: 1916). For biographical information about Charost, see Carine Cnudde-Lecointre , 
“Monseigneur Charost, évêque de Lille durant la Grande Guerre, “ Revue du Nord (1998), vol. 
80, no. 325, pp. 355-366; and Joseph Turmel, "Martyr to the Truth": The Autobiography of 
Joseph Turmel (ed. C. J. T. Talar, an afterword by Emile Poulat (Eugene, Oregon: Pickwick 
Publications, 2012), pp. 191 – 192. Turmel (1859 – 1943), a French priest and historian, had a 
long-running negative relation with Charost.. In 1893 Turmel’s liberal opinions on Old 
Testament exegesis cost him his teaching position. He was then a chaplain at a convent of nuns 
in Rennes, where he ministered until 1930. In his wriring he used pseudonyms (Henri Delafosse, 
Antoine Dupin, Hippolyte Gallerand, Edmond Perrin). He questioned the Trinitarian and Marian 
dogmas ("The dogma of the Trinity in the first three centuries" and "The Blessed Virgin in 
history") and was excommunicated in 1930. 

33Information about intégristes was noted in Chapter 3. Pierre-Paulin Andrieu (1849 – 
1935) was a French Cardinal and archbishop of Bordeaux et Bazes. He issued the first 
condemnation of a member of the French hierarchy against L'Action Française in 1926. Among 
his publications was Catéchisme ou abrégé de la doctrine chrétienne, publié par Mgr Pierre 
Paulin Andrieu, pour être seul enseigné dans son diocèse (Lille: Impr. Desclée de Brouwer et 
Cie. Bordeaux, Oeuvre des bons livres, 1924). See Armand Boutillier du Retail (Collector), 
Dossiers biographiques: Documentation sur Pierre-Paulin Andrieu: Coupures de presse 
relatives à des personnalités françaises et étrangères (Paris: Etudes La vie catholique, 1926-
1935); and “Pierre-Paulin Andrieu,” Wikipedia. 

34Georges Mandel (1885 – 1944) was a French journalist, politician and Resistance 
member. The Jewish son of a tailor, he worked for the socialist newspaper founded in 1897 by 
Émile Zola and Georges Clemenceau. They defended Alfred Dreyfus during the Dreyfus Affair 
of the 1890s. As Minister of the Interior, Clemenceau brought him into politics as his aide. 
Described as "Clemenceau's right-hand man," he helped Clemenceau control the press and the 
trade union movement during the First World War. Clemenceau said of him: "I fart and Mandel 
stinks." In 1919 Mandel was elected to the Chamber of Deputies. He lost his seat when the 
Cartel des Gauches [cartel of the left] swept the 1924 elections, but was reelected in 1928. 

Mandel was an economic conservative and an outspoken opponent of Nazism and 
Fascism. He advocated a military alliance with the Soviet Union and opposed the Munich 
Agreement. In September 1939, after the outbreak of the German-Polish War, he argued that the 
French Army should fight an offensive war. He was accused by some on the Right of being a 
warmonger and of placing his Jewish ancestry above France's interests. He opposed the 
Armistice with the rapidly advancing Germans. Being only a deputy, he did not carry the 
political weight to oppose those - including France's two leading soldiers, Philippe Pétain and 
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[p. 72] The Abbe Renaud, whom I had met one day at Action Populaire, gave me an 

idea of the right action to take.36 From Mr. Mourret, a Sulpician and distinguished author of a 

Maxime Weygand - who favoured an armistice. On June 16, 1940 when Pétain replaced 
Reynaud as Premier, he was given the chance to leave the country on a plane together with 
Charles de Gaulle. He declined, saying: "You fear for me because I am a Jew. Well, it is just 
because I am a Jew that I will not go tomorrow; it would look as though I was afraid, as if I was 
running away." On June 21 he and other deputies went to French North Africa on the Massilia to 
continue the fight against the Germans. He was arrested in August 1940 in French Morocco by 
the Pierre Laval, Vichy government and executed in July 1944. See “Georges Mandel,” 
Wikipedia. 

35Frederick Brown in The Embrace of Unreason: France, 1914-1940 (New York: Alfred 
A. Knopf, 2014), pp. 190-191, summarizes the mid-1920s church politics and Andrieu’ role: 

Maurras’s trenchant articles did not sit well with Herriot, who lost the premiership 
two months later, but reprimands in L'Action Française did not speak as loundly 
in 1932 as they had a decade earlier. The favor that Maurras, his movement, and 
his paper had officially enjoyed in Vatican circles did not extend beyond Pius X’s 
papacy. (FN 4) Pius’s successors, who strove to promote world peace, distanced 
themselves from an ideology whose basic premise was that ends justified means 
and that all means should be employed to the ultimate end of restoring a 
monarchy. Maurras’s nationalisme integral, which regarded the nation as the 
sovereign to which individual scruples rendered obeisance and as a higher moral 
authority than the Holy See, appalled Pius XI. It had also lost the hold  it had once 
had over the French episcopate when, during the Dreyfus Affair, many of its 
prelates had succumbed to the passion that made bedfellows of the church and the 
anti-republican Right. In Aguust 1926 Cardinal Andrieu, archbishop of Bordeaux, 
reproached L'Action Française for being Catholic by design rather than conviction 
and for bending Catholicism to its political agenda instead of serving the church’s 
mission on earth. Cardinal Andrieu’s article and further admonitions in the 
official Vatican newspaper, L’Osservatore Romano, hearalded an apostolic 
decree. It came in December, when seven of Maurras’s works and L'Action 
Française (guilty of defending itself against ecclesiastical opprobrium in vitriolic 
articles signed by Maurras and Daudet) were placed on the Index Liborum 
Prohibitorum. Penalties followed. On March 8, 1927, the Apostolic Penitentiary 
declared that seminarians loyal to L'Action Française would be deemed unfit for 
the priesthood, that priests guilty of the same offense would be prohibited from 
exercising their sacerdotal functions; and that parishioners who continued to read 
L'Action Française would be stigmatized as public sinners and denied the 
sacraments. 
36Ferdinand Renaud (1885-1965) was a priest and doctor in canon law who ministered in 

Paris. He participated in the negotiation of agreements between the Church and France to give a 
legal framework to the activity of the Church in the new situation born of separation. Among his 
writings were: Guide spirituel et liturgique du chrétien ([Tours: Mame, 1950); and his Chemin 
de la croix (Tours: Maison Mame, 1951). See Franck Tison, “Un abbé en politique: Ferdinand 
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history of the Church, I arranged Maurras's principal works into a bibliography in which I 

indicated the most significant pages.37 The package was sent to Rome. Pope Pius XI studied 

these works with his sagacity as a historian.38 His opinion was quickly made. 

Having received a warm approbation from the Holy See, Cardinal Andrieu set to work. It 

was a task he mulled over at length, since Mr. Passelecq's pamphlet had just come to his 

attention. He contented himself with commenting on the main passages, which provoked, a little 

later, a strong complaint from Maurras. 

I spent my vacation in England where I had to go to improve my English. Towards the 

end of August [1926] I learned of the death of the Duke of Orleans.39 The English newspapers 

reported that among his testamentary dispositions in which no one was forgotten who had served 

him, not a penny went to Action Française. At the same time the publication of the warning of 

Cardinal Andrieu was announced. It came as a general surprise, and it seemed to me that the 

stupefied Catholic opinion should be enlightened. From London, I sent to the Action Populaire 

an article in the form of a letter to a student, in which I explained the reasons for the Roman 

intervention. I was very satisfied with it. [But] I made a mistake. Still a novice in the profession 

of publicist, I summarized Maurras's thought in a few words and I wrongly put them in quotation 

marks - a typographical sign reserved for the indication of a literal quotation: "I bow to Maurras 

in front of a Catholicism without Christ, a Catholic without faith." 

Maurras protested and sued me. By chance - and that's what established my good faith - I 

had added: "This is a little bit crudely translated, the thought of Maurras." I obviously did not 

quote, I won my case. 

Renaud (1885-1965),” Revue Historique (October-December, 1997) vol 298, Fasc. 2 (604), pp. 
pp. 297-333. 

37Fernand Mourret (1854 – 1938) was a Catholic priest and taught history at the Saint-
Sulpice seminary  in Paris from 1902 to his death. He was a friend of the philosopher Maurice 
Blondel. Among his publications were A history of the Catholic church (St. Louis, Mo.: B. 
Herder Book Co., 1930); and The papacy (London: Sands & Co., 1931). See “Fernand Mourret,” 
Wikipedia. 

38For information about Pope Pius XI, who headed the Church from 1922 to his death in 
1939, see the list of popes in the Glossary. 

39Louis-Philippe-Robert, duke d'Orléans, (1869 - March 28, 1926) was pretender to the 
French throne during the Third Republic. See “Philippe, Duke of Orléans,” Wikipedia. 
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Returned to France, I attended as an observer, now passive to the course of a crisis which, 

little by little, following many awkwardnesses, degenerated into a declared conflict, one can even 

[p. 73]  say, to open revolt. The French episcopate unanimously for a moment defended the 

Action Française. Energetic pressures from the Nunciature eventually brought it back to another 

attitude. In the Society of Jesus, especially in the province of Paris, some Jesuits suffered. Yet, 

on the whole I do not remember any punishment taken by the superiors. 

Having been a Maurrassian for a long time, I want to clarify what I considered 

inadmissible in the Action Française. By 1919, its narrowly nationalist policy had appeared to 

me clumsy and imprudent. It was legitimate to defend French interests against a Germany that 

did not accept its defeat, in the face of Englad that was worried about French prestige in Europe, 

in the presence of a central Europe where the reckless disappearance of the the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire left a great void, and in the face of the United States returning to its isolationism. It was 

therefore necessary to disarm Anglo-Saxon mistrust by opening up to international action that 

would stabilize peace and resolve differences by the construction of an effective League of 

Nations, and by yielding generously the waiver of sovereignty which was needed to build a new 

world on respect for the independence of each state and the solidarity of all. This brought us back 

to the international law of old and always as the canonists had defined it, while princes often 

trampled on it. 

Refusing these prespectives to stick to the reason of State, it was, in truth, to return to the 

Bismarkian Realpolitik.40 To advocate a balance [of powers] policy was to stick to a pure 

convention. For Europe this empiricism had nothing to do with stewardship; it only relied on 

strength; it called for war. The partisans of Action Francaise did not know other views in foreign 

policy. In many ways they opposed Vatican diplomacy and sometimes criticized it vehemently. 

At the same time, their principle of  Politics First of all, on which the King's Camelots 

supported their propaganda and the violence of their action, distracted young Catholics from 

40Raison détat (reason of state) means a purely political reason for action on the part of a 
ruler or government, especially where a departure from openness, justice, or honesty is involved. 
Realpolitik is politics based primarily on considerations of given circumstances and factors, 
rather than explicit ideological notions or moral and ethical premises. In this respect, it shares 
aspects of its philosophical approach with those of realism and pragmatism. The term is 
sometimes used pejoratively to imply politics that are perceived as coercive, amoral, or 
Machiavellian. See “Realpolitik,” Wikipedia. 
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consecrating their energies to social action and the organizations that constituted it.41 The ideas 

of Maurras were widespread among many priests, most of them teachers, sensitive [p. 74] to the 

literary talent of the writers that Action Française grouped together. They shared with their 

students their enthusiasms and convictions. 

But then there was the risk of conflict with the Church. It had broken out and it went on 

with remarkable stubbornness on both sides. 

I would have liked, for my part, to establish some propositions on which the Christian 

Right affirmed itself in the face of an unbridled nationalism which established the state in 

absolute selfishness and claimed to pursue its interest under the shelter of a sovereignty which 

drew its rule only from itself and refused any attempt at the organization of the League of 

Nations to resist the anarchy in international relations which, so often, had led to the war. [This 

anarchy] recognized only the nation’s right of violence as engraved on [Louis XIV’s] canons: 

ultima ratio regum.42 

Now, the pact of the S.D.N. [League of Nations/Société des Nations] has made the states 

subscribe to "certain obligations not to resort to war." It was therefore possible to judge war, to 

declare it unjust and criminalize it, and thus to join the ancient conception of law constructed by 

the canonists throughout the Middle Ages, which had been demolished by the Reformation and 

the absolutism of Kings and Princes. 

Nobody seemed to suspect, in such a conflict, that the law of nations was a Christian 

principle. Instead, Action Française denounced the spiritual. At Action Francaise, among the 

most fervent Catholics, the spiritual has always been out of reach. 

How can one not raise reproach when the organization asserts that there is no other 

method than abuse and the cudgel to establish an integral, traditional and Christian order? Today, 

the ashes of Action Francaise are warmed up under the breath of supporters of Bishop 

41The King's Camelots, as noted in Chapter 2, was a right-wing youth organization of the 
militant royalist and integralist movement Action Française active from 1908 to 1936. 

42The Latin motto, ultima ratio regum, translated as “the final argument of kings” (a 
resort to arms) was engraved on the cannons of Louis XIV. See “ultima ratio regum,” Random 
House Unabridged Dictionary (New York: Random House Reference, 1997). 
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Lefebvre.43 Until the advent of Pius XII, A.F. struggled desperately to maintain its influence 

over the Catholics, opposing terror to terror. Rome cut its ties with A.F. [in 1936]. Action 

Francaise was henceforth, valens nolens [like it or not], to continue its policy outside the 

Church. This was exactly my goal and it was achieved. 

 

43Marcel François Lefebvre (1905 – 1991) was a Catholic archbishop. In the 1930s he 
taught at a seminary in Gabon and later was the Apostolic Delegate for West Africa. At the 
Second Vatican Council (1962–1965) he was a leader of the conservative bloc. In 1970, he 
helped found the Society of Saint Pius X (SSPX). In 1975 the Holy See ordered the society to be 
disbanded, which order was ignored. See “Marcel François Lefebvre,” Wikipedia. 
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Chapter 5 [p. 75]  
 

 

V 

ORIGINS OF THE J.O.C. 

 

 

It can be said of the J.O.C. (Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne [Young Christian Workers 

YCW]) and its extension A.C.O. (Action Catholique Ouvrière) what Peguy said about the 

Sorbonne of his time: "It talks too much about itself to be an honest Sorbonne.”1 There is a lot of 

talk about J.O.C. and Mr. Jacques Tessier, President of the French Confederation of Christian 

Workers, has just devoted an important article in La Croix [the Cross newspaper].2 His 

conclusion is severe: there is a necessity to establish an alternative to it! 

1Information about Charles Peguy was noted in the Preface (p.10). For information about 
the Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne and about the Action catholique ouvrière see Catholic 
Associations, Groups and Movements in the Glossary. 

2For information about the Confédération française des travailleurs chrétiens (C.F.T.C., 
French Confederation of Christian Workers) see the list of French trade unions in the Glossary. 
Also see the Glossary for information about La Croix newspaper.  

Jacques Tessier (1914–1997) became active in the Confederation of Christian Workers 
(C.F.T.C.) beginning in 1930. After World War II he was named General Secretary of the 
C.F.T.C. Union of Supervisors and Managerial Staff. He published La CFTC: comment fut 
maintenu le syndicalisme chrétien [C.F.T.C.: How was Christian trade unionism maintained] 
(Paris: Fayard, c. 1987); and Marxisme ou doctrine sociale chrétienne?: trente années de 
confrontations en France (Paris: Fayard, c1992). See Thomas Lane, ed. Biographical dictionary 
of European labor leaders (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1995), vol. 2, p.  951. 
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It is not easy to define J.O.C. today. For a long time, it was said of it: it is a movement of 

L'Action catholique [Catholic Action].3 But, before the J.O.C. who knew exactly what L'Action 

catholique was? Nobody said a word about it. 

In his inaugural encyclical [in 1922], Pius XI mentioned the name of L'Action catholique 

and that it was "very dear to him."4 The silence receded. Who was interested in promoting it? 

When the J.O.C appeared in Belgium, Fr. Cardijn, the future cardinal, was its true 

founder.5 He was the father of the Jocists. The Movement was very much supported by Cardinal 

Mercier and unanimously by the Belgian bishops.6 "Here [in Belgium] is Catholic Action!” 

exclaimed Pius XI. 

We defined it. Belgian offered a very exclusive model in its autonomy and specialty; 

Catholic Action was defined as a general activity addressed to all Christians, but diversified 

according to the different social milieus in which it was exercised or spread. [To this] 

universality we professed to be dedicated, but in fact in France [p. 76] above all, the J.O.C.’s 

autonomy and originality was already being undermined. An integral part of Catholic Action, the 

J.O.C. was mandated by the bishop in each diocese or the bishop authorized it. What then 

became of our originality? 

What mandate can the bishop confer? The same he confides to his auxiliaries, the priests: 

"Go! Make make disciples among the nations?" In other words, the bishop extends the privilege 

3See the Glossary for information about Catholic political associations such as L'Action 
catholique (Catholic Action). 

4For information about Pius XI, Pope from 1922 to 1939, see the list of popes in the 
Glossary. 

5Joseph Leo Cardijn (1882 –1967) was a Belgian priest, founder of the Jeunesse ouvrière 
chrétienne (J.O.C.) [Young Christian Workers] and working class social activist. He evangelized 
the working class working in the mines and mills who believed the Church had abandoned them. 
He received encouragement from Pope Pius XI and was imprisoned during World War II. He 
contributed  to the Second Vatican Council, working closely with Pope John XXIII and Pope 
Paul VI. The latter named Cardijn as a cardinal in 1965. His publications include: Cardijn, The 
church and the young worker (London, Young Worker Publications, 1948)’ his Challenge to 
action; addresses of Joseph Cardijn, ed. Eugene Langdale (London, New Life Publications, 
1955); and his Laymen into action (London: G. Chapman, 1964). See “Joseph Leo Cardijn,” 
Wikipedia. 

6Information about Cardinal Désiré-Félicien Mercier (1851 – 1926) was noted in Chapter 
4. 
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of participating in the purely religious mandate which he himself received as successor of the 

Apostles. The lay youth of the J.O.C. become auxiliaries of the clergy, mandated like him, to 

exercise with him an apostolate, but an apostolate in a defined environment: the working class, in 

fact a mission proceeding from the same principle as that of the prêtre ouvrier [priests workers]: 

a worker apostle for the workers. In this perspective, the J.O.C. was becoming a sort of Opus Dei 

meant to propagate by the laity the reign of God among the workers as does Opus Dei in the 

midst of politics, business, sometimes - and this has recently appeared - by strange means ...7 

Once confined by the episcopal mandate, the means of the J.O.C appear strictly limited. That's 

not what Cardijn wanted. What he said and repeated was: the J.O.C. is the apostolate of the 

worker by the worker. 

But then, in this logic, is it not strange that the J.O.C. celebrating the 50th Anniversary 

[June 1977] at the Parc-des-Princes the International was sung.8 This was in front of a platform 

of bishops and archbishops in a gray outfits, facing Georges Marchais "guest of honor" stunned 

and delighted?9 How many Jocists returning from the Military Service, or getting ready to leave 

there, chanted: 

If they persist, the cannibals that make us heroes 
We will show them that our balls 
Are for our own generals...10 

7For information about Opus Dei (Work of God ) see the list of Catholic Associations, 
Groups and Movements in the Glossary. 

8The Parc-des-Princes is a football stadium in Paris, home of the Saint_Germain Football 
Club. "The Internationale" is a left-wing anthem. It has been a standard of the socialist 
movement since the late nineteenth century, when the Second International adopted it as its 
official anthem. The title arises from the "First International", an alliance of workers which held 
a congress in 1864. The original French refrain of the song is C'est la lutte finale / Groupons-
nous et demain / L'Internationale / Sera le genre humain. (English: "This is the final struggle / 
Let us group together and tomorrow / The Internationale / Will be the human race."). See "The 
Internationale," Wikipedia. 

9Information about Georges Marchais (1920 –1997) was the head of the French 
Communist Party (P.C.F.) from 1972 to 1994 is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 

10This is from the fifth stanza of the “Internationale.” Written in 1871 soon after the 
Paris Commune’s defeat. See Eugène Pottier, Chants Révolutionnaires (trans. Mitchell Abidor, 
Paris: Comité Pottier, 1900), online at 
https://www.marxists.org/history/ussr/sounds/lyrics/international.htm#fr). 
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Striking contrast! This same J.O.C. had previously walked to the tune of the hymn, 

"Maréchal [Marseillaise?] here we are!11 With you, the Savior of France..." when so many of 

these poor guys were leaving cheerfully for the S.T.O. [compulsory labor service ]encouraged by 

[p. 77] the bishops.12 Very few thought, among the Jocists, to go into the bush...13 Now, today 

they sing: 

There are no supreme rulers or heroes, 
neither God, nor Caesar, nor tribune.14 

11"La Marseillaise" is the national anthem of France. The song was written in 1792 by 
Claude Joseph Rouget after the declaration of war by France against Austria, and was originally 
titled "Chant de guerre pour l'Armée du Rhin" (War Song for the Rhine Army). The French 
National Convention adopted it as the Republic's anthem in 1795. The song acquired its 
nickname after being sung in Paris by volunteers from Marseille marching to the capital. The 
song is the first example of the "European march" anthemic style. The anthem's evocative 
melody and lyrics have led to its widespread use as a song of revolution and its incorporation 
into many pieces of classical and popular music. 

Arise, children of the Fatherland, 
The day of glory has arrived! 
Against us, tyranny's 
Bloody standard is raised, (repeat) 
Do you hear, in the countryside, 
The roar of those ferocious soldiers? 
They're coming right into your arms 
To cut the throats of your sons, your women! 

See "La Marseillaise," Wikipedia. 
12The compulsory labor service (Le service du travail obligatoire, S.T.O.) was, during 

the occupation of France by Nazi Germany, the requisition and transfer to Germany of hundreds 
of thousands of French workers against their will, to participate in the effort of German war. It 
was established by the Vichy government’s law of February 16, 1943. A total of 600,000 French 
workers were transported to Germany between 1942 and 1944. France was the third supplier of 
forced labor to the Reich after the USSR and Poland, and was the country that gave it the most 
skilled workers. See “Le service du travail obligatoire,” Wikipedia. 

13In resistance to the S.T.O. working people went into the “bush,” to avoid deportation. 
As a result, only half the anticipated number of draftees were sent off in 1943 and by the end of 
1944 there were no draftees available. From some 200,000 refractory workers came opposition 
to the Vichy regime. They were part of the Resistance and of the 35,000 escapees from France 
who won Spain and then North Africa to the side of free France. They were also part of the 
French army of Liberation. See “Le service du travail obligatoire,” Wikipedia. 

14This is a quote from the second stanza of “The Internationale." See “The 
Internationale," Wikipedia. 
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Neither Maréchal [Marseillaise?] obviously! 

All this leaves you thinking. Do these choir boys become aware of what they acclaim? 

Do they realize that they utter blasphemy? The communists do not ask them that much! Surely 

these unemployed youth who deny every supreme Savior know well that they must rely only on 

themselves to find a job and that it will not fall to them from heaven, but their chaplains who put 

the Revolution in hymns do not hope – do they not hope to use the J.O.C. duly mandated as a 

convenient step towards the episcopate, or even an archbishopric and who knows? A cardinalate? 

Do they take Revolution seriously? No, it's not about songs. They close their teeth; they say to 

themselves: "this is a thing that we could be punished for"; that it must first be explained to the 

C.R.S. instead of going to lunch with their boss as long as it is in secret and the press does not 

talk about it.15 This International at Parc-des-Princes is like Théophile Gautier's red vest worn 

secretely by Hernani: "And to say," he sighed, "I have worn it all my life!"16 

Mandated by the bishops, but dedicated to the cause of the workers, the J.O.C. must 

choose: it can not wear the clothes of two classes and play at both tables. Those who leave it are 

not wrong, because they realize that they have benefited from it. Those who stay there are well-

instructed, while waiting for their eyes to open, for their generous dream to dissipate and for a 

cold heart to accept the truth in the face. Revolution is one thing; the Gospel is another. One is 

by arms; the other offers us the "weapons of light". The Christian can serve one and the other, 

but he must realize that he is not at the service of the same cause. He will serve Caesar loyally, 

but he will render to God what is God! Caesar will never be "a supreme Savior", but we must 

15The Compagnies républicaines de sécurité (C.R.S., Republican Security Companies) 
are the general reserve of the French National Police. They are primarily involved in general 
security missions but the task for which they are best known is crowd and riot control. There are 
60 "general service" C.R.S. companies, specialized in public order and crowd control. "C.R.S." is 
sometimes used to mean any policeman in riot gear and wearing a helmet. See “Compagnies 
républicaines de sécurité,” Wikipedia. 

16Théophile Gautier (1811 – 1872) was a French writer and literary critic. Hernani is a 
drama by the French romantic author Victor Hugo. First performed in 1830, it attacked the 
values of the classicists at the Comédie-Française in Paris. Hugo enlisted Gautier to combat the 
opposition to the play. The plot centers on the love between Hernani, who is thought to be a 
bandit and a high-born woman. In the end it turns out Hernani is a prince, which allows him to 
marry the woman. But fate prevents this. The red vest apparently represented Hernani’s nobility. 
See Victor Hugo (1802-1885), Dramatic works of Victor Hugo (New York: P. F. Collier, 1894), 
online at https://archive.org/details/dramaticworksofv01hugo/page/n10. 
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apply this title to God. Joan of Arc, in her day, took [p. 78] the head of the Resistance, but she 

did it "from the King of Heaven," adding, "God first served." 

Why these somewhat bitter reflections on the J.O.C. In fifty years, it has changed a lot. I 

obtained the bright vision of Cardijn, its founder: a working class regenerated by the ardor of 

Christians. He had given me a glimpse of it even before it was born. I loved it before it was born, 

and I can say that having been away from it, my bowels are still torn. 

I have dreamed too much, I struggled too much and suffered for it. It later disappointed 

me so that I devote only a few pages to memories still burning. I keep the hope that something 

will be learned from such a young and new impulse, sprung from the heart of the working class, 

provided that it remains deeply, authentically Christian. The working class is hostile to the 

Church and for good reasons, but it is atheist only by system and artifice. In the presence of 

J.O.C. in its early days, it turned out to be "naturally Christian". As for the J.O.C. First of all, it 

was called La Jeunesse syndicaliste [Young Trade Unionist]. It was not "a priest thing"! It was a 

sudden outbreak, an awakening, a revival. And the man who lit this fire was a simple priest born 

on Flemish soil to a family of poor workmen, Father Cardijn, the future Cardinal Cardijn. 

Since I witnessed the birth of the J.O.C. and even took part in its foundation, Cardijn 

honored me with his trust and friendship, I think it is natural to trace his origins, especially in 

France. where they are generally ignored. [FN 1]  

[FN 1] Bishop Maziers, archbishop of Bordeaux, formerly the J.O.C.'s 
secretary, attributes to Cardijn this quote: "The heart of a man is worth all the 
economic production." It was placed for a long time at the top of page 3 in the 
early numbers of La Jeunesse Ouvrière [Young Worker Newspaper] with its 
exact reference: "The heart of a man is worth all the gold of a country” (song of 
Garin le Lorrain, xi century).17 Father Guérin, the initiator of the J.O.C. in 
France, was born in a small village near Toul. I take the opportunity here to pay 
him a small homage.18 Mgr Maziers seems to me rather poorly informed about 
the origins of the J.O.C. He is not the only one.  

17The Garin le Loherain is one of more than 100 surviving "songs of heroic deeds” 
(chanson de geste), which are a type of epic poem that date from the late eleventh and early 
twelfth centuries, before the emergence of the lyric poetry of the trouvères (troubadours). 
Composed in verse, these narrative poems of moderate length (averaging 4,000 lines) were 
originally sung and later recited, by minstrels or jongleurs. See “Garin le Loherain” Wikipedia. 

18Father Georges Guérin (1891 – 1972) was co-founder of the French Jeunesse Ouvrière 
Christian (J.O.C.) in 1927 and its Chaplain General from 1928 to 1950. In World War II there 
was a law against maintaining associations. As part of the Resistance, he violated the law and 
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* 
** 

[p. 79] Origins of the J.O.C.  

The J.O.C. was born in Belgium, 19, rue Pletincks, in Brussels, at the headquarters of the 

Centrale des syndicats chrétien, by the initiative of Father Cardijn. Endowed with the talent of an 

organizer, he was an admirable priest, with impassioned speech. As early as 1922, I visited him 

on Thursdays, a day off for theology students. I climbed four floors and found Cardijn’s attic 

apartment: two modest-sized rooms, one of which was completely lined with books. Cardijn 

arrived, like a skinny cat in his threadbare cassock, with his face as if carved out of old wood, 

with glowing eyes. He was smoking an cigar whose pungent smoke stung my eyes. He had 

founded study circles in Brussels, mostly composed of workers. Their bulletin was entitled 

Jeunesse syndicaliste [Trade Union Youth]. This nascent movement was chaired by Fernand 

Tonnet assisted by his two friends Garein and Meert.19 On Tonnet's desk, next to Cardijn's, I 

was imprisoned in Fresnes prison in the southern suburbs of Paris by the Germans in 1943. He 
was canon of the cathedral of Paris (1944). See André Caudron and Michel Launay “Georges 
Guérin,” Le Maitron: Dictionnaire Biographique, Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social, 
Association des Amis du Maitron, Centre d’histoire sociale du XXe siècle, 9, rue Malher, 75004 
Paris and Éditions de l’Atelier, 51-55 rue Hoche Bât. B Hall 1 Étage 3, 94200 IVRY-SUR-
SEINE; online at http://maitron-en-ligne.univ-paris1.fr/spip.php?article24271; and “Georges 
Guérin,” Wikipedia. 

19Fernand Tonnet (1894 - February 2, 1945) was co-founder of the Crystal Workers 
Youth of Jozef Cardijn and chairman of the Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne (J.O.C.) (1924-1934). 
He came from a working-class family and became in 1912 a bank clerk. He got to know Fr. 
Cardijn and joined the Crystal Workers Youth. His work was interrupted from 1914 to 1919, 
during the First World War, when he was a soldier. In 1919, he became the secretary of the 
social works of Cardijn in Brussels. In 1924 he became president of the J.O.C. In 1934 he 
resigned from the J.O.C. and joined the Christian Workers' Movement and the Action Catholique 
des Hommes, another Catholic movement in Belgium. During the Second World War, he 
accidentally became involved in resistance campaigns. The Germans arrested him in 1943 and he 
was killed at Dachau concentration camp. See “Fernand Tonnet,” Wikipedia. 

Jacques Meert (1902 - 2001) was secretary general of the J.O.C. for ten years. After 
World War II he accompanied Father Cardijn in the Congo and worked from 1953 to 1963 in the 
Catholic social movement in Central Africa. In 1963 he became part of the the World Movement 
of Christian Workers. See “Belgique: Décès de J. Meert, cofondateur de la JOC, aux côtés du 
futur cardinal Cardijn,” Echo Magazine (Genève: Agence de presse internationale catholique, 
apic), August 6, 2001; online at https://www.cath.ch/newsf/belgique-deces-de-j-meert-
cofondateur-de-la-joc-aux-cotes-du-futur-cardinal-cardijn. 
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saw with astonishment a photograph of Marc Sangnier.20 Tonnet drew his inspiration from the 

publications of the Sillon. It seemed a good sign and we were soon friends. 

The conservative Brussels newspapers were red-hot on the Jeunesse syndicaliste. Cardijn 

remained impassive and gave the editors freedom: "It molds them," he told me, "to carry out 

their trade." 

About this time, at Louvain, Canon Brohee, with the help of Father Picard, soon 

afterwards Bishop Picard, tried to spread among the students and the petty bourgeoisie study 

circles like the A.C.J.F. French [l’Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française].21 They 

were grouped under the initials A.C.J.B. (Catholic Association of Belgian Youth). The Jeunesse 

syndicaliste [Trade Union Youth] of Cardijn and the A.C.J.B. of Picard at Louvain differed 

profoundly from inspiration and realism. I knew it well by going those days from one to the 

other. 

In 1925, after becoming a priest following a year of theology at Innsbruck [Austria], I 

reconnected with Cardijn and, under the patronage of abbé Scarmure, dean of Soignies 

[Belgium], with the help of students of theology from the seminary at Enghien who were 

teaching the catechism and prayer in the surrounding villages, we organized a youth congress of 

the region.22 

The Congress was held at Soignies around May, 1925. The congress was divided into 

three committes: the [p. 80] academics were grouped under the presidency of Mr. van Zeeland, 

the future prime minister from Soignies, still a student.23 The rural people were under the 

20Information on Sangnier and Le Sillon was noted in Chapter 2. He sought to bring 
Catholicism into a greater conformity with French Republican and socialist ideals, in order to 
provide an alternative to Marxism and other anticlerical labour movements. 

21Information about the Catholic Association of French Youth (l’Association Catholique 
de la Jeunesse Française, A.C.J.F.) was noted in Chapter 2. Boulier refers to the organization 
established by Canon Abel Brohée and Father Louis Picard as Association catholique de la 
jeunesse belge. Father Picard in 1910 established journal Le Blé qui lève (the Wheat that Lifts 
Up) and a few years later, L’Effort. See “L’Action catholique de la jeunesse belge,” Wikipedia. 

22Fr. Paul Scarmure (b. 1879) was a teacher at Soignies-Saint-Vincent. See “Le Collège 
de Soignies sous le Chanoine Gallez,” online at 
http://users.belgacom.net/jours.memorables/CHSV_Le_chanoine_Gallez.htm.  

23Paul Guillaume van Zeeland (1893 – 1973) was a lawyer, Catholic politician and 
statesman. He served as Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs from 1935 to 1937. 
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patronage of the powerful Boerenbond, happy to enter the Walloon country.24 They had 

prepared their session with Father Harmignie, priest of Lombise [Belgium], nephew of the 

Minister of Commerce.25 This young priest was resting in this little village from the stress of an 

active apostolate in the poor districts of Tournai [Belgium]. Finally, the session of the young 

workers was presided over by Fernand Tonnet, who had come expressly from Brussels. There 

was a parade under a beautiful sun with immense flags which evoked Rembrandt's Night 

Watch.26 Cardijn came to the congress for the closing session in the afternoon and he enthused 

the audience. One day, he had confided to me the secret of his oratory: "First make them laugh, 

then get them to cry." 

Shortly after the Congress of Soignies in August, I believe the Charleroi Congress was 

held for the whole Walloon country, and the organizers adopted the same organization of the 

participants into three sections: rural, academics and workers.27 Behind the scenes, there were 

many discussions followed by compromises which finally led to the recognition of the J.O.C., 

the Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne, as Cardijn had conceived, and as was written in the 

Later, he again served as Minister of Foreign Affairs only from 1949 to 1954. See “Paul 
Guillaume van Zeeland,” Wikipedia. 

24The Boerenbond (Farmers' League) is a professional association of farmers active in 
the Flemish and German-speaking communities of Belgium. Founded in 1890 and based in 
Leuven, it closely associated with Catholic political parties. In the 1920s, it had 100,000 
members divided into 1,050 guilds. It was part of Christian Democratic politics. Currently it is 
part of the Christen-Democratisch en Vlaams (CD&V) and Christlich Soziale Partei (CSP) 
parties. See “Boerenbond,” Wikipedia. 

25Fr. Pierre Harmignie (1885 – 1944) was born at Mons, Belgium. He taught for twenty 
years at the Catholic University of Louvain in Belgium and and then served as pastor dean of 
Charleroi, Belgium from 1938 until 1944, when he and 18 others were executed by the 
collaborationist government headed by the Rexist Party, which was a right-wing Catholic, 
nationalist party that held to Nazis ideas. He had worked with communist resistance fighters. See 
Daniel Marchant, Pierre Harmignie: fidèle ouvrier de l'Evangile (Tournai: Asbl Services 
diocésains de Tournai, 2015); see also, “Rexist Party,” Wikipedia; and “Pierre Harmignie,” 
Wikipedia. 

26The Night Watch is a 1642 Dutch Golden Age painting by Rembrandt van Rijn in the 
collection of the Amsterdam Museum. It is large in size (12 ft × 14 ft)). It depicts the military 
company moving out with their flags and crowds of people effectively highlighted with the use 
of sunlight and shade. See “The Night Watch,” Wikipedia. 

27Wallonia is the French and Walloon-speaking region of southern Belgium. Its capital 
city, Namur, is the gateway to the southeastern Ardennes, an area of forested mountains. See 
“Wallonia,” Wikipedia. 
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organization’s charter and included in its handbook. Cardijn avoided the overly brash title of 

Jeunesse syndicaliste [Young Trade Unionist]. He foresaw, henceforth, to open the organization 

in all the dioceses of Belgium. His action carefully limited to the young workers, could not 

offend anyone, but carefully safeguarded their autonomy: "With them, by them, for them” [par 

eux, entre eux, pour eux]. The slogan became the rule, the distinctive claim of all their activity. 

To tell the truth, its autonomy distinguished it from any other movement of young people. The 

emerging J.O.C. was going to spread from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and first in France, where 

Cardijn and I wanted to establish it. Cardijn could not then cross the frontiers of Belgium. 

Supported by his advice and friendship, I was going to face two years of struggle after which the 

J.O.C. Belgian, stubbornly presented by me under this authentic imprint, but at Clichy [Paris], 

under the impetus of [p. 81] Father Guérin after which it conquered all of France. The 

conditions there were, however, very different. 

* 
** 

In Belgium. the movement relied on powerful labor unions of rather materialistic 

inspiration and behavior. Cardijn said to me: There is the opening where we contribute and the 

opening where we make contact. Between the two circulated considerable sums which could 

only facilitate the establishment of the J.O.C. Belgian. 

In France. on the contrary, very many communities, animated by a zeal for the apostolate, 

brought together thousands of working-class adolescents, but because of the lack of cadres to 

accommodate them, it was like the priests fed birds for the cat. Pretty soon, these young people 

gave up their community and,  engulfed by factory life, renounced religious practices, having 

found with the priests only a disembodied spiritual formation, emptied of all the concerns and 

demands which in the working class inflamed and animated it for the struggle. 

If, in Belgium, the J.O.C. had to focus on the spiritual and the inner life, in France, it was 

to accentuate its character as a trade union organization and proletarian demands. 

I arrived in Paris in September 1925 and in October I got in touch with Gaston Tessier, 

secretary general of the Confédération française des travailleurs chrétiens (C.F.T.C.) [French 
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Confederation of Christian Workers].28 I offered him the outline of a Confederation of Young 

Christian Workers (C.J.T.C.), a trade union of young workers like in Brussels. Tessier received 

me with the appearance of a certain interest, but without concealing that it would run up against 

the opposition of Zirnheld, president of the C.F.T.C.29 

I spoke to Gerlier, the future archbishop and cardinal of Lyon, then director of the 

[social] Works of Paris and a former president of the A.C.J.F.30 He listened to my views as to 

the desirability of supporting the young Catholic workers in Christian trade unions. Then, he 

expressed his intention of all the three of us to join together. Surprise! Zirnheld agreed. While 

[p. 82] Tessier affirmed his complete opposition. So, nothing more to hope! Where to find 

support to launch in France the future J.O.C. What do we dream about, Cardijn and me? 

If I understood Tessier's position correctly, he had understood that the entry of the 

[C.J.T.C.] workers into C.F.T.C. risked compromising the balance of power, as the majority of 

the confederations were employees. No doubt he feared that a climate of struggles and demands 

would be established, which at C.F.T.C. was pretty unusual. In addition, a former student of the 

[religious] Brothers, he was suspicious of the intrusion of largely reactionary priests whose task 

would be to supervise future C.J.T.C. He was reluctant to give up his membership - supposing 

that they could be recruited! -  to the influence of a clergy more oriented towards spiritual 

education than towards social action, especially trade unionism. 

28Information about the French Confederation of Christian Workers was noted at the 
beginning of this chapter. 

29Jules Zirnheld (1876 – 1940) was a French trade unionist, one of the founders and then 
president of the French Confederation of Christian Workers. He also chaired the International 
Confederation of Christian Trade Unions. In July 1940 he opposed the decisions of Marshal 
Pétain and affirmed the inviolability of freedom of association. In November 1940 he was one of 
the signatories of the Manifesto of the Twelve, which condemned anti-Semitism and posited the 
principles of French trade unionism in opposition to the Vichy regime. He died a few weeks 
later. See “Jules Zirnheld,” Wikipedia. 

30Pierre-Marie Gerlier (1880 – 1965) served as Archbishop of Lyon from 1937 until his 
death, was Primate of Gaul and a cardinal. During World War II, he condemned Pierre Laval's 
deportation of Jews to Nazi death camps and asked that the religious institutes take Jewish 
children into hiding. In the post-war period he championed the Worker-Priest movement and 
ecumenism. See “Pierre-Marie Gerlier,” Wikipedia. Information about the Catholic Association 
of French Youth (l’Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française, A.C.J.F.) was noted in 
Chapter 2. 
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However, years later, in the face of J.O.C.’s growth, he had to express to me his regrets: 

"You were right! It is our Christian unions that should have joined with the J.O.C. At this 

moment the J.O.C. was going to the C.G.T. as ducklings at the river ...31 

Henceforth, where could we find support to raise the mass of the young workers that 

were still Christian workers, and unify them, as in Belgium, in a powerful J.O.C.? There 

remained the A.C.J.F. [FN 1] Its organ, The New Life, reached several thousand subscribers. If 

the J.O.C. could to introduce itself into such a movement, of a national dimension, its success 

would be assured. 

[FN 1] On the A.C.J.F. [l'Association Catholique de la Jeunesse 
Française or Catholic Association of French Youth] see above note p. 38.  

 
Would Gerlier, who had been President of the A.C.J.F., help us? Certainly, he had fully 

grasped the benefit of the Belgian movement, but without being hostile to the idea of introducing 

it in France, he hardly liked the project. What was needed? Winning to the project the President 

of A.C.J.F., M. de Menthon himself.32 

Before meeting with this power, I wanted to find a J.O.C.-like group and be able to show 

its achievements. I was still hesitating to make an approach, when one July morning of 1926, 

31Information about the communist-influenced C.G.T or General Confederation of 
Labour is noted in the Glossary. 

32François de Menthon (1900 –1984) was part of the nobility and was president of 
A.C.J.F. from 1927 to 1930 and a founder of the J.O.C. In World War II he was a captain in the 
French Army. He was wounded and captured in June 1940, but escaped and joined the French 
Resistance in November 1940 and edited the Liberté underground newspaper. He left France in 
July 1943 to join General Charles de Gaulle in London. After the Liberation of France, he 
became Attorney General of France. He led the Commission d'Épuration to root out 
collaborators, and oversaw the trials of Marshal Philippe Pétain and other members of the Vichy 
regime. He came under attack for the zeal with which the purge was prosecuted, and resigned. 
De Gaulle nominated him as the French lead prosecutor at the War Crimes Tribunal. He gave his 
opening speech, defining a crime against humanity as: "crime contre le statut d'être humain 
motivé par une idéologie qui est un crime contre l'esprit visant à rejeter l'humanité dans la 
barbarie" ("crime against human laws, motivated by an ideology that is a crime against the spirit, 
returning humanity to barbarism"). He was a founding member of the Mouvement Républicain 
Populaire (M.R.P.). His political convictions were founded on humanistic and Christian 
principles. He served as a député for Savoy in the French Assemblée Nationale from 1946 to 
1958. His promising political career was shortened by disagreements with de Gaulle and he 
returned to his university career at the University of Nancy in 1958. See “François de Menthon,” 
Wikipedia. 
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came a divine surprise. It presented itself in the guise of a vicar of Clichy [Paris] who came to 

visit the Library of Popular Action. Before the publications of the J.O.C. Belgian, Father Guérin 

- [p. 83] for it was he - shared his concerns with me. Charged, along with Father Oppenot, with 

the pastorate of Clichy, he did not know how to assure the perseverance of its young men. The 

"Eucharistic Crusade" was well established, but it was not enough. to retain the factory workers; 

those who remained were enrolled in sports teams, passionate about football and basketball ... “I 

feel like I'm wasting my time,” concluded Guérin sadly. 

He was then working under the direction of abbé Courtois, a member of the Sons of 

Charity [religious order] and part of a group of young priests which was meeting monthly in a 

restaurant of the Christian trade union on rue des Petits-Carreaux.33 

I entrusted to Guerin the books by Cardijn, including the Handbook of the J.O.C. and we 

decided to see each other again. 

I saw him again in October. He said that he had already undertaken to organize some of 

the men of his parish, a group of lively young apostles who recruited others. Dear Guérin, so 

modest and so effective. Soon we were friends. This man had a late vocation. He was a precious 

metal tester, a task that demands meticulous precision and unparalleled honesty. At the seminary, 

his intelligence ranked him among the first class; his piety and modesty were combined with a 

smiling amiability. He had become friends with Gertier, being about the same age among 

classmates much younger.34 

From that moment, we saw each other several times a week. We met in the lobby of the 

Gare Saint-Lazare, at the Cafe de la Passerelle. Guerin came from Landy Street in Clichy; I 

arrived from Vanves or the Faculty of Law and we chatted. Thus, it was possible for me to make 

33Fr. Gaston Courtois (1897-1970) was a member of the Sons of the Charity (Fils de la 
Charité, which is a religious congregation of lay religious (brothers) and priests founded in Paris 
in 1918 for the evangelization of popular circles. Their work often involves promoting the J.O.C. 
See “Les Fils de la charité,” Wikipedia. 

Fr. Courtois helped found in 1929 the weekly newspaper for youth, Coeurs Vaillants 
(Brave Hearts) and the International Catholic Children's Bureau. He also was director of l'Union 
des œuvres catholiques de France (UOCF, The Union of Catholic Works of France.  See 
“Gaston Courtois,” Wikipedia. 

34Abbé Gertier served as president of la Jeunesse Catholique Française. 
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progress on the J.O.C. at Clichy where Guerin followed very closely the J.O.C. Belgian 

Handbook.35 

At the other end of Clichy, in the area of the parish of Marle Auxiliatrice, where Céline 

was finishing his Vqyage at the end of the night, the Sons of Charity joined forces with Guérin's 

work.36 The Jocists of the two parishes formed a unified section. 

Father Courtois was a priest of profound piety. His organizational talents, his amiability, 

and his efficiency had been among his friends the nickname Extreme Unction [the last 

sacrament]. He was [p. 84] later to create the wonderful newspapers for the adolescents of the 

Coeurs vaillants [Brave Hearts] and [for the girls] the Ames vaillantes [Valiant Souls]. He died 

35See Joseph Cardijn, The official manual of Jocism (San Francisco: Young Christian 
Workers, 1943). Other of Cardijn’s publications were noted earlier in this chapter. 

36Louis-Ferdinand Céline (1894 – 1961), the pen name of Louis Ferdinand Auguste 
Destouches, was a novelist and physician. He used a working-class, spoken style of language in 
his writings and attacked "bourgeois" language, which was appreciated by the world of 
existentialism, black comedy and the Beat Generation. His Journey to the End of the Night 
(1932) is an autobiographical novel. It tells the story of Bardamu and his doppelganger (double 
image) Robinson in their grotesque journey through life. Bardamu survived the First World War, 
wandered through the jungles of colonial Africa, lived in the unnatural world of Industrial 
America, healed the poor in a Parisian suburb, all the while constantly encoutering Robinson. It 
was ranked 51st on The Guardian's list of 100 Greatest Novels of All Time. See “Louis-
Ferdinand Céline,” Wikipedia. 

On the negative side, Celine was a Nazi collaborator in the Second World War and 
authored antisemitic and pro-fascist pamphlets. When Germany invaded the Soviet Union in 
June 1941, He supported Jacques Doriot's Legion of French Volunteers Against Bolshevism 
(LVF). Some 6,000 members of the LVF in two battalions fought the Soviet Union Red Army in 
combat near Moscow in November 1941. They were part of Germany’s 7th Infantry Division. 
They lost half their men in action or through frostbite. These included Russians who had fled the 
Bolshevik Revolution. They wore the standard German Army uniform with an LVF shield on the 
right upper arm. With more French volunteers, they were assigned in 1942 to operations in the 
Byelorussian SSR (Belarus); by 1944 they were fighting partisans in the Ukraine. In June 1944, 
as Army Group Centre's front collapsed under the Red Army's summer offensive, the LVF was 
attached to the 4th SS Police Regiment and fought in a delaying action. A new recruiting drive in 
Vichy France attracted 3,000 applicants, mostly members of collaborationist militia and 
university students. The new formation went through several name changes in the next year. By 
February 1945 it was the 33rd Waffen Grenadier Division of the SS Charlemagne (1st French) 
with 7,340 men. They participated in the Battle in Berlin and were reduced to approximately 
thirty men, and surrendered near the Potsdamer rail station to the Red Army. See “Legion of 
French Volunteers Against Bolshevism,” Wikipedia; and Philippe Carrard, The French Who 
Fought for Hitler: Memories from the Outcasts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 2010). 
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later in Rome, procurator of his congregation. He had been conquered from the beginning by the 

J.O.C. and never ceased to support the effort of the Abbe Guerin. 

In consideration of the progress of the J.O.C. it seemed to me that the moment had come 

to appear in broad daylight. On a cold November evening, Gerlier was invited to Clichy. He 

found the big hall in the Rue du Landy packed with young workers. According to the method 

that had been practiced at the Sillon, Guerin immediately gave the floor to one and then to 

another, sometimes unexpectedly. Each told their story, and sometimes a testimony about 

anexperience at the factory brought tears. Between the Paris "titis"[monkeys], jokes could not 

fail and the telling of a story in slang raised the room with huge laughter. Gerlier could not 

believe it! He laughed heartily, but it was often felt deeply moved. At the end, the song of the 

J.O.C. 

Proud, pure, joyful, and conquering, 
Jocists, forward! 
We will make Christians our brothers;  
Through Jesus Christ, we can,  
We will bring them light 
And the flame we burn. 

Gerlier was conquered. From this evening, he was for the J.O.C. and Father Guérin 

supported it without fail. With the former Presidents of the A.C.J.F., his friends, he kept trying to 

make them understand that the workers' teams of A.C.J.F. had to achieve autonomy within the 

groups to which they were opened and develop their action according to the Belgian formula: 

“with them, by them, for them”. 

It was about this time, I believe, that I proposed to the Abbe Guerin that he write under 

the title: "Letter to the Chaplains" a circular which would make known the J.O.C. to priests 

throughout France. "Do not have it printed," I said, "make it as modest, as humble as possible.” 

And so, from his small, clear handwriting, Guérin reproduced a small four-page bulletin on a 

commercial nardigrapher, [p. 85] which he sent to addresses carefully collected and which 

ended up reaching, almost clandestinely, a considerable circulation.37 

In Cachan [Paris], two friends, Father Hottot, later Bishop Hottot, Vicar General of Paris, 

and Father Viot, a director with many ingenious creations, had founded a section of J.O.C. 

37Nardigraphy or vitrography was a technique of duplication of documents on frosted 
glass allowing up to several hundred copies. It was developed in the early 1900s. See 
“Vitrography,” Wikipedia. 
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On the 1st of May, 1926, we were ready to send to La Louviere at the congress of the 

J.O.C. Belgian, a delegation of Parisian Jocists.38 What amazement for these young people, as 

they crossed the “black country” to see so many windows flecked with red flags!39 

I asked Father Bordet, a diocesan missionary who accompanied us to deliver the final 

speech. He was a high-class speaker and his speech, brief as it was, aroused the audience. 

Returning to Paris, our Jocists proudly wore the badge insignia received from the hands of their 

Belgian comrades: a red cross on a white background, with an ear of wheat entwined around the 

cross. Cardijn and I had agreed to issue this badge only to the groups I would nominate. 

It was a question of jealously guarding the labor and militant character of the nascent 

movement. These young people had important demands to make, especially as regards safety in 

the workplace. This is why I wanted to anchor the J.O.C. in the A.C.J.F. I knew [workplace] 

discussion had not been possible; it was resolutely social. 

With Jean Mondange, we were going to make a valuble recruit.40 A worker, born, I 

think, at Le Creusot [eastern France], he occupied at the A.C.J.F. the important post of National 

Secretary of the Workers' Teams. 

38La Louvière is a Walloon city and a former coal mining area located in the Belgian 
province of Hainaut. See “La Louvière,” Wikipedia. 

39The red flags meant communists. The Pays Noir (Black Country) refers to a region of 
Belgium, centered on Charleroi in the province of Hainaut in Wallonia so named for the 
geological presence of coal. In the 19th century the region rapidly industrialized first with coal 
mines, then with related industries such as steel manufacture and glass production. This included 
smoke from the many thousands of ironworking foundries and forges. See “Pays Noir,” 
Wikipedia. 

40Jean Mondange (1902 - 1972) was an electrician and a leader in the Catholic 
Association of French Youth (A.C.J.F.) at Clichy (Seine), which had already formed a section of 
the Jeunesse Ouvrière Christian (J.O.C.). He served as the elected Secretary-General of the 
J.O.C. from 1927 to 1932. He also joined the publishing company, “la Maison de la Bonne 
presse” and created a "Youth" page in the newspaper La Croix and directed the dissemination 
service of this great Christian information company. At the same time, he was director of La Vie 
Catholique. In World War II he helped publish a resistance newspaper at Limoges and belonged 
to an intelligence network in liaison with London. At the Liberation, he became manager of the 
newspaper Témoignage chrétien (Christian Testimony) and a member of the M.R.P. See “Jean 
Mondange,” “Le Maitron: Dictionnaire Biographique, Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social,” 
Association des Amis du Maitron, Centre d’histoire sociale du XXe siècle, 9, rue Malher, 75004 
Paris and Éditions de l’Atelier, 51-55 rue Hoche Bât. B Hall 1 Étage 3, 94200 IVRY-SUR-
SEINE; online at http://maitron-en-ligne.univ-paris1.fr/spip.php?article24504&id_mot=. 
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In frequenting the J.O.C. at Clichy, where I in friendship introduced him, he immediately 

understood that the J.O.C. Belgian had a good future and that his Teams had no future. On the 

basis of this discovery, he became torn apart. But he gradually won over to his conviction [about 

the J.O.C.] his friends at the A.C.J.F, 

In spite of everything, the fruit was maturing. Jocist groups spread in the North. Their 

easy contact with [p. 86] the Belgian companions won them over. In the  A.C.J.F. leaders of the 

Workers' Teams even presented the J.O.C. as preferably to their approach. Thus at the Nancy 

Social Week in the heat of the communicative warmth of a banquet, a representative of A.C.J.F. 

in referring to the J.O.C., [stated] "You are our marching wing!” 

The first issue of Jeunesse Ouvrière [Young Worker] was printed. I hurried to view it and 

in large letters this phrase [Jeunesse Ouvrière] appeared. The news broke out as if the 

organization had already succeeded. It was like a bolt of lightening! Henceforth the organization 

was no longer in doubt. 

And indeed, in October 1926, a letter from Father Guérin announced to me in Belgium, 

where I was doing my Third Year of Novitiate, the conditions under which the agreement was 

finally concluded between the A.C.J.F. and J.O.C. "It's exactly the ones you've set," he added. 

J.O.C. national now had its local, 156, boulevard Raspail; Father Guérin was appointed 

national chaplain and Jean Mondange, National Secretary of the new Movement and member of 

the National Committee of A.C.J.F. Throughout France, A.C.J.F. adopted the J.O.C. but it was 

the autonomous J.O.C. Belgian of Cardijn where the young workers would lead their activity 

"With them, by them, for them.” 

* 
** 

Even before these last arrangemennts had been put in place, an event occurred in the 

secrecy of rather sordid intrigues. By formal order of my local Superior, Fr. Desbuquois, director 

of  Action Populaire, I had been forbidden to put foot in the J.O.C. What had happened? I have 

never been able to clear up this mystery. I did not know that the danger for me was close. "The 

enemies of a man are in his own house.”41 

41This is a quote from Matthew 10:36. Boulier could also find it in Alphonse de 
Liguori’s La religieuse sanctifiée par le bienheureux A.M. de Liguori, évêque de Sainte Agathe-
des-Goths; ouvrage traduit de l'italien en français par MM. les abbés Vidal, Delalle et Bousquet 
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There reigned in Action Populaire a strange atmosphere, a kind of terror. In 1914, this 

Institute had been on the eve of disappearing under the combined attacks of the Integrists and [p. 

87] Northern bosses. Saved by the death of Pius X, the Institute, in 1918, left Reims, its cradle, 

for Paris, more exactly for Vanves, in the suburbs. Now the [Jesuit] Fathers of the Province of 

Paris saw without sympathy this installation. Originating. for the most part, from the West, they 

were perfectly ignorant of the realities of industrial life. It was good for “the lay brothers" of the 

Action Populaire to be interested in it! We were in the midst of the crisis of the Action Franfaise 

and the Jesuits of the Province of Paris, as well as their families, felt strongly about it. Introduced 

to the Nuncio by Mr. Dominico Russo, as an intimate friend of Bishop Maglione, Fr. Desbuquois 

feared above all that these noble relations would make his relations with the Fathers of the 

Province of Paris more difficult.42 

[The Religious Sanctified by the blessed A.M. de Liguori, bishop of Saint Agatha-des-Goths; 
work translated from Italian into French by MM. the abbots Vidal, Delalle and Bousquet]. (Paris: 
Parent-Desbarres, 1835), book 2, p. 336; see also, Liguori, Oeuvres complètes (1843), vol. 9, 
246. 

42Luigi Maglione (1877 – 1944) was a bishop at the time he was named Apostolic 
Nuncio to France in 1926. He was resentfully considered pro-German and had a hand in the 
Hoare-Laval Pact during the Italo-Ethiopian War. Starting in 1939 he served as the Vatican 
Secretary of State under Pope Pius XII. See “Luigi Maglione,” Wikipedia. 

Domenico Russo (1876-1947) was a Neapolitan Christian Democrat and correspondent in 
Paris for nearly half a century of the Italian Catholic press. As a Christian Democrat he was close 
to the Italian People's Party (Partito Popolare Italiano, PPI), sometimes called Italian Popular 
Party. The PPI was inspired by Catholic social teaching. It was active in the early 1920s, but fell 
apart because it was deeply deep split between the pro-and anti-fascist elements. It was founded 
in 1919 by Luigi Sturzo, a Sicilian Catholic priest. The purpose of the PPI was to oppose the 
Italian Socialist Party (PSI). It was backed by Pope Benedict XV, who was in office from 1914 
until 1922. Its heartlands were interior Veneto and north-western Lombardy. It was weaker in 
Piedmont and in Southern Italy. Its platform called for an elective Senate, proportional 
representation, corporatism, agrarian reform, women's suffrage, political decentralization, 
independence of the Catholic Church, and social legislation. By 1924 Sturzo, was forced into 
exile by Cardinal Pietro Gasparri. The latter was an ally of Benito Mussolini, as was Pope Pius 
XI. See Jean-Luc Pouthier, “Domenico Russo (1876-1947): un journaliste démocrate chrétien 
devant le fascisme,” Mélanges de l'école française de Rome (Mixtures of the French School of 
Rome), (Rome: L'Ecole française de Rome, 1979), vol. 91-2 pp. 931-964; online at 
https://www.persee.fr/doc/mefr_0223-5110_1979_num_91_2_2520; see also, “Luigi Sturzo,” 
Wikipedia; “Italian People's Party,” Wikipedia. 
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But there was worse! Fr. Danset, deputy director of the Action Populaire, came to speak 

sharply against J.O.C.43 At the beginning of July, at Vanves, I saw Father Guérin enter my 

room. He was moved and very angry. He came out of Father Danset's room: “I do not want to 

see Father Danset,” he said to me, “he does not understand anything about J.O.C.” I just 

shrugged my shoulders. 

How could the J.O.C. interest Father Danset? He was immersed in his studies of finance 

and economics. But he was also in touch with the priests of the Entente sacerdotale [Clerical 

Association] who, eager to see the J.O.C. take off, had, no doubt, spoken of it and its difficulties 

in being approved by the A.C.J.F.44 He was, moreover, the friend of Charles Flory, President of 

the Semaines Sociales [social weeks] where Father Danset made, every year, a highly 

appreciated and much anticipated course.45 Flory was the former President of the A.C.J.F. and 

he continued to besiege Gerlier with his criticism of the J.O.C. These few snippets of information 

43Achille Danset (1877-1935) was a French Jesuit. He is discussed in André Caudron 
and Michel Launay, “Georges Guérin,” Le Maitron: Dictionnaire Biographique, Mouvement 
Ouvrier, Mouvement Social, Association des Amis du Maitron, Centre d’histoire sociale du XXe 
siècle, 9, rue Malher, 75004 Paris and Éditions de l’Atelier, 51-55 rue Hoche Bât. B Hall 1 Étage 
3, 94200 IVRY-SUR-SEINE; online at http://maitron-en-ligne.univ-
paris1.fr/spip.php?article24271; see also, Droulers, Politique sociale et christianisme: le Père 
Desbuquois et l Action Populaire (Paris: Editions Ouvrières, 1969). 

44Henri Daniel-Rops in A Fight for God: 1870 – 1939 (New York: Dutton, 1965), p. 
293, points out that the A.C.J.F. was dominated by bourgeoise-elitist students who accused the 
J.O.C.’s young working class trade unionists of waging class warfare. 

45Charles Flory (1890 – 1981) was a founding member of the Popular Republican 
Movement (M.R.P.), a senator from the 14th arrondissement of Paris under the Fourth Republic 
and son-in-law of the philosopher Maurice Blondel. From 1921 to 1926 he was president of the 
A.C.J.F. of which another future figure of the M.R.P., Georges Bidault, was the vice-president. 
In 1927 he helped establish the magazine Politique which disseminated the ideas of the People's 
Democratic Party (Parti démocrate populaire). During World War II he was active in the 
Resistance as part of the Christian Democrats and was arrested in 1943. At the Liberation, he 
helped General de Gaulle and the Catholic Resistance have the apostolic nuncio and a large 
number of compromised bishops replaced because they had shown too much favor to Vichy. The 
new nuncio was Mgr. Roncalli. See “Charles Flory,” Wikipedia. 

The Social Weeks (Semaines Sociales) were created by two French lay Catholics in 1904, 
in the movement prompted by Leo XIII’s encyclical Rerum Novarum. They are best known for 
the annual session they organize during November, which brings together more than 3,000 
people each year, where Social Catholics meet and exchange ideas. The parent organization 
promotes training and education about social cooperation, and sponsors a book publishing 
company. See “Chronique Sociale,” Wikipedia. 
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were enough for Fr. Danset to conclude on a doctoral note: "I say that those who launched the 

J.O.C. were imprudent! And what if the tribulations of Action Populaire should begin again? 

The influence of Father Danset on Father Desbuquois was great, and that is why Father 

Desbouquois, probably alerted by Father Danset, decided to intervene. From what source did he 

draw his information? Even today I do not know. [p. 88] 
One evening he summoned me to talk about the J.O.C. and I could immediately perceive 

that he knew nothing about it. I had to explain to him in detail our difficulties and the stake of the 

struggle, the forces that supported us and those that remained hostile to us. I did not deny 

anything of our progress and our hopes, of the interest that the Superiors of the Company 

[Jesuits] took in our efforts. I named to him all who were engaged in the struggle and their 

respective positions. "But then," he finally said to me, "are you holding all the threads?" "I am 

their friend," I replied; “they trust me and follow my advice, but they make their own decisions 

and have the responsibility.” "Eh! Well, from now on I forbid you any contact with the J.O.C. 

You do not have to set foot there any more.” And he added these strange words: "You will not 

demolish the Action Populaire! How did the newly-born J.O.C. present a danger to Action 

Populaire? Where was he coming from? From Father Danset and his opposition, of which, 

moreover, I did not know at that time? 

Flory's opposition to the J.O.C. did it also threaten Action Populaire? 

The dispute did not last long. Father Bonduelle, provincial of the province of 

Champagne, arrived at Vanves.46 He told me that J.O.C. was going to have the free field; 

everything was almost decided and, to better ensure its development my departure for the Third 

Year of novitiate would be delayed by one year. 

Authority had spoken. Father Desbuquois had only to submit. Surprise! He did not do 

anything. By what pressure did he succeed in changing Father Provincial's mind? By what 

information that was more or less erroneous?… I had to leave for the Third Year, without 

knowing that I was saying, by that, a definitive farewell to the J.O.C. In the night before I left, I 

46André Bonduelle authored Le repos du dimanche et la distillerie [Sunday rest and the 
distillery] (Paris: Congrès internationale du repos du Dimanche, Imprimerie G. Picquoin, 1900) 
and Une paroisse derrière les barbelés: premiers mois de captivité. Textes-recueillis par André 
Bonduelle et René Vielliard. Préfaces de S. Em. le Cardinal Suhard [A parish behind the barbed 
wire: first months of captivity. Texts-collected by André Bonduelle and René Vielliard. Prefaces 
of S. Em. Cardinal Suhard] (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, Impr. de E. Desfossés, 1943). 
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put the finishing touches to the Appel de la J.O.C. [Call of the J.O.C.], a short pamphlet that was 

to be used to launch the Movement throughout France. On the platform of the Gare de l'Est, 

where he had come to bid me farewell, I left the manuscript in the hands of the Abbe Guerin. 

Everything was fine as well. "One sows, another reaps ... The crop is already white for 

harvesting "47 [p. 89] 

The authentic J.O.C., the Belgian J.O.C., based on the Belgian Handbook drafted by 

Cardijn had finally received its building permit in France, throughout France, thanks to the pact 

of union signed with A.C.J.F. when it had become "the marching wing,” thanks to a happy 

expression. 

But now it was a question of building it and one could say, repeating a famous phrase: 

Finally the difficulties begin!48 

We thought to spread in France the Belgium J.O.C. by closely following the Cardijn 

Handbook. But others, alas! planned to create from scratch a French J.O.C. Until the war of 

1939, according to the testimony of Mr. Meert, Cardijn was not invited to France. So who was 

going to implement the J.O.C. on plans designed by Cardijn? Mondange in turn had been 

dismissed and this was a considerable fault because he was the living link of the J.O.C. with 

A.C.J.F. [FN 1]  

[FN 1] Moreover, the A.C.J.F. was going to disappear, literally 
swallowed up by Catholic Action. In Belgium the J.O.C. was solidly structured so 
that the Action Catholique itself was only a label. In France, in the proliferation of 
associations of all sorts that claimed to be Action Catholique, J.O.C. soon lost its 
originality. It became one of the innumerable associations approved by the 
episcopate to participate in the "hierarchical apostolate" (sic).  

However, the Action Catholique, carried by the J.O.C. was spreading 
everywhere. Who was not Action Catholique? These ladies of the “Patriotic 
League of French,” founded by a clever Jesuit “to use in order to obtain good 

47John 4:35-37. 
48This phrase was used by Alexandre Bracke-Desrousseaux ((1861 – 1955) on May 10, 

1936, a few days after the Socialist (Section française de l'Internationale ouvrière, S.F.I.O.) 
electoral victory in the legislative elections. They gathered in the National Council in Paris 
(salon of the Hotel Moderne, Place de la Republique), where they claimed for Leon Blum the 
leadership of the Popular Front government. See Alexandre Brake, “Enfin, les difficultés 
commencent…,” Le Populaire (Paris: S.F.I.O., May 11, 1936), quoted in L’Ours (Paris: L’ 
Office Universitaire de Recherche Socialiste), online at 
http://www.lours.org/archives/defaulte62a.html?pid=793. The early history of the S.F.I.O is 
noted in Chapter 2. 
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elections” (sic) merged with its  rival Action Catholique des femmes to become 
the Action Catholique Feminine. These ladies rivaled the apostolic ardor of the 
J.O.C.49 Yes, but in the Action Catholique mandated by the bishops the J.O.C. 
was bound to limit itself to the apostolate of their environment. What became of 
the workers’ action?  
 

In the A.C.J.F. the rural people, in their turn, founded the J.A.C. [Jeunesse agricole 

catholique]. A happy initiative, the demands of which, based on the aspirations and misery of the 

poor peasants, have been shaking up the great landowners in the Chambers of Agriculture.50 But 

when two Normalians [École normale supérieure, Paris], Marc Scheuer and Jean Chaudron, both 

of A.C.J.F., founded the J.E.C. (Jeunesse Étudiante Chrétienne), they did not perceive that they 

deprived themselves of all political action and the A.C.J.F. membership of the intellectuals who 

could ensure the soundness and independence of its Steering Committees in Paris and in the 

provinces, the [p. 90] true leaders of the A.C.J.F., completely lay and independent of any 

clerical interference.51 

49Action catholique des femmes (A.C.F. or Catholic Action for Women) is a women's 
association established in 1901. It works for the dignity and the promotion of women in the 
fields of life: family, professional, political, associative and ecclesial. See “Action catholique des 
femmes,” on line at “https://eglise.catholique.fr/guide-eglise-catholique-france/structure/action-
catholique-des-femmes. 

50Jeunesse agricole catholique (J.A.C. or The Catholic Agricultural Youth) and in the 
1960s renamed Rural Youth Christian Movement (M.R.J.C.) is a French movement of Action 
Catholique that was created in November 1929 by young people and priests, including Jacques 
Ferté and Robert Gravier. See “Jeunesse agricole catholique,” Wikipedia. 

51Jeunesse Étudiante Chrétienne (J.E.C.) is a worldwide movement of young Christian 
students. The movement also goes by the name Y.C.S. (Young Christian Students) in English. It 
was created 1929 in France, as part of the Catholic social movement, by students from the 
A.C.J.F. (Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française) wishing to minister to other Catholic 
students. The movement organised specialist branches. In 1935 the J.E.C., opposed Nazism and 
grew rapidly. In 1936, their first national convention had 4000 participants. The movement 
operated in the spirit of the Specialized Catholic Action movements that were inspired by Joseph 
Cardijn (the founder of the Young Christian Workers) with the methodology of “See-Judge-
Act.” According to Wikipedia, the J.E.C. was a significant operator in the French resistance 
during World War II. In the 1960s the J.E.C. denounced torture and the French government's 
fighting against Algerian independence; this caused tensions with the bishops in France. As a 
result, in 1965, the Church removed its mandate from the association. This lead to schism within 
the organization, which lasted until the reconstruction in the 1980s. The organization is 
recognized by the Holy See and since the World Council of Kampala in 2007, has the private 
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The contradiction flared up in the conflict between the J.E.C. and Cardinal Veuillot.52 In 

his somewhat rigid logic the cardinal was right. « "Mandated" to exercise its hierarchical 

“apostolate” in the milieu of schools and faculties, the J.E.C. did not have to meddle in politics. 

»  So caught up in the rising tide, Action Catholique, A.C.J.F. lost its autonomy, its orginality 

and its dynamism. In a word, Action Catholique killed it. 

Taking advantage of the modesty, humility and effacement of the holy Abbot Guérin, the 

chaplain of the J.O.C. – the future bishop’s nursery – emancipated it from Cardijn. Under the 

pretext of apostolate, they built in the midst of it a sort of worker Christianity, or proletarian, or 

revolutionary, or Marxist, the one which nowadays ravages parishes, brings discomfort and 

crisis. Certainly, Mgr. Glorieux and Father Godin were priests of the greatest merit.53 The two 

beautiful prayers of the new Roman Missal for the Bread Offering and the Offering of Wine at 

the Offertory are borrowed literally from the Jocist missal. But finally, when the abbot Godin in 

France, country of mission deplores the malaise of Jocists penetrating into a sacristy with 

gleaming woodwork, carefully polished parquet, pardon my use of the expression - is way off the 

mark.. 

In the midst of the populace, as Canon Boyreau had realized in Placentia, the sacristy was 

impeccable, a veritable salon where the tramps of the area and the stony "fortifications" were 

juridical statute according to the Canon Law 298-311 and 321-329. See “Jeunesse Étudiante 
Chrétienne,” Wikipedia. 

52Pierre Veuillot (1913 –1968) was Archbishop of Paris. He worked in the Vatican 
Secretariat of State in World War II. In 1961 he was made a bishop of Paris. He died of leukemia 
having been a cardinal for only 6 months. See “Pierre Veuillot,” Wikipedia. 

53Palémon Glorieux (1892 – 1979) was a medieval historian and theologian who taught 
from 1919 to 1949 at the Grand Séminaire in the Diocèse of Lille. He was a founding chaplain of 
the J.O.C. in the Lille diocese and wrote many books and articles for the movement, particularly 
for chaplains. He was a lifelong friend and supporter of Cardijn. See “Palémon Glorieux, Cardijn 
Priests” online at http://priests.josephcardijn.com/glorieux-palemon. 

Henri Godin (1906 – 1944) was also a J.O.C. chaplain. In 1943, together with another 
priest, Yvan Daniel, he wrote a book, France: pays de mission? in which he analysed the 
"dechristianisation" of the working class in French cities and the need to develop new strategies. 
Soon after he launched the Mission de Paris to work on this objective. He died in bed 
asphyxiated by fumes after a heater caused his woollen mattress to catch fire. See “Henri Godin, 
Cardijn Priests” online at http://priests.josephcardijn.com/henri-godin. 
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welcomed with exquisite politeness.54 "There is nothing too beautiful for them!” He said to me 

and he invited the best preachers, talented organists who gave during lent popular concerts; in 

drinking their share, who would not! 

However, what was becoming of the J.O.C. now attached to Action Catholique? Very 

guided by progressive priests, it seemed to me to exhale a strong smell of clericalism or one 

could even discern some hints of Satan’s fumes. This is what came out of the character of its 

Christianity. As for its worker character, it now comes from its [p. 91] activity in the C.G.T. 

unions [syndicats cégétistes] and partly in the communists. The Jocists, by the present-day laws 

of National Education, are now schoolboys; they hang out in school until they are sixteen. They 

are no longer apprentices subjected to the harsh discipline of the workshops [ateliers]. And at 

eighteen, here they are! Does the J.O.C. still keep its raison d'être? 

How does the J.O.C. train its adults? What does it bring them? It advocates the "revision 

of life" in communities of believers. What is the revision of life? It is for each one to submit his 

life in detail, to the criticism of the community of friends. Certainly, the monk accuses his 

brothers of the faults committed by him against the external rule, but his private life, his inner 

conscience, remains outside his confession and remains his secret before God. Examination of 

conscience and confession are also done in the secrecy of the confessional [sacrament], where 

the priest is for the faithful both the physician and the judge in the name of God and by mandate 

of the bishop. "May Jesus Christ our Lord absolve you and me in my turn, I lift you from any 

bond of excommunication and prohibition to the extent that I have received power and you 

would need it and finally I absolve you of all your sins in the name of the Father and the Son and 

the Holy Spirit. Amen."55 

54Plaisance is a district in the 14th arrondissement of Paris, France. Emmanuel Boyreau 
(1859-1937) was a doctor of law and priest of Our Lady of the Rosary, Paris. See “Emmanuel 
Boyreau BNF,” online at https://data.bnf.fr/en/11097605/emmanuel_boyreau/. 

55Prior to 1973, the formula of absolution contained in the 1614 Ordo ministrandi 
sacramentum poenitentiae was, in English: 

May our Lord Jesus Christ absolve you: and I by his authority absolve you from 
every bond of excommunication, suspension and interdict, insofar as I am able 
and you need it. And finally, I absolve you from your sins, in the name of the 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

The current Rite of Penance that was produced in 1973, uses the formula: 
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Now, if one understands the "revision of life" in the J.O.C., it is a total self-criticism 

made in front of camarades. The friends are there and, in the opinion of the friends, "you are 

wrong or you did well". Thus, in front of an episcopal document emanated from the Synod, the 

Jocists, three times, stood up in the name of their "revision of life". What does it mean? That 

their conscience is satisfied for the reason that their friends have agreed, in a free examination. It 

would no longer be in the conscience of each and under the responsibility of the soul alone 

before the Church and before God that the supreme law of duty is formulated? The degradation 

is obvious and has lasted for fifty years. It is amazing that no one has yet seen its ravages. 

If we want to get an idea of what has become of France’s J.O.C., once it affirmed its 

independence from the Cardijn Foundation, it is enough to analyze a very recent document in 

which it defines itself. [p. 92]  
(Témoignage [Testimony], official organ of the J.O.C., Nov. 1976, reproduced by the 

Documentation Catholique of Dec. 5, 1976, p. 1,047), a statement of the J.O.C.56 We will quote 

it in full, paragraph by paragraph, because the occasion is singular and the text perfectly 

authentic. Here is the case.  

A large gathering of adult Christians seeks to come together today under the title of 

"Christians for Socialism." In France, this gathering is still fumbling. It is, at the same time, open 

and vague about the socialism of which it is claiming for itself. Naturally, this Movement turned 

towards A.C.O. and J.O.C. to reach out to them because A.C.O. and J.O.C., if they are 

Christians, adopt in the field of social action an attitude that can only be described as socialist in 

God, the Father of mercies,  
through the death and the resurrection of his Son  
has reconciled the world to himself  
and sent the Holy Spirit among us  
for the forgiveness of sins;  
through the ministry of the Church  
may God give you pardon and peace,  
and I absolve you from your sins in the name of the Father, and of the Son and of 
the Holy Spirit.  

See Ordo paenitentiae, p. 46 (1974); “Sacrament of Penance,” Wikipedia; and “Reconciliation,” 
Catechism of the Catholic Church, paragraph 1449, online at 
http://www.vatican.va/archive/ccc_css/archive/catechism/p2s2c2a4.htm. 

56La Documentation catholique (Paris: Bayard Presse, 5, rue Bayard, 75380) is a semi-
monthly journal established 1919, which is also issued in English as Catholic international. 
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the broadest sense.57 Their place was therefore all ready in the movement that is trying to form. 

Now, to the great surprise of those concerned, under the title: "Why do we say no to Christians 

for socialism", the J.O.C. expressed its refusal at length. And here are the words: 

"The prospect of a grouping of Christians for socialism leads us to recall the essence of 

our approach. All the experience of A.C.O. allows us to formulate in this way our fundamental 

conviction: the dynamism of the workers' movement is a privileged way of the meeting of Jesus 

Christ by the workers." 

Let's skip over this French that is a little rough ... What do we want to declare? That to 

meet Jesus Christ there exists, for the workers, a privileged path: the dynamism of the workers' 

movement? Do not you find this declaration, a little old enough, a little forty-eight?58 Jesus 

Christ the first of the socialists? We are in utopian socialism, as Marx would say. Follows a 

historical explanation: 

"The birth of the J.O.C. was a historic event for the J.O.C. and the working class and, 

since that date, believing workers - known as such –have been fighting this battle”. 

What fight? There is no question of it until now in the [Communist] Manifesto. Without 

doubt, we mean "the class struggle"? What other fight would it be? So why not [p. 93] tell it 

57Information about A.C.O. and J.O.C was noted earlier in this chapater. 
58The Revolutions of 1848 were a series of revolts throughout Europe in 1848. They 

were essentially bourgeois revolutions and democratic and liberal in nature, with the aim of 
removing the old monarchical structures and creating independent nation-states. The revolutions 
spread across Europe after an initial revolution began in France in February. Over 50 countries 
were affected, but with no significant coordination or cooperation among their respective 
revolutionaries. Some of the major contributing factors were widespread dissatisfaction with 
political leadership, demands for more participation in government and democracy, demands for 
freedom of the press, other demands made by the working class, the upsurge of nationalism, and 
the regrouping of established government forces.  

The uprisings were led by ad hoc coalitions of reformers, the middle classes and workers, 
which did not hold together for long. Many of the revolutions were quickly suppressed; tens of 
thousands of people were killed, and many more were forced into exile. Significant lasting 
reforms included the abolition of serfdom in Austria and Hungary, the end of absolute monarchy 
in Denmark, and the introduction of representative democracy in the Netherlands. The 
revolutions were most important in France, the Netherlands, the states of the German 
Confederation that would make up the German Empire in the late 19th and early 20th century, 
Italy, and the Austrian Empire. See “Revolutions of 1848,” Wikipedia. 
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clearly? Why this sudden modesty? It's good, it seems to me, a "fight" for socialism? You would 

be, too. "Christians for Socialism" It is eye-opening! But then why your refusal? Why your no? 

I think I guess. This movement, born in Italy. is pretty badly seen in the Vatican. Then 

your No comes at the right moment; it puts you on the right side of the stick, the privileged path 

that leads to ecclesiastical dignities. Another reason for saying no: if the movement of 

"Christians for Socialism" acquires prestige and extension, the recruitment of the J.O.C. risks 

being dried up. Competition would be disagreeable. 

“For twenty-six years in A.C.O. as an extension of the quest begun by the J.O.C. we are 

witnesses ...” 

Again this mania today to “search” to question everything! I have never seen Cardijn in 

search. There was no need to discover the working class and its “dynamism”: it was there. It 

made the young men “discover” their nobility, of which no one spoke to them, the beauty of the 

cloisters, of the cathedrals, which their fathers had formerly built, and where he took them to 

retreat in silence. 

I can still hear Cardinal Mercier talking to an audience of Jocistes in Brussels. This tall 

old whiten man spoke to them of mysticism and contemplation, and they listened to him in a 

profound silence: The words were so simple, so absorbing. 

“As witnesses,” the text continues, “the workers acceptance of God and the response 

they give in words and deeds to His invitation to the very heart interior of working life and 

action.” 

It is possible, Christ is, indeed, the sun of souls and "no one escapes his radiance," says 

St. Augustine, quoting the psalm. But why add: "This decisive answer is experienced in the 

reaction of the workers' movement and not within the framework of Church structures?" 

What are “the structures of the Church,” or rather of “the Church,” to speak French? It 

should be understood that, it seems to me, your dioceses and parishes, religious orders and 

associations under the leadership of bishops and priests, their [p. 94] delegates, whom the 

bishops designate or whom the faithful elect. What is outside these structures? Atheism, 

Hinduism, Islam, Protestantism, today Moon[ies], tomorrow a new sect, a mushroom grows in 
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the night ...59 Is this the answer of a man to the invitation of God? It's really huge and there is no 

need to insist.  

But we insist and how!  

"On the other hand, it is through the reconditioning of the community life of believers 

that, as activists engaged in the various organizations of the working class, we receive the signs 

of the Spirit of God and the answer given by the workers. In this search for God with the 

workers, we rely on each other and take into account what organizations make us live. " 

Let's try to see clearly in this gibberish. 

And first of all, what are the working-class organizations where the militants of the 

J.O.C. are engaged and where they welcome the signs of the Spirit of God? It is primarily the 

unions of the C.G.T. of the C.F.D.T., of the F.O. and of the C.F.T.C.60 Then there are the 

political parties: the Socialist Party, the Communist Party, united on a common program of the 

Left, then the P.S.U., the Trotskyists, the Maoists and some other leftist groups.61 I confess that 

59Boulier’s reference to “Moon” is to the Unification Church or "Moonies", which is a 
religious movement that in the United States began in the 1950s and 1960s when missionaries 
from Japan and South Korea were sent there by the international Unification movement's founder 
and leader Sun Myung Moon. See “Unification Church,” Wikipedia. 

60See the Glossary for information about the C.G.T. (Confédération Générale du Travail), 
which is the communist influenced confederation, the C.F.T.C. (the Confédération française des 
travailleurs chrétiens or French Confederation of Christian Workers) was noted at the beginning 
of this chapter. 

The C.F.D.T. (Confédération française démocratique du travail or the French 
Democratic Confederation of Labour is one of the five major French confederations of trade 
unions and the largest confederation by number of members (875,000) but comes only second 
after the Confédération générale du travail (C.G.T.) in voting results for representative bodies. 

The F.O. (Confédération Générale du Travail - Force Ouvrière, or simply Force 
Ouvrière, General Confederation of Labor - Workers' Force) is another of the five major union 
confederations and in terms of following, it is the third behind the C.G.T. and the C.F.D.T. It was 
founded in 1948 by former members of the (C.G.T.), who were anti-communist and funded by 
the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.) through the American Federation of Labor’s (A.F.L.) 
Irving Brown. See “List of trade unions in France,” Wikipedia. 

61The P.S.U. (Parti Socialiste Unifié or the Unified Socialist Party) was a socialist 
political party in France, founded in 1960. It later merged with the New Left for Socialism, 
Ecology and Self-management, and formed the Red and Green Alternatives (nowadays 
integrated in the group Les Alternatifs). See “Parti Socialiste Unifié, PSU,” Wikipedia. 

La Gauche refers to the Union of the Left, which was an electoral alliance concluded 
between the Socialist Party (P.S.), the Movement of Left Radicals (M.R.G.) and the French 
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when I read assiduously Humanity by state duty, for the remission of my sins, I said laughing to 

my communist friends, I state that in a careful reading to see the slightest manifestations of these 

organizations never to have recognized "the signs of the Spirit of God". Nor did it appear to me 

that "the workers gave an answer"...62 

The J.O.C. may have received special gifts of clairvoyance and discernment, because in 

"this search for God with the workers" that the organizations (C.G.T., C.F.D.T., communist 

party, socialist party, etc.) make us live for, “we support it and take it into account.” What is it 

these ganizations make us live for in the search for God? It's a mystery, something we have to 

believe, but we can not understand. To make us believe in this mystery "which it supports and 

takes into account", the J.O.C. seeks [p. 95] a new language of faith. And why not begin with 

correct French? 

"Take into account" is to receive from a creditor a first payment that is credited to the 

settlement of his account until the extinguishment of the debt. What does it mean to "take into 

account?" Where is the debtor? Where is the creditor? Where is the payment and what does this 

pretentious metaphor come to do? This tangled style is borrowed from the sports chroniclers for 

whom the participation in an event becomes a "benefit!” 

To “take into account” what the organizations (C.G.T., C.F.D.T., F.O., socialist party, 

communist patty, etc.) make us live in this search for God, with the workers, "outside the 

framework of Church structures”, the J.O.C is placed in communities of believers where the 

activists engage in different organizations (C.G.T., C.F.D.T., F.O, socialist party, communist 

party, etc.) engage in the "revision of life". It receives in these organizations, in deeds and words, 

“signs of the Spirit of God”. What signs? Under what forms do they appear? What spirit are the 

Communist Party (P.C.F.), from 1972 to 1977, on the basis of the Joint Program of Government. 
See “Union de la gauche,” Wikipedia. 

62L’Humanité (Humanity) is the Paris-published daily  newspaper of the French 
Communist Party (P.C.F.). Its slogan is "In an ideal world, L'Humanité would not exist." It was 
established in 1904 by the socialist Jean Jaurès (1859–1914) and in 1920 came under the control 
of the newly organized Communist Party. In August 1939 it was dissolved along with the party 
in reaction to the German-Soviet Non-aggression Pact. During World War II it was published 
clandestinely. Immediately after the war, with the Communist Party at its greatest popularity, the 
paper had a readership of approximately 1,000,000. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, it  
sought to broaden its appeal by publishing views from a variety of left-oriented perspectives. 
Those efforts failed  and, by the time of the paper’s centennial in 2004, its circulation had 
dropped below 50,000. See “L'Humanité,” Wikipedia. 
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forms?  What proves to us that it is the Spirit of God? We are awaiting the answer, I doubt that it 

will ever come, but the answer, if you will, is: 

“This action carried out with the organizations is in keeping with the whole of the 

workers' world and places the struggle experienced in France in its international dimension. It is 

indeed at the heart of this struggle that we want to enable the working class to know Jesus 

Christ." 

Thus, the typographical workers on strike at the Parisien libéré [newspaper] and who are 

"at the heart" of the struggle, are leading France, since they are able to some extent able to 

deprive the French of a newspaper, will know Jesus. Christ.63 The J.O.C. enables them. The 

struggle will be for them a "privileged way". 

The reader can see that we follow very closely the document we are analyzing and that 

the J.O.C. walks from surprise to surprise. 

Thre follows a historical reminder. The J.O.C document explains that the Church has 

chosen to oppose the working class, but [p. 96] that it has changed somewhat, thanks essentially 

to the action of the organizations (C.G.T., C.F.D.T., F.O., parti socialiste, parti communiste, 

etc.). Let's quote: 

"We do not forget the choices made by the Church in the history of the working class, but 

we also remember the fact that the evolution of social reality, due essentially to the action of 

workers' organizations ( C.G.T., C.F.D.T., F.O. partyi socialist, communiste, etc.) has not been 

without effects on certain changes of behavior on the part of Christians and the hierarchy." 

This is pushing ignorance a bit further. There have always been, in the Church, 

"Christians for Socialism" and against the liberal individualism of the bourgeoisie, enriched and 

brought to power by the Revolution: Villeneuve-Bargemont, de Coux and L'Avenir of 

Lammenais, Buchez and Atelier, Villermé and his famous inquiry, Mgr. Affre marching towards 

the barricade with an olive branch in his hand and killed with a bullet in the back drawn from the 

ranks of the army, Ozanam and the New Era, the viscount of Melun, Count de Mun and the 

Marquis de la Tour du Pin, Léon Harmel and Christian Democrats, Marc Sangnier and Sillon, 

"les abbes democrats” [democratic priests] and Father Lemire, Henri Lorin and Social Weeks, the 

A.C.J.F. [Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française], lastly, in short, all social 

63Boulier is referring to the mid-1970s, 28-month strike of the C.G.T. typographers at 
the newspaper Parisien libéré. See “Le Parisien,” Wikipedia. 
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Catholicism.64 And abroad, Ketteler, archbishop of Mainz, "my predecessor," said Leo XIII; 

Cardinal Manning, Cardinal Gibbons and Bishop Ireland.65 During the whole of the nineteenth 

64Information about Antoine-Frédéric Ozanam (1813 – 1853), Albert de Mun (1841 – 
1914), René de La Tour du Pin. (1834 – 1924) and about Marc Sangnier and Sillon was noted in 
Chapter 2. Information about L'Avenir and L'Atelier is note in the newspaper section of the 
Glossary. Information about Jean Paul Alban de Villeneuve-Bargemont is noted in the Persons 
section of the Glossary. Information about the Christian democracy movement is noted in the 
Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements section of the Glossary. 

Charles de Coux (1787-1864) was a French professor of political economy at several 
institutions, including the Catholic University of Louvain. In 1845 he became editor of 
L’Univers, which was a Catholic daily newspaper that existed from 1834 to 1919. Even prior to 
Karl Marx he denounced the phenomenon of surplus value. See “Charles de Coux,” Wikipedia. 

Félicité de Lamennais (1782 – 1854) was a priest and politician. Ultramontain in the 
beginning, he evolved into an advocate for liberal, and social Catholicism, as well as the 
Christian democracy. In 1833, he renounced his ecclesiastical functions and published Paroles 
d'un croyant (Words of a believer), which was condemned by Pope Gregory XVI. In 1848 he 
was elected to the National Assembly. See “Félicité de Lamennais,” Wikipedia. 

Philippe Buchez (1796–1865) was an historian, politician and founder of the newspaper 
L'Atelier (the Workshop). He served briefly, in 1848, as the president of the Constituent National 
Assembly, which was then meeting at the Palais Bourbon in Paris. As a student in the 1820s he 
was a member of the Saint-Simonian Society, which was based on the ideas of Saint-Simon, an 
early socialist theoretician. However, Buchez elaborated his own ideas, which he characterized 
as Christian socialism. Later he helped edit the Histoire parlementaire de la Révolution 
française (1833-1838; 40 vols.), which took the side of Robespierre and the Jacobins and 
espoused the belief that the French Revolution was an attempt to fulfill Christianity's promise. 
He also helped establish the worker-owned and worker-operated newspaper, L'Atelier (1840-
1850), which was utopian, socialist, and Christian. 

Louis-René Villermé (1782 – 1863) was a French economist and physician. He was 
known for his early studies (inquiry) of social epidemiology, or the effects of socioeconomic 
status on health, in early industrial France, and was an advocate for hygienic reform in factories 
and prisons. His work is considered pivotal in the history of the fields of sociology and statistical 
inquiry, and he is considered a founder of epidemiology.  

Villermé published works on the conditions in prisons in France, and the benefits of 
helping prisoners return to outside life when their sentences ended. Another concerned the role 
of industrialization on the general health and quality of life of working-class people. His best-
known work was concerned with workers in the cotton, wool, and silk industries, including the 
children that worked in the mills. He was an active supporter of government intervention against 
child labor and for the required education of young children, positions that influenced the 
passage of comprehensive French child labor legislation in 1841. See “Louis-René Villermé,” 
Wikipedia. 

Denis-Auguste Affre (1793–1848) was Archbishop of Paris from 1840 to 1848. He was 
killed while trying to negotiate peace during the June Days uprising of 1848. He had been named 
as the Archbishop of Paris in 1840. Though opposed to the government of King Louis-Philippe I, 
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he accepted the establishment of the French Second Republic in 1848 and took no part in 
politics. He opened new parishes in the working-class neighborhoods. 

In June 1848, faced with starvation due to plans by the French government to close the 
National Workshops it had recently created in order to provide work to the poor, a large segment 
of the citizenry began rioting, setting up barricades in the streets of Paris. The crisis led to the 
government's use of the National Guard against the workers and carnage. Affre attempted to 
intervene to stop the bloodshed. When he mounted the barricade bearing a green branch as sign 
of peace to address both sides, he had spoken only a few words when the insurgents, hearing 
some shots and feeling that they had been betrayed, opened fire upon the National Guard. Affre 
fell, struck by a stray bullet. The public funeral had 200,000 people in attendance. See “Denis-
Auguste Affre,” Wikipedia. 

Armand Marie Joachim Melun (1807-1877) was the founder in 1843 of the Work of 
Apprentices (l’Oeuvre des apprentis), which was entrusted to the brothers of the Christian 
Schools. President of the Society of Charitable Economy (1847), representative in the Legislative 
Assembly (1849-1851) and a pioneer of mutual benefit societies. He maintained that the state 
had the obligation to alleviate want  and in 1849 he elaborated a scheme of social legislation 
which he presented to the Legislative Assembly. See André Caudron, “Armand Melun,” Le 
Maitron: Dictionnaire Biographique, Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social, (Paris: 
Association des Amis du Maitron, Centre d’histoire sociale du XXe siècle and Éditions de 
l’Atelier, 2009); online at http://maitron-en-ligne.univ-paris1.fr/spip.php?article34873&id_mot=; 
Parker Moon, The Labor Problem and the Social Catholic Movement in France (New York, The 
Macmillan company, 1921), p. 46. 

Léon Harmel (1829 – 1915) was a French industrialist who put the social doctrine of 
Pope Leo XIII’s encyclical Rerum novarum (1891) into practice in his spinning mills. This 
included the establishment of a savings bank in 1840, an interest-free loan fund in 1842, a 
fraternal society in 1846, a worker’s orchestra in 1848, schools, an insurance company, factory 
councils in 1883 to allow the participation of workers in the management of the company and 
Christian study circles. Influenced by the labor syndicalist movements he condemned economic 
liberalism for leaving the worker unprotected in the face of capital. He worked to bring moral 
and material security to the workers within Christian "corporations", formed by the bosses and 
workers. He recorded his ideas in Manuel d'une corporation chrétienne (Manual of a Christian 
corporation), published in 1879. See “Léon Harmel,” Wikipedia. 

Jules Auguste Lemire (1853 – 1928) was a priest and social reformer. He was educated at 
the college of St Francis of Assisi, Hazebrouck, where he subsequently taught philosophy and 
rhetoric. Following the pontifical advice to rally to the Republic, in 1897 he was elected deputy 
for Hazebrouck and was returned unopposed at the elections of 1898, 1902 and 1906. In 1912 he 
was the author of the law prohibiting night work for children under the age of thirteen. He also 
organized a society called La Ligue française du coin de terre et du foyer (French League of the 
land and home corner) the object of which was to secure, at the expense of the state, a piece of 
land for every French family desirous of possessing one. The abbé Lemire sat in the chamber of 
deputies as a conservative republican and Christian Socialist. He protested in 1893 against the 
action of the Dupuy cabinet in closing the Bourses du Travail, characterizing it as the expression 
of a policy of disdain of the workers. Bourses du Travail were labour councils, that is, working 
class organizations that encouraged mutual aid, education, and self-organization amongst their 
members in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. They contained lending libraries, 
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century, if the reactionaries triumphed in the Church, they found in front of them a resistance 

sometimes singularly hardy. However, the J.O.C. are silent about about this effort, which is more 

than a hundred years old  and which compensates for many failings. To whom does one resort in 

order to judge the place of the Church in the social struggles of the nineteenth century? Let's 

listen: 

"With our organizations (C.G.T., C.F.D.T., F.O., Sodalist party, Communist party, etc.), 

we analyze the exploitation of workers and its causes.[FN 1]  [p. 97] And let us situate 

ourselves in their strategy.[FN 2] It is with our respective bodies (C.G.T., C.F.D.T., socialist 

party, communist party, etc.)[FN 3] that we judge the place of the Church in this system[FN 4] 

classrooms, meeting halls and theatres. Family and community celebrations took place there, as 
did political discussions, formal meetings and light entertainment. The Bourses du Travail 
buildings are still often the locations of theatres and concert venues. See “Jules Auguste Lemire,” 
Le Maitron: Dictionnaire Biographique, Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social, (Paris: 
Association des Amis du Maitron, Centre d’histoire sociale du XXe siècle and Éditions de 
l’Atelier, 2009); online at http://maitron-en-ligne.univ-paris1.fr/spip.php?article34873&id_mot=; 
and “Jules Auguste Lemire,” Wikipedia. 

Henri Lorin (1857 – 1914) was an activist engaged in social Catholicism, which included 
being a member of the the Catholic Circles of Workers founded by Mun, secretary of the 
International Union of Freiburg (1884), member of the National Council of Christian Democracy 
(1897), president of the Union of Catholic Studies socialists (1902) and  president of the 
Semaines sociales de France (social weeks) (1904). See “Henri Lorin,” Le Maitron: Dictionnaire 
Biographique, Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social; and “Henri Lorin,” Wikipedia. 

65Information about Wilhelm Emmanuel von Ketteler (1811–1877) is noted in the 
Persons section of the Glossary. 

Henry Edward Manning (1808 –1892) was an Anglican clergyman who converted to 
Rome in 1851. He was Archbishop of Westminster from 1865 until his death in 1892. He had 
ultramontane views, supported the doctrine of papal infallibility and was close to Pius IX. His 
views on social justice are reflected in the papal encyclical Rerum novarum issued by Leo XIII. 
He helped settle the London dock strike of 1889. See “Henry Edward Manning,” Wikipedia. 

James Gibbons (1834 –1921) was an American Archbishop of Baltimore from 1877 until 
his death in 1921. He attended the First Vatican Council, where he voted in favor of defining the 
dogma of papal infallibility. He defended the rights of labor, and helped convince Pope Leo XIII 
to give his consent to labor unions. See “James Gibbons,” Wikipedia. 

John Ireland (1838 –1918) was the archbishop of Saint Paul, Minnesota (1888–1918). He 
was known for his progressive stance on education, immigration and relations between church 
and state, as well as his opposition to saloons and political corruption. He promoted the 
Americanization of Catholicism, especially in the furtherance of progressive social ideals. He 
was a leader of the modernizing element in the Roman Catholic Church during the Progressive 
Era. He created or helped to create many religious and educational institutions in Minnesota. He 
is also remembered for his acrimonious relations with Eastern Catholics. See “John Ireland,” 
Wikipedia. 
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and that we discuss ways of fighting. Between Christians, we refuse to do this analysis and we do 

not recognize any particular competence to define another mode of society." 

[FN 1] Already under Louis Philippe [1830–1848], Villermé was doing 
this analysis. 

[FN 2] This strategy comports with the revolt of the Canuts, the Days of 
June, the Commune and since Pelloutier the general strike. “These people,” said 
Mirabeau, “to be formidable only have to fold their arms.”66 

[FN 3] Why "respective"? Respect in relation to whom? To what?  
[FN 4] The exploitation of workers.  
 

Strange mentality, strange abstention. One thinks of this Clemens of the imperial family 

of the Flavians, whom historians suspect to have been a Christian because of the extraordinary 

66Information about the Canut revolts of Lyonnais silk workers (canuts), which occurred 
in 1831, 1834 and 1848 and about the June Days uprising (June 23 to 26, 1848) is given in the 
Glossary under Battles. Information. Information about the Paris Commune from March 18 to 
May 28, 1871 is also noted in the Glossary under Battles. 

Fernand Pelloutier (1867–1901), an anarchist and syndicalist, led the Bourses du Travail, 
a major French trade union from 1895 until his death in 1901. In 1902, the Bourses du Travail 
merged with the Confédération Générale du Travail (C.G.T.). He saw the socialist movement as 
divided between those supporting the political action of parties and those supporting direct 
action. He promoted the expropriating general strike as at the center of the strategy of 
revolutionary syndicalism as defined by the General Confederation of Labor in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It was  considered as the perspective and the extension 
of the policy of direct action. He wrote that it "will be a movement, if not violent, at least active, 
tending to annihilate the resistance of capitalism and its means of coercion: for that, it will avoid 
taking the form of an insurrection, too easily reducible militarily, or a test of financial strength 
that would necessarily see the defeat of the proletariat. It will not lead to a socialist power, but to 
a society of absolutely new type, based on the free association of producers. It is because the 
general strike must be a revolution everywhere and nowhere, the taking possession of the 
instruments of production to be operated by neighborhood, by street, by house, so to speak, 
makes more constitution possible than of an ‘insurrectional government’ of a ‘proletarian 
dictatorship’, no more ‘focus’ for the riot, no more ‘center’ for the resistance; the free association 
of each group of bakers in each bakery; each group of locksmiths in each locksmith's shop; in a 
word, free production." See “Fernand Pelloutier,” Wikipedia. 

Honoré Mirabeau (1749 –1791) was a leader of the early stages of the French Revolution 
and voiced the moderate position among revolutionaries by favoring a constitutional monarchy 
built on the model of Great Britain. When he died (of natural causes) he was a great national 
hero, even though support for his moderate position was slipping away. The later discovery that 
he was in the pay of King Louis XVI and the Austrian enemies of France beginning in 1790 
brought him into posthumous disgrace. Historians are deeply split on whether he was a great 
leader who almost saved the nation from the Terror, a venal demagogue lacking political or 
moral values, or a traitor in the pay of the enemy. See “Honoré Mirabeau,” Wikipedia. 
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inertia, propter insignem ignaviam, [because of his remarkable laziness] which his 

contemporaries reproached him with in public affairs.67 

No more in the mathematical sciences than in the political and economic sciences, can 

competence be obtained by professing Christianity. Joffre was a Freemason and at the messhall 

on Good Friday required that he be served meat. "I am a republican general:" he growled. What 

did Joffre's skill have to do with his pudding on Good Friday?68 

In Italy, Christian Democrats are slowly rotting; in France, the M.R.P., notoriously 

composed of Catholics, has disappeared.69 Never before have religious convictions taken the 

place of competence. Nevertheless, all historians agree in signaling that the appearance of 

Christianity and its moral superiority ultimately contributed to the formation of a new society. 

Why, nowadays, give up this care to unbelievers who, in addition, do not ask for anything better 

than to work with Christians even recognized as such? We do not know where the "Christians for 

Socialism" will go, but already they are fully available and we can not deny them the full 

freedom to which they are entitled in the Church. 

67Titus Flavius Clemens, (c. 70 - 95 AD) was a nephew of the Roman Emperor 
Vespasian (9 – 79 AD, emperor 69 – 79 AD). According to Cassius Dio, The Complete Works of 
Cassius Dio (c. 155 – 235 AD) (London: A. and J. Churchill, 1704 and Delphi Classics, 2014), 
vol. 67, p. 14, 1–2, [81-96 AD], Clemens was put to death on a charge of atheism, for which, he 
adds, many others who went over to the Jewish opinions were executed. This may imply that 
Clemens had converted to Judaism or Christianity, the former being more likely, and 
accompanied by circumcision. Dio’s Roman History (Historia Romana) was in 80 books but the 
version that survives today is a composite since the history does not survive in its entirety. See 
“Clemens,” Wikipedia; see also, Harry.J. Leon, Jews of Ancient Rome (Philadelphia, Jewish 
Publication Society of America, 1960), 33–35, 252; and Dio's Roman history (trans. Earnest 
Cary, New York, The Macmillan co., 1914-27); on line 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001181660. 

68Joseph Joffre (1852 – 1931) was a French general who commanded the French forces 
on the Western Front from the start of World War I until the end of 1916. He is best known for 
regrouping the retreating allied armies to defeat the Germans at the strategically decisive First 
Battle of the Marne in September 1914. His political position waned after unsuccessful 
offensives in 1915, the German attack on Verdun in 1916, and the disappointing results of the 
Anglo-French offensive on the Somme in 1916. At the end of 1916 he was promoted to Marshal 
of France, the first such promotion under the Third Republic, and moved to an advisory role, 
from which he quickly resigned. Later in the war he led an important mission to the United 
States. See “Joseph Joffre,” Wikipedia. 

69Information about the Mouvement Républicain Populaire (M.R.P., Popular Republican 
Movement) was noted in Chapter 2. 
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However, this is what the J.O.C. is doing. 

To questions about the participation in Christianity as such, the the president of A.C.O. 

recminded at the 1974 National Meeting: [p. 98] "This old temptation of Christians to carry out 

a political social action with the Christian label is tenacious! But it is not another working class 

organization that the labor movement needs.” 

If we understand correctly, the J.O.C. has only to disappear. What is the point of another 

workers' organization?  

Returning to "Christians for Socialism" the J.O.C. makes a mock trial of it. 

We are forced to note that those who want to organize the grouping of Christians for 

socialism want us to create an autonomous political movement [FN 1] [and they] are brought 

[FN 2] to define themselves [FN 3] to propose a socio-political analysis and strategy that 

some currents of the labor movement reject [FN 4] and which are not binding on believers [FN 

5]. 

[FN 1] J.O.C. so has done this to satisfaction. 
[FN 2] Here is the mock trial. 
[FN 3] Wait until they do it themselves. 
[FN 4] But what others welcome and who are socialists too. 
[FN 5] Christians for socialism do not impose themselves on anyone and 

open themselves to all believers who feel sympathy for them.  
 
Why not say simply that the Communist Party does not show much sympathy for this 

new group of young people in favor of a socialism of which it would have no control? [But] all 

this water does not seem to flow towards its [J.O.C.’s ] mill ... For this, not itself, the J.O.C. does 

not approve of such a perspective. One understands then its no. 

To finish, the J.O.C. defines its position with regard to the hierarchy whose blessings and 

mandate it seeks. 

 What interests us in the first place and which brings us together in A.C.O.  is the 

prospect of the collective meeting  of the working class with Jesus-Christ. 

Collective meeting of the working class with Jesus Christ? What does that mean exactly? 

Charlemagne, plunging the Saxons into the Weser [Northwestern Germany] to baptize them, 

organized the "collective encounter with Jesus Christ" of the Saxon nation. This usage has 

passed through the centuries with varying degrees of success and a generally poor regard. It 
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seems to be revived nowadays with [p. 99] with the practice of Penance, this second baptism. In 

penitential celebrations, indeed, the penitents in herds are invited to a collective meeting with 

Jesus Christ and dive together in a sort of spiritual Weser. We think we're doing something new 

and we're back to old things. 

"In this perspective, the grouping of Christians for socialism would lead to a dead 

end."[FN 1] 
A dead end is a road without an opening. What dead end? Which perspective? The new 

movement, which claims not to be stuck in a dead end, thinks it will find a way out: it is open on 

all sides. 

“Our practice constantly is adjusting to what is experienced in [the] working class [FN 

2] taking into account [FN 3] the meaning that orgaization gives to their actions, leads us to 

discover more and more, with the workers the extent of God's action. With them, we move 

towards a more true, more complete encounter.” 

[FN 1] ... of a collective encounter with Jesus Christ. 
[FN 2] This mania to delete everywhere the article, as it is done in this 

document, aims to maintain confusion. If the French borrowed the 
article from the Greek and imposed it on Latin, up until the ly of 
the Latin of Saint Thomas, it is by a concern for clarity which 
belongs to the genius of the language.  

[FN 3] How can one take a meaning into acount?  
 

No doubt the richness of God's action is infinite; to where does it not extend? But it is 

when it explodes out, that we recognize it. The simplest people experience it, but they hide it. 

"We do not reveal the secret of the King." It's really a comical idea to find it at the C.G.T. just as 

much as at any Monsignor in a Vatican office ... 

"In the working class" we are moving towards an encounter with Jesus Christ, most true 

and total. "Lord, the Pharisee would be admired, I thank you for not being like other men!" [Lk 

18:11] “Race of vipers!” cried John the Baptist [Mt. 23:33]. What did they find that inflates 

them? 

"Little by little, a new language of faith, a new approach to Scripture, and the 

Sacraments of which a whole working class can recognize itself is gradually emerging and 

clarified." [p. 100] Would this be the mission of the J.O.C.? Faith in a new language, is it still 
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the same faith? A new approach to Scripture? ... So this is no longer the rule of Saint Vincent de 

Lérins?70 "What has been believed always, by everyone and everywhere. A new approach to the 

sacraments? ... We will bless spouses who approach the altars declaring that they will go to live 

in concubinage the same evening, unless they have been practicing it for a long time? These 

things are rude; what can be seen? What historian of dogmas? What theologian? What simple 

truth enlightens this religion? Who will decide? Which authority? The working class who "must 

acknowledge it? ... " But here we insist that we go into details. 

"By this approach we are responsible, for our part, for the Church within the working 

class that fights for socialism and for which we are convinced to contribute effectively to the 

slow renewal of the universal Church [FN 1].“ 

[FN 1] From the Catholic Church. Universal is used to avoid this word 
[Catholic which has been] in use for a long time.  

What Christians, for their part, are not responsible for the Church, its growth or its 

decline, as Cardinal Subard said, whether they are fighting for socialism or not? This is precisely 

the position of "Christians for socialism". So why say no to them? This rejection is very much 

like a quarrel between shop keepers. 

Then comes the great protest of involvement in the official and mandated Action 

Catholique, [which is] in the hands of the episcopate, its orders, its disposition, even to the 

exchanges - but yes! - with the bourgeois of the Action Catholique in independent circles. 

Independent of who and of what? We never knew it. With priests nuns, bishops, in short, friends 

of everyone. Thus is presented the J.O.C. 

“The very existence of communities of believers in the working class, the many exchanges 

with other movements in the working class, with movements in fidelity to other circles  (Action 

Catholique of the independent circles for example) with priests, nuns, bishops, are a permanent 

challenge for the Church to welcome the Spirit [p. 101] of God in the world whatever the 

ideology, the culture, the language."  

70Saint Vincent of Lérins (died c. 445) was a Gallic monk and author of early Christian 
writings. One example was the Commonitorium, c. 434, which offers guidance in the orthodox 
teaching of Christianity. A proponent of semipelagianism, he opposed the Augustinian model of 
Grace and was probably the recipient of Prosper of Aquitaine's Responsiones ad Capitula 
Objectionum Vincentianarum. See “Vincent of Lérins,” Wikipedia. 
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The prophets, in the Bible, “call out” kings; St. Paul calls out St. Peter and resists him to 

his face. Lay people of the J.O.C. call out the Church and summons it to welcome the work of 

the Spirit in the world, which it [the church] does not do or does it poorly. Doing J.O.C "in the 

action of the workers' movement” and "not in "the framework of the Church structures,” is 

"witness of God's acceptance by the workers". If the Church is hidden, the J.O.C. welcomes the 

answer they give in deeds and words to the Spirit of God, even within the life and action of the 

workers, inside the C.G.T., within the Communist Party, etc. 

This calling out made by the J.O.C. to the Church, to the Catholic Church, to the 

universal Church, appears to me a rare insolence. It is Savonarola before Pope Borgia.71 

And, to conclude, one last no to "Christians for Socialism". 

"In these present conditions, a project of organization ofsociety, such as the putting into 

practice of the Gospel represents a new political-religious block which we refuse." 

What is a "politico-religious block"? Is it to make a political choice depend on a religious 

attitude? This is exactly clericalism. It seems to me that throughout this document J.O.C. does 

not do anything else, unless it is reversed and makes its religious attitude depend on its political 

choice. 

But Christians for socialism have distanced themselves sufficiently from the 

Ecclesiastical Authorities, which the J.O.C. did not do, so that it would be slanderous to accuse 

them of being political-religious block. 

"A group of Christians, whoever they are, and politically situated. does not have the 

privilege of knowing God and announcing the Gospel." 

71Girolamo Savonarola (1452 – 1498) was an Italian Dominican friar sought Christian 
renewal. He denounced clerical corruption, despotic rule and the exploitation of the poor. In 
1494 Charles VIII of France invaded Italy and threatened Florence, which resulted in the 
Florentines expelling the ruling Medicis and, at the friar's urging, establishing a "popular" 
republic. He helped institute a puritanical campaign, enlisting the active help of the youth. In 
1495 when Florence refused to join Pope Alexander VI's (Rodrigo de Borja, 1431 – 1503, Pope 
1492 – 1503) Holy League against the French, the Vatican summoned him to Rome. He 
disobeyed and was excommunicated in 1497. In 1498 rival clerics in Florence turned popular 
opinion against him. He was hanged, and burned. His devotees, the Piagnoni, kept his cause of 
republican freedom and religious reform alive well into the following century. See “Girolamo 
Savonarola,” Wikipedia. 
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If one does not have the privilege as the J.O.C. seems to claim, he has the vocation 

received at his baptism. In the Church, "Christians for socialism" do not claim any privilege: 

they only ask that they be spared. [p. 102]  
“To bring together Christians for socialism, as the visible manifestation of the Church 

appeared to sping up to us as a new form of clericalism. " 

It takes a lot of audacity at the J.O.C. to formulate such a reproach. For it, is not the 

Church to be born? Is it not a visible manifestation? Does not it establish a new form of 

clericalism? It is enough to have read this manifesto to be convinced of it. 

"Taking the risk of portraying the image of a left-wing church opposing a right-wing 

church does not correspond to our way of participating politically in the building of society or to 

the desire to build a Church that is welcoming to all men." 

Where do we see that "Christians for socialism" took this risk? As good parishioners, 

they queue in front of the confessional next to right-wingers and go with them to the Holy Table 

to participate in the same Lord. They are faithful of the same Church, unam, sanctam [one, holy]. 

It is their enemies who see in them the risk of a leftist Church. From the J.O.C. the accusation 

because it is one, is scurrilous. 

Thus, this very recent and fully transcribed official document gives us an exact idea of 

what has become of J.O.C. in France after more than fifty years. To capture this evolution, it was 

good to trace its origins, to bear witness to it by being one of the few survivors. Today J.O.C. 

propagates in complete equivocation. In front of this definition of J.O.C., by the same token, I 

can not help evoking the vision of Blok, the Soviet poet ...72 He describes the difficult journey 

72Alexander Blok (1880 – 1921) was a Russian lyrical poet. His poem, Twelve (1918), 
ends by showing that Jesus Christ, carrying a bloody banner, was mysteriously leading the Red 
Guards through the revolutionary storm. The poem consists of fragments from the Orthodox 
liturgy and revolutionary songs, from vulgar rhymes and popular ditties, from lamentations, the 
calls of looters, and prostitutes’ solicitations.  

Twelve takes place during a night in January 1918 in Petrograd following the strikes and 
uprisings. So the streets are dark, except where warming fires light them. The city is in the grip 
of a wintry blizzard. Passers-by (young ladies, grannies, intellectuals, priests) hurry along, 
prostitutes ply their trade, a banner advertising the recently-dissolved Constituent Assembly 
hangs over Petrograd’s main street, Nevsky Prospekt: this is revolutionary Petrograd at night. 
Twelve armed Red Guards patrol the city. They have been deployed by Bolshevik authorities to 
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in the snow of three Red Guards armed to the teeth and his conclusion is unexpected: "Before 

them, walk Jesus Christ". At the orders of the Gulag, what will they do? Maybe stop Captain 

Solzhenitsyn and take him to an unknown destination? Really, what is Jesus Christ doing here? 

Similarly, the J.O.C. Christian seems to say in its equivocal Christianity: "I am a bird, see 

my wings"; I fly well above the structures of the Church today to a Church that tomorrow will 

speak to us a new language of faith and will open a new approach to Scripture and [p. 103] 
Sacraments in which a whole working class can recognize itself. But at the same time: "I'm a 

mouse, [long] live the rats!"73 I dig my hole in the subterranean galleries of total subversion. 

The sage says depending on the audience: "Long live the Council and its extensions! Long live 

the Revolution in all its extension!” How much “Christians for socialism” in their groping effort, 

seem to me more honest and frank! 

To conclude would not it be Jacques Tessier who would be right in his study of the 

J.O.C.? We need another, he said. But where to find another Cardijn? another Abbé Guérin? 

 

 

 

keep order and prevent looting and violence. Recently recruited from among peasants and urban 
rabble, they are on the side of the working class. 

As the men march on through the raging storm, followed by a mangy dog, they think 
there is someone hiding in the snowbanks ahead. They exhort the unseen one to show himself. 
Ahead of them, in the storm, they see a “bloody banner.” They follow, trying to catch sight of the 
person carrying it. But they cannot. “Unseen within the blizzard’s swirl,” he continues to elude 
them. His identity is revealed only in the very last line. See “Alexander Blok,” Wikipedia; and 
Alexander Blok, The Twelve (trans. Babette Deutsch and Avrahm Yarmolinsky, New York: 
W.E. Rudge, 1920, 1931). 

73This is a quote from Jean de La Fontaine’s Fables of La Fontaine, The Bat and the 
Two Weasels (1668) in which a bat is captured by a weasel, but by passing itself off as a mouse, 
which the weasel will not eat, gains its freedom. Later the bat is caught by another weasel, which 
will not eat birds. By passing itself off as bird, it again gains its freedom. 

Louis Philippe endeavored in 1834 to steer between the two antagonist principles of 
monarchy and revolution, and is therefore obliged to appeal alternately to one and the other, and 
to be in turns a citizen king and a legitimate sovereign, “I am a bird, look at my ings: I am a 
mouse, long live the rats.” See A New Dictionary of Quotations from the Greek, Latin, and 
Modern Languages (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott, 1869), p. 235; online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/011633410. 
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Chapter 6 [p. 105]  

 

 

VI 

 

BREAK WITH THE COMPANY 

 

 

 

For me, almost alone in France, in 1925, to know well J.O.C., thanks to the lessons of 

Cardijn, my forced removal [from the organization] opened my eyes to the intrigues and 

blackmail to which the Superior can lend themselves or yield. This was a matter of consicence 

that went so far as to make me think of a severance from the Society of Jesus. It remains for me 

to tell the story. 

Under the Roman Empire, there was a maxim among the provincials: "The Senators are 

good people, but the Senate is a ferocious beast", senatores boni homines, senatus mala hestia. I 

thought of this maxim in breaking with the Society of Jesus. The Jesuit superiors amply 

demonstrated to me that they were not embarrassed by many scruples. But, in spite of their 

reputation, the Jesuits are honest people and I had so many friends among them and who 

remained faithful to me! To leave them was, for me, a heartbreak, a tragedy that mocking fortune 

pleased to arrange in three acts. So let's hit the three shots. 

Life in the Society is agreeable; Jesuits are men of good education. I'm talking about my 

time. Never rude words, Rabelaisian jokes, low insults. Explanations, sometimes sharp, can be 

made in sharp terms, but remain polite, courteous. The familiarity [tutoiement] was banned or 

almost.74 This politeness, this restraint in the remarks has the undeniable advantage of making 

74Tutoiement refers to the familiar form of “you” (tu) that is used to address relatives, 
peers (especially in work, political and union activities), children and animals. Vouviante refers 
to the formal form of “you” (vous) that is used to address those owed respect or with whom one 
wishs to maintain a social distance, including strangers, superiors, most colleagues of a different 
grade and the elderly. See “Tutoiement et vouvoiement,” Wikipedia. 
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life less bumpy, more amiable. Without turning the human beast into a circus horse, the man has 

nothing to gain by living on his unbuttoned belly! [p. 106]  
Among those religious devoted to an abnegation that extends to all creation, reigns that 

which is not surprising - a certain skepticism that turns into gaiety. There is much teasing 

between Jesuits and we try to make the joke spiritual, without malice. Freud would find there, I 

believe, more than one quip that he would judge the sign of a good sublimation of the 

unconscious. 

Between these religious, a benevolent urbanity prohibits any discrimination. No coteries, 

no clans; there are preferences, of course, but without exclusion. During recreation periods, 

groups are formed and unformed, where everyone enters his own way without being made to feel 

that he is misleading himself into being an intruder or indiscreet. We are among brothers. 

This climate of universal benevolence fosters deep friendships. We recognize them, we 

respect them; we do not encourage them. As in a family, an affection too exclusive between 

brothers and sisters would seem to the other members a kind of theft. It is impossible not to 

admire this friendship between men of the same ideal, of the same convictions, devoted to the 

same task, even to sacrifice of this very friendship! It survives the distance, unlike ministries, 

intellectual specializations, even spiritual tastes. A friendship based on trust and mutual respect 

is the secret perfume of the Company. 

From the long years of training, cohabitation in the same house, the same courses 

followed or undergone together, there emerges a spirit that characterizes each province and 

which, in the long run, pooled, lived in common, permeating in common all those who 

participate in it, constitutes "the spirit of the Society." It is this spirit which renders the obedience 

of the Jesuits, the famous perinde ac cadaver [act in the manner of a corpse] much easier than 

one imagines.75 "But finally, Father, you well know that it is not the spirit of the Society.!" This 

75The Latin phrase perinde ac cadaver, which literally means "in the manner of a 
corpse", illustrates since the time of the desert monks (fourth century) the ideal of perfect ascetic 
obedience (called 'blind') presented as the a way for the religious to infallibly fulfill the will of 
God in his life. See “Perinde ac cadaver,” Wikipedia. 
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remark suffices to express, without raising one’s voice, all the content of a reprimand! One has 

or does not have the "cavalier spirit". Leclerc had it, not De Gaulle.76 

"It’s an ill bird that fouls its own nest. " says the proverb.77 I will not attack my Jesuit 

friends; I will try to explain [p. 107] very simply the reasons for my break with the Society and 

its three stages. 

I fixed the first around 1918, at the end of my philosophy. Literary criticism, historical 

criticism, criticism of reason, I could not renounce this discipline. The conformism I had 

encountered during my years of schooling broke out in many respects. I had not become a free 

thinker, but a free believer. The intellectual climate prevailing among the Jesuits of the province 

of Champagne, more precisely the absence of a breathable intellectual climate for an independent 

spirit, locked me in this dilemma: to continue my personal search for a metaphysics by going to 

face an inevitable and violent conflict, or to escape and pursue out of the Society, my personal 

quest for the truth? 

It was then - as I said earlier - that a new orientation: the study of social problems - 

opened a happy alibi for me. Philosophical research retreated into the background while another 

career opened up for me, with the obligation of in-depth studies that would entirely capture me. 

At Action Populaire I was destined to apply myself to economic and social research. I left 

the eternal sphere of Ideas for the moving and sublunar world of Genesis. My critical reflections, 

my metaphysical reveries would be immune. It was for these reasons that I decided to stay in the 

Society when I was about to leave her. At Action Populaire I was finally going to find breathable 

air. 

76Information about De Gaulle was noted in Chapter 2. Philippe Leclerc de 
Hauteclocque (1902 - 1947) was a French general during the Second World War. During the 
Second World War he fought in the Battle of France. He then became one of the first to make his 
way to Britain to fight with the Free French under General Charles de Gaulle. He was sent to 
French Equatorial Africa, where he rallied local leaders to the Free French cause, and 
successfully led a force against Gabon, whose leaders supported Vichy France. The forces under 
his command, known as L Force, campaigned in Libya in 1943, fought in the Battle of 
Normandy and participated in the liberation of Paris and Strasbourg. He was killed in an air 
crash in Algeria in 1947. See “Philippe Leclerc de Hauteclocque,” Wikipedia. 

77This proverb condemns a person who vilifies his own family, country, etc. It is from 
medieval Latin “nidos commaculans inmundus habebitur ales,” the bird is unclean that soils its 
nest. See Proverbs new dictionary online at http://proverbs_new.enacademic.com. 
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Then came the struggles around the introduction of the J.O.C. in France. Not yet born, its 

existence already divided the Fathers of Action Populaire. But the day I put on the table the 

newspapers and magazines that supported it, the first one being the Jeunesse Ouvrière 

[newspaper], I only received praise. I wanted a slogan for each page. At the head of the second 

page was: "A step forward is better than ten programs." (Lenin). Father Drogat suggested to me 

[the heading ]for the fourth: "Do it, [and] it will get done!" a quote from Fr. Leroy, the founder 

of Action Populaire.78 How fitting it was! For the third, I was quite satisfied with my discovery: 

"The heart of a man is worth all the gold of a country," from a song by Garin le Lorrain in the 

thirteenth century. Father Guérin [p. 108] was Lorraine-born around Toul.79 Beyond the 

centuries, the Gesture of Guérin -the J.O.C.- connected with the Movement of Garin! 

The euphoria did not last long. Father Danset stated, "I say that those who launched the 

J.O.C. in these conditions have been reckless.”80 What he did not know was that Father 

Desbuquois, in secret, had just paid for the publication of the first issue of the Jeunesse Ouvrière, 

[newspaper] at least in part. 

But Father Danset was, because of his prestige, identified with Action Populaire. Father 

Desbuquois noticed, to his astonishment, that I held all the threads of a scheme that finally put 

him in conflict with his friends, the former presidents of the A.C.J.F. [Association Catholique de 

la Jeunesse Française], Father Corbillé and the Province of Paris and, in his own house, with 

Father Danset.81 It was his fault: he was never there; things fell between two doors. I asked only 

one thing: to come to my aid in the difficulties over which I was debating. But he was frightened 

78Information about Fr. Henry-Joseph Leroy was noted in Chapter 4. 
Fr. Noël Drogat (1894-1974) wrote The challenge of hunger (Westminster, Md.: 

Newman Press, 1962); Drogat, Paysan libre ou prolétaire? (Paris: Spes, 1947); and Drogat, Un 
mouvement paysan dans le Sud-Ouest. L'Entente paysanne (Paris: Éditions Spes, 1927). See 
Charles E. O'Neill (ed.), “Noel Drogat,” Diccionario histórico de la Compañía de Jesús: Costa 
Rossetti-Industrias (Roma: Institutum Historicum; Madrid: Universidad Pontificia Comillas, 
2001), vol. 2, p. 1147; H. de Farcy “Le Pere Noel Drugat, (1894-1074),” Compaignie-Courier 
des Provinces de France, No. 85 (febrero 1975), pp. 32-34 

79Information about the Garin le Lorrain and about Father Georges Guérin was noted in 
Chapter 5. 

80Information about Fr. Achille Danset was noted in Chapter 5. 
81Fr. François Corbillé (1866-1941) is discussed in Paul Christophe’s Benoît XV et la 

Grande Guerre (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 2016), chapter 2; and in Pierre Pierrard’s Georges 
Guérin: une vie pour la JOC (Paris: Editions de l'Atelier/Editions Ouvrières, c1997), p. 99. 
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by a complex situation that suddenly appeared before him. "You will not demolish the Action 

Populaire!” He said to me one day. I was stunned by such a passion, a panic that disregarded the 

powerful assets I had in my game, through which the match would be won and the solutions 

adoped which I advocated. 

It is certain that Father Desbuquois had decided, in his heart of hearts, to drive me away. 

But he was only a local superior who had to obey his provincial superior. Now, Father 

Bonduelle, who was provincial, wanted to keep me in Paris for a year to ensure the foundation of 

the J.O.C.82 My third year of novitiate would be delayed by the same amount. 

Paradox! Between the provincial superior and the one who should have bowed before his 

will, it was Father Desbuquois who won. 

So I left for Florennes to complete my Third Year of novitiate. 

From my studies of International Law decided by him, from the diploma I had prepared 

and which I was about to pass, there was [to be] no questioning of it.  

This painful adventure now put the problem of obedience before my conscience. Should I 

submit to it? Accept it for a lifetime? Whoever has the [p. 109] patience to read these lines, no 

doubt, has already answered for me. He will think that the break had long been in development. 

Would he be wrong? 

But the slight wound, 
biting into the crystal day by day, 
surely, invisibly crept 
slowly all around it.83 

It is certain that for my independent nature obedience in itself and obedience as practiced by the 

Jesuits represented a cross whose weight weighed a little more each year as my ideas at last, 

confirmed my independence and, in short, made me profoundly different from other Jesuits. 

These companions, Saint Ignatius, desire that they be unius coloris (one color), birds of the same 

plumage; I felt as if I had become a black swan. The idea of flying away came from itself. I am 

82Information about André Bonduelle was noted in Chapter 5. 
83This is a quote from Rene Sully-Prudhomme’s (1839 - 1907) poem, “Le Base Bris,” 

(Broken Vase) in Jacques Demogeot (1808-1894), Textes classiques de la littérature française, 
extraites des grands écrivans français, avec notices biographiques et bibliographiques, 
appréciations littéraires et notes explicatives (Paris: Hachette et cie, 1867, 1889), p. 412; online 
at http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/009774874. The English translation is from Faith J. 
Cormier (2002), on line at https://www.lieder.net/lieder/get_text.html?TextId=15491. 
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aware, however, that I have always rejected it [the idea]. I had vowed obedience. I kept my vow. 

The superiors were able to know that I kept it faithfully until I was relieved. 

If I wanted to be liberated from it, it is by noting the vanity of St. Ignatius' comparison 

between the order established within the Society by obedience and the very ordering of the 

universe. On this subject, it is clear that the same obedience which binds the inferior to his local 

superior binds him to his provincial and the latter to the Jesuit General. In my case, what had I 

noticed? The will of an inferior - Father Desbuquois - bending a superior - R.P. Bonduelle. So 

what remained of obedience? Within the Society, would human relations be governed by 

intrigue, ill-will, the desire for a diplomatic equilibrium between the forces, as in the world? 

Exactly as in the world? What is the reason for submitting to it? One who sought the will of God 

found only the will of man. Triumph the one who imposes himself on the other. I resolved to 

escape from this vice, this system which no longer inspired me. Why obey the one who broke the 

high service pact that bound us with honor? I would ask to be relieved of my vow. 

The official break was still lingering. Mixed with other more personal considerations, the 

thought of the J.O.C. in its beginnings held me back Father Desbuquois, after having striven to 

keep me away, also removed my friends, including Father Jacques Leurent [p. 110] that R.P. 

Bonduelle had appointed to replace me.84 I had taken such a large part in this foundation that I 

feared that my rupture with the Society would be prejudicial to it. Nice recommendation for a 

questionable initiative - because the beginnings in France of the J.O.C. remained difficult - a 

defrocked Jesuit breaking with his Order! 

Thereupon I was hospitalized at Berck [France] at the Institut Callot, whose chief 

physician was the nephew of a Jesuit, who was the brother of the famous physician who had 

founded the Institute.85 Father Guérin came to see me in traveling to Amiens [Somme, France]. 

He had learned that I was suffering from myocarditis, said to probably be due to grief.86 It was 

84Information about Jacques Leurent (1892 - 1961) is given in Pierre Pierrard’s Georges 
Guérin: une vie pour la JOC (Paris: Editions de l'Atelier/Editions Ouvrières, c1997), p. 133. 

85Jean-François Calot (1861 –1944) a French surgeon, founded the Institut orthopédique 
de Berck in 1900. See “Jean-François Calot,” Wikipedia. 

86Myocarditis is inflammation of the heart muscle. Symptoms can include shortness of 
breath, chest pain, decreased ability to exercise, and an irregular heartbeat. The duration of 
problems can vary from hours to months. Complications may include heart failure due to dilated 
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accentuated by the fatigue of a pilgrimage walk in Puy [France] with the Companions of St. 

Francis Congress of Bierville [Normandy, France], which I founded with Joseph Folliet, in 

imitation of the German Quickßorn [Quickborn].87 While we were walking along the immense 

beach of Berck, we decided that it was a bad time to leave the Society. First of all, the interest of 

the nascent J.O.C. was fragile! 

I left Berck, a few months later, to join Father Bonduelle at Nancy [Lorraine, 

northeastern France], who was named Superior of this residence and who was demanding me.88 

I stayed three years in Nancy. The Lorrainers are suspicious, but they are loyal friends 

when one wins their trust. I mixed with various circles. I was asked to give a retreat to a student's 

facility - young Vosgiennes for the most part - little intelligent peasant women from villages 

where faith was alive and well...89 At the Ecole Normale [school] where they were preparing for 

the entrance exam it was pretended to respect neutrality [concerning religion]. It was pointed out 

cardiomyopathy or cardiac arrest. It is most often due to a viral infection. See “Myocarditis,” 
Wikipedia. 

87Joseph Folliet, also known under the pseudonym of Frère Genièvre (1903 – 1972) was 
a priest, activist and writer. During a trip to Assisi, he discovereded the Franciscan message and 
in 1927 founded Les Compagnons de Saint François, a youth movement working for peace and 
friendship between peoples, in line with Sangnier. A focus of the organization is to walk in the 
footsteps of St. Francis of Assisi, which means meeting during pilgrimages or routes (national 
and international), on foot for ten days, in a group of twenty people, equipped with a backpack, 
lying on the ground. See “Les Compagnons de Saint François,” Wikipedia. 

Folliet also worked in the nascent Catholic youth movements, the Jeunesse Ouvrière 
Christian (J.O.C.), the Jeunesse étudiante Christian (J.E.C.) and the Jeunesse Agricole Christian 
(J.A.C.). Later he collaborated with François Mauriac, Stanislas Fumet and Jacques Maritain. In 
1938, he became editor of the Social Chronicle of France, which promoted resistance to the 
racist and anti-Semitic theories propagated by the fascist powers. He was taken prisoner in 1940 
and released after two years for health reasons. He then joined the Resistance, participating in the 
dissemination of Christian Testimony and engaging in the Mitterrand network of prisoners of 
war. 

At the liberation, Folliet founded the weekly La Vie Catholique and helped in the birth of 
the Pax Christi movement. In 1968, he finally realized his wish to become a priest and received 
ordination from the hands of Bishop Ancel, superior of the Prado Institute, to which he belonged 
until the end of his life. See “Joseph Folliet,” Wikipedia. See also, René Fédou and Henri Hours, 
Le Diocèse de Lyon (Paris: Beauchesne, 1983), p. 290 and Pierre Pierrard, Les laïcs dans l'Eglise 
de France: XIXe-XXe siècle (Paris: Editions ouvrières, c1988), pp. 186-187, which discuss the 
Compagnons de saint François, the Congress of Bierville and Joseph Folliet. 

88Information about André Bonduelle was noted in Chapter 5. 
89The Vosges are a range of low mountains in eastern France, near its border with 

Germany. See “Vosges,” Wikipedia. 
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to me, however, that almost all these girls lost the faith during their school years. A little 

investigation made me understand the reason. During the sewing hours, while the fingers were 

busy, the brains cogitated around reading aloud: Renan's Memories of childhood and youth.90 

The enchanter insinuated his poison coated in perfumes. How to predict this trick, to ward off 

this insidious demolition? 

I liked Nancy. I met several university professors there; I took a general biology course 

under Cuénot.91 With me [in the course] was Fr. Leroy, who was Teilhard de Chardin's future 

assistant in Beijing, where they both patiently rebuilt the [p. 111] debris of Sinanthropus 

pekinensis [Peking man] which, in reality, was a fenale, baptized by them, Nelly.92 

When Teilhard arrived in China, he was coming from a painful ordeal: the Superiors in 

Rome had obliged him to leave Paris where his success was asserting itself among the 

intellectual elite. When he arrived in Beijing, the reception of the Superior, a Canadian, was cold. 

"I will tell you frankly, Father, that I did not wish you in my house - and why? because you are a 

90Ernest Renan (1823 –1892) was a historian of religion and wrote on the origins of 
early Christianity. Toward the end of his life he wrote Souvenirs d'Enfance et de Jeunesse 
(Memories of childhood and youth) (Paris: Calmann Lévy, 1883), which was published in 
English as Recollections of my youth (London: Chapman and Hall, 1883). See “Ernest Renan,” 
Wikipedia. 

91Lucien Cuénot (1866 – 1951) was a French biologist. In the first half of the 20th 
century, Mendelism was not a popular subject among French biologists. Cuénot defied popular 
opinion and shirked the “pseudo-sciences” as he called them. Upon the rediscovery of Mendel's 
work by Correns, De Vries, and Tschermak, Cuénot proved that Mendelism applied to animals 
as well as plants. See “Lucien Cuénot,” Wikipedia. 

92Information about Fr. Henry-Joseph Leroy is noted in Chapter 4 and about Teilhard de 
Chardin in Chapter 3. Peking Man (Homo erectus pekinensis, formerly known by the junior 
synonym Sinanthropus pekinensis) is a group of fossil specimens of Homo erectus, dated from 
roughly 750,000 years ago, discovered in 1929–37 during excavations at Zhoukoudian (Chou 
K'ou-tien) near Beijing (at the time spelled Peking), China. Between 1929 and 1937, 15 partial 
crania, 11 mandibles, many teeth, some skeletal bones and large numbers of stone tools were 
discovered in the Lower Cave at Locality 1 of the Peking Man site at Zhoukoudian. Their age is 
estimated to be between about 750,000 and 300,000 years old. Most of the early studies of these 
fossils were conducted by Davidson Black until his death in 1934. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin 
took over until Franz Weidenreich replaced him and studied the fossils until he left China in 
1941. The original fossils inexplicably disappeared in 1941, but excellent casts and descriptions 
remain. See “Peking Man,” Wikipedia. 
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transformist and a Marxist.”93 Some time after, the Apostolic Nuncio came to breakfast at the 

residence. He noticed after the meal that he had forgotten his breviary. "Take this one," said the 

superior, handing him over Teilhard’s, who was standing near by. In returning it in the evening, 

the Nuncio could not hide his emotion. "My Father," said he, "the religious to whom this book 

belongs is a man of very high spirituality. I allowed myself to read the notes he left in his 

breviary and I am in awe.” It was the time when Teilhard, bruised, finished writing The Divine 

Milieu.94 

To come back to Nancy and my modest person, I heard one day Professor Cuénot tell us 

in his lecture: "If I were told to give up transformism or else we will cut your neck, I would say: 

cut off my neck, but give up transformism, never!" 

I had to answer the many questions of young intellectuals who came to me, worried about 

their faith. They seemed to have confidence in this "Jesuit of the Left," whom they judged both 

candid and wise, and who answered their difficulties with disarming ingenuousness; I know they 

appreciated my honesty. I had the idea to start a cours for their use in religious philosophy and 

the history of religions. I spoke to Father Superior, R.P. Bonduelle, who approved the initiative. 

He even allowed me to go to Strasbourg [Alsatian northeastern France] to prepare my course at 

the library of religious sciences which had been carefully enriched under the German regime. 

How to guess that I was walking towards a new destiny? 

A circle of students, the Ozanam circle, grouped together Frenchmen of the interior and 

Alsatians in Strasbourg, who enjoyed them.95 A hostel of Alsatian students, the F.E.C. [Foyer de 

93Transformism and transmutation of species are 19th-century evolutionary ideas for the 
altering of one species into another. The theories preceded Charles Darwin's theory of natural 
selection. The French Transformisme was a term used by Jean Baptiste Lamarck in 1809 for his 
theory, and other 19th century proponents of pre-Darwinian evolutionary ideas. Opposition in the 
scientific community to these early theories of evolution, led by scientists like the anatomists 
Georges Cuvier and Richard Owen and the geologist Charles Lyell, was intense. See 
“Transmutation of species,” Wikipedia. 

94Teillhard wrote The Divine Milieu in 1926–1927, but the Holy See refused the 
imprimatur in 1927, so it was not published until after his death. He died in 1955. The French 
edition, Le Milieu Divin came out in 1957 and the English translation in 1960. See Pierre 
Teilhard de Chardin,” Wikipedia. 

95Frédéric Ozanam (1813 – 1853) was a French literary scholar, lawyer, journalist and 
equal rights advocate. He founded with fellow students the Conference of Charity, later known 
as the Society of Saint Vincent de Paul. See “Frédéric Ozanam,” Wikipedia. 
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l’Etudiant Catholique] housed in its many rooms, at home and in the [p. 112] city, young 

people from all over Alsace. The two circles coexisted peacefully enough. 

The chaplain of the Ozanam circle, a good man, with a fine mind, but becoming 

cantankerous with age, was to be replaced one day or another. Hubster, the superior, had set his 

sights on me.96 The Provincial Father, passing by Strasbourg, immediately said that the decision 

could be taken without further delay. 

I went to find the Provincial to tell him about the course I was to inaugurate at Nancy. "If 

I start, it cannot be interrupted for six months," I said. Strasbourg or Nancy? Nothing attracted 

me more particularly in one city or the other. I felt, therefore, without effort, concerning my 

future residence the "indifference" which the [Spiritual] Exercises of St. Ignatius recommend us 

to acquire.97 To be sure, I had a good impression of Nancy; I knew, however, that I might meet 

with the Abbé de Bazelaire, the future archbishop of Chambéry, a Nancéen of old stock, who 

badly regarded that the Society exercised an intellectual influence in his city.98 A stiff and 

fanatic Thomist, he went so far as to say that if one did not admit prémotion physique [physical 

premotion], which [non-admission] included the Jesuits who follow Molina, one could not give 

96Paul Hubster (1887-1937) wrote P. Hubster, SJ (Author.), Le Christ devant la cité 
communiste [Christ Before the Communist City] (Paris: Éditions Spes, 1937; Action Populaire, 
1938), 168 pp. This work is cited by Paul Droulers in Politique sociale et christianisme: le Père 
Desbuquois et l’Action Populaire [Social Policy and Christianity: Father Desbuquois and 
Popular Action] (Paris: Editions Ouvrières, 1969), p. 194. See also  “Vita Functi in Renata 
Societate Iesu,” p 369, which lists the following, “435 - P HUBSTER Pau., n 12,11,1887 
Strasbourg (B-Rhin); i 6,11,1905. p4 2,2,1923. + 19,3,1937 Nancy. P Camp”; online at 
http://jesuitarchives.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/NumRange_20-386_22-29.pdf. 

97Ignatius in The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola (trans. Elder Mullan; New 
York, P. J. Kennedy & sons, printers, 1914), p. 19, on line at http://www.jesuit.org/jesuits/wp-
content/uploads/the-spiritual-exercises-.pdf, in a section titled “First Week, Principle and 
Foundation,” writes about indifference: 

For this it is necessary to make ourselves indifferent to all created things in all 
that is allowed to the choice of our free will and is not prohibited to it; so that, on 
our part, we want not health rather than sickness, riches rather than poverty, honor 
rather than dishonor, long rather than short life, and so in all the rest; desiring and 
choosing only what is most conducive for us to the end for which we are created. 
98Louis-Marie de Bazelaire (1893 - 1981) was the French Archbishop of Chambéry from 

1947 to 1966; he represented Savoy at Vatican II. See “Louis-Marie de Bazelaire,” Wikipedia. 
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souls a sure direction, for a person would regulate their conduct on human conventions, 

"congruous," as the [Jesuit] School says, and not on the motion of God.99 

In the presence of the Provincial, I dared to express a wish: that a decision should be 

taken quickly! Nancy or Strasbourg, what did it matter to me? 

He smiles kindly, before declaring with some gravity: "Do not think any more of 

Strasbourg! You will return to Nancy, you will do your course and we will see what  the Society 

has to say!" 

I left the conversation filled with deep joy. You have have to be a Jesuit to understand 

me. The Superiors finally trusted me! After so many struggles, suspicions, difficulties of all 

sorts, they opened to me an intellectual task for which I felt myself prepared! I was going to 

work hard; I promised to give a solidly critical teaching, which would allow young minds to 

build [p. 113] on these foundations, an original thinking without undermining their faith. I 

hastened to finish the work undertaken in the librry and then I left, radiant, for Nancy, to 

inaugurate my cours. 

A disappointment awaited me. Father Bonduelle had just left the city for Lille, where he 

had been appointed Superior; he soon died there. I had known his replacement, Father Lavigne, 

during my years of theology. I had always considered him an ignoramus, devoid of wit, picky, 

prying and policeman tendances. I do not understand how such an incompetent person could 

have remained Superior all his life, after making all the religious suffer in all the residences to 

which he was assigned! Is he still living? Did he go to receive his reward of inquisitor carefully 

applied to torment his brothers? I do not know, except that Father Lavigne, who had become my 

immediate superior, has verified for me the word La Rochefoucauld: "A fool does not have 

enough fabric to be good.”100 I did not ask him to be good, but honest and fair. I could not get 

it. 

The course was a success. Every Thursday, there was a fairly varied audience: male and 

female students, those from the teachers’ college, future teachers ... I could not have dreamed 

99Information about the Grace, Justification and Free Will debated in the Church Matters 
(Theology) section of the Glossary. 

100François, duc de La Rochefoucauld (1613-1680), Oeuvres de La Rochefoucauld 
(Paris: L. Hachette et cie., 1868-83), vol. 1 p. 178, no. 387); La Rochefoucauld, Collected 
maxims and other reflections (trans. E.H. and A.M. Blackmore, Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2007). 
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better. A diligent listener was even noticed, a young associate professor philosophy from the 

Faculty who was doing his military service in Nancy, Etienne Borne.101 From one week to the 

next a foreknowledge whispered that an incident could occur and I redoubled my caution: a real 

Sioux on the path of war! 

The incident occurred towards the end of the course. I had studied in broad outline the 

religious idea among philosophers since the seventeenth century: Descartes, Spinoza, 

Malebranche, Leibniz, and, of course, Pascal. I arrived at Jean-Jacques Rousseau.102 I intended 

to devote to him two lectures: one dealing with his undeniable Catholicism during his affair with 

Mme. De Warens, at the delightful hours of Les Charmettes; the other was the deism of the The 

creed of a priest of Savoy and the atrocious quarrel he sustained against the Holbachic 

coterie.103 In order to prepare these two conferences well, it would have been nice for me to 

101Étienne Borne (1907 – 1993) was a professor of philosophy at Lycée Henri-IV in 
Paris. He helped  found the Mouvement republicain populaire (M.R.P.), and the French Christian 
Democratic Party. He was a columnist in the newspaper La Croix. See “Étienne Borne,” 
Wikipedia. 

102Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712 –1778) was a Genevan writer, whose political 
philosophy influenced the progress of the Enlightenment throughout Europe, as well as aspects 
of the French Revolution. His Discourse on Inequality and The Social Contract are important in 
modern political and social thought. His Emile, or On Education (1762) is an educational treatise 
on the place of the individual in society. His unfinished Reveries of a Solitary Walker (composed 
1776–1778) featured a focus on subjectivity and introspection. During the period of the French 
Revolution, he was the most popular of the philosophers among members of the Jacobin Club. 
See “Jean-Jacques Rousseau,” Wikipedia. 

103Rousseau‘s The creed of a priest of Savoy (New York: F. Ungar Pub. Co. c1957) is an 
excerpt from his publication Emile, book IV, often published separately. Rousseau gives himself 
up to a criticism of the ecclesial institution, dogmatism and heteronomy. In his text, he does not 
express himself directly, but uses a literary device to make a young Savoyard vicar speak. He 
raises the question of evil, as well as the answer to be given to it. 

For Rousseau, evil stemed from selfishness. Religion may be the vector of morality and a 
response to selfishness, but he criticizes established religion, which imposes dogmas and systems 
of power that distance the real good. But, contrary to a strong tendency within the Enlightenment 
philosophy of his time, he was equally suspicious of reason as the source of good and morality. 
See “La Profession de foi du vicaire Savoyard,” Wikipedia; Rousseau, La "Profession de foi du 
vicaire Savoyard," (Fribourg [Suisse]: Librairie de l'Université [O. Gschwend], Paris: Hachette 
et cie, 1914), on line at http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001800928. 

The “Holbachic coterie” refers to Paul-Henri Thiry, Baron d'Holbach (1723 – 1789), who 
was a French-German encyclopedist and prominent figure in the French Enlightenment. He was 
born Paul Dietrich near Landau in the Rhenish Palatinate, but lived and worked mainly in Paris, 
where he kept a salon. He was well known for his atheism and for his voluminous writings 
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have disengaged myself from an announced retreat at the Ladies of the Cenacle, but Father 

Lavigne absolutely refused to dispense with it. Through the fatigues of the [p. 114] retreat, I 

therefore delivered my two lectures without writing them and with only the aid of two detailed 

plans and fifty cards for each one. 

At the time, I had not read the three volumes of Pierre Maurice Masson which exhausted 

the subject concerning Rousseau's religion and its influence on the most religious spirits of 

Romanticism.104 And since then, the same thesis was supported by a Jesuit as he was doing his 

doctorate. .. What had I said so new, so contraversial? I do not know yet, but Father Lavigne told 

me that I had scandalized my audience. What did he know, who did not attend the class? It was 

M. de Bazelaire who complained. Was it not right to warn the Provincial in Strasbourg of my 

mistrust of him? One of his nieces who followed my lessons diligently and, who was very 

demonstrative of her admiration, had reported to her uncle the content of my remarks. Rousseau 

was not, then, the enemy of the religion, who she had been taught to curse at the boarding 

school? 

Father Lavigne was only waiting for a pretext to inflict a remonstrance on me; he thought 

he had found it. But I quietly suggested that I write my course and then submit it to Father Henri 

Picard, a former professor of philosophy. He accepted with bad grace. Father Picard read my 

text, took note of my reference sheets and said: "It is very interesting. I do not see what can be 

blamed on that.” Father Lavigne called me again, and as I asked him if he was satisfied, he 

replied - and I thought I had misunderstood! - "This is not what you said,” – “My Father, then 

you accuse me of lies? Who did I lie to? To you? To Fr. Picard? To my students? I wrote down 

my thoughts as I expressed them to them. Why would I have disguised what I think?” He was 

against religion, the most famous of them being The System of Nature (1770). The attendees at 
his dinners included Rousseau, who stopped attending the salon for some time after an incident 
in 1754. Diderot had arranged for an acquaintance of his, the Abbé Petit, to read a tragedy 
composed by the Abbé at d'Holbach's. The attendees found presentation absurd but lavished 
praise and strung the priest along. However, Rousseau initially kept silent, then sprung towards 
the priest, took his manuscript, threw it on the floor, and cried to the appalled author, "Your play 
is worthless, your dissertation an absurdity, all these gentlemen are making fun of you. Leave 
here, and go back to do curate's duty in your village." See “Paul-Henri Thiry, Baron d'Holbach,” 
Wikipedia. 

104Pierre-Maurice Masson (1879-1916), La religion de Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
(Genève: Slatkine Reprints, [1916], 1970). 
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silent, his eyes lowered like Tartuffe.105 "So," said I, "You accuse me of being a liar? It's 

serious, Father! A Jesuit who accuses another of having lied must prove what he is saying or he 

owes him an apology. I'm waiting for yours.” No reaction. Same silence. I finally got up. "In that 

case, I have nothing more to say to you. I went out the door without adding a word. What a 

villain! I thought as I returned to my room. [p. 115]  
Shortly after, the Provincial came to Nancy and I had to tell about the course that I gave. I 

had taken precautions by asking the students to give me in writing their evaluations and 

"especially your criticisms," I insisted, because I need them to improve the course and to orient it 

differently if necessary. I received some twenty letters, all complimentary, some with very useful 

suggestions. This file, I gave to Father Provincial, who promised to read it attentively. 

He recalled me a few days later: "I have a sacrifice to ask you," he began ex abruptly. - 

"Are you going to delete my course?” I said, turning pale. - "No, it's not about your course. I am 

very happy and this file that you entrusted to me interested me very much.” - "So what is it?” - 

"From Strasbourg. Father Baron, definitely, is aging a lot. He needs a replacement. "It has been 

six months since I had proposed to take care of the students of Strasbourg. You told me that God 

wanted me in Nancy, that the Society was expecting a lot from the course I was going to start ... 

Have I deceived your expectations?” 

He seemed embarrassed. "No," he said, "It's a real need. It is a service that I ask you, a 

sacrifice ... Think about it and give me your answer." 

105Tartuffe, or The Impostor, or The Hypocrite was first performed in 1664. It is a 
theatrical comedy by Molière. The character of Tartuffe is considered a great theatre role and the 
word "tartuffe" has come to designate a hypocrite who ostensibly and exaggeratedly feigns 
virtue, especially religious virtue. Almost immediately following its first performance at the 
Versailles fêtes, it was suppressed by King Louis XIV, due to the influence of the archbishop of 
Paris, Paul Philippe Hardouin de Beaumont de Péréfixe, who was the King's confessor. While 
the king had little personal interest in suppressing the play, he did so because, as stated in the 
official account of the fête: 

...although it was found to be extremely diverting, the king recognized so much 
conformity between those that a true devotion leads on the path to heaven and 
those that a vain ostentation of some good works does not prevent from 
committing some bad ones, that his extreme delicacy to religious matters can not 
suffer this resemblance of vice to virtue, which could be mistaken for each other; 
although one does not doubt the good intentions of the author, even so he forbids 
it in public, and deprived himself of this pleasure, in order not to allow it to be 
abused by others, less capable of making a just discernment of it. 
See “Tartuffe,” Wikipedia. 
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Which answer? All I had to do was obey. The will of God speaks through the voice of 

obedience; was it to say that the will of God varied like the feather in the wind? Father Hubster 

was pulling me towards Strasbourg while Father Lavigne pushed me out of Nancy, and this time 

again the balance of power gave the key to the mystery. Who to obey? Behind these masks, 

where was the true face of religious obedience, how to recognize submission to the will of God? 

A drama to the honor of God, the word of God, the word given to God or a poor comedy of 

human actors, too human? Should one consent to play the role of buffoon in this commedia 

dell’arte?106 Since the world was the theater, what good is it to flee the world, to renounce it, to 

find the world at every turn of religious life? To devote oneself to obedience was therefore to 

accept this lie, to share this hypocrisy? In my mind, in my heart, the rupture matured almost 

without my knowledge. [p. 116] 

While waiting for the fruit to fall, the duty was clear: to obey. I left for Strasbourg. The 

task that awaited me there was delicate and difficult. Meeting the needs of the Ozanam circle 

required a lot of work; it soon absorbed me. A stupid accident re-awakened by agonizing. Every 

morning, I went by bicycle from the residence to the local Circle. Absentminded by nature, I did 

not see a car rushing down the long straight line of the wide avenue Vosges-Forêt Noire. The 

driver desperately turned left to avoid me, but the handle of his door hit me and sank deep into 

my buttocks. I was dragged along the whole width of the avenue; I fell; my head knocked on the 

ground and I fainted. A taxi took me back to the residence. The doctor did not diagnose anything 

serious, but he prescribed several days of bed rest until the wound was well closed. 

I was close to death, but it had spared me. I thought of this life that was still to come. 

What would I do with the years that God gave me as new promises? Should I pass them in the 

religious life, stay in this Society which I had loved so much, but whose system of obedience did 

106Commedia dell'arte meaning "comedy of the profession" was an early form of 
professional theatre, originating from Italy, that was popular in Europe from the 16th to the 18th 
century. It is characterized by masked "types" and was responsible for the advent of actresses 
and improvised performances based on sketches or scenarios that are sometimes not scripted and 
sometimes on pantomime, which is mostly used by the character Arlecchino (Harlequin). The 
characters usually represent fixed social types and, such as foolish old men, devious servants, or 
military officers full of false bravado. The characters are exaggerated "real characters", such as a 
know-it-all doctor, a greedy old man called Pantalone, or a perfect relationship like the 
nnamorati. See “Commedia dell'arte,” Wikipedia. 
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not inspire me with any trust; to return to the world, among a worldly clergy, subject to worldly 

prelates? These priests were foreign to me and I felt no desire to become one of them. 

I had to lead the services during Lent at the cathedral. Immediately after, I resolved to 

make a retreat; during which  I would make my decision. As early as Easter Monday, I left for 

Dole [France], at the retreat house of Notre-Dame-de-Mont-Roland.107 

Days of sadness, days of anguish ... A real week of agony I prayed, I prayed and no voice 

answered my plea, no light pierced my desolation. "We must make no change in desolation," 

says St. Ignatius.108 Should I then remain in the society? I well knew that the prospect of 

leaving it was at the source of my distress: to abandon so many dear friends who would not 

understand my decision; give up interesting ministries; to bury myself in a sacristy during doing 

insipid babysitting; to lose loved brothers for "colleagues" who tore each other apart, as they 

knew how to hate priests! But those regrets like those [p. 117] repulsions came only from fear. 

To find or recover the light, where to turn? What if God, from now on, wanted me in the world 

where I knew that no joy was waiting for me? 

107The Notre-Dame de Mont-Roland sanctuary in the Burgundy region is a Marian 
pilgrimage center dating back to the 11th century on one of the roads of Compostela. A first 
chapel was said to have been established there in the fourth century by Saint Martin de Tours 
(316-397). In the 1500s the Jesuits settled there. They rebuilt the church starting in 1843. From 
1880 to 1901, due to lack of means, the Jesuits were expelled and the sanctuary put up for 
auction. It was bought by the laity and the Sisters of Providence, allowing the Jesuits to stay 
there until 1961. There is a souvenir shop and hiking trails. There are special pilgrimages there in 
April, May and August. See “Notre-Dame de Mont-Roland,” Wikipedia. 

108Ignatius of Loyola, The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola (trans. Elder 
Mullan, S.J., New York: P.J. Kenedy & Sons, 1914), p. 69, online 
http://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/03d/1491-
1556,_Ignatius_Loyola,_Spiritual_Exercises,_EN.pdf, in the section on “Rules for perceiving 
and knowing in some manne the different movements which are caused in the soul,” states about 
making decisions in time of desolation: 

Fifth Rule. In time of desolation never to make a change; but to be firm and 
constant in the resolutions and determination in which one was the day preceding 
such desolation, or in the determination in which he was in the preceding 
consolation. Because, as in consolation it is rather the good spirit who guides and 
counsels us, so in desolation it is the bad, with whose counsels we cannot take a 
course to decide rightly 
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Little by little, I saw more clearly in myself and peace settled in. Finally, I understood 

that before God and before my conscience my duty was to ask to be relieved of my vows. And if 

it was refused? Then I would examine again the course of action. 

The decision taken, I wrote my request. I formulated the imotives in rather bitter terms; I 

explained the situation as I felt it, in all truth and I sent my letter directly to the Roman 

authorities where  I knew it would receive the marvelous paper administration, the merkwürdige 

Zettelverwaltung [curious record management], which filled with admiration the future Cardinal 

Bea.109  

The wait was brief. By return mail, a letter signed T.R.P. [Très Révérend Père] 

Ledochowski informed me that my request was approved and that I was relieved of my 

vows.110 The blow cut in the living flesh, but it was the signal of deliverance: laqueus contritus 

est et nos liberati sumus. The collar is broken and we are free! 

So I was not mistaken! At a distance of more than two thousand kilometers, using 

information classified on cards (it would be, today on computers), the well-oiled machine was 

started and crunched this number taken from among thirty thousand others. Without having seen 

me, without hearing me, they made me a defrocked Jesuit, a wreck, who knows? But since I had 

asked for it! To have so quickly obtained an answer put an end to the hesitations that I could feel. 

I should say at any scru pule. A new life was beginning, as I had begun my Jesuit life, in the 

light. 

To mark this continuity, I made arrangements that allowed me to settle in Paris on the 

feast day of Saint Ignatius, July 31, 1932. A party, indeed, celebrated in secret in pain and 

sacrifice. I stuck around. I wanted to remain in the Society, but this time, in full consciousness. 

After hours in the garden of agony, I began to climb my Calvary.111 [p. 118] 
 

109Information about Augustin Bea is noted in Chapter 3. 
110Information about Włodzimierz Ledóchowski is noted in Chapter 3. 
111The garden of agony or Gethsemane was at the foot of the Mount of Olives in 

Jerusalem where, according to the four Gospels of the New Testament, Jesus was arrested the 
night before his crucifixion. Golgotha or Calvary was, according to the Gospels, a site 
immediately outside Jerusalem's walls where Jesus was crucified. 
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Chapter 7 [p. 119]  
VII 

 

PRIEST OF SAINTE DÉVOTE 

 

 

From 1932 to 1938, these six years I spent as a secular priest in Paris, my diocese of 

origin. What is the good of tiring the reader of these stories of a priest? I will confine myself to a 

few anecdotes collected during the time of the Sixth of February and the Front populaire 

[Popular Front], in the world which saw the birth of Esprit (Spirit magazine) and assisted with 

the rise of the L'Aube (Dawn newspaper).1 I had become a free priest on the left. 

1Information about the Popular Front (Front populaire) and the publications Esprit and 
L'Aube is noted in the Glossary. The “February 6, 1934” crisis was an anti-parliamentarist street 
demonstration in Paris organized by multiple far-right leagues that culminated in a riot on the 
Place de la Concorde, near the seat of the French National Assembly. The police shot and killed 
15 demonstrators. It was one of the major political crises during the Third Republic (1870–
1940). Frenchmen on the left feared it was an attempt to organize a fascist coup d'état. 
According to historian Joel Colton, "The consensus among scholars is that there was no 
concerted or unified design to seize power and that the leagues lacked the coherence, unity, or 
leadership to accomplish such an end." 

As a result of the actions of that day, several anti-fascist organisations were created, such 
as the Comité de vigilance des intellectuels antifascistes, in an attempt to thwart the rise of 
fascism in France. After World War II, several historians, among them Serge Berstein, argued 
that while some leagues had been indisputably pushing for a coup, François de La Rocque had, 
in fact, turned in a liberal direction, toward a respect for constitutional order. However, if the 
lack of coordination among the fascist leagues undermined the idea of a fascist conspiracy, the 
fascist actions on February 6 were an uncoordinated but violent attempt to overthrow the Cartel 
des gauches government elected in 1932. 

Édouard Daladier, who was president of the Council of Ministers, replaced Camille 
Chautemps on January 27, 1934 because of accusations of corruption (including the Stavisky 
Affair). Daladier, who had been a popular figure, was nonetheless forced to resign on February 
7. He was replaced by the conservative Gaston Doumergue as head of the government; this was 
the first time during the tenure of the Third Republic a government fell because of pressures 
from the street. See “6 February 1934 crisis,” Wikipedia. 
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It was first at [Our Lady of the] Rosary, a parish in the district Plaisance that I lived these 

years, in the intimacy of the priest, Fr. Boyreau.2 How was I introduced near the one whom the 

"Rosarians" affectionately called the boss? Six years had passed since the founding of the J.O.C. 

and I was almost forgotten. Arriving in Paris without knowing anyone, I went to see Father 

Renaud to share with him my plans: to settle in the Latin Quarter where I would work with 

students.3 "Do you have money?” he asked me- “I do not have a penny.” "Then there is one 

thing to do.” It was clear and without appeal. "Why do not you go to Fr. Boyreau's parish? said 

Abbe Renaud, "he needs to be in your plans. If you wish, I will telephone him." He went out, and 

came back soon enough. "Monsieur Boyreau is waiting for you at eleven o'clock; he is delaying 

breakfast for you." 

Being with the minister at Rosary [parish] was easy. What a wonderful match! I could not 

have wished for a more surpassing school to initiate me to a parish ministry? And we shared  the 

same ideas. 

Fr. Boyreau had arrived in 1894 in the little rectory of Raynaud, a most sordid dead end 

in the sordid [p. 120] district of Plaisance.4 The songs of Bruant made fashionable this fauna of 

Vaugirard, horse traders, stable boys, slaughter house workers, deliverymen ... all a marginal 

population among which the prostitutes swarmed like the flies attracted by the abattoirs of 

Vaugirard.5 In 1932, the courtyard of the patronage [parish] was still called "le Champ" [the 

2Information about Fr. Emmanuel Boyreau is noted in Chapter 5. 
3Information about Fr. Ferdinand Renaud is noted in Chapter 4. 
4Plaisance (pleasure) takes it name from an immense park that was part of the Château 

du Maine which was built in the 17th century. The area was subdivided in the 1850s and the 
Compagnie générale des omnibus (a major 19th century operator of horse buses and later trams 
and motor buses) razed the castle to build garages. In the late nineteenth century the area became 
one of the largest slums of Paris. It is in the 14th arrondissement, situated on the left bank of the 
River Seine. See “14th arrondissement of Paris,” Wikipedia. 

5Rue de Vaugirard is the longest street inside Paris' walls at 4.3 km (2.7 mi). It spans the 
6th and 15th arrondissements. Aristide Bruant (1851 – 1925) was a French cabaret singer and 
comedian. He is credited as the creator of the chanson réaliste musical genre. At age 15 in 1866 
he came to the Montmartre Quarter of Paris and sang at working-class bistros. He used the earthy 
language of his haunts to make songs that told of the struggles of the poor. He developed a 
vaudeville-like act that led to his being signed to appear at the Le Chat Noir club. Dressed in a 
red shirt, black velvet jacket, high boots, and a long red scarf, he became a star of Montmartre, 
and when Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec began showing up at the cabarets, he featured Bruant in 
one of his posters. See “Aristide Bruant,” Wikipedia. 
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field] because for a long time, near the "fortifications", there had spread the fields of Parisian 

market gardeners.6 

At the end of the nineteenth century, vegetables no longer grew, but in their place, in 

these leprous alleys, all the "titis"[young apprentices] of the neighborhood!7 They crowded, on 

Thursdays, at the [parish] patronage, five hundred, six hundred, and the vicars trembled that 

there would be some jostling, an accident.8 A priest ruled with a firm hand all this little world: 

the abbot Imbault known under the name of Father Imbault. Once, a father came looking for his 

offspring. "Is there not a perimbot [pere Imbault] here?” The word stuck. "See, Father Imbault, it 

6The ”fortifications” or Thiers wall was the last of the defensive walls of Paris. Louis-
Philippe, proclaimed king of the French in 1830, was convinced that the key to defence of France 
was to prevent Paris from falling too easily into the hands of foreign armies as happened during 
the Battle of Paris in 1814. It was resosted by the left, whose speakers suspected that it was in 
fact  designed not to defend France, but to threaten the Parisians in case they come to revolt 
against the monarchy. Despite the objections it was the enclosure was constructed between 1841 
and 1844 under pime minister, Adolphe Thiers. It covered 7,802 hectares (19,280 acres) or 21 
miles along the "boulevards des Maréchaux" (Boulevards of the Marshals) of today. 

 Having become useless due to progress in military technology, the fortifications were 
demolished in stages between 1919 and 1929.  Their locations first became vacant lots, often 
referred to as the "zone". They were progressively rehabilitated from the mid-1920s onward. 
Later still, the Boulevard Périphérique (Paris ring road) was built on the route of the Thiers wall 
and continues to separate Paris and its suburbs.  

The shape of the former strongholds is marked in several places in the topology of roads 
into this area. To this day, the strip of land between the current Boulevard Périphérique and the 
Boulevard des Marechaux, circling all of Paris, can be identified by the building spree of the 
1920s and 1930, post the demolition of the wall. The land was used to create new sports facilities 
and low-income housing, as well as a limited number of more expensive apartment blocks.  

The "zone" was not itself the site formerly occupied by the wall, but a strip of land where 
no building was permitted in front of the wall, a ditch and a slope which measured 250 meters 
across. It was designated as an area where building was not permitted and it was occupied by 
slums at the end of the 19th century, with the abandonment of its military function. See “Thiers 
wall,” Wikipedia. 

7Titi is colloquial for young apprentices. Gavroche (Victor Hugo's character in Les 
Misérables) personifies the "Titi parisien"; the word brings to mind a youngish boy, rather slim, 
not very tall and unpretentious. 

8Thursdays were a holiday. 
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is a glory! One says a Perimbot as one says a refuse container!”9 This name comes to them from 

the prefect Refuse Container. 

In 1894, the future priest of Rosary [parish] had taken the name of "Missionary of the 

Worker", because it really was in mission country. Plaisance extended to the fortifications and 

beyond by a sort of shantytown - as we would say today - that was called the zone. When Fr. 

Boyreau, who had rented a cafe hall because of the absence of another place of worship, 

celebrated his first mass there, a crowd of inhabitants of Placentia amassed on the pavement and 

began to bawl Kyrie, Christe, with the accompaniment of pots and variants of obscene songs.10 

He told me that one day, he asked a neighborhood kid to get him a cab [horse-drawn two-

wheeled], he had to wait a long time for the expected cab, before he saw the youth turn the 

corner of the street proudly hitched to a buggy. 

Time had passed since that heroic epoch, and when I arrived at the Rosary, Mr. Boyreau 

had performed many wonders. I saw, one day,. a tramp enter the sacristy. The cure received him 

with the exquisite politeness which he showed to each one. When the beggar came out they 

exchanged a good smile. "Do you know what just happened to me?” said Mr. Boyreau. “While I 

signed his ‘voucher’ for a meal at the soup kitchen, he dropped a kiss on my forehead.” [p. 121] 

To this man who had numerous and exclusive connections in Paris, Henri Lorin's salon 

was open.11 It was from this home of social Catholicism that Social Weeks were born.12 Lorin, 

an independent spirit, did not like the repression unleashed by Pius X and his Secretary of State, 

9This is a play-on-words. The parent in search of his son mispronounced Père Imbault’s 
name as périmbot. Périmbot apparently sounds like poubelle, which is the name for refuse 
container. The perfect refuse container may be a reference to God.  

10Kyrie, Christe is the word “Lord,” first in Greek and then Latin. 
11Henri Lorin (1866-1932) was a professor of history and geography at the University of 

Bordeaux. He participated in the preparation of peace treaties and interallied commissions in 
Paris that ended the first world war. He also served as a deputy in the Gironde of the Third 
Republic legislature under the label initially of Republican and then Democratic, along with 
being part of Social Action.  He was a spokesman for the Catholic right and conservatives. See 
“Henri Lorin,” Wikipedia. 

12Information about ‘Social Weeks” was noted in Chapter 5. 
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Merry del Val.13 "Remember that the Secretary of State speaks six languages," someone said 

one day before Henri Lorin. "No doubt," he answered, "like a hotel porter." 

About this same Merry del Val, I was told by a Belgian Jesuit, his former teacher: 

"Raphael: he's an angel, but what a fool!” He was close to Pius X the great patron of the 

intégristes [fundamentalists]. 

Decidedly Mr. Boyreau had no veneration for the pontificate of Pius X. A pope who 

admired in Maurras "un'bel defensor della fede" [a fine defender of the faith], while he put 

Duchesne on the Index!14 Father Bonsirven told me that he was at Duchesne's the day Paul 

Sabatier, the historian of Saint Francis of Assisi, came to his house as he was coming from an 

audience with Pius X.15 The time was tragic. Rome had just been informed that the [French] 

Senate had passed the law of Separation, thus rendered final.16 "Ah! Pius X sighed, why does 

not France imitate that holy man Emperor William?17 (Sic). Von Bülow had worked well!18 

13Information about Pius X is listed in the Glossary. Rafael Merry del Val (1865 – 1930) 
was a Spanish cardinal. Pius X appointed him as the Cardinal Secretary of State. His writings 
prompted popularity for the Litany of Humility, which was for some decades incorrectly 
attributed to him. He helped restore the privileges to Hispanic countries. See “Rafael Merry del 
Val,” Wikipedia. 

14Information about Maurras was noted in Chapter 2; information about Duchesne was 
noted in Chapter 3; and information about the Index was noted in the Church Matters section of 
the Glossary. 

15Joseph Paul Bonsirven (1880-1958) was a French Jesuit, biblical scholar and 
theologian. See “Joseph Paul Bonsirven,” Wikipedia. 

Charles Sabatier (1858 –1928) was a French Protestant clergyman and historian who 
produced the first modern biography of St. Francis of Assisi. He was nominated for the Nobel 
Prize in Literature five times. See “Charles Sabatier,” Wikipedia. 

16The French law concerning the separation of the Church and the State was adopted on 
December 9, 1905 on the initiative of the republican-socialist party. It was claimed to be in 
response to the confrontation for twenty-five years between two conceptions of the place of the 
Church in French society. The confrontations increased with the death of Pope Leo XIII in July 
1903, when his successor, Pius X took over. 

The new law repealed the concordat of 1801. Article 4 required the devolution of the 
property of public worship establishments to religious associations. The pope complained 
(Vehementer Nos of February 11, 1906) that the law allowed the spoliation of church property 
and maintained the establishment of cultural associations to be incompatible with the canonical 
hierarchical organization and the respective ministerial functions of the bishop and parish priest 
(Gravissimo Officii Munere, August 1906).  

A part of the French clergy (in particular Bishop Louis Duchesne, a liberal canon whose 
writings were put on the Index a few years later) supported the law, while another part of the 
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Jean Guitton, of the French Academy, lived in the presbytery of the Rosary several years 

of his student life.19 By his teacher, Jacques Chevalier, he had been introduced to the religious 

life of England, which Fr. Boyrean knew well, having frequented the circle of Fr. Portal, the 

Catholic Right opposed it. The Jews and Protestants welcomed a law that corresponded to their 
traditional mode of organization of the Presbyterian type. See “La loi concernant la séparation 
des Églises et de l'État,” Wikipedia; a copy of the law is online at 
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070169&dateTexte
=20080306. 

17The German Emperor William I (1797-1888) of the Hohenzollern House was a 
Lutheran. He served in the army in 1814 against Napoleon I of France during the part of the 
Napoleonic Wars known in Germany as the Befreiungskriege ("Wars of Liberation", otherwise 
known as the War of the Sixth Coalition), and was left with antipathy towards the French. He led 
Germany in the Franco-Prussian War or Franco-German War, often referred to in France as the 
War of 1870, which was a conflict between the Second French Empire (and later, the Third 
French Republic) and the German states of the North German Confederation led by the Kingdom 
of Prussia. The Germans defeated the army of the Second Empire and captured the French 
Emperor Napoleon III. See “Franco-Prussian War or Franco-German War,” Wikipedia; and 
“Emperor William I,” Wikipedia. 

18Karl von Bülow (1846 – 1921), a German field marshal commanded the German 2nd 
Army during World War I from 1914 to 1915. His army at the beginning of World War I in 
August 1914 was part of the German force that invaded Belgium. He occupied Liege on August 
7 and captured the fortress of Namur. In France, he defeated General Charles Lanrezac of the 
French Fifth Army at Charleroi on August 23–24 and again at St. Quentin on August 29–30, 
1914. 

Von Bülow is considered as a war criminal for the massacres in Andenne (August 20) 
and a few days later in Leffe (August 23 - 1914): he ordered the killing of men, women and 
children. In Liege, to keep the population in fear, the Germans hung messages stating: "... With 
my authorisation, the general who was in command of our troops burnt the city (Andenne) and 
had 110 victims executed. I bring this fact to the attention of the city of Liege so the inhabitants 
know what can be expected if they act in the same manner". In fact, more than 260 people were 
killed in Andenne.  

As the 2nd Army and General Alexander von Kluck's 1st Army neared Paris from August 
31 to September 2, von Bülow, concerned about the growing gap between the two armies, 
ordered Kluck to turn the 1st Army on his right towards him. This decision, however, resulted in 
Kluck's advancing south and east of Paris, instead of south and west as specified in the 
Schlieffen Plan. Von Bülow crossed the Marne on September 4, but was ordered to retreat to the 
Aisne after the successful counterattack by combined French and British forces against Kluck's 
1st Army at the First Battle of the Marne from September 5–10. Von Bülow was believed by the 
German public to be responsible for the German failure to capture Paris. He was promoted to 
Field Marshal in January 1915. After suffering a heart attack two months later, he was allowed to 
retire in early 1916, living in Berlin until his death. See “Karl von Bülow,” Wikipedia. 

19Jean Guitton (1901 – 1999) was a French Catholic philosopher and theologian. He 
wrote about 50 books. See “Jean Guitton,” Wikipedia. 
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Lazarist, a friend of Lord Halifax.20 And so it was that Fr. Boyreau and Jean Guitton were 

invited to Garrowby Castle-haunted as any English manor should be.21 Lord Halifax was eager 

to see the specter. His son, Lord Irwin, with the assistance of Jean Guitton, an expert on hoaxes, 

gave him this satisfaction.22 In the middle of the night, the ghost appeared to the master of the 

house and to Fr. Boyreau with clatter of chains and mournful cries echoed along the corridors. 

20Jacques Chevalier (1882 –1962) was a French philosopher. He was educated at the 
Ecole Normale Superieure and Oxford University and taught at the Faculty of Letters in 
Grenoble. He was a specialist of Plato and author of many books, mainly about the history of 
philosophy. A friend of Lord Halifax, he was also a Minister for education in 1941 under the 
Vichy Regime, and was as such the only member of the government to be present at the funeral 
of the philosopher Henri Bergson. A Catholic, he attempted to eradicate the anti-religious feeling 
in educational circles and consequently closed the "Ecoles Normales", which had been created in 
each "département" by the François Guizot law of 1833 to prepare teachers for elementary 
classes, replacing them with "Instituts de formation professionnelle". The anti-clerical 
Collaborationists opposed him however, and he had to step down; his reform was eventually 
abolished and the "Ecoles Normales" were recreated. See “Jacques Chevalier,” Wikipedia. 

Fernand Portal (1855 - 1926) was a Lazarist (also called Vincentian or Congregation of 
the Mission) priest considered as a pioneer of contemporary ecumenical dialogue for the 
rapprochements he attempted between the Catholic Church and the Anglican communion in the 
company of the Anglican layman, Catholic, Viscount Halifax, Charles Lindley Wood. In 1890 he 
had met the Vicount, whose son was suffering from tuberculosis. The Vicount was seeking to 
bring together the Catholics and Anglicans. Portal obtained the approval of Pope Leo XIII to 
make contact with personalities of the Anglican Church. To provoke a meeting between 
Catholics and Anglicans, he launched a debate on the validity of Anglican ordinations which 
seemed to be a possible ground for understanding. Portal wrote a pamphlet in 1893 entitled The 
Anglican Ordinations, to which an opus written by Anglican theologians under the impetus of 
Halifax was presented as a primer to theological debate. Portal then founded The Anglo-Roman 
Review to nourish the dialogue. Leo XIII then united a pontifical commission charged with 
studying in greater depth the Anglican orders, counting among its members personalities who 
would become actors in the modernist crisis such as Mgr. Merry del Val or Father Duchesne. 
The result was the publication of Apostolicae Curae in 1896, which declared the ordinations 
conferred according to the Anglican rite entirely null. 

Later Portal ran the new Saint Vincent de Paul University Seminary, a place of openness 
and exchange. He was a disciple of Newman, friend of Teilhard de Chardin and adviser of 
Clemenceau. In 1908 he was censured by the Vatican through the Cardinal Merry del Val, 
meanwhile Secretary of State of Pope Pius XI as a modernist. See “Fernand Portal,” Wikipedia. 

21Garrowby Hall, owned by the Earl of Halifax, is a 20,000 acre family estate, near 
Garrowby, East Riding in Yorkshire. See “Charles Wood, 3rd Earl of Halifax,” Wikipedia. 

22Edward Wood, 1st Earl of Halifax,(1881 –1959), styled the 1st Baron Irwin from 1925 
until 1934, then 3rd Viscount Halifax from 1934 until 1944, was a senior British Conservative 
politician of the 1930s. He held several senior ministerial posts during this time, most notably 
those of Viceroy of India from 1925 to 1931 and of Foreign Secretary between 1938 and 1940. 
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It was at the table of Fr. Boyreau that I met Mgr. Chaptal, who had formerly been vicar to Notre-

Dame-du-Travail [Our Lady of Work] de Plaisance, [and also] Canon Desgranges, whose 

sparkling conversation [p. 122]  was a treat.23 A great specialist in public debates, Desgranges 

liked to let his opponent speak for a long time. "At first I am quiet," he said, "and then he always 

ends up speaking a blunder. So I jump in and blast him.” And he told us of his oratorical duel at 

the [legislative] Chamber with Professor Pinard, a famous obstetrician, very anti-clerical.24 The 

He was one of the architects of the policy of appeasement of Adolf Hitler in 1936–38, working 
closely with Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain. However, after the German occupation of 
Czechoslovakia in March 1939 he was one of those who pushed for a new policy of attempting 
to deter further German aggression by promising to go to war to defend Poland. 

In May 1940 with the Allies facing apparently catastrophic defeat and British forces 
falling back to Dunkirk, Halifax favoured approaching Italy to see if acceptable peace terms 
could be negotiated. He was overruled by Churchill after a series of stormy meetings of the War 
Cabinet. From 1941 to 1946, he served as British Ambassador in Washington. See “Edward 
Wood,” Wikipedia. 

23Emmanuel Chaptal (1861 – 1943) was auxiliary bishop of Paris from 1922 to his 
death. Personality linked to social Catholicism, he initiated the apostolate to catholic immigrants, 
helping with their integration and assimilation. He had the nickname "bishop of foreigners." 
Close to the politicians Raymond Poincaré and Alexander Millerand, he fought against 
communist propaganda and socialism which he feared was entering into social Catholicism. See 
“Emmanuel Chaptal,” Wikiepedia. 

Jean-Marie Desgranges (1874 – 1958) was is a secular priest and French politician. He 
participated in the intellectual life by creating study centers, and a newspaper in 1905, The 
Democrat. He was close to the Sillon movement and social Catholicism. He was elected deputy 
between 1928 and 1940. He voted full powers to the last President of the Council of the Third 
Republic Pétain, like the majority of the deputies of the House of the Popular Front. During 
World War II he retired to Grenoble and joined the resistance. He had to hide, for this reason, in 
a convent of nuns. After 1945, he took up the cause of former collaborationist parliamentarians 
under the Occupation. This resulted in the amnesty laws of 1951, which put an end to political 
imprisonments and prosecution of war crimes. In his book, Les Crimes masqués du 
résistantialisme (1948), he denounced the alleged crimes and abuses committed in the name of 
the Resistance and the "abominable exploitation of the true Resistance for the benefit of certain 
political parties" in the months that follow the Liberation. See “Jean-Marie Desgranges,” 
Wikipedia. 

24Adolphe Pinard (1844 – 1934) was an obstetrician and founder member of the French 
Eugenics Society in 1913. He was an advocate of providing social care for pregnant women from 
deprived environments. He served as a parliamentary deputy for the Radical party between 1919 
and 1928 for the Paris region. As a deputy he was sympathetic to feminism. In 1926 he 
introduced a law requiring future spouses to provide a pre-nuptial certificate of good health 
(attesting the absence of contagious diseases) before the marriage could be officially registered. 
See “Adolphe Pinard,” Wikipedia.  
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canon, at the rostrum, was speaking of childbirth when Pinard interrupted him rather fatuously: 

"How can you speak of these things, Monsieur l'Abbe? It would be necessary to have the 

experience ..." Very softly, Desgranges resumed: "What amazing news, I just learned, my dear 

Colleagues! I knew that Professor Pinard was a celebrated obstetrician · I did not know that he 

had suffered the pangs of childbirth." 

He confessed, however, that he had been perplexed by Rappoport, a Russian Jew, 

communist, who was always walking around with a Horace edition in his pocket.25 Desgranges, 

during a heated debate, cited passage upon passage from the Encyclicals, when Rappoport, in his 

faint naisal voice, interrupted him: "My lord the abbot I do not reproach you for your encyclicals. 

They are very good, your encyclicals! What I reproach you for is the contempt in which you hold 

the encyclicals." 

25Charles Rappoport (1865 – 1941) was a Russian-born French communist politician and 
scholar. He was born in the Kovno Governorate of the Russian Empire (present-day Lithuania), a 
traditional Jewish area. He attended gymnasium in Vilnius, but left the country after 
encountering the Narodnaya Volya (Peoples Will), which was a 19th-century revolutionary 
political organization in the Russian Empire. It conducted assassinations of government officials 
in an attempt to overthrow the autocratic system and stop the Government reforms of Alexander 
II of Russia. 

Rappoport attended university in Switzerland, and then emigrated to France, settling in 
Paris at the end of the 19th century, and became a French citizen in 1899. He helped mobilize 
Yiddish-speaking Parisian Jews in 1901 by founding the Groupe des ouvriers israelites (Group 
of Israelite Workers), a club and meeting place for Jewish socialists in the Pletzl's Rue Vieille-
du-Temple. He also worked as a journalist for Hebrew language periodicals. He entered politics 
in the Russian People's Will Party, later the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party 
(R.S.D.L.P.), which eventually split with its Bolsheviks (majority) faction eventually becoming 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. He also worked with the Union of Russian Socialist 
Revolutionaries and its founder, Chaim Zhitlowsky (founder), and with M. M. Rozenbaum, and 
S. Ansky. Zhitlowsky’s grandfather had pointed out to him the revolutionary character of the 
prophets, and of the great Jewish intellects of the later times. 

As a Marxist, Rappoport campaigned in the French Section of the Workers' International 
(Section Française de l'Internationale Ouvrière, SFIO). In 1914, he denounced the SFIO's 
acceptance of the First World War. With Paul Vaillant-Couturier and Albert Treint, he was a 
representative of the Comintern ("Third International"; 1919–1943). At the SFIO's Tours 
Congress in December 1920, he was part of the majority who founded the French Communist 
Party (Parti communiste français, PCF), and was elected to the Steering Committee. Although in 
1922-1923 he supported the Frossard centre of the group, following the Stalinization of the 
P.C.F. in the late 1930s, he strongly disagreed with the party line and support for the Soviet 
Union, and he left the P.C.F. in 1938. See “Charles Rappoport,” Wikipedia. 
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This same Rappoport was of legendary filth, once he was invited to Moscow; it was to 

attend a gala at the Bolshoi [Theater]. "Above all," said Cachin, whose story I tell you, "you will 

wash your feet and change your socks."26 In the evening, Rappoport exhaled a suspicious smell. 

"Pig!" said Cachin, "you have not even changed socks!” "But yes," protested Rappoport, "and 

the proof is here! He pulled out his dirty socks from his pocket, filling the whole box with a 

smell ‘other than gunpowder.’" 

Fr. Boyreau had finally acquired a reputation which exceeded the district of Plaisance; 

the works of the Rosary had merited from François Veuillot, the father of the future Cardinal 

[Pierre Veuillot], a complete monograph.27 Everything rested on the parish halll where the 

kids would come as soon as they were old enough to button their pants. A vocational school of 

precision mechanics sustained it and, beyond that, there was a small-scale worker production 

26Marcel Cachin (1869 – 1958), a politician, in 1891 he became a member of Jules 
Guesde’s French Workers' Party (P.O.F.). In 1905, he joined the new French Section of the 
Workers' International (S.F.I.O.) and won election to the Chamber of Deputies representing the 
Seine in 1914. He rallied the Union sacrée during the First World War and was sent to Russia on 
a mission in 1917. On that occasion he supported Kerensky's Provisional Government, which 
was pledged to continue Russia's participation in World War I, and denounced Lenin and the 
Bolsheviks. In 1918, he was one of the speakers at a patriotic rally held at Strasbourg, to 
celebrate the city's return to French rule. 

However, following the end of the war, there was a leftward shift among Cachin's 
grassroots supporters and a growing sympathy for the October revolution. In 1920 at the Tours 
Congress, he became one of the founders of the French Communist Party (S.F.I.C.) and joined 
the Third International. In 1923, he was jailed for denouncing the French occupation of the Ruhr 
and Morocco. As a strong supporter of the pro-Soviet French Communist Party, he refused to 
disavow the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact and was removed from elected office in 1940. After the 
Liberation of France, he returned to the National Assembly until his death in 1958. He was the 
editor of the newspaper L'Humanité from 1918 to 1958. At the age of 88, he was the first 
foreigner to receive the Order of Lenin. In the later part of his life, he was nicknamed 
"Grandfather of the Communist Party". See “Marcel Cachin,” Wikipedia. 

27François Veuillot (1870-1952) was journalist who headed the Catholic newspaper, the 
Univers. One of its articles, written in 1902 by Zola, gives a realistic and sordid painting of the 
district of Plaisance. The following year Veuillot wrote the book to which Boulier refers, 
Apostolat social: les oeuvres du rosaire au faubourg de Plaisance (Paris: Lecoffre, 1903, 171 
pp). As a journalist, Veuillot opposed the influence of Action française on the Universe before 
1914. He was considered as the "unofficial journalist" of the French Social Party (P.S.F.). He 
later worked for La Croix. In that capacity, he opposed a petition launched by the by communist 
writer Henry Barbusse against the colonial war in Morocco. However during the Spanish Civil 
War in 1936 he took the side of the Republicans against Franco. See “François Veuillot,” 
Wikipedia. 
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cooperative. This set of works had various fortunes: the cooperative for example ended up 

sinking because [p. 123] the the workers did not give it  reasonable management. A school of 

apprenticeship took its place. 

Fr. Boyreau took charge of the Grand Circle, frequented by the youth and adults. He 

asked to help. I admired the robust and very open education which he sought to inculcate in 

them. When I was there the circle included five football teams, eleven basketball teams, a 

swimming section with eighty swimmers; a group that made up the "C.A. [Cercle athlétique] 

Rosaire", the Rosary athletic club. The athletes administered their programs and their dedication 

was not lacking. Football was coached by Pierre Aujoulet, a true apostle who possessed all the 

technique of the game. 

And as there is no better example of encouraging the sport than exercising it one’s self, 

Fr. Boyreau, starting in the spring, went to training every Tuesday on foot, back and forth, first  

to the racecourse of Auteuil [8 miles round trip]; a few weeks later, to the Forest of Meudon [16 

miles]; around the month of July, still on foot, from Paris to Versailles [26 miles]. He was 

training for the holidays he was spending in Chamonix with some great masters, convinced that 

ascension in the Alps would be the best school of strength and endurance for them.28 With Saint 

Paul, he compared the Christian virtues to the sporting qualities. 

All these young people, like many French footballers, did not attend the physical training 

sessions which were open for them twice a week. When I wanted them to have a medical 

checkup, I remember their categorical and general refusal. I must have been angry, threatening 

with expulsion; I was tough toward them, but nothing helped. But just the next day I learned the 

explanation of this collective stubbornness. "You did not warn us," said one of them. “We had 

not washed and we had not changed clothes.” What should I do, but summon them again and 

apologize? The following week, no more defections! 

Every Sunday, on the table of the Grand Circle, Fr. Boyreau had a large number of 

newspapers, including the Revue des Deux Mondes and L'Illustration.29 He lent books to the 

28Chamonix-Mont-Blanc is in south-eastern France. At 15,700 feet it is the highest 
European mountain west of Russia. 

29The Revue des deux Mondes (Review of the Two Worlds) is a French language 
monthly literary, cultural and political affairs magazine that has been published in Paris since 
1829. It claims to be a place for debates and dialogues between nations, disciplines and cultures, 
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Circle elders, carefully chosen for each of them. On the lookout [p. 124] for novelties, he had 

formed a Social Team that Garric himself had come to inaugurate.30 He was one of the first in 

France to form a [Boy] Scout troop even before the 1914 war. 

At the end of the day, on Sunday, the football teams came back from the field, located at 

La Vache Noire, and each captain criticized the game, distributing praise and blame.31 If the 

C.A: Rosaire won the match, Fr. Boyreau offered a hundred francs to the victorious team. The 

Vache Noire [Black Cow] ... I never pass, on the bus 197, without glimpses, between two 

gigantic H.L.M. a little piece of greenery – the only remnant of the stadium where, once sitting 

on a stump, I froze all afternoon watching watching a match unfold.32 

It was at the Rosary that I met a woman who was to intervene in my life for a definite 

change. Miss Chaptal, sister of the prelate, granddaughter of Raffalovitch, the banker of the Czar 

about the major subjects of our societies. It was created in order to establish a cultural, economic 
and political bridge between France and the United States, the Old World and the New. Among 
the early regular contributors who established the review's reputation as an elite liberal vehicle of 
haute culture were Albert, 4th duc de Broglie, François Guizot, Jacques Nicolas Augustin 
Thierry, Ludovic Vitet and Paul-François Dubois. See “Revue des deux Mondes,” Wikipedia. 

L'Illustration was a weekly newspaper published in Paris from 1843 to 1944. In 1891, it 
became the first French newspaper to publish a photograph. In 1907 it was the first to publish a 
color photograph. It also published Gaston Leroux novel Le mystère de la chambre jaune as a 
serial a year before its 1908 release. See “L'Illustration,” Wikipedia. 

30Robert Garric (1896 – 1967) attended the École Normale Supérieure and was 
appointed in 1928 assistant professor of philosophy at the Sorbonne. He was a social Catholic, 
part of the reformist Catholic milieu, with men like Georges Lamirand, Hyacinthe Dubreuil, Jean 
Lazard, Paul Claudel, R.P Sertillanges and Daniel Halévy. He was a founder of the "Social 
Teams" in 1920, which aimed to constitute a social elite and bring help to the workers. He was 
appointed director of National Relief during the Occupation and became head of the Cité 
internationale universitaire de Paris and chairman of the board of directors of École des Roches 
from 1956 to his death. See “Robert Garric,” Wikipedia; see also, Robert Garric, Les Équipes 
sociales: esprit et Méthodes (Paris: Éditions de la Revue des Jeunes, 1924, 124 pp). 

31Notre-Dame-du-Rosaire at 194 rue Raymond Losserand in the 14th arrondissement 
was about 3 miles from La Vache Noire, Montrouge. See “Montrouge,” Wikipedia. 

32HLM is the acronym of Habitation à Loyer Modéré ("rent-controlled housing"), a form 
of private or public housing in France, Algeria, Senegal, and Quebec. It constitutes 16% of all 
housing in France, that is four million residences, housing 10 million people. The standard of 
living in the HLM housing projects is often the lowest in the country. A majority of the 
residences are small buildings or individual houses, with an average size being 20 apartments. 
HLM should not be confused with public housing, as many HLM organizations are completely 
private, although many are also public. See “HLM,” Wikipedia. 
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who watered abundantly the French press in order to invest Russian funds.33 She had settled in 

the district of Plaisance at the same time as Fr. Boyreau. Having discussed an initiative with him, 

she founded a school of nursing at the time when the nuns were expelled from hospitals.34 She 

had also opened, in this district of misery, a tuberculosis dispensary very well conceived and 

which made progress against this evil. Miss Chaptal was bored with sermons but she listened to 

mine and did me the honor to be interested. She invited me to visit her brand new school at 

33Arthur Germanovich Raffalovich (1853 - 1921) was a Russian financier and 
economist. Born in Odessa, the son of a wealthy Jewish merchant, Hermann Raffalovich, the 
family moved to Paris when he was a child. He lived most of his life in Paris and was at various 
times private secretary to Count Shuvalov, financial editor of the Journal des Débats, chairman 
of the Russian Chamber of Commerce in Paris, Commercial Attaché to the Russian Imperial 
Embassy in Paris, and the Russian state's financial agent in London. Under Sergei Witte, he was 
a councillor of the State Council of Imperial Russia. His sister, Sophie, married and supported 
the Irish M.P. William O'Brien. See “Arthur Raffalovich,” Wikipedia. 

34Information about the secularization laws was noted in Chapter 1. Léonie Chaptal, 
born Marie Léonie Chaptal Chanteloup (1873 - 1937), was part of a noble French family, famous 
for its participation in political life. On her father’s side, she descended from Jean-Antoine 
Chaptal, Minister of the Interior of Napoleon Bonaparte. Her mother, a Catholic convert, was as 
Boulier notes, of Jewish origin, daughter of a wealthy Russian banker, Leon Raffalovich. One of 
Léonie’s brothers, Emmanuel Chaptal was ordained a priest in 1897 and became vicar of the 
parish Notre-Dame-du-Labor Plaisance in the fourteenth arrondissement of Paris and 
collaborator with the abbot Andre Soulange-Bodin. Léonie was religious and at the age of 30, 
after the death of her mother and no longer having any family obligations, she came to live with 
him and help his ministry in the Plaisance slum district. 

In 1899 Léonie obtained a Red Cross diploma from the Military Casualty Relief Society 
(SSBM) and in 1903 a nursing diploma at the Municipal School of Nursing and nurses of the 
Hospital of the Pity. She then started and taught nursing at Valton, a free school for young girls 
and she was the founding president of the French National Association of Registered Nurses. 
The school was moved to moved to Sarcelles in 1973. In 1990 this school became the Léonie 
Chaptal Foundation and is considered one of the oldest World Heritage structures for public 
health. It maintains a large library of nursing history (journals, articles, international 
correspondences in the research service). 

Better known for her involvement in the nursing profession, she was also considered a 
forerunner in the creation of social housing with the construction of the Placentious Housing 
Project at Porte de Vanves. It provided large families with low-cost, healthy, and affordable 
housing as evidenced by correspondence with President Millerand.  

In teaming up with her brother, Fr. Chaptal, she helped create the Maternal and Child 
Care Service in Plaisance in 1901, which consisted of a kindergarten and a modest hospital 
which accommodated sick children. Nearby she helped start a cooperative store, La Vie familiale 
and a preventorium for tuberculosis patients. In the founding of such social works she is said to 
have helped transform Notre-Dame-du-Travail parish into a laboratory for social Catholicism. 
See “Léonie Chaptal,” Wikipedia. 
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Vanves Gate. As she knew that I had just left the Society of Jesus (she herself had broken with 

the religious congregation of which she was a part), she told me that it felt a little like being a 

bird fallen from the nest... It was only too true! In fact, I had only one foot in the Rosary [door]; 

Fr. Boyreau's health was beginning to decline; his succession could be foreseen. What would 

become of me with a new priest? I had taken up too much of the parish's work and feared that the 

next incumbent would require me to leave. To go where? 

There had been a stir at that time at the Geneva I.B.T. [Bureau international du 

Travail].35 For some reason, Rome decided to send in the place of a religious, R.P. André 

Arnou, a priest of the [p. 125] secular clergy who would report directly to the bishop of 

Lausanne and Geneva.36 I had applied to be a canidate for the spot and was backed up by Miss 

Chaptal since she was going to the I.B.T. session. I had already rented a civilian suit to go to the 

city of Calvin when, at the very moment of receiving confirmation of my nomination by Cardinal 

Verdier, I learned that there had been a circumvolution that restored the status quo, and Father 

Danset had just been appointed.37 Why had they discared Fr. Arnou? Mystery of Roman 

diplomacy. Father Danset, once again, was in my way! 

35The Bureau international du Travail (B.I.T.) or International Labor Organization (ILO) 
was founded in 1919, following the First World War, to "pursue a vision based on the principle 
that there can be no universal and lasting peace without decent treatment of workers." In 1946, it 
became a specialized agency of the United Nations and now has 183 member states with its 
headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. It brings together representatives of governments, 
employers and workers on an equal footing to discuss labor and social policy issues. Of interest 
is also the left-wing World Federation of Trade Unions (W.F.T.U.), established in 1945 and its 
right-wing rival, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions I.C.F.T.U.). See 
“International Labor Organization,” Wikipedia. 

36André Arnou (1886 – 1955) was a Jesuit. Among his publications was La participation 
des travailleurs à la gestion des entreprises: la collaboration ouvrière (Paris: Action populaire, 
1920, 212 pp); L'Organisation internationale du travail et les catholiques (Paris: Editions Spes, 
1933, 110 pages).and Éléments d'économie politique (Paris: Éditions Spes, 1950, 733 pp). See 
Marie-Emmanuelle Chessel and André Grelon, L'entreprise et l'Évangile: une histoire des 
patrons chrétiens (Paris: Presses de Sciences Po, 2018), pp. 19 – 167. 

37Jean Verdier (1864 –1940) was a Cardinal who served as Archbishop of Paris from 
1929 until his death. See “Jean Verdier,” Wikipedia. 
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It was then that Miss Chaptal thought up for me to be chaplain at the famous Bizet Street 

Clinic.38 

No doubt I would have preferred a parish, but my position in the clergy of Paris was 

rather singular. I felt a bit like an outsider. In addition, an incident had made me feel the 

difficulty of being parish priest. Canon Viollet was looking for a priest for his parish at Vitry; my 

candidature was offered.39 The structure he had given to this parish seemed to me very 

interesting. All the [apostolic] "works" were non-denominational and had to keep their neutrality. 

But the whole spiritual life was concentrated on the parish, which was the headquarters of the 

Archconfraternity of Our Lady of Nazareth dedicated to promote Christian marriage. Canon 

Viollet assured me that he would welcome me with much satisfaction. As he referred to Cardinal 

Verdier, he replied: "What would the superiors (Jesuits) say if I gave him [Boulier] 

advancement?” 

This personal problem that arose for my future, would find a satisfactory solution if I 

became chaplain at rue Bizet. 

Fr. Boyreau saw me leave with sadness, and I reproached myself for hurting him. He was 

to die a few months later. He died poor. All his fortune had been spent in the works. 

38The Clinique Bizet is located at 21 rue Georges Bizet in the 16th arrondissement of 
Paris. It is close to the church of Saint Pierre de Chaillot, and the parish was involved with its 
establishment in 1880. See “Saint Pierre de Chaillot, online at https://eglise-chaillot.com/agir-
servir/service/aumonerie-de-clinique-bizet. 

39Jean Viollet (1875 – 1956) was a priest and founder of the Works of the Moulin Vert. 
He was the son of the Catholic historian Dreyfusard Paul Viollet (1840-1914). He was ordained a 
priest in 1901 in the Chapel of Our Lady of the Rosary of Placentia at 182 rue de Vanves, which 
preceded the current Church of Our Lady of the Rosary. Fr. Boyreau, vicar at the parish of 
Notre-Dame de Plaisance and director of the Works of the Rosary, took the abbot Viollet as 
collaborator and vicar. In 1906 he was appointed chaplain at Saint-Pierre de Montrouge (Paris 
14th) and Notre-Dame de Travail the same year. He founded the works of Moulin-Vert, which 
included Housing Workers' Society (1902), Family Worker Association, Union of private 
assistance works of the 14th district, Scout Troop of Moulin-Vert and a private company of 
cheap housing. He was in contact with the Resistance during the Second World War and named 
"Righteous Among the Nations" in 1992 because of his help in saving Jews, hiding them until 
the Liberation. See “Jean Viollet,” Wikipedia; Henri Rollet, Jean Viollet, homme de l'avenir 
(Paris: Beauchesne, c1978, 144 pp.); and Mathias Gardet, Jean Viollet et l'apostolat laïc: les 
œuvres du Moulin-Vert, 1902-1956; précédé de, "Souvenirs et impressions d'apostolat, 1901-
1945", mémoires inédits de Jean Viollet (Paris: Beauchesne, c2005, 355 pp.). 
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The chaplaincy of the clinic offered me safety and some leisure. While fulfilling my 

obligations at Rosary [parish], I had passed my Licence ès Lettres [Bachelor of Arts] and I was 

preparing, under the direction of Bréhier, to write my essay, for the Diploma of Higher Studies 

(Philosophy), on Kant and human destiny.40 [p. 126]  Having received a level III diploma, I 

began to think of a thesis when Mom came to see me at the clinic.41 In a joking manner, I said 

to her: "Really, I think, this time, that I'll get out of here, feet first [dead]!” At that moment I 

heard my telephone ring! The bishop of Monaco asked me to come and see him at the Parisian 

hotel where he had just descended. 

"What can the bishop of Monaco want from me?” I said to my mother. “Would the Prince 

need a tutor for his grandson? I do not eat that bread."42 

40Émile Bréhier (1876-1952) was a philosopher and an early follower of Bergson; in the 
1930s there was an influential view that Bergsonism and Neoplatonism were linked. He was 
called "the sole figure in the French history who adopted an Hegelian interpretation of 
Neoplatonism", but also a Neo-Kantian opponent of Hegel. Among his writings was The history 
of philosophy (trans., Joseph Thomas, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1963-69), 7 vols. 
See” Émile Bréhier,” Wikipedia. 

41Level III is the end of the first cycle of higher education, which amounts to three years 
of post-baccalaureat education. The various “levels” are established by the National 
Classification of Levels of Training (Nomenclature des niveaux de formation). It is a system 
used in France for statistical purposes to measure an individual's training. In its present form it 
was established in 1969 by the Commission statistique nationale (national statistical 
commission). There is also a second system, the International Standard Classification of 
Education (ISCED) which is used used for international comparisons. The first one is used by the 
Ministry of National Education, but also by the French employment agency, to classify 
jobseekers by education level. See “National Classification of Levels of Training.” Wikipedia. 

42Monaco, officially the Principality of Monaco, is a sovereign city-state and country on 
the French Riviera. France borders it on three sides while the other side borders the 
Mediterranean Sea. It is about 9 miles from the border with Italy. It has an area of 0.7 square 
miles, making it the second-smallest country in the world after the Vatican. Its population as of 
2018 is 38,682 with Monte Carlo being its most populous Quartier. It is one of the most 
expensive and wealthy places on Earth due to its tax laws. It has no income tax and low business 
taxes. In 2014, it was noted that about 30% of the population was made up of millionaires.  

Monaco is governed under a form of constitutional monarch, who wields much political 
power. The House of Grimaldi has ruled Monaco since 1297. The official language is French. 
Despite its independence and separate foreign policy, its defence is the responsibility of France. 
Economic development was spurred in the late 19th century with the opening of the country's 
first casino, Monte Carlo, and a railway connection to Paris. Since then, its  mild climate, 
scenery, and gambling facilities have contributed to the principality's status as a tourist 
destination and recreation centre for the rich. It is not formally a part of the European Union 
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A vicar from Rosary parish [had attended] a ceremonial coronation of the bishop of 

Monaco and brought us echoes of it.43 A real joke, he assured. Nobody, indeed, took Mgr. 

Rivière seriously.44 What was it for me? The Prince [Rivière] who appointed his clergy needed 

a parish priest for the parish of Sainte-Devote. Being proposed for this princely appointment by 

Cardinal Verdier, I sought, before deciding, the advice of a number of people, all of whom 

agreed with my acceptance. Admittedly, the bishopric of Monaco seemed to me a bishopric of 

operetta, but a parish, even there, constituted a real parish; and, after the experience gained at the 

Rosary, I felt myself able to build a true parish. 

On the 24th of December, 1938, I took possession of the cure of Sainte-Devote. "My 

poor Jean, but you only have old debris in your parish" remarked Mamma who had come to set 

up my parsonage. She was not mistaken. It remained for me to put myself at work using all that I 

had learned frm Fr. Boyreau. 

My goal, at least my hope: to make Sainte-Devote another Rosary. 

(EU), but it participates in certain EU policies, including customs and border controls. Through 
its relationship with France, it uses the euro as its sole currency. 

The official religion is the Catholic Church, with freedom of other religions guaranteed 
by the constitution. There are five Catholic parish churches and one cathedral, which is the seat 
of the archbishop of Monaco. The diocese, which has existed since the mid-19th century, was 
raised to a non-metropolitan archbishopric in 1981 as the Archdiocese of Monaco and remains 
exempt (i.e. immediately subject to the Holy See). The patron saint is Saint Devota. See 
“Monaco,” Wikipedia. 

43In Catholic canon law a vicar is an agent or deputy for a superior. A parochial vicar is 
a priest assigned to a parish in addition to, and in collaboration with, the parish priest or rector. 
He exercises his ministry as an agent of the parish's pastor. In the early Christian churches, 
bishops had their vicars, such as the rural priest, the curate who had the cure or care of all the 
souls outside the episcopal cities. In the Church of England a vicar is an incumbent receiving a 
stipend but not the tithes of a parish. The position of vicar as it evolved is sketched in the 
Catholic Encyclopedia. See William Fanning, “Vicar,” The Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: 
Robert Appleton Company, 1912) vol. 15, online at 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/15401a.htm; see also, “Vicar,” Wikipedia. 

44Pierre Rivière (1871 – 1961) was consecrated in Paris as a bishop on March 31, 1936 
by Cardinal Verdier. Rivière was a grandson of Princess d'Arenberg. Earlier he had been the 
pastor of the Saint-Dominique church in Paris and from 1925-1936, he was the pastor at Saint-
Thomas-d'Aquin church in Paris. He was appointed bishop of Monaco in 1936 and resigned in 
1953. 

The House of Arenberg is a landlord family dating from the Holy Roman Empire (800-
1806) and Habsburg Netherlands era in the Eifel range in western Germany and eastern Belgium, 
occupying parts of northwestern Rhineland-Palatinate and the southern area of the German-
speaking Community of Belgium. See “Pierre Rivière,” Wikipedia. 
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First, clean the church for impeccable services. The sacristan soon realized that I would 

no longer admit a speck of dust. With the help of his wife, he started by making shine the main 

altar, which was red and white marble - the colors of Monaco. The choir was covered with a 

cracked yellowish coating and shabby.45 With the help of a decorator, I made it soft using red 

shading and this area, glowing in the spotlight which I had installed, looked like a Baroque salon 

in the style of the church. The choir boys to whom a vicar had carefully taught [p. 127] to 

behave well during the ceremonies, were dressed in red cassocks, stockings and white gloves. In 

the sacristy, they had their corner to have fun at ease, but when the hour struck, they went on in 

silence: "Gentlemen, solemn!” And it was perhaps because the door of the choir was opened at 

the exact time that the parishioners hastened to arrive, exact also. 

These innovations, which some would consider innocuous or superfluous, renewed a 

rather dusty setting, and the offices, as I wished, were more or less solemn. One day I came to 

speak to my choirboys about the kiss of peace and hug given by members of the clergy. "And 

why not you give a hug, too?” I tell them. A little surprised, they replied: "Why not?” The 

following Saturday we made a rehearsal. What shouts of laughter if I had not stopped them 

immediately. "I simply proposed this ceremony; you accepted it. Do it so seriously, otherwise, 

let's give it up.” They started again, and this time with the desired dignity. The next day, at high 

mass, I transmitted to them the kiss of peace which they transmitted to each other with such 

gravity, such seriousness that, I was told, several assistants had tears in their eyes. 

As for the sermons, their length was calculated according to the audiences. At the 6 

o'clock mass attended by the Casino employees, which was to end at 6:30 am, it was only five 

minutes. A sermon of 3,000 seconds, by the way, is "long enough to say a lot of nonsense," I 

remarked. 

At the children’s mass we sang simple hymns and my sermon was addressed only to 

them. It must be believed that this mass was agreeable, for the French consul had adopted it. I 

thus took possession of my parish, slipping one day into a speech, my definition of the role of the 

parish priest: "He must be the man of God and the man of all.” Half of my parishioners were 

Italians; I wanted them to feel at home. 

45The choir is the part of a large church between the altar and the nave, used by the choir 
and clergy. The nave is the central part of a church building, intended to accommodate most of 
the congregation. See “Choir (architecture),” Wikipedia. 
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My greatest concern was catechism and preparation for the First Communion. I had 

taught children to meditate [p. 128] on the Our Father. They knelt with their heads in their 

hands, and I recited the Pater, stopping after each word to give them time to meditate. They were 

thus initiated into the "mental and warm prayer" advocated by St. Francis de Sales.46 I was very 

helped in my task by Mme [madame]. Saint-Ignace who made me benefit from her experience 

and gave me her advice. From the first days, I wanted to set up an excellent choir. I wanted the 

musical services to help the souls to pray well. As at Rosary [parish], I founded Aid for Toddlers. 

Young girls went to visit the mothers and informed them of the help they could obtain, either 

from the Town Hall or from the consulates of France and Italy. We were in touch with the social 

service of Princess Antoinette and she appreciated our action.47 Naturally, the girls directed this 

work themselves and I made only rare appearances; I went there when they asked me for advice. 

I remember, on this subject, of an incident which caused us many bursts of laughter. 

Going to Cap d'Ail with a woman who had given birth, two of our volunteers asked for 

directions and understood the response to be: "Go to the Blue House.”48 They wanted the 

maternity home! They rang at the door. It was the local brothel! 

Mme Saint-Ignace, a Saint-Maur nun who had been ministering for over thirty years in 

Monaco, ran a secretarial course and then placed her students in the offices of the Principality.49 

She asked me to do a religion lesson every week. Not wishing to bore them with the study of a 

formal catechism, I requested that they deposit, every Monday, in a box, the questions that they 

would like to address to me. The concerns were varied, sometimes unexpected. "Why do not 

priests marry?” One of them asked me in her writing. I replied, "How do you know that they do 

not marry? Saint Peter was married and Jesus even healed his [Peters] mother-in-law ... So you 

did not read the Gospel? Until the eleventh century, priests had the right to marry. In the East, 

the priests get married and those of the Eastern Catholic churches, like the others [get married]. 

46Information about Francis de Sales is noted in Chapter 3. 
47Boulier may be referring to Antoinette Grimaldi (1920 – 2011), a member of the 

princely family of Monaco and the elder sister of Prince Rainier III (1923 - 2005), who was the 
husband of Grace Kelly. See “Princess Antoinette of Monaco, Baroness of Massy” Wikipedia. 

48Cap-d'Ail is a commune in the Alpes-Maritimes department in southeastern France, 
bordering the district of La Colle in the Principality of Monaco. It is a seaside resort and 
shopping district. Many people who work in Monaco live there. See “Cap-d'Ail,” Wikipedia. 

49Nothing comes up on a Google search of Mme Saint-Ignace or Saint-Maur nuns. 
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Only, in the twelfth century, the bishoprics were transmitted from father to son, which formed a 

kind of clerical feudalism, [p. 129] rather analogous to a tribe of Levi over whom the kings no 

longer felt any hold. The fathers were bishops or priests, the sons threw themselves on the 

inheritance and dissipating it. And this is why the monk Hildebrand, who became pope under the 

name of Gregory VII, resolved to put an end to this scandal." 

Another time, I found in the box this question: "What do you think of Marie-Claire?" “I 

never read Marie Claire," I confessed. “Bring me some numbers.” Which they did ... I am 

assured that today, this weekly is sadly lost to erotic fashion. At that time [however], I noticed 

nothing objectionable and I replied: "To the absurd questions of the Courrier du Coeur [broken 

hearts column], the answers show a lot of good sense. Certainly, there is much talk in these pages 

of the body and beauty products, but it is good at your age to seek to please and I do see why you 

should be deprived of this information if it really interests you." 

We had to stay on the same wavelength and maintain their confidence. At the end of the 

year, I gave a homework assignment. "Comment on this maxim of antiquity: ‘The wise man is 

his own law.’"50 What amazement in reading their answers! These young girls had understood 

the lesson very well! For the world of Monte Carlo they were going to enter, it seemed to me 

they were well prepared. All these young girls little by little continued to take in the sacred. The 

church was not peopled with "old debris". 

In the beginning, I found more resistance among young men, but two friends - true 

apostles and who were not lacking in spirit - helped me to recruit them. With them, I established 

a circle of studies where we discussed current issues. I had the idea of grouping them into a 

sailing club under the leadership of one who was a fanatic of regattas. A whole year, he 

50This maxim may be a reference to Epicurus (341–270 BC). Marc Lucien Boutteville in 
La morale de l'Eglise et la morale naturelle (Paris: M.L. Frères, 1866, pp 576), p. 382 online at 
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/23411279.html, wrote, “following Plato and 
Aristotle, Epicurus proclaims that the wise man is his law, his family, his country and his God” 
(à la suite de Platon et d'Aristote, Épicure proclame que le sage est à lui-même sa loi, sa famille, 
sa patrie et son Dieu.). The philosopher Benjamin Farrington in “Second Thoughts on Epicurus,” 
Science & Society (Fall, 1953), vol. 17, No. 4 (Fall, 1953), pp. 326-339, at p. 331, comments on 
Marx's doctoral thesis, which was on the philosophy of Epicurus, as passed down by the 
historian Lucretius ( 99 B.C. – 55 B.C.) in the fifth book of De Rerum Natura. For Marx the 
philosophy Epicurus was attractive because it taught resistance to the established Roman order, 
including its oppressive cosmology, politics and economics. Against the state-sponsored 
determinist scholarship of Democritus, Epicurus championed freedom of the will. 
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introduced us to sailing. "The sea," he said to us, "is a great lady who one cannot disrespect with 

impunity." 

Meeting places are rare in Monaco and I did not find any place to house the [the club] 

members. But I wanted to keep my little communicants together; I collected them every 

Thursday afternoon and climbed to Beausoleil [beautiful sun], at the top of the Mont-des-

Supplices [mountain of agony].51 The tradition fixes half-way up as the place where the hanged 

swayed. [p. 130]  On a flat surface, a football field had been summarily laid out. I would arrive 

there exhausted by the effort of the climb, but the joy of the boys who launched into ardent 

games paid me for my pain. When the light was fading, we went down again, without missing, 

before separating, to make a little prayer to Saint Devote. Friendship was thus established 

between these adolescents, who at the same time tamed themselves in the presence of the priest. 

As for the parents, delivered for a few hours from their turbulent offspring, they showed me a 

touching gratitude. "Oh, how I bless this man!” She had exclaimed, with the local accent, a 

mother restored to brief tranquility. 

Gradually, the parishioners spoke freely about their priest. "M. le Curé [the pastor] does 

not like the saints," said some of them. In reality, the saints in my church were afflicted with 

statues of a questionable taste, when it was not frightful. And that is why I relegated them to side 

chapels in order to clear the nave and put the tabernacle in a prominent place. 

I had endeavored to give all its importance to the cult of Saint Devote. To tell the truth, 

by studying the documents published by M. Saige, Curator of the Archives of the Palace, I found 

no text on the saint before the sixth century.52 It was the time when the fleet of Byzantium 

multiplied the exactions in this part of the Mediterranean, arousing the hatred of the people. 

51The youth were available for meetings as mentioned by Boulier because when 
education was secularized in the nineteenth-century, one of the concessions given to religious 
believers was that there would be no school or half-day sessions on Thursday so that those who 
wished could attend religious instruction. Concerning Beausoleil it is a commune in the Alpes-
Maritimes department in southeastern France. It adjoins the Principality of Monaco. See 
“Beausoleil,” Wikipedia. 

52Gustave Saige (1838-1905) was the archivist of the Prince's Palace of Monaco from 
1881 to 1905. He graduated from the École Nationale des Chartes in 1862. He authored many 
books about the Languedoc and Monaco, including Les Juifs du Languedoc antérieurement au 
XIVe siècle (Paris: Alphonse Picard, 1881) about Jewish life in Languedoc prior to the 14th 
century. See “Gustave Saige,” Wikipedia. 
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Therefore, it is not surprising that the martyrdom of Saint Dévote was attributed to a Byzantine 

admiral, what’s more, a pagan for this occasion. Whatever may be the case with the legend, I 

discovered in the cathedral, in one corner of the altarpiece of St. Nicholas, an effigy of Saint 

Devote, ravishing indeed, painted in the fifteenth century by Louis Brea.53 I circulated [copies] 

of it in the Principality with this prayer which I composed for her: "Saint of youth, saint with a 

clear smile, beautiful with your shed blood, make us love the beauty that blooms in heaven. 

Holy, very pure and faithful, grant us the joy promised to pure hearts, to the meek, to those who 

weep, to the poor of heart, to the true friends of Jesus. Like you, witnesses of Christ in the face of 

a world that forgets him, let nothing make us back down when it comes to being faithful. Protect 

[p. 131] our barque at the risk of the waves and lead us to the eternal shores. Amen.” 

I was gradually making friends, especially, Philippson, a former professor at the 

University of Sydney, author of a two-volume work on international law in antiquity.54 He came 

to borrow my Plato and went in the morning to read it in the [latin] text along the fragrant 

gardens of St. Martin on the Rock.55 

The parish came to life; at some services the church was full. I bought our [communion] 

hosts from the Clarisses de Cimiez at Nice, who gave us an exact account.56 The first year of my 

53Ludovico or Louis Brea (c. 1450 – c. 1523) was an Italian painter of the Renaissance, 
active mainly in and near Genoa. He painted numerous altarpieces that displayed both Lombardy 
and Flemish influences.His works can be found along all the coast from Monaco to Mentone, 
from Taggia to Imperia, during which time he was in the service of Pope Julius II, and from 
Savona to Genoa, where he was active from 1483, leaving his work to the Church of the 
Consolation. See “Ludovico Brea,” Wikipedia. 

54Among the works authored by Coleman Phillipson (1875-1958) were International law 
and the great war, (London: T. Fisher Unwin, ltd., 1915), 407 pp., online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001158164; The international law and custom of ancient 
Greece and Rome (London: Macmillan and co., 1911), 2 vols., online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001155099; and Three criminal law reformers: Beccaria, 
Bentham, Romilly (Montclair, N.J.: P. Smith, 1970) 344 pp. 

55The Jardin St. Martin is located in the Monaco-Ville ward of Monaco. The gardens are 
made up of a series of paths on the south west face of the Rock of Monaco. Flora include Aleppo 
pine trees and yellow agaves in its terraces with medieval fortifications also featuring in the 
gardens. Archaeological finds in the gardens have been dated to the Holocene era. See “Jardin St. 
Martin,” Wikipedia. 

56The first monastery of St. Clare in Nice was founded in 1607. The Poor Clare nuns 
remained on Castle Hill until their dispersion in 1793. A new community was set up in 1892 at 
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arrival, the parish bought 15,000; the following year, the figure reached 18,000, then a steady 

21,000 was obtained in the third year, despite the evacuation of the Principality after Italy’s 

declaration of war.57 

For a long time there had been talk of enlarging the church, which was only the 

dimensions of a chapel. I dreamed of a fresco - perhaps a mosaic - covering the back of the 

apse.58 In the guise of Orpheus, Christ would charm wild beasts to the sound of the lute as it is 

painted in the Catacombs and would see the long line of virgins and young people approaching 

him to pay homage by the a sea of violets as Homer said.59 There is no doubt that my insistence 

on frequent confession and communion, united with fervor for Our Lord Jesus Christ, was 

beginning to bear fruit. 

My relations with Mgr. Riviere, which at first developed in an idyllic climate, darkened. 

Should I have kept him more informed about the life of the parish, let him believe that from the 

top of the Rock, he spread his blessings there. I did not do it. I was especially wrong, imprudent 

in my remarks, to let slip in the secrecy of the sacristy, about I do not know what episcopal 

mandate: "This bishop is a nullity!" This judgment, immediately reported, was enough to make 

Bishop Riviere an irreconcilable enemy to me. 

Menton which came back to Nice on the Hill of Cimiez in 1924. See “Monastery of Clare in 
Nice,” online at https://www.service-des-moniales.cef.fr/en/monastery-st-clare-in-nice/. 

57On June 10, 1940 Italy’s leader, Benito Mussolini, declared war on France and Great 
Britain, after the Germans occupied Paris. Information about the Battle of the Alps (June 10–25, 
1940), as the Italian invasion was called, is noted in the Glossary under Barrles. 

58The apse, arch or vault of a church, cathedral or basilica is the semicircular or 
polygonal termination dome to the choir or sanctuary, regardless of the shape of the roof, which 
may be flat, sloping, domed, or hemispherical. In relation to church architecture it is the name 
given to the eastern end where the altar is placed or where the clergy are seated. See “Apse,” 
Wikipedia. 

59The Catacombs of Marcellinus and Peter in Rome has a wall painting in room 79, 
which depitcts Orpheus playing a lyre. In the same room are images of Peter striking water from 
a rock, the raising of Lazarus and Daniel in the lion's den. See “Marcellinus and Peter,” 
Wikipedia. 

Homer in book 5, line 72, of the Odyssey (London: W. Heinemann, 1919), online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000442073, in describing the encounter of Odysseus with 
Calypso has a passage that Boulier may be referring to, “And round about soft meadows of 
violets and parsley were blooming. There even an immortal, who chanced to come, might gaze 
and marvel, and delight his soul.” 
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As Voltaire said: "Self-esteem is an inflated balloon from which storms come out when 

you bite them.”60 The bite had pierced. As for the storm, the war was going to unleash it. 

 

[p. 132] 

 
 
 

60This is a quote from Voltaire’s (1694-1778) Zadig, ou, La destinée (1747, Zadig; or, 
The book of fate), chapter 1, first paragraph, on line at 
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/4647/pg4647-images.html. The work is a novella of 
philosophical fiction. See also, “Zadig,” Wikipedia. 
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Chapter 8 [p. 133]  
VIII 

 
 

FROM RESISTANCE 
TO LIBERATION 

 
 
 

The war surprised me in London. Surprised is not the word because I was waiting for it 

since Munich.61 In 1938, I was so sure that France would be faithful to the solemn word given 

to Czechoslovakia that I had taken steps to get involved as a chaplain in the Navy. If the clinic on 

Rue Bizet Street were to be turned into a hospital, I did not want to receive the wounded from the 

Front with the appearance of a ruddy health. But I hardly saw myself walking miles in the 

trenches with my bad legs. I had had the satisfaction of being accepted and I still see myself 

61The Munich Agreement was concluded at Munich, Germany on September 30, 1938 
between Nazi Germany, the United Kingdom, the French Third Republic, and the Kingdom of 
Italy. It provided cession to Germany of the Sudeten German territory of Czechoslovakia. It 
resulted from an emergency meeting of the main European powers – not including 
Czechoslovakia or the Soviet Union, an ally to both France and Czechoslovakia, which took 
place in Munich  on September 29–30, 1938. Militarily, the Sudetenland was of strategic 
importance to Czechoslovakia as most of its border defenses were situated there to protect 
against a German attack. The agreement between the four powers was signed on the backdrop of 
a low-intensity undeclared German-Czechoslovak war that had started on September 17, 1938. 
Meanwhile, Poland moved its army units towards its common border with Czechoslovakia after 
September 23, 1938. After the Munich Agreement, Poland issued an ultimatum to 
Czechoslovakia for the territory of Zaolzie, which Poland annexed. Shortly thereafter Hungarian 
inhabited territories in southern Slovakia and southern Subcarpathian Rus separated  from 
Czechoslovakia. In March 1939, the First Slovak Republic was proclaimed, and shortly by the 
creation of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia Germany took full control of the remaining 
Czech parts. As a result, Czechoslovakia disappeared. See “Munich Agreement,” Wikipedia. 

As he discussed in Chapter 3, because of health reasons, Boulier had been exempt from 
France’s three-year mandatory military service during World War I. Following the war the 
period of service was reduced to 18 months. With the growing threat of a resurgent Germany the 
period was extended to two years under the Law of 16 March 1935. See “Conscription in 
France,” Wikipedia. 
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taking leave of my brother on a bus platform and saying goodbye: "You see, I do not trust 

Gamelin.”62 This Gamelin, of whom Foch had said, "Make him a sub-prefect."63 

In 1939, invited by Bishop Myers, I spent my holidays in the parish of Chelsea, of which 

Bishop Myers was parish priest.64 I visited the little Anglican church where Thomas More, 

Chancellor of England, sang at the lectern...65 I could read on his tombstone the epitaph written 

62Maurice Gustave Gamelin (1872 – 1958) was a French army general and commander-
in-chief of the French Armed Forces at the start of World War II. He is remembered for his 
disastrous command until May 17, 1940 of the French military during the Battle of France (May 
10, to June 22, 1940) in World War II. During World War II he had helped  devise the French 
counter-attack in 1914 which led to victory during the First Battle of the Marne. In 1933 he rose 
to command the French Army and oversaw a modernisation and mechanisation programme, 
including the completion of the Maginot Line defences.  

Édouard Daladier, a French Radical-Socialist (centre-left) politician and the Prime 
Minister of France at the outbreak of World War II, supported Gamelin throughout his career 
owing to his refusal to allow politics to play a part in military planning and promotion, and his 
commitment to the republican model of government. The Communists on the left and Royalists 
and Fascists on the right were openly advocating regime change in France. See “Maurice 
Gamelin,” Wikipedia. 

63A prefect is a state representative in a department or region. A sub-prefect is a 
representative of a sub-region. Ferdinand Foch (1851 – 1929) was a French general who served 
as the Supreme Allied Commander during the First World War. He became the Allied 
Commander-in-Chief in late March 1918 in the face of the all-out German spring offensive, 
which pushed the Allies back using fresh soldiers and new tactics that trenches could not contain. 
He successfully coordinated the French, British and American efforts into a coherent whole, 
deftly handling his strategic reserves. He stopped the German offensive and launched a war-
winning counterattack. In November 1918, he accepted the German cessation of hostilities and 
was present at the armistice on November 11, 1918. See “Ferdinand Foch,” Wikipedia; see also, 
Ferdinand Foch, Mémoire pour servir à l'histoire de la guerre 1914–1918 (The Memoirs of 
Marshal Foch, trans. T Bentley Mott) (Paris: Plon, 1931), online at http://www.hautefort-notre-
patrimoine.fr/cities/727/documents/o6lhvd83h1dsyr.pdf (Gamelin is not mentioned). 

64Edward Myers (1875 - 1956) was appointed Auxiliary Bishop of Westminster, 
England in 1932. There are several Roman Catholic churches in Chelsea. The oldest and the one 
that Myers probably headed was St Mary's, Cadogan Street. See “St Mary's, Cadogan Street,” 
Wikipedia. 

65Information about Thomas More is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. To 
that can be added that Chelsea was a metropolitan borough of the County of London between 
1900 and 1965. It was created from most of the ancient parish of Chelsea, with its church being 
dedicated to All Saints. It was in the Diocese of London. In 1824 a new parish church was built 
dedicated to St Luke and the original parish church became a chapel-at-ease known as All Saints, 
Chelsea or Chelsea Old Church.  
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by himself where he speaks of his two wives successively loved, regretting pleasingly not to 

have been able to love them simultaneously, if God had allowed it. It was at Chelsea that I read 

Erasmus’s L’Eloge de la folie [Praise of Folly] that Sir Thomas More called his darling.66 This 

Erasmus, whom our academic critics wanted to make a rationalist before Voltaire, ends his 

Praise of Folly by praising the folly of the Cross, the wisdom radiated by Thomas More. [p. 

134]  
Arriving at London, after having crossed Paris, calm and peaceful, I found the city in a 

state of siege. Houses were marked with an indication of the nearest shelter; D.C.A. [défense 

contre l'aviation /anti-aircraft] batteries were in position in the parks; in the air, already some 

"blimps". 

Was it really worth it, a year earlier in Munich, to have shamefully reneged on our 

commitments? Oh! that triumphant crowing by which the French press celebrated our defeat. 

Duff Cooper said, "I read the treaty; I thought I could swallow it, but it stayed in my throat.”67 

And Churchill threw in the face of Chamberlain: "You believed that by shame you would avoid 

war. You have shame, and you will still have war.”68 I had wanted to go to the Champs-Elysees 

Some claim that after his execution by beheading, Thomas More’s severed head ended up 
being buried in the tomb erected for him at Chelsea Old Church. His home, which no longer 
exists, was in Chelsea. He had rebuilt one of the chapels in the Old Church and worshipped 
there. Others hold his head is in the family's burial vault at St. Dunstan's Church (Canterbury). 
His body was buried at the Tower of London, in the chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula in an 
unmarked grave. Initially, his head was fixed upon a pike over London Bridge for a month, 
according to the normal custom for traitors. His daughter Margaret later rescused the severed 
head. See “Chelsea,” Wikipedia. 

66Information about Desiderius Erasmus is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
67Duff Cooper (1890 –1954) was a British Conservative Party politician. In the intense 

political debates of the late 1930s over appeasement, he first put his trust in the League of 
Nations, and later realised that war with Germany was inevitable. He denounced the Munich 
agreement of 1938 as meaningless, cowardly, and unworkable, as he resigned from the cabinet. 
When Winston Churchill became prime minister in May 1940, he named Cooper as Minister of 
Information. From 1941, he served in numerous diplomatic roles. His most important role was 
representative to Charles de Gaulle's Free France (1943–44) and ambassador to France from 
1944–48. See “Duff Cooper,” Wikipedia. 

68William Manchester’s The Last Lion, Winston Spencer Churchill (Boston: Little, 
Brown, c1983-2012), 3 vols. at vol. 2, p. 334, also attributes this remark as written by Churchill 
to Lord Moyne. However, the International Churchill Society, headquartered at Churchill 
College Cambridge, England, maintains he never made the statement. See “International 
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to see Daladier accompanied by Champetier de Rives, Christian Democrat, to pay homage to the 

Unknown Soldier and I was strangling with rage. "He will rise from his grave to spit in your 

face.” "Shut up,” said a friend, “you will be arrested!"69 

The days slipped by and I learned one morning in London about the signing of the 

agreement of Stalin with Hitler.70 The war arose.71 No more doubt! I immediately packed my 

suitcase and left for Monaco. 

Not being mobilized, I telephoned Monsignor Bressolle, chief of the chaplains to inquire 

about my fate. "The list is huge," he replied, "you no longer have to expect an appointment.”72 

Churchill Society,” https://winstonchurchill.org/resources/quotes/quotes-falsely-attributed. The 
Society further holds that Churchill did not address the remark to Neville Chamberlain directly 
after Munich because it would have been indiscreet. The Society speculates there are two likely 
places where the remark may have been derived, but they did not mention Chamberlain. The first 
was Churchill in a letter to Lloyd George on August 13, 1938, contained in Randolph Churchill’s 
Winston S. Churchill (ed. Martin Gilbert, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), 8 vols., at vol. 5, part 
3, p. 256, just before the Munich Conference, “I think we shall have to choose in the next few 
weeks between war and shame, and I have very little doubt what the decision will be.” The 
second place where a similar remark was made was a month later, when Churchill wrote to his 
friend Lord Moyne, explaining why a proposed visit to Moyne in Antigua might be problematic. 

69Auguste Champetier de Ribes (1882 – 1947) was a Catholic politician and an early 
follower of Albert de Mun and social Christianity. Wounded in the First World War, he was 
elected to the Chamber of Deputies from the Basses-Pyrénées as a Christian Democrat (P.D.P.) 
from 1924 to 1934. He was Senator from 1934 to 1940. He served as a junior minister or 
minister in various governments led by André Tardieu, Édouard Daladier, Paul Reynaud, and 
Pierre Laval. In 1940, he was among the 80 parliamentarians who refused to give Pétain full 
powers (The Vichy 80) and served in the Combat resistance movement. An early supporter of 
Charles de Gaulle, he was named by the Provisional Government of the French Republic as the 
French representative during the Nuremberg Trials. Upon his return, he was elected President of 
the Council of the Republic (now known as the French Senate) by the benefit of age. He had tied 
Communist Georges Marrane, but was elected because he was older than Marrane. Two days 
later, he was the defeated M.R.P. candidate in the 1947 French presidential election. His health 
prevented him from assuming his role as President of the Council and he died in office. See 
“Auguste Champetier de Ribes,” Wikipedia. 

70The Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact or Treaty of Non-aggression between Germany and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was a neutrality agreement signed in Moscow on August 23, 
1939, by foreign ministers Joachim von Ribbentrop and Vyacheslav Molotov, respectively. See 
“Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact,” Wikipedia. 

71Information about the Battle of France (September 3, 1939 – June 21, 1940) is noted in 
the Glossary. 

72Besides his work as chief chaplain of the navy, Fr. Adrien Bressolles (1893-1972) was 
at various times vice-rector of the Institut Catholique de Paris (I.C.P., Catholic University of 
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Seeing nothing come, I went to Toulon to obtain news. I was received by an officer who said to 

me: "Return to your parish, Monsieur le Cure. We have too much of everything, too many 

buildings, too many armaments, too many crews ... and too many chaplains." 

In Monaco, everyone spoke freely about what turned out to be the "phoney war". "What 

are we waiting for to enter Italy," said I, "we shall be in Turin in a few hours, where we shall be 

received under the flowers. From there to Milan, to the pass of Tarvis, and to Vienna. What 

officer does not know the Italian campaign?” 

"You speak a lot of politics, Monsieur le Cure!" Said Bishop Rivière to me on the phone. 

-- "We can hardly speak of anything else, monseigneur, at such a time!” – “Yes, but you say we 

should enter Italy.” – “The road [p. 135] will be open to us.” – “Possible, but Italy will remain 

neutral, I have very good information on this subject.” – “Neutral, Italy! She will finish the 

wounded, Monseigneur.” And I hung up. Once again the French right had saved Mussolini. 

After the "phoney war", the debacle! Why not surrender like in Sedan?73 No more than I 

had accepted Munich, did I admit the Armistice.74 I thought that we would continue the war in 

Paris), president of the Institut Superieur de Pedagogie, which was established on November 4, 
1941 under the German occupation and president of the Superior Council of the Pontifical Work 
of Holy Childhood. He wrote about racism, including Racisme et christianisme (Paris: 
Flammarion, 1939) 210 p.; La question juive au temps de Louis le Pieux (Paris: Société d'histoire 
ecclésiastique de la France, 1942), 14 p. (originally in Revue d'histoire de l'Eglise de France, 
January-June, 1942, vol. 28); Deux saintes canadiennes: Marie de l'Incarnation, Marguerite 
Bourgeoys (Mâcon: Impr. de Protat frères, 1951); Notre-Dame du Liban et Notre-Dame de 
France, discours prononcé le 21 mai 1939 par Mgr. Bressolles (Paris: Les Amitiés catholiques 
françaises, 1939). 16 p; Le pape parle à la jeunesse: textes choisis et présentés par Mgr 
Bressolles (Paris: Fayard, c1958), 125 p. See also, See Laurent Gutierrez, “Enfants et enfance 
spirituelle,” Transversalités: revue de l'institut catholique de Paris (Juillet-Sept 2010), No. 115; 
Laurent Gutierrez, “La formation pédagogique des enseignants dans l’enseignement supérieur 
catholique questionnée par l’Éducation nouvelle: Le cas de l’institut supérieur de pédagogie de 
Paris (1941-1951),” Histoire de L’Education (2014), No. 140-141, online at 
https://journals.openedition.org/histoire-education/2867?lang=en. 

73Information about the Battle of Sedan (1870) is noted in the Glossary.  
74Following the German victory in the Battle of France (May 10 to June 21, 1940), the 

French Third Republic agreed to an Armistice June 22, 1940. It established a German occupation 
zone in Northern and Western France that encompassed all English Channel and Atlantic Ocean 
ports and left the remainder "free" to be governed by the French. The Germans had a number of 
reasons for agreeing to an armistice. They wanted to ensure that France did not continue to fight 
from North Africa, and they wanted to ensure that the French Navy was taken out of the war. In 
addition, leaving a French government in place would relieve Germany of the considerable 
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Algeria and that the fleet, instead of being crushed at Mers-el-Kebir, would seize the opportunity 

to resume the sea and fight.75 One day, at the beginning of June, I saw my friend Philippson 

arrive; he was pale, his eyes wet with tears.76 "It's the end," he told me. France is now out of 

action; I England is not willing; the war is lost. "No," I said to him, "England will defend itself. I 

know the English: they will fight before Dover, they will fight before of Canterbury; they will 

fight in the suburbs of London and if Hitler ever enters London, then, yes, you can say the war is 

lost. By then America will go to war and win! It will be long, but then the war will be won." 

A few days later, I heard a voice from London on the radio: a certain de Gaulle, 

brigadier-general on a temporary basis, declared: "France has lost a battle; she did not lose the 

war.”77 So he was of my opinion, and that's how I became Gaullist. 

burden of administering French territory, particularly as they turned his attentions towards 
Britain. Finally, as Germany lacked a navy sufficient to occupy France's overseas territories, 
Hitler's only practical recourse to deny the British use of them was to maintain a formally 
independent and neutral French rump state. Nearly one million French soldiers were forced to 
spend the next five years in prisoner of war camps (about a third of the initial 1.5 million 
prisoners taken were released or exchanged as part of the Service du Travail Obligatoire forced 
labour programme by the Germans). See “Armistice of 22 June 1940,” Wikipedia. 

75Information about the Battle of Mers-el-Kébir on July 3, 1940 is in the Glossary. 
76Information about Coleman Phillipson was noted in Chapter 7. 
77The term “brigadier-general on a temporary basis” refers to a soldier being appointed 

to a temporary rank when he is deemed capable of performing this function by his supervision, 
and the circumstances do not allow to follow the administrative procedure. On April 26, 1940, 
Colonel Charles De Gaulle, who had commanded the 507th battle tank regiment since 1937, was 
appointed to lead, on an interim basis, the 4th Armored Division. He launched the counterattack 
of the Battle of Montcornet on May 17, 1940 and although the battle ended with the withdrawal 
of French forces following the intervention of the German air force, De Gaulle took several 
strategic points. In view of his vigorous action, and knowing that he was in fact exercising a 
function of general officer, the commanders of the three other armored divisions having this 
rank, De Gaulle was appointed brigadier general on a temporary basis, with effect from June 1. 
He still illustrated himself at the battle of Abbeville (from May 27 to June 4) under the orders of 
Maxime Weygand, during which his rank of general took effect. 

On June 6, 1940, De Gaulle was appointed Under-Secretary of State for War in the Paul 
Reynaud Government, again under the orders of Weygand who became Minister of National 
Defense. On June 10, 1940, he was sent on a mission to London, where he began to negotiate the 
Franco-British Union. But on June 16, 1940, the Reynaud government was replaced by the 
Philippe Pétain government. Following the June 18 Appeal, De Gaulle was automatically retired 
with the rank of colonel, then sentenced in absentia to prison and the loss of French nationality, 
then in a second judgment on August 2, degradation and death. However, he continued to be 
treated as a general by the Allies, starting with Winston Churchill who recognized his authority 
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The experience of occupation in Belgium during the war of 1914-1918 had instructed me. 

We were going to be hungry; we would miss nearly everything; it would be hard and it would be 

long. I did not know that at the same time Churchill, speaking to the English people, predicted 

"blood, sweat and tears". And the English followed him. 

Petain installed his government and I could not understand how, in the presence of the 

enemy, some spoke of "national renewal". But, to fight the occupier, a purely moral resistance 

seemed to me doomed. Priest, head of a parish, how to envisage an active role? I remembered, 

however, that during the last occupation in Belgium priests and religious had engaged in 

intelligence networks, among them Father Cardijn, Father Scarmure, dean of Soignies.78 The 

first, arrested by [p. 136] the Gestapo succeeded in convincing the German officers that the 

compromising letters found at his home were not his writing. The second had shown me the 

statue of Our Lady of Lourdes, who sat enthroned in his dining-room and whose pedestal he had 

hollowed out: it was there that he hid his documents. 

I also remembered my meeting, after the victory, of the chief engineer of the network of 

which the two Collard brothers belonged, they were not twenty, shot by the Germans.79 They 

over free France on June 28, 1940, and he used the general's uniform and his decorations 
throughout the war. On August 25, 1944, on the liberation of Paris, he resettled in the office of 
the Ministry of Defense which he had left on June 10, 1940. See “grade à titre temporaire,” 
Wikipedia. 

78Information about Fathers Cardijn and Scarmure was noted in Chapter 5. 
79Louis and Antony Collard were two activist brothers, aged 21 and 20. They were both born in 

Tintigny, in the province of Luxembourg. In 1916, the brothers nurtured the project of joining the front of 
the Yser to put their knowledge of Luxembourg topography at the service of the Allied aviators. 
Clandestinely they left their village for Liège where they planned to cross the Dutch border to work on 
Yser front. 

However, in Liège where they rested a few days, the two brothers were noticed by a leader of the 
resistance who invited them to exchange their idea of guiding aviators in order to work for the 
intelligence service "Dame Blanche” (White Lady) network whose mission was to observe the 
movements of the German armies throughout Belgian territory (especially behind the line of fire) in order 
to learn the enemy's attack plans. On November 30, 1917, the brothers received their first major mission: 
to make a careful observation of the Virton region. They returned to their native village in order to recruit 
observers and establish mailboxes. Then for four weeks, they organized an information service in Gaume, 
which included observation posts, transmission channels and mailboxes. The obtained data on the places 
of concentration and the departure and arrival of the German units in the region. 

On Friday March 8, 1918, Mr. Muller, a German police officer investigated Miss Marcelle de 
Maubeuge in Liège. He discovered activity reports, codes, weapons and captured the brothers, who were 
taken to Saint-Léonard prison. They are immediately subjected to brutal interrogations. They managed to 
correspond with the outside world with Marie-Thérèse Collard (their sister) and Irène Bastin (their 
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[the network] had approached the Intelligence Service, not wishing to enter into relations with 

the Second French Bureau because of the rather singular methods it advocated.80 "We 

demanded from the English that they ask us [to do] nothing against morality or honor," I had 

been told. And finally, after the destruction of all the other networks, only the one of which it 

was part was left to work until the end of the war. Why not get on this path? But where to find 

the Intelligence Service in Monaco? I suspected that a certain Miss Arathoon would be part of it. 

My nose had not deceived me; I expressed to this British subject my desire to render myself 

useful. She spoke to Pierre Naquet, an aeronautical engineer and a journalist for Le Quotidien, in 

close collaboration with Pierre Cot, former Minister of Aviation.81 The network of which he 

friend). On June 28, 1918 they and and five other prisoners they were tried by the Kriegsgericht (War 
Council) in Liège. On July 2, the military prosecutor announced their death sentence. They were shot at 
the Fort de la Chartreuse, Liège (Belgium), by the Germans. Facing the peloton, they sing the Magnificat, 
hymn of joy and triumph of the Catholic liturgy. See “Stèle dédiée aux frères Collard) (Monument 
dedicated to the Collard brothers), online at https://www.luxembourg-belge.be/diffusio/fr/voir-
faire/visiter/chateaux-monuments/tintigny/stele-dediee-aux-freres-collard_TFO11769.php 

80The Deuxième Bureau de l'État-major général (Second Bureau of the General Staff) 
was France's external military intelligence agency from 1871 to 1940. It was dissolved together 
with the Third Republic upon the armistice with Germany. However the term "Deuxième 
Bureau" outlived the original organization as a general label for the country's intelligence 
service.  French military intelligence was composed of two separate bureaus prior to World War 
II. The Premier Bureau was charged with informing the high command about the state of French, 
allied and friendly troops, while the Deuxième Bureau developed intelligence concerning enemy 
troops. The Deuxième Bureau was celebrated for its cryptanalytical work, but it was criticized 
for its involvement in the Dreyfus Affair and its consistent overestimation of German military 
formations prior to World War II. See “Deuxième Bureau de l'État-major general,” Wikipedia. 

81Information about Le Quotidien is noted in the Glossary under newspapers. Pierre 
Naquet was later a director of the journal Le Monde illusté (The Illustrated World) which was a 
leading illustrated news magazine in France. It existed from 1857–1940 and again from 1945 to 
1956. It was similar to its contemporary English-language newsmagazine The Illustrated London 
News and should not be confused with the French newspaper Le Monde. 

Pierre Jules Cot (1895 1977) was a politician born in Grenoble. As a student at the 
Faculty of Law of Grenoble he was activist in the Catholic Youth Association French (ACJF). 
He was appointed by Raymond Poincaré to be a jurisconsult at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
He helped establish in 1923 the League of Young Republican France, which supported 
Poincaré’s program. He was close to the Democratic Alliance and the center-right. He was 
elected, in 1928, deputy for Savoy under the radical label, after having joined the Republican-
Socialist Party for a time. He supported universal suffrage, and a general pact to renounce war 
(1929). His ministerial career began in December 1932 when he became Under-Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs in the Paul-Boncour government. In January 1933, Édouard Daladier 
appointed him Minister of Air. Invited by the Soviet Minister for Foreign Affairs Maxime 
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belonged was headed by a Polish colonel who lived in Nice. Naquet and I got along immediately, 

and I began to work under this command. I had to find resources! I had identified, in my circle of 

young men, a Czech from Vienna who had been a refugee at Cap d'Ail since 1936.82 He 

contacted railway workers to record the numbers and contents of the wagons carrying arms and 

ammunition in Italy. Thus, as early as September 1940, the Resistance began for me. 

A case of conscience arose, however: did I have the right to participate in such an 

activity? Was it legitimate on the part of a priest vowing his existence to that of a population 

Litvinov, he went from September 1933 to the USSR for a diplomatic and aviation study 
mission. He also launched a promotion of French aviation. He was out of government after the 
riots of February 6, 1934, but retuned in 1936 in the government of Léon Blum under the 
Popular Front. It was then that through an organization concealed from public opinion, French 
ministries indirectly sold planes that were officially intended for the French air force to the 
Spanish Republican government.  

At that time, when the Nazi and fascist threats and the beginnings of the war in Europe 
became clearer, he attempted without success to have the French aeronautical industry 
nationalized in order to make it more productive. He was one of the few politicians hostile to the 
Munich Accords and did not accept the armistice of June 1940, but was not liked by General de 
Gaulle, who considered him too close to the Communists. He did not take part in the vote of July 
10, 1940, in Vichy, of the constitutional law on the constituent powers requested by Marshal 
Pétain. Instead he went to England. He was stripped of French nationality on July 23, 1940 and 
then indicted by the Supreme Court of Justice in Riom on September 6, 1940. His property was 
confiscated by the Vichy regime. 

In a report sent to Moscow in July 1943, Cot accused De Gaulle of planning the 
establishment of a military dictatorship after the war. After the entry into the war of French 
Africa in 1942 and the formation of the provisional government of Algiers, Cot joined the 
Provisional Consultative Assembly in November 1943. He was also a member when it moved to 
Paris in November 1944. The name of his party was the radical socialist party. At that time he 
also helped secure the treaty of Franco-Soviet alliance and mutual assistance of Moscow (1944). 
He also helped secure treaties and legislation dealing with the nullity of acts of spoliation carried 
out by the enemy or under its control (1945), all financial issues (1945), education, recruitment 
and the status of certain categories of civil servants (1945) and the age of the electorate (1945). 

He was close to the French Communist Party after the war. Under the Fourth Republic, 
he was one of the leaders of the Progressive Union, an agglomeration of small parties from the 
Resistance and close to the Communist Party. He was also, after the war, a member of the board 
of directors of the Peace Movement, where he campaigned for "active neutralism" in the context 
of the Cold War. In 1954 he received the International Stalin Peace Prize. He was re-elected 
deputy for Paris, in the 13th arrondissement, in 1967, as the sole candidate of the left. See “Pierre 
Jules Cot,” Wikipedia. 

82Cap-d'Ail is a commune in the Alpes-Maritimes department in southeastern France. 
Many people who work in Monaco live there. See “Cap-d'Ail,” Wikipedia. 
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composed of various nationalities – Italians in particular - to take part in a struggle which divided 

his flock? 

But what was at stake in this war? It went far beyond the fate of France alone. French, 

Italians, Poles, Czechs and Germans, after all, all the peoples of Europe, [p. 137] it was a 

question of delivering them from the brown plague. Already it touched the Principality. I had 

met at the tourist office a young woman, deeply saddened, who had turned towards me as if to 

seek help: she held a paper in her hand. "I am asked what religion I belong to ...", a Jewish 

woman no doubt. I was indignant: "By what right are you asked such a question? France is a 

secular republic, that I know! The state does not have to know the religious convictions of its 

nationals. The Vichy State was already preparing to collaborate in the racist deportations. This 

seemingly innocuous requirement foreshadowed the census of the Israelites. The first measures 

of discrimination were promulgated in the Principality.83 I resolved to protest. I addressed my 

business card with the expression of my indignation to Mr. Lunel, professor of philosophy at the 

Lycée de Monaco [high school], a distinguished novelist, and to Mr. Pollack, grammar scholar, 

specialist of Albanian language and literature, former friend of Peguy.84 For him, I added: 

"Peguy’s France is dead!" 

83The Vichy Government passed its first law governing Jewish people in October 1940. 
There was no equivalent law in the Principality of Monaco. The French law provided for the 
incarceration of "foreign Jews" in prison camps, where they would subsequently be joined by 
Jews sent on convoys from Germany. The first law governing Jews in Monaco was passed on 
July 1, 1941. It required a census of "all persons of Jewish origin staying in the Principality." It 
was enacted to avoid an influx of Jews from France into Monaco who were seeking to avoid the 
mandatory census in France. The census took place on July 16, 1941 and revealed a population 
of around 250 Jews resident in the Principality. The Consulate General of Germany in Monaco 
estimated the actual size of the Jewish population to be at around 1,000. Of the 250 Jews 
recorded in 1941, 10 would be arrested and would subsequently die following deportation; of 
these, five were arrested in Monaco – four by the Gestapo and one by the Monegasque Police. 
See Expert group responsible for establishing the list of Jewish people in Monaco arrested and 
deported during the Second World War, Report: Delivered to H.S.H. [His Serene Highness] the 
Sovereign Prince on 12 February 2015, p. 3, online at 
http://www.monacostatistics.mc/content/download/188420/2168781/file/Report%20of%20expert
s%20group%20-%2012th%20February%202015%20.pdf. 

84Pollack’s first name was Camille. See Pierre Abramovici, Monaco sous l'Occupation 
(Paris: Nouveau Monde éditions, 2015), p. 107. A person of that name along with others wrote in 
Swedish Lejonkulans dramer: efter löberödshandskriften (The lion's dream: after the red 
manuscript) (Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1908), 436 pp; and translated from German to 
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It was about the same time that I proposed to my circle of young people a lecture on 

Freemasonry. It was not a question of defending it, but of explaining its history. And I think the 

subject fascinated my audience. I soon had proof that these events and gestures, carefully noted, 

were reported to the bishopric. One day, the Minister of State summoned me: "It seems that you 

do not agree on the measures taken with regard to the Jews?”85 – “I do not approve them, it's 

true.” – “You do not just say it, you write it. What you have written to MM. Lunel and Pollack 

proves it.” "Have you opened my mail?" "No, but these gentlemen have shown your letters.” "It's 

because the letters made them happy," I said, laughing. – “Certainly! But all this is more serious 

than you seem to believe ... It's like Freemasonry ... You gave a lecture on the subject; What did 

you say?” (He himself was a freemason, I had learned it in Nancy where he had been prefect) – 

“I do not think,” I said, “that the Freemasons meet to worship the devil in the form of a goat. I do 

French the book by Karl Kautsky, Politique et syndicates (Paris: V. Giard & E. Brière, 1903), 65 
pages. Information about Charlies Peguy was noted in the Preface. 

Armand Lunel (1892 – 1977) was a French writer and the last known speaker of Shuadit 
(Judeo-Provençal), a now-extinct Occitan language. In its written form based on the modified 
Hebrew alphabet; the language persists though in its oral form, which is essentially the same as 
Provençal written with the Latin alphabet. He was born in Aix-en-Provence, France, to a family 
that belonged to a Jewish subculture that had roots in the area for at least five centuries. After 
coming of age in the region, he taught law and philosophy in Monaco. He wrote extensively 
about the Jews of Provence. One of his works that has been translated to English is Juifs du 
Languedoc, de la Provence et des États français du Pape (Paris: Albin Michel, 1975), translated 
by Samuel N. Rosenberg as "The Jews of the South of France" (Cincinnati: Hebrew University 
College, 2018) Annual vol. 89, pp. 1-158. See “Armand Lunel,” Wikipedia. 

85The minister of state was Émile Roblot (1886-1963), a doctor of law. He worked as 
prefect of Meurthe-et-Moselle from 1931 to 1935 and Bas-Rhin from 1935 to 1937. He then 
seconded as minister of state in Monaco from 1937 to 1944. See René Bargeton, Dictionnaire 
biographique des préfets (septembre 1870-mai 1982) (Paris: Archives nationales, 1984), pp. 477-
478; see also, Expert group, Report: Delivered to H.S.H. the Sovereign Prince, p. 7. 

Biographer Susan Ronald in A Dangerous Woman: American Beauty, noted 
Philanthropist, Nazi Collaborator: The Life of Florence Gould (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 
2015), pp. 253-254, describes Monaco’s ruler, Prince Louis II, as elderly, frail and entirely 
dependent on Roblot, who in 1940 became the Vichy plenipotentiary. Ronald, ibid. p. 258, points 
out that in the early part of the war the Nazis used the principality as a source for much-needed 
foreign (American and British) currency. Roblot facilitated German agents in acquiring multiple 
luxury hotels and casinos and he approved several Third Reich banks in opening local branches. 
These ayranized the “enemy assets” looted from French banks. Toward the end of the war the 
same system helped move German capital to Argentina. The principality had had done the same 
for the White Russians in moving capital to France after the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. 
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not believe in Leo Taxil.86 But today, it's not so much money that counts, it's relationships. A 

young public servant who arrives in a provincial town does not know anyone. [p. 138] If he 

registers at the Lodge, he meets a notary, a doctor, magistrates, what do I know? He is 

introduced among the notables. - This is quite true, but leads to many many injustices. - Without 

a doubt! But there are also other freemasons: the X. for example. And I would add the Jesuit 

alumni, of whom I am.” He started to laugh. "I see that I am dealing with an intelligent man," he 

concluded. "I am invited to empty the quarrels of sacristy (sic); I am not the man this work!” It 

was an admission. We parted cordially. And while descending from the Rock, I told myself that 

the bishop was not averse to such work.87 

The German presence was beginning to prevail in the Principality. It applied to the 

cinema. Their propaganda included three films: President Kruger, [Ohm Krüger] or the 

misfortunes of the Boers oppressed by the English; Bel-Ami or the cynicism of the French in love 

and politics; lastly, the Jew Süss, or the systematic bleeding of a small German Principality in the 

eighteenth century by a roguish and debauched Jew, who was supported by the favor of the 

Prince.88 "It's Monàco!” said someone in the room; at least that is what the Comtesse de La 

Fortelle told me later.89 

86Marie Joseph Jogand-Pagès (1854 – 1907), better known by the pen name Léo Taxil 
was a journalist who became known for his strong anti-Catholic and anti-clerical views. He is 
also known for the Taxil hoax, a spurious exposé of Freemasonry and the Roman Catholic 
Church's opposition to it. In early life he attended a Jesuit school, but eventually lost his faith and 
wrote books against it. Still later he claimed to have re-converted to Catholicism and wrote a 
series of pamphlets and books denouncing Freemasonry, charging their lodges with worshiping 
the devil. In 1887, he had an audience with Pope Leo XIII, who rebuked the bishop of Charleston 
for denouncing Taxil’s anti-Masonic confessions as a fraud and, in 1896, sent his blessing to an 
anti-Masonic Congress of Trent. However, the following year he admitted his anti-Masonic 
books had been a hoax designed to make the Catholic Church look bad. See “Léo Taxil.” 
Wikipedia. 

87The Rock of Monaco is a 203 ft tall monolith on the Mediterranean coast of the 
Principality of Monaco. It overlooks the Mediterranean Sea and the port. The Rock is in the 
oldest of Monaco's four quarters, the southcentral ward, called Monaco-Ville (Monaco City). 
Nicknamed the Rock, it is also the location of Old Town, the oldest part of the city. In it is the 
Prince's Palace, home of the monarch and the Cathedral. See “Rock of Monaco,” Wikipedia. 

88Jud Süß (Süss the Jew) was a 1940 antisemitic Nazi Germany propaganda film 
produced at the behest of Joseph Goebbels. Its director, Veit Harlan, also produced other similar 
films, including Die Rothschilds and Der ewige Jude. The film Jud Süß was popular in Germany, 
and was seen by 20 million people. Although its budget of 2 million Reichsmarks was 
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They had been running this last film for a few days when, on a Saturday evening, as I was 

dining with Pierre Naquet, his daughter, a fifteen-year-old schoolgirl, told us that battles had 

been taking place at the Lycée for and against the Jews. Thinking of the denunciations of which I 

was the object, I was determined to remain silent from now on, but listening to this girl, my duty 

appeared to me to speak the following day, to the masses, of this dirt, especially at the 11 o’clock 

mass. I had seen a growing number of Lycée students attending my services, encouraged by their 

parents who would say, "Go listen to Curé Boulier! You’ll be interested in what he says!” I saw 

more and more coming [to mass] and congratulated myself, knowing that, on leaving the church, 

more than one would go to meet his girlfriend at the port. That Sunday, I therefore decided to 

talk about the Jew Süss. I did it from a strictly religious point of view. "I feel," I said, "that it is 

not the place of a Christian to go to this show that leads to lust, cruelty and hatred among 

citizens. On this ground I knew I was irreproachable. 

On Tuesday, I went to Nice with a group of young girls [p. 139] to listen to a lecture by 

Mrs. Lulienska de Lanval on the religious formation of toddlers, following the Montessori 

method.90 I knew that at the bishopric I was reproached for not being interested in the early 

considered high, the box office receipts of 6.5 million Reichsmarks made it a financial success. 
After the war, Veit Harlan was the only major movie director of the Third Reich to stand trial for 
"crimes against humanity". He was given a light sentence because he convinced the court that the 
antisemitic content of the film had been dictated by Goebbels. As a citizen of the Federal 
Republic of Germany he went on to make nine more films. He remained the target of protests. 
See “Jud Süß,” Wikipedia. 

89The Countess de La Fortelle, whose birth name was Hélène de Monplanet, was the 
wife of Robert Forquenot de la Fortelle, who was a banker with Credit Lyonnais. They had nine 
children. See World who's who in commerce and industry (Chicago: Marquis-Who's Who, 1959), 
vol. 14, p. 323. 

90Hélène Lubienska de Lenval (1895 - 1972) was a Belgian teacher who helped develop 
the Montessori system of education. The focus was on respecting the psychology and rhythm of 
life of children, and seeking to educate rather than to teach. This meant emphasizing more the 
spiritual dimension; every child is by nature is seen as a contemplative and poet. Furthermore, 
this dimension of their psychology, if properly highlighted, can enrich and improve their 
education. Lubienska, went beyond her friend Maria Montessori, in advocating not only secular 
pedagogy but what she called 'sacred pedagogy'. In this approach it is necessary to use the hidden 
resources of the child which allow their conscience to form and their mind to emerge. 

Rediscovering the age-old monastic tradition, Lubienska advocated a pedagogy based 
essentially on silence, rites (in their repetition and solemnity) and personal work. Thus, before 
Vatican Council II, Lubienska contributed a lot to a new catechesis for young people (training in 
the faith) which is rather awakening to God, to the transcendent and the dimension of the sacred 
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communion of children. I had not hitherto had leisure; other pastoral concerns seemed to me 

more urgent. However, it seemed to me that the time had come to devote my attention to it, but 

in an intelligent manner. On my return to Monaco, I found a letter from Bishop Rivière. "Given 

the expulsion order issued against you, I am obliged to ask you to resign.” What was the 

expulsion order? It was my bishop who first announced it to me! It arrived later, signed by the 

Minister of State. I was allowed eight days to leave the Principality! 

I did not sleep that night. The next day I went to the bishopric. Before anything else, Mgr. 

Rivière mentioned the deportation order. "Monseigneur," said I, "you are the defender of your 

priests. I do not think I have failed in my duty. What have I done to attract this sanction? "I can 

not enter into this discussion," he replied,"the measure is taken and compels me to draw the 

consequences." But," I said, "my case is not unique. As a result of the war, many priests have 

been expelled from their parish, the bishop of Strasbourg, for example. Now, no one asks these 

unfortunates to resign. We are waiting for the end of the war, that is to say the moment when we 

will be faced with a definite situation. Sainte-Devote will not be at abandoned; my two vicars 

will assure the services and the offices. In a benign tone, the bishop merely repeated that, 

because of the expulsion order, all that remained was for me to resign. "In other words, 

Monseigneur, when one says hang him, the other says shoot him! and you, you wash your 

hands"91 

He expected anger, not that quiet contempt. He rose up and in a majestic tone dropped: 

"Monsieur le Cure, I have nothing more to say to you.” But I leaned back in my armchair [and 

said]: "Monseigneur, I do not think I am lacking education, if there is rudeness here, it is not in 

my remarks, it is in the situation.” I got up and left him without a word. No sooner had I returned 

than the assimilation of truths to be known. She wrote: "The child must have neither haste nor 
immobility" and "There are only unforgettable solemn lessons." At another point she summed 
up, "I made solemnity a rule: that all activity, but especially the lesson in religion, a real 
celebration ” Among her writings which have been translated to English are How to teach 
religion (French title, Pédagogie sacrée, trans. Paul Oligny (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 
1967) 104 pp.; and The whole man at worship; the actions of man before God (trans. Rachel 
Attwater, New York: Desclee Co., 1961), 85 pp. See  “Hélène Lubienska de Lenval,” Wikipedia. 

91Boulier is quoting a French proverb used when two superiors are competing with each 
other to inflict the most severe penalty on a subordinate. See Charles-Louis de Hautel, 
Dictionnaire Du Bas-Langage, Ou Des Manières De Parler Usitées Parmi Le Peuple ... (Paris: 
Schoell, 1808), vol. 2, p. 48. 
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to my home than Commander Major Garssonnin arrived.92 "I am going to the bishopric at this 

step. There is no way that such [p. 140] a measure can be taken against you! The bishop must 

intervene. An hour later he was ringing at my door very excited. "Monsieur le Cure, your bishop 

is a bastard!” –“Oh, there, Commander!” – [who replied] “I know what I'm saying. It was he 

who started it all." 

I could hardly believe Commander Garsonnin when I had confirmation of his words. The 

Mayor of Monaco went to find the Minister of State to try to get him to reverse the expulsion 

order. He slipped into the conversation: "Besides, you can not make such a decision without 

referring to the bishop.” – [The minister replied] ‘The bishop! For weeks he has been at me ... 

that I take this measure!" 

The evolution of the situation and the development of the National Revolution 

proclaimed by Vichy with the support of the episcopate had allowed Mgr. Rivière to exert 

increased pressure on the Minister of State. And all the more so since as Bernard Fay, a great 

destroyer of Freemasonry, nephew of the Bishop, resided at the bishopric.93 

92By 1942 Louis Garsonnin had taken leave from being commander and was living at 
34, Boulevard du Jardin Eiotique, Monaco. See Journal de Monaco: Bulletin Officiel del la 
Principauté (Journal Hebdomadaire) [weekly] (2 Juillet 1942), no. 4,419, p. 2, column 1; online 
at https://journaldemonaco.gouv.mc › JO_1942_J_4419. 

93Bernard Faÿ (1893 1978) was a French historian of Franco-American relations, an 
anti-Masonic polemicist who believed in a worldwide Jewish-Freemason conspiracy and, during 
World War II, a Vichy official. He had first-hand knowledge of the United States, having studied 
at Harvard, and translated into French an excerpt of Gertrude Stein's The Making of Americans 
and wrote his view of the United States as it was at the beginning of Franklin D. Roosevelt's 
administration. He also published studies of Benjamin Franklin and George Washington. He was 
a friend of Gertrude Stein, Alice B. Toklas, both of whom were Jewish, and of the American 
composer Virgil Thomson, who owed to Faÿ his access to French intellectual circles, for Faÿ 
knew most of the people in musical and literary Paris.  

At the beginning of the Second World War Faÿ was a professor at the Collège de France. 
During the occupation he was the general administrator of the Bibliothèque Nationale and 
director of the anti-Masonic service of the Vichy Government. During his tenure of this office, 
his secretary Gueydan de Roussel was in charge of preparing the card indexes— containing 
60,000 names drawn from archives seized from Freemason and other secret societies. Marshal 
Philippe Pétain was convinced these indexes were at the heart of all France's troubles. Lists of 
names of Freemasons were released to the official gazette of the Vichy government for 
publication, and many Catholic papers copied these lists in order to induce public opprobrium. 
As a result, 989 Freemasons were sent to concentration camps, where 549 were shot. In addition, 
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Expelled from Monaco, I was also from the Alpes-Maritimes as a result of the 

conventions signed between France and the Principality. I had to take refuge in the Var, at Saint 

Raphael.94 The proprietor of the Hotel Terminus, where I took my board, was soon aware of my 

situation by a cousin living in Cap d'Ail; he showed me his indignation. The Police 

Commissioner, too, was résistant; he took me under his protection. 

I had been a few months in Saint-Raphael when a phone call from a friend of my brother, 

who was passing through Vichy, told me that my mother, who I knew was ill, was suffering from 

cancer. I immediately decided to go to the occupied zone, despite the warning of the Police 

Commissioner who knew that the Gestapo was looking for me. At all costs I wanted to kiss Mom 

before she left us. I passed into the occupied area. A few days later, I arrived at Fontainebleau, 

where she had taken refuge.95 

What is the point of telling in detail what happened during those empty years that 

preceded the end of the war? To get back in touch with the Resistance, I went to find M. 

Francisque Gay whom I knew; he made me no opening.96 [p. 141] Hearing that the Police 

about 3,000 lost their jobs. All Freemasons were required by law to declare themselves to 
authorities. 

After the war Faÿ was convicted as a collaborator and sentenced to life in prison. He 
escaped after five years and resumed teaching history in Switzerland, in Fribourg, Ouchy and 
Lutry. He taught European History, American History and Cultural History. In 1969, he helped 
bring Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre, then the retired Superior General of the Holy Ghost Fathers, 
to start a new seminary in Fribourg for traditional Catholics disquieted by the changes wrought 
by the Second Vatican Council in the formation of priests. See “Bernard Faÿ,” Wikipedia. 

94Saint-Raphaël is a commune in the Var department in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur 
region in southeastern France. In the second half of the nineteenth century the township 
developed into a seaside resort popular with artists, sportsmen and politicians. It is 55 miles from 
Monaco, 40 miles from Nice and 430 miles from Paris. See “Saint-Raphaël,” Wikipedia. 

95Fontainebleau is a commune in the metropolitan area of Paris, France. It is located 34 
miles south-southeast of the centre of Paris. It has the largest land area in the Île-de-France 
region; it is the only one to cover a larger area than Paris itself. It is renowned for the large and 
scenic forest of Fontainebleau, a favourite weekend getaway for Parisians, as well as for the 
historic Château de Fontainebleau, which once belonged to the kings of France. See 
“Fontainebleau,” Wikipedia. 

96Francisque Gay (1885 – 1963) was a French editor, politician and diplomat. He was 
committed to the Catholic Church and to Christian democracy. He ran the Bloud et Gay 
publishing house for many years, and edited the journals La Vie Catholique (Catholic Life) and 
l'Aube (The Dawn). He helped publish clandestine journals during the German occupation of 
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Commissioner of the 14th was résistant, I addressed him, he took my name, my address, but I 

did not see anything coming. 

In 1944, I managed to find a maid's room in the building where I lived for Pierre-Henri 

Teitgen.97 However, he never occupied it, having been arrested in the meantime. I was asked to 

try to find out under the pseudonym of and to contact Father Stock, a German prison chaplain, 

France in World War II (1939–45). After the war he was a deputy from 1945 to 1951, and 
participated in three cabinets in 1945–46. See “Francisque Gay,” Wikipedia. 

97Pierre-Henri Teitgen (1908 - 1997) was a law teacher and editor-in-chief of the journal 
Droit Social, which was founded by his colleague François de Menthon. In 1939 he was 
mobilized into the military, taken prisoner in June 1940 and escaped on August 8. 1940. 
Beginning in November 1940 he wrote for and distributed Liberté, one of the first resistance 
newspapers in the South (free) Zone. It was the organ of the movement of the same name, which 
was founded by Menthon then stationed in Nancy. Later it was based in Lyon. Considering the 
armed struggle as essential, he participated in the creation of militarized groups, particularly in 
Toulouse, Montpellier, Nîmes and Marseille. In 1941, he was arrested and questioned by the 
Vichy police for seven hours in a row. He was released and joined the steering committee of 
"Combat", which was born of the merger, at the end of 1941, of Liberté and the National 
Liberation Movement of Henri Frenay. 

Threatened with arrest, Teitgen left Montpellier in June 1942 and went underground 
under the pseudonym Tristan. In Lyon, where he met François de Menthon and Georges Bidault, 
in July 1942 he joined the General Studies Committee, responsible for drawing up legislative 
projects for the liberation, of which he became secretary general under the name of Quintus. In 
1943, he was appointed provisional commissioner for underground information and was 
responsible for preparing, for future commissioners of the Republic, the measures to be taken in 
the press. He also contacted the Civil and Military Organization (C.M.O.) and was responsible 
for all negotiations concerning the unity of the internal resistance. He also joined the North Zone 
- South Zone coordination committee. 

Arrested on June 6, 1944, Teitgen was taken to Fresnes Prison in Paris the same evening. 
For 15 days he underwent the Gestapo interrogation; he was bound hand and foot for 35 days. 
Despite the abuse he endured, he managed to keep his true identity secret. At the end of July, he 
was deported to Compiègne and was placed on a convoy leaving for Germany, in mid-August, 
after having, by fraud, avoided the departure in a first convoy. He escaped by perforating the 
roof of his compartment and dropping on railroad siding. He joined the French Forces of the 
Interior (F.F.I.) and participated with them in the clean-up operations in the vicinity of 
Montdidier. 

In September 1944, Teitgen was appointed Minister of Information and, in 1945, he was 
elected deputy of the Popular Republican Movement (M.R.P.) of Ille-et-Vilaine. From 1952 to 
1956, he was president of the M.R.P. At the same time he pursued his university career as a 
professor at the Faculty of Law in Paris. See “Pierre-Henri Teitgen,” Wikipedia; and also, 
“Pierre-Henri Teitgen,” Les Compagnons de la Libération online at 
https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/fr/compagnons/pierre-henri-teitgen. 
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whom I had known at the Compagnons de Saint-François.98 Abbé Stock had returned to 

Germany. 

Then came the liberation of Paris.99 At the beginning of the afternoon, just under our 

windows, rue du Marché - Saint Honoré, one of Leclerc's tanks started to fire.100 At the corner 

98Franz Stock (1904 – 1948, Paris) was a German priest. He is known for ministering to 
prisoners in France during World War II, and to German prisoners of war in the years following. 
He came from a worker family. In 1926, he participated in an international peace meeting in 
Bierville near Paris, which was organized by Marc Sangnier under the motto "Peace via the 
young!" There he became friends with Joseph Folliet (1902–1973), who become a writer. That 
same year, he entered the Catholic seminary in Paderborn. In the spring of 1928, he went to 
Paris, where he spent three semesters studying at the Institut Catholique. During this period, he 
became a member of the Compagnons du saint François (Companions of St. Francis), a 
fellowship committed to living a simple life and working for peace. He was the first German 
student of theology in France since the Middle Ages. He was ordained to the priesthood in 1932. 
In 1934, he was appointed as rector of the German national parish of St. Boniface in Paris. 

A few days before the outbreak of World War II on September 1, 1939, he returned to 
Germany, where he officiated as a priest in central Germany. On August 13, 1940, he was named 
as priest for Germans residing in Paris during Nazi Germany's occupation of France, and 
returned in October 1940 to Paris. In 1941, he started to work as a chaplain in the Fresnes Prison, 
La Santé Prison and Cherche-Midi Prison in Paris. He was also a chaplain at the execution site at 
the Mont Valérien during the German occupation of France in World War II, owing him his 
nickname L'Aumônier de l'Enfer (The chaplain of Hell) and L'archange des prisons (The 
archangel of the prisons). Often, because of his German nationality, he was the only priest who 
could freely visit the prisoners without being a part of the Nazi war apparatus. He then met with 
more than 2,000 prisoners, among whom the French Navy officer Henri Honoré d'Estienne 
d'Orves, the Communist Gabriel Péri and the Gaullist Edmond Michelet. 

As part of his pastoral mission, and with great peril to his life, he passed messages from 
the prisoners to their families and back, sometimes memorizing them. Exploiting every possible 
avenue to help the prisoners, he delivered German information on them to their families, so as to 
prepare them when interrogated. The information thus delivered prevented many arrests. This he 
did under a double threat to his life: besides the obvious peril of arrest, incarceration and/or 
execution if discovered, Stock suffered severe heart disease (a fact he kept from others) and thus 
had been ordered to rest. Nevertheless, he went on in his endeavor.  

At the time of the liberation of Paris on August 25, 1944, Stock was in the Pitié-
Salpêtrière Hospital in Paris, where more than 600 wounded German soldiers together with 200 
English and American soldiers were lying, unfit for transport. When the Americans took 
command of the hospital, Stock became a prisoner of war of the Americans, and was sent to the 
POW camp of Cherbourg. This he accepted willingly, for it enabled him to help those who now 
needed most his services - the defeated German POWs. The Aumônerie Générale in Paris, 
planning to set up a seminary for captured German Catholic students of theology asked him to 
head it. In April 1945 the "barbed-wire seminary" (the séminaire des barbelés) started 
operations, first at Orléans and later at Chartres. See “Franz Stock,” Wikipedia. 
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of the rue Saint-Honore, it bombarded the cellar of a pastry chef that had been transformed into a 

blockhouse. German soldiers defending themselves there finally came out with their arms raised; 

among them, a great devil of Viennese, with whom I had chatted a few days before; he was 

delighted to see the end of the hostilities which he did not suppose so near. At a sign, the German 

rounded the tank; he was ordered to go up, but at the moment when he lifted his leg, a bullet in 

the back of his neck cut him down dead.101 I suppose a little further his comrades had the same 

99In early August 1944 Hitler had ordered the military governor of Paris, General 
Dietrich von Choltitz to destroy the city rather than allow it to be liberated, stating "Paris must be 
destroyed from top to bottom, before the Wehrmacht leaves, do not leave a church or cultural 
monument standing." The French Forces of the Interior (F.F.I.), in Paris led by the Gaullist 
Alexandre Parodi and Jacques Chaban-Delmas urged patience. Information about the F.F.I. is in 
the Glossary. The communist sector of the F.F.I. was led by Henri Tanguy (1908 – 2002) and 
called the F.T.P. (Francs-Tireurs et Partisans or Snipers and Partisans). It wanted to start a 
revolt, being deterred only by the fact that the Resistance in Paris had about 15,000 men, but 
only 600 guns, mostly rifles and machine guns. On August 19, 1944, the Paris police, until then 
still loyal to Vichy, went over to the Resistance as a group of policemen hosted the tricolore over 
the Préfecture de Police on the Ile de la Cité, which was the first time the tricolor had flown in 
Paris since June 1940. All over Paris, the outlawed tricolore started to fly over schools, mairies 
and police stations, an open challenge to German power, and a sign that the French civil service 
was shifting its loyalty. 

Emboldened, Tanguy and his men started to attack German forces on the Boulevard 
Saint-Michel and Boulevard Saint-Germain, leading to a mass insurrection as Parisians started to 
build barricades in the streets. By the end of the day, about 50 Germans and 150 résistants had 
been killed and not wanting the Communists to have the credit for liberating Paris, the Gaullist 
Parodi sanctioned the uprising. Faced with an urban uprising that he was unprepared for, Choltitz 
arranged a truce with Parodi via the Swedish consul Raoul Nordling, marking the first time that 
the Germans had treated the resistance as a legitimate opponent.  

De Gaulle disapproved of the truce and he used the uprising to order on August 22 
General Philippe Leclerc's 2nd Armored Division to liberate Paris, stating he did not want the 
Communists to liberate the city. On August 24, French soldiers entered Paris, which led to some 
hours of intense fighting. The 2nd Division lost 35 tanks, 6 self-propelled guns and 111 vehicles, 
but by the next day, August 25, Choltitz was forced to surrender the city in a ceremony at the 
Hotel Meurice, through pockets of German and milice forces fought on for several more days as 
Choltiz simply did not inform his forces of his plans to surrender. On the afternoon of August 25, 
1944 de Gaulle returned to Paris, a city he not set foot in since June 1940, to be greeted by vast 
cheering crowds as he walked down the Champs-Élysées. See “French Resistance,” Wikipedia. 

100Information about Philippe Leclerc is noted in Chapter 6. The rue du Marché - Saint 
Honoré is in the First arrondissement of Paris. See “Rue du Marché-Saint-Honoré, Wikipedia.” 

101Such bloodshed was not unusual at the time. The spring of 1944 was in France the 
time of the mentalité terrible, the period of la guerre franco-française (French against French) 
when the Milice (guerillas) and the Maquis (Vichy police and militia) fought one another without 
mercy. They were caught up in ever-escalating cycle of violence, a time for settling scores. As it 
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fate. The fight stopped; the street regained its usual appearance; I got out and went to the tank 

commmander. It's a disgrace! " I said. "You do not kill a prisoner who surrenders." They should 

have surrendered half an hour ago," replied the brute. What is the point of arguing? I went up the 

rue Saint-Honoré towards the Etoile. They were still fighting at the Ministry of the Navy; bullets 

whistled in our ears, and we only had time to take refuge under a carriage door. 

In the evening, an aerial attack forced us to go down to the cellar. A plane fell down in 

flames on the roof of the Louvre stores. Suddenly I heard a F.F.I. [French Forces of the Interior] 

who was screaming down the cellar stairs: "There is a priest here!”102 I went over to the 

intruder, who pressed a pistol against my stomach, "Come on, get  out!” – “What do you want 

from me?” – “You will see it! And your Pope too! In the first place, your pope, I will fuck…" I 

was about to follow the fanatic when one of my neighbors intervened. "Leave it then ... I know 

him.” [The gunman then said to the neighbor] “We fought together [p. 142] today. - I know 

you, but that one I do not know!” –“Since I [the neighbor] tell you he is with us, come, I'll 

explain ..." They moved away, which allowed me to breathe at last. 

What had happened? A simple mistake. They must have taken me for the parish priest of 

Saint-Roch, who in June, had unfortunately been compromised.103 One summer's day, he came 

became clear that the Allies were going to win the war, the Milice become more desperate and 
vicious, since they would be tried for treason if not killed out of hand first. 

The maquisards struck back in kind. For example, in the town of Voiron, close to 
Grenoble, in April 1944, a Maquis assassination squad entered the home of the local Milice chief 
and killed him, his wife, their infant daughter, their 10-year-old son, and his 82-year-old mother. 
Outside the village of Saint-Laurent in the Haute-Savoie, a mass grave was discovered in May 
1944 of eight gendarmes known for their loyalty to Vichy. They had been kidnapped by the 
Maquis, lined up and shot by their captors. The killing was denounced by the chief 
collaborationist propagandist Philippe Henriot on the radio as the "French Katyn." He used the 
killings as an example of the sort of "Bolshevik terrorism" that he maintained was typical of the 
resistance. At least 10,000 miliciens were shot in 1944. 

See “French Resistance,” Wikipedia. 
102Information about the resistance organization F.F.I. is in the Glossary. 
103The Church of Saint-Roch is a late Baroque located at 284 rue Saint-Honoré, in the 

1st arrondissement. It was built between 1653 and 1740. At least one priest that worked there 
was a resistant. This was Fr. Louis Courcel, who was a member of the “Reseau Bourgogne” 
(“Burgundy network”). The network was created by Georges Broussine in London in October 
1942. It coordinated with the Bureau Central de Renseignements et d'Action (Central Bureau of 
Intelligence and Operations), which was the World War II-era forerunner of the SDECE, the 
French intelligence service. The purpose of the network, which had about 20 participants, was to 
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to my building to thank an Italian household, the Blasi, importers of early vegetables, for the 

consignments made by them for his charity sale. "Come in, Monsieur le Cure," Mrs. Blasi had 

told him. The priest found himself in the presence of the master of the house opening the 

champagne with his clients, German officers in uniform, the windows wide open to the street. 

And that's how I nearly went into the pot the very evening of the liberation of Paris! 

Having obtained a mission order to go to Monaco, I arrived there in October. The 

welcome from my former parishioners was a comfort to me and bode well for the success of my 

intentions.104 Certainly, the presence of the bishop who had denounced me made him 

incompatible with my intentions, but I was entitled to fair treatment. On the 5th of November, I 

was received by the Minister of Finance, M. Reymond, whose marriage I had blessed.105 "I 

receive you," he said to me, "because it is a question of coming to account. Our responsibility is 

obligatory; we were wrong to follow the bishop (sic.); we owe your reparation. What would you 

like?” I answered that I remained at the disposal of the Monegasques, and I would  consent to 

become a parish priest of Sainte-Devote again if they wished. But I pointed out that my situation 

with the bishopric would not be easy. He nodded. "Have you considered another solution?” I told 

him then that I had applied for a chair at the Catholic Institute, that of the Christian Principles of 

International Law, where I would take the position, if I were appointed, of Fr. de la Brière, who 

help the escape of Allied airmen shot down in France. Usually their exited through Spain. 
Members of the network were continually be arrested and deported. 

In the summer of 1943 Fr. Courcel was recruited to Burgundy. He hosted Georges 
Baledent and made his phone available to the network. In April 1944, he along with the Moët 
family, Jean Carbonnet and two aviators were arrested in Saint-Mandé in the Moët family home. 
He was then deported and died in 1945 at age 35 in Nordhausen Concentration Camp in 
Thuringia, Germany. At Saint-Roch church there is a memorial plaque to him and other 
parishioners who were deported. See “Church of Saint-Roch,” Wikipedia; Peter Frisk, “ Église 
Saint-Roch,” (August 15, 2015), online at http://stadsflanoren.blogspot.com/2010/08/eglise-
saint-roch.html; Fabienne Zerbouhi-Isambert, "Le réseau Bourgogne en Ile-de-France" (Paris: 
Musée de la Résistance en ligne [Online Resistance Museum] 2004), online at 
http://museedelaresistanceenligne.org/musee/mediatheque/mediatheque.php. 

104Pierre Abramovici in Monaco sous l'Occupation, p. 111, notes that at the time of 
Boulier’s expulsion, some 800 of his young parishioners had sent a petition to the French head of 
state, Marshal Pétain, seeking the return of their pastor. His office replied on February 12, 1942, 
"It appears that the conduct of the one for whom you have intervened, is not [deserving]. His 
attitude is clearly hostile to all the principles of the National Revolution and compels us to lose 
interest in his case.” 

105Jean Émile Reymond (1912 – 1992) was a Monacan politician who was eventually 
the minister of state from 1963 until 1966. See “Jean Émile Reymond,” Wikipedia. 
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died in Brazil during the war.106 I added that the Principality, in the time of Prince Albert, was 

engaged [in promoting] international law and that my work in Paris would follow up [the earlier 

work and I would remain in Monaco], because the endowment of the chair had become 

insufficient.107 "Excellent solution indeed," replied M. Reymond. "I think we can consider the 

106Information about Fr. Yves de La Brière (1877 – 1941) was noted in Chapter 3. The 
Institut Catholique de Paris (ICP or Catholic University of Paris) was established in 1875 and is a 
private university. The university is famous for its liberal theology. The Faculté de Théologie is a 
pontifical institution with the canonical authorization to educate men for the Catholic priesthood. 
The Faculté de Lettres is a school of the humanities with no explicit religious orientation. During 
the summer, the Institut opens the Faculté de Lettres to international students for month-long 
terms.  Professors at the university are recruited from sacred (i.e., theology, canon law, etc.) and 
secular disciplines (e.g., literature, philosophy, education, social sciences, economics). The ICP 
awards state degrees recognized at the National and European levels (Bachelor, Master and 
Doctorate Degrees) and canonical diplomas.  

The university charges tuition, because the state does not pay the wages of professors at 
Catholic institutions of higher learning, as authorized under the Debré Law of 1959. The institute 
receives a state subsidy which covers 34% of its financial needs. The amount of the subsidy, 
derived from the Ministry of National Education, is independently fixed each year by the 
government within the framework of the national budget, without any obligation or contract of 
any kind. 

The university belongs to the network of the UDESCA (Union of the Catholic Higher 
Educational Establishments) which includes the five French Catholic institutes - Paris, Lille, 
Lyon, Angers and Toulouse - and is a member of the International Federation of Catholic 
Universities (FIUC), comprising 200 Catholic universities throughout the world.  

The main library, known as Bibliothèque de Fels, is home to 600,000 volumes including 
60,000 ancient volumes and 800 manuscripts. The library is mostly due to donations made by 
Edmonds de Fel. Other libraries on campus include the Jean-de-Vernon Library of Theology and 
Biblical Sciences, the Library of the Faculty of Canon Law which publishes L'Année Canonique 
(The Canon Year). In addition to the Documentation Center of the Institute of Education, and the 
Library of the French Institute of Byzantine Studies. See “Institut Catholique de Paris,” 
Wikipedia. 

107Albert I or Albert Grimaldi (1848 –1922) was Prince of Monaco from 1889 until his 
death. He was a pacifist, establishing the International Institute of Peace in Monaco as a place to 
develop a peaceful settlement for conflict through arbitration. He also devoted much of his life to 
oceanography. Alongside his expeditions, he made reforms on political, economic and social 
levels, bestowing a constitution on the Principality in 1911. The constitution came because in 
March 1910, there were mass protests against his rule. The Monegasque demanded a constitution 
and a parliament to rein in the absolute monarch or else they would overthrow him and establish 
a republic. They were dissatisfied about French domination of the principality's politics and 
economy. There was severe unemployment as the country lacked factories and farmland and the 
casinos did not allow citizens to work there. The document had little real meaning in terms of 
reducing autocratic rule and was soon suspended when World War I broke out. See “Albert I, 
Prince of Monaco,” Wikipedia. 
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case as settled. " He lived [p. 143] in Sainte-Devote [parish] and we went down again from the 

Rock to his home, very satisfied with each other. 

No more difficulties, I thought in my naivety. Appointed the Minister of State, M. de 

Witasse, had left the Quai d'Orsay [French Ministry of Foreign Affairs]; he himself had to 

examine my file on the recommendations of the future Mrs. Bidault.108 Does he really take the 

time to read it? His conclusion was most singular: "I can not do that to Bishop Rivière: he is the 

one who dispensed my sister." 

However it was not a favor, but a process that brought me to justice by being a member 

of the clergy of Monaco! Canon law is formal: before leaving Paris, I studied the guarantees that 

covered my status as a priest incardinated in another diocese which then becomes his own 

[diocese] ... A strange way for Bishop Rivière to conceive the contract which bound me to his 

diocese! 

Weary of seeing M. de Witasse shirking my proceedings, I forced myself one day to 

knock on the door of the bishop's palace. Quickly crossing the garden, I presented myself on the 

threshold of the episcopal office. The bishop stood up, surprised. I reminded him of his 

obligations and confirmed to him my intention to claim the honest support which was due to me 

as a member of the Monegasque clergy even after having left Monaco. Without answering me, 

he started to push me towards the exit. Having no desire to resort to violence, I turned on the 

doorstep to tell him firmly. "Monseigneur, do you believe in God?” - Yes. – “So how dare you 

every morning say Mass after the injustice you have committed against me and that you continue 

to subject me to me?" 

108Pierre de Witasse (1878 –1956) was the Minister of State for Monaco from 1944-
1948. See “Pierre de Witasse,” Wikipedia. The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs is located on 
the Quai d'Orsay (street) in Paris, and thus the ministry is often called the Quai d'Orsay. See 
“Pierre de Witasse,” Wikipedia. 

Suzanne Bidault-Borel (1904 – 1995) was the first French woman to become a diplomat 
when she was employed as an attaché at the Quai d'Orsay in 1930 after passing the entrance 
examination to the French Foreign Ministry. After serving there for 15 years, she married in 
1946 the French foreign minister Georges Bidault (1899 – 1983). The latter in World War II was 
active in the French Resistance. After the war, he served as foreign minister and prime minister 
on several occasions. From June to December, 1946 he was chair of the Provisional Government 
of the French Republic. He was also founder of the Mouvement Républicain Populaire (M.R.P.). 
See “Suzanne Bidault-Borel,” Wikipedia and “Georges Bidault,” Wikipedia. 
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I was never to see Bishop Rivière again. It was only much later that I learned that he had 

left Monaco in rather humiliating circumstances, compromised by an ugly affair by a priest who 

his favor had appointed vicar at the cathedral.109 

An appeal to Rome remained possible; I went there. I submitted my case to R.P. Capello, 

professor of canon law at the Gregorian University.110 He confirmed the merits of my cause, 

which had already been brought before the Congregation of the Council.111 He advised me 

109As noted in Chapter 7, Pierre Rivière (1871 – 1961) resigned as Bishop of Monaco in 
1953. Jan Bank in Churches and religion in the Second World War (New York: Bloomsbury 
Academic, 2016), p. 452, states that Bishop Rivière was a supporter of Marshal Pétain. Of 42 
Jews deported from Monaco in September 1943 to Auschwitz, only two survived the war. In 
silencing Boulier, the bishop collaborated with the Vichy regime. 

Pierre Abramovici in Monaco sous l'Occupation (Paris: Nouveau Monde éditions, 2015), 
p. 111, points out that clergy in Monaco were state employees. It paid their wages. They were 
obligated to preach what the politicians dictated. Abramovici writes: 

The abbot is a government employee because Catholicism is the state religion. Let 
us remember that religious of all kinds are government officials. It is therefore up 
to the government, seized by the bishop, to take measures, and it is the official 
Boulier who loses his place for serious misconduct. On November 18, [1941] as it 
should be when it comes to a French national, Roblot informed Jeannequin 
[Victor Jeannequin, the Consul General of France] of the expulsion of Father 
Boulier. Roblot also requests that the expulsion order also be effective in the 
Alpes-Maritimes. 
110Fr. Felix Cappello S.J. (1879-1962) was an Italian and ordained to the diocesan 

priesthood in 1902, He earned doctorates in theology, philosophy, and canon and civil law. After 
being rejected for two Vatican positions that he had applied for, he decided to become a Jesuit. 
He taught moral theology and canon law at the Leonine College in Anagni, remaining there until 
1920 when he was transferred to the Gregorian University. Cappello’s teaching career at the 
Gregorian lasted 39 years until his retirement in 1959 during which time he taught moral 
theology and canon law. He wrote a number of works dealing with canon law, none of which are 
available in Englsih. “Servant of God, Felix Maria Cappello, sj, Confessor and Canonist,” online 
at http://www.canonlaw.info/personalservant.htm. 

111The Sacred Congregation of the Council, which is now called the Congregation for 
the Clergy is the congregation of the Roman Curia responsible for overseeing matters regarding 
priests and deacons not belonging to religious orders. It handles requests for dispensation from 
active priestly ministry, as well as the legislation governing presbyteral councils and other 
organisations of priests around the world. See “Congregation for the Clergy,” Wikipedia. 

The Roman Curia mentioned above comprises the administrative institutions of the Holy 
See and the central body through which the affairs of the Catholic Church are conducted. The 
structure and organization of responsibilities within the Curia are at present regulated by the 
apostolic constitution Pastor bonus, issued by Pope John Paul II in 1988, which Pope Francis has 
decided to revise. Other bodies that play an administrative or consulting role in ecclesial affairs 
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rather to bring it before the Apostolic Signatory, a dicastery [Roman Curia law court] that 

judges, not in an administrative way, but [p. 144] ad modum justitiae [the measure of justice], 

according to the rigor of the law.112 I needed a lawyer; he demanded a provision of of 40,000 

lire which I did not have.113 All that remained for me was to return to Paris to await the decision 

of the Congregation of the Council. 

Cardinal Suhard summoned me one day.114 "I received a letter from Rome about you. 

The Congregation of the Council assigns you to the diocese of Paris.” "It is contrary to canon 

law," I said to him. You, Eminence, took in the Ordo [regulations] of the diocese to mention that 

the priests who left Paris with the permission of the archbishop to accept elsewhere a residential 

charge were incardinated in their new diocese.” “That is correct, but in this case it is an 

arrangement.” –“I have the impression, Eminence, that I am ‘arranged’!” “Could you not appeal 

this decision? It would be enough to put Mr. Rivière in the presence of his obligations.” –

“Between bishops, this does not happen!" 

Stripped of the advantages and guarantees attached to the quality of a member of the 

diocese of Monaco, I found myself in Paris in the same precarious state as in 1932 when I 

arrived there. The clinic on Rue Bizet had chosen another chaplain. Cardinal Verdier, who had 

are sometimes mistakenly identified with the Curia, such as the Synod of Bishops and regional 
conferences of bishops. See “Roman Curia,” Wikipedia. 

112The Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic Signatura is the highest judicial authority in 
the Catholic Church, apart from the pope himself, who as supreme ecclesiastical judge is the 
final point of appeal for any ecclesiastical judgment. In addition, it oversees the administration of 
justice in the church. It is housed in the same Roman building with the Church's other two 
Tribunals. The Apostolic Signatura only hears appeals from these two tribunals (which normally 
have final and universal [worldwide Church] appellate jurisdiction over their respective areas of 
competence) if some process was in error or there is an inter-agency conflict, and usually not in 
regard to the judgment which was made or the merits of the case. The two other Tribunals 
located there are the Sacred Roman Rota (which is normally the final appellate tribunal of the 
church for most court cases, especially regarding marriage nullity, decisions of Bishops, and 
ecclesiastical trials and disciplinary procedures), and the Apostolic Penitentiary (which is 
normally the church's final appellate tribunal regarding all matters having to do with the 
forgiveness of sins and the proper celebration of the Sacrament of Reconciliation). See 
“Apostolic Signatura,” Wikipedia. 

113In 1947 the exchange rate was $1 = 575 lira or 40,000 lira = $70. See “Italian Lira,” 
Wikipedia. 

114Information about Emmanuel Suhard (1874 - 1949) is noted in the Persons section of 
the Glossary. 
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appointed me there was dead. Dead also was Miss Chaptal and her brother. I was dependent on 

Cardinal Suhard, for whom I was a stranger. 

"Wherever there is a fool, there is danger," said Leon Bloy.115 I had exposed myself to 

danger and I suffered the consequences. 

No doubt it was not without sadness that I left Monaco and Sainte-Devote where I had 

been surrounded by so much fervor and affection. But I had a good supply of "pantagrueline," 

that is, “a certain gaiety of mind pickled in the scorn of fortuitous things.”116 Thinking of the 

Rock of Monaco, of its palace, the seat of Government, of its bishopric, I repeated to myself the 

words of Chateaubriand: "There are places where one must be very economical with contempt, 

because of the great number of that need it.”117 And since everything ends with songs, at the 

moment when from Stalingrad, I first dawn the future victory, I amused myself in rhyming this 

115The quote is from Léon Bloy’s (1846–1917) Les dernières colonnes de l'église (The 
last columns of the church) (Paris: Societe du Mercure de France 1903), p. 157. The book is 
about Catholic poets. Bloy was a French Catholic novelist and pamphleteer. See “Léon Bloy,” 
Wikipedia. 

116“Pantagrueline” refers to François Rabelais's (1483 – 1553) work, The Life of 
Gargantua and of Pantagruel. It may be the source of Boulier’s quote, “a certain gaiety of mind 
pickled in the scorn of fortuitous things," or in French: une certaine gaîté d'esprit confite dans le 
mépris des choses fortuites. See “François Rabelais,” Wikipedia. 

117François-René de Chateaubriand (1768–1848) was a French writer who helped found 
Romanticism in French literature. He was a royalist and it is said that he was thinking of 
Tallyerand when he made the above quote. Among his works was the Génie du christianisme in 
defense of the Catholic faith and an autobiography Mémoires d'Outre-Tombe ("Memoirs from 
Beyond the Grave"). See “François-René de Chateaubriand,” Wikipedia. 
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little fable in the manner of the good La Fontaine.118 It remained to me to draw the moral [from 

the event].119 

[p. 145] The bishop and his parish priest 

The parish priest having preached, 
Confessed catechized, 
All summer long, 
Found himself very deprived 
When winter came. 
Not winter and its frost, 
But the ire of his prelate. 
It was colder than ice, 
Which drove him out of his room. 
He went to cry famine. 
To the prelate of good looks 
Begging him to give him 
Some money to subsist  
Until the next peace. 
 

Because a wind is unleashed  
And blows from the Urals,  
Will repay you, fatal return, 
Interests and capital 
His greatness is not money lending 
That’s the least of his faults. 
--What were you doing in the hot weather 
Says he say to the passionate soul? 
--Night and day, to all comers 
I preached, do you not like it. 
--Did you preach? I'm glad  
 Well, pray now! 
 

118The Battle of Stalingrad (August 23, 1942 – February 2, 1943) was the main battle of 
World War II. It remains the largest (nearly 2.2 million personnel) and bloodiest (1.8–2 million 
killed, wounded or captured) battle in the history of warfare. As Boulier perceived, it was the end 
of Nazism. Hitler personally rewrote the operational objectives for the 1942 campaign, greatly 
expanding them to include the occupation of the city of Stalingrad. Both sides attached 
propaganda value to the city, based on it bearing the name of the leader of the Soviet Union. 
Hitler proclaimed that after Stalingrad's capture, its male citizens were to be killed and all 
women and children were to be deported because its population was "thoroughly communistic" 
and "especially dangerous". It was assumed that the fall of the city would also firmly secure the 
northern and western flanks of the German military. See “Battle of Stalingrad,” Wikipedia. 

119Jean de La Fontaine (1621 – 1695) was a French fabulist, whose work is a model for 
subsequent fabulists. See “Jean de La Fontaine,” Wikipedia. 
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[p. 146] blank 
 
 

Chapter 9 [p. 147]  
IX 

 
 

THE MOVEMENT FOR PEACE 
 
 

 
I became holder of the chair of Christian Principles of International Law at the Catholic 

Institute.1 To spread my teaching of the De jure belli and pacis [law of war and peace] I took 

inspiration from the long and glorious tradition of the canonists who, since the Middle Ages, had 

endeavoured to maintain the idea of a just and lasting peace, inspired by the evangelical 

principles, in the middle of disasters and cruelties of war, among the robberies of kings and so-

called "very Christian" princes.2 

I found myself in the midst of the "cold war". 

Should I be silent? Speak out again? Once more, circumstances decided things. It all 

began in 1946 with a trip to Poland. 

Father Glasberg brought together some Catholic intellectuals whom he proposed to 

conduct across the country.3 Emmanuel Mounier was part of the delegation, as well as P. 

1Information about Institut Catholique de Paris (ICP or Catholic University of Paris) was 
noted in Chapter 8. 

2Canon law is a set of ordinances and regulations made by ecclesiastical authority for the 
government of a Christian organization. It is the internal ecclesiastical law, or operational policy, 
governing the Catholic Church (both the Latin Church and the Eastern Catholic Churches), the 
Eastern Orthodox and Oriental Orthodox churches, and the individual national churches within 
the Anglican Communion. In all three traditions, a canon was originally a rule adopted by a 
church council; these canons formed the foundation of canon law. See “Canon Law,” Wikipedia. 

3Alexandre Glasberg (1902-1981), a Ukrainian Jew, converted to Catholicism in his 
youth and became a priest in France. He played an active role in the Resistance during the 
Second World War, contributing to the rescue of many Jews, and invested after the war in the 
establishment of networks of migration of the Jews towards Israel, participating in the operations 
Exodus and “Ezra and Nehemiah.” In the 1947 Exodus episode, about 4,500 concentration camp 
survivors were prevented by Britain from migrating to Israel. The British ruled the area at the 
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Boisselot O.P., M. Jobert, professor of Slav civilization in Grenoble, a few others.4 Stanislas 

Fumet, prevented from leaving at the last moment, was replaced by his daughter, who was to 

find a Polish husband during the trip.5 I replaced Count d'Harcourt, who was too sick to go.6 

time and wished to prevent tensions with the Arabs. It was only after the British recognized the 
state of Israel in 1949 that migration became easier. Operation “Ezra and Nehemiah” brought 
most of the Jews (110,000 people), from Iraq to the newly independent State of Israel. See 
“Alexandre Glasberg,” Wikipedia. 

4Emmanuel Mounier (1905 –1950) was a philosopher, a guiding spirit of the French 
personalist movement and founder of Esprit, the magazine which was the organ of the 
movement. He attended the Sorbonne and came under the influence of the Charles Péguy, to 
whom he ascribed the inspiration of the personalist movement. Personalism became an influence 
of the non-conformists of the 1930s. In 1939, he criticized the newly-elected Pope Pius XII for 
remaining silent on the Italian invasion of Albania. Some have attributed this with indirectly 
originating the black legend about Pius XII's silence on the Holocaust. See “Emmanuel 
Mounier,” Wikipedia. 

Fr. Pierre Boisselot, O.P. (1899 – 1964) was trained as a lawyer and went to work in 
1932 as an editor at the Dominican publisher, Éditions du Cerf in Paris, which had been 
established in 1929. It published a magazine, La Vie Intellectuelle (The Intellectual Life), which 
sought to create an alternative belief system in response to those of Charles Maurras and his 
movement Action Française and also to Marxist ideologies. Assisting him was the Catholic 
convert, Ella Sauvageot. By the 1940s and 1950s Boisselot was called the gray eminence of the 
editorial lobby of the Catholic left in. He was twice sanctioned by the hierarchy, first in 1943 and 
again in 1954. This reflected the hierarchy’s preference during the Vichy and cold war period for 
Action Française and Mauritanian nationalism. The tide had turned by the time he died in 1964: 
several of the reformist movements supported by the Editions du Cerf were recognized by 
Vatican Council II. See Étienne Fouilloux, “Boisselot Pierre” Dictionnaire biographique des 
frères prêcheurs, online at http://journals.openedition.org/dominicains/1206. 

Ambroise Jobert (1904 – 1988) was a French historian specializing on Poland. His 
publications included La Tolérance religieuse en Pologne au XVIe siècle (Firenze: G. C. Sansoni 
Editore, 1957), L'état polonais, la liberté religieuse et l'Église orthodoxe au XVIIe siècle (Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1955). 243 pp. and Histoire de la Pologne (Paris: Presses 
universitaires de France, 1974. See “Ambroise Jobert,” Wikipedia. 

5Stanislas Fumet (1896-1983 was a writer and leader of social Catholicism. In 1937, he 
became editor of the weekly Temps Présent (Present Times) in which François Mauriac and 
Jacques Maritain participated. It was banned by the Vichy government in 1941 and in a 
clandestine manner he continued to publish it under another name, Les Cahiers du Témoignage 
Christianien. In September 1943 during the German occupation he was jailed for seven months. 
At the Liberation, he resurrected Temps Présent. Among his writings were Life of St. Martin de 
Porres, patron saint of interracial justice (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1964, 119p) and Joan 
the saint (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1937; 70 p.). See “Stanislas Fumet,” Wikipedia. 

6Robert d' Harcourt (1881 - 1965) was a French Catholic intellectual, scholar of German 
culture and anti-Nazi polemicist. He published numerous detailed articles attacking the Nazi 
regime after Hitler achieved power in 1933. In 1936 he published l'Évangile de la force (The 
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We reached Warsaw by a military plane. Two parallel benches along the fuselage had 

been used to release the paratroopers. Nightmare vision of Poland in ruins! In front of our hotel, 

opposite what had been the station, a beam rose in the sky like a mad arm, in protest. Debris 

from the collapsed houses had [p. 148] flowed into the street. To get to the Church of the Holy 

Cross, where we said Mass, we had to cross the ruins on rickety boards. A smell of corpse was 

rising from the Rynek in the heart of the old city, the decomposing bodies had been buried in a 

hurry.7 It was in this district that a young Polish woman told us about the last days of the 

insurrection.8 "We knew everything was lost," she said, “but these were bright days that I will 

Gospel of Force), his best-known work. It was a harsh attack on Nazism and particularly drew 
attention to the indoctrination of young Germans in Nazi ideology. Harcourt stressed the 
incompatibility between the radical racist nature of Nazi ideology and Christianity. During the 
Occupation, he  became a leading intellectual figure in the Resistance, publishing in the 
clandestine press. His two sons were both sent to Buchenwald concentration camp but survived 
the war. Among his writings that have been translated to English is The German Catholics 
(London: Burns, Oates & Washbourne, Ltd., 1939, 274p.). See “Robert d' Harcourt,” Wikipedia. 

7Warsaw's Old Town Market Place (Polish: Rynek Starego Miasta) is the center and 
oldest part of the Old Town of Warsaw, capital of Poland. Immediately after the Warsaw 
Uprising, it was systematically blown up by the German Army. After World War II, the Old 
Town Market Place was restored to its prewar appearance. See “Warsaw's Old Town Market 
Place,” Wikipedia. 

8The Warsaw Uprising was a major World War II operation, in the summer of 1944, by 
the Polish underground resistance, led by the Home Army, to liberate Warsaw from German 
occupation. The uprising was timed to coincide with the retreat of the German forces from 
Poland ahead of the Soviet advance. While approaching the eastern suburbs of the city, the Red 
Army temporarily halted combat operations, enabling the Germans to regroup and defeat the 
Polish resistance and to destroy the city in retaliation. The Uprising was fought for 63 days with 
little outside support. It was the single largest military effort taken by any European resistance 
movement during World War II. It began August 1, 1944 as part of a nationwide Operation 
Tempest, launched at the time of the Soviet Lublin–Brest Offensive. The main Polish objectives 
were to drive the Germans out of Warsaw while helping the Allies defeat Germany. An 
additional, political goal of the Polish Underground State was to liberate Poland's capital and 
assert Polish sovereignty before the Soviet-backed Polish Committee of National Liberation 
could assume control.  

By September 14, the eastern bank of the Vistula River opposite the Polish resistance 
positions was taken over by the Polish troops fighting under the Soviet command. Winston 
Churchill sent over 200 low-level supply drops by the Royal Air Force, the South African Air 
Force, and the Polish Air Force under British High Command, in an operation known as the 
Warsaw Airlift. Later, the U.S. Army Air Force sent one high-level mass airdrop as part of 
Operation Frantic. Following the surrender of Polish forces, German troops systematically 
levelled 35% of the city block by block. Together with earlier damage suffered in the 1939 
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never forget. The red army was at the gates of Warsaw, on the other side of the Vistula, why did 

it make no effort to help the insurgents. We needed an explanation. We got it from the French 

Consul. He explained that the Red Army when it arrived on the Vistula, had been stopped by a 

whole network of fortifications built in advance by the Germans. At the moment when the 

insurrection broke out, German divisions rushed forward for a counteroffensive, while the 

Russian divisions caught their breath and replentished their strength and armaments. The 

insurrection was thus caught in the crossfire.. The Soviets, for their part, had no interest in 

lingering at Warsaw – having taken the city, it opened the way to Berlin - a government that 

would clearly be hostile to them, supported in London by Churchill.”9 

We made contact with the group which was soon to give birth to the Pax movement.10 It 

included the biggest names in Poland. Their leader Piacecki, at the time of "the Poland of the 

colonels,” had even taken the lead in a fascist and anti-Semitic movement.11 But having fought 

the Germans alongside the Soviet partisans, he had made solid friendships among them. He and 

his friends saw realism as the future of the country: a close alliance with the Soviet Union. The 

constancy of the Pax movement in this policy brought against him hatred that never disarmed. 

The Zionist Jews went so far as to kidnap his son, a fourteen-year-old boy with the brightest 

future. The driver of the taxi who took the child was found when he was going to flee with a 

passport for Israel. In domestic politics, the Pax movement generously accepted the sharing of 

land; its representatives, themselves great landowners, saw without regret the land allocated by 

invasion of Poland and the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising in 1943, over 85% of the city was destroyed 
by January 1945 when the course of the events in the Eastern Front forced the Germans to 
abandon the city. See “Warsaw Uprising,” Wikipedia. 

9The Polish landlords and their London ally had been at war with the Soviets since the 
1917 Revolution. J. Bowyer Bell in Besieged: Seven Cities Under Siege (New Brunswick, N.J.: 
Transaction, 1966, 2006) (chapter 5, footnote 50) talks about the Soviet strategy at Warsaw. In 
doing so, he invokes Jean de La Fontaine’s Fables (1679) which has the monkey Bertrand 
duping Raton the cat into pulling the roasting chestnuts from among the embers, promising him a 
share. In the end the cat got nothing for its pains. The communists and their Lublin Committee of 
National Liberation (P.K.W.N.) avoided Raton’s mistake. 

10Information about Bolesław Piasecki (or Piacecki) (1915 – 1979) is noted in the 
Persons section of the Glossary. 

11Piłsudski's colonels or the colonels' regime (in Polish called simply "the colonels"), 
dominated the government of the Second Polish Republic from 1926 to 1939. In some contexts, 
the term refers primarily to the final period, 1935–39, following the death of their mentor and 
patron, Józef Piłsudski. See “Piłsudski's colonels,” Wikipedia. 
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plots to the peasants. Later, Pax attracted the persistent hostility [p. 149] of the Primate of 

Poland, Cardinal Vyshinsky, who, claiming his historical quality as spokesman for the nation, 

did not forgive Pax a policy of loyal collaboration with the comunist rule and alliance with the 

U.S.S.R.12 

12Stefan Wyszyński (Vyshinsky ) (1901 – 1981) was a Polish prelate and archbishop of 
Warsaw and Gniezno from 1948 to 1981. He was created a cardinal in 1953. He was from the 
Polish nobility and initially supported the anti-communists. One of the prime issues was the 
confiscation of properties for public use, for secular schools and for distribution among farmers. 
However, on April 14, 1950, he entered into a secret agreement to collaborate with the 
communist authorities, which settled the political dispute. It allowed the Church to hold onto 
"reasonable" property, separated the church from politics, and allowed authorities to select a 
bishop from a list of three candidates. Karol Wojtyła was selected in such a manner. See “Stefan 
Wyszyński,” Wikipedia. 

The 1950 agreement included the nationalization of all land in possession of the Church 
with the exception of that used by parish priests for their own subsistence. Farms retained by an 
individual clergyman could not exceed fifty hectares (about 123 acres). The remaining land 
together with all buildings, enterprises, and livestock to be found upon it was expropriated by the 
State without compensation. The income from such "surplus" property was to be placed in a 
Church Fund for religious and charitable purposes. 

In the 1950 agreement the government bound itself to a set of rules. These were the 
following: 

1. Recognition of the right to teach religion in schools. Authorities were to refrain from 
obstructing participation in religious observances outside the schools. Where 
schools were established or transformed into one excluding religion, parents had 
the right to send their children to schools where religion was taught. 

2. The Catholic University of Lublin would be permitted to continue its activities as in 
the past. 

3. Catholic organizations (together with the Sodalities of Saint Mary) would be allowed 
to function, although only after fulfilling the obligations established by a State 
decree on governing organizations. 

4. The Church would be able to conduct charity work and the teaching of religion within 
the framework of State regulations. 

5. The Catholic Church press would enjoy the same rights, defined by statutes and 
ordinances, as other publications. 

6. Public worship in churches, traditional pilgrimages, and religious processions would 
not meet with obstacles. 

7. Religious care in the armed forces, prisons and hospitals would be appropriately 
organized. 

8. Monastic orders would have freedom to operate within the fields of their calling and in 
accordance with the laws of the State. 

In return for these "guarantees," the Church gave assurances that it would: 
1. Teach respect for the law and for State authority; 
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We saw a convoy had come from the confines of Siberia through Russia. Lamentable 

show! These unfortunate Polish returnees had traveled for days across a devastated Russia to 

reach the ruins of Poland. It was clear to us that neither the Poles nor the Russians could 

entertain other aspirations than peace. 

On May Day, we attended the parade of the first division of the reconstituted Polish 

army. Near us, officers of the Anders army, repatriated from England, watched the spector with 

pride mingled with stupor.13 The troops had to abandon the national chapka, the square kepi, for 

the round cap of Red Army soldiers, which I considered as a political fault.14 But what an 

2. Call upon the faithful for an intensification of efforts to reconstruct the country and 
raise the standard of living; 

3. Request the Vatican to change the Church administration in the recovered territories 
from temporary to permanent bishoprics, on the ground that these areas formed an 
integral part of the Polish republic; 

4. Oppose the revisionist and anti-Polish strivings of the German clergy; 
5. Be guided by Polish raison d'stat, with provision that in the fields of dogma, morality 

and Church jurisdiction, the pope is the highest authority for the Church; 
6. Not to obstruct the spread of production co-operatives [collective farms] in the 

villages; 
7. Condemn anti-State utterances and the utilization of religious feelings for anti-State 

purposes; 
8. Combat underground activities, condemn and penalize clergymen guilty of 

participation in any anti-State campaign; and 
9. Support all efforts to make peace permanent and oppose all tendencies to create war.  
See Richard F. Staar, “The Church of Silence in Communist Poland,” The Catholic 

Historical Review (Oct., 1956), Vol. 42, No. 3, pp. 296-321, at p. 309, 311-312. 
13Anders' Army was the informal name of the Polish Armed Forces in the East in the 

1941–42 period, in recognition of its commander Władysław Anders. The army was created in 
the Soviet Union but, in March 1942, based on an understanding between the British, Polish, and 
Soviets, it was evacuated from the Soviet Union and made its way through Iran to Palestine. 
There it passed under British command and provided the bulk of the units and troops of the 
Polish II Corps (member of the Polish Armed Forces in the West), which fought in the Italian 
Campaign. See “Anders' Army,” Wikipedia. 

14The kepi is a cap with a flat circular top and a peak, or visor. Etymologically, the term 
is a loanword of French: képi, itself a re-spelled version of the Alemannic German: Käppi, a 
diminutive form of Kappe, meaning "cap". In Europe, this headgear is most commonly 
associated with French military and police uniforms, though versions of it were widely worn by 
other armies during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In North America, it is usually 
associated with the American Civil War, as it was worn by soldiers on both sides of the conflict. 
See “kepi,” Wikipedia. 
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impeccable order in the ranks! The flags, saved from the disaster of 1939, all had the 

embroidered image of the Virgin. 

The Polish people showed a fierce desire to be reborn. All at work to raise the ruins! 

From the first days of spring, trucks filled with young girls and boys dumped them onto the 

barely cleared sidewalks to plant flowers."No! Poland is not dead because we live!" 

In Krakow professors from the University received us. One of them, a tall blond Sarmate, 

with long mustaches, said to me with a careless air: "You know well, Monsieur l'Abbé, that the 

animal that comes closest to man is the Moscovite!"15 This jest I retained: a whole political 

psychology in a few words. In Lodz, the Jewish community, which before the massacres of the 

Nazis, included more than 600,000 souls, was reduced to a hundred survivors. In charge of 

addressing them, I congratulated them on living in a new Poland where they would be safe from 

persecution, even able to exercise political power as they had never known. A voice interrupted 

me: "What are you doing, sir, the Jewish homeland? It was obvious that, for [p. 150] this man, 

the "fatherland," was in Palestine. The same was true of Jews in the Soviet Union.16 

Chapka  is a type of hat worn by 19th-century Polish cavalry, consisting of a high, four-
pointed cap with regimental insignia on the front, and now associated with Polish independence 
and nationalism. See “Chapka,” Wikipedia. 

15The Sarmatians were a large Iranian confederation that existed in classical antiquity, 
flourishing from about the 5th century BC to the 4th century AD. Their territory, which was 
known as Sarmatia to Greco-Roman ethnographers, corresponded to the western part of greater 
Scythia. It included today's Central Ukraine, South-Eastern Ukraine, Southern Russia, Russian 
Volga and South-Ural regions. Many Sarmatians joined the Goths and other Germanic tribes 
(Vandals) in the settlement of the Western Roman Empire. They were assimilated by the Proto-
Slavic population of Eastern Europe. See “Sarmatians,” Wikipedia. 

16Starting in the 1880's, when Zionism started to become a political force, socialist 
leaders criticized it as an anti-socialist ideology, designed to keep the European Jewish working 
class from identifying with the world working class movement. Zionism held itself out as a 
defense against the new wave of anti-Semitism associated with the rise of imperialism. Zionism 
taught there was a bond between Jewish workers and Jewish capitalists, and that anti-Semitism 
and discrimination would be no less in socialist countries than in capitalist countries. Zionist 
ideology proclaimed the racist, biological mystical notion that Jews throughout the world 
constituted a nation, always separate from non-Jews and that Jews were alien in the lands in 
which they lived. Zionism sought not to fight anti-Semitism, but to accept it as inevitable and 
inherent in the non-Jew and to flee from it. 

With the Bolshevik victory in 1917, Zionists unhappy about the Jewish Soviets who 
regarded themselves as equals with other nationalities and who enjoyed the benefits of the 
socialist society. Soviet unity was called “forced assimilation.” Emile Tourna of the Israeli 
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One evening, Mr. Berman, brother of the very influential Secretary of State, asked me if 

we intended to visit the bishops? "We will not miss it," I said to him. "Then tell them about the 

anti-Semitism still alive in Poland and ask them to use their influence to fight it.17 

The opportunity arose in Krakow during the audience with Archbishop Cardinal 

Sapieha.18 We saw a small, very dark-haired man enter the courtroom, who stepped forward 

with a decided step. We knew that this prince had been against the Germans, the soul of the 

Polish resistance. Alas! he spoke only about banalities! After having told us the story of the 

Cossack horseman who, having exhausted his horse, announed to the inhabitants of Krakow the 

approach of a Tartar invasion, he rose, signifying that the audience was over. Eager to keep the 

promist made to Mr. Berman, I dared to speak, despite the protocol: “Eminence, will you allow 

me a question? He looked at me surprised, no doubt shocked, by this lack of politeness: "Yes!” - 

"We have just visited many cities in Poland and one thing surprises us, it is that after so many 

massacres, there are still traces of anti-Semitism in the population." - "What anti-Semitism?” 

"There is no anti-semitism in Poland." The French Consul, however, told the story of one of his 

secretaries, returning on his vacation to his village, ran into the funeral of his own mother, 

murdered by a band of killers who were running the countryside. This was undoubtedly what 

was left of the famous Bandera Regiment.19 That group was under the leadership of Oberlander, 

Communist Party in “The October Revolution and the Struggle Against Zionism,” Jewish Affairs 
(NY, July-August 1977), vol. 1, pp. 4-7, at p. 5, summarized:  

The Zionists cannot forgive the October Revolution for solving the 
national question in Tsarist Russia, the "prison house of nations", and for 
implementing the policy of national equality and eliminating anti-semitism legally 
and in daily life. Furthermore, the Zionists, with their policy of aggression and 
expansion at the expense of the Arab people, and especially the Palestinian Arab 
people, cannot forgive the U.S.S.R.’s principled adherence to one of the ideals of 
the October Revolution - the right of nations to self-determination. 
17Information about Adolf Berman (1906 – 1978) is noted in the Persons section of the 

Glossary. 
18Stefan Sapieha (1867 – 1951) served as Archbishop of Kraków. In 1946, Pope Pius XII 

made him a Cardinal. He came from the Polish nobility, his family being landowners in 
Lithuania. See “Stefan Sapieha,” Wikipedia. 

19Stepan Bandera (1909 – 1959) was a Ukrainian nationalist and one of the leaders of the 
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), which was the military arm of the Organization of Ukrainian 
Nationalists (OUN). In 1943 - while fighting the Germans, Soviets and Poles, who they saw as 
occupiers of the future ethnically-pure Ukrainian state, they directed most of its attacks against 
Poles and Jews. Bandera concluded that the war would end in the exhaustion of both Germany 
and the Soviet Union, leaving only the Poles - who laid claim to East Galicia (viewed by the 
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who became Minister of Adenauer.20 It massacred at Lwów all the Polish intelligenzia, among 

others the famous Boyd-Zaleski, translator of hundreds of French works.21 – “There is a lot of 

murder these days in Poland,” replied his Eminence carelessly. Thus ended the audience. 

Ukrainians as Western Ukraine, and by the Poles as Eastern Poland) - as a significant force, and 
therefore had to be weakened before Poland rose again. Poland's plans to restore its prewar 
borders were opposed by the Ukrainians, and some Ukrainian groups' collaboration with Nazi 
Germany had discredited their partisans as potential Polish allies.] 

The OUN decided to attack Polish civilians, who constituted about a third of the 
population of the disputed territories. The OUN equated Ukrainian independence with ethnic 
homogeneity; the Polish presence had to be removed completely. By February 1943 the OUN 
began a deliberate campaign of killing Polish civilians. OUN forces targeted Polish villages, 
prompting the formation of Polish self-defense units and fights between the Home Army and the 
OUN. In massacres of Poles in Volhynia and Eastern Galicia, beginning in the spring of 1943 
100,000 Poles were killed. The Polish operations resulted in 10,000 to 15,000 Ukrainian deaths 
in 1943-47. By mid-1944, the region was occupied by the Soviet Red Army and both the Poles 
and the Ukrainians increasingly concentrated on the Soviets as their primary enemy– and both 
failed. See “Stepan Bandera,” Wikipedia and “Home Army,” Wikipedia. 

20Theodor Oberländer (1905 – 1998) was a Nazi German politician. He spent time in the 
Soviet Union during the 1920s and early 1930s, as an employee of DRUSAG, a German 
company involved in developing Soviet agriculture in cooperation with the Soviet government. 
Subsequently, he became active in Ostforschung, that is academic area studies of the Soviet 
Union, the Baltic states, Poland and other countries of Eastern and Central Europe, advocating 
elimination of Jews and subjugation of Polish people in Poland which in his writings he 
described as having "eight million inhabitants too many." He served as a lieutenant in the 
German military intelligence service in the Soviet Union during the Second World War. From 
1944, he was affiliated with the staff of Andrey Vlasov's anti-Soviet Russian Liberation Army. 
He became a member of the Nazi Party in 1933. However, from 1937 until the end of Nazi rule, 
he was under surveillance by the Sicherheitsdienst, as he was suspected of being disloyal to the 
Nazi cause. In 1940, he endorsed ethnic cleansing of Poland. He later became the leader of the 
mixed German and Caucasian Bergmann Battalion, which was active in anti-partisan warfare. 
The group participated in war crimes.  

After the war, he worked for American intelligence as an expert on Eastern Europe until 
1949. He then entered politics for the liberal Free Democratic Party. In 1950, he was a co-
founder of the All-German Bloc/League of Expellees and Deprived of Rights and served as its 
chairman from 1954 to 1955. He served as Federal Minister for Displaced Persons, Refugees and 
Victims of War in the Second and Third Cabinets of Chancellor Konrad Adenauer from 1953 to 
1960. In 1956, he became a member of the Christian Democratic Union. For his anti-
communism he received the Grand Cross of Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the Bavarian Order of Merit and the Legion of Honour. See “Theodor Oberländer,” Wikipedia. 

21There were several pogroms in June and July 1941 in the city of Lwów in Eastern 
Poland/Western Ukraine (now Lviv, Ukraine), during the German invasion of the Soviet Union 
starting on June 22, 1941. German, Ukrainian and Polish nationalists robbed, sexually assaulted, 
beat and murdered the Jews en masse. The Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (O.U.N.) set 
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Back in Paris, I noted down my travel impressions which were published by Le Monde 

Illustré. Pierre Naquet had become its director.22 The article was noticed and Naquet offered to 

send me Rome to obtain a picture of the situation there. Before my [p. 151] departure, I was 

invited to lunch by the Polish ambassador, who after the meal took me aside: "Since you are 

going to Rome, you will meet no doubt personalities of the Vativan?23 Tell them that we want 

up a short-lived government in Lviv. It worked directly for the Einsatzgruppen, arresting Jews 
for execution, in hopes of obtaining German recognition of a Ukrainian state. 

Tadeusz Żeleński (better known by his pen name, Tadeusz Boy-Żeleński; 1874 – 1941) 
was a Polish writer and translator of French literary classics into Polish. He was also a 
pediatrician and gynecologist. He lived in Warsaw, but after the outbreak of World War II in 
1939, he moved to Soviet-occupied Lwów, where he stayed with his wife's brother-in-law. In 
Lviv, he joined the Soviet-led University as the head of the Department of French Literature. 
Criticized by many for his public and frequent collaboration with the Soviet occupation forces, 
he maintained contacts with many prominent professors and artists, who found themselves in the 
city after the Polish Defensive War. He also took part in creating the Communist propaganda 
newspaper Czerwony Sztandar (Red Banner) and became one of the prominent members of the 
Society of Polish Writers. After the Third Reich broke the German–Soviet treaty and attacked 
the U.S.S.R. and the Soviet-held Polish Kresy, Boy remained in Lviv. The city was captured on 
the night of July 4, 1941 and Żeleński was arrested and taken to the Wulka hills where he was 
murdered for being "a Soviet spy", together with 45 other Polish professors, artists and 
intelligentsia in what became known as the massacre of Lviv professors. See “Tadeusz 
Żeleński,” Wikipedia. 

As mentioned the Lviv pogroms were tied to the German launch of Operation 
Barbarossa, which surprised the Soviet N.K.V.D. (People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs). 
One aspect of this was that their jails and prisons in the annexed territories (Poland, Ukraine, the 
Baltic states, Bessarabia ) in the aftermath of the 1939 Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact were crowded 
with political prisoners. Prior to the German attack, the N.K.V.D. had been involved in 
evacuating some 140,000 political prisoners from occupied Eastern Poland into the interior of the 
U.S.S.R. In Ukraine and Western Belarus 60,000 people were forced to evacuate on foot. The 
German invasion and the hasty retreat of the Red Army, along with lack of transportation and 
other supplies, and general disregard for legal procedures meant that 10,000 prisoners were 
executed. This included “thousands of corpses” in three Lviv prisons. The Ukrainian nationalists 
targeted Jews in the first pogrom on the pretext of them being responsible for the executions. See 
“The Lviv pogroms,” Wikipedia; John-Paul Himka, “The Lviv Pogrom of 1941: The Germans, 
Ukrainian Nationalists, and the Carnival Crowd,” Canadian Slavonic Papers: Revue Canadienne 
des Slavistes (2011), vol. 53, Issue 2-4, pp. 209-243. 

22Information about Pierre Naquet was noted in Chapter 8. 
23The ambassador, Stanisław Skrzeszewski (1901 – 1978) was a Polish politician and 

teacher. He was of Catholic background, the son of a train driver. During his studies from 1921 
he belonged to the communist youth circles. He was arrested in 1924 and after his release went 
to France, where he studied philosophy at the Sorbonne and associated with the French 
Communist Party. He returned to Poland in the 1930s where he taught and was active in the 
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an agreement.”-- "To have an agreement, there have to be two,” I replied. “Nevertheless, I 

promise to make known an opinion as authoritative as yours in the Vatican spheres.” He was 

soon to become Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

It was my first contact with Rome. Posters from the recent election campaign were still 

hanging, here and there, on the walls. Many seemed to me to be of  rather low anti-Communism. 

Via Veneto seemed to me to reach the height of grossness with an exhibition of drawings 

collected with the care of the Christian Democracy. That all this was stupid and mean, coming 

from so-called Christians!24 

communist faction of the Polish Teachers' Union. After the aggression of the Third Reich against 
Poland beginning on September 3, 1939, he left Krakow for Soviet-occupied Lviv, where he was 
a lecturer at the Pedagogical Institute. After the beginning of the German-Soviet war in June 
1941 he went to Kiev where, as a former member of the Polish Communist Party, he obtained 
membership rights in the All-Union Communist Party (Bolshevik). He was then evacuated deep 
into the U.S.S.R. and taught at a high school in Margʻilon in Uzbekistan until 1944 when he was 
made head of the Ministry of Education at the Polish Committee of National Liberation. In the 
years 1945 to 1947 he was the Polish ambassador in France. From 1951 to 1956 he was Poland’s 
Minister of Foreign Affairs.  

Despite his diplomatic work, Polish historians note Skrzeszewski’s contribution in 
helping to establish universal free public education in Poland in the post-war period. In 1944–
1945 he was Minister of Education and had the same position again in 1947–1950. As part of 
this job he published numerous works promoting this, including Podstawowe zadania oświatowe 
[Basic educational tasks] (Warszawa: Państwowe Zakłady Wydawnictw Szkolnych, [Warsaw: 
State Schools Publishing House],1948), 56pp. See also, “Stanisław Skrzeszewski,” Wikipedia; 
and Witold Jan Chmielewski, Stanisław Skrzeszewski wobec ludzi nauki: w świetle własnych 
notatek, listów i pism (1944-1950) [Stanisław Skrzeszewski views towards people of science: in 
the light of his own notes, letters and writings (1944-1950] (Warszawa: Oficyna Wydawnicza 
ASPRA-JR, 2014), 261 pages; and Chmielewski’s, Kształcenie nauczycieli w okresie 
ideologizacji szkolnictwa (1944-1956) (Teacher training during the ideologization of education 
(1944-1956) (Warszawa: "Neriton", 2006), 385 p.; and Chmielewski’s Zwalczanie wychowania 
religijnego w szkołach w latach 1944-1950 (Combating religious education in schools in 1944-
1950) (Krakow: Ignatianum Academy in Krakow, 2017), pp. 286; Jerzy Doroszewski, “Życie i 
osiągnięcia Stanisława Skrzeszewskiego,” (The life and archivements of Stanislaw 
Skrzeszewski) Studia Paedagogica Ignatiana: rocznik Wydziału Pedagogicznego Akademii 
Ignatianum w Krakowie (Studia Paedagogica Ignatiana [Ignatian Pedigogical Studies]: yearbook 
of the Pedagogical Faculty of the Ignatianum Academy in Krakow) (2016), vol. 19, [z.] 3, pp. 
267-271. 

24Christian Democracy (D.C.) was a political party in Italy founded in 1943. It was used 
as a mechanism of opposition to communism. Christian ideals were equated with the idea of 
freedom. In economics the party preferred competition to cooperation, supported the model of 
social market economy and rejected the Marxist's idea of class struggle. It thus advocated 
collaboration between social classes and against socialism and communism. It was backed by the 
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I prayed at length at St. Peter's, near the balustrade where, before me, millions of pilgrims 

had knelt. Determined to keep the promise made to the Polish ambassador, I asked for an 

audience with Cardinal Tisserant, who knew the Slav world better than anyone.25 I can still see 

His Eminence in a red cassock in his golden armchair, his beard in a fan-shape over his golden 

cross. Faithfully, I told him the words of the ambassador. He listened silently to me and replied, 

"Hey!  we know they want an agreement! But what do you want, we are going to have war. All 

of these governments will be wiped out; so what good is an agreement?. 

The war ... I left in dismay. I swore to do everything in the world to block the road to this 

horror of which His Eminence seemed to take his part so lightly. 

A few weeks later, I was at the end of a week of study held in Cambridge by the World 

Council, where Forster Dulles in person presided over it.26 "He will be the future Secretary of 

Catholic hierarchy and the United States government. It had difficulty because if it took an 
extremist stance on communism then it would be seen as pro-fascism. For this reason it held 
itself out as a center party while also opposing communism. It played a dominant role in the 
politics of Italy for fifty years, from its inception until its final demise in 1994 amid the 
Tangentopoli scandals. From 1946 until 1994 the DC was the largest party in Parliament, 
governing in successive coalitions. It originally supported governments based on liberal-
conservative political positions, before moving to centre-left coalitions. See “Christian 
Democracy,” Wikipedia. 

25Eugène Tisserant (1884 – 1972) was a French prelate and Cardinal. Elevated to the 
cardinalate in 1936, he was a prominent and long-time member of the Roman Curia. He is said to 
have participated in negotiating a secret 1960s agreement between Soviet and Vatican officials 
that authorized Eastern Orthodox participation in the Second Vatican Council in exchange for a 
non-condemnation of atheistic communism during the conciliar assemblies. As Dean of the 
Sacred College, he was the first person after Pope Paul VI to sign each of the acts of the Second 
Vatican Council. In 1969 he demanded a retraction from Cardinal Leo Joseph Suenens, 
Archbishop of Brussels-Mechelen, for the "defamatory and slanderous" statements he allegedly 
made against the bureaucracy of the Roman Curia. (See “Eugène Tisserant,” Wikipedia. 

26Boulier is referring to the World Council of Churches (W.C.C), which grew out of the 
Ecumenical Movement that started in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Church leaders 
agreed in 1937 to establish the World Council of Churches, based on a merger of several earlier 
organizations. Its official establishment was deferred with the outbreak of World War II until 
1948. John Foster Dulles (1888 –1959) was an American diplomat and lawyer, who served as 
U.S. Secretary of State from 1953 to 1959. His brother, Allen Dulles, served as the Director of 
Central Intelligence from 1953 to 1961. Both brothers helped instigate the 1953 Iranian coup 
d'état and the 1954 Guatemalan coup d'état. They supported the French in their war against the 
Viet Minh in Indochina and rejected the Geneva Accords that France and the communists agreed 
to, and instead supported South Vietnam after the Geneva Conference in 1954. See: World 
Council of Churches,” Wikipedia; “John Foster Dulles,” Wikipedia and also, Willem Visser’t-
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State," confided Pastor Boegner to me.27 After the session, I went to see Canon Waddam, 

councilor to the Primate of Canterbury Primate for Foreign Affairs, to ask his 

impressions.28"We are all very depressed," he admitted to me. "Dulles dominated the whole 

session; he only spoke to us about the war... " "We are coming out it," I said to him, "we are not 

going back! Besides, England will not accept it.”29 [p. 152] “England can do nothing without 

the United States.” And that was, in a few words, a whole situation that revealed a threatening 

future. The "cold war" was at the door... How far would it ignite? We were in 1946. 

In France, public opinion was not very sensitive to the idea of the "cold war," and care 

was taken to avoid giving this name to a virulent anti-communism in the field of external 

relations. Personally, my conviction was made from Warsaw to Rome and Cambridge. The 

Soviet Union, bled white, could not represent a serious danger for Western Europe. 

Since Lenin, an essential principle has dominated all Soviet foreign policy, that of 

peaceful coexistence. The duel between Trotsky and Stalin had no other reason. Trotsky was in 

Hooft Genève-Rome (Paris: Cerf, 2001), 220pp at p. 25 (discusses John D. Rockefeller, Jr.’s 
funding of the conference and John Foster Dulles). 

27Marc Boegner (1881 –1970) was a French Protestant pastor. See “Marc Boegner,” 
Wikipedia.  

28Rev. Herbert Waddams (1911-1972) was Canon of Canterbury Cathedral and the 
general secretary of the Church of England’s Council on Foreign Relations (1945-1959). He was 
considered to be an expert on Russian Orthodoxy and actively participated in theological 
dialogue between the Russian Orthodox and Anglican Churches. See Deacon Andrei Psarev, 
“On Anglican Involement in Russian Church Affairs in West Berlin,” 
https://www.rocorstudies.org/2014/02/22/document-on-anglican-interfernce-in-russian-church-
affairs-in-west-berlin/  

29Annie Lacroix-Riz in “Paris face aux relations politiques germano-américaines, 1945-
1949,” [Paris in the middle of German-American political relations, 1945-1949] (2007), online at 
https://www.europa.clio-online.de/essay/id/fdae-1390, puts a class perspective on the U.C.C. 
Cambridge conference at the beginning of August 1946. World War II was a military defeat for 
the capitalist class, but in a toned down manner the war continued unabated. John Foster Dulles 
was one of its functionaries. As a lawyer working for German-American banking and industrial 
interests he had been part of the resistance against World War I reparations imposed by the 1919 
Peace Agreement and played a similar war after World War II. Among his tasks was to help 
organize the "religious" phase of Germany’s reconstruction before devoting himself publicly to 
the more secular task of the financial and industrial reorganization of the Ruhr. At the Cambridge 
conference were three German delegates. Dulles declared it essential to “fight against revenge”, 
criticized the hostile attitude of occupation troops and denounced the "slave labor" imposed " on 
terrible conditions" on the Germans in violation of the Allied commitments printed on the 
leaflets which had prompted them to surrender. 
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favor of "permanent revolution" extended to the whole world thanks to the communist parties; 

Stalin, on the other hand, adhered to the principle of "communism in one country". And, by 

following this line, he never ceased to moderate the subversive action of the communist parties 

in Western Europe. Stalin, Roosevelt’s death, sent Truman a very significant and very warm 

telegram: "The American people and the United Nations have lost in Franklin Roosevelt a great 

statesman of world importance and a pioneer in the organization of peace and security after the 

war. The government of the Soviet Union expresses its sincere sympathy to the American people 

for this great loss. It is convinced that the policy of friendship between the great powers who 

bear on their shoulders the main burden of the war against the common enemy, will continue in 

the future…” Roosevelt thought so too. 

Numerous testimonies confirm that this was Roosevelt's position. That of Cordell Hull 

among others: "When the President came to see me in the hospital, after my resignation, and 

until his last visit, a few days before his death, he did not say to me a word of a fear that Russia 

would abandon its cooperation or or block or ruin our efforts for peace.”30 On May 3, 1945, 

Roosevelt himself told Edgar Snow: "There were, in many respects, disputes between Stalin and 

Churchill, but [p. 153] Stalin agreed with me on all the suggestions I proposed to him. I am 

convinced that we will be marching together.”31 And Professor. Fleming concludes: "It is quite 

30Cordell Hull (1871 – 1955) was an American politician, who served U.S. Secretary of 
State for 11 years (1933–1944) in the administration of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
during most of World War II. Roosevelt and Hull pursued the Good Neighbor policy, which 
sought to avoid U.S. intervention in Latin American affairs. In the aftermath of Mexican agrarian 
reforms, he developed the Hull Doctrine as a way to compensate foreign investors in the 
aftermath of nationalization. In November 1941, he presented the Hull note to Japan, demanding 
Japanese withdrawal from French Indochina and China. In 1943, Hull and his staff drafted the 
document that became the United Nations Charter. Hull resigned as Secretary of State due to 
poor health in 1944. See “Cordell Hull,” Wikipedia. 

31Edgar Parks Snow (1905 – 1972) was an American journalist known for his books and 
articles on Communism in China and the Chinese Communist revolution. He was the first 
western journalist to give a full account of the history of the Chinese Communist Party following 
the Long March, and he was also the first western journalist to interview many of its leaders, 
including Mao Zedong. He is best known for his book, Red Star Over China (1937), an account 
of the Chinese Communist movement from its foundation until the late 1930s. See “Edgar Parks 
Snow,” Wikipedia. 
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likely that if Roosevelt had been able to complete his fourth Presidency in the White House, 

there would have been no "cold war."32 

The results of the Yalta conference were disfigured with pleasure. As if Stalin had 

triumphed over a Roosevelt already weakened by the disease that was to shortly carry him away. 

In reality, both Churchill and Roosevelt withdrew from Yalta very satisfied. Roosevelt won the 

commitment that three months after the capitulation of Nazi Germany, the Soviet Union would 

go to war with Japan with sixty divisions, thus sparing thousands of American lives. Churchill 

and Stalin divided Europe into zones of influence which left Great Britain in complete control of 

Greece and the Eastern Mediterranean. This system of zones of influence is, of course, perfectly 

immoral, but it does not cease to govern politics. By virtue of these commitments, Stalin, 

mercilessly abandoned the communists who led the guerrilla war in Greece and left Churchill a 

free to restore the monarchy. On the other hand, he endeavoured to establish in the rest of 

Eastern Europe systems of popular democracy which guaranteed him control of each country. 

From there [came] endless discussions on "democracy" in Poland, in Czechoslovakia and in 

Hungary. Should Yalta’s results be accepted? Should we oppose it? This is  the whole subject of 

the cold war. 

After Roosevelt’s death, Admiral Leahy became the teacher of Truman, who was 

completely ignorant of foreign policy.33 He arrived every day at nine o'clock at the White House 

32Denna Frank Fleming (1893–1980) was an American “revisionist” historian and author 
who wrote Cold War and Its Origins (Garden City, N.Y.:Doubleday 1961), 1158 p.; online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/0005567300, about the Cold War. Joseph Stromberg called 
The Cold War and Its Origins "very detailed and, therefore, useful on the critical period, 1945-
1947, before Stalin made his final decision to impose one-party Communist regimes throughout 
Eastern Europe" but that "Fleming's account suffers from his neo-Wilsonian preconceptions and 
his view that Stalin was significantly better than the defeated Hitler." See “Denna Frank 
Fleming,” Wikipedia. 

33Admiral William Leahy (1875 –1959) was an American naval officer who served as 
the senior-most United States military officer on active duty during World War II. He held 
multiple titles and was at the center of all major military decisions the United States made in 
World War II. As Chief of Naval Operations from 1937 to 1939, he oversaw the preparations for 
war. After retiring from the navy, he was appointed in 1939 by his close friend President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt as Governor of Puerto Rico. In his most controversial role, he served as 
the United States Ambassador to France 1940–42, but had limited success in keeping the Vichy 
government free of German control. He was recalled to active duty as the personal Chief of Staff 
to President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1942 and served in that position throughout World War II. 
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and shut himself up with Truman to comment on the news of the previous day and night. He was 

not the only one however, to set the the direction followed by the United States towards Russia, a 

180°change of course; others also took the helm from time to time, but only Leahy stood 

constantly at the rudder. Under his influence, Truman decided on a policy of halting Russian 

expansion. [p. 154] and even pressure to drive it out of Eastern Europe. This policy has not 

ceased to be that of the United States. 

When Molotov went to San Francisco for the conference from which the United Nations 

was to be established, he stopped in Washington to pay his respects to the new President of the 

United States and was greeted with such rudness that the witnesses were forbidden to speak of 

it.34 "Truman," said some, "used Missouri muleteer’s language!" And from that time in 

countless conferences, the Allies were hit with the niet [no] of the Russians. "Undoubtedly the 

real reason for this confrontation,” wrote the American professor Gilbert Macbeth, “is our rivalry 

with Russia as a great power. We would be exactly in the same opposition if Russia was a 

democracy.”35 The confession is without artifices! 

He continued under President Harry S. Truman until finally retiring in 1949. See “Admiral 
William Leahy,” Wikipedia. 

34Vyacheslav Molotov (1890 – 1986) was a Soviet politician and diplomat, an Old 
Bolshevik, and a leading figure in the Soviet government from the 1920s, when he rose to power 
as an ally of Joseph Stalin. He served as Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars 
(Premier) from 1930 to 1941, and as Minister of Foreign Affairs from 1939 to 1949 and from 
1953 to 1956. He served as First Deputy Premier from 1942 to 1957, when he was dismissed 
from the Presidium of the Central Committee by Nikita Khrushchev. He was removed from all 
positions in 1961 after several years of obscurity. 

Molotov was the principal Soviet signatory of the German–Soviet non-aggression pact of 
1939 (also known as the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact), whose most important provisions were 
added in the form of a secret protocol that stipulated an invasion of Poland and partition of its 
territory between Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. After World War II, he was involved in 
negotiations with the Western allies, in which he became noted for his diplomatic skills. He 
retained his place as a leading Soviet diplomat and politician until March 1949, when he fell out 
of Stalin's favour and lost the foreign affairs ministry leadership to Andrei Vyshinsky. His 
relationship with Stalin deteriorated further, with Stalin criticising him in a speech to the 19th 
Party Congress. However, after Stalin's death in 1953, he opposed Khrushchev's anti-Stalin 
policy. He defended Stalin's policies and legacy until his death in 1986, and harshly criticised 
Stalin's successors, especially Khrushchev. See “Vyacheslav Molotov,” Wikipedia. 

35Gilbert Macbeth (b. 1903) was an English teacher and president of Villanova 
University during the World War II era. He received an undergraduate degree from Miami 
University in 1925 and a graduate degree from the University of Illinois in 1931. Among his 
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It is certain that the constant policy of Russia since the time of the Czars was to secure an 

outlet for the warm seas and, in particular, to control the Straits which allow it to be reached 

directly across the Black Sea. Sir Bernard Pares, a specialist in Russian history, writes: "The 

United States has replaced England in the task of forbidding the seas from Russia. We can not 

offer our friendship to a self-respecting country, if we adopt this principle: we can do what we 

like, take what we like, but not you! Freedom of the seas, yes, but not for you!”36… Today 

Russian fleets roam the Indian Ocean despite the cold war. 

The cold war thus assumed a propaganda and hostil character which seemed to remove 

any idea of compromise on the diplomatic level. George Kennan made himself the theoretician 

of this new position.37 He formulated in reassuring terms the doctrine that Truman's asserted 

brutally asserted a few months before: "The Soviets," writes Kennan, "profess the theory that the 

fall of capitalism is inevitable, but they fortunately add that there is no hurry… USSR policy is 

like a river flowing incessantly towards a given goal, wherever its course can penetrate. Its main 

concern is to make sure that it has filled all the hollows it can reach. If it finds insurmountable 

barriers in its path, it accepts them philosophically and accommodates them. The essential thing 

publications was “Preparing for Peace,” in The News Letter of the College English Association 
(January, 1943), vol. 5, no. 1, p. 3. I could not find the source for Boulier’s citation. 

36Bernard Pares (1867 – 1949) was an English historian and diplomat. During the First 
World War he worked for the English Foreign Ministry in Petrograd, Russia. He returned to 
London as professor of Russian history at King’s College and history editor of the Slavonic 
Review. Among his publications was the textbook, A History of Russia (1926). He took a positive 
view of the Soviet Union. In 1939 he became  an adviser to the wartime government on Russian 
affairs and active in public speeches across Britain on behalf of the Soviet alliance with Britain 
in opposition to Nazi Germany. He moved to New York in 1942 where, shortly after completing 
his autobiography, he died. See “Bernard Pares,” Wikipedia. I could not find the source for 
Boulier’s citation. 

37George Kennan (1904 –2005) was an American diplomat and advocate of the Cold 
War containment policy including the Marshall Plan. By 1948 he backed off somewhat and 
maintained that positive dialogue could commence with the Soviet government. His proposals 
were discounted by the Truman administration and Kennan's influence was marginalized, 
particularly after Dean Acheson was appointed Secretary of State in 1949. Soon thereafter, U.S. 
Cold War strategy assumed a more assertive and militaristic quality, causing Kennan to lament 
about what he believed was an abrogation of his previous assessments. In 1950, Kennan left the 
Department of State—except for a brief ambassadorial stint in Moscow and a longer one in 
Yugoslavia—and became a realist critic of U.S. foreign policy. He continued to analyze 
international affairs as a faculty member of the Institute for Advanced Study from 1956 until his 
death. See “George Kennan,” Wikipedia. 
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is [p. 155] that there must be constant and increasing pressure towards the desired goal. In the 

psychology of the Soviets, one finds no trace of the slightest feeling that the goal must be 

attained in a given time.”38 And Kennan can thus conclude: "It is necessary to contain Russia's 

tendency to expansion, but in the long term, with patience, firmness and vigilance." 

On March 12, 1947, Truman expressed more disturbing fashion his permanent hostility to 

the Soviet Union when he declared himself ready to use all means. And he also added, "It must 

be the policy of the United States to help free peoples who resist attempts at subjugation by 

armed minorities or by external pressure. This policy met with support among the American 

masses from whom Truman awaited his re-election and whom he obtained it. Already on March 

6, 1946, in Fulton (Missouri), in the presence of Truman, who rushed hastily from Washington, 

Churchill had evoked in his fiery rhetoric: "The Mongols on their shaggy ponies are rushing to 

the Atlantic in an irresistible charge!"39 

American Catholic opinion was fully a part of the crusade against the Communists. The 

Irish, German, Italian, Polish, Hungarian, Slovak, Ukrainian masses ignited for the fight against 

the Godless! Cardinal Spellman joined his homilies with Truman’s threatening political 

38George Keenan, “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” Foreign Affairs (July 1, 1947), vol. 
25, no. 4, 566–582 (part 2), online at 
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Sources_of_Soviet_Conduct. 

39The Mongols are a Mongolic ethnic group native to Mongolia and to China's Inner 
Mongolia Autonomous Region. They also live as minorities in other regions of China (e.g. 
Xinjiang), as well as in Russia. Mongolian people belonging to the Buryat and Kalmyk 
subgroups live predominantly in the Russian federal subjects of Buryatia and Kalmykia. The 
Mongols are bound together by a common heritage and ethnic identity. Their indigenous dialects 
are collectively known as the Mongolian language. See “Mongols,” Wikipedia. 

The Mongol Empire that existed during the 13th and 14th centuries was the largest 
contiguous land empire in history, stretching from Eastern Europe and parts of Central Europe to 
the Sea of Japan, extending northwards into parts of Siberia; eastwards and southwards into the 
Indian subcontinent, Mainland Southeast Asia and the Iranian Plateau; and westwards as far as 
the Levant and the Carpathian Mountains. It emerged from the unification of several nomadic 
tribes in the Mongol homeland under the leadership of Genghis Khan (c.  1162- 1227), whom a 
council proclaimed ruler of all the Mongols in 1206. The empire grew rapidly under his rule and 
that of his descendants, who sent out invading armies in every direction. The vast 
transcontinental empire connected the East with the West in an enforced Pax Mongolica, 
allowing the dissemination and exchange of trade, technologies, commodities and ideologies 
across Eurasia. The empire began to split due to wars over succession and disputes over whether 
the Mongol Empire would become a sedentary, cosmopolitan empire, or would stay true to the 
Mongol nomadic and steppe-based lifestyle. See “Mongol Empire,” Wikipedia. 
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statements.40 In the pulpit of St. Patrick's Cathedral, on February 6, 1949, he declared: "Unless 

the entire American people, without further delay, give up hiding their heads like an ostrich and 

agree to unite to arrest the flood of communism, even on our own soil, our sons will be 

mobilized and for the third and last time will leave their homes, their families to take up arms 

against those who are against their faith and their very lives." 

We see how, in the mouth of the cardinal, a close friend of Pius XII, the cold war he 

proclaimed required war itself. 

And Spellman continued: "Shall we always endure the insults, the wounds which they 

(the Soviets) inflict on the honor of America, our dignity, while they enslave countries whose 

people they persecute? ...[p. 156] I calls the American government, the American public 

opinion, all those which we direct, all that constitutes the aspects of American life in the fields of 

religions, education, politics, work, industry, transportation, and yes, entertainment (show 

business!) to raise your voice with a single cry against the crimes of the communists inspired by 

Satan. How long, O my God! will we have to attend this spectacle and see those peoples who 

love you degraded, persecuted, murdered by these atheistic communists?” 

Faced with such excitement, what remained to be done if not to appeal to the opinion of 

the peoples over the heads of the politicians? This is what I answered in Stockholm to the 

question of an American journalist who was surprised to find there a Catholic priest and who 

asked me what I had to do there: "Cooling the cold war," I said.41 

In France, at the behest of the United States, as early as 1947, Ramadier had eliminated 

the Communists from the government with which they had been collaborating since the 

40Francis Spellman (1889 – 1967) was an American cardinal, who served as the 
Archbishop of New York. He was an anti-communist. See “Francis Spellman,” Wikipedia. 

41Boulier attended the meeting of the Permanent Committee of the World Peace Council 
congress at Stockholm, Sweden, which on March 15, 1950 launched the Stockholm Appeal. The 
Appeal sought to promote nuclear disarmament and prevent atomic war. It included a petition 
and signature campaign. The petition was addressed to no government or organization. It was 
composed of four brief statements, which Boulier quotes in Chapter 10. Some 273,000,000 
people (including the entire adult population of the U.S.S.R.) signed the petition. Information 
about the “World Peace Council” is noted in the Glossary. See also, “Stockholm Appeal,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Liberation.42 The threats of aggression, in spite of the agreements and concessions made at 

Yalta, became more urgent, and it was then that the socialist countries tried to influence Western 

opinion to protect themselves from the danger which they thought was increasing. On the 

initiative of a Polonais, Borejsza, an international congress of intellectuals was convened in 

Wroclaw (Breslau).43 The composition of this congress was to extend to intellectuals even 

known for their anti-Communism: a gathering of the best of all countries likely to oppose the 

pressure of the politicians of the Cold War. Let us say that these initial views did not meet the 

expected adherence. 

42Paul Ramadier (1888 – 1961) was a politician and the first Prime Minister of the 
Fourth Republic in 1947. He served less than a year. It was during his first ministry that the 
Communists were forced out of the government in May 1947, ending the "tripartisme" coalition 
between the French Section of the Workers' International (SFIO), Popular Republican Movement 
and Communists. He voted for the Marshall Plan. See “Paul Ramadier,” Wikipedia. 

43Information about the World Congress of Intellectuals for Peace held on August 25-28, 
1948, is noted in the Glossary under World Peace Council. 

Jerzy Borejsza (1905 – 1952), born Beniamin Goldberg, was a Polish communist activist 
and chief of a state press and publishing syndicate in the years after the war. He was an older 
brother of Józef Różański, who was a member of the Soviet N.K.V.D. in the Ministry of Public 
Security of Poland. As a youth, Borejsza sympathized with the Zionist left faction. He studied 
engineering, then Hispanic culture at the Sorbonne, and was involved with the politics and 
activism of anarchism. In 1929, he joined the Communist Party of Poland (K.P.P.). After the 
Soviet invasion of Poland of 1939, he became a vocal supporter of the Soviet communist regime, 
publishing Polish language translations of Soviet propaganda. He served as director of the 
Ossolineum Institute in Lwów (Lviv) in 1939–1940. After the war, as Lviv was transferred to the 
Ukrainian SSR, he aided the transport of most of Ossolineum archives to Wrocław. He was one 
of the founders of the Union of Polish Patriots – an organization from which the communist 
government of post-war Poland in part originated. He served with the rank of major in the Red 
Army, and then in the Polish First Army.  

Borejsza joined the new communist party, the Polish Workers' Party and became a 
deputy to the State National Council. He organized much of communist propaganda in post-war 
Poland and was a leading figure in the implementation of state control and censorship in the area 
of culture. He created the giant publishing house Czytelnik (“The Reader”). He favored a 
moderate approach to culture control, which he called a "gentle revolution". He supported 
establishing cultural relations with the West, and himself traveled to United States and the 
United Kingdom. He was one of the main organizers of the World Congress of Intellectuals in 
Defense of Peace in Wrocław. He fell out of favor with the hardliners who saw him as too 
independent, too hard to influence, and not radical enough. His political role diminished in the 
late 1940s, particularly after the disabling injuries he suffered in a car accident in 1949. See  
“Jerzy Borejsza,”Wikipedia. 
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Father Boisselot and I were invited to Maison des Centraux to hear the announcement of 

the future congress. "We have nothing to do with all of this!" I said to Father Boisselot as we 

read the composition of the delegation that would represent France. But when we went to the 

buffet prepared for the guests, I met René Cassin, President of the Council of State, more exactly 

Vice-President, since it is the President of the Republic who, in person, presides over this third 

body of the State.44 "Monsieur l'Abbé," said Cassin, "I am happy to meet you. I can not go to 

Wroclaw because [p. 157] I will be on this date in Prague, at the l'Association des Juristes 

démocrates [Congress of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers].45 I would be 

happy if you went in my place. It would be good if the French delegation had a lawyer among its 

members." 

More than one was indignant, in fact, for the too sectarian manner in which this 

delegation had been composed; it is composed only of Communists. Borejsza was dismayed. 

Late invitations were sent to intellectuals of various tendencies-Emmanuel Mounier in particular-

but the invitations arrived too late and many could not come. 

I found myself free on the chosen date, towards the end of August, and I reached Breslau 

to take part in the Congress. 

Julian Huxley chaired it.46 The English delegation, particularly brilliant, contained 

scholars like Haldane, Bernal, an Anglican dignitary, the dean of the Canterbury cathedral.47 

44René Cassin (1887 –1976) was a French jurist known for co-authoring the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. The son of a Jewish merchant, he served as a soldier in World 
War I. He formed the Union Fédérale, a leftist, pacifist organisation for veterans. During the 
Second World War he served in the Free French government-in-exile in London and between 
1944 and 1959 was a member of the Council of State. Seconded to the UN Commission on 
Human Rights in 1946, he was responsible for the first full draft of the Universal Declaration. 
See “René Cassin,” Wikipedia. 

45Information about the International Association of Democratic Lawyers is noted in the 
Glossary. 

The Association was founded in Paris in 1946. During the Korean War it protested that 
the United States was mass-torturing civilians. As a response, the Central Intelligence Agency 
started funding the International Commission of Jurists. It had its headquarters in Brussels, 
Belgium. See “International Association of Democratic Lawyers,” Wikipedia. 

46Julian Huxley (1887 – 1975) was a British evolutionary biologist, eugenicist, and 
internationalist. He was a proponent of natural selection and the first Director of UNESCO. See 
“Julian Huxley,” Wikipedia. 
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47John Haldane (1892 – 1964) was a British-Indian scientist known for his work in the 
study of genetics, evolutionary biology, and mathematics. He made innovative contributions to 
the fields of statistics. He correctly proposed that sickle-cell disease confers some immunity to 
malaria. He was the first to suggest the central idea of in vitro fertilization. His first paper in 
1915 demonstrated genetic linkage in mammals. Subsequent works established a unification of 
Mendelian genetics and Darwinian evolution by natural selection. He was socialist and Marxist. 
His political dissent led him to leave England in 1956 and live in India, becoming a naturalised 
Indian citizen in 1961. See “John Haldane,” Wikipedia. 

John Bernal (1901 – 1971) was an Irish scientist who pioneered the use of X-ray 
crystallography in molecular biology. He was raised as a Catholic and did his college education 
at Cambridge, where he became a socialist as a result of a long night arguing with a friend. He 
also became an atheist. Beginning in 1923 he was a member of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain. After attending the World Congress of Intellectuals for Peace in 1948, he wrote a letter 
to the New Statesman warning that the U.S. was preparing "a war for complete world 
domination". Consequently, when he was invited to a world peace conference in New York in 
February 1949, his visa was refused, but he was allowed into France in April for the World 
Congress of the Partisans of Peace. See “John Bernal,” Wikipedia. 

Hewlett Johnson (1874 –1966) was a Church of England priest and Dean of Canterbury 
from 1931 to 1963, where he acquired his nickname "The Red Dean of Canterbury" for his 
support for the Soviet Union. An avowed Christian Marxist, in 1917 he spoke in support of the 
October Revolution. Although he never joined the Communist Party, he became chairman of the 
board of its newspaper, The Daily Worker. In the 1930s he contrasted the economic development 
of the USSR under the First Five Year Plan with Britain during the Great Depression. He toured 
the Soviet Union in 1934 and again in 1937, reporting on each occasion the health and wealth of 
the average Soviet citizen and that the Soviet system protected the citizens' liberties. He collected 
his articles in the book The Socialist Sixth of the World (Gollancz, 1939), which included a 
preface by the Brazilian Catholic Bishop Carlos Duarte Costa. Johnson defended his positive 
accounts of life in the Soviet Union, emphasising that he had visited "five Soviet Republics and 
several great Soviet towns," that he had wandered on foot "many long hours on many occasions 
and entirely alone," and that he saw "all parts of the various towns and villages and at all hours 
of day and night."  

Johnson was chair of Society of Cultural Relations with the USSR and during World War 
II he helped persuade Stalin to restore the Moscow Patriarchate in order to improve his relations 
with the Western Allies.  "It was not the vanity of a former seminary dropout that moved the 
Soviet leader," Dmitri Volkogonov concluded, "but rather pragmatic considerations in relation 
with the Allies." He maintained his religious views were in line with mainstream Anglicanism. 
His support for Marxist–Leninist politics was derived, in his own words, from the conviction that 
"[capitalism] lacks a moral basis" and that "it is the moral impulse [of communism] ... which 
constitutes the greatest attraction and presents the widest appeal." In his view communism was 
not an anti-Christian force, but rather a natural result and a practical outworking of the Christian 
gospel. See “Hewlett Johnson,” Wikipedia. 
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The philosopher Lucacs appeared in the Hungarian delegation.48 Among the Poles, Yankiewich 

[Iwaszkiewicz], the famous novelist, who demanded that in his opening speech he be allowed 

to pronounce the name of God.49 

48György Lukács (1885 – 1971) was a Hungarian Marxist philosopher. In 1919, he was 
appointed the Hungarian Minister of Culture of the government of the short-lived Hungarian 
Soviet Republic (March–August 1919). Later he helped develop the theory of reification which 
holds that  due to the commodity nature of capitalist society, social relations become objectified. 
This precludes the spontaneous emergence of class consciousness. In this context, the need for a 
party in the Leninist sense emerges, which supplies the subjective aspect of the re-invigorated 
Marxian dialectic. See “György Lukács,” Wikipedia. 

49Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz, also known under his literary pseudonym Eleuter (1894 –
1980), was a Polish writer and translator. He held high offices and attacked Polish literary 
expatriates who after World War II remained in the West. In turn thwy attacked him as an 
opportunist, collaborating with working class internationalism as long as it promoted his own 
interests. In 1988, he was recognized as a Righteous Among the Nations for his role in sheltering 
Jews during World War II. He graduated from a secondary school in Kiev in 1912 and enrolled 
at the Law Faculty of Kiev University. He was appointed to be secretary of Maciej Rataj, 
marshal of the Sejm of the Second Polish Republic. He was a member of The Trade Union of 
Polish Writers (Związek Zawodowy Literatów Polskich, ZZLP) and in 1939 voted its vice-
president. 

During World War II Iwaszkiewicz participated in the Polish Underground State's 
activities, working in the Department of Education, Science and Culture of the Government 
Delegation for Poland. He collaborated with Prof. Stanisław Lorentz in his efforts to protect and 
rescue Poland's works of art. He and his wife had extensive contacts within the Jewish-Polish 
intelligentsia circles and assisted their former neighbors, friends and acquaintances in a variety of 
ways during the German occupation of Poland. His family's served as a hiding place for many 
Jews and Poles who faced the threat of being arrested by Nazi Germans, especially after the fall 
of the Warsaw Uprising in 1944. At one time, more than 40 people were sheltered in the 
mansion. During the war, his home also functioned as a center of Polish underground literature 
and art. 

In 1945–1946, 1947–1949 and 1959–1980, Iwaszkiewicz was head of the Polish Writers' 
Union. From 1947 to 1949, he published the Nowiny literackie ('Literary News') magazine. His 
major epic novel is Sława i Chwała ('Fame and Glory') – a panorama of life of Polish 
intelligentsia in the first half of the 20th century. Beginning in 1956, for many years he was chief 
editor of the monthly Twórczość ('Creativity'). He was one of the organizers of the 1948 World 
Congress of Intellectuals in Defense of Peace and a delegate to the World Peace Congress in 
1950. He served as a nonpartisan member of parliament from 1952 until his death in 1980. In his 
last three terms, he was the Senior Marshal of the Sejm. He wrote of his socialist convictions, but 
was ambivalent and privately bitter about the political reality of the Polish People's Republic. In 
1956, he was happy with the Polish October event. In his diaries he describes himself as a 
"homosexual." See “Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz,” Wikipedia; see also, Rachel Brenner, The ethics of 
witnessing : the Holocaust in Polish writers' diaries from Warsaw, 1939-1945 (Evanston, Illinois 
: Northwestern University Press, 2014). 
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M. Prenant, a professor of biology at the Sorbonne, gave the opening speech which 

expressed the idea of the congress.50 He arrived from Geneva, where he had held a discussion 

with Emmanuel Mounier on the same subject. I met for the first time Yves Farge, former 

Minister.51 What was my stupefaction - not to say my disgust! - to hear the other members of 

the delegation tutoyer him!52 But he must have been used to it. Barrès had once withered, "The 

vile parliamentary tu."53 Mrs. Irène Joliot-Curie was present, as well as Aimé Césaire, an 

50Marcel Prenant (b. 1893 - ) was a professor of zoology at the Sorbonne, University of 
Paris. Among his publications available in English is Biology and Marxism (New York, 
International publishers, 1938), 223 p., which maintains that change is the fundamental law of 
the universe: "Nothing is final. Whether in the sphere of lifeless matter, of living beings, of 
human society, or of mental activity, everything within itself will cause itself to one day bring 
about its destruction.” 

51Yves Farge (1899 – 1953) French journalist and politician. During the 1930s he 
worked for the newspaper Progrès de Lyon. In World War II he was part of the French 
Resistance movement’s “Franc-tireur” (irregular soldiers). In this capacity Jean Moulin put him 
in charge of the military organization of the massif du Vercors, which is in the southeast of 
France near Grenoble. He was also a member of the l’état-major directed by General Delestraint. 
Later in the war he went to Paris, where he presided over the Comité d’action contre la 
déportation. (Committee for Coordination and Struggle Against Deportation of Frenchmen to 
Germany) General de Gaulle named him a commissaire de la République. He helped save 800 
hostages who were at risk of being shot at Montluc Prison in Lyon. 

After the war Farge was politically left-wing without having any specific affiliation. He 
served as minister of ravitaillement, a difficult position, in the provisional government of 
Georges Bidault in 1946. He exposed black-market operations and smuggling in wine and bread 
and led the struggle against bureaucratic corruption. As a progressive, he was close to the 
communists. He participated in the founding of the Mouvement de la Paix in 1947, of which he 
became the president until his death in 1953. He was also a member of the World Peace Council. 
See “Yves Farge,” Wikipedia. 

52In conversational French, the pronoun "vous" ("you") is used for formal address of 
individuals (as well as plural addressees familiar or otherwise), while the singular pronoun 
"tu" (also "you," a relative of Middle English "thou") is reserved for use among intimate 
friends. A person who uses "tu" to address his or her elders, for example, is committing a 
breach of etiquette. The French verb tutoyer - literally, "to address with the pronoun 'tu'" - 
was borrowed into English in the late 17th century to refer to this concept. See “Tutoyer.” 
Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster, https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/tutoyer.  

53Information about Auguste-Maurice Barrès is noted in Chaper 4. 
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associate, who made a touching speech on racism.54 Also present Mrs. Cotton, former director 

of the School of Sèvres.55 I was sitting by her side and we exchanged a few jokes during some 

speeches which were rather tedious in their length. 

From the first evening, our delegation met to set the list of speeches. I was invited to 

present one. I proposed to deal with respect for treaties. The next day, after Mr. Prenant's speech, 

it seemed to me more interesting to explain how believers and unbelievers can agree on the idea 

of Progress. The change was approved. I [p. 158] worked on writing what I had to say until two 

o'clock in the morning.56The next day no speeches were ready, except mine, and since it was in 

French, I was assured that the translators would have no trouble in broadcasting the sound. 

54Irène Joliot-Curie (1897 – 1956) was a French scientist, the daughter of Marie 
Sklodowska Curie and Pierre Curie with Polish ancestry. Jointly with her husband, Jean Frédéric 
Joliot-Curie she helped discovery artificial radioactivity. See “Irène Joliot-Curie,” Wikipedia. 

Aimé Césaire (1913 – 2008) was a politician from the region of Martinique. He was one 
of the founders of the negritude movement in Francophone literature. In 1945, with the support 
of the French Communist Party (P.C.F.), he was elected mayor of Fort-de-France and deputy to 
the French National Assembly for Martinique. He was one of the principal drafters of the 1946 
law on departmentalizing former colonies, a role for which pro-independence politicians have 
criticized him. In 1969, he published the first version of Une Tempête, a left-wing adaptation of 
Shakespeare's play The Tempest for a black audience. See “Aimé Césaire,” Wikipedia. 

55Eugénie Cotton (1881 – 1967) was a French scientist, socialist, Women's rights 
advocate and was active in the resistance. She enrolled at the École normale supérieure de jeunes 
filles (ENSJF) in Sèvres (Paris) in 1901 where she became a pupil of Marie Curie. She later 
became a teacher at ENSJF. She married physicist Aimé Cotton in 1913 who was a professor at 
the Faculty of Science in Paris. As a member of the French Communist Party, she helped the 
German anti-fascists who had taken refuge in France since 1933, and then she went on to support 
insurgents fighting fascism in Spain. During World War II, the national Vichy government that 
supported the German occupation of France mandated that Cotton leave her post at the ENSJF 
by forced retirement in 1941. Her husband was arrested twice by the Gestapo during the war but 
survived the experience. In 1944, she participated in the founding of the Union of French 
Women. She was a founding member in 1945 and the first president of the Women's 
International Democratic Federation. She also served as vice-president of the World Peace 
Council until her death. See “Eugénie Cotton,” Wikipedia. 

56Excerpts from the speech are in Boulier’s book, Un prêtre prend position [A priest 
takes a stand] (Paris, Éditions de Minuit, 1949), p. 67. These are quoted in the “Intégristes” 
section of the Glossary. The entire speech is available in JSTOR Journals, “Dichiarazione d’un 
Abate Francese al Congresso di Wrocław” (Declaration by a French Abbe to the Wrocław 
Congress,” Belfagor (Casa Editrice Leo S. Olschki s.r.l., Vallecchi Editore, November 30, 1948) 
vol. 3, no. 6, pp. 716-719. 
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I took the floor. I succeeded Mr. Donnini, ambassador of Italy in Warsaw, professor at 

the University of Rome, and whose speech contained, I was told (Mr. Donnini spoke in Italian), 

violent attacks against the Vatican.57 So my own speech aroused, from the beginning, an 

upsurge in interest, to get on an ovation. All the international press was represented and the 

words of a professor of the Catholic Institute in such a milieu were everywhere noticed. 

L'Humanité had, of course, highlighted them.58 During the English translation, a funny mistake 

arises. As I quoted the Gospel, "You can not serve two masters, God and money," to the 

astonishment of the English, who knows? to their private satisfaction, the translator whispered to 

them: "You can not serve God and the Archbishop.” Sensation! 

The second speech of the session was delivered by a Soviet, Alexander Fadeev, President 

of the Union of Writers, who attacked Sartre and existentialism.59 "If a hyena typed, it would 

write existentialist novels," he said and this rather unusual attack amused Mrs. Cotton and me. I 

then learned that the speech, which was full of Stalinist sectarism, had been received as a disaster 

by the organizers of the congress. 

I realized that passionate discussions were taking place behind the scenes. Huxley left the 

presidency and returned to England; others followed him. Now, the Congress should have 

remained open to all intellectuals without discrimination of tendencies, since the purpose of the 

meeting was to exert a powerful action on public opinion against the cold war, and for the 

maintenance of peaceful coexistence. Things were going bad; the congress risked appearing what 

57Information about Ambrogio Donini (1903 - 1991) is noted in the Persons section of 
the Glossary. 

58Information about L'Humanité, the newspaper of the Communist Party of France is 
noted in the Glossary. 

59Alexander Fadeyev (1901 – 1956) was a Soviet writer, one of the co-founders of the 
Union of Soviet Writers and its chairman from 1946 to 1954. He grew up in Primorsky Krai and 
joined the Bolshevik Party in 1918. He took part in the guerrilla movement against the Japanese 
interventionists and the White Army during the Russian Civil War. In 1927, he published the 
novel The Rout, in which he described youthful guerrilla fighters. In 1930, he published the first 
part of the novel The Last of the Udege, on which he continued working the rest of his life. In it, 
he intended to show that an extremely primitive people may experience a leap from tribal 
communism to the complex collective organization of the twentieth century, skipping over the 
intervening historical stages: family, private property, slavery, feudalism, capitalism and 
socialism. In 1945, he wrote the novel, The Young Guard about the World War II about the 
underground Komsomol organization, which fought against the Nazis in the occupied city 
Krasnodon, in the Ukrainian SSR. See “Alexander Fadeyev,” Wikipedia. 
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the sectarians wanted it to be: a mobilization in favor of the conformist theories of socialist 

realism. I had hardly realized the quarrel, so I was quite surprised [p. 159] when, towards the 

end of the congress, Ilya Ehrenburg, whom I had gone to salute as a "citizen of Montparnasse", 

thanked me for having, by my speech, "saved the Congress."60 Really, I hardly suspected it! 

As soon as I returned to Paris, I received a summons from Mgr. Blanchet.61 The rector 

of the Catholic Institute announced to me that my professorship was canncelled and that 

consequently I was no longer part of that illustrious house. "Indeed, after what you said in 

60Ilya Ehrenburg (1891 –1967)was a Soviet writer and Bolshevik revolutionary. He 
published around one hundred titles and was a reporter in three wars (First World War, Spanish 
Civil War and the Second World War). He was born in Kiev, Russian Empire to a Lithuanian-
Jewish family. In 1908, when he was seventeen, he became involved in illegal Bolshevik 
activities and the tsarist secret police (Okhrana) arrested him. He was allowed to go abroad and 
chose Paris for his exile. There he started to work in the Bolshevik organisation, meeting Lenin 
and other prominent exiles, but then left them and became attached to the bohemian life in the 
Paris quarter of Montparnasse. There he became acquainted with a artists such as Pablo Picasso, 
Diego Rivera, Jules Pascin, and Amedeo Modigliani. 

In 1917, after the revolution, Ehrenburg returned to Russia. In 1920 he went to Kiev 
where he experienced four different regimes in the course of one year: the Germans, the 
Cossacks, the Bolsheviks, and the White Army. In Moscow, where he settled, he became a 
Soviet cultural activist. As a World War II journalist, he wrote against the Germans. His article 
"Kill" published in 1942 — when German troops were deeply within Soviet territory — stated 
"We shall kill. If you have not killed at least one German a day, you have wasted that day... Do 
not count days; do not count miles. Count only the number of Germans you have killed."  

The Soviet policy towards Germany changed after the war and the writer Georgy 
Aleksandrov criticized Ehrenburg’s war writings in Pravda in April 1945. He fell into disgrace 
and apologized that he never meant wiping out the German people, but only German aggressors 
who came to Soviet soil with weapons. He stated further, "we are not Nazis" who fight with 
civilians. He wrote already in May 1942 "The German soldier with weapon in hand is not a man 
for us, but a fascist. We hate him. When the German soldier gives up his weapon and surrenders, 
we will not touch him with a finger – he will live."  

Among the novels Ehrenburg published in the post-war years was titled The Thaw 
(1954). It portrayed a corrupted and despotic factory boss and told the story of his wife, who 
increasingly feels estranged from him. In August 1954, Konstantin Simonov attacked The Thaw 
in articles published in Literaturnaya gazeta, arguing that such writings are too dark and do not 
serve the Soviet state. Other of Ehrenburg’s writings were his memoir, People, Years, Life and 
the Black Book, which detailed the genocide on Soviet citizens of Jewish ancestry by the Nazis. 
The latter was the first documentary work on the Holocaust. See “Ilya Ehrenburg,” Wikipedia. 

61Émile Blanchet (1886 – 1967) was bishop and Rector of the Catholic Institute of Paris 
from 1946 to 1966. Among his publications is Neuf allocutions données à Saint-Dié, septembre-
novembre, 1944 (Nine sermons given at Saint-Dié, September-November, 1944) (Épinal, France: 
1944), 40pp. See “Émile Blanchet,” Wikipedia. 
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Wroclaw, it is no longer possible to keep you among our teachers.” "What did I say?” – “That 

the true Godless is the worshiper of money." - "What is there scandalous about that?" And I 

dared to add, “Monseigneur, I do not do metaphysics. There will come one day, in the history of 

humanity, where men will be divided between those who are with God and those who are 

without God. What will be said to the latter? ‘I was hungry and you did not give me food, I was 

thirsty and you did not give me a drink, I was cold and you did not dress me, I was in prison and 

you did not visit me.’ These are the ‘Godless’ definitely!" 

What could be answered? Bishop Blanchet added, however, that the Chancellor of the 

Catholic Institute was Cardinal Suhard, and that I could speak to him for further clarification. I 

came to him for an audience. He confirmed to me that the decision had been made by the 

Protecting Bishops' meeting and that there was nothing to change it.62 

It was around this time that I received in the mail a manifesto announcing the founding of 

a movement entitled Les Combattants de la Liberté [Freedom Fighters], signed by Yves 

Farge.63 Since Wroclaw, a friendship had developed between us. So when the phone rang a few 

days later and I heard Farge's voice ask me if I had read his manifesto, I was happy to tell him 

that I fully agreeed with him. "So are you going to sign?” - "That’s another matter ... Who are 

those who sign?" - “Louis Marin, and also R.P. Riquet."64 - "Father Riquet signs?” - "No, but he 

62The “évêques protecteurs” or bishop protectors are the French bishops who help 
govern and fund the Institut catholique de Paris (I.C.P.). Harvey Hill in The Politics of 
Modernism: Alfred Loisy and the Scientific Study of Religion (Washington, DC: Catholic 
University of America Press, 2002), p. 184, discusses their role concerning “modernism” at 
I.C.P. in the early 1900s. He writes that Pius X in “Lettre aux évêques protecteurs de l’Instute 
catholique de Paris,” in Actes de S.S. Pie X, 3:56-59, “repeated his instructions the following 
May. Worried that the bishop-protectors of the Institut catholique de Paris might reduce the 
budget of the school in an effort to economize, he reminded them that Thomism was ‘of the very 
great importance for the maintenance and protection of the faith.’” 

63Information about the history of Les Combattants de la Liberté is noted in the Glossary 
under “Peace Movement.” 

64Louis Marin (1871 – 1960) was a French politician who was Minister for the Liberated 
Regions in 1924 and held other government positions later. In 1903 he was a founding member 
of the Republican Federation (Fédération républicaine) and a lifelong supporter of this 
organization, which became the Entente démocratique in 1914 and the Union républicaine 
démocratique in 1924. He was Minister of State from for a short period in 1940, but refused to 
take part in the vote on July 10, 1940 that gave full powers to Marshal Pétain. He then became 
involved with the French Resistance as a symbol of the Catholic Right Republicans, and was 
involved in various non-communists groups. He became a captain of the French Forces of the 
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agrees.” - "Then why does he not sign?” –. "He wants to keep his chair. (He was the pastor of 

Notre-Dame). "I have just lost mine! So, take my signature.” [p. 160] I was enlisted in the Les 

Combattants de la Liberté. 

What was this movement? An attempt to regroup the Resistance, but open to all French 

people who would agree to rally to it on the basis of the program established clandestinity, not 

without discussion, by the National Council of Resistance and that de Gaulle, when Bidault 

presented it to him, put it in his pocket without even glancing at it.65 

The first meetings were held in November 1948 and I was invited. One Saturday 

afternoon, I was asked to preside over the section which was discussing the future peace treaty 

with Germany and the functioning of the United Nations. At five o'clock I gave way to M. 

Willard, former Minister of Justice, and said, "I am going to my confessional."66 

Interior (Forces françaises de l'intérieur, FFI). He participated in the trial of Philippe Pétain and 
resumed his research and teaching activities. He also relaunched La Nation as a morning paper in 
which he published long editorials. See “Louis Marin,” Wikipedia. 

Michel Riquet (1898 - 1993) was a Jesuit priest, theologian, and resistant. After having 
taken part in the First World War, he entered the Jesuits and favored the theology Jacques 
Maritain. In 1940, he took part in the Resistance as a member of the Hector network, the Combat 
Zone Nord group and the Comète3 network (escape route for Allied airmen). At the same time 
he also continued his clerical work during the Occupation at the Saint-Séverin church in Paris. 
The Gestapo arrested him in January 1944 and interned him in Compiègne, deported him to 
Mauthausen, then, from April 1944 to May 1945, he was at Dachau, with Edmond Michelet. He 
kept strong friendships from this period with fellow captives (notably with Claude Lemaitre and 
Marcel Cerbu), Jews, Communists, and Freemasons. From 1946 to 1955, he was in charge of the 
Lenten Conferences at Notre-Dame de Paris. His had much eloquence and many attended his 
services. He was national chaplain of Catholic writers from 1972 to 1981, campaigned for Judeo-
Christian friendships, participated in the founding of the Fraternity of Abraham, and sought to 
dialogue with the Freemasons and then acted for a rapprochement between the Church and them. 
See “Michel Riquet,” Wikipedia. 

65Information about Georges Bidault (1899 – 1983) was noted in Chapter 8. 
66Marcel Willard (1891 – 1956) was a lawyer and politician. He fought in the First 

World War, condemned it and joined the S.F.I.O., then campaigned for its membership in the 
Third International. Beginning in 1923, he was secretary of a group of communist lawyers, 
which later became the International Jurdical Association and Red Aid. He also contributed legal 
articles to L'Humanité. Starting in 1933, he had a role in the defense of the German opponents to 
Nazism, including Georgi Dimitrov and Ernst Thälmann. In 1940 he was the main defender of 
Communist deputies during their trial. At the end of the trial, knowing that he was threatened 
with arrest, he went underground and hid in Thorigné, in Deux-Sèvres. 

In August 1944, the National Council of the Resistance instructed Willard to seize the 
Palace of Justice. Willard became the first Secretary General for Justice. In November 1945, he 
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The next day, as I was arriving at 9 am at the Palais des Expositions, at the Porte de 

Versailles, where the Congress was being held, Farge, from the top of the podium, signaled me 

to approach.67 "We are counting on you for the closing speech," he said. – [Boulier replied] 

"You need to think about it! It's up to you to give the speech. I do not have the stature to make it! 

That a cleric speak!" - "We discussed it last night and agreed to ask you to wrap up." Let me at 

least consult my friends.” I went to the far end of the gallery where were General Petit and 

Gilbert de Chambrun, both from the Union des Chrétiens Progressistes: "Farge asked me to 

deliver the closing speech; I do not think it's up to me to do it.68 What do you think?" – “You 

was chief of staff to the Minister of Labor, the communist Ambroise Croizat. Appointed senator 
by the National Assembly on in December 1946, he served as chairman of the justice committee. 
He did not stand for re-election in 1948. In 1950, he formed a law firm with three communist 
lawyers, Pierre Braun, Michel Bruguier and Henri Douzon, a firm which dealt mainly with 
political cases. 

Willard’s publications included La défense accuse: De Babeuf à Dimitrov (Paris: Éditions 
sociales internationales, 1938, 344 p); Le procès de Moscou: Boukharine, Rykov, etc., comment 
ils ont avoué (The Moscow trial: Bukharin, Rykov, etc., how they confessed,) (Paris: Bureau 
d'édition, 1938, 32 p); and Des yeux qui voient, nouvelles (Eyes that see, short stories) (Paris: les 
Éditeurs français réunis, 1954, 221 p). See “Marcel Willard,” Wikipedia; see also Sharon Elbaz 
and Liora Israel, “The Invention of Law as Political Weapon in French Communism: The 
International Juridical Association (Association Juridique International, 1929-1939),” Twentieth 
century history review (Continues: Modern history review, Centre for Contemporary British 
History: Deddington, Oxford: Philip Allan Updates, 2005-2009), 2005, vol. 1, no. 1, 31 [20th 
century history review (Institute of Contemporary British History, eJournal]. 

67The Palais des Expositions or as it is now called, the Paris Expo Porte de Versailles is 
the largest French exhibition center. It is located in the Saint-Lambert district of the 15th 
arrondissement of Paris and the communes of Issy-les-Moulineaux and Vanves, in the Hauts-de-
Seine. It extends on both sides of the ring road, from Porte d'Issy, in the west, to Porte de la 
Plaine, in the east, the main entrance being located at Place de la Porte-de-Versailles, at the 
junction of two of the Maréchaux boulevards: Lefebvre and Victor. Planning for the project 
began in 1922. The Paris Fair moved there in 1926. See “Paris Expo Porte de Versailles,” 
Wikipedia. 

Jean-Claude Dubois in Pour toi mon camarade: les combats d'Albert Moser, ouvrier 
socialiste et pacifiste, 1896-1976 (Paris: Connaissances et savoirs, DL 2009), p. 219, writes that 
Le Mouvement de la Paix et de la Liberte held an assises (conference) with 12,000 delegates on 
November 27 and 28 [1948] at the Salle Pleyel, not at the Palais des Expositions. 

68Information about the Union des Chrétiens Progressistes is noted in the Glossary. 
Gilbert de Chambrun (1909 – 2009) was a Calvinist lawyer, politician and diplomat. In 

the 1930s he worked at the French Embassy in the Vatican. Mobilized, he was one of the soldiers 
evacuated from the Dunkirk pocket in 1940. He joined the Resistance in the summer of 1941 and 
became one of the leaders of the Combat movement. Later he was the head of the F.F.I. for 
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have to accept," they said to me. Not yet convinced, I returned to my friend Farge in 

conversation with a socialist whom I knew was rather anticlerical. "But still, Guignebert," I said 

to him, "you know very well that France does not like priests!69 I do not see myself delivering 

Languedoc-Roussillon. He was imprisoned six weeks in the spring of 1945 for refusing to join 
his original administration, preferring to stay in the army. 

After his demobilization, Chambrun was elected deputy to the constituent assembly 
(1945-1956), sitting first with the Republicans and resistance fighters and then with the 
communist-aligned Group of Progressive Republicans. Until 1950 he was the only 
parliamentarian who belonged to the small U.C.P. He was also the vice-president of the 
Mouvement pour la paix (Peace Movement). As a parliamentarian, he opposed the Indochina 
War, the Atlantic Pact, and the creations of the La Communauté européenne du charbon et de 
l'acier (C.E.C.A., or The European Coal and Steel Community, E.C.S.C.) and La Communauté 
européenne de defense (C.E.D.) or The European Defense Community (E.D.C.). See “Gilbert de 
Chambrun,” Wikipedia. 

Ernest Petit (1888 – 1971), a French general and politician, was trained at Saint-Cyr. 
During the First World War he was taken prisoner, escaped in January 1918, and exercised a 
command in Germany from 1920 to 1924. In 1940 he joined Free France and in January 1941 
became General de Gaulle's chief of staff in London. He was promoted to brigadier general in 
November 1941. In 1942, he was appointed by the French National Committee to direct the 
military mission of Free France in the U.S.S.R. After the Liberation, having become a major 
general, he commanded the third military region in Rouen (from 1945 to 1946), then, promoted 
to corps general in August 1946, the military region of Paris (from 1946 to 1947). In early 1947, 
he headed the military cabinet of François Billoux, the P.C.F. Minister of National Defense. In 
December 1951, he was automatically retired by the Minister of War, Georges Bidault, for 
having participated in the popular parade on July 14, 1951. It was officially as a disciplinary 
sanction, but in reality because of his politics. 

Petit was elected senator of the Seine in 1948, then re-elected in 1952. Siding with the 
communists in the Council of the Republic, he was a member of the commissions of national 
defense and foreign affairs. From 1953 to 1959 he was also a member of the Economic Affairs 
Committee. In January 1958, he made a speech on the Algerian war, denouncing forcefully "a 
war in which one does not prohibit in a draconian way atrocities and tortures." He advocated 
peace through negotiation leading to independence. In June 1958, he voted against the 
constitutional reform project. He was elected in the 1959 senatorial elections, ranking third 
behind Jacques Duclos and Georges Marrane. He continued to speak in favor of a policy based 
on peace and nuclear disarmament. Beginning in 1954 he chaired the France-USSR and France-
Hungary Associations. He was also vice-president of the France-Vietnam Association from July 
1946 and member of the committee of honor of Franco-Chinese Friendships in the 1950s. 
Finally, he was a member of the National Council of the Peace Movement from 1955 to 1970. 

69Jean Guignebert (1897 – 1958) was a French journalist, resistance fighter and 
politician. He came from a family of republican and progressive intellectuals. His father was 
Charles Guignebert (1867-1939), professor of the history of religions at the Faculty of Letters in 
Paris and a Dreyfusard activist. Jean studied medicine and practiced it until 1926, when he 
completely changed his profession to become a journalist. He wrote for L'Intransigeant 
concerning international issues. In 1935, he went into radio broadcasting and became the editor-
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this speech!" “Go ahead, Monsieur l'Abbé," replied Guignebert, "it is a question of 

‘decommunizing’ the congress.” He meant opening it up to everyone. 

I decided to speak and was surprised, at the end of my speech, by the immense wave of 

cheering that came from those 15 to 20,000 people gathered in the hall of the Exposition.70 

in-chief of Radio-Cité news. He was a skillful polemicist with a powerful and warm voice and 
his show, "La Voix de Paris," became widely listened to and prestigious. Aligned with the left 
without being a member of any party, he supported Léon Blum, but became close to the 
Communist party when the fascist danger arose, and was part of the Committee for Peace and 
Friendship with U.S.S.R. In the trade union field, he joined the National Union of Journalists, 
and participated in the creation in 1938 of the C.G.T. journalists' union. 

From the start of the war, Guignebert was editor-in-chief of the French broadcasting 
information center, which produced the only official radio journal, broadcast on both public and 
private airwaves. He resiged after Philippe Pétain came to power. He then was part of the 
resistance starting in 1942 and participated in the work of the National Council of the Resistance. 
Appointed Secretary General of the Ministry of Information, with the rank of Minister in August 
1944, he replaced Pierre-Henri Teitgen. In this capacity he organized the first broadcasts of the 
French nation's Radio Broadcasting after the liberation.  

In October 1944, Guignebert was appointed Director General of French Radio 
Broadcasting (R.D.F.). His political orientation was for "unity" between the S.F.I.O. and the 
P.C.F. As a result the right-wing government gradually deprived him of all "political" 
responsibility and fired him in March 1946. He then worked again for the written pres as the 
editor of the dailies Franc-Tireur and Le Parisien libéré, and the weekly La Tribune des nations. 
Starting in 1945 he had also been a member of the S.F.I.O. and was elected city councilor of 
Paris and general councilor of the Seine in 1947. In 1948 he became president of the French 
Committee for Aid to Democratic Greece. 

Within the S.F.I.O. Guignebert was a member of “la tendance Bataille socialiste” (the 
socialist battle tendancy), which, as the cold war began, supported left unity and opposed the 
anti-communist leadership of the party. For this he was excluded with most of those responsible 
for this left tendency at the beginning of 1948. He then participated in the creation of the Parti 
socialiste unitaire (P.S.U. or Unitary Socialist Party) and became a member of its national office. 
He took charge of propaganda. During the internal crisis that shook the P.S.U. in 1951, he was 
one of the minority who were excluded from the management. 

After his exclusion from the P.S.U., Guignebert devoted himself fully to the Progressive 
Union, and occupied various responsibilities within that organization, in particular the 
management of the federation of the Seine. At the same time, he became a P.C.F. fellow traveler, 
participating in the activity of several mass organizations, such as the Peace Movement, the 
French People's Aid and the France-U.S.S.R. association. Starting in 1948, he had the editorial 
office of Franc-tireur to join that of Liberation, where he worked until his sudden death at age 
61. See “Jean Guignebert,” Wikipedia and Éric Nadaud, “Notice Jean (Eugène) Guignebert, dit 
‘Marc’”, online at https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article88011. 

70Boulier’s closing speech, “We find that Fascism Dies Hard and that is Why We Return 
to the Harness of Combat,” was published in Assises nationales du peuple français pour la 
liberté et la paix (Paris: Les combattants de la liberté et de la paix, 1948), 39 p. at pp. 13-18, 
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The ecclesiastical authorities it was obvious, could not remain indifferent to a movement 

of such magnitude. When [p. 161] they should have rejoiced that a priest should take part, they 

were alarmed. "How about you, Monsieur Farge, if we condemned Abbe Boulier?” Asked 

Bishop Chappulie very early on.71 "We would have a banquet with three thousand people 

attending. He is the most popular man in Paris." 

Two characteristic incidents occurred, in fact, around this time. The first at Ivry where -

priests workers [prêtres ouvriers] lived in community with lay people; they had not yet declared 

themselves as priests or Christians in factories.72 After these first meetings of the Mouvement 

online at https://fau.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/fau%3A5274/datastream/OBJ/view. This 
publication also includes a picture of Boulier, as well as the speeches of others at the congress. 

In the following years the Les Combattants de la Liberté held other congresses. Reports 
of them include Jean Cassou (author of introduction), Louis Martin-Chauffier, Pierre Biquard, 
Fernand Vigne, Assises nationales du peuple français pour la paix et la liberté. 1. La France 
devant le problème allemand. 2. Désarmement et la bombe atomique. Rapports et comptes 
rendus des collèges (Paris: Les Combattants de la liberté et la paix, 1948, 1949, 40 p); and 
Michel Bruguier, l'abbé Boulier, Jean Guignebert, Rapports et comptes rendus des collèges 
(Défense de la liberté et droit international) (Paris: Les Combattants de la liberté et de la paix, 
S.F.E.I.R, 1949, 40 p). 

71Henri Chappoulie (1901 – 1959) was ordained a priest for the diocese of Paris in 1931 
and made a bishop in 1950. He remained so until his death. He became a doctor of canon law in 
1934. In 1936, he was appointed director of the Pontifical Work for the Propagation of the Faith 
for the section of Paris and in 1937 of the Missionary Union of the Clergy. He was made prelate 
of His Holiness and apostolic prothonotary in 1937.  In 1943 he obtained a doctorate with a 
thesis entitled “At the origins of a Church: Rome and the missions of Indochina in the 17th 
century.”  

From 1945 to 1950, Chappoulie was director of the French episcopate secretariat. Pius 
XII appointed him a bishop for the diocese of Angers. He was socially engaged, aligned with 
Catholic action. He declared: "It is nonsense to separate the religious conscience from the social, 
economic and political conscience." He systematically defended trade unions and Catholic 
workers' action; he wanted to involve his traditionalist diocese in the social struggles of his 
time.He made three stays in Abidjan, Ivory Coast during this period of decolonization. He had 
already visited Africa several times when he was director of missionary works in Paris and had 
always been interested in the Third World. He considerd that the colonized countries (notably 
those of Indochina) were ripe for their emancipation. He died accidentally at the Abidjan station 
whenhe was struck by a cart as he climbed into a wagon. He was run over by a locomotive. This 
sudden disappearance aroused much emotion in France. See “Henri Chappoulie,” Wikipedia. 

72Information about the worker-priest movement is noted in the Glossary. Ivry-sur-Seine 
is a commune in the Val-de-Marne department in the southeastern suburbs of Paris, France. It is 
located 3.3 miles from the center of Paris. Historically it has demonstrated strong electoral 
support for the French Communist Party (P.C.F.). Between 1925 and 2015 (except for the period 
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des Combattants de la Liberté [Freedom Fighters] they decided to make themselves known.73 

"We too," they said, "follow Abbe Boulier," and this was their pass among their fellow laborers. 

The same year, as summer approached, the Ivry summer camp gathered and, for the 

convenience of its activities, it was divided into three groups.74 The children chose a name for 

each, Thorez, Joliot-Curie and ... Father Boulier.75 

of German occupation in World War II) the office of mayor was held by just three individuals: 
Georges Marrane, Jacques Laloë, and Pierre Gosnat, all members of the Communist Party. See 
“Ivry-sur-Seine,” Wikipedia. 

73Information about the Combattants de la Liberté Movement is in the Glossary under 
Peace Movement. 

74Historian Laura Lee Downs has a chapter about the Ivry summer camp, titled 
“Municipal Communism and the Politics of Childhood: Ivry-su-Seine, 1925-1960,” in Childhood 
in the promised land: working-class movements and the colonies de vacances in France, 1880-
1960 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002), 411p., at pp. 237-290. 

Downs writes that beginning in the 1880s there were summer camps for children 
(colonies de vacances) throughout France. Organized by municipal, political and religious 
groups, they were located at the sea shore or in the countryside with urban working class 
children the beneficiaries. The communist camps started in the 1920s and expanded as the party 
grew. By 1950 Ivry-su-Seine was running a camp called Les Mathes, which was on the Atlantic 
Ocean. For six-weeks each summer it was home to 900 boys and girls, that is, one-third of the 
town’s 6 to 13-year-old population. 

On the day of their departure in 1950, the town band led a parade at the head of the 
children and their parents who marched to the station (p. 267). The staff included a Catholic 
seminarian and other practicing Catholics. (p. 279). The campers had an elected camp 
government and ran it collectively, with hiking, team sports, swimming, crafts along with 
housekeeping, cooking and laundry. 

Their political activities included circulating the Stockholm Appeal for peace for the 
signatures of vacationers and holding demonstrations for Henri Martin (1927-2015) and 
Raymonde Dien (b. 1929). Both were communists who were in prison because of their resistance 
against the Indochina (Vietnam) war. The communist party made them the subject of a 
nationwide campaign to obtain their release. Martin had been a resistant during the war as a 
liaison agent for the F.T.P.F. maquis of Lignières. At the liberation he enlisted in the French 
Navy to take part in the campaign against Japan. He was told this involved fighting the Japanese 
deserters and looters who were terrorizing Indochina. When he arrived in Saigon, the French 
were no longer fighting Japan, which had capitulated, but against the maquisards of Việt Minh. 
He refused to fight against the Vietnamese resistance fighters and asked in vain for the 
termination of his contract. At the end of 1947, he returned to France where he joined a group of 
soldiers who shared his convictions. They led a clandestine fight against the war, which inclued 
painting slogans on walls and distribution of leaflets. In 1950 he was arrested and sentenced to 
five years.  

Raymonde Dien was similarly in jail in 1950. She was a shorthand typist who had been 
involved in a protest action against the Indochina war. On February 23, 1950, she along with 
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I thus found myself a sponsor of a group of young people in a communist summer camp! 

This raised an equivocation. Never, neither then, nor since, did I neglect, when I spoke, to make 

it clear that I was not a communist. What I advocated was unity of action with the communists, 

for political ends that I approved in the name of my principles, not in the name of theirs! How 

has this frank and precise position evoked so many objections? I can not understand it. I had 

become "the red priest”! 

I would have liked Farge to protect me by using his prestige as a politician and former 

minister. But Farge, with his levity and the little importance he attached to the reactions of the 

ecclesiastical authorities, did not worry much about the opposition that I felt mounting against 

me from these circles. I urged him not to delay in going to see the Nuncio. He finally resolved to 

do so, and I accompanied him to Avenue du President Wilson and waited for him in his car. I 

saw him reappear shortly afterwards: "This Nuncio is a little funny," he said to me. In reality, 

Mgr. Roncalli, with his well-known finesse, had rather amused him and me.76 "You know, Mr. 

Farge, [p. 162] Abbe Boulier is an idealist, and an idealist is always a little enlighted." 

hundreds of other P.C.F. members and sympathizers improvised a demonstration at Saint-Pierre-
des-Corps station to stop a military train that was taking armor intended for Indochina. The 
crowd occupied the railway track, with some demonstrators lying on the rails. 

At camp the children sang: 
Henri Martin, Raymonde Dien 
Don't want to kill the Vietnamese 
They love peace so much 
That to the judges they are criminals. 

See “Henri Martin,” Wikipedia and “Raymonde Dien,” Wikipedia. 
75Information about Maurice Thorez (1900 – 1964) is noted in the Persons section of the 

Glossary. 
Information about Frédéric and Irène Joliot-Curie was noted earlier in this chapter. 

Frédéric served as director of the French National Center for Scientific Research and was 
appointed by De Gaulle in 1945 to be France's first High Commissioner for Atomic Energy. In 
1948 he oversaw the construction of the first French atomic reactor. Because he was a 
communist, he was purged in 1950, but retained his professorship at the Collège de France. In 
1955 he was one of the eleven signatories to the Russell-Einstein Manifesto. See “Frédéric 
Joliot-Curie,” Wikipedia. 

76Angelo Roncalli (1881 – 1963) who became Pope John XXIII was head of the Catholic 
Church and sovereign of the Vatican City State from October 1958 to his death in 1963. He was 
one of thirteen children born to a family of sharecroppers. He served in a number of posts, as 
nuncio in France and a delegate to Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey. In 1953 Pope Pius XII made 
him a cardinal and the Patriarch of Venice. He was unexpectedly elected pope at age 76 after 11 
ballots. He surprised those who expected him to be a caretaker pope by calling the Second 
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Some time later, I too obtained an audience. Mgr. Roncalli received me with great 

kindness. "You are," said he, "in one field (un'campo), and the Church is in another.” Then, as if 

speaking of something else and by way of general maxim: "You know, the popes change their 

politics.” It was to make me understand that I had to be patient, wait for a change to happen. He 

continued: "Pope Sixtus V was at first an enemy of your King Henry IV.77 Then he understood 

Vatican Council (1962–1965), the first session opening in October 1962. In Italian politics, he 
prohibited bishops from interfering with local elections, and he helped the Christian Democratic 
Party to ease tensions with some of the social democrats who were consistently excluded from 
participation in government at the insistence of the United States and consequently had their 
dissent silenced by force. In international affairs, his "Ostpolitik" engaged in dialogue with the 
Soviet-aligned countries of Eastern Europe. He especially reached out to the Eastern Orthodox 
churches. His overall goal was to modernize the Church by emphasizing its pastoral role, and its 
necessary involvement with affairs of state. He dropped the traditional rule of 70 cardinals, 
increasing the size to 85. He used the opportunity to name the first cardinals from Africa, Japan, 
and the Philippines. He promoted ecumenical movements in cooperation with other Christian 
faiths. See “Angelo Roncalli,” Wikipedia. 

77Pope Sixtus V (1521 –1590), born Felice Piergentile, ruled from 1585 to 1590. He was 
a member of the Franciscan order. He launched a rebuilding programme that involved the 
destruction of antiquities. The cost of these works was met by heavy taxation that caused much 
suffering. His foreign policy was regarded as over-ambitious, and he excommunicated both 
Elizabeth I of England and Henry of Navarre (future Henry IV of France), and contributed to the 
Catholic League, but he chafed under his forced alliance with Philip II of Spain, and looked for 
escape. The victories of Henry and the prospect of his conversion to Catholicism raised Sixtus 
V's hopes, and in corresponding degree determined Philip II to tighten his grip upon his 
wavering ally. The Pope's negotiations with Henry's representative evoked a bitter and menacing 
protest and a categorical demand for the performance of promises. Sixtus took refuge in evasion, 
and temporised until his death in August 1590. He is recognized as a significant figure of the 
Counter-Reformation. See “Pope Sixtus V,” Wikipedia. 

Henry IV (1553 – 1610) was King of Navarre (as Henry III) from 1572 and King of 
France from 1589 to 1610. He was the first monarch of France from the House of Bourbon, a 
cadet branch of the Capetian dynasty. He was baptised as a Catholic but raised in the Protestant 
faith by his mother. He inherited the throne of Navarre on his mother's death. As a Huguenot, he 
was involved in the French Wars of Religion, barely escaping assassination in the St. 
Bartholomew's Day massacre. He later led Protestant forces against the royal army. Upon the 
death of his brother-in-law he was called to the French succession by the Salic law. He initially 
kept the Protestant faith (the only French king to do so) and had to fight against the Catholic 
League, which denied that he could wear France's crown as a Protestant. To obtain mastery over 
his kingdom, after four years of stalemate, he found it prudent to abjure the Calvinist faith. As a 
pragmatic politician (in the parlance of the time, a politique), he displayed an unusual religious 
tolerance for the era. Notably, he promulgated the Edict of Nantes (1598), which guaranteed 
religious liberties to Protestants, thereby effectively ending the Wars of Religion. See “Henry 
IV,” Wikipedia. 
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that he was a good Christian and he sent to Paris another nuncio, a bishop of Bergamo. I am from 

Bergamo and I know this story well: I wrote a book about this bishop."78 

Another time, Mgr. Roncalli welcomed me again. This time I took the offensive: "I am 

very touched, Excellency, with the kindness you always welcome me. But I must tell you that the 

last time you scandalized me a lot. He gasped. "Yes, you told me that I was in one camp and the 

church in another. But the Church can not be in a camp: it is everywhere where there are friends 

of God." I meant the official church," he said simply. So it was not the church? And this is no 

doubt why, a few years later, to deliver himself from the "official Church" he summoned the 

Council, which for him, represented the [real] Church. 

However, the movement that came out of the Wroclaw congress was dragging on at a 

languid pace. Of Stalinist obedience, locked in the theses of Zhdanov, presided over by Aragon, 

it had little influence, at least among French intellectuals.79 Something had to be found to shake 

the opinion, but what? 

78Roncalli may have been referring to the book, Girolamo Ragazzoni évêque de 
Bergame, nonce en France; correspondance de sa nonciature 1583-1586. Édité par la décision 
et la munificence de Sa Sainteté Jean XXIII, et les soins de Pierre Blet (Girolamo Ragazzoni 
bishop of Bergamo, nuncio in France; correspondence from his nunciature 1583-1586. Edited by 
the decision and munificence of His Holiness John XXIII, and the care of Pierre Blet) (Rome: 
Presses de l'Université grégorienne, 1962), 622p. 

79“Stalinist obedience” from a communist view, meant obedience to the working class. 
For intellectuals who sided with the bourgeois, Stalin was the symbol of their enemy, the 
working class. Not being a worker-priest, Boulier’s class consciousness from the communist 
view left something to be desired. See Vladimir Lenin, Bourgeois democracy and the 
dictatorship of the proletariat (London: Workers' Socialist Federation, 1919), 16p. 

Andreï Zhdanov (French “Jdanov”) (1896 – 1948), born in the Ukraine, was a Soviet 
politician. He joined the Bolshevik faction of the Social Democratic Workers' Party of Russia in 
1915. He became the secretary-general in Leningrad after the assassination of Sergei Kirov in 
December 1934. During the time of the German invasion starting on June 22, 1941, he managed 
the resistance against the siege of the Leningrad, nearly 900 days long, in which 1,800,000 
people died. In the working class culture strugglehe was on the side of "socialist realism" in 
books, films, music and paintings. "Jdanovism" taught that culture had to help with the 
construction of socialism. 

After World War II as American imperialism took over where Nazi imperialism had left 
off, Zhdanov helped organize in 1947 the Kominform, the aim of which was the coordination of 
communist parties in Europe to resist the cold war policy, which in the Soviet view involved the 
separation of the world into two camps, "the imperialist and undemocratic camp, and the anti-
imperialist and democratic camp.” See “Andreï Jdanov,” Wikipedia. 
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Gathered in the house of the French Thought, we talked for a whole day while waiting for 

the late Soviet plane.80 I proposed to Mrs. Cotton an appeal from all women, which should be 

Louis Aragon (1897 – 1982) was a writer and P.C.F. member beginning in 1927. He was 
prosecuted in July 1931 for "arousing military disobedience and provoking murder" for his poem 
"Red Front".  Beginning in 1933 he worked for Humanité and was editor of the review 
Commune, which was the organ of the Association of Writers and Revolutionary Artists (AEAR, 
Association des écrivains et artistes révolutionnaires). It promoted a united front policy against 
fascism and supported the Spanish Republic.  

Aragon was mobilized in 1939, and awarded the Croix de guerre (War Cross) and the 
military medal for acts of bravery. After the May 1940 defeat, he took refuge in the Southern 
Zone. He took part in the Resistance, both through literary activities and as an actual organiser of 
Resistance acts. Otto Abetz was the German governor, and produced a series of "black lists" of 
authors forbidden to be read, circulated or sold in Nazi Occupied France. These included 
anything written by a Jew, a communist, an Anglo-Saxon or anyone else who was anti-Germanic 
or anti-fascist. Aragon was on the "Otto List" of forbidden authors. 

During the war, Aragon wrote for the underground press Les Éditions de Minuit and was 
a member of the National Front Resistance movement. His poetry was published in Switzerland 
in 1943 after being smuggled out of occupied France by his friend and publisher François 
Lachenal. His activism led him to break his friendly relationship with Pierre Drieu La Rochelle, 
who had chosen Collaborationism. He maintained the memory of the Resistance in his post-war 
poems, which included in 1954, Strophes pour se souvenir in commemoration of the role of 
foreigners in the Resistance and celebrated the Francs-Tireurs et Partisans de la Main d'Oeuvre 
Immigrée (FTP-MOI). Part of the poem dealt with the Red Poster affair, that is the last letter that 
Missak Manouchian, an Armenian-French poet and Resistant, wrote to his wife Mélinée before 
his execution on February 21, 1944. 

At the Liberation, Aragon went to work for the Comité national des écrivains (National 
Committee of Writers). In 1950 he was elected to the central committee of the P.C.F., which 
position he retained until his death. However, in his later years he backed off on class militancy. 
Among his publications were: Aragon, poet of the French resistance (Hannah Josephson, ed., 
New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1945), 167p.; Holy Week, a novel. (New York: Putnam, 
1961); and The red front (E. E. Cummings [trans.], Chapel Hill, N.C.: Contempo publishers, 
c1933), p. 26. See “Louis Aragon,” Wikipedia. 

80La maison de la Pensée française was the cultural showcase of the French Communist 
Party. At the same time it was a bookstore, library, cinema, meeting and lecture hall, exhibition 
site and place of commemoration. It was located in the 14th arrondissement of Paris on rue du 
Faubourg-Saint-Honoré. It exhibited work by Picasso in 1949 and 1954, Marquet in 1953, 
Bonnard in 1954, Lhote in 1961 and Boissonnet in 1961. A journalist described one of the events 
he attended at the Maison in 1949: 

On Saturday January 29, we listened to poems and dances performed by 
the team of African students from Paris. On the platform, Eisa Triolet, soberly 
elegant, smiles at everyone, Aragon smiles too, at everyone. A. Césaire does not 
smile. L.S. Senghor is not there. In the audience, meanwhile, we read the "French 
Letters." The program begins. To a young man who had kept his hat (black with 
rolled edges) on his head, someone shouts: "Hat", the young man blushes and 
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addressed to the highest religious authorities: the Pope, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the 

Patriarch of Moscow. The idea pleased her. At the end of the afternoon, Fadeev and Ehrenburg 

took their place among us. "The international situation," Fadeev began, "is getting more and 

more gloomy. [p. 163] It is necessary to gather together in one vast protest all the honest 

people, ordinary people, religious men. The movement should be strong enough to impose peace 

on governments.” The idea of the World Peace Movement was born. 

It was for me a ray of light. I did not understand anything at the Breslau congress. I 

imagined that the Poles, its organizers, had above all wanted [us] to accept the idea that the 

capital of Silesia, Breslau, would now be Polish city, Wroclaw, inside the new borders ...81 The 

complies. A dapie, behind me, confides to her friend: "She's aged, Eisa". But 
precisely this one calls for silence, and quickly presents (as quickly as the 
deciphering of African names allows) African students. To the rhythms of Sikkos, 
the room is enthusiastic. Fanar Senghor reads poems; harsh poems, full of truths 
good to say. Then it's a Dahomean song: "Gambia". We are pleased to hear the 
two poems by Keita Fodeba, published in no. 08 2 and 3 of Présence Africaine: 
"Etrange destin - Minuit" and la "Chanson du Dioliba". Keita Fodeba himself 
accompanies the guitar reciting “Song of love and death - Song of the world.” The 
guitarist finds pretty things to evoke in these themes. The voice of the narrator did 
not always seem so happy to me. A beautiful song by pirogue, from Côte d'Ivoire 
and other poems by Louis-Mody Guiraudoux and Traoré Leroux, make this 
evening a very obvious manifestation of the vitality and lucidity of young African 
poets. And that, the really spectacular aspect seems to have been sacrificed that 
evening for the benefit of the testimony, it is not we who complain, Dien on the 
contrary… 
See Howlett, “Chants et Poemes Africains a La Maison del la Pensee Francaise,” 

Présence Africaine, (Paris: Présence Africaine, 1949), No. 6 , p. 174; see also, “Edmond 
Boissonnet,” Wikipedia; and Laurent Marie, Le cinéma est à nous: le PCF et le cinéma français 
de la libération à nos jours [Cinema is ours. The PCF and French cinema from Liberation to the 
present day] (Paris: Harmattan, 2005), 363 p. 

81Wrocław or, as it is spelled in German, Breslau is the largest city and historical capital 
of Silesia, a region located along the Oder River, mostly in modern Poland, with small parts in 
the Czech Republic and Germany. Prior to World War II the area had been part of 
Czechoslovakia and Germany and the majority spoke German. After the war it was taken from 
the defeated Germans by the Potsdam Agreement between the victorious Allies and given to 
Poland. The 1946 conference there which Boulier attended had, among its purposes, to firm up 
the legitimacy of the post-war settlement. The Germans and their defenders wanted it back. It has 
a population of 8 million, was rich in mineral and natural resources, and included several 
important industrial areas.  

Most of Silesia had been conquered by Prussia in 1742 and became part of the German 
Empire and the subsequent Weimar Republic. After World War I, the easternmost part of this 
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thinking of Fadeev opened up to us a much wider horizons. In sum, on a grandiose level, it was 

the revival of the movement that Barbusse created under the name Amsterdam-Pleyel.82 

region, i.e. an eastern strip of Upper Silesia, was awarded to Poland by the Entente Powers after 
insurrections by Poles and the Upper Silesian plebiscite. The remaining former Austrian parts of 
Silesia were partitioned to Czechoslovakia, forming part of Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland 
region, and are today part of the Czech Republic. 

In the last part of World War II the 4.5 million mostly Protestant Germans in Silesia fled 
from the Soviets to refugee camps in Germany. This included a thousand German Jews who had 
survived the Holocaust. The refugees had assumed they would return when the war was over. 
However, the Poles did not allow them to return and many of those who had stayed, were 
expelled. A new mostly Catholic Polish population from Central Poland and the Soviet Union 
took their place. 

In addition after the war Silesia became a major centre for repatriation of the Polish 
Jewish population that had survived Nazi extermination by being evacuated to the Soviet East. 
This included in the autumn of 1945, 15,000 Jews and in 1946 seventy thousand more. The 
newly formed Polish United Workers' Party created a Ministry of the Recovered Territories that 
claimed half of the available arable land for state-run collectivized farms. As the result of the 
population shifts of 1945-48, today's inhabitants of Silesia speak the national languages of their 
respective countries. See “Silesia,” Wikipedia. 

82The Amsterdam Pleyel Movement (or Amsterdam-Pleyel Committee) was a pacifist 
movement fighting against war and fascism, created in 1933. The initiative for this movement 
fell to two writers: Henri Barbusse (1873 –1935) and Romain Rolland. On May 27, 1932, they 
published in L'Humanité an appeal for the holding of a congress against war. This “World 
Congress to Combat the Imperialist War” took place in Amsterdam on August 27 and 28, 1932. 
Those in this group then merged with the “European Congress against Fascism and War,” which 
met from June 4 to 6, 1933 in the Salle Pleyel in Paris. The French Communist Party played a 
leading role but brought together many other parties, diverse organizations and personalities who 
sided with pacifism, including left intellectuals, such as Paul Langevin, Albert Camus and Maria 
Valtat. Henri Barbusse was the president. See “Mouvement Amsterdam Pleyel,” Wikipedia. 

Henri Barbusse was a French novelist and a member of the French Communist Party. The 
son of a French father and an English mother, in 1914, at age 41, he enlisted in the French Army 
and served 17 months in combat against Germany. In 1915 he moved into a clerical position due 
to pulmonary damage, exhaustion, and dysentery. He first came to fame with the publication of 
his novel Le Feu (translated by William Fitzwater Wray as Under Fire) in 1916, which was 
based on his experiences during World War I. By this time, he had become a pacifist, and his 
writing demonstrated his growing hatred of militarism. Le Feu drew criticism at the time for its 
harsh naturalism.  

In January 1918, Barbusse left France and moved to Moscow, where he married a 
Russian woman and joined the Bolshevik Party. His novel, Clarté, is about an office worker 
who, while serving in the army, begins to realize that the imperialist war is a crime. The novel 
was censored in France. His book Light from the Abyss (1919) and the collection of articles 
Words of a Fighting Man (1920) contain calls for the overthrow of capitalism. The 1921 Le 
Couteau entre les dents (The Knife Between My Teeth) describes Bolshevism and the October 
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The Congress opened in 1949, the first Sunday after Easter. I thought I could not take 

part in it without first talking to Cardinal Suhard.83 On the morning of Easter Monday, he 

granted me his audience: "Eminence, I have come to inform you of the World Congress for 

Peace to be held next Sunday, at Salle Pleyel.”84 – “I did not hear about it.” – “What 

newspapers do you read, Eminence?” “La Croix”85 – “That's the scandal. Catholics are 

sacrificing to support a press whose mission is to inform the clergy and the laity and that is how 

it teaches them!” - “Does this congress have so much importance?” – “We are waiting for 

thousands of delegates from more than fifty countries; more than 1,200 Italians will arrive from 

all over Italy. No doubt it will be necessary to rent a second room ... As I am one of the 

organizers of the Congress, it seems to me that I must attend.” The cardinal thought a few 

moments before answering: "No, Monsieur Boulier, I can not allow you. This meeting seems to 

me very ambiguous! If you go there, I will have to condemn you. "Eminence, disavow me, but 

Revolution. He characterized the birth of Soviet Russia as "the greatest and most beautiful 
phenomenon in world history."  

In 1923 Barbusse went back to France and joined the French Communist Party. In 1925, 
he published Chains, showing history as the unbroken chain of suffering of people and their 
struggle for freedom and justice. In the publicistic book The Butchers, he exposes the White 
Terror in the Balkan countries. In his 1928 book Voici ce qu'on a fait de la Géorgie, he praised 
the Soviet political, social, and economic conditions in Georgia. His work, Manifeste aux 
Intellectuels (Elevations) (1930) dealt with intellectuals. 

In 1927, Barbusse participated in the Congress of Friends of the Soviet Union in 
Moscow. As noted above he led the “World Congress Against Imperialist War” (Amsterdam, 
1932) and headed the “World Committee Against War and Fascism,” founded in 1933. He also 
took part in the work of the International Youth Congress (Paris, 1933) and the International 
Congress of Writers in Defense of Culture. Additionally, in the 1920s and 1930s, he edited the 
periodicals Monde (1928–1935) and Progrès Civique, which published some of George Orwell's 
first writings. An associate of Romain Rolland's and editor of Clarté, he attempted to define a 
"proletarian literature", akin to Proletkult and Socialist realism. He was the author of a 1936 
biography of Joseph Stalin, titled Staline: Un monde nouveau vu à travers un homme (Stalin: A 
New World Seen Through the Man). See “Henri Barbusse,” Wikipedia. 

83Information about Cardinal Suhard is noted in Chapter 8. Information about the Peace 
Movement and the World Peace Council (W.P.C.) is noted in the Glossary. 

84The Salle Pleyel, meaning "Pleyel Hall," is a concert hall in the 8th arrondissement of 
Paris, France. Until 2015, the hall was a major venue for classical orchestral music, with 
Orchestre de Paris and the Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France as resident ensembles. An 
earlier salle Pleyel from 1839 to 1922 was replaced by a 3,000-seat hall in 1928 and named after 
the piano manufacturer Pleyel et Cie. See “Salle Pleyel,” Wikipedia. 

85Information about La Croix is noted in the Glossary. 
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do not condemn me. He thought further: "You have a hard head," he said with a smile. “But I 

know, for you it's a duty.” – “Hey! Well, yes, Eminence, it's a duty. The international situation is 

not reassuring and we do not know what can come out of this tension called the ‘cold war’. I 

consider it a duty to block the road to war [p. 164] by all means.” I then, while speaking, had an 

inspiration. "Eminence, I know that you trust Father Villain. Let me consult him and I will report 

back to you.” He nodded. "Go and see Father Villain.” Villain, formerly Director of Popular 

Action, was then superior to the houses of the Jesuits of Paris.86 

On leaving the archbishopric, I telephoned the Father. He gave me an appointment the 

same day at 1:30 pm We have known each other for a long time, having together made our Third 

Year of Novitiate. His opinion was that there was no objection to my participation in the Pleyel 

Congress provided that I make no public statement there. I immediately wrote this opion to 

Cardinal Suhard. I received no response. So if I participated in the Peace Movement, I could say 

that it was not dispite the cardinal’s will, or without his knowledge. The cardinal died a few 

months later and I felt his death as that of a father who had always shown me understanding and 

kindness. 

Pleyel had a worldwide impact. On my way to the closing meeting at the Buffalo 

Velodrome, I was struck at the exit of the subway by the crowd, in compact rows, going to the 

rally.87 It was sunny. Women in light dresses pushed baby carriages with their children. On the 

86Jean Villain (1892-1982) joined the Jesuits in 1919 and was ordained a priest in 1925. 
He headed the organization “Poplaire Action” and in 1941 became a social advisor to Cardinal 
Suhard. At that time he helped establish the Jesuit worker-priest mission in Paris. This is 
described in Charles Suaud and Nathalie Viet-Depaule’s Prêtres et ouvriers: une double fidélité 
mise à l'épreuve, 1944-1969 (Priests and workers: a double fidelity put to the test, 1944-1969) 
(Paris: Editions Karthala, 2004), p. 551. During his apostlate, Villain also served as the director 
of the review "Études" (1952-1957) and published various studies, including Le Mythe du 
communisme (1937); La Charte du travail et l'organisation économique et sociale de la 
profession (The Labor Charter and the economic and social organization of the profession) 
(1942); Le Problème de la nationalisation au regard de la pensée sociale chrétienne (The 
problem of nationalization with regard to Christian social thought) (1944); L'enseignement social 
de L'Église (Social Teaching of the Church) (Paris: Spes, 1953-54), 3 vols.; and L'Église et le 
capitalisme (1959).  

87The Vélodrome Buffalo was a cycling track in Paris. The first existed from 1893 until 
World War I, the second from 1922 until 1957. The name derived from the showman Buffalo 
Bill Cody, whose circus played on the grounds of the first velodrome. The second track (Le 
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pavement thick rows of C.R.S. helmets displayed a rather ridiculous armed force.88 Was there a 

fear of this joyful and peaceful crowd? The meeting was held in an extremely packed enclosure. 

Farge, who had recently left the Government, had received the General Intelligence report.89 He 

read this conclusion: "You can not give arms to these people!” This is exactly what we wanted! 

I met for the first time the hostility of Catholics in England, where Mr. Zilliakus had 

invited me to do a lecture tour from the Gateshead constituency of which he was a member of 

Parliament.90 In this city; as in Manchester and Liverpool, a sort of commando [squad] broke in 

Stade Buffalo), which was near Paris, at Montrouge, could accommodate 30,000 spectators for 
football matches and 40,000 for boxing matches. See “Vélodrome Buffalo,” Wikipedia. 

88Information about the C.R.S. or Compagnies républicaines de sécurité (Republican 
Security Companies) is noted in Chapter 5. 

89The General Intelligence report (rapport des Renseignements Généraux) was regularly 
produced by the Central Directorate of General Intelligence, often called the Intelligence Général 
(R.G.). It was the intelligence service of the French police, answerable to the Direction Générale 
de la Police Nationale (D.G.P.N.), and, ultimately, the Ministry of the Interior. It was also in 
charge of the monitoring of gambling places and horse racing ranges. Over the years, there were 
accusations that the R.G. was engaging in illegal spying on journalists or political opponents of 
the government. These illegal activities brought the abolition of the R.G. in 2008, when it was 
merged with the Directorate of Territorial Surveillance into the new Central Directorate of 
Internal Intelligence. Although police intelligence services appeared in the Ancien Régime, the 
term "General Information" dates back to 1907. The particularity of the R.G. was their 
anonymous synthesis reports called feuilles blancs (white sheets). See “Direction Centrale des 
Renseignements Généraux, Wikipedia. 

90Gateshead is an English town about 280 miles north of London. Konni Zilliacus (1894 
– 1967) was a left-wing Labour Party politician in the United Kingdom. Of Finnish and 
American parentage, he spoke nine languages fluently. He graduated from Yale University, 
being first in his class in 1915. International issues absorbed much of his energy, both as an 
official of the League of Nations between the wars, and as a Labour member of the House of 
Commons in the post-War period. His extensive contacts with figures in Eastern Europe during 
the Cold War era, together with his frequent support for positions promoted by the Soviet Union, 
periodically brought him into conflict with the Labour Party leadership. For example, in 1949, he 
voted against joining NATO and remained an open critic of Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin and 
his anti-Soviet policies. As a result he was expelled from the party, along with Leslie Solley. To 
compensate, he helped found the Labour Independent Group. In 1950 he lost his seat in 
parliament, was re-admitted by Labour in 1952, and returned to the Commons (Manchester 
Gorton district) in 1955. He held the seat until his death. He became a founder member of the 
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament and in 1961 was suspended from the party for several 
months for writing an article for a Czech magazine. He was a prominent pacifist, pushing for less 
spending on arms and nuclear testing during the 1950s and opposing the Vietnam War during the 
1960s. He was often considered a fellow traveller, although he was not a Communist Party 
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before the end of my lecture, claiming my celebret and accusing me of being a false priest.91 In 

Newcastle, the bishop prohibited me to say Mass. As I asked for an audience, he slipped away. I 

then wrote to Bishop Beaussart, who replied that the celebret did not [p. 165] ipso facto give 

the right to celebrate and that it depended on the good pleasure of the bishop.92 

I left London for Prague, invited by Father Plojhar, Minister of Health, whom I had met 

at the Congress of Pleyel.93 The situation was tense between the Czechoslovak Government and 

the Holy See. As I took leave of Zilliakus at the airport, I could not help but say to him, "In what 

member, and occasionally adopted positions opposed to Moscow's line, for example during the 
Soviet  conflict with Tito. See “Konni Zilliacus,” Wikipedia. 

91A celebret is a letter which a bishop or major religious superior gives to a priest in 
order that the priest may obtain permission in another diocese to say Mass, and for this purpose 
bears testimony that he is free from canonical censures. The Council of Trent (Sess. XXIII, chap. 
xvi on Reform) laid down the rule that "no cleric who is a stranger shall without letter 
commendatory from his own ordinary be admitted by any bishop to celebrate the divine 
mysteries." See “celebret,” Wikipedia. 

92Roger Beaussart (1879 - 1952) directed the college Stanislas from 1928 to 1932 and 
was Auxiliary Bishop of Paris from 1935 to 1945. He was close to Raïssa and Jacques Maritain 
and to Vladimir Ghika with whom he participated in the founding of the Group of Thomist 
Studies (1925). Before the Second World War in unofficial diplomatic missions; he sought a 
rapprochement between the papacy and the Reich, which included meeting with Papen, 
ambassador to Vienna, in 1938. In 1939, he was sent by the French government to Spain to 
reconnect with Franco and the Spanish episcopate. He was also responsible for various missions 
in Hungary and Romania. As reported by the scholar John Connelly in From Enemy to Brother: 
the revolution in Catholic teaching on the Jews, 1933-1965 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2012), .p. 163, Beaussart in 1939 was also advocating against racism and anti-
semitism. 

During the Vichy period he was appointed a member of the Youth Commission of the 
National Council and was mandated by the assembly of cardinals and archbishops of France to 
oppose the project of a unique youth movement. In May 1943, he went to the Vatican where he 
made a point of resuming his work of rapprochement between the Curia and the Germans. At the 
Liberation of Paris, in August 1944, he represented Cardinal Suhard, Archbishop of Paris, with 
the new authorities, because the cardinal was persona non grata with General de Gaulle. De 
Gaulle was not impressed with Suhard’s wartime performance. Beaussart himself appeared on a 
list of 12 suspect bishops established by the French Committee for National Liberation in 
September 1943. According to Professor Maurice Larkin in Religion, Politics and Preferment in 
France Since 1890: La Belle Epoque and its legacy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), p. 229, de Gaulle had Beaussart and three other bishops removed. See also “Roger 
Beaussart,” Wikipedia. 

93Information about Josef Plojhar (1902 - 1981) and Czechoslovak is noted in the 
Glossary. 
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a wasp’s nest I'm going to get into!" "It's in the logic of your action," he replied. I was right and 

his reflection gave me courage. 

From the Prague airport, I specified that I refused to talk about Action catholique.94 This 

was the first question the journalists asked me in the reception lounge. The Vatican had just 

condemned it, and I knew that the Czechoslovak government kept promoting it as a kind of war 

machine against the Church. 

Then began a series of lectures before large gatherings. In Velehrad in particular, more 

than 100,000 Slovaks came to hear me.95 The residence of the Jesuits stood at one end of the 

square; they had opened their windows to follow what I would say and it must be believed that 

my speech pleased them, because after the meeting, two of them who spoke perfect French 

offered to show me around the pilgrimage basilica and the tomb of Cardinal Kordac.96 

In private interviews, concerned Slovak Catholics questioned me about l'Action 

catholique, which the government supported and Rome condemned. "Rome is right," said I. 

“You have the right, as Catholics and as citizens, to take political action to support your 

government. But do not call it l'Action catholique. l'Action catholique was defined as an action 

carried out by the bishops and by their mandate entrusted to the laity for their apostolate. Your 

action is political and independent. You make an excellent slivovic (plum brandy) but do not call 

it cognac." 

94Information about l'Action catholique (Catholic Action) is noted in the Glossary. 
95Velehrad is a village in the Zlín Region of Czechoslovakia and is the most important 

pilgrimage place in the country. According to one tradition, in the Middle Ages from the 9th to 
the beginning of the 10th century, it was the capital of the Slavic state of Great Moravia. See 
“Velehrad,” Wikipedia. 

96Frantisek Kordac (1852 – 1934) was an archbishop of Prague. He studied at Gregorian 
University in Rome and was a supporter of ultramontane politics. As a priest in northern 
Bohemia he sought to alleviate the national tensions between Czechs and Germans, which work 
brought little success. He was also involved in the Christian-Social Party, formally acting as its 
vice-chairman before World War I. In 1916 he contributed to the establishment of the United 
Catholic Party, which integrated organizationally the fragmented political Catholicism in 
Bohemia and heralded its further development in the interwar period. 

Kordac’s political position at the end of the war was weakened by his loyal attitude to the 
monarchy and its ruling family, but at the beginning of the republic, he was an active deputy of 
the Revolutionary National Assembly of Czechoslovakia. In 1919 he became the new 
Archbishop of Prague and dealt with attempts to separate churches from the state and the 
modernism movement of the clergy. See “Frantisek Kordac,” Wikipedia. 
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It was in Karlovy-Vary where I took the cure that I learned the motu proprio [own 

motion] of Pius XII excommunicating the communists and those who collaborated with them.97 

A telegram from my brother told me that I was suspended from divinis, that is, deprived of [p. 

166] the right to celebrate Mass. Anxious to obey, I asked the pastor of the parish where I went 

every morning to give me a certificate that I had stopped celebrating. 

Returning to Paris, I went to see Bishop Beaussart and received from him a very kind 

welcome at the presbytery of Notre Dame. I had met him once at Mr. Boyreau's, and my brother 

had recently visited him to inform him of my curriculum vitae [life's course]. Monsignor 

Beaussart had not hidden from him his apprehensions. "We are afraid your brother will schism.” 

Ah! Lord! How far such an idea was  from me! 

The bishop told me about his good relations with the Slavic clergy before finally 

addressing the subject of my suspension. "Tomorrow," he said to me, "you will say Mass as in 

the past.” And he made me understand that it would be Bishop Feltin, the new archbishop, who 

would settle my situation.98 This is how I continued my activity in the Mouvement de la paix 

[Peace Movement]. 

97Karlovy Vary or in German: Karlsbad, is a spa town situated in the western Bohemia 
part of Czechoslovakia about 81 miles west of Prague. See “Karlovy Vary,” Wikipedia. 

The “Decree Against Communism” was a document issued by the Supreme Sacred 
Congregation of the Holy Office, and approved by Pope Pius XII, which declared Catholics who 
professed Communist doctrine to be excommunicated as apostates from the Christian faith. As 
published in the Acta Apostolicae Sedis, it bears the date July 1, 1949 and the heading Decretum 
(Decree). The decree was published in the Vatican newspaper L'Osservatore Romano on July 16, 
1949. See “Decree Against Communism,” Wikipedia. 

98Maurice Feltin (1883 – 1975) was a Cardinal and served as Archbishop of Paris from 
1949 to 1966. In 1935 as Archbishop of Bordeaux he encouraged the electorate of his diocese to 
vote for the candidates of the Popular Front but in 1940 submitted to the Vichy regime. He thus 
during the German occupation, approved the Labor Charter and its corporatist-fascist social 
model. He invited the seminarians to participate in the obligatory work service (Service du 
Travail Obligatoire, STO). This meant going to Germany to work for the Nazi war industry. 

Feltin also took part in the declaration of the bishops of France of February 17, 1944 
which condemned: "[the] calls to violence and [the] acts of terrorism, which are tearing the 
country apart today, provoke the assassination of people and the looting of homes.” At the 
Liberation, he was one of the prelates that the government wanted to see dismissed for their 
activity towards the Vichy Regime and Nazi Germany.  

Nevertheless, Feltin remained. He supported Catholic Action and the apostolate in the 
suburbs and in working-class neighborhoods. In 1950, he accepted the presidency of Pax Christi, 
the International Catholic Movement for Peace, and became its first president. In 1954 and in 
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1959, he defended the movement of worker priests, launched in the 1940s. See “Maurice Feltin,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Chapter 10 [p. 167]  
X 

 
 

FREEDOM FIGHTERS 

 
Yves Farge had not waited for the congress of intellectuals at Wroclav, still less that of 

Pleyel to launch his movement of the Combattants de la Liberté [freedom fighters].1 The idea 

was great and beautiful, commensurate with this big heart and noble spirit. He wanted to regroup 

all the Resistance of which he had been one of the efficient and courageous craftsmen, but also 

all the honest French whose program of the National Council of Resistance summed up the will 

of the Republic solidly supported on a popular base. 

The conduct of my friend during the Occupation was that of a free and generous man; it 

deserves to be outlined. 

Before the invasion of the free zone, in 1942, Yves Farge was editor at the Progrès de 

Lyon [Progress de Lyon]. He had contacted Jean Moulin before his arrest and, on his advice, he 

decided to leave Lyons and go underground.2 

1Infomration about Yves Farge (1899 – 1953) is noted in Chapter 9. 
2Jean Moulin (1899 – 1943) was a French civil servant who served as the first President 

of the National Council of the Resistance during World War II from May 23, 1943 until his death 
less than two months later. In his youth he had obtained a law degree and in the 1930s held 
various government positions, including chief of cabinet of Pierre Cot's Air ministry of the 
Popular Front. In this capacity, he was involved in Cot's efforts to assist the Spanish Republic by 
sending them planes and pilots.  

In the Vichy regime Moulin was dismissed from his government job because of his anti-
fascist position. He then began writing his diary, First Battle, in which he relates his resistance 
against the Nazis. He went to Saint-Andiol, Bouches-du-Rhône to join the Resistance and 
negotiated with Free France. He also went to Marseille where he met resistants, including Henri 
Frenay and Antoine Sachs. He reached London in September 1941 after travelling through Spain 
and Portugal, and was received in October by De Gaulle. He summarised the state of the French 
Resistance to De Gaulle. Part of the Resistance considered him too ambitious, but de Gaulle had 
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 With the generals Delestraint and Descour, he organized the Vercours Maquis.3 Then, 

appointed as future Commissioner of the Republic, he recruited honest and efficient 

confidence in his network and skills. He gave him the assignment of coordinating and unifying 
the various Resistance groups, a hard mission. 

In January 1942, Moulin parachuted into the Alpilles and met with the leaders of the 
resistance groups. These were: 

Henri Frenay (Combat) 
Emmanuel d'Astier (Libération) 
Jean-Pierre Lévy (Francs-tireurs) 
Pierre Villon (Front national). 
Pierre Brossolette (Comité d'action socialiste) 
He succeeded to the extent that the first three of these resistance leaders and their groups 

came together to form the Mouvements Unis de la Résistance (M.U.R.) in January 1943. The 
following month, Moulin returned to London accompanied by Charles Delestraint, head of the 
new Armée secrète, which grouped together the M.U.R.'s military wings.  

Moulin left London in March, 1943, with orders to form the Conseil national de la 
Résistance (C.N.R.), a difficult task since the five resistance movements involved (besides the 
three already in the M.U.R.) wanted to retain their independence. The first meeting of the C.N.R. 
took place in Paris in May 1943. On June 21, 1943, he was arrested at a meeting with fellow 
Resistance leaders in the suburb of Lyon The other leader included Dugoujon, Henri Aubry, 
Raymond Aubrac, Bruno Larat, André Lassagne and Colonel Albert Lacaze. He was interrogated 
by the Gestapo did not reveal. He died near Metz on a train headed for Germany. See “Jean 
Moulin,” Wikipedia. 

3The “Vercours Maquis” was the base for the French Resistance. It was located in the 
southeast of France in the Vercors Massif, whose mountains were a type of natural fortress. In 
the fall of 1939, even before the signing of the armistice of June 22, 1940, the tourist 
infrastructure of the Villard-de-Lans region was used to welcome refugees and withdrawal from 
Paris of a number of private schools. Refugees settled in hotels, and among them were many 
foreign Jews. 

In April 1942 some close to the socialist party S.F.I.O. from Grenoble, Villard and other 
towns met to form the Franc-Tireur movement. Beginning in September 1942 they established 
various Franc-Tireur camps. It had an immediate action content, such as the development of 
clandestine landing grounds, the storage of weapons and explosives and the defense of the main 
access points to the plateau, which would help the Allies in the reconquest of France. They 
coordinated with General Charles Delestraint (1879- 1945) the head of the “Secret Army” of 
“Free France.” He was a Catholic and during the Battle of France, led the counterattack against 
the Germans in Abbeville, on June 3, 1940. When surrendering France on June 25, he rejected 
the armistice and retired to Bourg-en-Bresse where Henri Frenay asked him to join the French 
Resistance. 

Delestraint agreed and traveled clandestinely to London to join the Free France of 
Charles de Gaulle. Together with Jean Moulin, he undertook the reorganization and unification 
of the movements of the French Resistance in the southern part of the country. He and Moulin 
returned to France in March 1943 to extend the process of unification of the resistant groups to 
the north. He was arrested in June 1943 and deported Dachau concentration camp where he was 
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collaborators and was thus brought to enter into contact with the Communists and Tillon, the 

leader of the F.T.P. (Partisan Shooters).4 Responsible for administering the eight departments in 

executed in April 1945, ten days before U.S. troops liberated it. See “Charles Delestraint,” 
Wikipedia. 

Marcel Descour (1899 – 1995) was a general and resistant officer. Commander in the 
infantry during the battle of France, he was part of the armed forces that the Vichy regime was 
authorized to keep after the armistice. In late 1942 he was one of the first active officers to go 
underground. In 1943 he took over as head of the Army Resistance Organization in the Lyon 
region. He became a military governor of Lyon on the liberation of the city and was promoted 
general in 1946. He continued his military career, notably as commander of the French 
occupation forces in Austria in 1946, and later commander of the 1st Armored Division in the 
French occupying forces in Germany. See “Marcel Descour,” Wikipedia. 

4F.T.P. stands for Francs-Tireurs et Partisans or Snipers and Partisans. Information 
about its orgins is noted in the Glossary under P.C.F. or Parti communiste français, (French 
Communist Party). 

Charles Tillon (1897 – 1993) was a metal worker, communist, trade union leader, 
politician and Resistance leader. He was born into a working-class family and trained as a metal 
worker. During World War I he was conscripted into the navy in 1916 and was one of the leaders 
of the naval mutiny aboard the Guichen, Jean Bart and France, on the Black Sea, on June 29, 
1919. The ships were part of the Allied fleet sent to help the White Russian armies in 
overthrowing the Bolshevik regime. The crews refused to cooperate. Tillon was sentenced to five 
years hard labor. Released after two years he returned to factory work. He became active in the 
French Communist Party and in the trade union movement, rising to senior positions in both. In 
1936 he was elected a Deputy in the National Legislature. He lost this position when the 
Communist Party was outlawed early in 1940, and went underground. After the German 
occupation of France in June 1940, he became one of the three leaders of the Communist Party 
and head of the Communist armed Resistance forces. Following the war he was again elected a 
deputy, and between 1944 and 1946 was in turn Minister of Air, Minister of Armaments and 
Minister of Reconstruction and Town Planning. 

At a meeting of the party secretariat in May 1952, André Marty, a party leader and friend 
of Tillon, was accused of opposition to the party line. Then in September 1952, Marty was 
accused of fractional activity, with Tillon being part of it. In addition, Étienne Fajon, a 
communist deputy and a minor press baron, denounced Marty and Tillon, as police spies. The 
charge was probably false but the “Affaire Marty-Tillon,” as it became known, dragged on for 
several months with many accusations and counteraccusations from both sides. It ended with 
Marty's expulsion from the P.C.F., in December 1952. Marty wrote about it in L'Affaire Marty 
(Paris: Deux-Rives, 1955), 291 p. 

The affair was associated with the purge of "nationalists" in the Eastern European 
countries. Tillon was accused of supporting them, a charge he denied. He retained his party 
membership but was deprived of party responsiblities. In June 1970, he coauthored a paper with 
Roger Garaudy, Maurice Kriegel-Valrimont et Jean Pronteau an essay titled “Il n’est plus 
possible de se taire” (It is no longer possible to remain silent) in le Monde (June 3, 1970). They 
condemned the party's policy concerning Czechoslovakia and France in 1968, the 
"normalization" in Czechoslovakia in January 1970 and the suppression of the extreme left. As a 
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the Southeast, he chose as Prefect of the Department of the Loire, Monjauvis, an activist of the 

C.G.T.5 He had established a lasting friendship with Marane, the immovable Mayor of Ivry.6 

result Tillon was thrown out of the P.C.F. In 1977 he wrote a memoir, published as On chantait 
rouge ("We Sang Red"). See “Charles Tillon,” Wikipedia. 

5Lucien Monjaunis (1904 – 1986) was a tool and die maker, secretary of the United 
Union of Metallurgy; deputy of Paris’s Thirteenth Arrondissement from 1932 to 1936 and a 
resistant. He obtained a C.E.P. (le certificat d'études primaires or certificate of primary studies) 
and left school at eleven and a half years old. He joined the C.G.T. (General Confederation of 
Labour) in 1919, then worked, according to his autobiography, in around fifty metallurgical 
factories in the Paris region including De Dion where he was general delegate to the strike of 
1923 against the withholding of payroll tax and at the Alsthom where he directed the strike of 
December 1929. 

In September 1924, Monjaunis had joined the P.C.F. He carried out his military service in 
Toul from November 1924 to November 1926. He was sentenced in June 1926 by the Nancy 
War Council to six months in prison for having campaigned against the war in Morocco. He 
completed his sentence at the Strasbourg penitentiary, where he read Des Jésuites (1845) by the 
anti-clerical republican Huguenot, Jules Michelet and Edgar Quinet. In March 1930, he was 
delegated by his union to the C.G.T.U. in Hénin-Liétard to help with a miners’ strike. Starting in 
1943, he was a member of the steering committee of the National Front of the southern zone with 
Georges Marrane and Yves Farge. At the Liberation, Monjauvis was prefect of the Loire and 
from 1947 to 1972 resumed his union activities as secretary of Metals C.G.T. See Claude 
Pennetier, “Lucien Monjaunis,” online at https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article122751. 

6Georges Marrane (1888 – 1976) was a member of the F.C.P. and long-time mayor of 
Ivry-sur-Seine, which is in Paris’s 13th arrondissement, three miles from the town’s center. He 
also held other political positions. After obtaining his certificate of studies at age of 12, he 
became a mechanic. He joined the Socialist Party S.F.I.O. in 1916 and in 1920 he became a 
member of the Third International. In 1922, he joined the political bureau of the F.C.P. and in 
1924 he became director of the new Banque Ouvrière et Paysanne (Workers and Peasants Bank). 
He was imprisoned for four months in 1924 for "an attack on the internal and external security of 
the state," after having denounced the occupation of the Ruhr ordered by the government of 
Raymond Poincaré in order to force Germany to speed up payments. 

In 1925, Marrane was elected mayor of Ivry-sur-Seine, and again in 1929 and 1935. 
Professor Laura Downs in Childhood in the promised land (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2002), p. 240, summarizes the results of the socialist program: 

By the mid-1930s, the communists could point with pride in a solid record of 
achievmenets, celebrated in the pages of the mairie’s official Bulletin municipal 
official d’Ivry: , handsome social housing projects for the more than five thousand 
homeless or shantytown residents, new medical dispensaries and public bath 
houses in each neighborhood, a public garden on the plateau above the Seine, 
road-paving, electrification,and repairs to the Lenin stadium and other sports 
facilities. 
During the war Marrane was part of the resistance in Lyon, Toulouse, Marseille, Corrèze 

and Haute-Vienne, where he helped organize the National Front of the Resistance in the South 
Zone. He welcomed de Gaulle to Paris city hall on August 25, 1944 in his capacity as vice-
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Before the liberation of Lyons, an entire underground administration had been designated by 

him, which  [p. 168] had only to be set up as soon as the citywas liberated. The almost 

inevitable disorders of the first days of Liberation were soon repressed. While a screaming crowd 

riddled with elements of the underworld, seized the prison and the keys of the cells, Yves Farge 

accompanied by his deputy Pierre Biquart, Secretary of Joliot Curie, and Justin Godard, Mayor 

of Lyon rushed on the scene to stand up to the riot and save the prisoners.7 Farge managed to get 

president of the Parisian Committee for Liberation. The same month he returned to the Ivry town 
hall. He was repeatedly elected as mayor until 1965, when he retired. He was also Minister of 
Public Health and Population in the Paul Ramadier government in 1947, but resigned following 
the ouster of the Communist ministers who were members of the National Assembly. In 1959 he 
was elected a senator and sat at the Palais du Luxembourg until 1968. See “Georges Marrane,” 
Wikipedia. 

7Pierre Biquart (1901 – 1992) headed the physics department at the University of Paris in 
the post World War II era. Among his publications was Les Ultrasons (ultra-sound) (Paris: 
Presses universitaires de France, 1948), 128 p. 

Jean Frédéric Joliot-Curie 1900 – 1958) was a physicist and husband of Irène Joliot-
Curie. Their work included the 1935 discovery of artificial radioactivity. In January 1939 he 
wrote a letter to his Soviet colleague Abram Ioffe, alerting him to the fact that German physicists 
had recently discovered nuclear fission of uranium bombarded by neutrons, releasing large 
amounts of energy. He went on to work on nuclear chain reactions and the requirements for the 
successful construction of a nuclear reactor that uses controlled nuclear fission to generate 
energy. During the French occupation he took an active part in the French Resistance as a 
member of the National Front. During the Paris uprising in August 1944 he served in the 
Prefecture of Police, manufacturing Molotov cocktails for his fellow insurgents, the Resistance's 
principal weapon against German tanks. The Prefecture was the scene of some of the most 
intense fighting during the uprising. See “Jean Frédéric Joliot-Curie,” Wikipedia. 

Justin Godart (1871 – 1956) was a lawyer and politician, several times Secretary of State 
and Minister of Health and mayor of Lyon. He joined the Radical Socialist Party and in 1904 
was elected deputy mayor of Lyon. He served as a Member of Parliament for Lyon (1906-1926), 
then Senator for the Rhône (1926-1940). He devoted himself to social questions: health, hygiene 
and the "physically handicapped". During the First World War he was in charge of the Military 
Health Service from 1915 to 1918. He took part in the International Labor Organization and was 
Minister of Labor and Hygiene in 1924-1925 and Minister of Health in 1932. 

In 1926, Godart created the France-Palestine association which became the France-Israel 
association after the creation of the State of Israel. Faced with the rise of Nazism, he defended 
the Jewish community, dealt with the work of relief for children, the reception of immigrants, 
and pleaded tirelessly for the defense of their rights. In 1940, he was one of the 80 
parliamentarians who voted against the surrender of full powers to Marshal Pétain . A great 
resistance fighter, he headed the Committee of the Underground National Front for the 
Liberation of the Southern Zone, sheltered Jews, and hid in the garden of his house in Pommiers 
( Rhône) the money used for actions to rescue the Jews. He also distributed a clandestine 
newspaper, Le Patriote Beaujolais. He was close to Rabbi David Feuerwerker, Chief Rabbi of 
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the keys and save the head of the Vichy prefect, Angeli, whom he covered with his body when 

he was about to be cut down.8 

Lyon, at the Liberation. After the war he was mayor of Lyon in the provisional government, then 
president of the Entraide française (1945-1947) and president of the International Labor 
Conference in San Francisco in 1948. He also took up the care of the migrants. See “Justin 
Godart,” Wikipedia. 

8The Alexandre Angeli (1883 - 1962) was a lawyer and prefect of several departments 
during his career, including the Rhône and the Lyon region during the Vichy regime. He was the 
son of a postmaster.At the beginning of the German occupation, he displeased the invaders by 
arresting pro-Nazi Breton separatists. In September 1940, Pierre Laval moved him to Lyon to 
replace Emile Bollaert. He followed with complacency government orders. Thus, he worked to 
prevent the public from saving Jewish children. In January 1944, the German authorities 
demanded his dismissal, which they obtained shortly after.  

At the Liberation he was arrested. During his trial, he was accused of Collaboration, 
political arrest and the black market. The prosecutor demanded the death penalty, to which he 
was sentenced on December 2, 1944, for the counts of treason and intelligence with the enemy. 
The judgment was later quashed and he was retried in Paris on May 6, 1946 and sentenced to 
four years in prison and the deprivation of civil rights. 

Historian Mordecai Paldiel gives an example of Angeli’s complacency about government 
orders:  

In one celebrated rescue operation, Catholics, Protestants, and Jews acted in 
concert to save over a hundred Jewish children from deportation. This took place at the 
Venissieux camp, outside Lyon, where about 1,200 foreign-born Jews were arrested on 
August 26, 1942, and were waiting to board a deportation train arriving the next morning 
from the south with its load of imprisoned Jews. At first, Vichy announced that children, 
unaccompanied by their parents, could be released. Acting on this loophole, Father 
Alexandre Glasberg (Catholic), Madeleine Barot (Protestant-CIMADE). Gilbert Lesage 
(Quaker) and Georges Garel (Jewish) were allowed inside the camp that evening as 
screening commission to pick out the unaccompanied children under age sixteen and 
have them freed. In the early hours of August 29, a total of 110 children were ready to 
leave. Glasberg was, at this critical moment, in the camp office, waiting for the 
commandant to return, when a message was received from the regional prefect, Angeli, 
canceling the previous authorization to let unaccompanied children go free. Glasberg 
quickly stuffed the message in his cassock. The commandment, on his return, never 
found out about the messge from his superior and authorized the chldren’s depature. The 
children were immediately taken by bus to a former convernt in Lyon that was being used 
by the Jewish Scout organization (EIF) and then were quickly dispersed to various 
locations: some in Chambon-sur-Lignon; others, with the help of the Catholic activist 
Germaine Ribiere, in Catholic institutions, such as the Oeuvre Sainte-Germaine at 
Toulouse, headed by Sister Louise Thebe, still others, with the assistance of the Jewish 
activist Renee Neher, to other safe locations. 

Of special interest is Cardinal Gerlier’s peculiar behabior during this incident. 
Father Roger Braun reported attending a meeting in Gerlier’s office on September 2, 
1942, with the participation of Abbe Glasberg, Father Chaillet, Abbe Alphonse Lagarde, 
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Farge's administration proved to be efficient and bold. He took hundreds of children, 

most of them orphans, and grouped them in villages where the Swiss Don brought them 

supplies.9 Quickly volunteer teachers supervised them. Without saying the word nationalization, 

and Jean-Marie Soutou. Suddenly the phone rang; it was Prefect Angeli on the line, 
furious at having been outwitted and determined to have the children regurned. He told 
Gerlier that at 6:00 p.m. that evening a car would be added to a train bringing Jewish 
deportees from Camp des Milles, outside Marseilles, on the way to Drancy camp; this 
added car was to be filled with the escaped Venissieux children. Angeli insisted that they 
had to be put on the train, Gerlier was heard responding: “Monsieur le Prefet, the families 
have charge me with the guardianship of their children. You are not going to force a 
father to deliver his children to thepolice.” It was a long conversation. “What upset me,” 
said Braun afterwards, was that Monseignor Gerlier continuously placed his hands on the 
receiver to tell a joke, and this was really not the right moment.” Finally, Gerlier was 
heard to say, “Well Monaieur le Prefet, if you wish to come to the archdiocese, then 
come to the archdiocese! But you will not have the children”; and he hung up. He then 
said to the assembled clerics: “Get lost, all of you. I can no longer be seen with you; the 
prefect is on his way here to ask me to turn over the children, and I don’t especially want 
to know where they are. Try to manage, Au revoir.” Before leaving, he asked the three to 
disclose the whereabouts of the children who were still in the Lyon region, promising to 
keep it secret. Glasberg and Chaillet were dumbfounded, hesitant to refuse a request from 
the head of the Catholic Church. According to Glasberg, Soutou was about turn over the 
addresses when Glasberg stopped him. “I was ready to kill him,” Glasberg related in a 
postwar statement. Soutou calmed him, stating that he was giving the cardinal false 
addresses, since according to Soutou, “I have no confidence whatsoever in Gerlier (or did 
he perhaps mean that he did not trust the promise made by Angeli, who according to 
Gelier had told him over the phone that he was prepared to agree not to deport the 
children as long as they were torned over?) According to another account, Father Chaillet 
also declined the cardinal’s  request, and was told by him to go into seculion for his own 
safety. Chaillet hid in the psychiatric hospital in Privas. Later, sought by the Gestapo, he 
moved to Saint-Julien-de-Ratz under an assumed name. 
See Mordecai Paldiel, Churches and the Holocaust: Unholy Teaching, Good Samaritans, 

and Reconciliation (Jersey City, N.J.: Ktav, c2006), 443pp, at pp. 86-87. See also, “Alexandre 
Angeli,” Wikipedia. 

9The Swiss Donation for War Victims, or more simply the Swiss Donation was an 
organization initiated by the Swiss Federal Council in February 1944 with the aim of helping 
European populations affected by World War II. Aid sent from 1944 to 1948 was financed by 
public (Confederation, cantons and communes) and private (companies and individuals) 
organizations. In 1948, the Swiss Don became Swiss Aid to Europe (now Swissaid). See “Le 
Don suisse,” Wikipedia. 
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he had the Berliet factory restarted by an engineer whom he chose.10 In this way, he provided 

work for all the personnnel and even introduced improvements in the running of the company. 

When General de Gaulle came to visit Lyon, Farge received him, and to the question: 

"Where are the authorities, Monsieur le Commissaire de la Republique?” Farge replied, "In 

prison, General!” De Gaulle swallowed, concealing his dissatisfaction. 

My friend was quick to feel a deep disgust for the way the Liberation was going on. So 

he did not hesitate to resign. Funny detail: he wanted to get his staff together for a farewell 

dinner, and when "Fargette", his wife, asked him if it was necessary to attribute this expense to 

the expenses of representation, her husband answered him: "No, it will be our expense. Let's be 

generous ..." 

How would such a man have accepted the corruption he saw being reintroduced, little by 

little, but surely in the workings of the Administration? How to accept this paralysis, which 

seemed an ineradicable habit at all the stages of this administration, which pretended to rebuild 

France, and which, on all sides, was failing in its charge? Hence Farge's idea of appealing to all 

those whom he had known in the underground, of introducing and welding together men who, 

most often, did not know each other because of the necessary compartmentalization [p. 169] of 

the Resistance. It would be the first step; the second: to call to it the many honest people who, 

reluctantly accepted Vichy, did not work in hiding. Together they would all form Les 

Combattants de la Liberté. It was an act, without wanting to found a new party, to gather in each 

commune, in each district, active and vigilant citizens, concerned with an honest policy. Closely 

monitoring the elected representatives of the Nation, they would imprint on the political life of 

France a renovated look, sweeping away the profiteers and all those "rats" huddled in the 

administrative "cheeses". 

However, between Farge and the Communist Party, a first conflict soon arose. Since 

Pleyel's congress, small groups were appearing called the Partisans de la Paix and who claimed 

to spread the movement born in Pleyel. They sometimes clashed with the Combattants de la 

10Berliet was a French manufacturer of automobiles, buses, trucks and military vehicles 
among other vehicles based in Vénissieux, outside of Lyon, France. Founded in 1899, and apart 
from a five-year period from 1944 to 1949 when it was put into 'administration sequestre' it was 
in private ownership until 1967 when it then became part of Citroën, and subsequently acquired 
by Renault in 1974 and merged with Saviem into a new Renault Trucks company in 1978. The 
Berliet marque was phased out by 1980. See “Berliet,” Wikipedia. 
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Liberté or at least duplicated them.11 It was necessary to work out this situation, which was 

being unreasonable. Farge - I learned later - had an interview with Casanova, in front of Maurice 

Thorez.12 Since the Partisans de la Paix and Combattants de la Liberté clashed, Thorez decided 

in favor of the Combattants de la Liberté. They alone would represent the Pleyel Movement and 

the Partisans de la Paix had only to disappear. Casanova bowed. But not for very long! For, by 

virtue of I do not know what power which Moscow had undoubtedly invested, we saw him 

reappear, in the absence of Farge, in the offices of the Combattants de la Paix et de la Liberté. 

He spent whole afternoons there talking to Vigne, our Secretary General.13 In fact, the 

11Information about the history of Les Combattants de la Liberté is noted in the Glossary 
under “Peace Movement.” Information about the Partisans de la Paix is noted in the Glossary 
under “W.P.C. World Peace Council.” 

12Information about Thorez is noted in Chapter 9. 
Laurent Casanova (1906 – 1972) studied law at the university of Paris and became 

secretary of the communist cell there in 1928, when he was twenty-one years old. By 1936, he 
had become a close associate of Maurice Thorez, the party's secretary-general. Drafted into the 
French armed forces in 1939, he was taken prisoner and escaped. Initially, he worked in the 
communist resistance with Pierre Villon, a period during which he met Pablo Picasso and Louis 
Aragon. He then served the National Military Committee of the F.T.P. (Francs-Tireurs et 
Partisans), whose leader, Charles Tillon, proposed Casanova as the F.T.P.'s representative to the 
Provisional Consultative Assembly (Assemblée consultative provisoire) of 1944 in Algiers, but 
he never attended. 

At the time of the liberation (August 1944), he was elected to be a delegate for Seine-et-
Marne to two national constituent assemblies and then to the National Assembly of France itself, 
a position he held for the duration of the French Fourth Republic (1946-1958). He was Minister 
for Veterans and War Victims in the provisional governments of Félix Gouin and Georges 
Bidault from January to July 1946. 

He became an associate member of the central committee of the (P.C.F.) in July 1945 and 
then an alternate to the National Office in June 1947, and, lastly, a full member in June 1954, at 
the time of the Thirteenth Congress of the P.C.F. He represented the party in the Peace 
Movement, replacing Charles Tillon, who stepped down in 1952 (in connection with his 
association with André Marty). At the P.C.F., he was responsible for relations with intellectuals 
and with youth. 

After the revelations of the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party, during 
which Nikita Khrushchev denounced the "cult of personality," Casanova favored the liberalizing 
change of style and thought in Russia. However, Thorez did not favor the trend and eliminated 
Casanova from all governing bodies in 1961. See “Laurent Casanova,” Wikipedia. 

13Henri Vigne Fernand (1912 – 1984) was the son of a Pierre Vigne. The father was a 
miner from Gard and secretary of the C.G.T. from 1924 to 1940. The son worked as a pork 
butcher, was secretary of his food workers union beginning in 1936 and a communist activist. In 
the war he was a lieutenant colonel of the F.T.P. in the Vaucluse. Afterward he was a member of 
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Movement was directed by an office with variable manpower where met without any official 

character Yves Farge and Tillon, the two principal leaders, d’Astier de la Vigerie, director of the 

newspaper Libération, Gilbert de Cbambrun, the Abbe Boulier ... Pierre Hervé, as Editor-in-

Chief of Action, joined us.14 

the bureau of the Mouvement mondial de la Paix (World Peace Movement), and then became its 
secretary general from 1949 to 1957. In April 1957, he succeeded Jean Laffite as secretary of the 
Conseil mondial de la Paix (World Peace Council) in Vienna (Austria) until September 1961.  

Vigne lived in Ivry-sur-Seine in the 1950s. His wife, Danielle, was secretary of the local 
Peace Council in this commune. He was elected to the management of the Communist section of 
Ivry in 1964. He was also employed in the cooperative of production and distribution of the film 
from 1964 to 1971. From 1973 to his death, he was technical director at the town hall of 
Villeneuve-le-Roi. See Michele Rault, “Henry Vigne Fernand,” online at 
https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article74970. 

14Information about Gilbert de Cbambrun is noted in Chapter 9. Information about 
Libération is noted in the Glossary. 

Emmanuel d'Astier de La Vigerie (1900 –1969) was a journalist, politician and member 
of the French Resistance. Born in Paris, he attended the Naval Academy but resigned from the 
French Navy in 1923. He became a journalist and a poet and was involved with the integralist 
and monarchist journal Action Française, but turned towards the Left after the Spanish Civil War 
(1936–39). When the Second World War broke out, he  re-enlisted into the French Navy and 
became the head of naval intelligence.  

However, after the fall of France and the proclamation of Vichy France, d'Astier was 
dismissed for his political dossier. In Clermont-Ferrand, he formed the Resistant group La 
Dernière Colonne, later known as Libération-sud, with Raymond Aubrac, Lucie Aubrac and 
Jean Cavaillès. During 1941, the group carried out two sabotage attacks at train stations in 
Perpignan and Cannes. In February, they organised the distribution of 10,000 propaganda flyers, 
but one of the distributors was caught by the police, leading to the arrest of d'Astier's niece and 
uncle. The group decided to cease activities. After a few months' hiatus, they began to work on 
an underground newspaper, Libération. The first edition was put together with the help of the 
typographers from a local newspaper and printed on paper supplied by local trade-unionists. 
Some 10,000 copies were produced in July 1941. In 1942 d'Astier met with Jean Moulin to 
discuss the unification of the Resistance and eventually joined forces into the Conseil National 
de la Résistance (C.N.R., National Council of Resistance). In 1943 he met Charles de Gaulle in 
Algiers and joined his Free French Forces government-in-exile as a Commissioner to the 
Interior. While in London in 1943, he wrote the lyrics for the song "La Complainte du partisan" 
with Anna Marly, who wrote the music. In English, it is known as "The Partisan" and was 
recorded by Joan Baez, Buffy Saint Marie and others. 

After the Liberation, d'Astier became Minister of Interior in the Provisional Government 
of the French Republic (G.P.R.F.). He continued to publish Libération and wrote books based on 
his experiences. He ran as an ally of the French Communist Party on the Union républicaine et 
résistante list in the November 1946 French legislative elections, and won a seat in the National 
Assembly for Ille-et-Vilaine. He was later among the founders of the Union progressiste. He was 
one of the founders of the Stockholm Committee; he denounced the Soviet Union leadership 
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Every week, under the name of the Permanent Commission, some sixty activists met, 

joined by visitors from the provinces, passing through Paris. This Permanent Commission was an 

ark of Noah, where all opinions rubbed shoulders under the common sign of the Left. "All the 

same, I must tell you that I am [p. 170] a Freemason!” Jacques Mitterand confessed to me one 

day. "It will not change our friendship," I told him.15 The protrusions of Françoise Rosay 

under Nikita Khrushchev after the crushing of the Hungarian uprising, and broke ties with 
communists. See “Emmanuel d'Astier de La Vigerie,” Wikipedia. 

Pierre Hervé (1913 – 1993) was a resistance fighter, journalist, philosophy professor and 
politician and member of the French Communist Party. He came from a family of Breton 
peasants. At school he studied philosophy and became involved in the student communist 
movement and secretary general of the Federal Union of Students (U.F.E.). During the war he 
was wounded, taken prisoner by the Germans and escaped. He was one of the organizers of the 
high school student demonstration on November 11, 1940 at l’Étoile. He joined the Resistance in 
1941, first in the Paris region, where he collaborated with Jacques Salomon for L'Université libre 
in distributing a mimeographed sheet distributed in high schools and universities. He became a 
professor of philosophy at the Marcelin-Berthelot high school where he replaced Georges 
Politzer. He went underground and was arrested on June 11, 1941. He managed to escape from la 
Santé prison on July 8 with twenty other prisoners thanks to the help of his wife, Annie Noël and 
his friends, Jacques d'Andurain and Jean Blanchard. The couple were actively sought by the 
police. He then joined la zone libre (the free zone) and, in the summer of 1942, he contacted 
Lucie Aubrac. 

Alongside Emmanuel d'Astier de la Vigerie, Lucie Aubrac and Pascal Copeau, Hervé 
became the leader of the mouvement Libération-Sud (the Liberation-South movement) for the 
Lyon region. From November 1942 to April 1943, he led resistance operations in Toulouse, then 
returned to Lyon, where he became secretary general of the United Resistance Movements, the 
future National Liberation Movement. He also collaborated with the newspaper Liberation, 
managed by Emmanuel d'Astier de La Vigerie and became deputy director from the summer of 
1944. He joined the National Council of the Resistance as a substitute for Pascal Copeau. In 
1943, he was the author of the “Chardon report” (one of his pseudonyms) at the C.N.R., which 
advocated the fusion of all the movements of the Resistance. 

After the war in 1945 he was elected as a communist deputy of Finistère to the first 
Constituent National Assembly. He was re-elected in 1946 for the second Constituent Assembly. 
With the support of Marcel Cachin, he presented a bill establishing bilingual education 
(including Breton) in public schools, which was adopted by the National Assembly but rejected 
by the Senate. He also worked as an editorial writer for the weekly Action, then for L'Humanité. 
In 1948 he became editor-in-chief of Action. He moved away from the communist movement 
after the 1956 Twentieth congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. From 1963 to 
1973, he taught at the François Villon high school in Paris, where he had, among other pupils. 
See “Pierre Hervé,” Wikipedia. 

15Jacques Mitterand (1908 - 1991) was the Grand Master of the Grand Orient de France 
and a founder of the small left wing party Union progressiste and between 1947 and 1958, a 
member of its Council. See “Jacques Mitterand,” Wikipedia. 
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provoked large bursts of laughter.16 On all the assistants radiated an inexhaustible buoyancy, the 

enthusiasm of Farge and his concern for effective action. 

New groups were forming in the provinces and the movement was growing. In a broader 

field, the World Peace Movement continued its action and it was then that the World Council 

was convened in Stockholm to draw up a solemn appeal.17 [The appeal stated:] 

We demand the outlawing of the atomic weapons as instruments of aggression 
and mass murder of peoples. 

We demand strict international control to enforce this measure. 
We believe that any government which first uses atomic weapons against any 

other country whatsoever will he committing a crime against humanity 
and should be dealt with as a war criminal. 

We call on all men and women of good will throughout the world to sign this 
appeal. 

I had collaborated in this text by having added, after taking the advice of Pierre Cot, the 

word "criminal" to describe the governments that would make use of these weapons of mass 

destruction. It was not until the Second Vatican Council that the Church added its own 

condemnation to this solemn protest. It did so in these terms, in the Constitution Gaudium et pax 

of December 7, 1965. 

Any act of war aimed indiscriminately at the destruction of entire cities of 
extensive areas along with their population is a crime against God and man 
himself. It merits unequivocal and unhesitating condemnation.18 

16Françoise Rosay (1891 –1974) was a French opera singer, and actress who over her 
sixty-year career appeared in more than 100 movies. She spent the duration of World War II in 
England and Switzerland, where she taught acting classes at the Conservatoire de Genève. See 
“Françoise Rosay,” Wikipedia. 

17Information about the World Peace Council congress at Stockholm, Sweden, which on 
March 15, 1950 launched the Stockholm Appeal to promote nuclear disarmament and prevent 
war was noted in Chapter 9. 

18The above translation is from the Vatican web page. See Pastoral Constitution on the 
Church in the Modern World, Gaudium et Spes, Chapter V (The Fostering of Peace and the 
Promotion of a Community of Nations), paragraphy 80, online at 
http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-
ii_const_19651207_gaudium-et-spes_en.html. 

Gaudium et spes ("Joy and Hope"), the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the 
Modern World dealt with the church’s mission in the world. Parallel to it was the Dogmatic 
Constitution on the Church, Lumen Gentium, which dealt with the nature of the church in itself. 
Approved by a vote of 2,307 to 75 of the bishops assembled at the council, it was promulgated 
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The Stockholm appeal can be described as an historic event since it attracted millions of 

signatures worldwide. Tillon arrived at five o'clock in the evening, in the Rue des Pyramides, at 

the headquarters of the Movement, and he was shown the count of those who joined during the 

day; a diagram on the wall depicted the ascent; these signatures eventually reached, in France, 

the record figure of twenty million! 

In the rise of the World Movement, the originality of the grouping [p. 171] of the 

Combattants de La Paix et de La Liberté - was fading a little. Its lack of structure, which seemed 

unimportant in the face of the influx of memberships, contained its germ of destruction. What 

was more serious was the gradual abandonment of the Resistance program. The defense of 

peace, enlarged in vague outlines made one forget the rigor of the demands of Liberty. 

The Korean War and the lightening advance of the armies of the North had masked the 

reality of South Korea's aggression, which was authorized by Foster Dulles in person. We soon 

received an anguished appeal from Kouo-mo-jo [Guo Moruo] of the World Peace Council.19 He 

by Pope Paul VI on December 7, 1965, the day the council ended. See “Gaudium et spes,” 
Wikipedia. 

19Guo Moruo (1892 - 1978) was a Chinese archaeologist and, politician. He joined the 
Communist Party of China in 1927 and was involved in the Communist Nanchang Uprising and 
fled to Japan after its failure. He stayed there for 10 years studying Chinese ancient history. 
During that time he published his work on inscriptions on oracle bones and bronze vessels, 
Corpus of Inscriptions on Bronzes from the Two Zhou Dynasties. In this work, he attempted to 
demonstrate, according to the Communist doctrine, the "slave society" nature of ancient China. 
His theory on the "slave society of China" remains highly controversial, although it was praised 
by Mao Zedong and the party. 

Following the full scale Japanese invasion of China, Guo developed his literary 
achievements with his Chinese opera in historical settings. He used the operas to develop 
patriotism and valor against invaders as well as to cultivate national unity against Chiang Kai-
Shek .and Kuomingtong. All of this in the context of Marxism. The operas could be produced for 
Mao's peasant army to boost morale and incite courage. It paralleled Chen Fangwu's schools on 
the march. They both educated and molded a moving red army.  

With the coming of the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.), Guo held government 
offices and was a writer of poetry fiction, plays, autobiographies, translations, and historical and 
philosophical treatises. He was the first President of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and 
remained so from its founding in 1949 until his death in 1978. He was also the first president of 
University of Science & Technology of China (U.S.T.C.), a new type of university established 
by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (C.A.S.) after the founding of the P.R.C. and aimed at 
fostering high-level personnel in the fields of science and technology. 

For the first 15 years of the P.R.C., Guo, with his extensive knowledge of Chinese history 
and culture, was the ultimate arbiter of philosophical matters relating to art, education, and 
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announced to  us that the Americans had started a bacteriological war on China: shells containing 

typhus and cholera germs were being dropped by anonymous planes. The charge seemed 

unbelievable, but as the discussion continued, I went to look through my books for the report of 

the trial of the Japanese war criminals that had taken place in Khabarovsk.20 It contained 

evidence of the bacteriological war unleashed by the Japanese generals. No wonder the horrible 

experience was renewed by the Americans.21 

Farge and M. Jacquier went to Korea accompanied by Mr. Malterre, an ex-aviator, 

professor of bacteriology at the Grignan veterinary school.22 There they found Professor 

literature. With the onset of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, he became an early target of 
persecution. To save face, he wrote a public self-criticism and declared that all his previous 
works were in error and should be burned. He then turned to writing poetry praising Mao's wife 
Jiang Qing and the Cultural Revolution and also denounced former friends and colleagues as 
counterrevolutionaries. However, this was not enough to protect his family. Two of his sons, 
Guo Minying and Guo Shiying, "committed suicide" in 1967 and 1968 following "criticism" or 
persecution by Red Guards. Because of his loyalty to Mao, he survived the Cultural Revolution 
and received commendation by the chairman at the 9th Party Congress in April 1969. By the 
early 1970s, he had regained most of his influence. He enjoyed all the privileges of the highest-
ranking party elites. Following Mao's death and the fall of the Gang of Four, he penned a poem 
denouncing the Gang. See “Guo Moruo,” Wikipedia. 

20The Khabarovsk War Crime Trials were hearings held from December 25 to 31, 1949, 
in the Soviet Union's industrial city of Khabarovsk, the largest city within the Russian Far East  
adjacent to Japan. There, twelve members of the Japanese Kwantung Army were tried as war 
criminals for manufacturing and using biological weapons during World War II. During the 
trials, the accused, such as Major General Kiyoshi Kawashima, testified that, as early as 1941, 
some 40 members of Unit 731 air-dropped plague-contaminated fleas on Changde. These 
operations caused epidemic plague outbreaks.All twelve accused war criminals were found 
guilty, and sentenced to terms ranging between two and twenty-five years in a labour camp. In 
1956, those who were still serving their sentence were released and repatriated to Japan.  See 
“The Khabarovsk War Crime Trials,” Wikipedia. 

21Allegations that the United States military used biological weapons in the Korean War 
(1950–53) were raised by the governments of P.R.C., the Soviet Union and North Korea. The 
claims were first raised in 1951. The story was covered by the worldwide press and led to a 
highly publicized international investigation in 1952. U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson and 
other U.S. and allied government officials denounced the allegations as a hoax. Subsequent 
scholars are split about the truth of the claims. See “Allegations of biological warfare in the 
Korean War,” Wikipedia. 

22Marc Jacquier was a Parisian lawyer associated with the P.C.F. His father was Paul 
Jacquier, a parliamentarian and a radical socialist minister. Marc’s work including being the the 
secretary of Anatole de Monzie. In 1933 Marc married Marie-Louise (Alice) Cachin (1910 – 
1989), the daughter of Marcel Cachin, about whom information is noted in Chapter 7. Marie 
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Louise was a fellow lawyer and communist activist. Their activities included in December 1931, 
protesting against the repression in Poland,  taking part in 1937 in the funeral of Paul Vaillant-
Couturier and in December 1938, participating in the defense of workers at the striking Renault 
factory.  

When the war came Marc and Marie-Louise Jacquier supported the fight against 
Germany, despite the pacifist line of the Communist International. In March 1940, they 
participated with Me Moro-Giafferi in the defense of Marie-Louise’s sister and their brother-in-
law indicted in the Winnipeg case, a boat of the France-Navigation company which had 
transported Spanish refugees to Chile. During the Occupation, they spent most of the war in 
Annecy (Haute-Savoie), where his in-laws came from.  

After the war, they participated in multiple trials related to the Cold War and the colonial 
wars. In 1948, they joined the editorial committee of the review Le Droit Ouvrier. That same 
year, following a decision of the P.C.F. political bureau, Marie-Louise went to Saigon to defend 
Duong Bach Maï. Thereafter, her commitment and that of her husband became more and more 
intense. Marc Jacquier thus help lead the campaign against chemical warfare during the Korean 
War. She participated in the defense of activists prosecuted during the Algerian war. In 1963, 
Marie-Louise was a member of the national committee of the Secours populaire français (S.P.F.). 
She was able to be much involved in political affairs because her husband's office was sufficient 
for their income. After the Algerian War, suffering from a serious illness, she gradually ceased 
all activity. Marie-Louise Cachin and Marc Jacquier had, during the Spanish War, adopted a son 
who made a career as an international civil servant. She died in 1989, still a member of the 
P.C.F. 

Among their publications was “Les repercussions de la politique de non-intervention sur 
le droit frangais” (The repercussions of the policy of non-intervention on the French law) 
L'Association juridique internationale Bulletin (Paris; L'Association juridique internationale, 
1937); La Situation des réfugiés en Espagne. Rapport de la délégation envoyée en Espagne par 
le bureau international pour le droit d'asile et l'aide aux réfugiés politiques [The Situation of 
Refugees in Spain. Report of the delegation sent to Spain by the international office for the right 
of asylum and assistance to political refugees] (Paris: Bureau international pour le droit d'asile et 
l'aide aux réfugiés politiques, Mars 23 avril 8, 1937), 30pp. See also See also Frédérick Genevée, 
“Marie-Louise Cachin,” (2008) online at https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article18298; “La-guerre-
bacteriologique-en-chine-ou-en-coree,” Le Monde (May 28, 1952), online at 
https://www.lemonde.fr/archives/article/1952/05/28/la-guerre-bacteriologique-en-chine-ou-en-
coree_1990413_1819218.html; Karine Bannelier, et al (ed), The ICJ [International Court of 
Justice] and the Evolution of International Law: The Enduring Impact of the Corfu Channel case 
(Abingdon: Routledge, 2012), 377pp.; and Emmanuel Naquet, “La L.A.U.R.S. [la Ligue d'action 
universitaire republicaine et socialiste], un mouvement prototypique de l'Entre-deux-guerres,” 
[The L.A.U.R.S. (the League of Republican and Socialist University Action), a prototypical 
movement of the interwar period] Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaine (Oct. - Dec., 
1994), vol. 41e, No. 4, pp. 619-632, at. p. 622 (discusses Marc Jacquier and his wife Marie-
Louise Cachin during their student years). 

Jean Malterre was an agronomical engineer and director of the laboratory of Animal 
Physiology at the National College of Agriculture in Grignon in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes 
region of southeastern France. He helped write Report of the International Scientific Commission 
for the Investigation Investigation of the Facts Concerning Bacterial Warfare in Korea and 
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Neadham, an English scholar, who published a report on their research which established the 

existence of the bacteriological weapon used against China.23 

The coming to Paris of General Ridgway, nicknamed Ridgway-the-Plague, raised a wave 

of anger; it precipitated the Mouvement de la Paix [Peace Movement] into the street alongside 

the Communist Party.24 Sweeping over the police, the protestors flooded the Left Bank for more 

than two hours. During the demonstration, Jacques Duclos was found carrying in his car two 

edible pigeons which had been given to him.25 The police took these birds for homing pigeons 

ready to fly to a distant destination. These “pigeons aux petit pois” [pigeons with peas] unleashed 

laughter, but Duclos remained incarcerated for a few months until his parliamentary immunity 

was [p. 172] finally recognized!26 I had addressed to him in his cell this business card: "All the 

China: with appendices [Rapport de la Commission Scientifique Internationale chargée 
d'examiner les faits concernant la guerre bactériologique en Corée et en Chine] (Peking: [s.n.], 
1952), 665pp; online at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4334133-ISC-Full-Report-
Pub-Copy.html. See also, Raymond Badin, Le Mystère des destins (The Mystery of Doom) 
(Paris: Publibook), 222pp at p. 112; and See “École d'agriculture de Grignon,“ Wikipedia. 

23Joseph Needham (1900 –1995) was a British biochemist, historian and sinologist 
known for his scientific research and writing on the history of Chinese science and technology. 
He taught at Cambridge. Politically he was a Christian socialist and high church Anglo-Catholic 
who supported the 1949 communist revolution in China. 

On a visit to China he was asked to analyse some cattle-cakes that had been scattered by 
American aircraft in the south of China at the end of World War II, and found they were 
impregnated with anthrax. During the Korean War further accusations were made that the 
Americans had used biological warfare. Zhou Enlai coordinated an international campaign to 
enlist him for a study commission, offering access to materials and contacts in China needed for 
his then early research. Needham agreed to be an inspector in North Korea and he helped write 
the Report of the International Scientific Commission…. This report was cited earlier in this 
chapter in the footnote discussing Jean Malterre. The report supported the allegations of 
biological warfare. As a result, Needham was blacklisted by the U.S. government. See “Joseph 
Needham,” Wikipedia. 

24Matthew Ridgway (1895 – 1993) was an officer in the United States Army, who 
served as Supreme Allied Commander Europe (1952–1953) and the 19th Chief of Staff of the 
United States Army (1953–1955). During World War II he helped in the attack on Sicily, Italy 
and Normandy and then commanded the newly formed XVIII Airborne Corps in August 1944. 
The latter was involved in the Battle of the Bulge Western Allied invasion of Germany. In th 
Korean War he led the United Nations (UN) war effort. See “Matthew Ridgway,” Wikipedia. 

25Information about Jacques Duclos (1896 –1975) is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. 

26“Le pigeon aux petit pois” (pigeon with peas) is the name of a culinary dish and also 
the title of a 1911 painting by Pablo Picasso. The painting is in the cubist style and attempts to 
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great things here below, including Christianity, were accomplished by those who came out of 

prison." 

There was low-grade rivalry, it seems to me, between Tillon and Casanova.27 The latter 

did not console himself, after having tried in vain to recruit French intellectuals and artists into 

socialist realism, for having to abandon the fervor of the world movement to the Combattants de 

la Paix (Peace Fighters). Much to Farge's displeasure, Tillon distanced his relationship with us. 

He who had taken such a large part in the Combattants de la Paix! He pretended to be ill, an 

excuse which failed to convince us. At a national council of the Combattants de la Paix, Farge 

all joyous announced to me: "Tillon will come", but Tillon did not come! It was then that the 

news spread of his exclusion from the Communist Party. L'Humanité gave the reasons, which 

provoked a lively discussion between Vigne and me. "I have just learned from L'Humanité," I 

represent the spacetime continuum, that is a picture of the universe’s objects, past and future, in 
one instant, as God might see it. See “Le pigeon aux petit pois,” Wikipedia. 

27Information about Tillon is noted earlier in this chapter. Laurent Casanova (1906 – 
1972) studied law at university in Paris and became secretary of the communist cell there. By 
1936, he was a close associate of Maurice Thorez, the P.C.F.’s secretary-general. Drafted into 
the French armed forces in 1939, he was taken prisoner, he escaped and resumed contact with the 
party through Claudine Chomat, in March 1942. He worked in the communist resistance with 
Pierre Villon, a period during which he met Pablo Picasso and Louis Aragon. He then served the 
National Military Committee of the F.T.P. (Francs-Tireurs et Partisans), whose leader, Charles 
Tillon, proposed Casanova as the F.T.P.'s representative to the Provisional Consultative 
Assembly (Assemblée consultative provisoire) of 1944 in Algiers, but he never attended.  

At the time of the liberation (August 1944), Casanova was elected to be a delegate for 
Seine-et-Marne to two national constituent assemblies and then to the National Assembly of 
France itself, a position he held for the duration of the French Fourth Republic (1946-1958). He 
was Minister for Veterans and War Victims in the provisional governments of Félix Gouin and 
Georges Bidault from January to July 1946. He became an associate member of the central 
committee of the P.C.F. in July 1945 and then an alternate to the National Office in June 1947, 
and, lastly, a full member in June 1954, at the time of the Thirteenth Congress of the P.C.F. He 
represented the party in the Peace Movement, replacing Charles Tillon, who stepped down in 
1952 (in connection with his association with André Marty). At the P.C.F., he was responsible 
for relations with intellectuals and with youth.  

After the revelations of the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party, during 
which Nikita Khrushchev denounced the "cult of personality" surrounding Joseph Stalin, 
Casanova became a Soviet representative to and advocate of liberalizing the governing bodies of 
P.C.F. However, Thorez managed to block the "aggiornamento" (trend to "bring things up to 
date") and eliminated him from all governing bodies in May 1961. Marcel Servin and Maurice 
Kriegel-Valrimont were also purged. Among Casanova’s writings is Le parti communiste, les 
intellectuels et la nation [The Communist Party, the intellectuals, and the nation] (Paris: Éditions 
sociales, 1949) 197pp. See “Laurent Casanova,” Wikipedia. 
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said, "that the reason for Tillon's remoteness was that his behavior was not agreeable to the 

Combattants de la Paix. He is accused of not having worked actively enough on the signature 

campaign for the Stockholm Appeal. First it is up to us to decide, not the Communist Party. And 

then, you know as well as I, that Tillon was here every night serving this campaign, making the 

count of the signatures, following on the collection everywhere. I do not see his failings. 

L'Humanité adds that Tillon wanted to subjugate to the Mouvement de la Paix all democratic 

organizations, including trade unions. Now you must remember that the principal secretaries of 

the federations of the C.G.T. had agreed to add a peace stamp to the union stamp, which was 

optional. I chaired this meeting. How is there a control of the Mouvement de la Paix on the union 

members? Finally, the last reproach of L'Humanité, Tillon would have liked to bring democratic 

organizations, such as the l'Union des Femmes françaises [Union of French Women], under the 

Combattants de la Paix!” For example. "We will not be the cleaning staff of the Movement!” 

Said Yvonne Dumont.28 But if there is a campaign in favor of [p. 173] peace, should not the 

Combattants de la Paix take the lead? In short, if I am told that Tillon is a bad communist, I have 

nothing to answer, but if, as I am told, Tillon is a bad Combattants de la Paix, I protest with 

energy. There are villains I will never associate with! If a grocer does bad business and his wife 

is told that he is a bad business person she can say, "It is possible and I know anything about it.” 

But if one says to him: "He is a bad husband" she is entitled to retort: "I sleep with him every 

day." 

28Yvonne Dumont (1911 – 2002) was a politician from a working class family. She 
became a a teacher in 1929 and joined the National Union of Teachers (S.N.I.) in 1934, and then 
the Communist Party the following year. During the war she was a resistant and was sentenced 
in absentia to ten years of forced labor by the special court in Rouen. Coming on a mission to 
Paris in December 1941, she led the Women's Committees of the Resistance at the request of 
Danielle Casanova. She then participated in the foundation of the Union of French Women 
(U.F.F.). 

In August 1944, Dumont directed a U.F.F. command post during the fighting for the 
liberation of the capital. In December 1946, she was elected by the National Assembly, to the 
Council of the Republic and then to the Senate on behalf of the Communist Party. She remained 
so until November 1948. Afterwards, she was reelected senator for the Seine department in 1948, 
1952 and 1958. She was also a secretary of the U.F.F. from 1957 to 1968, then became its vice-
president. She was active in the Mouvement de la paix and a representative of the International 
Democratic Federation of Women at UNESCO and, as such, participated in numerous 
international congresses. She sat on the central committee of the P.C.F. from 1947 to 1968. See 
“Yvonne Dumont,” Wikipedia. 
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Vigne was silent. In reality, there were relations between the Communist Party and our 

Movement. The Party deprived us of one of our leaders. What right and for what reasons? As 

long as he remained among us, Tillon had jealously guarded our autonomy. As for Farge, he had 

become aware of the fundamental contradiction in which we were struggling: an action 

developing from left-wing circles could only be effective with the participation of the 

communists, and yet we could not become an appendage of the Left. Moreover, it was 

regrettable that the Moscow directives, followed by the French Communists, were opposed to us 

in two essential respects. Moscow did not want the Mouvement des Combattants to be solidly 

structured, for this force, if it became independent, seemed dangerous to it. Moscow, moreover, 

as to the Mouvement mondial de la Paix (World Peace Movement), advocated what it termed 

"expansion". What was meant by that? A kind of of magma extended by the vaguest of 

adhesions and that the Party would bring with it, like a comet undergoing the proper attraction of 

its central nucleus, but reduced to an astral dust diluted in ether. 

One day, when arriving at the office, Farge saw that the front door sign had been changed 

without consulting him. Vigne had allowed the inscription “Mouvement des Combattants de la 

Paix et de la Liberté” [Peace and Freedom Fighters Movement] " by “Mouvement mondial de la 

Paix” [World Movement for Peace]. I was indignant at this change of title, which made it 

possible to immediately note myself as an opponent of "expansion". They went so far as to 

reproach me when I spoke in public, to address my listeners by naming them "Combattants de la 

paix"! [p. 174]  
Inside the Movement, the newspaper Action under the impetus of Farge and Pierre Hervé, 

provided weekly commentaries on political news.29 I sometimes wrote there.30 Once, Tillon 

asked me to comment on a very significant article by Gilson advocating neutrality in the "cold 

war."31 I compared Gilson's idea with the quarrel between Caesariens and Pompeians in the civil 

29Information about the newspaper Action and its “pro-communist neutralism” is noted 
in the Glossary. 

30One of Boulier’s contributions, as quoted in John Marcus, “Neutralism in France,” The 
Review of Politics (July 1955), vol. 17, no. 3, pp 295-328, at p. 310, is Abbé Jean Boulier, "La 
neutralite? Discutons en," Action, (Paris) September 11-17, 1950. 

31Étienne Gilson (1884 – 1978) was a French philosopher and historian of philosophy. In 
the First World War he took part in the battle of Verdun, was captured and spent two years in 
captivity. During this time he devoted himself to new areas of study, including the Russian 
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language and St. Bonaventure. From 1921 to 1932, he taught the history of medieval philosophy 
at the University of Paris. He also taught for three years at Harvard and helped set up the 
Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies in Toronto in conjunction with St. Michael's College at 
the University of Toronto. Following World II Gilson was a well-known Catholic scholar. He 
served on the Council of the Republic as a member of the Mouvement Republicain Populaire, 
(M.R.P.), the Party which was the most steadfast advocate of close collaboration with the United 
States and of the policy of European integration which the United States favored. 

 However, Gilson advocated an "independent" French foreign policy. The neutrality 
dispute that Boulier refered to was sometimes called the affaire Gilson (Gilson affair). This was 
because Gilson and the newspaper Le Monde in which he published, led the campaign for 
neutralism in the period between 1949 and 1951 against Raymond Aron and the newspaper Le 
Figaro that sought a pro-American, pro-Atlantic compact against the Soviets. Gilson argued that 
a policy of French neutrality would not be a sign of national weakness and that the Soviet Union 
wanted and needed peace. Its alleged aggressiveness was a myth, else why had it not attacked 
now, before the West was rearmed? The real concern of the U.S.S.R., argued Gilson, was the 
success of its socialist experiment, and communists were convinced that war was not necessary 
to their eventual triumph since capitalism would fall through its own disintegration. But, while 
communists felt certain that peaceful co-existence offered them an assurance of eventual success. 
They were also convinced that capitalism world would try to save itself by the only means left at 
its disposal: the unleashing of a general war. Thus the Soviets would naturally regard any 
Western alliance as an aggressive act. 

There was a second neutralist argument offered by Gilson and LeMonde, besides that 
Soviets wanted peace. This was that the imperialist aggression would provoke a war and the 
Atlantic Pact would offer France no real security; at best, it would bring some twenty-three 
American divisions to Europe, scarcely a drop in the ocean compared to the 200 divisions of the 
U.S.S.R.; at worst, it would constitute an outright provocation. And, in return for this, the 
Atlantic Pact would force the French Government to become dependent on the United States. 
France would subject the financing and equipping of her own army to a foreign power and to a 
foreign industry. The reverses suffered by American armies in the field, especially after the 
intervention of mass forces of Chinese added to the skepticism of the neuralists. 

Added to the Soviet-peace desires and the inability of America to offer security, the 
neutratlists used a third argument. They maintained that the era of cooperation between the 
United States and anti-communist Christian or socialist European elements at an end as the 
United States reverted to its true role by weighting the scales in favor of capitalism and free 
enterprise which "in Europe permits the strong to exploit the weak." And they cited as an 
example the reduction in American aid under the European Recovery Program and the 
concentration instead on defense subsidies, a change which revealed that the United States had 
misunderstood the world situation and was concentrating all its efforts on military preparations 
instead of devoting its attention to more appropriate weapons against communism such as 
economic and social progress-an argument that was stressed by Aneurin Bevan and his 
followers. And so the United States, it was felt, having at first used European social-democratic 
parties against communism, now had no more use for them. To support their argument the 
capitalist criminality in Korea. As historian John Marcus (p. 303) put it, the "bombing of 
unarmed villages" and the use of napalm in Korea revealed to the neutralists the true nature of 
the strategy of the United States high command. “Hiroshima and Korea, or Rotterdam and 
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war: "Who is not against me is with me” said Caesar; "Who is not with me," replied Pompey, "is 

against me.”32 Now, what secured Caesar's victory was that neutrality which left him free. My 

article did not please Marty, who reproached Tillon for it.33 No neutrality in front of the "Peace 

Front".34 

Guernica, were they not essentially the same? Why were the war criminals of only the defeated 
powers subject to international justice.” See Florian Michel, Le neutralisme au seuil de la guerre 
froide: entre culture, pouvoir et relations internationales: l'affaire Gilson [Neutralism on the 
threshold of the Cold War: Between culture, power and international relations: the Gilson affair] 
(Paris: J. Vrin, 2018), pp. 174 pages; online http://www.vrin.fr/book.php?code=9782711628476. 
See also “Étienne Gilson,” Wikipedia; and Marcus, “Neutralism in France,” pp. 297, 300, 303. 

32Boulier’s quote is from C. Suetonius Tranquillus, “The Life of Julius Caesar,” in The 
Lives of the Twelve Caesars, trans J.C. Rolfe (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1914), Loeb 
Classical Library, vol. 31, bk. 1, paragraph 75; online at 
https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Suetonius/12Caesars/Julius*.html. 

The context of the quote is the Great Roman Civil War (49–45 BC), also known as 
Caesar's Civil War. It was one of the last politico-military conflicts in the Roman Republic 
before the establishment of the Roman Empire. It began as a series of political and military 
confrontations, between Julius Caesar (100–44 BC), his political supporters (broadly known as 
Populares), and his legions, against the Optimates (or Boni), the politically conservative and 
socially traditionalist faction of the Roman Senate, who were supported by Pompey (106–48 BC) 
and his legions. Caesar won. The changes to Roman government concomitant to the war mostly 
eliminated the political traditions of the Roman Republic (509–27 BC) and led to the Roman 
Empire (27 BC–AD 476). See “Great Roman Civil War,” Wikipedia; see also, Francesco 
Carotta, Jesus was Caesar: on the Julian origin of Christianity: an investigative report, trans. 
Tommie Hendriks (Soesterberg : Aspekt, Netherlands 2005), online at 
https://www.carotta.de/subseite/texte/jwc_e/w&w.html#text371 (part 4, Words and Wonders).  

33André Marty (1886 – 1956) was a leader in the French Communist Party for nearly 
thirty years and a member of the National Assembly, with some interruptions, from 1924 to 
1955; Secretary of Comintern from 1935 to 1944; and Political Commissar of the International 
Brigades during the Spanish Civil War from 1936 to 1938. He was a boilermaker. As part of the 
French navy in April 1919 aboard the dreadnought Jean Bart he helped in mutiny in the Black 
Sea. The crew objected to assisting the White Russians against the communists in the Russian 
Civil War. Other issues over which they protested were: (i) the slow rate of their demobilisation 
(following the end of World War I) and (ii) the small quantity and atrocious quality of the 
rations. The French government acceded to the mutineers demands but pursued the ringleaders. 
Amongst these was Charles Tillon, with whom Marty was to have a life-long association. Marty 
also was arrested sentenced to twenty years imprisonment at hard labour.  

After the war Marty was pardoned, joined the P.C.F. and was elected in 1924 to the 
French National Assembly for the constituency of Seine-et-Oise. He then campaigned against the 
rising French militarism, for which he was arrested and imprisoned in Paris's La Santé Prison. In 
1931, he became active in the Comintern, the international umbrella group linking national 
communist parties and, by 1936, had been elected to both its Praesidium (executive council) and 
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Secretariat (administration). In 1936, at the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War, he was sent to 
Spain to represent Comintern interests and was appointed Political Commissar ("chief 
organiser") of the International Brigades, operating from the Brigade headquarters and training 
base in Albacete. A Franco-Belgian battalion in the XII International Brigade was named after 
him. 

Marty was a strict disciplinarian, ready to execute his men for loss of resolve or 
ideological soundness. He also developed a tendency to see fifth columnists everywhere. These 
qualities earned him the title of the "Butcher of Albacete". Later, Marty admitted that he had 
ordered the shooting of about 500 Brigadiers, nearly one-tenth of the total killed in the war, but 
some question this figure. In a report in November 1937, Comintern member and head of the 
Italian Communist Party, Palmiro Togliatti, insisted that he should "change radically his working 
methods" and "refrain from intervening in military and technical matters affecting the Brigades".  

In spring 1939, the Spanish Civil War ended. Instead of returning to France, Marty went 
to the Soviet Union to work fulltime for the Comintern. He was still there when World War II 
started. Despite the German-Soviet pact, as an active communist, it was too dangerous for him to 
return to Nazi-Occupied France. However, from May to October 1943, after the success of 
Operation Torch (a key component of the Allied North African campaign), he was sent to 
Algiers. He served as the P.C.F.'s official representative with Charles de Gaulle's Free French 
Forces, which were based there. 

After the Liberation of Paris, in August 1944, Marty returned to France. He attempted to 
take advantage of the enthusiasm that prevailed during the early days of de Gaulle's Provisional 
Government by starting a revolution. However, it failed to generate support either from other 
P.C.F. leaders or from the rank and file. His efforts ended when the Soviets gave it no support. 
After the war he was once again elected to the National Assembly. As noted earlier in this 
chapter in the note about Charles Tillon, the career of Marty was effectively ended in December 
1952 when Étienne Fajon denounced Marty and his former comrade from Black Sea Mutiny 
days, Charles Tillon, as police spies. This was probably not true, but it ended with Marty's 
expulsion from the P.C.F. Marty wrote about it in L'Affaire Marty (Paris: Deux-Rives, 1955), 
291 p. See “André Marty,” Wikipedia. 

34Marcus in “Neutralism in France,” pp. 310-11, explains the French Communist Party’s 
dual approach to the question of neutralism: 

From the point of view of doctrine, the Party naturally attacked a 
movement that claimed to be neutral. How could one be neutral towards crime; 
how could one be neutral on the issue of war and peace? Pierre Courtade declared 
that the neutralist program represented the "minimum demands" of the 
imperialists and that it was therefore opposed to the "maximum demands" of 
active aggression formulated by Washington, but that neutralists nonetheless were 
part of the war camp itself. This aspect of the communist reaction to neutralism 
was undoubtedly motivated by the Party's fear of a French Titoism and by its 
desire to keep communists from associating with movements that not only felt 
free to criticize the policy of the Soviet Union, but also could not be controlled 
easily by the Party itself. 

On the other hand, the anti-American tone of much of neutralist 
propaganda, the fact that neutralists and communists campaigned on the same side 
against American influence in France, against the war in Indochina, against 
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Second incident: it broke out during the advent of Aneurin Bevan at the head of the Labor 

Party.35 I greeted the event by rcalling that Bevan was by no means a Tory, that he had always 

American policy in the Far East and against E.D.C. [European Defense 
Community] all induced a certain communist sympathy for neutralism. But since 
the Party could not voice such an opinion officially, it left the expression of 
similar views to its affiliated organizations and allies, for example the Union 
Progressiste and the Combattants de la Paix. It is here that these organizations 
and their publications, such as Action, the weekly organ of the Combattants de la 
Paix, provided the link between left wing neutralism and the Communist Party. 

Thus while the Party officially castigated all those, including neutralists, 
who were not actually within the communist orbit, it also considered the 
neutralism of its allies like Pierre Cot and Jean Paul Sartre as an idea that might 
appeal to the unenlightened and bring them closer to the "peace camp." With the 
development of the Soviet Union's peace platform and the French Communist 
Party's campaign for a Popular Front, this second aspect of the communists' 
attitude became by far the pre-dominant note. 
35Aneurin Bevan (1897–1960), often known as Nye Bevan, was a Welsh Labour Party 

politician. Born into a working-class, coalmining family in south Wales. He left school at 13 and 
worked as a miner during his teens where he became involved in local union politics. He was 
named head of his Miner's Lodge when aged 19, where he frequently railed against management. 
He joined the Labour Party and attended Central Labour College in London. On his return to 
south Wales he struggled to find work, remaining unemployed for nearly three years before 
gaining employment as a union official, which led to him becoming a leading figure in the 1926 
general strike. 

In 1928, Bevan won a seat on Monmouthshire County Council and was elected as the 
M.P. for Ebbw Vale the following year. In Parliament, he became a vocal critic of numerous 
other politicians from all parties, including Winston Churchill and David Lloyd George. His 
criticisms of Churchill and the Conservative government during the Second World War raised 
him to national prominence. After the war, he was chosen as the Minister of Health in Clement 
Attlee's new Labour government, becoming the youngest member of the cabinet at 47, with his 
remit also including housing. Inspired by the Tredegar Medical Aid Society in his hometown, 
Bevan led the establishment of the National Health Service to provide medical care free at point-
of-need to all Britons, regardless of wealth. Despite opposition from both his own and opposition 
parties as well as the British Medical Association, the National Health Service Act 1946 was 
passed, nationalising more than 2,500 hospitals within the U.K. 

Bevan was named Minister of Labour in 1951, but resigned after two months in office, 
when the Attlee government proposed the introduction of prescription charges for dental and 
vision care and decided to transfer funds from the National Insurance Fund to pay for 
rearmament. His influence waned after his departure, although a left-wing group (not under his 
control) within the party became known as "Bevanites". When Attlee retired in 1955, Bevan 
unsuccessfully contested the party leadership with Hugh Gaitskell, but was appointed Shadow 
Colonial Secretary and later Shadow Foreign Secretary. In 1959, he was elected Deputy Leader 
of the Labour Party and held the post for a year until his death from stomach cancer at the age of 
62. See “Aneurin Bevan,” Wikipedia. 
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supported a policy of peace, “in the midst of the cold war”, and that he would be for the 

Mouvement mondial de la Paix (World Movement of Peace), if not a partisan, at least a precious 

ally. Once again, Marty expressed his dissatisfaction. Bevan, he claimed, was just a "social 

traitor"; he considered it inadmissible to praise him in a newspaper like Action. 

With many of the Combattants pour la Paix, the newspaper Action passed for the organ 

of the movement. It succeeded in uniting those from different political orientations. I remember 

this lady of Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne, director of Catholic Action, whom I remet in the offices of 

Action. 

She said to me when renewing her subscription: "I had come to the Mouvement de la 

Paix after your rally, I thought that Action was the organ of the Movement and that I should read 

it. At first these ideas were not mine. But each week I understood them better and finally I 

adopted them.” Thus taking advantage of the widening of the Movement, Action increased the 

number of its readers; but instead of a vague doctrine it provided them with real political 

training. 

Now, at the seat of the Movement which was located at the Vel d'Hiv, Vigne took it upon 

himself to forbid access to the hall for the sellers of Action.36 Did this newspaper hamper 

"expansion"? [p. 175] Rather, how much it favored it, all lucid minds realized it! 

One day, as I was going to the newspaper, I found the editors surrounding Pierre Hervé 

drinking a few bottles of white wine while crunching biscuits. "We are celebrating the last issue 

of Action," Hervé told me. I cried out, "Why this scuttling? I had just learned that we were 

"managing" thanks to the growing number of subscribers. Then I thought of my friend Farge 

who was coming back from a trip. He would go to the stable to get his horse and be told that it 

had been sent to the renderer! Wasted effort! I was told that Action must disappear; the decision 

made, how to reverse it? Could we not appeal? I was told that the manager was Marty and I went 

to see him. He promised to put the question back to the Central Committee. I want to believe that 

he kept his word, but Action nevertheless remained condemned. 

36Vel d'Hiv is short for the Vélodrome d'Hiver (Winter Velodrome), an indoor bicycle 
racing cycle track and stadium on rue Nélaton, not far from the Eiffel Tower in Paris. As well as 
a cycling track, it was used for other purposes. In 1903 it was the first permanent indoor track in 
France and the name persisted for other indoor tracks built subsequently. See “Vélodrome 
d'Hiver,” Wikipedia. 
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On his return from abroad, from China, I believe, Farge entered into a violent angry at 

this bad action and this villainy, a stab in the back. But he had to leave almost immediately for 

Moscow, where he went to receive the Lenin Peace Prize. He wanted to visit Georgia, which he 

dreamed of as his Provence, a land of sun and good wine. It was there that death awaited him at  

the bend of a bad road where his car crashed into a truck stopped without light. Stunned on the 

spot, he did not regain consciousness and died a few hours later. The body of Yves Farge was 

brought back from Georgia, and the funeral of my poor friend was one of the last major 

manifestations of the mouvement des Combattants de la Paix. 

I had already distanced myself [from Action] as a result of the Church's sanctions, and it 

comes back to me, in this regard from a reflection of Casanova: "Father Abbe? What do you 

want! He had against him the Catholics of the Movement." Amazing confession! But which 

Catholics were they? 

One of them was not unknown to me: a certain Verlhac, today deputy mayor of Grenoble 

and passed into anti-communism.37 He was part of a group that has since disappeared that 

published a newsletter called the Union of Progressive Christians. I had recommended this little 

newspaper to those interested in the movement, [p. 176] but stating that I, for my part was 

Christian and progressive. Christian by membership in my faith, progressive by a political 

37Jean Verlhac (1923 - 1995) was a leftist Catholic politician. He belonged to the 
Christian student youth in 1939-1940. During the war he was a resistant, member of the F.F.I., 
and editor for the Christian newspaper Liberté and after the Liberation for the military newspaper 
Aux Armes with General Marcel Descour. He frequented the left-wing Christian movement of 
Maurice Montuclard, Jeunesse de l'Église. From 1947 to 1951 he was a leader in the communist 
political action movement, the Union of Progressive Christians. He obtained a diploma of higher 
studies in 1947 at the Sorbonne based on  astudy of Jean Jaurès and the origins of French 
socialism from 1898 to 1905. He became a professor, unionized at S.N.E.S. 

Verlhac joined the Peace Movement from 1948 to 1956, of which he was for a time 
national secretariat and from 1951 to 1955 he participated in the left-wing Catholic newspaper 
La Quinzaine. Under the Bulletin which took over from La Quinzaine, he became one of the 
secretaries of the l'Union de la gauche socialiste (U.G.S., Union of the Socialist Left) from 1957 
to 1960. He then participated in the founding of the Parti socialiste unifié (P.S.U., Unified 
Socialist Party) and became a member of the political bureau of this organization until 1965. He 
fought in particular against the Algerian war and was seriously injured during the demonstrations 
of the metro Charonne. From 1965-1983 Verlhac was an urban planning assistant in Grenoble, 
and then the first deputy mayor from 1977 to 1983. He participated in several major projects to 
transform the city such as the construction of the village for the 1968 Olympic Games. See” Jean 
Verlhac,” Wikipedia. 
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reflection of my reason. But not a progressive Christian. It is a clericalist confusion and if it is 

found in leftists, it is not a reason to accept it: I like the clarity. 

At each meeting there were many Catholics. Before speaking, I would inquire about the 

composition of the room and invariably I heard this answer: "Some are completely unknown! 

But many Catholics ... Here! There is such as the President of Catholic Action ... In civilian 

clothes, Father X ... or Z ... Communists? There are probably no more than one-third.” And this 

is how I hindered "expansion"! 

The bishops had received instructions from the Nunciature; everywhere we found them in 

battle against the Mouvement de la Paix.38 

Sent, in spite of my objections and my strong repugnance, in a delegation to Rome near 

to the Italian Parliament, the number of my car, it was Unita's car, was transmitted by the police 

to the Holy Office, which pronounced against me a sentence of suspension a divinis.39 

During the audience, which I then obtained from Archbishop Ottaviani, the latter, after 

compliments of diplomatic courtesy, said to me, "How can you join the enemies of God?"40 

38Information about the Nunciature is footnoted in the Preface. 
39Unità (Unity) was the newspaper of the Italian Communist Party. Its founders included 

Antonio Gramsci in 1924. It was printed in Milan. It was suppressed in 1926. However, a 
clandestine edition was resumed in 1927 with irregular circulation in Milan, Turin, Rome and in 
France. Full publication was resumed after the Allied conquest of Rome on June 6. 1944. There 
were then local editions in Milan, Genoa and Turin. In 1974, daily circulation amounted to 
239,000 copies, but this number dropped considerably starting from the early 1980s. Once left-
wing, it was supportive of the Communist Party’s successor parties, the Democratic Party of the 
Left, Democrats of the Left and from 2007 until its closure the Democratic Party. The newspaper 
closed in July 2014. It was restarted in June 2015, but it ceased again in June 2017. See “Unità,” 
Wikipedia. 

In canon law, suspension is a penal sanction which only affects clerics. It belongs, along 
with excommunication and prohibition, to the category of censorship, or rehabilitatin penalties, 
because they aim above all at amending the culprit. The suspension can be pronounced by the 
pope for all clerics or by the bishops, for the clerics of their diocese. It consists in prohibiting the 
cleric from acts of the power such as celebrating the Eucharist or of his salary or his pension. 
Suspension a divinis: means the cleric can no longer administer the sacraments. Unlike other 
penalties, it is divisible in terms of its effects, which explains why it has often been used. The 
suspended cleric can receive the sacraments, but must refrain from acts prohibited by his 
suspension. He also does not lose his office or his right of residence. See” “Suspense (droit 
canonique),” Wikipedia. 

40Alfredo Ottaviani (1890 – 1979) was an Italian cardinal, Pope Pius XII named him 
cardinal in 1953. He served as Secretary of the Holy Office in the Roman Curia from 1959 to 
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“God has no enemies," I said. – “What! See what they did in Romania ... in Hungary, to Cardinal 

Mindszenty ..." I sank into my chair expecting to be thrown out the door: "Excellency, from his 

his convictions, you know that as a declared royalist Cardinal Mindszenty is a traitor in the eyes 

of his government.”41 Bishop Ottaviani received the blow without flinching. His hands fidigeted 

a little. "One must not," he said, "misuse certain political blunders.” It was a confession. "You 

will do everything your Archbishop tells you," he said, ending the interview. As if he did not 

know that the archbishop could not depart from the orders he would send him from Rome! 

Under these conditions, hoping to attract Catholics to the Mouvement de la Paix by 

reconciling their leaders, bishops priests [p. 177] or laity was a pipe dream. Our fighters would 

only carry out useful action with Catholics by working their neighborhood, their buildings. Let 

them make their influence felt there, let them recruit good will. Catholics, citizens like the others, 

would not be long in joining them. Because, finally, how many Christians attend churches, which 

do not in any way agree with the policy of their parish priest? For Catholics who are not clerical, 

politics is secular and must remain so. 

1966 when that dicastery was reorganised as the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith, of 
which he was Pro-Prefect until 1968. He was the leading conservative voice at the Second 
Vatican Council. During the last of the council's preparatory sessions, Ottaviani engaged in a 
heated debate with Cardinal Augustin Bea over the subject of religious liberty. Ottaviani, while 
opposed to the separation of Church and State and granting equal rights to all religions, 
supported religious tolerance—suppressing public manifestations of non-Catholic religions when 
possible. Ottaviani also argued during the debates on the liturgy and on the sources of Divine 
Revelation,which are understood as Scripture and Tradition in Catholic theology. Ottaviani was 
opposed in his movements for a rapid council by German Cardinal Josef Frings of Cologne. See 
“Alfredo Ottaviani,” Wikipedia. 

41József Mindszenty (1892 - 1975) was a cardinal and church leader in Hungary from 
1945 to 1973. After the war he and the Catholic Church were accused of having supported the 
Fascist dictatorship of Admiral Horthy. After the 1946 parliament banned the use of noble and 
royal titles, he continued to use the traditional title of prince-primate. He opposed the 
communist’s program of agrarian reform. The church was the largest landowner in Hungary. He 
contacted the U.S. embassy asking them to "engage in activities which were simply not 
diplomatically proper or politically feasible", and about which he was rebuked by the embassy. 
In 1948, religious orders were banned by the government. In 1949 at a show trial, he was 
convicted of treason and given a life sentence. After eight years in prison, he was freed in the 
Hungarian Revolution of 1956 and granted political asylum by the United States embassy in 
Budapest. He lived there for the next fifteen years. He was finally allowed to leave the country in 
1971. He died in exile in 1975 in Vienna, Austria. See “József Mindszenty,” Wikipedia. 
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Les chrétiens progressistes (Progressive Christians) disappeared one fine day; the 

Communist Party had suddenly stopped believing in their usefulness.42 

At the start of 1951, at the invitation of the local peace committees, I opened a series of 

meetings in the south of France which left an unforgettable memory. From January to May, I 

think I spoke in front of more than a hundred thousand listeners. Introducing myself in a cassock, 

I clearly defined my position from the first words: "Communist, I am not. I do not speak to you 

either as a priest. When it is the priest who addresses you in the pulpit, he does not admit of 

discussion. If I teach Catholic truth, I claim from my listeners the obedience of faith. Here, I am 

among you, as one of you. I am not trying to impose on you any Creed; I am speaking only to 

your reason. A bit later, those who wish to speak to discuss what I am putting forward will be 

free to do so. I speak to you as a free citizen to free citizens. And now, why do I play politics 

being a priest? Because I am a professor of international law and, as such, my competence to 

speak about the international situation and the conventions that regulate it - these conventions so 

often trampled! – has been recognized. Besides, tell me how a priest could exercise his ministry 

without getting directly or indirectly involved in politics? If I insist during Lent on the 

observation of abstenance from meat, I delight the fish merchants; if I am silent about this, it is 

the butchers who approve me.” 

The audience begins to cheer up; it is gaining trust. What a strange communion is that 

which little-by-little is established between an orator and those who listen to him! [p. 178] It is 

like that kind of magnetism which is established between the tamer and the beast which he must 

eventually conquer. Herriot said: "Public speaking consists of feeling what a crowd is feeling 

inside and expressing it to them."43 

I had before me sometimes considerable crowds: two thousand listeners in Grenoble, 

eight thousand in the covered market of Tarbes, twenty thousand on the Place Massena in Nice; 

42Information about the Union des Chrétiens Progressistes (U.C.P., Union of 
Progressive Christians) is noted in the Glossary. 

43Édouard Herriot (1872 – 1957) was a French Radical politician of the Third Republic 
who served three times as Prime Minister and for many years as President of the Chamber of 
Deputies. He was leader of the first Cartel des Gauches. He served as Mayor of Lyon from 1905 
until his death, except for a brief period from 1940 to 1945, when he was exiled to Germany for 
opposing the Vichy regime. As mayor, Herriot improved relations between municipal 
government and local unions, increased public assistance funds, and launched an urban renewal 
programme, amongst other measures. See “Édouard Herriot,” Wikipedia. 
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in Lyon, the big hall of the Bourse du Travail was packed.44 The Catholics who grouped around 

Verlhac said: "Abbe Boulier went to be applauded by the communists!” Certainly communists 

came to listen to me, but in the provinces less than in Paris where they formed a majority; they 

were about a third of the audience, it was estimated. 

I remember a few picturesque incidents. In Tarbes, a Franciscan preached Lent. He 

announced that there would be no sermon the next day because "he was resolved to disprove 

Abbe Boulier". I even believe that he had recommended himself to the prayers of his audience! 

In the hall of the city, eight thousand people were in a hurry to listen first to Mr. Michel 

Brugnier, young commander of the F.T.P. who, on this occasion, made one of the most beautiful 

speeches.45 When I had finished speaking, after him, they came to inform me that a priest was 

there who wished to speak to me. It was the Franciscan. "Why did not you speak earlier?” I said. 

“I offered an opportunity to all those who wished to express their objections…”- “It is that after 

having heard you, I had no more objections. You see I completely agree with what you said." 

At Nice, the Jesuit Fathers mingled with the crowd. I learned later that they wrote to 

Action Populaire expressing their satisfaction.46 

I sometimes came across audiences that were more difficult to move. In Montflanquin, 

the small cinema was packed: two to three hundred Gascon peasants crammed and not a woman 

among them. Leaning on the backs of the armchairs, they stared at me with all their eyes, 

maintaining a deep silence. I tried in vain to thaw them. Not the smallest applause; I continued to 

speak without any communication appearing between us. Surprise! As I was going to retire, the 

applause burst forth: it seemed as if the hall was going to collapse. [p. 179] It was at 

Angouleme that a woman exclaimed at the exit: "He gives us hope!” It made my heart feel warm 

when I heard about it. 

I can still see, at Vic-Fezensac, this immense barn, lit up with lanterns, where I spoke in a 

kind of obscure light. The meeting was chaired by the Mayor, hostile to the communists, I was 

44The Bourse du Travail ("labour exchanges") are a French form of the labour council, 
that is, working class organizations that encourage mutual aid, education, and self-organization 
amongst their members. See “Bourse du Travail,” Wikipedia. 

45Information about the F.T.P or Francs-Tireurs et Partisans (Snipers and Partisans) is 
noted in the Glossary. 

46Information about Action Populaire is noted in the Glossary. 
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warned. In the end, he declared himself delighted and I went out carrying in my arms two 

precious bottles of an old Armagnac which he had given me. 

At Bordeaux, at the Atheneum, a far-right commando had slipped to the top of the stands. 

No sooner had I begun to speak than a tear gas bomb came crashing down at the foot of the 

platform. In the brouhaha that followed, while the security people expelled the opponents, I 

continued to speak in the hall and managed to get many people to sit down. Shortening my 

speech somewhat, I sat down and suddenly felt a burning in my eyes. A curious anesthesia was 

followed by a burning pain. 

In Toulouse, the Jacobins Hall contained an ardent youth. At the exit, I was besieged by 

the chaplains of the students who advised me to go and see Cardinal Saliège.47 I answered that I 

was leaving for Beziers the next day, but that if the cardinal granted me his audience I would 

return by Toulouse and so I did. 

So one evening, in his very simply furnished and poorly heated office, the Cardinal 

received me. We talked about mutual friends, the Fathers of l'Action Populaire who, I knew, 

held him in high esteem. "And communism?” He asked me suddenly. "What do you think of 

communism?”- "What do I think, Eminence? Let me answer you with a comparison. You have a 

beautiful azalea there ... If central heating was installed in this office, the azalea would die. But if 

instead of the azalea, you had a cactus, it would continue to grow. If ever communism sets in 

with us, all our works will disappear. The Church will lose its splendor. We Christians will have 

to become cacti. Instead of the flowers it will push us to have thorns, but in the end the cactus 

will bloom! "I can still see the good smile lightning up this fine face, softened by wrinkles. [p. 

47Jules-Géraud Saliège (1870 –1956) was a Cardinal and Archbishop of Toulouse from 
1928 until his death. He was a resistant during the war and outspoken in attacking the German 
treatment of Jews and the conscription of Frenchmen. With the free press silenced in Vichy 
France, Charles Lederman, a Jewish communist approached Saliège, to alert public opinion to 
what was being done to the Jews. He told Saliège of the arrests, kidnappings and deportations. 
Saliège read his famous Pastoral letter the following Sunday, August 23, 1942. Other bishops - 
Monseigneur Théas, Bishop of Montauban, Monseigneur Delay, Bishop of Marseilles, Cardinal 
Gerlier, Archbishop of Lyon, Monseigneur Vansteenberghe of Bayonne and Monseigneur 
Moussaron, Archbishop of Albi - also denounced the roundups from the pulpit and through 
parish distributions, in defiance of the Vichy regime. In 1950, the Cardinal excommunicated a 
priest within his archdiocese for rejecting the dogma of the Assumption of Mary. See “Jules-
Géraud Saliège,” Wikipedia; and “Monsignor Saliège,” in Yad Vashem online at 
https://www.yadvashem.org/righteous/stories/saliege.html. 
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180] As the interview ended, the cardinal kindly said to me: "Do not stay alone. See the priests 

often, see your friends." 

Threatened by Church sanctions, I had to quit the le Mouvement de la Paix. To tell the 

truth, I had known many disappointments there. I remained faithful to the Combattants de la 

Liberté program. It had been discussed at length in the Resistance, but on this precise program, 

on this call to action, countless French people, across all Parties, could campaign and fight. But I 

had opposed with all my strength the order to expand it, which to tell the truth, came from 

Moscow. Expand to whom and to what extent? To expand without a program, without structures 

to accommodate memberships. The Mouvement de la Paix for a long time claimed to have 3,000 

peace committees; but it was unable to say whether it was 2,893 or 3,123. And then France has 

36,000 communes [municipalities]; in comparison 3,000 is a paltry number. A business house 

can not work without accounting. And how can these committees be run with a monthly 

magazine for every committee? By emptying the Movement of all political content, so as not to 

hinder "expansion", we ended up proposing, as I read on a poster: "Are you for death or for life?” 

I no longer know which humorist it was that proposed to make his party irresistible to group all 

gas utility subscribers. No action could come out of the Peace Movement that could shake and 

roll back a government A river that loses its slope and its banks, it is no longer a river, it is a 

swamp. That is what we had done with the Mouvement de la Paix, which ever since has been still 

water. 
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Chapter 11 [p. 181]  
XI 

 
 

THE SANCTIONS OF THE CHURCH 
 
 
 

I understood very early on why the Church had taken sanctions against me and I never 

resented those who took them. It was, in my view, the guarantee of the authenticity and sincerity 

of my action. I felt that my thousands of listeners thought, "He's a true priest, and the proof is 

that he has bishops against him. And to have the bishops against me did not mean to betray my 

faith, to betray my honor as a priest. 

However, when I started to be talked about, it was 1948. The Cold War was taking 

everything under the influence of the United States, Foster Dulles, and Cardinal Spellman; Pius 

XII was very involved.1 

For my part, I was carried forward by men and parties all suspect or even hated by 

Catholic circles. A priest who, in public, in front of a pacled Vel'd'Hiv, shakes hands with 

Maurice Thorez, what a scandal!2 But when a man reaches out a hand  to you, will you spit on 

it? What naivety! As if this outstretched hand was not that of a deceiver and not a friend. The 

calumny whistled. The scandal was growing. 

All this baffled good souls, seduced too many priests, risked drawing many faithful, it 

had to be stopped. If I had been a bishop, would I have reasoned otherwise? Measures and 

sanctions were necessary. Put yourself in their place. And then Rome ordered! [p. 182] 

1Information about Cardinal Spellman and John Foster Dulles is noted in Chapter 9. 
Information about Pope Pius XII is noted in the Glossary. 

2Information about Maurice Thorez, a leader of the French Communist Party, was noted 
in Chapter 9. Information about the Vel d'Hiv (Vélodrome d'Hiver or winter Velodrome) was 
noted in Chapter 10. 
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I assume that the prestige of Cardinal Suhard, should we say his authority with Pope Pius 

XII, his former classmate at the Gregorian University, would have continued to protect me from 

all sanction as he had succeeded om preserving the priest workers, the creation of the Cardinal. 

"No," he said to me once, "I do not want to be blamed for not having tried everything to bring the 

Church closer to the working masses who have departed from it!" 

Cardinal Suhard was no longer and Cardinal Feltin did not enjoy the same authority with 

Pius XII.3 In March 1950 I was summoned to the bishopric. The cardinal received me in the 

presence of MM. Brot and Potvin (amusing association of names!)4 Both as official notaries. I 

was read a note from Rome. To this day, I still do not know the literal content, because they did 

not give it to me. I asked for the text. "We only have one copy," I was told. - "There are plenty of 

typists in the place," I continued. I was promised that a copy would be sent; I'm still waiting for 

it. 

Before my protest, the Cardinal said to me: “So, you adopt the attitude of the Action 

Française!”5 “Monseigneur, I am happy that you mention the Action Française, because my 

case has nothing in common with it. The Catholics of AF were wrong to follow the doctrine of 

an atheist, Charles Maurras, which led to them to a conflict with the Church. But I for my part, 

have nothing to do with Maurras. I follow the doctrine of the traditional canonists of St. Thomas 

Aquinas, Vittoria, Suarez, who established the principles of the Church in in matters of the law 

of war and the law of peace. I am waiting to be shown what I missed.6 

Then I asked the Cardinal to stay with him alone, and he made a sign to the two notaries 

to retire. 

3Information about Cardinal Suhard, who died in 1949, was noted in Chapter 8. 
Information about Cardinal Feltin, who succeeded Suhard, was noted in Chapter 9. 

4Brot is German for bread or loaf. See https://m.interglot.com/de/en/Brot. The 
derivations listed for Potvin include pot-de-vin, or wine merchant, drinker, or a briber. See 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/french-english/pot-de-vin and 
http://www.linternaute.fr/expression/langue-francaise/127/verser-un-pot-de-vin/. 

5Information about Action Française and Maurras is noted in the Glossary. 
6Information about Aquinas, Vittoria and Suarez about their teaching on war and peace is 

noted in Chapter 4. 
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Once alone: "We must give satisfaction to Rome," I continued. Now I have to write a 

report for the C.N.R.S. I intend to finish it in the country with friends. I will notify you when I 

return."7 

Returning at Pentecost [May 28, 1950], I wrote to him, but received no response. So I 

resumed my activities at Combattants de la Paix. 

On September 5, I suddenly received a notification of a [p. 183] decree of an interdiction 

pronounced by Rome.[FN 1] It took effect on the 8th of the same month. So I could say my 

Mass for three days more and since I had made known to my friends in the Mouvement de la 

Paix, about twenty came to my last Mass. Before leaving the altar, I would have been happy to 

say to them a few farewell words, but the parish priest suddenly emerging, prevented me without 

the least courtesy. 

[FN 1] One can interdict a kingdom, a given place, or a person. [The 
latter] was my case. A sentence of interdiction is a censure the aim of which is to 
bring the guilty party to submission by the deprivation offices of which he is no 
longer allowed to exercise. 
I scrupulously observed the prohibition which did not affect my external behavior and 

continued the action undertaken in defense of peace. Rome then increased the threat. The 

cardinal received a new note which said in substance - I still remember it: "You will give to 

Abbe Boulier a parish office with orders to abstain from all contact with the corununists and the 

filocommunists (sic), quibusvis relationibus cum communistis and filocommunistis [Latin for 

“any relationship to the commune and filocommunists”]. He is also prohibited from dealing with 

social issues. If he refuses, reduce him to the secular state."[FN 2] 

[FN 2] A priest reduced to the secular state is deprived of the exercise of 
all the powers which he derives from his priesthood. The wearing of the 
ecclesiastical habit is forbidden to him. However, he remains bound by the 
obligation of celibacy. 

After reading the note, I pointed out to the cardinal that if he appointed me to Belleville, 

for example, I could not even take the bus, since I had orders to have "no contact with the 

7The C.N.R.S. or Centre national de la recherche scientifique (French National Centre 
for Scientific Research) is the French state research organization and is the largest fundamental 
science agency in Europe. It was established in 1939 and includes an Institute for Humanities 
and Social Sciences. In 2016, it employed 31,637 staff, including 11,137 tenured researchers, 
13,415 engineers and technical staff, and 7,085 contractual workers. It is headquartered in Paris. 
See “French National Centre for Scientific Research,” Wikipedia. 
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communists and the filocommunists” a quibusvis relationibus [Latin for “by all reports”].8 "It is 

not necessary to all this strictly," he replied with a smile. -- "But social questions? How to teach 

the Gospel, without touching it?” I propodrf to gain some time: "The works of Maurras were 

blacklisted in 1914, but the decree was not published until 1924. In ten years, will I still be alive? 

The cardinal contemplated another solution: "I will ask the Holy Office for a lawful  trial. You 

can explain yourself, defend yourself." – “Your Eminence will waste its  time," I pointed out to 

him, "because the Holy Office has its own procedure which is peculiar to it.” --[p. 184] “A real 

scandal," Cardinal Frings later declared in the middle of the Council.9 

8Belleville is a neighbourhood of Paris, France, parts of which lie in four different 
arrondissements. The major portion of Belleville straddles the borderline between the 20th 
arrondissement and the 19th along its main street, the Rue de Belleville. The remainder lies in the 
10th and 11th arrondissements. Traditionally, it is leftist and votes accordingly for either the 
Parti Socialiste (the French Socialist Party), the Parti Communiste Français (the French 
Communist Party) or the Lutte Ouvrière (Workers' Struggle). Communist Party headquarters is 
just outside Colonel Fabien station, between Belleville and its northern neighbor La Villett. 

Historically, Belleville was a working-class neighborhood. People living in the 
independent village of Belleville played a large part in establishing the Second French Republic 
through their actions during the Revolution of 1848. In 1871, residents of the incorporated 
neighborhood of Belleville were some of the strongest supporters of the Paris Commune. When 
the Versailles Army came to reconquer Paris in May of that year, it faced some of the toughest 
resistance in Belleville and in neighboring Ménilmontant. The bloody street fighting persisted in 
the two eastern districts, and the last of the barricades is said to have been in the Rue Ramponeau 
in Belleville. During the first half of the 20th century, many immigrants settled there: German 
Jews fleeing the Third Reich in 1933, and Spaniards in 1939. Many Algerians and Tunisian Jews 
arrived in the early 1960s. The neighborhood is home to one of the largest congregations of the 
Reformed Church of France. The Église Réformée de Belleville has been in the area since 
shortly before World War I. See “Belleville, Paris,” Wikipedia. 

9Information about the judicial procedure at the Holy Office is noted in the Church 
Matters section of the Glossary. 

 Josef Frings (1887 – 1978) was a German Cardinal and served as Archbishop of Cologne 
from 1942 to 1969. His father was a weaving industrialist and manufacturerHe worked as a 
principal of an orphanage in Neuss from 1922 until 1924 and until 1937 he was the community 
reverend of Cologne-Braunsfeld. Subsequently he led the archiepiscopal seminary in Bensberg. 
During his time as the clergyman of Cologne-Braunsfeld, he got acquainted with the mayor of 
Cologne, Konrad Adenauer. In Adenauer's opinion, Frings had a wrong point of view about child 
education. Up to the time when Adenauer was chancellor and Frings became cardinal, their 
relationship was decidedly cool.  

In 1942 Frings was surprisingly named archbishop of Cologne, a post which he held until 
his resignation in 1969. The National Socialist regime had banned the German media from 
covering the consecration ceremonies. He described the persecution of the Jews as 
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Cardinal Feltin summoned me again shortly afterwards. "You were right," he said to me. 

The Holy Office replied that it had its own procedure. He remained silent for some time. "I will 

tell them that I see no reason to reduce you to a secular state. I thanked him effusively. 

Some time passed. Holy Thursday [Maudy Thursday] arrived. It is the solemn feast of the 

institution of the priesthood. The cardinal invited me to come and see him in the morning. "Are 

you going to stay like that," he asked me, deprived of your priesthood? "Eminence, my 

priesthood would seem to me like a comedy and a hypocrisy, if, in order to recover it, I 

abandoned the Mouvement de la Paix.” He jumped, "How dare you ...— you write, Eminence.” 

And I repeated my statement, as if to dictate it to him. "And what do you do with obedience?” 

Jesus obeyed. It was indeed the day when, as a prelude to the Passion, the Church sings at the 

office the solemn antiphon: "Christus factus est obediens [Christ was obedient]..." -- "Yes,” said 

I, Christ obeyed ; but he obeyed his Father, and that is why the priests crucified him.” We could 

no longer say anything and we parted sadly. 

I would like to say that I have always found a close a paternal welcome from Cardinal 

Feltin, very much in line with the idea that one can have of a bishop. Not without emotion, I 

knew that around this time he was saying to the two provincials of the Dominicans, Father Avril 

and Father Bellot, who came to talk about the Montuclarde affair: "It's like Abbe Boulier. What 

he says, what he writes is irreproachable and he is a good priest. So? ..."10 To friends of mine 

who had asked for an audience, he also made the same statement in the same terms. 

"himmelschreiendes Unrecht" (a crime that cries out to heaven). His popularity saved him from 
reprisals. In 1944, he attacked arbitrary arrests, racial persecution and forced divorces, including 
the deportations of Jews from Cologne. 

After the war Frings was appointed head of the German Bishops' conference, and 
appointed a Cardinal. Against the declared neutrality of the clergy as demanded by Rome—he 
joined the Christian Democratic Union (C.D.U.). This step was a signal for many Rhenish 
Catholics (also clergymen), who before had a rather critical view of an interconfessional party 
also to support the C.D.U. instead of the Catholic Centre Party. Though Frings left the C.D.U. a 
few months later, due to pressure from Rome, his public partisanship is said to have been the 
start of the marginalizing and gradual decline of the Catholic Centre Party. He was a supporter of 
the dogma of the Assumption of Mary. 

Frings participated in the Second Vatican Council (1962–1965). His speech—
predominantly composed by Fr. Joseph Ratzinger—about the Holy Office, which the prelate 
perceived as too conservative and authoritarian, had tremendous effects and eventually led to its 
reorganisation as the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith. See “Josef Frings,” Wikipedia. 

10Albert-Marie Avril (1897-1978) was a 1922 graduate of the l'École normale supérieure 
with an agrégé des letters. He joined the Dominicans in 1925 and was prior of the province of 
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France from 1947 to 1954. He and some other French Dominicans favored the prêtre ouvrier 
(priest worker) movement. In December 1953, the ten Dominican priest-workers in France were 
ordered to abandon their mission by the Dominican superior, Fr. Suárez and by Rome, which did 
not like the movment. In addition the Dominican priors in Paris, who was Avril, along with those 
in Lyon and Toulouse were forced to "resign” their offices and the director of the Dominican-
owned publisher, Editions du Cerf was dismissed. Included in Rome’s attack were also three 
Dominican theologians Chenu, Congar and Féret. They were deprived of their teaching posts and 
ordered to cease publication. 

These moves brought protest from some French Catholics. Avril commented, "I am ready 
to leave my post for a greater good ... but I protest against the calumnies against my brothers ..."! 
After his resignation Avril became from 1966 to 1972 prior to the Dominican convent in 
Jérusalem. See “Library of the Dominican Institute for Oriental Studies,” online at 
https://alkindi.ideo-cairo.org/agent/90805; http://astedominicos.blogspot.com/2015/11/ (for the 
quote); Robert F. Byrnes, “French Priest-Workers,” Foreign Affairs (Jan., 1955), vol. 33, No. 2, 
pp. 327-331, at p. 329; François Leprieur, “Justice, Peace and Dominicans 1216-1999: VII - 
France in 1953-4: Do the baptised have rights? The Worker-Priest Crisis,“ New Blackfriars 
(September 1999), vol. 80, No. 943, pp. 384-396, at p. 386. 

Concerning the Dominican provincial Bellot, whom Boulier references, Leprieur in ibid. 
seems to refer to him in the following but does not mention his name: 

On 19 January 1954 the bishops who were involved published an official letter to 
the worker priests announcing that their work must stop on 1 March. Shortly 
afterwards news came of [Dominican superior, Emmanuel] Suarez's 'raid' on 
France. The three French Dominican provincials were removed, the Director of 
Editions du Cerf was dismissed, the three outstanding Dominican theologians 
Chenu, Congar and Féret were deprived of their teaching posts and … 
Maurice Montuclard (1904 – 1988) was from 1928 to 1953 also a Dominican priest. 

During the war he was in the Resistance. Earlier, in 1936 he helped establish the organization 
Jeunesse de l'Église which published a magazine of the same name. It started at Lyon and later 
had a center in the Paris region of Clairbois, near the Petit-Clamart roundabout. There it did its 
publications, assemblies of reflection and prayer, exegesis work and supervision of groups in the 
provinces. Montuclard was sympathetic to the priest-worker mission and wrote about it in 
multiple publications. 

In November 1953 Rome required the priest workers to leave their work and their trade 
union. Some chose instead to leave the priesthood. Montuclard was not a priest-worker, but he 
too departed the priesthood. After his departure, he was a researcher at the National Center for 
Scientific Research and co-founder of the Labor Economics and Sociology Laboratory, with 
François Sellier, at the University of Aix-en-Provence.  

Montuclard donated some 15,000 documents dealing with the history of Jeunesse de 
l'Église to the Jesuit library of Fontaines in Chantilly, now transferred to the “Archives de 
Jeunesse de l’Eglise: Le Fonds Maurice Montuclard,” at l’Université Lumière-Lyon 2. Historian 
Thierry Keck in introductory chapter to “Aux sources de la crise progressiste en France: Le 
mouvement ‘Jeunesse de l’Eglise’ (1936-1955),” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Universite 
Lyon, Lyon, France, 2002), online at http://theses.univ-
lyon2.fr/documents/lyon2/2002/keck_t#p=2&a=TH.2 (the online version is unpaginated), 
describes the documents: 
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The Vienna Congress of the Mouvement mondial de la Paix (World Peace Movement) 

was approaching.11 I explained in a note that this congress would be an international meeting 

where all the pacifist organizations would have access and could come to dialogue. I carried it to 

the cardinal. He asked me for a copy of the note of which he approved. After agreeing to a 

possible participation of Catholics under these conditions, he added: "I have bad news to tell you. 

You are reduced [p. 185] to the lay state. The decree has just arrived. But I will not put the 

knife to your throat. However, I leave for Assisi, then I will go to Rome; your answer should 

reach me by then." 

On leaving the Archbishop's house, I went to the Mouvement de la Paix, where a rather 

bizarre scene took place. As I announced to Casanova that the Cardinal was consenting to the 

Congress of Vienna, Verlhac, present at the interview, burst into tears. How do you explain such 

an emotion? Admittedly, for months, he never stopped presenting me, to Casanova in particular, 

as the obstacle to an understanding of the Catholics with the Movement, and here I was bringing 

an agreement at the highest level. Rage for being wrong or secret remorse? Who can sound the 

heart of man?12 

In 1984, Maurice Montuclard deposited his personal archives concerning 
the movement in the library of the Catholic faculties of Lyon. His eminent role as 
founder and principal animator, as well as a remarkable concern for conservation 
and archiving (the numerous duplicates of the letters sent bear witness to this) 
make this collection invaluable for knowledge of the movement. Besides the 
abundant correspondence of Jeunesse de l'Eglise from 1936 to 1953, mainly 
between its members and with the hierarchy, the Dominican Order, or even the 
readers of the notebooks, the Montuclard papers contain numerous reports of 
meetings and sessions. in Paris or in the provinces, the projects of unpublished 
notebooks such as The freedom of the Christian, written in part and The Bible, 
book of the poor, entirely written 
See “Maurice Montuclard,” Wikipedia. There is further information about the 

organization Jeunesse de l'Église and about publications of the same name in the Glossary. 
11The World Peace Council sponsored the January 1952 “Congress of the People for 

Peace” in Vienna. It promoted the strategy of peaceful coexistence which attracted a broad-based 
constituency. The presiding committee included Jean-Paul Sartre, Paul Robeson, Pablo Neruda, 
Diego Rivera, and Louis Aragon. Also attending was Hervé Bazin, Madame Sun Yat Sen, Ilya 
Ehrenburg and Hewlett Johnson. See “World Peace Council,” Wikipedia. 

12Information about Laurent Casanova and Jean Verlhac was noted in Chapter 10. The 
latter was an anti-communist and was apparently opposed the participation of the Mouvement de 
la Paix at  the Congress of Vienna. 
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Farge was on vacation at Tourettes d'Apt.13 I could not reach him to make him aware of 

the Rome decree. So I decided to talk to Casanova about my reduction to the secular state. What 

to do? "It would be a bad time to make a scandal," he said, looking very annoyed. Needless to 

say more. I understood that, struck by the sanctions of the Church, I became a hindrance, an 

embarrassment that regretefully could not be tolerated by the Movement of Peace. I was thrown 

to the wolves. 

Another solution certainly had my preference and it seems to me that Farge would have 

approved of it: it was to present myself as a layman before the Mouvement de la Paix gatherings. 

What I told you in cassock, I tell you now in jacket. It's still the truth. But would I have been 

followed? I had hitherto been a worthy priest; they would move away from a defrocked priest. 

Power of the cassock on imaginations. I was twenty years early. Today who would be surprised 

to see me appear in a jacket at the podium? The bishops themselves appear in jackets. It only 

bothers Mgr. Lefebvre to be seen in this respect.14 

I telegraphed Cardinal Feltin at Assisi, and then I sent him a letter directly to Rome. I 

agreed to offer my resignation from the Mouvement de la Paix, but specifying that I would not 

consent to any disavowal. 

As soon as he returned to Paris, Cardinal Feltin announced to me [p. 186] that Rome 

agreed to suspend the sentence, but I still had my head under the knife: "I had a lot of trouble," 

said the cardinal. "Initially I had to wait more than two hours at the Holy Office." – “How is that 

13Tourettes d'Apt is a town the department of Vaucluse, located in the Provence-Alpes-
Côte d'Azur region. See “Vaucluse,” Wikipedia. 

14Marcel Lefebvre CSSp (1905 – 1991) was ordained a priest in 1929. Initially he served 
as a missionary priest in Africa. At the Vatican Council as a bishop he was a leader of the 
conservative bloc. Later he opposed certain changes within the church associated with the 
council. Refusing to implement council-inspired reforms, he resigned from the leadership of the 
Holy Ghost Fathers in 1968. In 1970 he founded the Society of Saint Pius X as a small 
community of seminarians in Switzerland, with the permission of Bishop François Charrière of 
Fribourg. In 1975, after a flare of tensions with the Holy See, he was ordered to disband the 
society, but ignored the decision. In 1988, against the prohibition of Pope John Paul II, he 
consecrated four bishops to continue his work. The Holy See declared that he and the other 
bishops who had participated in the ceremony had incurred automatic excommunication under 
Catholic canon law, a status Lefebvre refused to acknowledge to his death three years later. In 
2009, 18 years after his death, Pope Benedict XVI lifted the excommunication of the four 
surviving bishops at their request. See “Marcel Lefebvre,” Wikipedia. 
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Eminence! And you did not leave? Let the cardinal, Archbishop of Paris, wait two hours? It is a 

calculated rudness.” -- "It has happened to me many times," he confessed humbly. 

Cardinal Feltin had saved me, but at what cost? 

Reflecting on what followed, I assumed there was some ambiguity in the solution. There 

had only been talk between Rome and Paris of the Mouvement de la Paix. However, I had other 

activities: including the l'Association des Juristes démocrates [Association of Democratic 

Lawyers], the France-U.R.S.S. where I was a member of the editorial committee, the France-

Tchécoslovaquie [France-Czechoslovakia Association], of which I was Vice-President, and the 

Secours Populaire [French Popular Relief]; I was sending weekly an article to the National Front 

press.15 No one in Paris had ever blamed me for these activities, but in Rome, if they thought 

they were finally rid of the "Red Priest", he continued to be the object of very effective 

espionage on the part of the Polish, Slovak, Hungarian emigration and, as long as the pontificate 

of Pius XII, Cardinal Spellman and CIA agents lasted. This explains the sanctions that continued 

to pursue me. They had only been suspended; they were going to become final and without 

delay: the decree remained in force. 

Years passed. I thought myself forgotten. 

But one day I was summoned by Cardinal Feltin. It was to announce to me that by 

sentence of Rome, I found myself definitively reduced to the secular state. What had happened? I 

had been invited by the Association of Democratic Lawyers to give a series of lectures in 

Hungary.16 However, in the Magyar Kurier, I was accused of collusion with the Association of 

Priests for Peace, those disapproved priests who were the subject of proseedings in Rome, but 

especially of the Hungarian emigration.17 The envelope that the cardinal handed to me 

contained, with the article in question, a note from the Renseignements Généraux de Paris 

reporting on a lecture I had given at the Lyon Chamber of Commerce on the renaissance of 

15Information about l'Association des Juristes démocrates, L’association France-
U.R.S.S., l'Association France-Tchécoslovaquie and Secours Populaire Français is noted in the 
Glossary. 

16Information about the International Association of Democratic Lawyers is noted in the 
Glossary. 

17The Magyar Kurír (Hungarian Courier), established in 1911, is the semi-official 
newspaper of the Hungarian Catholic Church. See “Magyar Kurír,” Wikipedia. 
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Nazism in Bonn Germany.18 "The article in the Hungarian newspaper is lying from start to 

finish," I said. It may be that [p. 187] Priests for Peace were at the reception at Budapest in my 

honor, but I have had no relationship with any of them. As for the note which Rome has attached 

to the article, it seems to me a police note. (The cardinal believed it too.) I will not dispute it, 

because while certain expressions are reproduced in a somewhat loaded way, the whole of the 

report presents exactly the content of my lecture. This is indeed what I said, but what is there that 

deserves reproach? 

I went up to Cardinal Feltin's office and added: "Eminence, I would like to protest the 

decision of Rome. I want to do it in writing. Do you want to give me a sheet of paper?" 

And I wrote the following protest: "The hand on the Gospel, I protest against the measure 

that reaches me. I am not aware of any fault that deserves such a sentence. I swear on the gospel. 

And until I die, I will protest against the violence that has been done to me." 

I asked the Cardinal to lend me his Bible; two notaries were called to record my protest; I 

read it, hand on the book. As soon as the notaries left the room, I knelt before the Cardinal and 

asked him for his blessing. He gave it to me with tearful eyes and that is how we parted. 

18The Renseignements Généraux (R.G.) (General Intelligence), which dated back to 
1907, was the intelligence service of the French police, answerable to the Direction Générale de 
la Police Nationale, and, ultimately, the Ministry of the Interior. In 2008, it was merged with the 
Direction de la surveillance du territoire into the new Direction centrale du renseignement 
intérieur. See Renseignements Généraux, Wikipedia. 

In addition to speaking, Boulier wrote against the restoration of Nazis to power in 
Germany. This included a booklet attacking the Nazi cold-warrior, Hans Globke (1898 – 1973), 
who was a German lawyer and politician. From 1953 to 1963 he was Under-Secretary of State 
and Chief of Staff for Chancellor Konrad Adenauer in West Germany. During World War II, as a 
worker in the Office for Jewish Affairs in the Ministry of the Interior, he wrote a legal annotation 
on the anti-semitic Nuremberg Race Laws that did not express any objection to the 
discrimination against Jews. This placed the Nazi Party on a firmer legal ground, setting the path 
to The Holocaust. 

After the war, Globke as Secretary of State ran the Chancellery and  recommended the 
people who were appointed to roles in the government, coordinated the government's work, and 
oversaw the West German intelligence service. He helped shape the course and structure of the 
state and West Germany's alignment with the United States. He was also instrumental in West 
Germany's anti-communist policies at the domestic and international level and in the western 
intelligence community, and was the German government's main liaison with NATO and other 
western intelligence services, especially the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). During his 
lifetime, his role in the Nazi state was only partially known. See Jean Boulier, Der Prozess gegen 
Dr. Hans Globke (The Trial of Dr. Hans Globke) (Dresden: Verlag Zeit im Bild, 1963) 47 pp.; 
see also, Hans Globke, Wikipedia. 
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Since 1952 the Algerian war had continued, sordid in its atrocity. I took sides in the early 

days of the revolt: "It's a forest fire!," I said; “it must be extinguished immediately and at any 

price. Otherwise, everything will ignite and we will lose Algeria." 

It was not everyone's opinion. Led by public opinion, the Communist Party voted to send 

the contingent to North Africa. I considered and still consider that it committed a heavy mistake 

that day. Resistance, however, began to manifest among the soldiers; one of the first to refuse to 

obey was called Alban Liechti.19 He was the son of a Post Office employee and a teacher, 

19Alban Liechti (b. 1935) was from a communist family. During World War II, his father 
worked in the resistance as part of the F.T.P. Alban began selling Humanity in 1948, and 
attended the P.C.F. section school. In 1950, he joined the Sèvres circle of the Young 
Communists (Union des Jeunesses Républicaines de France), of which he became secretary. In 
1952, he worked as an apprentice horticulturalist in Versailles, the following year becoming a 
gardener in the Bois de Boulogne. At the same time he joined the sixteenth – Trocadero section 
of the P.C.F. His activities included campaigning against the Indochina War, notably for the 
release of Henri Martin and Raymonde Dien. He was arrested in 1951 during the demonstration 
against General Eisenhower. In May 1952, he was injured and hospitalized during the 
demonstration against General Ridgway. On June 19, 1953, he also participated in the 
demonstration, which degenerated into a riot, in front of the American Embassy. A year later on 
July 14, 1954, he marched with his parents in the demonstration during which Algerians and 
French were wounded. In 1955 he became a member of his P.C.F. section committee and 
participated in the campaign for the legislative elections, even though he was too young to vote. 

In 1956 Liechti was drafteted into the military. He expected a soldier to oppose the 
Algerian war like Henri Martin against the Indochina war. Approaching his departure for 
Algeria, he refused to participate. He obtained the support of his parents but reactions were 
mixed within the Communist Party, although he was not openly criticized or excluded. The party 
leadership had supported the government’s decision to intervene militarily in Algeria. The 
party’s general secretary, Maurice Thorez, argued on May 31, 1959, that soldiers should resist in 
a clandestine manner, rather than openly. As authority he quoted Lenin: 

The communist soldier goes to any war, even a reactionary war to 
continue the fight against the war. He works where he is placed. If it were 
otherwise, we would have a situation such that we would take a position on purely 
moral bases, according to the character of the action carried out by the army to the 
detriment of the connection with the masses. 
Despite the party leadership, Liechti organized debates with the soldiers of his unit at the 

home of a friend living in Versailles, Yolande Toublanc, who became his wife. These debates led 
in July 1956 to 30 of his regimental comrades out of 35 signing a petition demanding a cease-
fire. This was addressed to the President of the Council and he informed the President of the 
Republic René Coty that he refused to participate in the war or "take up arms against the 
Algerian people in struggle for their independence." The latter sentence was stronger since the 
term independence was then almost taboo. 

At the train station on his regiment’s departure day for Algeria, there was an anti-war 
demonstration. In Algiers Liechti refused to take the weapon that was handed to him. He was 
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communists both, like Alban. They later confessed that they lived in painful days while waiting 

for the Party's support for their son's gesture of revolt. The Party finally realized that it would be 

impossible for it to disavow such a courageous position, which, politically, was really on time. 

[p. 188] It decided that the Secours Populaire would defend Alban.20 

The letter by which this young man announced to his leaders his resolution not to serve in 

the war of Algeria is of great nobility, written, moreover, in a magnificant language, a veritable 

page of anthology! He was inspired by Florian, whose political writings his mother had made 

known to him and he cited a fine sentence in which Florian pitted men of peace against men of 

war.21 

then imprisoned, tried and sentenced to two year for refusal to obey. In 1957 he began to receive 
receive public support for his action. The pressure of the Secours populaire led to his transfer 
back to metropolitan France. 

After more communist soldiers refused to take part in the war, the party members Henri 
Martin and Léon Feix intervened in the central committee of the P.C.F. At that point the P.C.F. 
launched its campaign "soldiers of the refusal" (les soldats du refus). Forty communists refused 
to fight. The communist press was prosecuted for provoking soldiers to disobedience. The 
Secours populaire français provided material support and lawyers to the imprisoned soldiers. 
The International Committee of the Red Cross investigated the lack of care and ill-treatment 
suffered by prisoners. In 1958 Liechti was released from prison but not from the military. He was 
sent back to Algeria, where he again refused to fight. He was arrested, sentenced and served two 
more years. 

After the war, Liechti returned to his job as a gardener in Trappes, where he became 
responsible for green spaces, from 1975 to his retirement in 1995. He was pardoned, like all 
opponents of the Algerian war, in June 1966. In 1986, he helped create with Henri Alleg the 
Association of fighters of the anti-colonial cause (ACCA). See Tramor Quemeneur, “Alban 
Liechti,” Le Maitron: Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social: Dictionnaire Biographique, 
online at https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article140969. Thorez’s Lenin quote appeared in 
L'Humanité which in turn was quoted in “Les communistes n'approuvent pas l'encouragement à 
l'insoumission,” (The Communists do not approve of encouraging rebellion), Le Monde,  10 
septembre 1960, which in turns is available in “Les soldats du refus,” Wikipedia, online at 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soldats_du_refus#cite_note-9. 

20Information about Secours Populaire is noted in the Glossary. 
21The passage to which Boulier refers in the July 2, 1956 Liechti open letter sent to the 

President of the Republic René Coty before his departure for the war in Algeria was from the 
romance writer Jean-Pierre de Florian’s (1755–1794) Camiré. 

War horrifies me, I admire and cherish the courageous man who, if 
someone comes to attack his wife, his children, his country, immediately arms 
himself , exposes himself to death for the salvation of his brothers. This man is 
not a man of war, as he is very aptly called, he is a man of peace and justice, 
because he fight for both. 
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The example was followed; among the rebels was Pierre Guyot, son of Raymond Guyot, 

member of the Political Bureau of the Communist Party.22 And that is how I was led to write in 

La Défense, the newspaper of “Secours Populaire,” an article in which I declared that these 

rebellious young people "had saved the honor of the Army".23 To support this declaration, I 

explained the illegality of the repression against a people who demanded from France only 

equality with other French citizens. I also invoked the laws of war outrageously violated by our 

army: the massacre of prisoners, torture, the extermination of civilians were common practices. 

In various provincial cities and in the suburbs of Paris, I carried out, with Mme. Liechti, Alban's 

mother, a campaign of meetings to defend the position of the imprisoned resistors. I was not to 

learn until much later of General de Bollardiere's refusal to comply with the abominable 

See Jean-Pierre de Florian, Camiré in vol. 3 of Œuvres de Florian (Paris: P.C. Briand, 
1823-24, 9 vols.) See also, Alban Liechti, l'Humanité (November 19, 2001), online at 
https://www.humanite.fr/node/255706. 

22Raymond Guyot (1903 - 1986) was a railroad worker and joined the P.C.F. in 1921. He 
was sentenced in August 1923 to fifteen days in prison for "provoking soldiers to disobedience". 
During his military service, he was sentenced to sixty days in prison, fifteen of which were spent 
in a cell for "militant activity".After his publication in La Caserne (Barracks) of an article 
entitled "Accentuate class action", he went into hiding to escape justice which sentenced him by 
default to two years in prison (1930). He was finally arrested in 1932 and spent a year in prison. 
During World War II he was a resistant leader in the southern zone. From 1935 to 1943 he was 
also a high-ranking member of the Presidium of the Communist International for Youth and was 
general secretary of the Executive Committee for a period. Later from 1945 to 1972 he was a 
member of the P.C.F. politbureau and deputy to the National Assembly from 1937–40 and 1946–
58. In 1961, he took part in the trial against the "French Khrushchevites" Marcel Servin and 
Laurent Casanova, succeeding the latter as French representative on the World Peace Council. 
See “Raymond Guyot,” Wikipedia. 

Pierre Guyot (b. 1938) served two years in prison for refusal to bear arms and later 
worked in factory. See Marc Giovaninetti, “Pierre Guyot,” Le Maitron: Mouvement Ouvrier, 
Mouvement Social: Dictionnaire Biographique, online at 
https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article76173.  

23An English translation of Boulier’s article, “Ils ont Sauve l’Honneur de l’Armee,” La 
Défense: organe de la Section française du Secours rouge international (November 1958), no. 
409, p. 2, is available in the Publications section of the Glossary. See also, Axelle Brodiez in “Le 
Secours populaire français dans la guerre d'Algérie Mobilisation communiste et 
tournantidentitaire d'une organisation de masse / The Secours populaire français during 
theAlgerian War. Communist Mobilization and ecisive Change of a Mass Organization,” 
Vingtième Siècle: Revue d'histoire (April - June, 2006), no. 90 pp. 47-59, at p. 55, discusses 
Boulier and the context of the article. 
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directives emanating from General Massu and intended to cover so many crimes committed by 

the French troops.24 

The public prosecutor’s office ended up referring my article to the Court. To my 

defender, the lawyer of the Secours Populaire, Mr. Joë Nordman, I offered to be assisted by a 

master of the Bar, Mr. Baudet.25 But the latter refused me his services, and I turned to Mr. 

Thorp, the president of the bar, who accepted with generosity.26 

24Information about Jacques Bollardière and Jacques Émile Massu is noted in Algerian 
War section of the Glossary. 

25Information about Joseph “Joë” Nordmann (1910 – 2005) is noted in the Glossary 
under Persons. 

Paul Baudet (1907-1972) was a top-rated Parisian Catholic lawyer. The journalist Legris 
Michel writes about one of his more famous cases, in which the client lost and was executed, but 
was converted to Christianithy in the process: 

After the drama, the Fesch family has the reflex of a wealthy family and 
calls on a tenor of the bar, Me Paul Baudet. Without realizing it, it sets out on the 
path that will lead the cursed son to conversion. Because Baudet is not an 
ordinary lawyer. He barely hides his homosexuality, which earned him in the 
Palace of Justice, the nickname "Duchess of Berry" (he was, in fact, born in 
Bourges in 1907). 

However, in the early 1950s - on the platform of a provincial station, 
exhausted by difficult pleadings - he had an "enlightenment" and recovered his 
faith. He thought of entering La Trappe [monastery] Since then, he goes to mass 
almost every morning, renounces carnal pleasures, makes pilgrimages, retreats in 
abbeys. Two years after taking charge of Jacques Fesch's defense, he will travel to 
the Holy Land. A strange journey, looking back. It includes two distinct groups: 
adults and young people. Baudet, for his part, belongs to the first, that of the 
“luxury” category. Young people are content with camping in the company of a 
newly ordained priest: Jean-Marie Lustiger. In this way, the lawyer and the future 
archbishop of Paris will meet without meeting. At the time, moreover, the "Fesch 
affair" still belonged only to Baudet. And above all in the spiritual domain. 
Because (he will blame himself later) a preoccupation prevailed over the strictly 
professional concern: saving the soul of his client. 
See Legris Michel, “De l'échafaud à la grace,” L’Express (April 14, 1994), online at 

https://www.lexpress.fr/informations/de-l-echafaud-a-la-grace_597894.html. See also, J. M. 
Theolleyre, “Un ‘peseur d'âmes’” Le Monde (April 10, 1972), online at 
https://www.lemonde.fr/archives/article/1972/04/10/un-peseur-d-ames_2400953_1819218.html. 

26René-William Thorp (1898 – 1967) became a lawyer in 1921. In 1935 he was elected 
city councilor of Bordeaux, then radical deputy of the Gironde from 1936 to 1940. On July 10, 
1940, he voted full powers to Marshal Pétain, which resulted in him being declared ineligible for 
the Liberation. He then resumed his activities as a lawyer and became Bâtonnier (president of the 
bar) of Paris from 1955 to 1957. During this time he became involved in the Algerian cause, and 
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On the day of the trial, I appeared with two character witnesses: one was Vercors, the 

other was the RP [Reverend Father] Boisselot, Dominican, director of the Editions du Cerf who 

came to the bar in the great costume of his Order, black coat and White dress.27 A former 

lawyer himself, he [Boisselot] was beginning to develop my defense when the prosecutor 

interrupted him. [p. 189] Do you think that the doctrine of Abbe Boulier is really catholic? 

Boisselot did not hesitate to reply that in the Church there exists a freedom of opinion concerning 

open questions. My doctrine was, he asserted, Catholic. The representataive made no 

accusations; he contented himself with saying to the Court: "You have the writings and you 

know the law: I ask you to apply it.” When my turn came to speak, I first affirmed my patriotism 

and revealed my sadness at having lost, in 1914, the majority of my classmates. Then, in the 

name of International Law, I referred to the statute of the Nuremberg Tribunal adopted by the 

United Nations and I recalled the sentences of this tribunal condemning the German atrocities 

committed during the Second World War.28 It is a true revolution in international law, I added. 

was François Mitterrand's lawyer during the Observatory affair in 1959. He failed to legislative 
elections of 1958 and 1962. In 1965, he was president of the support committee of François 
Mitterrand for the presidential election. See “René-William Thorp,” Wikipedia. 

27Information about Fr. Pierre Boisselot, O.P. is noted in Chapter 9. 
Vercors was the pseudonym of Jean Bruller (1902 – 1991), a writer, illustrator and P.C.F. 

fellow-traveller. His father was a Hungarian-Jew. In the 1930s he had success in publishing his 
drawings, some of which were political. In 1940 at the armistice, he became a carpenter in his 
village and wrote two pages each evening of his adolescent love affairs. This was published in 
1974 under the title Tendre Naufrage (Tendre Shipwreck). In 1942 he co-founded Les Éditions 
de Minuit with Pierre de Lescure. They published material that supported the resistance, 
including works by Aragon, Eluard, Triolet, Mauriac and Steinbeck. It was at this time that he 
started publishing under the pseudonym Vercors.  

From 1952 to 1956 Vercors was president of the National Committee of writers. In the 
Algerian war: he denounced torture in Le Périple, the first part of the Surce Rivage  trilogy 
(1958). Several of his novels have fantasy or science fiction themes. The 1952 novel Les 
Animaux denatures, translated variously into English as You Shall Know Them, Borderline, and 
The Murder of the Missing Link, was made into the film Skullduggery in 1970, starring Burt 
Reynolds and Susan Clark. It examines the question of what it means to be human. Colères, 
translated into English as The Insurgents is about the quest for immortality. In 1960 he wrote 
Sylva, a novel about a fox who turns into a woman, inspired by David Garnett's novel Lady into 
Fox (1922). See “Jean Bruller,” Wikipedia; Nathalie Gibert, “Vercors [Jean Bruller],” Le 
Maitron: Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social: Dictionnaire Biographique, online at 
https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article178469. 

28The Nuremberg principles, which are seven in number, are a set of guidelines for 
determining what constitutes a war crime. The document containing the guidelines was created 
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According to universally recognized principles, this law takes precedence over domestic law 

whenever a contradiction arises between them. However, of public knowledge, the French army 

engages in Algeria in abuses described as "war crimes" by an international tribunal, according to 

the rule of law unanimously adopted by the United Nations. The soldiers who refuse to 

participate in these war crimes do not obey only their righteous conscience, they obey the law, 

the law of nations." 

My lawyers did not speak. They congratulated me for my speech. I was nonetheless 

sentenced to a thousand francs fine and fifteen days suspended prison sentence. Father Boisselot 

did me the honor of paying most of the fine, leaving the Secours Populaire to pay the rest. This 

trial, which I would have liked to have thundered out, was stifled both by the mainstream press 

and the Communist Party. What does it matter! I carried with it the conviction that I had done 

my duty as a lawyer and that I had defended the law and taught the audience a lesson in 

International Law. 

Finally came the convocation of the Second Vatican Council. 

by the International Law Commission of the United Nations to codify the legal principles 
underlying the Nuremberg Trials of Nazi party members following World War II. Those 
principles were contained in an August 8, 1945 agreement signed by France, the Soviet Union, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States. Earlier the principles had been developed by the 
European Advisory Commission under the authority of the Moscow Declaration in the 
“Statement on Atrocities,” which was agreed at the 1943 Moscow Conference. 

The first four principles are: 
Principle I: Any person who commits an act which constitutes a crime 

under international law is responsible therefor and liable to punishment. 
Principle II: The fact that internal law does not impose a penalty for an act 

which constitutes a crime under international law does not relieve the person who 
committed the act from responsibility under international law. 

Principle III: The fact that a person who committed an act which 
constitutes a crime under international law, acted as Head of State or responsible 
government official, does not relieve him from responsibility under international 
law. 

Principle IV: Main article: Superior orders: The fact that a person acted 
pursuant to order of his Government or of a superior does not relieve him from 
responsibility under international law, provided a moral choice was in fact 
possible to him. 

This principle could be paraphrased as follows: "It is not an acceptable 
excuse to say 'I was just following my superior's orders'".  
See “The Nuremberg principles,” Wikipedia. 
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I had written eleven propositions on war and the peace which I proposed to have adopted 

by the Council. I had first shown them to Cardinal Feltin, who received me very kindly at his 

Saint-Sulpice office; he had retained my paper. Then I submitted it to R.P. Chenu who exclaimed 

while reading it: "At last here is a text which brings us out of the blah-blah-blah of which we are 

overwhelmed!”29 [p. 190]  But in Rome, following the sanctions of the Church, I could not 

penetrate inside the Council. The session ended and I returned very sad from my failure when I 

learned that Cardinal Suenens had telephoned me and that he was waiting for me at the Belgian 

College.30 I went there the same day. "When I packed my bags," he said to me, "I found your 

29Marie-Dominique Chenu. OP (1895 –1990) was a theologian and one of the founders 
of the reformist journal Concilium. He was ordained in 1919 and completed his doctorate in 
theology in 1920 under the direction of Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange. Thereafter he began to 
develop his theological perspective replacing the non-historical approach to Thomism that he had 
learned from Garrigou-Lagrange at the Angelicum with an historicist reading of Aquinas. He 
promoted the return to Thomas Aquinas as a source, but rejected 19th century "modern 
scholastic" theology. 

At Le Saulchoir he was the teacher of Dominicans Yves Congar and Edward 
Schillebeeckx. In 1930 Chenu founded the Institut d'Etudes Médiévales de Montréal. He served 
as regent of studies at Le Saulchoir from 1932 to 1942, and was therefore very involved in the 
move of Le Saulchoir from Belgium to Étoilles, near Paris, in 1937. 

In 1937 Chenu privately issued a book entitled Une école de théologie: le Saulchoir. In 
February 1938 he was called to Rome and reprimanded for this work. Then, in February 1942, 
Une école de théologie was placed on the Vatican's "Index of Forbidden Books" because of its 
ideas about the role of historical studies in theology. He was removed as rector of Le Saulchoir. 
Friends got him a post at the École des Hautes Études in Paris, and he subsequently taught at the 
Sorbonne and the Institut catholique de Paris. 

In the late 1940s and early 1950s Chenu became involved, as a friar-preacher, in the 
nascent worker-priest movement, and its attempts to evangelise the anti-clerical industrial 
suburbs of Paris. Eventually, in 1953, he was among the French Dominicans disciplined by the 
Master of their Order, Suárez, supposedly to save them from worse treatment by the Vatican. He 
was expelled from Paris and moved to Rouen, only being allowed to return to the Dominican 
convent of Saint-Jacques in Paris in 1962. He was invited to be a peritus, or expert, at the Second 
Vatican Council (1962–65) where he was influential in the Pastoral Constitution on the Church 
in the Modern World (Gaudium et spes). Gustavo Gutiérrez of Peru, who promoted Liberation 
Theology, studied with Chenu at the Institut Catholique de Paris, and cites him numerous times 
in his writings. See “Marie-Dominique Chenu,” Wikipedia. 

30Leo Jozef Suenens (1904 – 1996) was a Belgian who served as Archbishop of 
Mechelen-Brussel from 1961 to 1979. He was a leading voice at the Second Vatican Council and 
advocated aggiornamento in the Church. When the first session of the Council fell into 
organizational chaos under the weight of its documents, it was Suenens who, at the invitation of 
the Pope, rescued it from deadlock and essentially set the agenda for the entire Council. He was a 
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paper, which I read with great interest. It seems to me that it contains a series of proposals that 

the Council could examine. I will submit them to the professors of the University of Louvain. 

But who are you ? I quickly told him about my adventures and told him of the Church's sanctions 

I had always been struck with. "You must have suffered a lot," he said to me. Tomorrow, feast of 

the Immaculate Conception, I will say my Mass for you. I retired comforted. The first session of 

the Council was closed, but I was waiting for the second full of hope! 

Disappointment at the start of this second session! I went to see Father Chenu to remind 

him of the proposals with which he had been so pleased. "We are overwhelmed with papers," he 

said to me, "and we really do not know how to get rid of such an influx!” I understood from this 

discouraging reception that my efforts would be in vain. What was my surprise when I read in 

the constitution Gaudium et Pax a declaration where I recognized most of my own text! Here it 

is: "Any act of war which tends indistinctly to the destruction of entire cities or vast regions with 

their inhabitants is a crime against God and against man himself and it must be condemned 

firmly and without hesitation.” (Constitution Gaudium et pax, § 80, 5.)31 

decisive force behind the Conciliar documents Lumen gentium and Gaudium et spes. See “Leo 
Jozef Suenens,” Wikipedia. 

31Information about Gaudium et spes is noted in Chapter 10. It can be further noted that 
the chief focus of the document was on social teaching. The previous Vatican Council in 1869–
70 had tried to defend the role of the church in an increasingly secular world. Those who 
interpret the purpose of the Second Council as one of embracing this world use Gaudium et spes 
as the primary hermeneutic for all its documents. Boulier’s contact, Cardinal Suenens of 
Belgium, urged the council to take on social responsibility for Third World suffering, 
International peace and war, and the poor. The context of the council was the experience of two 
world wars, the Holocaust, and nuclear weaponry. In its Introduction the document states, "... the 
Church has always had the duty of scrutinizing the signs of the times and of interpreting them in 
the light of the Gospel." 

Suenens argued that the mission of the Church needed to recognize the realities of 
secularization and pluralism. A key principle behind the "audacious change" in this and in 
several earlier outward-looking documents of the council was that the Church was Christ himself 
using us as his instruments to bring salvation to all, and in charity we must presume that those 
who differ from us are nevertheless people of good will. 

Another of Boulier’s contacts as mention, was Marie-Dominique Chenu, professor of the 
Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas, Angelicum. He was influential in the 
composition of Gaudium et spes. Concerning this the scholar Thomas Rosica, CSB in “Gaudium 
et Spes at 50," Zenit (July 20, 2015), mentions that "The problem of poverty and of overcoming 
it through a healthy economy, respectful of the primary value of the person, allows for a vast 
discussion on political ethics in Gaudium et Spes.” See also, “Gaudium et spes,” Wikipedia. 
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Unfortunately, Cardinal Spellman, following I do not know what maneuver, succeeded in 

neutralizing this text by slipping in it the correction which, moreover, the Council did not take 

account, but agreed to insert. 

“Since the defensive strength of any nation is considered to be dependent upon its 

capacity for immediate retaliation, this accumulation of arms, which increases each year, 

likewise serves, in a way heretofore unknown, as deterrent to possible enemy attack. Many 

regard this procedure as the most effective way by which peace of a sort can be maintained 

between nations at the present time.” (Ibid, § 81, 1) [p. 191]  
With all due respect for a conciliar text, I would dare to say that this proposition is 

absurd, because of two things:  one, where one has a firm will to use the condemned weapon of 

extermination and is abandoned to a criminal will or [second] where one decides never to use it, 

there is no longer any deterrence. 

The Council ended. The procedure of the Holy Office had just been abolished, as 

scandalous, thanks to the intervention of Cardinal Frings, Archbishop of Cologne and Mgr. 

Roberts, S.J., Archbishop of Calcutta, and in what terms!32 "A judge who would have used the 

means the Holy Office would be condemned by an English court," Roberts had said bluntly. 

32Thomas d'Esterre Roberts (1893 – 1976) was an English Jesuit prelate. He was rector 
of St Francis Xavier’s, Liverpool, from 1935 to 1937. He was Archbishop of Bombay, India, 
from 1937 to 1950 but in practice did not exercise this role after 1946 when he absented himself 
from the post and left his Indian auxiliary bishop effectively in charge. After leaving Bombay, 
not having a regular diocesan job, he lectured and wrote.  

In 1954 he wrote Black Popes: Authority its Use and Abuse (Sheed and Ward) in which 
he argued that "blind obedience" was harmful and that effective authority required responsibility, 
openness, and unhindered two-way communication. Failing this, authority, as in governance of 
the Church, was liable to become abuse. Because of the danger of abuse, obedience to authority 
should not be out of fear but "intelligent" i.e. questioning and criticism should be allowed. He 
drew an analogy to the non-Catholic's appeal to conscience. Questioning was not treason or 
rebellion, but a duty. He pointed out that there were many instances in the Acts of the Apostles of 
open disagreements between Christ's disciples. He went on to criticise ecclesiastical proceedings 
under Canon Law. These could be done in secret with anonymous witnesses, without the accused 
being told the charges, without a hearing and with no acknowledgement of any defence. 

In July 1963, Roberts published an article in Continuum, an American Catholic review, 
entitled "The Arms Race and Vatican II".He argued that if a government does not acknowledge 
human rights or violates them, then its orders lack juridical force. Given that in a nuclear war 
there was likely to be accidental destruction of non-participating countries he concluded that 
nuclear warfare was not morally lawful. He maintained that most bishops on both sides during 
World War II justified supporting their governments on grounds of obedience to the authority of 
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On December 8, 1966, I therefore took advantage of this circumstance to inform myself 

of the exact reasons for the sanctions taken against me: that I be told the of the specific faults 

which had led to my conviction. 

Cardinal Feltin sent word to me that he approved my request, but, having given his 

resignation in the meanwhile, the affair was handed over to his successor, Cardinal Veuillot.33 

He studied my file with the awareness and precision he brought to business. How much I 

appreciated in him the absence of any ecclesiastical "ointment", a clarity and a loyalty quite 

singular! At the beginning of our relations, he examined with some suspicion this "red priest" 

who approached him preceded by an unfortunate reputation. Little by little, confidence was 

established. I have very fond memories of Cardinal Veuillot for his admirable righteousness and 

rare loyalty! 

He was quick in Rome to obtain the reply I requested. In fact, there was between Rome 

and Paris some misunderstanding, because for Rome believed that I asked to be reinstated in the 

clergy and not a simple explanation. Returning from Rome, the cardinal brought me this answer: 

"You are not reproached for anything against faith or against discipline; the criticisms that are 

addressed to you are on prudential grounds.” As if "unwisdom" - was it really? - were likely to 

motivate such sanctions! 

"To return to the clergy," continued the cardinal, "here is what you are asked for: first a 

disavowal ..." At a gesture from [p. 192] me, he hastened to say "We would discuss the terms!" 

But I wanted to define my position well and replied: "Eminence, this is not a disavowal that 

would cost me; every time I confess, I disavow myself. It is, in reality, to disavow texts that I 

the state. Noting that this was rejected at the Nuremberg trials, he concluded that the "individual 
has a fundamental right to freely follow his own conscience" and that this was a human right.  

Roberts took his vow of poverty literally, eschewing 1st class travel and wearing handed-
down clothes. At the Vatican Council, he stayed in a tiny room and would often receive visitors 
in a pyjama top and aged shawl over black trousers. He disliked ecclesiastical pomp and 
advocated simplification. He particularly disliked Pontifical High Mass, where he felt that the 
focus of attention was on the bishop instead of on the service. He disliked the term "Your Grace" 
preferring to be called "Father". He disliked fancy lace vestments, likening them to women's 
underwear, and kept his episcopal ring in his back pocket to discourage people from feeling they 
were expected to kiss it. He disliked St Peter's Basilica in Rome and told his biographer, Hurn, "I 
never feel altogether comfortable in St Peter's. I keep remembering that it was largely built from 
the sale of indulgences." These attitudes gave him an affinity with Low Church members. See 
“Thomas d'Esterre Roberts,” Wikipedia. 

33Information about Cardinal Veuillot is noted in Chapter 5. 
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have discussed with men of high authority, that I have amended, for which I have taken 

responsibility in public. How can I, today, disown these texts without being asked if I have not 

lost my mind?” He remained silent. "You should also make a retreat.” "I make a retreat every 

year, but this retreat, made by order, in a monastery that you would fix for me, would amount to 

a disavowal. It would be a retreat of penance and your Eminence will understand that I can not 

consent to it." 

The cardinal had not finished reporting to me about the condtitions of Rome ... "Given 

your age, you would no longer have to exercise any activity. In other words, you would retire. 

"Certainly my age is quite advanced, I retorted, however, as long as I can work, I consider it my 

duty to continue. And after a rather long silence, the cardinal concluded the interview 

conversation: "So, stay as you are. After all, it is better!” 

I had won this attestation that no essential reproach had been brought against me. As for 

entering the Church, the cardinal himself did not advise me to do so; I would therefore continue 

to live as a simple lay person. 

How many friends regretted to see me kept in a sort of reprobate state! Ideas were 

evolving and everything I had championed in the Church became not only tolerated, but highly 

approved. I received a letter from Madame Pesson Depret, a fervent disciple of Canon Viollet, 

whom I had known at the Rosary and who had always kept track of me with sympathy.34 Her 

credit was considerable because of her many activities at M.R.P. and in ecumenical circles, and 

34Viola Pesson-Depret was part of high society in Paris from the 1930s to the 1970s. She 
was marrited to the director of the Morgan Bank in Paris and a benefactor to various charities. 
There is mention of her benevolence in several books, including Adam Rayski’s The choice of 
the Jews under Vichy: between submission and resistance (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 2015), 388pp.; Hilari Raguer, La pólvora y el incienso: la Iglesia y la Guerra 
Civil Española, 1936-1939 (Gunpowder and Incense: The Catholic Church in the Spanish Civil 
War, 1936-1939) (Barcelona: Ediciones Península, 2001). 

Jean Viollet (1875-1956) was a French priest and founder of the Oeuvres du Moulin Vert. 
He was the son of Dreyfusard Catholic historian Paul Viollet (1840-1914). He was ordained a 
priest on October 20, 1901 in the chapel of Notre-Dame du Rosaire de Plaisance. Father 
Boyreau, vicar at the parish and director of the Rosary Works, took Father Viollet as 
collaborator. He helped found housing cooperatives and other social programs for the poor. 
During World War II he was close to the resistance and hid Jews who were in danger of being 
deported. He had a gift for marriage counseling and published a number of books on the subject, 
including Petit traité du mariage, les lois du véritable amour (Small tract on Marriage: The 
Laws of True Love) (Paris: Association du mariage chrétien, Éditions familiales de France, 
1943), 47pp. See “Jean Viollet,” Wikipedia. 
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and at the Jeanne-d'Arc association, international abolitionist league, of which she was vice-

president.35 Desolate that I had not yet recovered my priesthood, she proposed to me in a letter 

to take steps in my favor. I told him rather curtly that I was fine as I was and that I would stick to 

the cardinal's advice. But what a woman wants [she gets]!36 Mme Pesson-Depret had met R.P. 

[Révérend Père] Villain, Superior of the Jesuits, [p. 193] and they had talked about me.37 She 

invited me to lunch with him and with M. Michelet, from La Bonne Press, a lont-time friend.38 I 

35Information about the Mouvement Républicain Populaire (M.R.P., Popular Republican 
Movement), is noted in the Glossary under political parties. 

The Association Jeanne-d'Arc is an association that combines feminism and Catholicism 
and campaigns for complete equality between men and women, in the public and private spheres 
and also within the Catholic Church. It also works at influencing governments to prohibit 
trafficking in women and children. Catherine Jacques and Christine Machiels, “Féminisme et 
abolitionnisme aux XIXe et XXe siècles en Belgique,” in Du sordide au mythe (ed. Jean-Michel 
Chaumont and Christine Machiels, Presses universitaires de Louvain, 2013), pp. 153-179, 
section 3.2, online at https://books.openedition.org/pucl/755?lang=en. 

36Boulier is quoting a French proverb, “what a woman wants, God wants“ (Ce que 
femme veut, Dieu le veut), that is, a woman always manages to get what she wants. See 
“Wiktionary: the Free Dictionary,” online at , 
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/ce_que_femme_veut,_Dieu_le_veut. 

37Information about Jean Villain is noted in Chapter 9. 
38Edmond Michelet (1899-1970) was a French politician. On June 17, 1940, he 

distributed tracts calling to continue the wa. It is considered to be the first act of resistance of 
World War II in France, one day before Charles de Gaulle's Appeal of June 18. He helped 
victims of the Nazis in occupied France, including Catholic philosopher Dietrich von 
Hildebrand. In 1943 he was arrested and incarcerated at the Dachau concentration camp where 
he assisted other prisoners during a typhus epidemic and was infected himself. He wore the 
armband No. 52579. When Dachau was liberated he was still aiding the sick and was the last to 
leave, on May 26, 1945. While a prisoner, he was helped by abbé Franz Stock. 

Michelet was elected to the French Parliament in October 1945 and made minister of the 
Army by Charles de Gaulle in 1946. He was a senator for the Seine between 1952 and 1959 
(vice-president of the Council of the Republic in 1958). He served as Minister of Justice from 
1959 to 1961. He was the main collaborator of Abraham Vereide, the leader of the Family 
fundamentalist organisation, based in the United States. See “Edmond Michelet,” 

The publishing house La Maison de la Bonne Presse was established in Paris by the 
Augustine Fathers of the Assumpion in 1873. In 1969 it changed it name to Bayard, which was 
the street in which its offices were located. In its early days it published magazines like Le 
Pelerin and La Croix. By 1969 Notre Temps was one of its publications. 

The historian Yves-Marie Hilaire in “Edmond Michelet et le gaullisme, état 
d’avancement de la recherché” (Edmond Michelet and Gaullism, state of research), in Journée 
d’étude à l’occasion de la publication du répertoire d’archives du fonds Edmond Michelet 
(Workshop on the occasion of the publication of the archive directory of the Edmond Michelet) 
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learned that a close friendship united Father Villain and Cardinal Villot, as he told me in private. 

In his opinion, my return to the clergy would no longer cause difficulties; it would go without 

saying. Could I refuse? At bottom I almost wanted it. But, not saying no, I said yes and that is 

how, finally, following these interventions, Rome put the decision of my reinstatement in the 

hands of the cardinal, Archbishop of Paris, Mgr Marty.39 

He received me for the first time with his well-known benevolence to tell me that he had 

no objection to my return to his clergy; however, he had to consult the episcopal and the 

presbyteral council. My blood boiled. "Eminence, I do not know either the episcopate or the 

presbyteral council. I only know François Marty.” And I was pointing my index finger towards 

him. "You and you alone have the capacity to reopen the access of the priesthood under your 

responsibility, and I expect such a decision only from you!" “It's a pastoral concern," he replied. 

I can not understand what he meant by that. 

I just had to wait for "the pastoral concern" to decide my fate. It did it favorably and I 

was summoned a second time. All the difficulty was gone, but in my turn I set out some 

conditions. First, that my return to the clergy of Paris was officially announced and I proposed 

the following formula: "Abbe Boulier, having given the necessary satisfactions, was returned to 

the possession of his priesthood in the clergy of Paris.” Then I asked for a "celebret" because of 

(Brive: Fraternité Edmond-Michelet Centre d’études et musée Edmond-Michelet, ville de Brive, 
Novembre, 16, 2013), pp. 37-40, at p. 34, online at 
http://centremichelet.brive.fr/Docs/Journee%20d_etude%202013.pdf, states that Michelet had 
good relations with and published articles in La Maison de la Bonne Presse:  

Michelet generally has good relations with La Maison de la Bonne Presse (6 EM 
110 to 112), notably with La Croix, remembering the support provided by Father 
Merklen during the Resistance and appreciating Alfred Michelin, but finding 
Pierre Limagne too committed on the side of M.R.P. in 1951. With the 
Publications of La Vie catholique (Informations catholiques internationales, La 
Vie catholique illustrée. Catholic Life (International Catholic Information, 
Illustrated Catholic Life…) (6 EM 130 to 132), he is close to Georges Hourdin, 
their director. 
39François Marty (1904 –1994) was the Archbishop of Paris. He worked as a pastor in 

the diocese of Rodez from 1930 until 1951, and then served as vicar general of the diocese to 
1952. He then was appointed Coadjutor Archbishop of Reims. He attended the Second Vatican 
Council and was elected vice-president of the Episcopal Conference of France from May 1966 to 
May 1969 and was then elected its president, serving until October 1975. He was created a 
cardinal in April 1969. See “François Marty,” Wikipedia. 
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the trips I was planning.40 Moreover, given the bad state of my legs and because I lived far 

enough away from a church, permission to celebrate Mass in my apartment. For confessions, I 

wanted to hear them in a parish in Paris where I would be welcomed. 

I had enumerated to His Eminence all my activities in France and abroad so that there 

was no longer any ambiguity. Cardinal Marty agreed to my requests and without any disavowal, 

I began a new life in a Church and among a clergy which it was difficult for me to recognize 

after so many years of estrangement. 

 

 

  Blank page 

[p. 194]  Blank page 

 

 
 
 

40Information about a celebret is noted in Chapter 9. 
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Chapter 12 [p. 195]  
XII 

 
 

RETURN TO THE CRISIS CHURCH 
 
 
 
The reader no doubt awaits after this long story of such a long a life for me to tell what 

kind of priest I had become at the time I rejoined the clergy? In a word, I was quite unhappy. 

What church did I leave? And what church did I find? Many parishioners of my age - and 

even younger ones - feel uncomfortable in this church where aggiornamento [modernizing] is 

hurting. That is why, to the amazement of my friends, I first joined the Silencieux de l'Eglise 

(Silent Church), a fault that I have never ceased to lament since I recognized it!1 I was not long 

in leaving the Silencieux, where, beside the laity of the most authentic Christianity, I found only 

fanatics lagging behind the skirts of a tribune who put on the air, as he intended, of being a 

prophet. All this action soon appeared to me, for what it was, driven by an all to obvious slogan: 

give me money! 

Elsewhere, it is announced that the Church now has at its head a heretical pope, Paul VI. 

Without contesting the merits of Father Georges de Nantes - and I know that he has proved it in 

the diocese of Troyes - it seems to me that this priest is going too far!2 Admittedly, the idea of a 

1The “Gathering of the Silent Church” (Rassemblement des silencieux de l'Église) was 
founded in 1969 by Sadi Couhé, known by the pen name Pierre Debray (1922 – 1999), a French 
writer, Catholic essayist and monarchist. The group had the support of Edmond Michelet and 
included a bishop and more than 900 priests. It was one of the currents in the Traditionalist 
Catholicism movement. The currents challenged all or part of the texts and reforms resulting 
from the Vatican Council II. Besides the rejection of the liturgical reform, the main subjects of 
doctrinal opposition were religious freedom, ecumenism and collegiality. See “Le catholicisme 
traditionaliste,” Wikipedia; see also, “Pierre Debray,” Wikipedia. 

2Georges de Nantes (1924 – 2010), known by the name of the Abbé de Nantes, was a 
traditional Catholic priest who founded the League for Catholic Counter-Reformation (Ligue de 
la contre-réforme catholique, CRC). He developed apocalyptic predictions in the 1980s. He was 
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heretical pope has nothing that can shock a theologian as a working hypothesis, but I judge that 

the present Pontiff does not present anything that would cast doubt on the integrity of his faith. 

He suffers. He would not want to hurt anyone. On Peter's boat, the wind is blowing in blasts. [p. 

196]   
Among other opponents one finds Archbishop Lefebvre, former archbishop of Dakar. In 

a time of vocation shortage Mgr. Lefebvre fills his seminary of Ecône.3 It is scandalous to see 

this archbishop who constantly protests his submission to the Church, go to Rome and return 

without having obtained an audience! It is difficult to admit that young people who have 

prepared for their priesthood through years of seminary, many of them attending the courses at 

the Catholic University of Friborg, are viewed in advance and in a block refused their ordination 

by a joint resolution of the French episcopate. The duty of each bishop, before consecrating one 

of his seminarians, would be to subject to an examination; but how to consider such a 

questonable collective exclusion? And, I repeat, while vocations are rare! I hate the 

fundamentalist ideas they display. But it is odious to bar them in advance from the priesthood. 

Only one seminary, the French seminary of Rome, Santa Chiara Street, suppllies more 

than half of our bishops.4 Such a proportion boggles the mind. Has the Church of France become 

a mission of Ethiopia, a German College in unfaithful or heretical lands? Is this another 

ostracism so little justified? He did not pass through Santa Chiara; you cannot make him a 

bishop. 

What about Bishop Ducaud-Bourget when he fills Wagram hall several times on 

Sunday.5 He celebrates there every Simday a Mass in Latin according to the rubrics of the 

forbidden to exercise priestly faculties, including the celebration of sacraments, which he 
ignored. See “Georges de Nantes,” Wikipedia. 

3Information about Marcel François Lefebvre was noted in Chapter 4. 
4The French Seminary of Rome, or Pontificium seminarium gallicum in Urbe, is a 

seminary for French diocesan priests in Rome. It was founded in 1853 by Father Louis- de 
Lannurien, a disciple of Father François Libermann. The seminar was directed by the Spiritans 
until 2009. It is currently under the responsibility of the Conference of Bishops of France. See 
“Le Séminaire français de Rome,” Wkipedia. 

5François Ducaud-Bourget (1897 - 1984) was a traditionalist priest and ally of 
Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre. During World War II he was active in the French Resistance as a 
priest, and helped Jews to escape to Spain. He was made a chaplain of the Order of Malta in 
1946 and an honorary prelate in the time of Pope Pius XII. Rejecting the revision of the Roman 
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Roman Missal of 1572. He undoubtedly disobeys, but the faithful who flock to his offices 

certainly do not show a spirit of revolt. It is a disoriented, unhappy crowd for having suffered too 

much, from one parish to another, a mass, never the same, which brings them no spiritual fruit. 

The problem deserves to be examined, because "the sparrows gather where they find grain," as 

the famous Jesuit Maldonado replied to the Sorbonne doctors who envied his success with 

students.6 Several thousand starlings gather every Sunday in the Wagram hall. A professor at the 

Missal that followed the Second Vatican Council, he organised celebration of the Latin 
Tridentine Mass in the chapel of the Hôpital Laënnec, a former hospital in Paris. When he was 
excluded from this in 1971, he tried in vain to obtain from the Cardinal Archbishop of Paris 
François Marty another place in which only the Tridentine Mass would be celebrated. When he 
failed in this, he organised the take-over, in February 1977, of the parish church of Saint-
Nicolas-du-Chardonnet, expelling the priest in charge. See “François Ducaud-Bourget,” 
Wikipedia. 

The Wagram Hall is a historic auditorium in the 17th arrondissement of Paris. It was built 
in 1865. First built in 1812 as the Bal Dourlans, the huge ballroom was the setting for 
international congresses, political conferences, fashion exhibitions and dance competitions. From 
the 1950s the hall was much used as a classical recording venue.See  “Salle Wagram,” 
Wikipedia. 

6Juan Maldonado (1533 1583) was a Spanish Jesuit theologian and exegete. He taught 
philosophy, theology, and Greek for some time in the University of Salamanca. In 1558 he 
entered the Jesuit noviatiate in Rome to be received. The Collège de Clermont having been 
opened in Paris, he was sent there in the autumn of 1563. He was involved in multiple disputes 
with Calvinists.  

Theology in Paris had fallen into decay through the prevalence of philosophical quibbles 
and barbarous Latin; this Maldonado remedied, giving due precedence to Scripture, the Fathers, 
tradition and the theologians, relegating the philosophers to the lowest place, and keeping useless 
questions within bounds; he spoke Latin elegantly, and drew up a scheme of theology more 
complete than that which had been in use, adapting it to the needs of the Church and of France. 
The lecture-room and, after it, the refectory were found to be too small; Maldonado therefore 
carried on his classes, when the weather permitted, in the college courtyard. Nobles, magistrates, 
doctors of the Sorbonne, college professors prelates, religious, and even Huguenot preachers 
went to hear him, engaging their places in advance, and sometimes arriving three hours before 
the beginning of the lecture. Bishops and other great personages living away from Paris 
employed copyists to transmit his lectures to them.  

In 1574 the university accused him of impugning the Immaculate Conception of Mary. 
This was untrue, he only held that the doctrine was not as yet an article of faith, but that one 
might properly take a vow to defend it; Pierre de Gondi, Bishop of Paris, decided in his favour 
(January, 1575). Again, he was accused teaching that the pains of purgatory last ten years at 
most. What he really taught was that the duration of those pains is unknown and it would be rash 
to attempt to determine it, however, he favoured the opinion of Soto, that in some cases 
purgatory did not last longer than ten years.  
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Sorbonne dared to call them crazy. He could analyze this phenomenon more seriously, where the 

discontent of the elderly is mixed with the louder protests of younger elements. All over [p. 

197] this revolt floats a very noticeable hint of Action française.7 Let us not forget that for Pius 

X Maurras was "a handsome, defender of faith." In the name of the Syllabus, integral 

Catholicism joined integral nationalism.8 All this seemed to be buried definitively by the 

Being an excellent theologian, well grounded, at Salamanca, in Latin and Greek, having 
also learned Hebrew, Syriac, Chaldaic, and Arabic in Paris, and knowing all that was then known 
of ancient history, the Fathers and the false interpretations of the heretics, Maldonado became, 
according to the opinion of Kuhn, superior to most exegetes of his time, and inferior to none. In 
Cornely's opinion, his "Commentaries on the Gospels" are the best ever published. He excelled, 
according to Simon, in explanation of the literal sense; according to Andres, in his 
comprehension of the text and in gathering the aptest and truest sense, leaving no difficulty 
unexamined.  

Maldonado has played a major role in French demonology. He was of the opinion that a 
storm of demons is followed by the spread of heresy (Protestantism). Heresy degenerates in 
atheism and magic. Demons use heretics to deceive mankind. In his view, the denial of demons 
is as great a sin as atheism. Witchcraft and heresy are connected by curiosity. "More women than 
men are witches, since women are more curious." See “Juan Maldonado,” Wikipedia. 

7Information about Action française is noted in the Glossary under Catholic 
Associations, Groups and Movements. 

8Information about Charles Maurras is noted in Chapter 2. Information about Integralism 
is noted in the Glossary in the Intégristes section of the Catholic Associations, Groups and 
Movements section. 

The Syllabus of Errors (Syllabus Errorum) was a document issued by the Holy See under 
Pope Pius IX in 1864 as an annex to the Quanta cura encyclical. It condemns a total of 80 errors 
or heresies, articulating Catholic Church teaching on a number of philosophical and political 
questions, and referring to previous documents. The 80 errors or propositions are divided into ten 
sections which deal with:  

1. pantheism, naturalism, and absolute rationalism, #1–7 
2. moderate rationalism, #8–14 
3. indifferentism and latitudinarianism, #15–18 
4. socialism, communism, secret societies, Bible societies, and liberal clerical societies, a 

general condemnation, unnumbered 
5. the Catholic Church and her rights, #19–38 (defending temporal power in the Papal 

States, overthrown six years later) 
6. civil society and its relationship to the church, #39–55 
7. natural and Christian ethics, #56–64 
8. Christian marriage, #65–74 
9. the civil power of the sovereign Pontiff in the Papal States, #75–76 
10. liberalism in every political form, #77–80. 

In short the Syllabus was an attack on liberalism, modernism, moral relativism, 
secularization, and the political emancipation of Europe from the tradition of Catholic 
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teachings of the Second Vatican Council. And now the extravagances of an ignorant pruning, 

decided in the name of the Council to "smash the past," gives some semblance of reason to the 

fundamentalist protest which, alas, can claim that it does not rest on emptiness. 

I would like to explain myself more fully about the crisis that the Church is going 

through. It does nothing shake my faith. The Church has always been in crisis. It is a natural state 

in the modern world and in all the worlds already crossed by it. It crosses today a world which 

seems to be becoming Marxist, and this confrontation with Marxism and the barrage of 

communist action precipitates a crisis whose origins go back a long time and whose extensions 

extend to the whole planet. "The great scandal of the nineteenth century," said Pius XI, "is that 

the Church has lost the working class.” The Church has let the working masses move away from 

it and it does not know how to find them. It should offer the working masses heroes and saints 

who share their distress and fulfill their aspirations. The J.O.C. in the beginning, had many 

worker priests who realized this ideal.9 It deteriorated afterwards. In close proximity to the 

world, these priests realized that no one believed in their celibacy. When one of them got 

married, the comrades congratulated him for quite unexpected reasons: "We are very happy: we 

were wondering how you could live without a woman. We were afraid you were gay. Now the 

question is settled and well settled.” Many priests in their turn settled it by abandoning their 

celibacy. We are speaking of five thousand priests for France alone, defrocked and married, 

more than one is already divorced. Michel de Saint-Pierre speaks bluntly of the “chaos” in the 

Church.10 The bishop of Nancy answers him that for him he is not "panicked" and radiates 

monarchies. Reaction from Catholics was mixed, while that from Protestants was uniformly 
negative. The document remains controversial, and has been cited on numerous occasions by 
both Catholic traditionalists seeking to uphold traditional Catholic values and anti-Catholics 
seeking to criticize the church's positions.  

The purpose of the Syllabus was not to explain each error in depth, but only to provide a 
list briefly paraphrasing each and referring to the corresponding papal documents which define 
and explicate the errors in detail. These detailed documents are essential for understanding the 
Pope’s arguments. See “Syllabus of Errors,” Wikipedia. 

9Information about the J.O.C. (Young Christian Workers) is noted in the Glossary in the 
Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements section. 

10Boulier uses the term “chienlit,” which is a traditional French term translated as 
masquerade or carnival/chaos. It was brought to notoriety by General Charles de Gaulle in an 
angry speech during the student protests in Paris during May 1968 in France, when he used the 
vernacular term as a scatological pun "La réforme oui, la chie-en-lit non" meaning Reform yes, 
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soothing words.11 I think that Michel de Saint-Pierre is right and that the Church in France is 

going through a crisis as deep as it was at the time of the Revolution. But it is not a sign of poor 

health. 

“The great pontificates of Gregory VII and Innocent III,” [p. 198] writes Albert Sorel, 

“have been times of crisis. It is not accurate to use the traditional image, which represents the 

boat of St. Peter entering the port of the promised land; it must be seen as navigating laboriously 

against the wind, between the reefs with a view of inhospitable coasts, which it only approaches 

for a moment before immediately being blown back to the high seas, where it again meets the 

tempest ... Far from suffering from the progress of modern civilization and freedom of 

conscience, the Church has benefited from it. Its power over the Christian world had never been 

more great as the day when, in spite of its own anathemas, it became a purely moral power.”12 

but chaos - no whilst the pun was Reform - yes, shit in bed - no. The term is now common 
parlance in French political commentary, used both critically and ironically.  

The etymological origin of chie-en-lit / chienlit was the medieval carnival/masquerade 
when peasants and artisans had one day per year to celebrate, to abandon all work and chores, to 
abandon contemporary mores and conventions, to shit in bed. Somebody would be chosen as 
king for a day, and even the lord of the manor sometimes joined in, enduring ritual humiliation, 
such as being led through the streets like a servant, or slave, or dog. See “Chienlit,” Wikipedia. 

Michel de Saint-Pierre (1916 - 1987) was is a journalist, resistant during the Second 
World War, then politically engaged in favor of traditionalist and conservative options. In the 
1950s he was anti-Gaulist and close to the aristocracy of Pierre Boutang and Michel Vivier and 
their journal, La Nation française. As a royalist Catholic, he defended the traditional mass and in 
his writings portrayed the distress of certain Catholics surprised by the liturgical and pastoral 
reforms of Vatican II. In 1981 he was one of the founders of the daily right-wing Catholic paper, 
Présent. He also belonged to the League against Racism and Anti-Semitism. See “Michel de 
Saint-Pierre,” Wikipedia. 

11Jean Albert Bernard (1916 – 2002) was ordained a priest in 1945 and appointed bishop 
of Nancy in 1972. He resigned from this office in 1991. See “Jean Albert Bernard,” Wikipedia. 

12Albert Sorel (1842 – 1906), Nouveaux essays d'histoire et de critique (Paris: E. Plon, 
Nourrit et cie, 1898); 308pp.; online at http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000666231, p. 167. Sorel 
was a French historian. His main work was L'Europe et la révolution française (Europe and the 
French Revolution) which took 30 years to write and appeared in eight volumes between 1885 
and 1904. It dealt with the European state system in the eighteenth century and the classic 
introduction to the study of revolutionary and Napoleonic diplomacy. He was a conservative. He 
did not recognize revolutionary France’s war of liberation and the predatory wars of the 
Directory, the Consulate, and the Empire. He idealized Napoleon. See “Albert Sorel,” Wikipedia; 
and “Albert Sorel,” Great Soviet Encycloedia. 

Information about Gregory VII and Innocent III is noted in the List of Popes section of 
the Glossary.  
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As St. Thomas once in fighting against Averroes, christianised Aristotle, the Church can only 

overcome the crisis that shakes it by remaining in a world that materializes in a basely 

permissive society and which as Maurras has beautifully defined it, “the temple that defines 

duty.”13 It is regrettable that the nineteenth century made the papacy a dictatorship and the Pope 

a Duce. But this authority, buried under the paperwork of offices and the intrigue of diplomats, 

has as its mission to shine like a lighthouse on an ocean of consciences. The motto of Lutetia, 

fluctuat nec mergitur (she is rocked by the waves, but does not sink), can be safely applied to the 

boat of St. Peter.14 

Previously, Pius X and his police thought they were right about the modernist crisis. They 

simply sealed the disease in the wound; but leukemia had overrun the whole body. A modernist 

was not someone who had only read Loisy.15 How many priests who admired him knew Greek 

very well, a little Hebrew, a lot of German and fluent English. Each diocese had perhaps two or 

three priests claiming the name of "modernist", who were capable of rigorous historical criticism 

to ideas, dogmas, local traditions and ecclesiastical institutions. This breed of scholars which 

13This is a quote from Charles Maurras, La Politique religieuse (Paris, Nouvelle librairie 
nationale, 1914), p. 383. Information about Maurras is noted in Chapter e. 

Abū l-Walīd Muḥammad Ibn ʾAḥmad Ibn Rušd (1126 –1198), Latinized as Averroes was 
a Muslim Andalusian jurist who wrote about many subjects. His philosophical works include 
commentaries on Aristotle, for which he was known in the West as The Commentator and Father 
of rationalism. He was a strong proponent of Aristotelianism; he attempted to restore what he 
considered the original teachings of Aristotle and opposed the Neoplatonist tendencies of earlier 
Muslim thinkers.  

Averroes’ commentaries on Aristotle were translated into Latin and Hebrew. The 
translations reawakened Western European interest in Aristotle and Greek thinkers, an area of 
study that had been widely abandoned after the fall of the Roman Empire. His thoughts 
generated controversies in Latin Christendom and triggered a philosophical movement called 
Averroism based on his writings. His unity of the intellect thesis, proposing that all humans share 
the same intellect, became one of the most well-known and controversial Averroist doctrines. 
His works were condemned by the Catholic Church in 1270 and 1277. Although weakened by 
condemnations and sustained critique from Thomas Aquinas, Latin Averroism continued to 
attract followers up to the sixteenth century. See “Averroes,” Wikipedia. 

14The Roman city of Lutetia or Lutetia Parisiorum in Latin, was the predecessor of 
present-day Paris. This motto fluctuat nec mergitur appears on the coat of arms of Paris. See 
“Coat of arms of Paris,” Wikipedia and “Lutetia,” Wikipedia.  

15Information about Alfred Loisy is noted in Chapter 3. 
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Pius XI respected has disappeared.16 When he was asked to update the Missal: "It will be 

necessary to wait," he replied, "until Andrieu has finished his work.”17 

Nowadays, what do we not turn upside down? But those who engage in this demolition 

work are on all levels ignorant. Their French - and what French! - covers with its whitewash 

admirable liturgical pieces definitively massacred. [p. 199] Esthetic complaint? Nay! It is to 

scorn the people of the parishes - if there still are people in the parishes! – and to believe them 

incapable, with a little effort, of raising to a higher liturgical level, like an intelligent guided visit, 

can open to the simplest minds the splendours of Versailles, Fontainebleau, Chartres, or 

Amiens.18 

How far does the crisis extend? When the Holy Office reminds people, and not only 

Christians, that they have the duty to dominate their instincts, and not give in to the deviations of 

the sexual instinct tolerated today, there are theologians, termites in a lawyer’s caps who are 

indignant and pronounce doctorally that the Holy Office is mistaken and that “mortal sin is now 

problematic in the eyes of science.” It's a comical “enormity." We hear Escobar and the liberals 

again and it's Pascal's whip that should be applied to them.19 What do they blame the Holy 

Office for? “Its condemnation of those of the flesh and their hope of legal sin." What does their 

16Information about Pius XI is noted in the Glossary in the section on popes.  
17Pierre-Paulin Andrieu (1849 – 1935) was a French Cardinal and archbishop of 

Bordeaux. He issued the first condemnation of a member of the French hierarchy against the 
right-wing group L'Action Française in 1926. That organization would opposed liturgical 
reforms. See “Pierre-Paulin Andrieu,” Wikipedia.  

18The opulent Palaces of Versailles and Fontainebleau are south of Paris and were built 
by French royalty. Chartes and Amiens in northern France are noted for their Gothic Cathedral. 
See Wikipedia for each item. 

19Information about the morally lax casuistry of Jesuit Antonio Escobar y Mendoza 
(1589 – 1669), as in Summula casuum conscientiae (1627) and about his more rigorious 
adversary Blaise Pascal was noted in Chapter 3. To that can be added that Pascal’s Provincial 
Letters (1656-1657) was sometimes called a “whip” that he used against Escpbar. James Wood 
in the The Nuttall Encyclopædia (1907) claimed that casuistry was "popularly regarded as an 
attempt to achieve holy ends by unholy means." 

One of Pascal’s maxim’s was that purity of intention may be a justification of actions 
which are in themselves contrary to the moral code and to human laws, and are part of the 
general tendency to find excuses for human weakness. Pope Innocent XI in 1679 condemned as 
propositiones laxorum moralistarum (morally lax propositions) some sixty-five propositions 
taken chiefly from the writings of Escobar and Suarez. See “Casuistry,” Wikipedia. 
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pretentious gibberish mean? Every believer who recites the “Hail Mary," condemns themselves 

and confesses to being "poor sinner."20 They know that they are of flesh, but in the “Salve 

Regina” they proclaim Mary "our life, our sweetness and our hope."21 And what is a "legal 

sinner?" I can not understand it The adulterous woman had been caught in the act, legally she 

was a sinner, but Jesus did not condemn her. Nor did he tell her to persist in her sin. Adultery is a 

sin; solitary pleasure is a sin; an unmarried couple lives in sin; a homosexual indulges in sin. In 

all these cases the sin is serious, deadly, if one is conscious of it and abandons themselves to it 

with full consent. One can explain these aberrations, one can scientifically analyze the causes or 

reasons or impulses that led to them. But science never speaks except in the indicative: it is thus, 

she says, that these phenomena occur. However, moral conscience speaks to the imperative: you 

must; you must not. It is the ray of light that is easy to cross, but which is reformed behind us 

when we have crossed it. 

I do not know if it is natural or supernatural, human or Christian, but when the Holy 

Office reminds us of these simple lessons [p. 200] of a morality of honest people, I am 

surprised that an immense acclamation does not welcome this reminder of truths we need so 

much. That  the world is corrupt is a commonplace truth. But when the Church "opens up" to this 

world, mingles with this world, wants to be present to this world, shares the ideas of this world, it 

20Boulier is referring to the “Hail Mary, ” a Marian prayer, most of which comes from 
the Gospel of Luke. It became an accepted devotional formula about 1050 and includes the 
passage, “pray for us sinners.” The entire prayer is as follows: 

Hail Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee. Blessed art thou amongst 
women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. Holy Mary, Mother of God, 
pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death. Amen. 
See “Hail Mary,” Wikipedia. 
21"Salve Regina” (Hail Holy Queen) is a Marian prayer dating from about 1000 A.D. Its 

words are as follows: 
Hail Holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, our life our sweetness and our hope. 

To thee do we cry, poor banished children of Eve; To thee do we send up our 
sighs, mourning and weeping in this valley of tears. Turn then, most gracious 
advocate, thine eyes of mercy toward us and after this our exile show unto us the 
blessed fruit of thy womb, Jesus. O clement, O loving, O sweet Virgin Mary! Pray 
for us, O Holy Mother of God That we may be made worthy of the promises of 
Christ. 
See "Salve Regina,” Wikipedia. 
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it must be confessed that the Church is vacating its post and that the crisis that gnaws at it is 

deep. 

Should we talk about the crisis of faith? If the dogmas are questioned, I would rather 

welcome it. I have not lived for more than eighty years, without having challenged many 

dogmas! On one condition, however, that is to be silent about it, except sometimes, in particular, 

to help a soul that is suffering. Poor St. Vincent de Paul was tortured with such poignant doubts 

that he could no longer recite the Creed; he had written it with his blood on a small piece of 

leather hidden under his clothes, and when his doubts crushed him, he pressed the parchment 

over his flesh as a testimony of his faith.22 

Heresy does not consist in having thoughts contrary to dogmas, but in expressing them in 

words or in writing, a fortiori in printing and spreading them. One only becomes a heretic by an 

external act, verified, ascertainable, and which one must answer before the bishop, the judge of 

the faith, the local bishop, or the bishop of Rome in his Holy Office of the Inquisition roman and 

22In Christian liturgy, the credo " (I believe") is the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed 
(381 AD) or less often, the Apostles' Creed (c. 180 A.D.) or the Athanasian Creed (c. 500 A.D.). 
After the formulation of the Nicene Creed, its initial liturgical use was in baptism, which 
explains why the text uses the singular "I ...." instead of "we...." The text was gradually 
incorporated into the liturgies, first in the east and in Spain, and into the north, from the sixth to 
the ninth century. In 1014 it was accepted by the Church of Rome as a legitimate part of the 
Mass. It is recited in the Western Mass directly after the Homily on all Sundays and Solemnities. 
The Nicene Creed is as follows: 

I believe in one God, the Father almighty, maker of heaven and earth, of 
all things visible and invisible. I believe in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Only 
Begotten Son of God, born of the Father before all ages. God from God, Light 
from Light, true God from true God, begotten, not made, consubstantial with the 
Father; through him all things were made. For us men and for our salvation he 
came down from heaven, and by the Holy Spirit was incarnate of the Virgin 
Mary, and became man. For our sake he was crucified under Pontius Pilate, he 
suffered death and was buried, and rose again on the third day in accordance with 
the Scriptures. He ascended into heaven and is seated at the right hand of the 
Father. He will come again in glory to judge the living and the dead and his 
kingdom will have no end. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the giver of life, 
who proceeds from the Father and the Son,. who with the Father and the Son is 
adored and glorified, who has spoken through the prophets. I believe in one, holy, 
catholic and apostolic Church. I confess one Baptism for the forgiveness of sins 
and I look forward to the resurrection of the dead and the life of the world to 
come. Amen. 
See the following articles in Wikipedia, “Credo,” “Nicene Creed,” “Apostles' Creed,” and 

“Athanasian Creed.” 
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universal. The inquisition can be conducted courteously or abruptly, fraternally or pitilessly, 

skilfully or clumsy, human or cruel. But the crisis of faith begins only when the judges of the 

faith stop trying, terrorized by the daring and the solidarity of the protesters, that is to say, when 

courage abandons the bishops. 

"If the bishops have the courage of women," said the nuns of Port-Royal, boldly, "the 

wommen must show the courage of bishops.” If we want to go back to the causes, we must 

recognize that the crisis which is rocking the Church is a crisis of authority. Today, all authority 

is concentrated in the pontifical dictatorship. It is believed that this strengthens consciences, but 

it is this which causes the anemia. "All power corrupts," said Lord Acton, "and absolute power 

corrupts absolutely.”23 The universal jurisdiction of the Pope, proclaimed at the first Vatican 

Council, did not make him a Caesar; it simple concentrated him [p. 201] "Common Father of 

the faithful."24 That was to say that every believer on the whole earth could turn to him for help 

23The passage that Boulier quotes is from a letter by the Roman Catholic historian Lord 
Acton (John Dalberg) (1834-1902) to the Anglican Bishop Mandell Creighton (1843 –1901) in 
1887. He was writing about the moral problem of writing the history of the Inquisition. He 
believed that the same moral standards should be applied to all people, political and religious 
leaders included. He commented: 

I cannot accept your canon that we are to judge Pope and King unlike 
other men, with a favourable presumption that they did no wrong. If there is any 
presumption it is the other way against holders of power, increasing as the power 
increases. Historic responsibility has to make up for the want of legal 
responsibility. Power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely. 
Great men are almost always bad men, even when they exercise influence and not 
authority: still more when you superadd the tendency or the certainty of 
corruption by authority. There is no worse heresy than that the office sanctifies 
the holder of it. That is the point at which the negation of Catholicism and the 
negation of Liberalism meet and keep high festival, and the end learns to justify 
the means. You would hang a man of no position, like Ravaillac; but if what one 
hears is true, then Elizabeth asked the gaoler to murder Mary, and William III 
ordered his Scots minister to extirpate a clan. Here are the greater names coupled 
with the greater crimes. You would spare these criminals, for some mysterious 
reason. I would hang them, higher than Haman, for reasons of quite obvious 
justice; still more, still higher, for the sake of historical science. 
See “Letter to Bishop Mandell Creighton, April 5, 1887,” in J. N. Figgis and R. V. 

Laurence (eds), Historical Essays and Studies (London: Macmillan, 1907); online at 
https://oll.libertyfund.org/quotes/214; see also “John Dalberg-Acton,” Wikipedia. 

24The term “common father of the faithful” is a traditional way to refer to the pope. For 
examples, see Anonymous, The proceedings of the Parliament of Paris upon the Pope's bull: 
concerning the franchises in the city of Rome and the following ordonnance of the 26th of 
December (London: Printed for R. Bentley and are to be sold by Randal Taylor, 1688). 37pp. at 
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and protection. This does not allow the Pope, primus inter pares [first among equals], bishop of 

Rome, to give orders to the bishops of the local churches, to his brothers in the episcopate. These 

can not become the Gauleiter of a Führer, the podestats of a Duce ... "I resisted him in the face, 

says Saint Paul, speaking of Saint Peter, the first Pope.25 Alas! the Church has become a 

hydrocephalic body, and this hypertrophy of the head does not result in a multiplication of living 

cells or a better functioning of the brain. 

What did the Pope’s mail consist of at the start of the nineteenth century? Maybe a few 

hundred letters. Today, every day, thousands of letters accumulate. Who reads them? Who 

responds? The obscure monsignors to whom these letters are entrusted from delegation to 

delegation. What becomes of authority through these hundreds of decisions made by hundreds of 

functionaries to whom no one demands accountable, because they are all covered and sheltered 

under the majestic pontifical purple, the purple of the Caesars and not the patched tunic of Simon 

Peter, servant of the servants of God. 

How could the Pope have usurped the quasi-monopoly of the appointments of bishops? 

This power does not go back beyond the 1917 code and the history is worth telling.26 The 

bishop of Rome is elected by his clergy - the cardinals, that is to say, the priests registered at the 

p. 15, OCLC: 606571835; Georges Goyau, Sur L’Horizon du Vatican: I: L’Eglise et les 
Nations,” Revue des Deux Mondes (1829-1971), Septieme Periode (February 15, 1922), vol. 7, 
no. 4, pp. 755-781, at p. 755; and Victor Frond (ed.) Actes et histoire du concile oecuménique de 
Rome MDCCCLXIX (Paris: Abel Pilon, 1870-1871, 8 vols.), vol. 1, p. 116, OCLC: 989217017. 

25Boulier is quoting Galatians 2:11: “And when Cephas [Peter] came to Antioch, I 
opposed him to his face because he clearly was wrong.” The translation is from U.S. Conference 
of Catholic Bishops, on line at http://www.usccb.org/bible/galatians/2#57002011-j.  

A Gauleiter was the second highest Nazi Party paramilitary rank, subordinate only to the 
higher rank Reichsleiter and to the position of Führer. During World War II, the rank 
of Gauleiter was obtained only by direct appointment from Adolf Hitler. The name derives from 
the German word Gau and Leiter (meaning leader). See. “Gauleiter,” Wikipedia. 

Podestà is the name given to certain high officials in many Italian cities beginning in the 
later Middle Ages. Mainly it meant the chief magistrate of a city state, the counterpart to similar 
positions in other cities that went by other names, e.g. rettori ("rectors"), but it could also mean 
the local administrator, who was the representative of the Holy Roman Emperor. See “Podestà,” 
Wikipedia. 

26Information about the 1917 Code of Canon Law is noted in the Church Matters section 
of the Glossary. 
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gates of the churches of Rome, of which they bear the title, of which they are titular.27 It's the 

Conclave. In the barbarian realms, the kings forced episcopal seats on the clergy so that they 

would elect the candidate chosen by the kings. And this is how the crown of England still works. 

The candidate chosen by the king appears to the chapter - with "the leave to elect" and the 

chapter has no choice but to elect the bearer of the leave. In France, from the concordat of 

Francis I to the law of separation, the state nominated the bishops.28 If Louis XVI had the 

weakness to name two scoundrels, Talleyrand at Autun and Lomenie de Brienne at Narbonne, he 

27A titular bishop is a bishop who is not in charge of a diocese. By definition, a bishop is 
an "overseer" of a community of the faithful, so when a priest is ordained a bishop, the tradition 
of the Roman Catholic church is that he be ordained for a specific place. There are more bishops 
than there are functioning dioceses. Therefore, a priest appointed not to head a diocese as its 
diocesan bishop but to be an auxiliary bishop, a papal diplomat, or an official of the Roman 
Curia is appointed to a titular see. See “Titular Bishop,” Wikipedia. 

28Information about the The French law concerning the separation of the Church and the 
State adopted in 1905, is noted in Chapter 7. 

The Concordat of Bologna (1516), marking a stage in the evolution of the Gallican 
Church, was an agreement between King Francis I of France and Pope Leo X that Francis 
negotiated in the wake of his victory at Marignano in September 1515. It explicitly superseded 
the Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges (1438), which had proved ineffective in guaranteeing the 
privileges of the Church in France, where bishoprics and abbacies had been wrangled over even 
before the Parlement of Paris: "hardly anywhere were elections held in due form", R. Aubenas 
observes, "for the king succeeded in foisting his own candidates upon the electors by every 
conceivable means, not excluding the most ruthless".  

The Concordat permitted the Pope to collect all the income that the Catholic Church 
made in France, and the King of France was confirmed in his right to tithe the clerics and to 
restrict their right of appeal to Rome. The Concordat confirmed the King of France's right to 
nominate appointments to benefice (archbishops, bishops, abbots and priors), enabling the 
Crown, by controlling its personnel, to decide who was to lead the Gallican Church. 

Canonical installation of those church officers was reserved to the Pope; thus the 
agreement confirmed the papal veto of any leader the King of France chose who might be 
deemed truly unqualified. The Concordat confirmed the Apostolic Camera's right to collect 
annates, the first year's revenue from each benefice, a right that when abused led to shuffling of 
prelates among dioceses. The fiction of elections to bishopric by canons and to abbacies by 
monks was discontinued. On Francis's part, it was at last firmly conceded that the Pope's powers 
were not subject to any council (the previous French position had been to support the decisions 
of the Council of Basel), an affirmation of the papal position in the long-crushed Conciliar 
Movement, which was in the process of being condemned at the contemporaneous Fifth Lateran 
Council (1512–17), which confirmed the Concordat. See “Concordat of Bologna,” Wikipedia. 
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paid this error with his head!29 Without going back so far in time, I knew in my lifetime choices 

of Rome that resulted in real scandals. [p. 202] 

Let's make a dream ... On the death of the Archbishop of Paris – God keep us from this 

for a long time! -- a little Conclave meets under the presidency and supervision of the bishops of 

the province: a Conclave of about forty priests: the Chapter of Notre Dame, the Council of the 

Archdiocese, the directors of the Seminary of Saint-Sulpice, a dozen of the principal parish 

priests and a dozen vicars elected by their colleagues.30 All would enter the Conclave at Issy or 

29Information about Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand (1754 – 1838) and Étienne Loménie 
de Brienne (1727 – 1794) is noted in the Glossary within the Persons section. 

30A vicar is a representative, deputy or substitute; anyone acting "in the person of" or 
agent for a superior. The title was used for an administrative official in the Roman Empire and in 
the Holy Roman Empire it was used for a local representative of the emperor, perhaps an 
archduke. 

The Pope uses the title Vicarius Christi, meaning the vicar of Christ. The papacy first 
used this title in the 6th century; earlier they used the title "vicar of Saint Peter" or vicarius 
principis apostolorum, the "vicar of the chief of the apostles". In Catholic canon law, a vicar is 
the representative of any ecclesiastic entity. The Romans had used the term to describe officials 
subordinate to the praetorian prefects. In the early Christian churches, bishops likewise had their 
vicars, such as the archdeacons and archpriests, and also the rural priest, the curate who had the 
cure or care of all the souls outside the episcopal cities.  

Vicars exercise authority as the agents of the bishop of the diocese. Most vicars, 
however, have ordinary power, which means that their agency is not by virtue of a delegation but 
is established by law. Vicars general, episcopal vicars, and judicial vicars exercise vicarious 
ordinary power; they each exercise a portion of the power of the diocesan bishop (judicial for the 
judicial vicar, executive for the others) by virtue of their office and not by virtue of a mandate. 
See “Vicar,” Wikipedia. 

A chapter (Latin: capitulum) is one of several bodies of clergy in Catholic churches or 
their gatherings. The name derives from the habit of convening monks or canons for the reading 
of a chapter of the Bible. The 6th-century St Benedict directed that his monks begin their daily 
assemblies with such readings. A cathedral chapter such as Notre Dame in Paris is the body 
("college") of advisors assisting the bishop of a diocese at the cathedral church. These were a 
development of the presbyteries (presbyteria) made up of the priests and other church officials of 
cathedral cities in the early church. In the Catholic Church, they are now only established by 
papal decree. See “Chapter,” Wikipedia. 

The Saint-Sulpice seminary is an ecclesiastical formation house run by the Company of 
the priests of Saint Sulpice (Compagnie des prêtres de Saint Sulpice). Founded in 1642 by Jean-
Jacques Olier, parish priest of the Saint-Sulpice church in Paris, the seminary offers the entire 
study program (philosophy and theology) leading to the priesthood. It has been located in Issy-
les-Moulineaux in the Hauts-de-Seine department of Paris since the expulsion and confiscation 
of the original building on Place Saint Sulpice in 1905. See “Saint-Sulpice,” Wikipedia. The 
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the rue du Regard and the ballots would follow one another until a name received three quarters 

of the votes.31 Then we would ask for the approval of Rome and the elected official would 

finally be consecrated. Since we choose the Pope in this way, why not all the other bishops? 

Only the Pope is the Vicar of Christ, I will be told ... Gross error! It was not until the 

beginning of the 13th century that Innocent III took this title to make room for the Emperor, who 

for centuries bore the title of Vicar of God.32 Jesus Christ does not need a vicar; He is present at 

his church every day until the end of time; He is its head, its leader - caput- as it is his Body; He 

Church of Saint-Sulpice in the Latin Quarter of the 6th arrondissement is only slightly smaller 
than Notre-Dame and thus the second largest church in Paris. See “Saint-Sulpice,” Wikipedia. 

31Originally, Issy-les-Moulineaux was simply called Issy. The name Issy comes from 
Medieval Latin Issiacum or Isciacum, perhaps meaning "estate of Isicius", a Gallo-Roman 
landowner. It is a commune in the southwestern suburban area of Paris, lying on the left bank of 
the river Seine. It is one of Paris' entrances and is located 4 miles from Notre-Dame Church, 
which is considered Kilometre zero of France. The other place mentioned by Boulier for his 
imaginary conclave is Rue du Regard, a lane located in the Notre-Dame-des-Champs district in 
the 6th arrondissement of Paris. It bears this name due to the presence of a former fountain now 
destroyed. See “Issy-les-Moulineaux,” Wikipedia. and “Rue du Regard,” Wikipedia. 

It is of interest that at a papal conclave the College of Cardinals is convened to elect a 
bishop of Rome, also known as the pope. Concerns around political interference led to reforms 
after the interregnum of 1268–1271 and Pope Gregory X's decree during the Second Council of 
Lyons in 1274 that the cardinal electors should be locked in seclusion cum clave (Latin for 'with 
a key') and not permitted to leave until a new pope had been elected. Since the Apostolic Age, 
the bishop of Rome, like other bishops, was chosen by the consensus of the clergy and laity of 
the diocese. The body of electors was more precisely defined when, in 1059, the College of 
Cardinals was designated the sole body of electors. A two-thirds supermajority vote is necessary 
to be elected. See “Papal Conclave,” Wikipedia. 

32Information about Innocent III is noted in the Pope section of Glossary. To that can be 
added that beginning in the fifth and sixth centuries, the term Vicar of Christ (from Latin 
Vicarius Christi) was used to refer to the Byzantine emperor, which was an aspect of 
caesaropapism. See “Vicar of Christ,” Wikipedia. The disputes between emperors and popes over 
power and being vicar of God or Christ are discussed in Walter Ullmann (1910-1983), Law and 
politics in the Middle Ages: an introduction to the sources of medieval ideas (Ithaca, N.Y.: 
Cornell University Press, 1975) and Ullmann’s The growth of papal government in the Middle 
Ages; a study in the ideological relation of clerical to lay power (London: Methuen, 1962); M. J. 
Silverman, “Ælfric's Designation of the King as 'Cristes Sylfes Speligend,'” The Review of 
English Studies (Aug., 1984), vol. 35, no. 139, pp. 332-334; and Alfons M. Stickler, “Concerning 
the Political Theories of the Medieval Canonists,” Traditio (1949-1951), vol. 7, pp. 450-463. In 
contrast to such disputes, Jacques Maritan in Man and the State (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1951), pp. 29, 37, argued that God gave the “people” authority to rule, so that the 
people are the vicars of God. That is, emperors, popes and other established authority 
(communists) are not representatives of God to the people; rather the people are sons and 
daughters of God and they are the vicars of God.  
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keeps it alive and invigorates it constantly! In each soul of the faithful where Christ reigns, He is 

victorious there, He is alive, He is present. 

The Pope is the vicar of Saint Peter. Sitting in the chair of Peter, he takes his place, he 

keeps the tomb. Like a viceroy of an absent prince, he replaces the prince of the Apostles in his 

absence; he is "the Apostole" as it was said in the Middle Ages. Now the prince of the Apostles 

presided among the other apostles, his equals and his brothers. The Western Patriarch would 

therefore sit among his peers, the patriarchs of Moscow, Istanbul, Jerusalem, Athens, the Primate 

of Canterbury. All are ready to recognize him, as vicar of Peter, a primacy of honor, even an 

initiator of direction, not an arrogant jurisdiction which relegates them today in the order of 

precedence behind the Court of Rome’s upper domestices who come after the cardinals. By dint 

of exalting the authority of the Pope, it is annihilated. True ecumenism would be to restore its 

relative place. And suddenly the supreme authority in the Church would be restored: "You are 

Peter and on this rock I will build my Church ..." This fundamental office did not prevent Peter 

from denying his Master and showing [p. 203] his weakness again when it came to welcoming 

pagans without first making them Jews by circumcision.33 Peter was mistaken on a crucial point 

and Paul had the courage to address it. 

33The Denial of Peter refers to three acts of denial of Jesus by the Apostle Peter as 
described in all four Gospels of the New Testament. During Jesus' Last Supper with his disciples 
stated that Peter would disown him and following the arrest, Peter denied knowing him three 
times. 

Concerning the welcoming of Pagans, Boulier is referring to the incident at Antioch 
between the apostles Paul and Peter which occurred around the middle of the first century. Paul 
was responsible for bringing Christianity to Ephesus, Corinth, Philippi, and Thessalonica. He 
saw Jesus' resurrection as ushering in the eschatological time foretold by biblical prophets in 
which the pagan nations would turn from their idols and embrace the one true God. 

The primary source for the incident is Paul's Epistle to the Galatians 2: 11–14, in which 
Paul comments: 

When Peter came to Antioch, I opposed him to his face, because he was 
clearly in the wrong. Before certain men came from James, he used to eat with the 
Gentiles. But when they arrived, he began to draw back and separate himself from 
the Gentiles because he was afraid of those who belonged to the circumcision 
group. 
The Observance of the Jewish commandments, including circumcision, was regarded as a 

token of the membership of the Abrahamic covenant and the traditionalist faction of Jewish 
Christians (i.e., converted Pharisees) insisted that Gentile converts had to be circumcised as well. 
Paul left Antioch and traveled to Jerusalem to discuss his mission to the Gentiles with the Pillars 
of the Church. [Acts 15: 1-19]. See “incident at Antioch,” Wikipedia. 
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Thus, in every church in France, Spain, Ireland ... the authority of each bishop would be 

put back in place with full responsibility. The universal episcopate would be grouped around the 

Vicar of Peter, Patriarch of the West, surrounded by all the Eastern Patriarchs. The Pope would 

again become what he should never have ceased to be: primus inter pares. It would be true 

collegiality, authentic ecumenism. 

And what to do with the Roman Curia, you might ask?34 The Curia - that is to say, the 

court of Rome - would first occupy itself with its diocese and let the other Curies, in proportion 

to the importance of their respective diocese, manage their own affairs. Everything would 

become faster and more efficient. This is because, in many ways, the Court of Rome is a 

millstone around the Church’s neck, which  paralyzes it. In this connection, it should be noted 

that the General headquarters of Religious communities were, one after the other, transferred to 

Rome. Billions have been spent and what will happen to these houses when the Romans, tired of 

the dishonest schemes of the Christian Democratic party, will give themselves a communist 

municipality?35 For the Curia, the Church remains a multinational company with multiple 

branches, like Shell [Oil Company] or I.T.T [International Telephone and Telegraph]. Computers 

are in Rome and robots everywhere. Money also flows. As it once flowed under the bridge of 

34Information about the the Roman Curia is noted in Church Matters section of the 
Glossary. 

35Christian Democracy (Italian: Democrazia Cristiana, D.C.) was a Christian democratic 
political party in Italy. It was founded in 1943 in Nazi-occupied Italy as the ideal successor of the 
Italian People's Party, which had the same symbol, a crossed shield (scudo crociato). A Catholic-
inspired, centrist, catch-all party comprising both right- and left-leaning political factions, iy 
played a dominant role in the politics of Italy for fifty years until its final demise in 1994 amid 
the Tangentopoli scandals. The party was nicknamed the White Whale (Balena bianca), due to 
party's huge organization and to its official color.  

From 1946 until 1994 the D.C. was the largest party in Parliament, governing in 
successive coalitions. It originally supported governments with a liberal-conservative (along with 
the moderate Italian Democratic Socialist Party, the Italian Liberal Party and the Italian 
Republican Party), before moving to centre-left coalitions involving the Italian Socialist Party.  

The party was succeeded by a string of smaller parties, including the Italian People's 
Party, the Christian Democratic Centre, the United Christian Democrats, and the still active 
Union of the Centre. Former Christian Democrats are also spread among other parties, including 
the centre-right Forza Italia and the centre-left Democratic Party. See “Christian Democracy,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Avignon, it now flows under the bridges of the Tiber.36 But what about spiritual life? It is in 

Rome that we make faith, it is elsewhere that we live it. Rome is the headquarters; it has 

branches and managers. Each diocese bears a number; the bishop is promoted to management, 

and care is taken that he is well equipped with bulletins to which he will have to comply with. 

But from what obscure monsignor do these bulletins emanate? 

At the time of the Separation, the Church of France had at its head an episcopate 

recruited with great care by a famous director of the Cults, a certain Dumay, who was also a 

Freemason.37 If Anatole France, in the Amethyst Ring, draws an amusing sketch of this 

paradoxical situation, we must not ignore its positive side.38 Among the bishops, there was a 

36Information about the Avignon Papacy is noted in the Vatican (Holy Office), Popes 
Glossary in the Church Matters section of the Glossary. 

37Information about the 1905 French law on the separation of church and state is noted 
in Chapter 1. Information about the Concordat of 1801 is noted in Chapter 5. To that can be 
added that the Concordat was an agreement between Napoleon and Pope Pius VII that remained 
in effect until 1905. It sought national reconciliation between revolutionaries and Catholics and 
solidified the Catholic Church as the majority church of France, with most of its civil status 
restored. The state subsidized the church but did not restore its land and endowments that had 
been seized. The balance of church-state relations tilted to the government’s favour. It selected 
the bishops, supervised church finances and buttressed the Church's hierarchical structure.  

Between 1887 and 1906 Charles Dumay worked in the French government as director of 
cults (directeur-general des cultes). He selected the bishops. He wanted bishops who would be 
loyal to the republican regime. Their tendency, however, was to support monarchist parties. Pope 
Leo XIII realized that the Republic had come to stay and in 1892, supported by the more liberal 
sections of the Church in France, publicly launched an appeal to French Catholics, urging them 
to accept the existing regime and abandon their allegiances to the monarchist parties. The 
Dreyfus Affair indicated that the monarchist Catholics were not listening to the pope. One of the 
results of the Affair was a campaign leading to the expulsion of a large proportion of the 
religious orders of regular clergy. This was a triumph for the laicistes. Dumay asserted that fifty-
three of the existing bishops were glad to see the activities of the orders curtailed - given the 
limited and indirect jurisdiction that the bishops had over them. See Maurice Larkin, “The 
Vatican, France and the Roman Question, 1898-1903: New Archival EvidenceAuthor,” The 
Historical Journal (Mar., 1984), vol. 27, no. 1, pp. 177-197, at p. 191; see also, Larkin, “The 
Church and the French Concordat, 1891 to 1902,” The English Historical Review (Oct., 1966), 
vol. 81, no. 321, pp. 717-739. 

38Anatole France (1844 –1924) was a journalist and novelist. He was considered at the 
time the ideal man of letters. He studied at the Collège Stanislas, a private Catholic school, and 
after graduation he helped his father by working in his bookstore. In 1876 he was appointed 
librarian for the French Senate. He signed Émile Zola's manifesto supporting Alfred Dreyfus, a 
Jewish army officer who had been falsely convicted of espionage. Politically, he was a socialist 
and an outspoken supporter of the 1917 Russian Revolution. In 1920, he gave his support to the 
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great [p. 204] number of licensees; these, while respecting the republican power, knew how to 

resist it by a courteous stubbornness; the bishop enjoyed real power, sometimes joining with 

regionally influencial forces to which the authorities were sensitive; he was the governor in 

purple.39 With the Separation Law, the State renounced the appointment of the episcopate. The 

Dreyfusian majority who adopted combism did not understand that they were committing an 

irreparable political mistake: the last vestige of the influence of the laity on the choice of bishops 

was disappearing.40 For the first time in the history of the Church, the Court of Rome had its 

hands free and the Church of France began to receive “parachutes."41 Oh! these bishops!" 

sighed the future Cardinal Cerretti when, in 1919, he went to Paris to prepare the resumption of 

diplomatic relations.42 "They come from Rome, Monseigneur," they replied, not without irony. 

Rome has become a dictatorship, but the will of the Pope, a  weak dictator, is drowning in 

the cliques of his court. The paralysis is spreading. When the faithful turn to a bishop, they find 

an agent of Rome whose initiative appears to be restrained on all sides. Collegiality prevents him 

newly founded French Communist Party. In 1922 his entire works were put on the Index 
Librorum Prohibitorum (Prohibited Books Index) of the Catholic Church. He regarded this as a 
"distinction". This Index was abolished in 1966. After his death he was the object of written 
attacks, including by the Nazi collaborator Pierre Drieu La Rochelle, and the Surrealists, as a 
response to the popular appeal of France, who they deemed vulgar and derivative. An admirer, 
the English writer George Orwell, defended him however and declared that he remained very 
readable. See “Anatole France," Wikipedia; see also, The amethyst ring (London: John Lane, 
1919), 304 pp. online http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/006092011. 

39In France, the licence is the first degree awarded in universities. See “License,” 
Wikipedia. 

40Combism refers to Emile Combes, the leader of the movement to separate church and 
state. Information about him is noted in Chapter 1. 

41Bruno Dumezil, “La royaute merovingienne episcopales au Vie siecle,” jn Episcopal 
Elections in Late Antiquity, ed. Johan Leemans, et al, (Boston: De Gruyter, 2011.), pp. 227-144, 
at p. 131, uses the term parachutage (parachuting) to describe the appointment of bishops 
foreign to the city by the palace, which was seeking to avoid the local influence. 

42Bonaventura Cerretti (1872 –1933) was an Italian cardinal. He was a staff member in 
the Vatican Secretariat of State from 1899 until 1904. From 1904 to 1906 he was secretary to the 
apostolic delegate in Mexico, then as auditor in the apostolic delegation to the United States from 
1906 to 1914. He represented the Holy See and thus tried to get the Great Powers to accept the 
Peace Note of Pope Benedict XV at the Paris Peace Conference from May to June 1919. He was 
appointed to serve as nuncio in France in 1921. He served as Prefect of the Supreme Tribunal of 
the Apostolic Signatura from 1931 until his death, and was elevated to the cardinalate in 1925. 
See “Bonaventura Cerretti,” Wikipedia. 
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from having a different opinion from that of his colleagues; what good is it then to ask him for 

his? In advance, the needs of his diocese are defined by anonymous bureaus: committees, 

commissions; hundreds of priests, without any experience of the ministry. They develop plans, 

ordinances, circulars, decisions to be ratified by the bishops under the pressure of these bureaus 

peopled by anonymous persons who place a real terror on the bishops. What priestly activity is 

not the responsibility of a commssion today? You do not prepare an adult for baptism if he asks 

you because he trusts you. There is a commission that deal withs unbelievers. Let the candidate 

address it: third floor, door 249. "What do you  wish?"And one is astonished that there are no 

more vocations! Rather than entering a seminary, you might as well enter Finances or the  

P.T.T.43 

There is much talk of ecumenism. I doubt that a few gestures of courtesy will suffice to 

make the Patriarchs of the East or the Primate of Canterbury willing to become mere cogs in an 

anonymous and therefore irresponsible machine.  

About ecumenism, let me have some [p. 205] digressions. I have been passionate about 

the union of churches for almost sixty years. By the Messenger of the Sacred Heart, I learned at 

the age of sixteen that an Episcopalian pastor from the United States had instituted a novena of 

prayers open to all Christians for the union of churches and which ended on the day of 

Pentecost.44 Taking up this idea, Rome changed this novena to January in order to complete it 

on the feast of the Chair of St. Peter's in Rome. Nuance.45 

43Postes, télégraphes et telephones (P.T.T.) is a postal service company in France 
founded in 1879. Until 1991 it was a government department and is now a privatised public 
company. See “Postes, télégraphes et telephones,” Wikipedia. 

44The Jesuits in 1861 started publishing the Messenger of the Sacred Heart. It became 
part of the Apostleship of Prayer organization that was set up in parishes and institutions. It still 
exists. See “Apostleship of Prayer,” Wikipedia. 

45Boulier in describing this incident is pointing out the sectarian nature of the papacy. It 
changed the date of the novena to focus on papal monarchism. The earliest possible date for 
Pentecost is May 10 and the latest is June 13. The Christian holy day of Pentecost, which is 
celebrated fifty days after Easter Sunday, commemorates the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the 
Apostles and other followers of Jesus Christ while they were in Jerusalem celebrating the Feast 
of Weeks, as described in the Acts of the Apostles (Acts 2:1–31). The feast of the "Saint Peter's 
Chair at Rome" is on January 18. It celebrates the wooden throne that the clerical monarchichist 
tradition claims was used by the Apostle Peter, the leader of the early Christians in Rome and 
first pope. A study of the chair from 1968 to 1974, when it was last removed from the Bernini 
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We found in the College library the complete series of short biographies Les grands 

hommes de l'Eglise au XIX·siècle [the great men of the Church in the nineteenth century] 

directed by Gabriel Ledos, archivist paleographer, according to all the requirements of 

[scholarly] criticism.46 This is where I learned to know and love Ketteler, Ozanam, 

Montalembert, Lacordaire, especially Newman and Manning, Newman, the Tory and Liberal 

"horseman" and Manning his ingrained opponent, the popular leader.47 I also read Wiseman's 

life as I had read and re-read his novel Fabiola, where the Church of persecution in Diocletian's 

Rome lives again.48 The Catholic Revival in the nineteenth century of Thureau-Dangin made me 

appreciate Newman and his Anglican friends. How many times have I read since his Apologia 

altar, found that it dated from not earlier than the sixth century. See the articles on “Pentecost? 
and “Saint Peter's Chair at Rome,” in Wikipedia. 

46Eugène Gabriel Ledos (1864 – 1939) was a French historian. He worked at the 
Bibliotheque Nationale (National Library) in Paris as an archivist and palaeographer. This 
involved the study of ancient and historical handwriting. He deciphered, read, and dated  
historical manuscripts, and the cultural context of writing, such as the methods with which 
writing and books were produced, and the history of scriptoria. The approximately 15 volume 
series Les grands hommes de l'Eglise au XIX·siècle was published in Paris by Librairie des 
Saints-Pères, OCLC: 1057861241. See “Eugène Gabriel Ledos,” Wikidata. 

47Information about Wilhelm Emmanuel von Ketteler (1811–1877) is noted in the 
Persons section of the Glossary. Information about Antoine-Frédéric Ozanam is noted in Chapter 
2. To that can be added that the Les grands hommes de l'Eglise au XIX·siècle volume about him 
was by Bernard Faulquier and titled Frédéric Ozanam, L'homme et L'oeuvre (Paris: Saints-Pères, 
1904), 173pp., OCLC: 36726332.  

Information about Henri-Dominique Lacordaire is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. To that can be added that the Les grands hommes volume about was by Gabriel Ledos 
and titled, Lacordaire, préface by R.P. Ollivier (2nd ed. Paris: Béduchaud et Béral, 1902), 231pp, 
online at https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100346378. 

Information about Charles Montalembert is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
The OCLC system lists biographies about him but none in the Les grands homes series.  

Information about John Henry Newman is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
To that can be added that the Les grands hommes volume about him by Georges Grappe and 
titled, J.H. Newman: essai de psychologiue religieuse (Paris: Saints-Pères, 1904), 166pp. 

Information about Henry Edward Manning is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. 

48Information about Nicholas Wiseman is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
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pro vita sua, this masterpiece of English prose, of consummate literary art, of utmost sincerity, of 

a poignant tragedy.49 

It was not then only a question of the Union of Churches as understood by Lord Halifax 

and the Abbe Portal, supported by the immense scholarship of Mgr. Duchesne, director of the 

School of Rome at the Farnese Palace.50 It was to get the Patriarchs to reconcile with each other, 

to stop throwing anathemas at each other. It seemed to me that the l'Eglise d'Angleterre, the 

Church of England had an important role to play because of its "comprehensiveness," its great 

university culture, its vast horizons in the British Empire, and finally the large role granted to its 

eminent lay people. This Church faced with the hostility of the English Catholics, for the most 

part of Irish origin, was to find in France, among enlightened Catholics, an intelligent audience 

which would have restarted the Union. And that is what the great Cardinal Mercier had 

understood by taking the initiative of the Conversations of Mechelen, immediately stifled by 

Rome.51 

What do we now have in place of these brutally rejected endeavours? [p. 206] 
Ecumenism. In other words, a jumble of Christians who chatter among themselves, without 

dogmas, without traditions, without recognized authorities, a huge Pentecost without the Spirit, a 

bazaar led by some Barnums with advertising talents that they try to pass off for prophetic 

charisms. And now the court of Rome is courting this Babel, that show of  religions which we do 

not know where it begins, or where it stops -- at Mecca, why not? One can find Christian accents 

in addition to a Surah of the Koran. Taizé must be set apart: its ecumenism is of a unique 

quality.52 

49See Paul Thureau-Dangin (1837 –1913), The English Catholic Revival in the 
Nineteenth Century, trans. Wilfred Wilberforce (New York: E. P. Dutton and Company. 1916), 
two vols. 468 and 642 pp.; online at https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/008915389. Thureau-
Dangin was an historian of the reign of Louis-Philippe and also of the revival of Catholic thought 
in the Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England in nineteenth century Britain. He 
reconciled his liberal Catholic position with support for republican ideals. See “Paul Thureau-
Dangin,” Wikipedia. 

50Information about Fernand Portal, Charles Lindley Wood (Viscount Halifax) and 
Louis Duchesne is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 

51Information on Désiré Mercier is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
52Information about the Taizé Community is noted in the Catholic Associations, Groups 

and Movements section of the Glossary. 
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Certainly, the disunity of Christians is an intolerable scandal. All the beauty of the 

Church, the Bride of Christ, one, holy, catholic, apostolic, is disfigured; it is a daily pain in the 

hearts of true believers. But, it must be done in stages. Start with schism before tackling heresy. 

First reconcile the Chinese schism; it is very recent and the court of Rome bears full 

responsibility for it.53 All its bishops, faithful supporters of Mao are of an irreproachable 

Catholicism. What is Rome waiting for to count them again in the episcopate? They were 

consecrated by cooption! Since when and by what Roman ukase is it forbidden to be recruited 

thus in case of extreme urgency?54 Did St. Ambrose otherwise become bishop of Milan? St. 

Augustine, Bishop of Hippo? Saint Cesarius bishop of Arles? 55 None of them ever thought of 

waiting for their bulls from Rome, and yet all remained in communion with the Roman See, the 

seat of St. Peter! 

We would then reconcile the schism of Utrecht and that of the Old Catholics.56 Each 

time, the court of Rome would have to give up one of its claims or one of its pretensions or one 

of its usurpations, but the Bishop of Rome would then become again the Patriarch of the West. 

53Information about the Catholic Church in China is noted in the Socialist Countries and 
Leaders section of the Glossary. To this can be added that schism is a division between people, 
usually belonging to an organization, movement, or religious denomination. The word is most 
frequently applied to a split in what had previously been a single religious body, such as the 
East–West Schism or the Great Western Schism. In religion, the charge of schism is 
distinguished from that of heresy, since the offence of schism concerns not differences of belief 
or doctrine but promotion of, or the state of, division. However, schisms frequently involve 
mutual accusations of heresy. In Roman Catholic teaching, every heresy is a schism, while there 
may be some schisms free of the added guilt of heresy. Liberal Protestantism, however, has often 
preferred heresy over schism. Presbyterian scholar James I. McCord (quoted with approval by 
the Episcopalian Bishop of Virginia Peter Lee) drew a distinction between them, teaching: "If 
you must make a choice between heresy and schism, always choose heresy. As a schismatic, you 
have torn and divided the body of Christ. Choose heresy every time." See “Schism,” Wikipedia. 

54A ukase in Imperial Russia was a proclamation of the tsar, government, or a religious 
leader (patriarch) that had the force of law. "Edict" and "decree" are adequate translations using 
the terminology and concepts of Roman law. From the Russian term, the word ukase has entered 
the French and English language with the meaning of "any proclamation or decree; an order or 
regulation of a final or arbitrary nature". See “ukase,” Wikipedia. 

55Information about Ambrose, Augustine and Caesarius is noted in the Persons section 
of the Glossary. 

56Information about the Union of Utrecht of the Old Catholic Churches is noted in the 
Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements section of the Glossary. 
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Its reconciliation with the Eastern patriarch would be easier; is not it already done?57 A 

sorrowful point would remain: to overcome the anticommunism of the Uniates of the United 

States, a delicate problem complicated by the price of the dollar...58 Let us not forget that the 

57Boulier may be referring to the 1965 revocation by Rome and Constantinople of the 
1054 excommunication the Patriarch of Constantinople, Michael I Cerularius, and the Papal 
Legate, Humbert of Silva Candida, issued against each other, which brought the East–West 
Schism. Over time, it became customary to refer to the Eastern side as the Orthodox Church and 
the Western as the Catholic Church, without either side thereby renouncing its claim to be the 
truly orthodox or the truly catholic Church. 

Boulier may also be referring to the Vatican Council’s Dogmatic Constitution on the 
Church, Lumen Gentium (November 21, 1964), Appendix, which is posted on the Vatican’s 
webpage at https://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-
ii_const_19641121_lumen-gentium_en.html. At the end of the document the Council held that it 
would not comment on the validity of the de facto sacramental functions exercised by the 
Eastern Churches. It stated: 

N.B. Without hierarchical communion the ontologico-sacramental 
function [munus], which is to be distinguished from the juridico-canonical aspect, 
cannot be exercised. However, the Commission has decided that it should not 
enter into question of liceity and validity. These questions are left to theologians 
to discuss—specifically the question of the power exercised de facto among the 
separated Eastern Churches, about which there are various explanations.  
The theologian William Henn in “Yves Congar and ‘Lumen gentium,’" Gregorianum 

(2005), vol. 86, no. 3, pp. 563-592, at pp. 577-578, online at 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/23582406, quotes Yves Congar, who helped prepare Lumen 
gentium. Congar wrote that some of the conservative clergy feared that the doctrine of 
collegiality that was featured in the document was not fully in harmony with Vatican I's teaching 
about papal primacy. At the same time, Congar and others who wanted the Varican I teaching 
repudiated, were disappointed. Henn writes, “They had to be satisfìed with the Nota bene at the 
end of the Nota explicativa praevia, ‘which left it to theological discussion whether Orthodox 
bishops not in communion with the See of Rome do have jurisdiction and a magisterium in their 
Churches.’” 

In 2007, the patriarch of the Eastern Orthodox Church gave his approval to the Ravenna 
Document, a Catholic–Orthodox document re-asserting that the bishop of Rome is indeed the 
prōtos ("first") of the Church, as in "first among equals" and not supreme, although future 
discussions are to be held on the concrete ecclesiological exercise of papal primacy. For 
information about the history of the rift between Rome and the Eastern Churchs see “Eastern 
Orthodox Church” in the Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements section of the Glossary. 

58Information about the Unitates is noted in the Catholic Associations, Groups and 
Movements section of the Glossary. To that can be added that the term Uniate was first used by 
opponents to the Union of Brest-Litovsk in 1595 to indicate a betrayal of Orthodoxy and a 
yielding to political pressure enforced by violence. The Union of Brest-Litovsk was an 
agreement that united with the Roman Catholic Church several million Ukrainian and 
Belorussian Orthodox Christians living under Polish rule in Lithuania. The Orthodox maintain 
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court of Rome, on the point of papal tribute, has remained immutable since the De 

consideratione of Saint Berard dedicated to his disciple Pope Eugene III.59 Already the Court of 

Rome is not spared, nor the money that goes there. [p. 207]  
Let's continue these beautiful dreams of union ... The Church of England would be 

reconciled with the Dissent. Its comprehensiveness would have evolved towards a free and 

that it was part of the social oppression done by the Polish nobility and their King, Sigismund III 
and by some collaborating Ukranian and Belorussian Orthodox Bishops. Greek Orthodoxy had 
been their religion for 600 years. In reaction to the Polonization of their religion, there was 
chronic resistance, including apostasy, the Urkainian Cossack-led Khmelnytskyi Uprising in 
1648, the Haidamaka uprisings between 1734 and 1768 and the partition of Poland starting in 
1772. 

From a theological perspective the Orthodox view the Uniate churches as a denial by 
Catholics of the ecclesial reality of the Orthodox Church and that the union grew from efforts to 
split local Orthodox communities. In the cold war, as Boulier alludes to, the Russian Orthodox 
Church was generally loyal to the communist state. As a result, the Russian Orthodox in in the 
United States were targeted by the Ukrainian Uniates, among others, as part and parcel of the 
anti-communist struggle. This included the 1966 Polish Millennium celebrations and the 
triumphal 1974 visit of Cardinal Mindszenty to the United States. 

However, the Orthodox note that the U.S.Catholic eclesiastical problem goes back to the 
nineteenth century. At that time most of the Orthodox were relatively new immigrants from 
Eastern Europe. Some Catholic bishops sought to forbid even Uniate priests from coming to 
United States and sought to assimilate the Uniates into the Latin Church. One former Eastern 
Catholic priest, Alexis Toth, abandoned Catholicism after a difficult experience with John 
Ireland, the Latin bishop of Saint Paul, and joined the Orthodox Church, in which he has now 
been canonized as a saint for having led as many as 20,000 disaffected former Eastern Catholics 
to the Orthodox Church. 

From even further back historically, the Orthodox see the Uniate problem as dating to the 
mutual excommunications of 1054. Later political necessity forced Emperor Michael VIII 
Palaeologus (1234–1282) to seek the help of the Western powers for the support of Byzantium at 
the Council of Lyons (1274). Subsequently, this agreement was revoked by the new pope in 
Rome, Martin V (r. 1281–1285). In the East its acceptance was forced, and it was soon 
repudiated by Michael's son, Andronicus II (1260–1332). The Council of Florence, after long 
negotiations, issued a bull of reunion, Laetentur coeli in 1439, but the Greek signatories began to 
deny the reunion as soon as they arrived in their home environment. From the ecumenical view, 
these attempts at union were not futile because they kept the idea of union alive in Christian 
consciousness. After the initial optimism of the post–World War II ecumenical movement and 
the World Council of Churches in the Protestant dialogue with the Orthodox and in the Catholic 
International Dialogue with Orthodoxy after the Second Vatican Council, a period of 
retrenchment set in. See in Wikipedia the articles on “Union of Brest-Litovsk,” and “Eastern 
Catholic Churches.” 

59Information about Bernard, Pope Eugene III and the De consideratione is given in the 
note on Bernard of Clairvaux in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
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tolerant unity and Rome would solemnly raise the excommunication fulminated by S. Pius V 

against Queen Elizabeth.60 The Duke of Norfolk, marshal of the English nobility, would carry 

the Golden Bull to the Queen of England, "defender of the faith."61 Did he not, on the day of the 

60Pope Pius V (1504-1572, r.1566 - 1572) in 1570 excommunicated Queen Elizabeth I 
of England (1533 – 1603, r. 1558 -- 1603), the daughter of Henry VIII (1491 –1547, r. 1509 – 
1547). Pius V’s bull of excommunication Regnans in Excelsis (Reigning on High), referred to 
her as "the pretended Queen of England and the servant of crime", declared her a heretic, and 
released her subjects from allegiance to her, even those who had "sworn oaths to her", and 
excommunicated any who obeyed her orders: "We charge and command all and singular the 
nobles, subjects, peoples and others afore said that they do not dare obey her orders, mandates 
and laws. Those who shall act to the contrary we include in the like sentence of 
excommunication." Among the queen's alleged offences, "She has removed the royal Council, 
composed of the nobility of England, and has filled it with obscure men, being heretics." 

The Papacy had previously reconciled with Mary I (1516 – 1558, r. 1553 -- 1558), also 
known as Mary Tudor and "Bloody Mary," who was the queen of England. She had returned the 
Church of England to Catholicism. After Mary's death in 1558, Elizabeth's Parliament passed the 
Act of Supremacy of 1559, which re-established the Church of England's independence from 
papal authority. This bull can be seen as an act of retaliation for the religious settlement, but it 
was delayed by eleven years, caused in part by a number of royal Catholic suitors who hoped to 
marry Elizabeth, and because she had tolerated Catholic worship in private. See “Regnans in 
Excelsis,” Wikipedia. 

61“Defender of the Faith” is a phrase that has been used as part of the full style of many 
English and later British monarchs sinceit was first granted in 1521 by Pope Leo X to KingHenry 
VIII. See “Defender of the Faith,” Wikipedia. 

The Duke of Norfolk is the premier duke in the peerage of England, and also, as Earl of 
Arundel, the premier earl. The Duke of Norfolk is, moreover, the Earl Marshal and Hereditary 
Marshal of England. The seat of the Duke of Norfolk is Arundel Castle in Sussex, although the 
title refers to the county of Norfolk. All past and present dukes have been descended from 
Edward I (1239 – 1307). The son of Thomas Howard, 3rd Duke of Norfolk, was Henry Howard, 
Earl of Surrey; the earl was descended from Edward III. 

John Howard, 1st Duke of Norfolk (1425 – 1485), was the first Howard Duke of Norfolk 
in the title's third creation in 1483. He was a close friend and loyal supporter of King Richard III, 
with whom he was slain at the Battle of Bosworth in 1485. From this point to the present, the 
title has remained in the hands of the descendants of John Howard. 

The dukes have historically been Catholic, a state of affairs known as recusancy in 
England. The Catholic faith of the Howard dynasty often resulted in conflict with the reigning 
monarch, particularly during and after the reign of Henry VIII. In 1546, Thomas Howard, the 
third Duke, fell out of favour with the dying Henry and was attainted in January 1547; he was 
stripped of his titles and his lands reverted to the Crown. Imprisoned in the Tower of London, he 
narrowly escaped execution, but remained imprisoned until the death of Edward VI and the 
accession of the Catholic Queen Mary to the English throne in 1553, upon which his lands and 
titles were restored to him. However, the Duke died the following year aged around 81, and was 
succeeded by his grandson Thomas as the fourth Duke of Norfolk.  
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coronation, take this oath of allegiance that his ancestors, the Arundels, had once refused to the 

heretical sovereign, which had earned them the dungeons of the Tower of London, and finally , 

the executioner’s ax?62 "By little ease, let's go to quiet port", they have engraved on the walls of 

the Tower where we can still read the inscription. Little ease was that dungeon where one could 

not stand, lie down, or sit.63 

Chimera, or a reality in a more or less distant future? I love to be enchanted by these 

visions and pray that they will come true. But ecumenism will never be for me a syncretism.64 

I do not speak of Calvinist pastors. How many of them no longer have faith. Their 

sermons are simple moral lessons with biblical quotations that only deceive those who want to 

be, and we urge them to participate with us in the same communion! From the union of the 

churches to which so many true Christians aspire, this is the confusion, the true apostasy in 

which we wade. Such ecumenism, especially in France, maintains the equivocation. It is not very 

honest. 

In the meantime, the crisis that creeps in everywhere in the Church has its source in 

Rome: "It is through the head that the fish rots.” To wrest the Bishop of Rome from the servitude 

in which the Curia encloses it, the tentacles of which extend to the whole cosmos, would be to 

Following Mary's death in 1558 and the accession of her sister Elizabeth I, the Duke was 
imprisoned for scheming to marry Elizabeth's cousin Mary, Queen of Scots. After his release 
under house arrest in 1570 and subsequent participation in the Ridolfi plot to enthrone Mary and 
Catholicism in England, he was executed in 1572 for treason and his lands and titles again 
became forfeit. In 1660, the fourth Duke's great-great-grandson, the 23rd Earl of Arundel, was 
restored to the family lands and dukedom. Mentally infirm, the fifth Duke never married and 
died in 1677. He was succeeded by his younger brother Henry as the 6th Duke, through whom 
the 7th Duke, 8th Duke and 9th Duke of Norfolk were descended in the male-line. . The current 
duke is Edward Fitzalan-Howard, 18th Duke of Norfolk. See the Wikipedia articles on “Duke of 
Norfolk” and “John Howard, 1st Duke of Norfolk.” 

62Boulier may be referring to the Roman Catholic Thomas Arundell (1502–1552), who 
was beheaded on Tower Hill in 1552. Information about him is noted in the Persons section of 
the Glossary. 

63Little Ease was a prison cell located beneath the White Tower in the Tower of London. 
The lightless cell was designed 1.2 metres (3 ft 11 in) on a side, meaning that while an adult 
human could be placed inside, any occupant was prevented from being able to either stand, sit, or 
lie down, meaning it was impossible for him to find any physical position of rest, that is, "little 
ease" could be found. See “Little Ease,” Wikipedia. 

64Information about ecumenism and syncretism is noted in Catholic Associations, 
Groups and Movements section of the Glossary. 
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render the Pope a responsibility which he can no longer assume, and, at the same time, to awaken 

among the bishops a spirit of initiative and courage that they no longer have. "You, you have the 

courage to contradict me," Pius XI once said to Monsignor Beaussart.65 

"We need Athanasius! Said Cardinal Marty.66 He was right, as so often! His latest 

denunciation of the arms trade sounded like a thunderclap under the vaults of Notre Dame. Since 

the famous letter of Cardinal [p. 208] Suhard “The Growth and Decline of the Church," it has 

been a long time since the voice of a bishop has risen with such clarity and courage.67 

But when Cardinal Suhard published this very beautiful pastoral "The growth and decline 

of the Church", people cried out in Rome. Would Rome have a monopoly on Christian thought? 

65Information about Roger Beaussart (1879 - 1952) is noted in Chapter 9. 
66Information about François Marty (1904 –1994) is noted in Chapter 11.  
Athanasius of Alexandria (c. 296 – 373) was the 20th bishop of Alexandria (as 

Athanasius I). His intermittent episcopacy spanned 45 years (c. 328 – 373), of which over 17 
encompassed five exiles, when he was replaced on the order of four different Roman emperors. 
Athanasius was a Christian theologian, and the chief defender of Trinitarianism against 
Arianism. Conflict with Arius and Arianism as well as successive Roman emperors shaped 
Athanasius' career. In 325, at the age of 27, Athanasius began his leading role against the Arians 
as a deacon and assistant to Bishop Alexander of Alexandria during the First Council of Nicaea. 
Roman emperor Constantine the Great had convened the council in 325 to address the Arian 
position that the Son of God, Jesus of Nazareth, is of a distinct substance from the Father. Three 
years after that council, Athanasius succeeded his mentor as archbishop of Alexandria. In 
addition to the conflict with the Arians, including powerful and influential Arian churchmen led 
by Eusebius of Nicomedia, he struggled against the Emperors Constantine, Constantius II, Julian 
the Apostate and Valens. He was known as Athanasius Contra Mundum (Latin for Athanasius 
Against the World).  

Nonetheless, within a few years of his death, Gregory of Nazianzus called him the "Pillar 
of the Church". His writings were well regarded by subsequent Church fathers in the West and 
the East, who noted their devotion to the Word-become-man, pastoral concern and interest in 
monasticism. Athanasius is considered one of the four great Eastern Doctors of the Church in the 
Catholic Church. In the Eastern Orthodox Church, he is labeled as the "Father of Orthodoxy". 
Athanasius is the first person to identify the same 27 books of the New Testament that are in use 
today. He is venerated in Western Christianity, the Coptic and other Eastern and Oriental 
Orthodox Churches, the Catholic Church, the Lutheran churches, and the Anglican Communion.  

The Council of Nicaea (325) passed twenty disciplinary canons for the better government 
of the Church. By one, C. 6, of these the Bishops of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch, were 
declared to possess jurisdiction over the Churches in their respective provinces. Hence, the 
Alexandrian Bishop was declared with the authority of Patriarch. See “Athanasius of 
Alexandria,” Wikipedia. 

67Information about Cardinal Suhard and his 1947 pastoral Essor ou déclin de l'Eglise is 
noted in the Persons section of the Glossary.  
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It was up to the Pope, it was thought, to use a language of such elevation. I remember a 

conversation with Cardinal Feltin: "I am back from Rome," he said to me; “I saw the Pope; he 

spoke to me about you.” – “About me? Is it true, he has nothing better to do? And what did he 

tell you?” – “He said to me: ‘Let him be quiet!" – “Eminence, in the Church, no Christian so 

elevated as he is in dignity, has the right to say to another: let him be silent. If the Pope had told 

you: silence this heretic, or silence that priest who makes abberant and scandalous remarks, I 

would submit. But if not, we are in full arbitrariness."68 

Will Cardinal Marty’s example be contagious? If it were only the arms trade! But it is an 

indiscipline of the quiet clergy who make the oil slick. When, then, will a bishop have the 

courage to call each of his priests, and to ask him an account for his words - let us say - his 

extravagances? An example among many others: the extreme fantasy in the way of celebrating 

the Mass. "These are experiements," we were told. It is time to move from the experimental stage 

to a definitive rule. Here, the Credo is removed; there, the Confiteor is abbreviated; at the Mea 

culpa ... they substitute: "Yes, I really sinned", which is not even a translation. Elsewhere, we 

recite at the Our Father the formula of the Huguenots that pastors proscribe with good reason. 

The moment of the Consecration often escapes the congregation, drowned in a commentary, a 

"Eucharistic prayer," which replaces the words and gestures of the priest, with the chatter of an 

entertainer, a Guy Lux for ritual spectacles.69 Do not talk about music! The least enlightened 

amateurs find it distressing. And I think of this innocent three-year-old who, at the house of a 

friend of mine, came to the living room after a family lunch, and watched the "grown-ups" 

choose records. Soon we hear the song [p. 209] Roi des Cons (King of Fools) of Brassens.70 

68Information about Cardinal Feltin is noted in Chapter 9. 
69Maurice Guy, better known as Guy Lux (1919 – 2003) was a French game show host 

and producer perhaps best known for his 1961 creation of the game show Intervilles. See 
“Maurice Guy,” Wikipedia. 

70Georges Brassens (1921 –1981) was a French singer-songwriter and poet. His song, 
Roi des Cons was recorded in 1972. The words for the song (in French) are online at 
http://www.brassens-cahierdechanson.fr/OEUVRES/CHANSONS/roi.html. It is a protest that as 
long as people follow them, there will be kings. 

During World War II, Brassens was forced by the Germans to work in a labor camp at a 
BMW aircraft engine plant in Basdorf near Berlin in Germany (March 1943). After being given 
ten days' leave in France, he decided not to return to the labor camp. He took refuge in a small 
cul-de-sac called "Impasse Florimont," in the 14th arrondissement of Paris, a popular and 
working-class district, where he lived for several years with its owner, a friend of his aunt. He 
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At this music, the little boy started; he recognizes it and is delighted, he exclaims: "Oh! Mom, it's 

Mass!” Guaranteed true. 

At the same time as countless priests abide by a rule of life which has earned them a 

respect and a confidence which cannot be denied, too many of their colleagues, making too much 

noise, give themselves and the Church a poor image. It has been claimed that Catholicism is a 

great school of respect, but how can one inspire respect when one does not carry it within 

oneself? "Colette, pass me a "cigarette"- “Heads up! Catch it, Emile!” And Emile, in the supple 

movement of the juggler, catches the "Gauloise" in flight above the table that Colette throws at 

him. Scene and dialogue recorded during a meeting of the parish ministry between Father Emile 

... and a lady at a most "relaxed" ministry. It will be objected that one should not attach excessive 

importance to forms of courtesy; we are no longer in the Grand Century. But, Politeness and 

ecclesiastical propriety have been developed; Mr. Tronson's rules have been adjusted.71 To 

ignore them, we fall into rudeness and that is where we are. The priest's attire; his efficiency hase 

nothing to do with despicable manners, the language of fashionable crooks among "buddies". 

Simplicity and cordiality have nothing in common with this carelessness, which often 

finds its secret origin in a concern for demagoguery.72 The worker-priests, those priests for 

remained hidden there until the end of the war five months later, but ended up staying for 22 
years. 

He achieved fame through his songs with his music for voice and guitar and diverse 
lyrics. He also set to music poems by Louis Aragon (Il n'y a pas d'amour heureux), Victor Hugo 
(La Légende de la Nonne, Gastibelza), Paul Verlaine, Jean Richepin, François Villon (La 
Ballade des Dames du Temps Jadis), and Antoine Pol (Les Passantes). He wrote and sang, with 
his guitar, more than a hundred of his poems. Most of his texts are tinged with black humour and 
are often anarchist-minded. See “Georges Brassens,” Wikipedia. 

71Information about Louis Tronson is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
72A demagogue is derived from Greek, meaning  a popular leader, a leader of a mob, or 

rabble-rouser. In modern usage it means is a leader who gains popularity in a democracy by 
exploiting emotions, prejudice, and ignorance to arouse the common people against elites, 
whipping up the passions of the crowd and shutting down reasoned deliberation. Demagogues 
overturn established norms of political conduct, or promise or threaten to do so. 

Historian Reinhard Luthin defined demagogue thus: "What is a demagogue? He is a 
politician skilled in oratory, flattery and invective; evasive in discussing vital issues; promising 
everything to everybody; appealing to the passions rather than the reason of the public; and 
arousing racial, religious, and class prejudices—a man whose lust for power without recourse to 
principle leads him to seek to become a master of the masses. He has for centuries practiced his 
profession of 'man of the people'. He is a product of a political tradition nearly as old as western 
civilization itself." 
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whom I have always had the greatest respect, with the regret of not having been one of them, are 

not mistaken. Having frequented the common people a lot, they know, like me, better than me, 

how much they take pleasure in certain respects, either towards the men and women they honor, 

or towards themselves, whom they consider should be honored. Their dignity, is not found in 

ignoble manners of the guys in the underworld. In countless meetings I have never heard a slang 

word in the mouth of a Communist speaker. 

By a natural descent, these attitudes of dubious familiarity pass into the sanctuary. No 

more "frills"! To "open to the world" - which world? let's abolish all ceremon. I have nothing 

against communion in the hand; it reproduces the gesture [p. 210] of the first Christians, but 

why give up the treasures of our churches: these chalices, these beautiful ciboriums become 

larger as a result of the practice of more frequent communion, acquired by the offerings, often of 

the poor and, henceforth, replaced by similar baskets to the one in which, at the end of the high 

mass - at the long awaited moment! - I take up this little piece of bun called blessed bread? What 

does this contempt mean for the sacred body of Christ? Are we going to have to bring Him back 

to the stable where He was born and stop celebrating Him "with the most magnificent songs: 

Zion praise thy savior"?73 

In a provincial parish called "pilot", I saw an individual dressed in a gray raincoat go up 

to the ambo to read the Gospel.74 Neither candles or incense, but an allocution immediately 

following the reading, I discovered, to my stupefaction, that it was the parish priest who 

addressed his "Christian listeners". The invocation "In the name of the Father, the Son and the 

Holy Spirit" no longer opens the sermons; I no longer say that [says he]. So, in whose name does 

Demagogues have appeared in democracies since ancient Athens. They exploit a 
fundamental weakness in democracy: because ultimate power is held by the people, it is possible 
for the people to give that power to someone who appeals to the lowest common denominator of 
a large segment of the population. Demagogues usually advocate immediate, forceful action to 
address a crisis while accusing moderate and thoughtful opponents of weakness or disloyalty. 
Once elected to high executive office, demagogues typically unravel constitutional limits on 
executive power and attempt to convert their democracy to dictatorship. See “Demagogue,” 
Wikipedia. 

73Information about “Zion Praise thy Savior,” is noted in the Church Matters section of 
the Glosaary. 

74Ambo in the Christian liturgy is a raised stand used for reading the Gospel or the 
Epistle, first used in early basilicas. Originally, the ambo took the form of a portable lectern. See 
“Ambo,” Wikipedia. 
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he speak? If it is not in the name of God, in whose name does he talk to me? These are only 

personal views that are imposed on me and I am not allowed to discuss, even if I find them 

questionable? 

Nicole, in a witty booklet, talks to us about the good use of bad sermons.75 If we are no 

longer spoken to "in the name of God", good or bad, there is no more sermon at all! Let us 

remember that the priest who speaks before the the bishop asks first for his blessing because it is 

the bishop alone who teaches his flock by the priests designated to be his delegates in this 

function which is specific to him. Bishops care to know what is heard in the offices in the 

churches of his diocese: he is responsible for it. 

To move forward, what is needed. Prayer above all else. Prayer is a singular act by which 

the soul, with infinite respect, must feel secure, lifted up to God. 

Let's put ourselves in God's presence 
and worship His Holy Name.  

Most Holy and most august Trinity, God alone in Three Persons, I believe 
You are here present; I adore You with the deepest feelings of humility and I give 
You my heartfelt respect that is due to Your [p. 211] sovereign majesty.76 

In this magnificent French, ascribed to Fénelon, you will not find a hiatus, but a rhythm 

of a sweetness and a richness truly worthy of the subject.77 This is how in the nineteenth 

century, thousands of young people began their evening prayers in those institutions and 

boarding schools that are so much criticized today. In contrast, how disappointing this poverty 

inflicted every Sunday, among the comments of a kind of "host" who, as a Guy Lux, gabs 

through a microphone from one end of the Mass to the other as a show business entrepreneur. 

75Pierre Nicole, Essais de morale (Paris: Chez Guillaume Desprez, 1709-1730), 13 vol., 
at vol. 3, 8th trait, Chapter 3, pp. 345-349, “Instructions we can take from bad sermons. Jesus 
Christ in suffering bad sermons practiced in a divine manner the justice towards the evil and 
mercy toward the good.” Information about Pierre Nicole and his Essais de morale is noted in 
the Persons section of the Glossary. 

76Among the prayer books in which this prayer can be found is, Paroissien romain 
complet en latin et en français a l'usage du diocèse de Séez (Complete Roman Parishioner in 
Latin and French for the use of the Diocese of Séez) (Séez, France: Montauzé, 1878), p. 23; 
OCLC 894222899; online at 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=hvd.hwjng7&view=1up&seq=14. 

77Information about François Fénelon is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
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All this noise can only distract us from essential thought: the formidable moment when 

we present ourselves alone before God. "We die alone," said Pascal.78 What do we need of 

words to reach this God of mercy and forgiveness, but also of justice who will judge us, poor 

sinners, as He will judge the world? Trembling or fulfilled, hearts bound to Him by prayer. 

Through the music, the perfume of incense rising around the altar, the liturgy must tend gently, 

sweetly, respectfully toward silence to hear Him speak. A priest told me: "But it is to pray 

together that we come to Mass!” I admit it, but "praying together" was never considered the 

height of prayer. When everyone thinks the same, no one thinks much. And, besides, what 

would the injunction of Christ mean if we close the celar door on ourselves, if we wish to pray to 

the Father as we should, that is to say, in the secret of our hearts? 

The Curé of Ars had noticed every evening at the back of his church, an old peasant 

seated, his chin on his stick, above his clasped hands.79 Intrigued, the holy priest asked him: 

"What do you say, my friend, to the good God to stay so long in prayer?” And the other replied, 

"I say nothing to him, and he says nothing to me; but I advise him and he advises me.” How 

many faithful would be grateful to the priests if they opened a path to find Him – spirit to spirit, 

heart to heart in a simple glance between friends. 

Let us recall the busy, hectic week of our contemporaries; to feel their soul touched by a 

ray of eternity they only have a few moments on Sunday. [p. 212] They go to church "to hear 

Mass". Alas! what do they find under these stone arches which should make the Presence 

sensitive to them? The hustle and bustle of work days; agitation, wild music, a reminder of the 

78Boulier may be quoting from the following “Nous sommes plaisants de nous reposer 
dans la société de nos semblables, misérables comme nous, impuissants comme nous. Ils ne nous 
aideront pas. On mourra seul.” (We are pleasant to rest in the society of our fellow men, 
miserable like us, helpless like us. They will not help us. We will die alone.” See Blaise Pascal, 
Les Pensées (Paris: Éditions de Port-Royal, Guillaume Desprez, 1670), Chap. VIII, p. 63; online 
at https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Pascal_-_Pens%C3%A9es,_%C3%A9dition_de_Port-
Royal,_1670.djvu/143. 

A less literal translation of the above is in Blaise Pascal, Pensées, trans W.F. Trotter; 
intro. T.S. Eliot (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1958), 297 pp., p. 62, no. 211; online at 
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/18269/18269-h/18269-h.htm. It reads:  

We are fools to depend upon the society of our fellow-men. Wretched as 
we are, powerless as we are, they will not aid us; we shall die alone. 
79Information about Jean-Marie Vianney (1786 –1859), known as the Curé d'Ars (the 

parish priest of Ars) is noted in Chapter 2. 
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moral-social-political flim-flam of every day, pretty much what Radio and Television imposes 

on them without having to leave their homes. Many of these unfortunate are conditioned, when 

they escape to adventure towards the fields and shade of old trees, admit that they are seized at 

the first moment with an impression of anguish. Silence weighs heavy on those who have lost the 

habit of it! How many would seek it willingly, for their own interior enrichment, under the 

venerable stones, protective of their agitated, impure, angry soul! One hour a week to listen to 

God who speaks to them without a sound of words! This is what they implore from Church 

Offices without being able to obtain it. 

An old naval officer made his visit every evening before the Blessed Sacrament; he 

stayed in the church until closing time. However, the sacristan, impatient to leave, made his keys 

clink, then approached and whispered: "we’re closing!” Then the old sailor, drawn up, launched 

in the tone in which he formerly commanded: "My friend, I raise my soul to God, and when I 

raise my soul to God, I do not like being screwed over!” In a language… less maritime, many 

parishioners could say the same thing when they come out of Sunday Mass, regretting that they 

could not "raise” their soul to God. 

The demolition is also continuing in the area of the sacraments. Will their use soon fall 

into disuse? 

What remains of baptism? It will now be administered on demand and the children will 

have to decide for themselves whether they will receive it or not, after critically examining what 

this sacrament brings to their personal lives. Thus, in a boarding school for young girls, a class 

was consulted to find out if these ladies wished to receive Confirmation.80 And on their negative 

answer, there was no Confirmation that year. 

We want to reform baptism. It seems to me that it would be quite simple. The child can 

have several godfathers and godmothers. [p. 213] Why not make the family accept one more 

godfather or godmother who would commit to the Church to watch over the child’s religious 

education? How many people of good will would be glad to fulfill this role. The 1917 Code of 

Canon Law confirms that customs more than century old are not modified.81 Now in France, it 

80Information about the sacrament of Confirmation is noted in the Church Matters 
section of the Glossary. 

81Information about the 1917 Code of Canon law is noted in the Church Matters section 
of the Glossary. 
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was customary to ondoie [baptise] newborns on the day of their birth; it was only at the age of 

seven, when they knew how to answer prayers themselves, that they received the baptism 

solemnly.82 So they did for the kings of France, and the little French followed the royal 

example. It would be easy to restart [this practice]. 

As for the liturgy of baptism - the same for adults and children - it began with this 

beautiful dialogue that they have made to disappear: "Such and such [name of catechumen or 

godparent] What do you ask of God's Church? - Faith - What will give you faith? Eternal Life - 

So if you want to enter into eternal life, keep the Commandments of God: you will love the Lord 

your God with all your soul, with all your heart and with all your strength, and your neighbor as 

yourself.”83 We see that this is a personal step for an act of personal faith. Reflecting the very 

gesture of Christ, Effata said the priest, which means: "Open up," as he touched the ears and 

nostrils with a little saliva to open them to the "perfume of sweetness."84 On the tongue, salt was 

deposited, the salt of wisdom intended to give flavor to the truth.85 But these rites have 

disappeared as if the new liturgy was striving to eliminate all that remains in the symbols of 

poetry and mystery. We want everything, from now on, to become understandable for an 

intelligence as it is formed in primary school, so that everything can be demonstrated with the 

chalk stick on the blackboard. Is a religion without mystery, still a religion? 

82Ondoiement (flooding) is a simplified ceremony of baptism used in the event of 
imminent risk of death. There is mention of a child ondoiement in the old parish registers. It is 
also done as a precaution when one wants to delay the ceremony of baptism for any 
circumstance. The ritual consists in pouring water on the head of the child (ablution) 
accompanied by saying the sacramental words: "I baptize you in the name of the Father and of 
the Son and of the Holy Spirit". Ondoiement corresponds to the old doctrine that baptism brings 
salvation. Children who died without baptism are considered, beginning in the 12th century, to 
be deprived of the Beatific Vision of God. The souls of these children who died without baptism 
went to limbo. Limbo represented the midpoint between heaven and hell, where infants were 
eternally removed from the sight of God. See “Ondoiement,” Wikipedia. 

83Information about Baptism is noted in the Church Matters section of the Glossary. 
84The passage from Mark 7:33-35 about the deaf and mute man states:  

So Jesus took him aside privately, away from the crowd, and put His 
fingers into the man’s ears. Then He spit and touched the man’s tongue. And 
looking up to heaven, He sighed deeply and said to him, “Ephphatha!” (which 
means, “Be opened!”). Immediately the man’s ears were opened and his tongue 
was released, and he began to speak plainly. 
85Peter McGrail The Rite of Christian Initiation: Adult Rituals and Roman Catholic 

Ecclesiology (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2013), 217 p., at 126 (discusses salt in the ritual). 
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The “trial marriage” becomes for trendy youth a delectable and provisional experience 

which one does not know when it will end, for other trials, no doubt para-marital; one of which 

will be final, who knows? This all happens. For now, there is only one concern: do not feel guilty 

about this quiet debauchery and why not? - call families to recognize it and even invite a priest at 

the end of the red carpet, among the green plants, [p. 214] to bless these sexual frolics by 

wishing them that happiness accompanies them. That is where we are. 

In short, what do we ask of the Church? Its blessing for the sins of lust and adultery. 

Talking about the gospel is fashionable. Let's go back to evangelical purity, one proclaims. It is 

an opportunity to remember the words of Jesus: "He who looks upon a woman with lust has 

already committed adultery with her in his heart.”86 We only take from the Gospel what 

accommodates our ideas. 

Joseph Wilbois, a friend of Mr. Boyreau, had published a book of meditations: Pour 

communier [For  Communion].87 He brought his text to abbé Bremond, who returned it to him, 

saying: "I see that you quote the Gospel a lot.88 Quote to them the Gospel. It's a book they do 

not like very much, but they will not dare to put it on the Index!”89 Our priests "present in the 

world", so often absent from their parish, invoke the Gospel. But it looks like they have put 

words and whole pages in their Index. 

It is that sin is spoken about in the Gospel! Sin? It doesn’t happen anymore, see! Above 

all, "mortal sin". As Anna de Noailles chanted about a satyress:  

86Mt. 5:27-28. 
87Information about Emmanuel Boyreau was noted in Chapter 5.  
Joseph Wilbois (1874-1952) was a professor at the École des Roches and director of its 

School of Administration and Business. He was interested in the questions raised by the 
adaptation of Christianity to the modern world under the aspect of apologetics, relations with 
Orthodox Russia and problems of work. The publication Pour communier to which Boulier is 
referring may be Wilbois’ Ceux qui ont faim. Méditations quand on va communier recueillies 
(Those who are hungry. Meditations when we go to communion collected) (Paris: Bloud & Gay, 
1934), 221 p.; OCLC: 406883704See  “Joseph Wilbois,” BNF Data, online at: 
https://data.bnf.fr/fr/12737114/joseph_wilbois. 

88Information about Henri Brémond (1865 – 1933) is noted in Chapter 3. 
89Information about the Index was noted in the Church Matters section of the Glossary. 
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You dance as serious as a priest 
 Hot as the animals.90 

The gravity of the priest is combined with animal heat, with the purity of the instinct in 

which the depths of these hearts bath that no remorse disturbs. The confidence of these crowds 

that we see hurrying to the Holy Table amazes, because they never confess.91 How many saints, 

how many saintesses, and we did not know it! We, poor sinners, did we feel the terror of 

sacrilegious communions? In the evening, we worried: "What if I fall asleep so I never wake up? 

So many unhealthy worries, in short, which Freud happily liberated us from. 

It was thought yesterday that the Christian's greatest concern was to preserve himself 

from the world and the spirit of the world. This world which, according to St. John, flatters the 

sexual desire, the thirst for possession, and the life of a puppet: concupiscientia carnis, 

[concupiscence of the flesh], concupiscientia oculorum [concupiscence of the eyes], and 

superbia (Alazonia) vitae [pride].92 Translation: the desire for a sports car, a second home [p. 

215] and success with women is all in the world. 

90Anna Bibesco-Bassaraba de Noailles (1876 – 1933) was a Romanian-French writer 
and a socialist feminist. She wrote three novels, an autobiography, and many collections of 
poetry. She had friendly relations with the intellectual, literary and artistic elite of the day. Her 
work was described as Dionysian–ecstatic, sensual, erotic, playful, sometimes violent, and 
marked by a tragic undercurrent. The verse which Boulier quotes is from her poem, “Danseuse 
Persane” (Persian Dancer), which is in her collection titled, Les éblouissements (dazzlement) 
(Paris: Calmann-Levy, 1921), p. 14. See “Anna Bibesco-Bassaraba de Noailles,” Wikipedia. 

A satyress is the female equivalent to satyrs. It is depicted with a human head and torso, 
generally including bare breasts, but the body of a goat from waist down. They were an invention 
of post-Roman European artists, as the Greek satyrs were exclusively male and the closest there 
was to female counterparts were the nymphs.  

The Romans described their counterpart of the satyr as the faunus, with the female being 
the fauna. The equivlent in English is fauness. The spelling in French is faunesse and it is the 
word which Boulier uses. See “Satyress,” Wikipedia. 

91Information about Penance is in the Church Matters section of the Glossary. 
92Boulier is referring to 1 John 2:15-17, which reads: 

Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, 
the love of the Father is not in him. For all that is in the world— the desires of the 
flesh, the desires of the eyes, and the pride of life— is not from the Father but 
from the world. The world is passing away along with its desires, but whoever 
does the will of God remains forever. 
The First Epistle of John is the fourth of the catholic epistles. There is no scholarly 

consensus as to the authorship of the Johannine works. The author of the First Epistle is termed 
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The Council has come, and the language changes. It is announced to us that the duty of a 

Christian will be, henceforth, to be “present to the world". Will it be to fight it, at least to assert a 

difference of opinion about it? What nonsense would you do! If it advises you that "presence" is 

to do missionary work; in its environment, in its class, everyone must undertake this task, and 

John the Evangelist, who most scholars believe is not the same as John the Apostle. Most 
scholars believe the three Johannine epistles have the same author. The epistle was probably 
written in Ephesus in AD 95–110. The author advises Christians on how to discern true teachers: 
by their ethics, their proclamation of Jesus in the flesh, and by their love. The original text was 
written in Koine Greek. See “Gospel of John,” Wikipedia. 

Boulier uses the words “superbia (Alazonia) vitae.” Alonzia is Greek, and superbia and 
vitae Latin. The term “arrogance of life” in Greek can be expressed variously as as “αλαζονια 
του βιου" or “ή η υπερηφάνεια της ζωής.” The scholar Thomas Blount’ in Glossographia, or, A 
dictionary interpreting all such hard words of whatsoever language now used in our refined 
English tongue with etymologies, definitions and historical observations on the same (London: 
Printed by Tho. Newcomb for George Sawbridge, 1661), 688 p.; online at 
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A28464.0001.001/1:7?rgn=div1;view=fulltext, has the 
following definition: “alazony (alazonia) arrogancy, or pride”  

The word “alazonia” is quoted by Professor William Alexander in The Epistles of St. 
John (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1896), Section III (3), p. 134, “Text and Versions,” online 
at http://www.gutenberg.org/files/40775/40775.txt. He gives the Greek and Latin versions of 
First John as quoted by Boulier: 

Greek: 
patros en auto; hoti 
  pan to en to kosmo, 
he epithymia tes sarkos 
kai he epithymia ton 
ophthalmon kai he alazonia 
tou biou, ouk 

Latin 
quoniam omne quod in 
mundo est, concupiscentia 
carnis est, et 
concupiscentia oculorum, 
et superbia vitae; 
quae non est ex Patre, 

Professor Alexander, in ibid at p. 193, also gives a commentary on the above passage: 
In tracing the various senses of "the world" we have not dwelt prominently 

upon the conception of the world as embodied in the Roman Empire, and in the 
city of Rome as its seat--an empire standing over against the Church as the 
Kingdom of God. The [Greek: alazonia tou biou] may be projected outwardly, 
and set in a material framework in the gorgeous description of the wealth and 
luxury of Rome in Apoc. 18:11-14. M. Renan finds in the Apocalypse the cry of 
horror of a witness who has been at Rome, seen the martyrdom of brethren, and 
been himself near death. (Apoc. 1:9, 6:9, 13:10, 20:4; cf. _L'Antechrist_, pp. 197, 
199. Surely, Apoc. 18:20 adds a strong testimony to the martyrdom of Peter and 
Paul at Rome.) So early a witness as Tertullian gives the story of St. John's having 
been plunged into the boiling oil without injury to him before his exile at Patmos. 
(_De Praescr. Haer._, 36). The Apocryphal 'Acta Iohannis' (known to Eusebius 
and to St. Augustine), relates at length an interview at Rome between Domitian 
and St. John--not without interest, in spite of some miraculous embellishment. 
_Acta. Apost. Apoc._ Tischendorf, 266-271. 
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first  by assimilating. This presupposes common principles, and what can there be in common 

between the program in which the world of today asserts itself: seizing property, enjoying life, 

and the commitment of the Christian summarized in these words: "What is the use of man to win 

the universe if he comes to lose his soul?”93 As Pascal says bluntly: "Let those who believe that 

the good of man is in the flesh, and evil in what turns him away from sensual pleasures, let them 

get drunk, and die in it!"94 

One reads under an ecclesiastical pen: "Sexual abstinence before marriage? It can be 

positive or negative. Maybe, yes, maybe not. It depends. Or again: "One can not be content to 

translate Gospel texts or norms into our present-day situations. Otherwise one commits the faults 

and misinterpretings of the Roman document which condemns without nuances homosexuality 

and so-called pre-marital relations.” Nuances, nuances.95 

93This is from Luke 9:24-26: 
For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life 

for My sake will save it. What will it profit a man if he gains the whole world, yet 
loses or forfeits his very self? If anyone is ashamed of Me and My words, the Son 
of Man will be ashamed of him when He comes in His glory and in the glory of 
the Father and of the holy angels. 
94The quote is from Blaise Pascal, Pensées, trans W.F. Trotter; intro. T.S. Eliot (New 

York: E.P. Dutton, 1958), 297 pp., section 10 (Typology), p. 196, no. 691; online at 
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/18269/18269-h/18269-h.htm. 

95The 1973 edition of the Dutch Catechism, dealt with the issue of homosexuality. It 
stated: "It is not the fault of the individual if he or she is not attracted to the other sex. The causes 
of homosexuality are unknown ... The very sharp strictures of Scripture on homosexual practices 
(Gen. 1; Rom. 1) must be read in their context."  

In 1975 the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith issued the document 
Persona humana (Human Person) dealing with sexual ethics. It stated that acceptance of 
homosexual activity runs counter to the church's teaching and morality. It drew a distinction 
between people who were homosexual because of "a false education, a lack of normal sexual 
development", or other curable non-biological causes and people who were innately or 
"pathological[ly]" homosexual. Little else was said about sexual orientation. 

Persona humana criticized those who argued that innate homosexuality justified same-
sex sexual activity within loving relationships and stated that the Bible condemned homosexual 
activity as depraved, "intrinsically disordered," never to be approved, and a consequence of 
rejecting God. As humans have free will, they can choose whether or not to act upon those 
attractions. Critics protested the "negative connotations" of the language in Persona Humana—
for instance, referring to homosexuality as an "anomaly" that gay people "suffer[ed]" from. See 
Catholic Church. Congregatio pro Doctrina Fidei, Declaration on certain questions concerning 
sexual ethics: Persona humana (Washington: United States Catholic Conference, 1977), 165 pp.; 
on line at 
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If one seeks to find out how this dilution of consciousness has crept into the Church, one 

of the most virulent factors, one of the most virulent factors should be noted, among many 

causes: life review.96 In a recent document in which a Catholic Action group opposed a decision 

of the French episcopate taken in Lourdes, I noted this expression three times.97 Just what does 

"a life review" mean? To rely on the decision of a clique. Faced with certain problems, certain 

decisions are taken; one talks to pals; one discusses it with them; they agree or they disagree. 

According to the adivce of his pals, one decides to "review" his life. And that is how the decision 

of the bishops did not have the good fortune to please the pals. The bishops have to give in 

because the pals [p. 216] represent several thousand men and women. Everything comes down 

to a balance of power. 

And the conscience, what do you do with it? Since the pals agree, it's them that are the 

conscience! I think of Cato, faithful to the cause of the vanquished when the gods favored that of 

the victors.98 Cato, he's a moron. And first of all who is Cato? I do not know. "It matters little to 

https://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_197512
29_persona-humana_en.html. 

96The “life review” is a process of spiritual rereading allowing Christians to make the 
link between their life, their action, and their faith. In the catechism of the Catholic Church, the 
life review is considered as a means of conversion which is part of a process of penance. It is a 
traditional practice of Catholic action movements. See “The Life Review,” Wikipedia; Casimir 
Marti, “Discernment and life revision.” In Discernment of the spirit and of spirits, ed. Casiano 
Floristán Samanes (New York: Seabury Press, 1979), 126 pp. 

97Information about Catholic Action is noted in the Catholic Associations, Groups and 
Movements section of the Glossary. 

98Marcus Porcius Cato (95 BC – 46 BC), also known as Cato the Younger was a 
conservative Roman senator in the period of the late republic. A noted orator and a follower of 
the Stoic philosophy, he is remembered for his stubbornness and tenacity (especially in his 
lengthy conflict with Julius Caesar), as well as his immunity to bribes, his moral integrity, and 
his famous distaste for the ubiquitous corruption of the period. His epithet "the Younger" 
distinguishes him from his great-grandfather, Cato the Elder. See “Marcus Porcius Cato,” 
Wikipedia. 

During the height of the American anti-communist period in the 1950s, historian Hugh 
Nibley (1910-2005), in “The Unsolved Loyalty Problem: Our Western Heritage,” Western 
Political Quarterly (December, 1953), vol. 6. no. 4, pp.: 649-650, described in Ciceronian 
language the psychology of Cato and the Roman slaveowner class and their clergy, who for him 
were surrogates for American imperialism: 

The great landowners [of the Roman Empire] appreciated civilization and culture 
very highly, but their political outlook was narrow, their servility was unbounded. 
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me," said St. Paul, "to be judged by you or by a human tribunal. I do not even judge myself. My 

conscience does not reproach me with anything; but I am not justified by that. The one who 

judges me is God.”99 When I do my life review, those who judge me are the pals. They are the 

ones who decide. Is that God? 

"An heroic clergy," said Lenormand, "makes people virtuous; a virtuous clergy makes 

people honest; an honest clergy makes people out of rascals.” And what if a still honest clergy 

makes friends with rascals?100 

But their external appearance was majestic, and their grand air impressed even the 
barbarians. For the other classes they had neither sympathy nor understanding. 
Their fault was not they would enjoy the good things of the earth, but that they 
would enjoy them exclusively: ‘The earth is the mother of us all,’ said the 
starving field and factory-workers, ‘for she gives equally; but you pretend that she 
is your mother only’. Their ideal was Cato, whose forthright and uncompromising 
dedication to his own interests, whose unflinching devotion to self and steely 
resistance to any enervation impulse of sympathy for others had about it 
something of sublime integrity. Skimming the cream of the world’s natural 
resources on their vast tax-free estates, these men thought of themselves as 
natural-born leaders of men; they oozed the virtue and loyalty of the prosperous: 
why should they not be loyal to Rome? They were Rome! Under the early 
emperors ‘the state’s sphere of activity had been curtailed to an astonishing 
degree; the state simply secured peace and law in the world and then turned it 
over to private exploitation’. Deeply loyal to a system that gave them everything, 
the great owners could not understand why all others should not be just as loyal.  
They were shocked at slaves not being faithful. Nor could they, who soon learned 
that the secret of survival was absolute servility and had made an art of groveling 
to secure their broad acres, have any patience with those who refused to play the 
game. 
99Boulier is quoting Paul, 1 Corinthians 4:2-4: 

Now it is required of stewards that they be found faithful. I care very little, 
however, if I am judged by you or by any human court. In fact, I do not even 
judge myself. My conscience is clear, but that does not vindicate me. It is the 
Lord who judges me. 
100Lenormand is a common surname. In a search for those who had commented on the 

clergy, none of this name came up. However, a passage close to what Boulier quotes was written by 
Léon Bloy (1846 – 1917), for whom information was noted in Chapter 6. In Bloy’s autobiographical 
novel, Le Désespéré (Despairing) (1886), online at https://fr.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Bloy_-
_Le_D%C3%A9sesp%C3%A9r%C3%A9.djvu/234, he makes the following negative comment 
about the Dominican preacher Jacques-Marie-Louis Monsabré (1827 – 1907): 

The holy clergy make the people virtuous, - said a powerful man in 
formulas, - the virtuous clergy make the people honest, the honest clergy make 
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Taine, at the end of his life, saw in Christianity the great pair of wings that lifts humanity 

above instinct.101 If these wings break down, the society falls back to throat cuting and the 

wrong place. An old woman is stabbed in the throat sixteen times; the child of a friendly family 

is strangled for a hundred million.102 In the name of the humanities, are we going to exculpate 

these young killers - 40 years [sentence] between these two? As for the wrong place, the TV 

introduces them to the best families: Ulla-Ulla tells us about his "profession" and in a doctoral 

tone, the virtues it requires: courage first. I admit that it took courage for the little hominan to 

risk himself in the savannah outside the primitive forest; after a million years, the sidewalk 

brings him back there.103 

the people impious. We are in the honest clergy and we have preachers such as 
Father Monsabré. 
101Hippolyte Taine (1828 –1893) uses language in “La Reconstruction de la France en 

1800: L’Eglise. Derniere Partiea,” Revue des Deux Mondes (June 1, 1891), vol. 105, no. 3 pp. 
481-516, at p. 493; see also in English, Hippolyte Taine The Origins of Contemporary France , 
trans. John Durand (New York, H. Holt and company, 1876-94), 6 vols.  

Taine was a French critic and historian. He was the chief theoretical influence of French 
naturalism, a major proponent of sociological positivism and one of the first practitioners of 
historicist criticism. Literary historicism as a critical movement has been said to originate with 
him. He is also remembered for his attempts to provide a scientific account of literature. Through 
his work on the French Revolution, he has been credited as having “forged the architectural 
structure of modern French right-wing historiography”. See “Hippolyte Taine,” Wikipedia. 

102Boulier is touching on the mid-1970s controversy in the French press concerning the 
repressive versus the educational aspect of juvenile justice. One of the cases used by those 
seeking repression was the killing in November 1974 of Mrs. Simone Boursier by four juveniles, 
aged sixteen. The newspaper Le Nouvel Observateur, a year later, made its cover with the title 
"A child condemned to death", when Bruno T., one of the four young people was senteneced in 
October 1975. The French president, Valéry Giscard d'Estaing in February 1976, commuted his 
sentence to 20 years in prison..  

A second case that was used in the debate and that received coverge in Le Monde and 
other media was that of Patrick Henry. He was a juvenile convicted of kidnapping Philippe 
Bertrand in January 1976, holding him for a one million franc ransome and killing him. His 
sentence was commuted. The last judicial execution in France of an adult was in 1977. See Jean-
Claude Vimont, “Un adolescent condamné à mort en 1975,” Revue d’histoire de l’enfance 
“irreguliere,” La part scolaire:jeunesse irreguliere et ecole (XIXe – XXe siecles) (2014), vol. 16, 
pp. 159-190; online at https://journals.openedition.org/rhei/3676. 

103“Ulla Ulla” may refer to the Martians, also known as the Invaders, who were the 
fictional race of extraterrestrials in H.G. Wells 1898 novel The War of the Worlds. They had long 
silver legs, numerous appendages, and emitted a similar sound to "Ulla". They are the main 
antagonists in the novel. Their desire to exterminate the populace of England (and later the 
Earth) and claim the planet for themselves. drive the plot and present challenges for the novel's 
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In the evening of my life, I meditate on my own experience. I do not see how the 

consciousness of a teenager will be  formed without frequent confessions. Through the sacrament 

of Penance, conscience triumphs over discouragement, "the most cowardly of temptations," 

according to St. Francis de Sales, which overwhelms so many adolescents.104 It is in a manly 

struggle with his instincts that the child becomes the father of the man and the lord of himself. 

For a model Saint Paul proposed to the Christians the heroes of the stadium who bruised their 

body and emerged victorious from this struggle.105 [p. 217] 

Today the educators to whom are entrusted the reform of at risk adolescents, organize 

group sex,  taking care to provide participants with prophylactics and a crowd boos the court that 

prosecutes them. 

human characters. They are notable for their use of extraterrestrial weaponry far in advance of 
that of mankind at the time of the invasion. See “H.G. Wells, The War of the Worlds,” 
Wikipedia. 

104Information about Francis de Sales was noted in Chapter 3. To that can be added that 
Boulier is quoting from Francis de Sales, Esprit de S. François de Sales, in Œuvres complétes de 
Saint François de Sales (Paris: Béthune, 1836), 4 vols., in vol. 1, pp. 249 – 436, at p. 397; online 
at https://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/4381702.html. 

In the same paragraph, de Sales also commented: 
The most cowardly of all temptations, used to say our blessed [Francis de 

Sales], is that of discouragement. When the enemy has made us lose the courage 
to make progress in virtue, he has cheaped us, and soon pushes us into the 
precipice of vice. To correct this defect, our blessed [Francis de Sales] said one 
day to a soul: "Have patience with All, but mainly with yourself; I mean that you 
are not troubled by your imperfections, and that you always have the courage to 
recover from them. I am very happy "with what you do every day. There is "no 
better way to complete spiritual life well than to always start over," and never 
think you have done enough. Indeed, 1st, how will we patiently suffer the faults 
of our neighbor, if we are impatient on our own. 2. How will we take others back 
in a spirit of gentleness, if we correct ourselves with spite, bitterness and sorrow. 
See also, Jean-Pierre Camus’s L'esprit de S. Francois de Sales: Evesque et prince de 

geneve (Avignon: Libraires Associes, 1775), 630 pp. at p. 523; online at 
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/9184/pg9184-images.html. 

105Boulier may be referring to 1 Corinthians 9:23-25: 
I do all this for the sake of the gospel, so that I may share in its blessings. 

Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one receives the 
prize? Run in such a way as to take the prize. Everyone who competes in the 
games trains with strict discipline. They do it for a crown that is perishable, but 
we do it for a crown that is imperishable.… 
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Trendy priests have for years encouraged “life reviews ". As a result, they have gradually 

dethroned the consciousness which they have replaced with the team spirit. And the team agrees 

with what is done, what is approved of in a permissive society. Finish the inner debate. It suffices 

to yield to the instruction, to the demands of the class, more precisely. 

Thus the crisis of the Church is not only a crisis of authority, it is a crisis of 

consciousness. One must go further: is this not a crisis of faith? Does this clergy, that terrorizes 

the bishops, that rides its conscience of guilt, still have faith? Do these priests believe that God 

exists and that God will judge them? What do they do with the honor of their priesthood? The 

crisis of the Church begins and ends in the conscience of the priests. 

If the Church wants to overcome this crisis of consciousness that reaches it through the 

infection of the society in which it lives, it must first restore the institution of the sacrament of 

Penance. Admittedly, Penitence since its beginning has taken very diverse forms during its 

evolution. But since the Council of Trent progress has been affirmed in two directions.106 On 

the one hand, at the confessional, the faithful have had more frequent recourse to the priest to 

receive the absolution of their serious or light sins and, on the other hand, they have been able to 

ask the priest for his advice for the direction of their conscience. Certainly there has rightly been 

been a good deal of talk about the abuse of the confessional. But what to replace it with? Today 

there is introduced general absolutions of doubtful efficiency.107 Penance is a personal act that 

106Information about the Council of Trent is noted in the Church Matters of the 
Glossary. 

107Information about Penance is noted in the Church Matters section of the Glossary. To 
that can be added that “general absolution” is allowed in Pope Paul VI’s Decree on the Rite of 
Penance (1973). This decree resulted from a mandate by Vatican Council II. The decree stated 
that under grave circumstances that impede private confession, a general absolution is allowed. 
Such a circumstance would arise in a time of crisis or imminent death, when a sufficient number 
of confessors are not available to hear individual confessions within a reasonable period of time 
and the penitents are deprived of the sacramental grace of Penance for a long period of time. 

The norms that govern the exercise of general absolution require the priest provide an 
explanation to the faithful, read a selection of passages from Scripture, and give a brief homily. 
The penitent, who is impeded from making a private confession, must have prepared by 
examining their conscience, repenting of sin, having contrition for that sin, and having a firm 
amendment not to commit the sin again; this sincere, personal preparation is essential to the valid 
reception of the sacrament. Together, the penitents recite a formula for general confession, like 
the Confiteor (“I confess to Almighty God…). The priest then imposes a penance and impart 
absolution. The service concludes with an exhortation to give thanks to God for His mercy, and 
then a blessing. See “Penance,” Wikipedia; Decree, #35, and Code of Canon Law, #962. 
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addresses personal conscience. How many pilgrims from Lourdes cried with joy on leaving the 

confessional where they had just laid the burden of a long guilty life!108 They are administered 

today, in a herd, a general absolution, of which one wonders what it brings them through its 

soothing blah-blah-blah. "I weep," said Littre, the atheist, "because I have sinned and I do not 

know who to ask forgiveness.”109 One looks today for an abbot Huvelin [p. 218] to collect the 

tears of Littré and the remorse of Charles de Foucauld.110 

Should we finally touch on the crisis of faith? What faith is it? A faith without belief, 

without content, emptied of all myths? Certainly, faith can only be a mystical impulse, the gift of 

[human] all being to [God] all Being.111 But it is Peter’s faith.112 And ultimately faith is 

108Lourdes is a small market town lying in the foothills of the Pyrenees in south-western 
France. In 1858 it rose to prominence in France and abroad due to the Marian apparitions 
claimed to have been seen by the peasant girl Bernadette Soubirous, who was later canonized. 
Shortly thereafter the city with the Sanctuary of Our Lady of Lourdes became a site of 
pilgrimage and religious tourism. See “Lourdes,” Wikipedia. 

109Information about Émile Littré (1801 – 1881) is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. 

110Information about Charles Eugène de Foucauld (1858 – 1916) is noted in Chapter 3. 
Henri Huvelin (1838 – 1910) was a Parisian priest known to have participated in the 

conversion of Émile Littré  and Charles de Foucauld. He was serving at the church of Saint-
Eugène during the Commune, then at Saint-Augustin church where he remained vicar until his 
death, living in rue de Laborde. To better devote himself to souls, he refused a chair at the 
Catholic Institute of Paris. As early as 1880, he was overwhelmed by an illness, which made him 
suffer pain, but which did not prevent him from confessing at all hours and radiating God's 
mercy towards all those who came to him. In his confessional, he administered the sacrament of 
reconciliation at all hours of the day. He listened for hours to the flocked faithful of all Paris, 
who made a long queue in the sacristy. Leaving the church, his apartment at 6 rue de Laborde 
was full of people parading through his house, guaranteed to be received sooner or later. He 
noted  "The priest is not there to ask ideas, but to help grace." See “Henri Huvelin,” Wikipedia. 

111Boulier uses the phrase “le don de tout l'être à tout l'Etre” and may be referring to the 
theology of Claude Bruaire (1932 - 1986), who was a co-founder of the journal Communio. He 
taught at the University of Paris IV-Sorbonne from 1979 to 1986. He taught an ontology of gift; 
that the notion of gift (love) reveals something about the nature of being, that being is gift, that 
being is an overflowing fullness that gives—both God and the human being are gifts. To express 
this idea he used a neologism ontodologie, a term which combines the words being (onto) and 
gift (don). See Antonio López, Spirit's gift: the metaphysical insight of Claude Bruaire 
(Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 2006), 262 p.; see also, “Claude 
Bruaire,” Wikipedia; and Claude Bruaire, L'être et l'esprit (Paris: Presses universitaires de 
France, 1983). 204 p. 

112Boulier is probably referring to Peter’s faith, as described in Mt 16:13-20: 
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expressed in dogma, such as Peter defined, EDOXE, placuit: "it appeared to the Holy Spirit and 

to us."113 ... Placuit, said also our Kings that was translated into French: because such is our 

pleasure. It is this pleasure of the prince, according to Roman law, which gives force to the 

law.114 It is the pleasure of Peter that gives force to dogma as a rule of faith. 

When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi he put this question to 
his disciples, “Who do people say the Son of Man is?” And they said, “Some say 
he is John the Baptist, some Elijah, and others Jeremiah or one of the prophets.” 
“But you,” he said, “who do you say I am?”Then Simon Peter spoke up, “You are 
the Christ,” he said, “the Son of the living God.” Jesus replied, “Simon son of 
Jonah, you are a happy man! Because it was not flesh and blood that revealed this 
to you but my Father in heaven. So I now say to you: You are Peter and on this 
rock I will build my Church. And the gates of the underworld can never hold out 
against it. I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven: whatever you bind 
on earth shall be considered bound in heaven; whatever you loose on earth shall 
be considered loosed in heaven.” Then he gave the disciples strict orders not to 
tell anyone that he was the Christ. 
113Placit is Latin for pleased. EDOXE (ἔδοξε) is a Greek word which Boulier equates 

with the French word défini which tramslates to English as defined. Edoxe is also translated as 
decide or decree. For example, Gordon Arthur in Law, Liberty and Church: Authority and 
Justice in the Major churches in England (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2006), 214 pp. at p. 77, 
footnote 25, writes, “‘Has decided' might be a better translation of edoxe/placuit.” He mentions 
this in describing that the First Nicene Council in 325, Canon 14 declares that this holy and great 
synod decrees (edoxe te hagia kai megale sunodo) that lapsed catechumens must spend three 
years as hearers before being allowed to pray with catechumens who have not lapsed.” 

The phrase "it appeared to the Holy Spirit and to us" is from Acts 15:28. The context of 
the phrase is the letter to the Gentile believers, which was written after the Council of Jerusalem 
or Apostolic Council AD 50. The Council is unique among the ancient pre-ecumenical councils 
in that it is considered by Catholics and Orthodox to be a prototype and forerunner of the later 
ecumenical councils and a key part of Christian ethics. The Council decided that Gentile 
converts to Christianity were not obligated to keep most of the Law of Moses, including the rules 
concerning circumcision of males. The Council did, however, retain the prohibitions on eating 
blood, meat containing blood, and meat of animals that were strangled, and on fornication and 
idolatry, sometimes referred to as the Apostolic Decree or Jerusalem Quadrilateral.  

Accounts of the council are found in Acts of the Apostles chapter 15 (in two different 
forms, the Alexandrian and Western versions) and also possibly in Paul's letter to the Galatians 
chapter 2. Some scholars dispute that Galatians 2 is about the Council of Jerusalem (notably 
because Galatians 2 describes a private meeting) while other scholars dispute the historical 
reliability of the Acts of the Apostles. See “Acts of the Apostles,” Wikipedia; “Acts 15,” The 
Berean Bible online at www.Berean.Bible. 

114The Latin phrase quod principles placuit legis habuit vigorm (What is pleasing to the 
prince, has the force of the law) expressed the idea that the prince was invested with his mandate 
of the complete and absolute faculty to legislate on the State and for the State, but in the name of 
the people, as specified by the Roman jurist of the 2nd century Ulpiano: Digesta, I, 4, 1 pr. The 
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Thus Peter's faith has gone through the centuries, expressing itself in successive 

formulas, the whole of which has formed the creed. History bears witness to this development of 

dogmas, which Newman first studied and which fundamentalists refuse to admit.115 

Father Billot, a future cardinal of Pius X, did not admit it either.116 He lived in Rome, a 

few steps away from Fr. Lebreton’s cell, who was finishing his monumental work on the history 

of the dogma of the Trinity.117 Fr. Billot never failed to be indignant at those who visited him 

legitimacy of the emperor's power came from the fact that the sovereign managed a power (the 
imperium) which, remaining in any case absolute (princeps legibus solutus est, Ulpiano), was 
virtually exercised in the name and by the will of the people.  

This principle has had an influence in western political history, being used since the late 
ancient era, inserted in the Institutiones of Justinian (Inst. I. 1.2.6) and medieval, during the 
Roncaglia Diet. During the modern age, references are found in the work of Jean Bodin (Les Six 
Livres de la République) as a justification of absolute power without restrictions, at the time of 
the eighteenth-century enlightened despotisms and during the French Revolution. In the 
twentieth century, the aphorism was taken up by totalitarianisms and dictatorships in order to 
legitimize forms of power in the plebiscite sense. See “Quod placuit principi, habet vigorem 
legis,” Wikipedia. 

115Information about John Henry Newman and his theory on the development of 
doctinre is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 

116Louis Billot (1846 –1931) was a French Jesuit priest and theologian. In 1885, he  
became a professor of dogmatic theology at the Pontifical Gregorian University in Rome. He 
was a proponent of Thomistic scholasticism including metaphysical and speculative theology. He 
published numerous works and attracted many students. He helped draft Pope Pius X's 1907 
encyclical Pascendi dominici gregis and was a close friend of Fr. Henri Le Floch, rector of the 
French Seminary in Rome. 

Pius X made Billot a cardinal in 1911. He was appointed a member of the Pontifical 
Biblical Commission in 1923. His support for the deeply conservative movement Action 
Française eventually created tension between him and the Holy See. Pope Pius XI believed that 
the movement used Catholicism for its own political ends and placed the movement's newspaper 
on the Index Librorum Prohibitorum which meant that it was banned from all Catholic homes. 
Billot expressed strong disagreement with the decision, saying that the political activities of 
monarchist Catholics ought not to be censured by Rome. 

In September 1927, in a meeting with Pope Pius XI, Billot submitted a letter asking to be 
allowed to resign as cardinal. Action Française suggested that the papal action against the 
newspaper had provoked Billot's action. Billot was the only cardinal to resign that rank during 
the twentieth century, though others relinquished the rights and privileges of the office while 
retaining the title. See “Louis Billot,” Wikipedia. 

117Jules Lebreton (1873-1956) was professor of the History of Christian Origins at the 
Faculty of Catholic Theology, Paris. His publications included History of the dogma of the 
Trinity, from its origins to the Council of Nicæa (London: Burns, Oates & Washbourne, ltd., 
1939); The history of the primitive church (New York: Macmillan Co., 1949), 2 v. (1272 pp.); 
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after having consulted his neighbor: "Why did you go to see this heretic?"—“Heretic, Father 

Lebreton? But he is a remarkable theologian.” – “He is a heretic: he writes the history of dogmas 

and dogmas have no history." 

What were the dogmas in the mind of Father Billot? What are they for our 

fundamentalists? Some sort of mathematical truths, immutable like theorems, fallen from the 

sky, like fireballs to shatter our brains. If your child asks you for bread, will you give him 

stones?118 

It is very true that over the centuries dogmas have developed; but is that a reason to 

renew them? The world created in a week, Adam formed from dust, Eve made from a rib of 

Adam, the serpent that speaks to them - all these myths were once mistaken for dogmas.119 We 

still live today on myths that we think are dogmas. And so the Church is going through a crisis 

that creeps into the minds. When the Son of Man returns, will he still find [p. 219] faith ?120 

To hear the sneering of certain priests, one might doubt it. 

Here is the crisis of the Church! Our priests, those who speak the loudest, those who are 

listened to with complacency, even with adulation, those before whom the bishops tremble and 

whose most obvious deviations they tolerate, do all these priests still have faith? 

The life & teaching of Jesus Christ Our Lord (London: Burns, Oates & Washbourne, ltd., 1935); 
and The spiritual teaching of the New Testament (Westminster, Md.: Newman Press, 1960), 382 
p. See  “Jules Lebreton,” Wikipedia. 

118Based on what follows in the next paragraph, Boulier is saying that the 
fundamentalists are offering stones? The quote is from Mt. 7:9, “Or who is there among you, 
who, if his son asks him for bread, will give him a stone?” The metaphor is that a human father 
would not refuse a basic desire from his son, so God too would not refuse a basic need of one of 
his followers. It also makes explicit the common Christian metaphor of God as the father to his 
followers. See “Matthew 7:9,” Wikipedia. 

119The passages that Boulier cites are (Genesis: 1:1–2:3 (creation in one week); Genesis 
2:7 (Adam from dust); Genesis 2:22 (Eve from Adam’s rib); Genesis 3:1 (talking snake). 

120Boulier is quoting from Luke 18:8. Some scholars see this verse as an injunction not 
to lose heart, but be persistent, in the light of the eschatological tone of Luke 17:20-37. The direct 
context of the verse is thata it comes at the end of the parable about the widow who obtained 
justice from a judge who feared neither humans or God, but gave justice to her because she was 
such a pest. Jesus closed the parable with the words, “Listen to the words of the unjust judge. 
Will not God bring about justice for His elect who cry out to Him day and night? Will He 
continue to defer their help? I tell you, He will promptly carry out justice on their behalf. 
Nevertheless, when the Son of Man comes, will He find faith on earth?” See “Luke 18:8,” 
Wikipedia. 
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At my age, the thought of Death often pursues me. I approach it, curious to know how it 

will look. When I happen to dream about it, I wonder if I will hear at my bedside the sacred 

words: "Leave this world, Christian soul, in the name of the Father who created you ..." Who will 

I see arriving? A priest? ... And is he going to respond, as he did for my old neighbor, that he has 

no time to be interrupted? If he fails to come, perhaps there will appear a young playful person, 

will announce to me that, on the part of the parish priest, that she is bringing me the Eucharist. 

Extreme Unction?...121  No more questons! The anointings have been eliminated, and all those 

limbs with which I have sinned will not receive the ultimate consecration of the chrism. And 

what if I fall on the street, run over by a motorist?... Chaplains still pass through hospitals? From 

time to time, yes, but at their time, as they check temperatures. Christian death becomes 

decidedly difficult for a Christian! 

From this degradation, from this slow destruction of the sacred, this sacred with which 

the Church surrounded human life from cradle to grave, what will remain in a few decades? 

What future can we hope for from a Church that shies away from its mission a little more each 

day? What faith will it transmit? 

What faith, and what virtue? What catechism do the priests teach and what conduct 

emerges from their pastoral work? Many have thrown overboard the navigation instruments they 

were taught to use at the seminary. They sail without a compass, dead reconing; what will they 

do in bad weather? Are we not in the midst of a storm? An English economist said when the 

British pound began to break away from the gold standard: "Speculating now on the pound 

would be playing billiards on a transatlantic liner in heavy weather.” How [p. 220] to speculate 

on the future of a religion that no longer steers in the wind? We are looking for the helmsman. 

Certainly Peter’s boat has seen others! God has repeatedly saved her from perishing. But, 

despite this hope, I am happy to be nearing the end of my life. I shall not see the completion of 

so many beautiful things, of which my soul remains embalmed, of which my heart remains in 

love, of which I do not know what my great grand nephews will do. 

 

 

 

121 Information about Extreme Uncion or the Last Sacrament and the Eucharist are noted 
in the Church Matters section the Glossary. 
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Chapter 13 [p. 221]  
XIII 

 
 

THE FINISHING TOUCHES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Finally, I have to explain the legend that made me a “red priest”. It goes without saying 

that my activity with the Combattants de la Liberté [Freedom Fighters] and the Mouvement de la 

paix [Peace Movement] led me to frequent the Communists very closely. But I did not take the 

Party card. For the sake of independence? Yes, in a sense. But mainly because I am a priest and I 

am a Christian. It is a first point that must be clarified. Obedience to the Party cannot 

accommodate obedience to Rome. But there remains the problem of compatibility in the same 

spirit of Marxist thought and the Christian faith. I took a long time to admit it, but today, for me, 

there is no doubt and I must say by what slow evolution I finally ended up accepting it. 

An associate of communists, many have been for me very dear friends. Marcel Cachin, 

who spoke to me of his friendship with Chou-En-Lai, whom he had initiated into Marxism.122 

122Information about Marcel Cachin (1869 – 1958) is noted in Chapter 7. 
Chou-En-Lai (Zhou Enlai) (1898 – 1976) was the first Premier of the People's Republic 

of China, serving from 1949 until his death in 1976. He served under Chairman Mao Zedong and 
was instrumental in the Communist Party's rise to power, and later in consolidating its control, 
forming foreign policy, and developing the Chinese economy. He worked as the Chinese foreign 
minister from 1949 to 1958. Advocating peaceful coexistence with the West after the Korean 
War, he participated in the 1954 Geneva Conference and the 1955 Bandung Conference, and 
helped orchestrate Richard Nixon's 1972 visit to China. He helped devise policies regarding the 
disputes with the United States, Taiwan, the Soviet Union (after 1960), India, and Vietnam.  

Zhou was the driving force behind the affairs of state during much of the Cultural 
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"Every year," said Cachin, "Chou-En-Lai, on my birthday, has never failed to send me his 

greetings.123 Joliot-Curie, J.-D. Bernal, Farge.124 I remember a Sunday at the home of Joliot-

Curie where we exchanged remarks about the future of the world and where I say to them: "The 

agony of capitalism must not be agitated like that of some old men, who before they die, break 

everything in the house. The Peace Movement must assure it of a peaceful end." 

It is my deep conviction: humanity will be communist one day. Time matters little to the 

thing that seems to me inevitable. [p. 222] The absurd - the capitalist system - cannot assure 

duration. 

With Jacques Duclos, my friendship was even more cordial.125 He told me how he had 

served the Mass until seventeen. "I had a good priest," he told me, "but I also had a good teacher 

and he taught me the Revolution. When it exploded in 1917, I realized that something had 

changed in the world, and forever.” I visited him in his little village a few kilometers from 

Lourdes, where he lived in a "mas,” an old peasant house which he had hardly modified but with 

an exquisite taste.126 In 1954, I went to find him in Montreuil to talk to him about the birth 

centenary of Jaurès.127 I proposed to him to organize a great Jaurès year which would 

commemorate his action for peace and his martyrdom. I would have liked it to end with an 

immense procession which would have ended on the steps of the Pantheon where he rests. 

Duclos's little eyes sparkled; he told me how much he loved Jaures, who was always attached to 

Revolution. His attempts at mitigating the Red Guards' damage and his efforts to protect others 
from their wrath made him popular in the Cultural Revolution's later stages. As Mao's health 
began to decline in 1971 and 1972, Zhou was elected as First Vice Chairman of the Communist 
Party by the 10th Central Committee in 1973. He died in 1976. See “Zhou Enlai,” Wikipedia. 

123Information about Marcel Cachin (1869 – 1958) is noted in Chapter 7. 
124Information about Irène Joliot-Curie (1897 – 1956), about John Bernal (1901 – 1971) 

and about Yves Farge (1899 – 1953) is noted in Chapter 9. 
125Information about Jacques Duclos (1896 – 1975) is noted in Chapter 10. 
126A mas is a farm in certain regions of the south of France (Provence, Languedoc, 

Roussillon). It is linked to rural economic life. Since the 20th century, certain farmhouses have 
been used as holiday homes. The size of a farmhouse varies according to the wealth and number 
of its original occupants from 1,500 to 10,000 square feet. See “Mas (construction),” Wikipédia. 

127Information about Jean Jaurès (1859 – 1914) was noted in Chapter 3. 
Montreuil is a commune in the eastern suburbs of Paris, France. It is located 4 miles from 

the center of Paris. It is the fourth most populous suburb of Paris (after Boulogne-Billancourt, 
Saint-Denis and Argenteuil). Montreuil is located near the Bois de Vincennes park. 
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the cause of the labor unions. He promised to lead this grandiose project, but he did not succeed.. 

Some Stalinists no doubt replied that Jaures was a "reformer," in short, a social traitor. 

With Thorez, we talked a lot about the worker-priests whose entry into the factories 

began to worry him.128 "Be reassured," said I, "the working class will be able to recognize their 

own, and it is they which will mark them with its profound virtues. Are not they all imbued with 

the Gospel yet?“ 

How many other friends could I mention? A Frachon, a Gilbert Mury, a Monmousseau, a 

Marane, a Michel Bruguier carried away in full force, in full talent, Gilbert Souchal with whom I 

fought for years, who was running my articles in the press of U.F.I. and that blue bird, 

Dominique Desanti, who teased me so sweetly.129 I would also like to name Germaine Meyer, 

niece of Louis Dreyfus, an astonishing woman who was ashamed. of her fortune and who 

128Information about Maurice Thorez (1900 – 1964) is noted in the Persons section of 
the Glossary. 

129Information about Benoît Frachon (1893 - 1975), Gilbert Mury (1920 – 1975), Gaston 
Monmousseau (1883 - 1960) Michel Bruguier (1921-1967) and Gilbert Souchal (f. 1930s – 
1980s) is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. Information about Georges Marrane (1888 
– 1976) is noted in Chapter 10. 

Dominique Desanti (1920 – 2011) was a French journalist and novelist, educator and 
biographer. The daughter of a Russian immigrant, she was born Dominique Persky in Paris. She 
served in the French Resistance during the German occupation. She was a member of the French 
Communist Party from 1943 until 1956 and a correspondent for L'Humanité in the years 
following World War II. She was married to the philosopher Jean-Toussaint Desanti; who died 
in 2002. She taught in colleges in the United States. 

Among Desanti’s many writings was Nous avons choisi la paix (We chose peace) (Paris: 
Pierre Seghers, 1949), 182 pp, which contains portraits of some peace movement leaders, 
including abbé Boulier, Vercors, Eluard, Joliot-Curie, dean of Canter bury, and Fadéev and the 
account of the 1948 International Congress of Intellectuals for Peace at Breslau, Germany / 
Vroclaw, Poland. Her other writings included an autobiography, Ce que le siècle m'a dit: 
mémoires (What the century has told me: memories) (Paris: Plon, 1997), 691 p.; plus La sainte et 
l'incroyante: rencontres avec mère Marie (The saint and the unbeliever: meetings with mother 
Marie) (Paris: Bayard, 2007), 253 p.; and Le chemin du père (Father’s Way) (Paris: B. Grasset, 
c1981), 333 p. 

Boulier’s reference to “The Blue Bird” may refer to a 1908 play (L'Oiseau Bleu) by 
Maurice Maeterlinck (1862 –1949) which has been adapted numerous times for film and other 
media. Maeterlinck was a socialist and some of his writings were put on the Vatican’s Index of 
Forbidden books. The play is about not being envious. The blue bird in the story helped give 
health to a sick child. See the Wikipedia articles on “The Blue Bird,” and “Maurice Maeterlinck.” 
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enrolled in the [party] cell on the Rue de Bourgogne and spared neither time nor pain.130 Every 

Sunday morning, she climbed the floors to sell the communist press. As she regularly made 

mistakes in her accounts, she still had to make up her loses. [p. 223] In her, what a surprising 

mixture of the woman of the world that she had remained and of the militant of which duties she 

was striving to scrupulously fulfill! Deep in her, bleeding was an incurable wound: the death of 

130Little Information about Germaine Meyer was found, but her uncle is well-
documented. He was Louis Louis-Dreyfus (1867 – 1940), a member of the French parliament 
and co-director of the commodity distribution and trading company, Louis Dreyfus Group. He 
and his brother were shareholders in the French Communist paper l'Humanité. He was born in 
Zurich to a Jewish family, the eldest of three sons of Léopold Louis-Dreyfus (1833–1915) and 
Emilie Lang (1840–1918). His brothers were Charles Louis-Dreyfus (1870–1929) and Robert 
Louis-Dreyfus (1877–1907).  

In 1851, Léopold the father of Louis, Charles and Robert, who was a farmer from Alsace, 
founded the commodity distributor and trader Louis Dreyfus Group growing the business to the 
point that in 1900, it was the world's largest grain distributor. After obtaining his law degree, 
Louis the son of Léopold joined the family business. In 1915, his father died turning over the 
family company to sons Louis and Charles who served as co-Directors. 

In 1917, the Louis Dreyfus Group was forced out of Russia by the Russian Revolution 
catalyzing their international expansion. During World War I, the firm expanded into the 
maritime arms trade supplying the belligerents to war. In 1924, they expanded to South Africa 
and in the 20s and 30s built up their own shipping company, LD Lines. Known as the "King of 
Wheat," the Dreyfus Group dominated the grain trade through the Great Depression and up to 
the outbreak of World War II purchasing grain at low cost in producing countries and selling at a 
higher price in countries that had shortages.  

In 1906 Louis married Emma Lévi (1885–?); they had two children: Jean Louis-Dreyfus 
(1908–2003) and François Louis-Dreyfus (1910–1958). Louis served in the French Parliament 
during the French Third Republic as a Deputy from Lozère from 1905-1910, a Deputy from 
Alpes-Maritimes from 1930 to 1936, and a Senator from Alpes-Maritimes from 1937 to 1940. 
He was a member of the Independents of the Left from 1930-1936. The Independents of the Left 
were one of a number of parliamentary groups that made up the Democratic Republican Alliance 
between 1928 and 1936. 

Thanks to his wealth and public profile as both a politician and businessmen, he was 
referred to as the "Richest Man in France." He died in 1940 in Cannes in a carriage accident. 
After his death, his son Jean, and his two nephews, François Louis-Dreyfus (1909–1958) and 
Pierre Louis-Dreyfus (1908–2011) took over the family company.  

The father of Germaine Meyer was probably Charles Louis-Dreyfus (1870–1929), who 
was one of the brothers of Louis. In 1904 Charles married Sarah Germaine Hément (1882-1964); 
they had four children: Eliane Heilbronn (1906–1995), Pierre Louis-Dreyfus (1908–2011), 
François Louis-Dreyfus (1909–1958), and Arlette Louis-Dreyfus (1911–2001). After the death of 
Charles Louis-Dreyfus in 1929, his brother Louis took over the family company. See the 
Wikipedia articles on “Louis Louis-Dreyfus” and “Charles Louis-Dreyfus.” 
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her son Serge killed in the war.131 Her daughter Francine, in the fifth arrondissement, also a 

communist militant and a nurse by profession, displayed the devotion of a sister of charity.132 

Roger-Maria, her husband whom I have known for thirty years, is one of my dear friends. Our 

always lively discussions are based on a deep agreement, when it comes to debating essential 

questions. "The dispute is of great help; without it, we would always languish!" 

At Massy, where I have been living for more than twenty years, as soon as I arrived, I 

was welcomed by the Communists whose children I saw growing up, themselves now fathers of 

families.133 

131The name of Serge Meyer is honored at the Panthéon of Paris in its list of Écrivains 
morts pour la France pendant la Guerre 1939-1945 (writers who died for France during the war 
1939-1945). See 
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_des_personnes_cit%C3%A9es_au_Panth%C3%A9on_de_Par
is.  

A search in the Archives of the Communist Party of France (Archives du Parti 
communiste de France) might give information about the Meyer family. The P.C.F. archives 
since 1993 are maintained by the French government at the Archives départementales de la 
Seine-Saint-Denis, 54, avenue du président Salvador-Allende, 93000 Bobigny, Paris. The file 
designation is (AD93). The government webpage is https://archives.seinesaintdenis.fr/Etat-des-
fonds-off/p131/Depot-du-Parti-communiste-francais. For information from the P.C.F. directly, 
see P.C.F. Archives Services, 2, place du Colonel-Fabien - 75019 Paris, archives@pcf.fr (Person 
in charge: Guillaume Roubaud-Quashie, National Executive Committee, and  Corentin Lahu, 
archivist). The party’s own webpage concerning the archives is at 
https://www.pcf.fr/o_consulter_les_archives_du_pcf. 

132Information about the Sisters of Charity is noted in the Catholic Associations, Groups 
and Movements section of the Glossary. 

133Massy is a commune in the southern suburbs of Paris, France. It is located 9 miles 
from the center of Paris. It is within the department of Essonne. Massy underwent rapid 
development within a short period of time, transforming from a large borough of 6,000 
inhabitants in 1950 to a town exceeding 37,000 inhabitants in 1968. Since then, its population of 
around 40,000 has remained relatively stable. Helping it to grow after the war was a housing 
scheme on 145 hectares.  

One of the communist leaders in the French legislature for the district of Essonne was 
Robert Vizet (1924 – 2018). He participated in the Resistance from the age of sixteen in 1940. At 
that time he was responsible for the United Forces of Patriotic Youth (F.U.J.P.), participated in 
sabotage operations and conveyed weapons. Later he was part of the French Forces of the 
Interior (F.F.I.) during the fighting for the Liberation of Paris.  

After the war he served in various elected positions as a member of the P.C.F. From 1979 
to 1982, he was vice-president of the council general of Essonne, then chaired by the Communist 
Robert Lakota. He then sat on the benches of the communist group as a senator from Essonne 
from 1986 to 1995. See the Wikipedia articles on “Massy” and “Robert Vizet”; and also the 
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All these associations were founded, for me, on very firm principles. A priest should 

never refuse to warmly shake the hand that is extended to him if he wishes to remain himself the 

man of God and the man of all. But I did not see how to remain the man of God by taking the 

Party card. Even today, I do not believe that is possible unless there are exceptional 

circumstances. This is how the Jesuits of the seventeenth century accepted the ranks and 

obligations of mandarins at the court of the Emperor of China…134 

One day, Jean Desanti asked me: "Did you ever think of taking the Party card?135 I 

replied with this joke: "It would raise more problems than it would solve! And then, I was twenty 

Massy section of the P.C.F. webpage at https://pcfmassy2.wordpress.com/massy/. 
134Information about the Jesuit mission in China and mandarins is noted in the Catholic 

Associations, Groups and Movements section of the Glossary. To that can be added that only a 
few of the Jesuits became mandarins. This was because the order had rules against holding a 
secular office and because superstitions were involved in holding such offices. The scholar 
Arthur K. Wardega, et al. (ed.), In the light and shadow of an emperor: Tomás Pereira, S.J. 
(1645-1708), the Kangxi emperor and the Jesuit mission in China (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2012), 583 pp., at pp. 39-40, writes:  

Very few were mandarins, that is holders of an official position in the 
bureaucracy. Pereira himself, and his fellow negotiator at Nerechinsk, Jean-
Francois Gerbillon, seem to have been created mandarins of the third class for the 
treaty negotiations but to have resigned the office on their return. Pereira and 
Antoine Thomas were joint acting directors of the Directorate of Astronomy from 
1688 to 1694 during the absence on an official trip to Europe of Claudio Filippo 
Grimaldi who had been appointed as successor in that position to Ferdinand 
Verbiest but seem to have evaded assuming the rank and its emoluments. There 
was a general sensitivity over holding office since Verbiest and his predecessor 
Adam Schall had been strongly criticized for taking a secular post of honour, 
contrary to the Jesuit Institute, and one which both internal and external critics 
claimed involved them in the superstitions embodied in the official calendar. 
Their rebuttal, finally approved in Rome, was that they simply did the 
mathematics and others produced the almanac based on their work. 
135Jean-Toussaint Desanti (1914 – 2002) was a philosopher known for his work on both 

the philosophy of mathematics and phenomenology. During World War II, he was a member of 
the French Resistance, associating with Jean-Paul Sartre and André Malraux. He joined the 
French Communist Party in 1943 with his wife Dominique, remaining a member until 1956. 
Also in 1956, he published his Introduction à l'histoire de la philosophie. He taught philosophy 
at the École Normale Supérieure in Paris and at the Sorbonne. His students included Michel 
Foucault and Louis Althusser. In 1968, he published Les Idéalités mathématiques, recherches 
épistémologiques sur le développement de la théorie des fonctions de variables réelles. 

According to Etienne Balibar, Desanti's focus in philosophy was in his choice to set aside 
the traditional problems of the criteria or the status of mathematical truth, whether in their 
Platonic (characterized by the demarcation between the certitude proper to ideal objects and the 
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years a Jesuit, the experience was enough for me! He started to laugh: "Yes, but with us there is 

not only self-criticism, there is also criticism.”--- “If it was true, what would be your strength, 

but you know well it's not true.” And we changed our conversation. He told me about one of his 

college comrades who had become a Jesuit and who remained his friend. 

In reality, my joke went further. The obedience perinde ac cadaver [act in the manner of 

a corpse] that Lenin demands from every member of the Party does not differ essentially from 

that whose theory rules religious obedience in the Church and particularly in the Society of 

Jesus. 

Two kinds of obedience are often confused, one governs [p. 224] the interior life and is 

recommended simultaneously by the Desert Fathers, Saint Francis of Assisi and Saint Ignatius of 

Loyola.136 It is the connection of the disciple to his spiritual father, his guru, his starets and his 

abbas.137 It is not infallible, it has no subjection, it must not degenerate into the stupidity of 

incertitude of sensible objects) or transcendental (characterized by the definition of the a priori 
forms of consciousness) forms, in order to attend to another question, that of the "mediations" 
according to which a "naive" or elementary mathematical theory comes to open itself towards its 
own generalization and consequent re-foundation in more abstract terms. See “Jean-Toussaint 
Desanti,” Wikipedia. 

136Among the ideals followed by those in the religious life are work, prayer and the 
three evangelical counsels: poverty, chastity and obedience. Information about this is noted in 
the Desert Fathers discussion which is the “Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements” 
section of the Glossary. Information about Ignatius Loyola is noted in Chapter 2. 

Obedience was also a topic for Francis of Assisi (1181/1182 – 1226, born Giovanni di 
Pietro di Bernardone, informally named as Francesco. He was an Italian Catholic friar, deacon, 
philosopher, mystic and preacher. He founded the men's Order of Friars Minor, the women's 
Order of Saint Clare, the Third Order of Saint Francis and the Custody of the Holy Land. Pope 
Gregory IX canonized him in 1228. In 1219, he went to Egypt in an attempt to convert the Sultan 
to put an end to the conflict of the Crusades. By this point, the Franciscan Order had grown to 
such an extent that its primitive organizational structure was no longer sufficient. He returned to 
Italy to organize the Order. In 1223, Francis arranged for the first Christmas live nativity scene.  

Also in 1223 the "Second Rule" or "Rule With a Bull", which was approved by Pope 
Honorius III became the official Rule of the Order. It called on the friars "to observe the Holy 
Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, living in obedience without anything of our own and in 
chastity". In addition, it set regulations for discipline, preaching, and entry into the Order. See 
“Francis of Assisi,” Wikipedia. 

137Guru is a Sanskrit term for a "teacher, guide, expert, or master" of certain knowledge 
or field. In pan-Indian traditions, guru is more than a teacher, in Sanskrit guru means the one 
who dispels the darkness and takes towards light, traditionally a reverential figure to the student, 
with the guru serving as a "counselor, who helps mold values, shares experiential knowledge as 
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Orgon before Tartuffe.138 It is a soul-to-soul personal bond for the conduct of what is most 

intimate in the life of a soul; it is a relationship of trust, of high respect and love. 

But another obedience is of an abstract character; it adjusts the human to a social 

organism as a tool to a machine. If it becomes unconditional, absolute and blind, perinde a 

much as literal knowledge, an exemplar in life, an inspirational source and who helps in the 
spiritual evolution of a student". A guru is also one's spiritual guide, who helps one to discover 
the same potentialities that the guru has already realized. By about mid 1st millennium C.E. 
institutions of gurus existed in India, some near Hindu temples. They led broad ranges of studies 
including Hindu scriptures, Buddhist texts, grammar, philosophy, martial arts, music and 
painting. See “Guru,” Wikipedia. 

A starets is an elder of an Eastern Orthodox monastery who functions as venerated 
adviser and teacher. Elders or spiritual fathers are charismatic spiritual leaders whose wisdom 
stems from God as obtained from ascetic experience. It is believed that through ascetic struggle, 
prayer and Hesychasm (seclusion or withdrawal), the Holy Spirit bestows special gifts onto the 
elder including the ability to heal, prophesy, and give effective spiritual guidance and direction. 
Elders are looked upon as being an inspiration to believers and an example of saintly virtue, 
steadfast faith, and spiritual peace.  

Elders are not appointed by any authority; they are simply recognized by the faithful as 
being people "of the Spirit". An elder, when not in prayer or in voluntary seclusion, receives 
visitors (some who travel very far) and spends time conversing with them, offering a blessing (if 
the elder is an ordained cleric) and confession, and praying. People often petition the elder for 
intercessionary prayers, believing that the prayer of an elder is particularly effective.  

Personal confessions to elders are encouraged, although not all of them are ordained to 
the priesthood. Many of them have a reputation among believers of being able to know the 
secrets of a person's heart without having ever previously met the visitor, and having the ability 
to discern God's plan for a person's life. This, as all of the elder's gifts, is believed to come from 
the Holy Spirit acting through the elder. See “Starets,” Wikipedia. 

Abbas is Medieval Latin for "abbot", which is from the Aramaic Abba meaning "father." 
It is an ecclesiastical title given to the male head of a monastery in various western religious 
traditions, including Christianity. The office may also be given as an honorary title to a 
clergyman who is not the head of a monastery. The female equivalent is abbess. The title had its 
origin in the monasteries of Egypt and Syria, spread through the eastern Mediterranean. See 
“Abbas,” Wikipedia. 

The power of the abbot was paternal but absolute, limited, however, by the canon law. 
One of the main goals of monasticism was the purgation of self and selfishness, and obedience 
was seen as a path to that perfection. It was sacred duty to execute the abbot's orders, and even to 
act without his orders was sometimes considered a transgression. Examples among the Egyptian 
monks of this submission to the commands of the superiors, exalted into a virtue by those who 
regarded the entire crushing of the individual will as a goal, are detailed by Cassian and others, 
e.g. a monk watering a dry stick, day after day, for months, or endeavoring to remove a huge 
rock immensely exceeding his powers. See “Abbas,” Wikipedia. 

138Information about Molière’s play, Tartuffe, or The Impostor, or The Hypocrite, first 
performed in 1664 was noted in Chapter 6. Oregon is a character in the play who is duped by 
obedience to the lies of Tartuffe. 
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cadaver [act in the manner of a corpse], St. Thomas condemns it as a submission without 

judgment obedientia indiscreta [indiscriminate obedience]. It does not matter who one accepts to  

obeys in this way: Administration, General Staff, State, Party, conspiracy or religious order! I 

heard my Third Year Teacher explain to us: "You no longer have responsibility for your 

conscience; this responsibility now belongs to your Superior.” Thus man becomes an instrument 

in the service of an end defined by others and above; it is the obedience of the slave that the 

ancients defined an instrument endowed with speech. "My soul to God," said Bournazel, "my life 

to the King, honor to me.”139 How can one accept like a corpse to be emptied of one’s honor? 

All the honor of a person is in their thought. I have never consented to alienate my honor. 

Thus appeared to me an analogy between the discipline of the Communist Party and the 

obedience practiced by me for twenty years among the Jesuits, and of which I had ended, in 

conscience, by no longer being able to accept being bound. How to obey who, towards me, had 

breached the the pact by which we are bound by honor? 

Out of love for God, for the honor of God, I had vowed to obey, to tie my hands in their 

hands, enclosing my hands for a pact of honor. “And to you, my Reverend Father who hold the 

place of Jesus Christ.” Thus, from degree to degree, I committed myself to the highest service, 

the service of the King, of the King of kings. And now I see that, having become their man, they 

had made me their valet, a pawn on I do not know what a game of shadows, where just like in 

the world, the game was [p. 225] won by intrigue and strength, by the cunning of those to 

whom one could not or did not want to use force. 

Is it just obedience? The problem - and it is crucial - is found elsewhere. Can believers 

adhere fully, and at the same time, to Marxist philosophy and the Catholic faith? 

139Henri de Bournazel (1898 – 1933) was a French military officer who died in combat 
in the Jebel Saghro mountains, Berber region of southern Morocco (Anti -Atlas), during the wars 
of "pacification of Morocco" He was the object in the years 1930 to 1950 of a “true patriotic 
cult,” becoming for some the model of the young officer. He was famous throughout the troops 
because of his overflowing enthusiasm, recklessness, invulnerability. He was said to be “adored 
by his men.” On his tomb is the phrase quoted by Boulier. See “Henri de Bournazel,” Wikipedia.  

The scholar Mustapha El Qadéry in “Les Berbères entre le mythe colonial et la négation 
nationale. Le cas du Maroc,” Revue d'histoire moderne et contemporaine (Apr. - Jun., 1998), vol. 
45e, no. 2, pp. 425-450, p. 635, takes a negative view of the obedience promoted by de 
Bournazel and the French officers out of the French military academy, Saint-Cyr, the “bastion of 
French nobility.” It was a state-religion that gave justification to the colonial plunder of 
Morocco. 
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It was in 1946, in Poland, during the trip of our delegation of Catholic intellectuals, that I 

understood that the problem was arising.140 

We visited the Workers Education Center installed in the buildings of the German high 

school for young girls. I can still see this great banquet hall where we were told that workers, 

peasants, union activists, girls and boys of ages between seventeen to twenty gathered to hear 

lessons given by university professors. Each session lasted, at the minimum, six months. After 

the course, the listeners split into small groups to discuss these courses in their popular language, 

under the guidance of instructors. Thus they were made to penetrate and understand Marxism. 

On Sundays after school, they were sent to spread their convictions among the peasants. 

The Church is ruined! I said to Emmanuel Mounier, one of our traveling companions.141 

These men, these women, these youth convert Marxism into blood and food. You tell me that a 

certain number still go to the Church ... That's true, but what do they find there? An admirable 

faith, the faith of their childhood, but the faith of a world swallowed upngulfed. How will they 

rethink it with their human brain in a world in full motion? At the same time, among all these 

little sophisticated faithful, what superstitions, what fanaticism, and, among the priests, what 

authoritarianism, what intolerance! The air will become unbreathable to them. What this youth 

would need are study circles similar to those they find here in this Center, circles in which are 

discussed in depth religion, science, Catholic morals, the social doctrine of the Church, the future 

of Poland in a Marxist regime. So these young believers who became good socialists would 

remain good Christians. 

At lunch I was sitting in front of the assistant director of [p. 226] La Centrale, a very 

intelligent woman who spoke excellent French "You have seen, Monsieur l'Abbé," she said to 

me, "that our young men and women are absolutely free to attend Mass.” --  “Madame, that does 

not interest me very much. In my opinion, they will not continue going there long.” – “How 

come? We put no pressure on them.” – “I do not doubt it, but you are convinced Marxists?”  -- 

“Certainly.” -- "Well, I believe one can be a very conscious Marxist and a fairly unconscious 

Christian or a very conscious Christian and an unconscious Marxist, but we can not be both a 

140Boulier discusses his 1946 trip to Poland in Chapter 9. 
141Information about Emmanuel Mounier was noted in Chapter 9. 
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conscious Marxist and a conscious Christian.” -- "You are quite right," she said to me, and the 

conversation continued, now established in an atmosphere of mutual trust. 

Later, in Berlin, I met Mr. Cornu, a renowned Marxist and professor at Humboldt 

University.142 He did not hesitate, from the top of his university chair to display independent 

opinions, which earned him some suspicion on the part of the authorities of the G.D.R. [German 

Democratic Republic]. The suspicions ceased when in the U.S.S.R. the delegates at I do not 

know which party congress received as a gift one of the latest works of M. Cornu on Karl Marx. 

During a luncheon to which he had done me the honor of inviting me, he declared to me: "Your 

position always seemed to me the only one really correct. You are not a Marxist and you do not 

need to defend yourself, but you resolutley practice unity of action with Marxists. This is what 

matters: praxis takes ideology." 

Thus at Lodz [Poland] in 1946, as later in Berlin, I made sure that my position was the 

right one: unity of action within the distinction of ideologies. I have come to doubt it. It may be 

that unity of action generates unity of thought. Take holy water said Pascal, naturally it will 

make you believe and you will be stupid. Working together, we end up thinking together. Over 

the course of their two thousand years of existence, Christians have found themselves confronted 

with systems of thought whose faith has finally emerged, not without struggle but not without 

exchange and without fruitful borrowing: gnosis, Platonism, neoplatonism, stoicism, the 

Aristotelianism of Averroes, turned into Thomism, Cartesianism insinuating itself masked, 

larvatus prodes [I go around masked], [p. 227] Descartes then deserting Aristotle, clearly 

claiming to be Epicurus, Saint Thomas More, Erasmus, Gassendi, liberalism of the nineteenth 

142Auguste Cornu (1888-1981) was a French Marxist philosopher and historian of 
Marxism. He joined the French Section of the Workers' International in 1913, and later joined 
the French Communist Party. His 1934 doctoral thesis was the first academic thesis on Karl 
Marx. A member of the French resistance, he moved to East Berlin after World War II. From 
1949 to 1956 he was Professor at the Humboldt University of Berlin. His works included: Karl 
Marx: L’Homme et l’oeuwe. De l’Hégélianisme au matérialisme historique (1818–1845) (Paris: 
F. Alcan, 1934), 427 pp.; Karl Marx und die Entwicklung des modernen Denkens (Karl Marx 
and the Development of Modern Thought) (Berlin: Dietz, 1950), 142pp.; Essai de critique 
marxiste (Essay by Marxist critic) (Paris, Éditions socials, 1951), 187pp.; Karl Marx: Die 
ökonomisch-philosophischen Manuskripte (The Economic-Philosophical Manuscripts) (Berlin: 
Akademie-Verlag, 1955), 54pp.; The origins of Marxian thought (Springfield, Ill.: C.C. Thomas, 
1957), 128 pp., online at HathiTrust http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001382296. See 
“Auguste Cornu,” Wikipedia. 
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century proscribed by Archbishop Lefebvre, denounced as satanic by Joseph de Maistre and all 

the fundamentalists but magnificently rectified by Leo XIII.143 And why not Marxism? Exhibit 

Karolum Christo militantem [Karl (Marx) a servant to Christ). Will Christians of the twenty-

first century face Marxism other than to curse it? 

Pius XI in the Encyclical Divini Redemptoris rejected communism as "intrinsically 

perverse" and Pius XII excommunicated all party members.144 This excluded any collaboration 

143For information about Marcel François Lefebvre (1905 – 1991) see Chapter 4; for 
Joseph de Maistre (1753 –1821) see the discussion of L'Avenir in the Newspapers and Magazines 
section of the Glossary; for Leo XIII, for Gnosis and Platonism, see the Church Matters 
(Theology) section of the Glossary; for Liberalism, see the Catholic Associations, Groups and 
Movements section of the Glossary; for stocism, see Chapter 1, for neoplatonism see Chapter 3; 
for Epicurus see Chapter 7; for Erasmus and Thomas More see Chapter 8; for Averroes, see 
Chapter 12. 

Information about Descartes is noted in persons section of the Glossary. He went masked 
because he did not want to end up like Galileo, who 1633 was condemned by the Inquisition for 
teaching the movement of the earth. 

Information about Pierre Gassendi (1592 – 1655) is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. From that information and of relevance to Boulier’s discussion of Marxism, Gassendi 
was one of the first thinkers to formulate the modern "scientific outlook", of moderated 
skepticism and empiricism. He clashed with his contemporary Descartes on the possibility of 
certain knowledge. He belonged to the fideist wing of the sceptics, arguing that the absence of 
certain knowledge implied the room for faith. His best-known intellectual project attempted to 
reconcile Epicurean atomism with Christianity. 

144The Divini Redemptoris (Latin for the [promise] of a Divine Redeemer) is an anti-
communist encyclical issued by Pope Pius XI. It was published in March 1937. In this 
encyclical, the pope sets out to "expose once more in a brief synthesis the principles of atheistic 
Communism as they are manifested chiefly in bolshevism".  

Mariano Cordovani O.P. (1883 – 1950) professor of dogmatic theology at the College of 
Saint Thomas, the future Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas, Angelicum from 1912 
to 1921 and Master of the Sacred Palace under Pope Pius XI contributed to the encyclical and 
afterward published his Appunti sul comunismo moderno treating the Church's position on 
communism. See “Divini Redemptoris,” Wikipedia. 

The Decree Against Communism was a 1949 document issued by the Supreme Sacred 
Congregation of the Holy Office, and approved by Pope Pius XII, which declared Catholics who 
professed Communist doctrine to be excommunicated as apostates from the Christian faith. The 
document, as published in the Acta Apostolicae Sedis, bears the heading Decretum (Decree), and 
is presented in the form of a dubium: that is, in question-and-answer format. It presents four 
questions, together with the Holy Office's replies: (1) Is it licit to join or show favor to 
Communist parties? (2) Is it licit to publish, distribute, or read publications that support 
Communist doctrine or activity, or to write for them? (3) May Christians who knowingly and 
freely commit the acts in parts 1 and 2 be given the sacraments? (4) Do Christians who profess, 
defend or promote materialistic Communist doctrine incur the penalty of excommunication as 
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with the Communists and on any ground. As Cardinal Ottaviani told me, "How can you join the 

enemies of God?".145 For His Eminence, they were indeed "intrinsically perverse". 

But Satan himself is not "intrinsically perverse"!146 All being as being is good. "One can 

not think of nothingness," says Bergson.147 One can think evil only as a privation of being. The 

sickness of the gazelle is the good of the lion that feeds on it, the evil of cancer that destroys a 

human is the good of the virus that infects the person.. According to this metaphysics, 

authentically Thomist nothing can be "intrinsically perverse"148. The moralists, it is true, seek to 

catalog among human actions those which would be "inherently perverse." They find only 

blasphemy. 

So there would be "intrinsically perverse" in communism only the negation of God. But 

Marxists, apart from a few rather narrow sectarians, know that one cannot scientifically prove 

that God does not exist. In their explanation of the history of universal evolution they stick to the 

position of Laplace in his System of the world.149 To Napoleon, who had read the book and 

apostates from the Christian faith, with the penalty reserved so that it may only be lifted by the 
Holy See? 

The decree was published in the Vatican newspaper L'Osservatore Romano on July 16, 
1949. A commentary followed on July 27, 1949, explaining reasons for its condemnation of 
Communist activity and doctrine. It also made clear the scope of the excommunication stated in 
the decree: it did not apply to all people who voted for Communists or supported the party, but 
only to people who held the materialistic and atheistic doctrines of Communism. As a result, 
Bishop Jan Dechet of Czechoslovakia was excommunicated in 1950. See “Decree Against 
Communism,” Wikipedia. 

145Information about Cardinal Ottaviani is noted in chapter 10. 
146Information about the “absence of good” doctrine to which Boulier is referring is 

noted in the Theology section of the Glossary. 
147Information about Henri Bergston is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
148See the “absence of good” entry the Theology-Philosophy section of the Glossary. 
149Pierre-Simon de Laplace (1749 – 1827) sought to offer a complete solution of the 

great mechanical problem presented by the Solar System, and bring theory to coincide so closely 
with observation that empirical equations would no longer find a place in astronomical tables. 
The result was embodied in two works. The first work was two-volume The system of the world, 
(Exposition du système du monde), trans Rev. Henry H. Harte (Dublin: Printed at the University 
Press for Longmans, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green, [1796] 1830), online at 
http://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/009716828. It gives a general explanation of the phenomena, 
but omits all details. It contains a summary of the history of astronomy. His second work was the 
five-volume Mécanique Céleste (Celestial Mechanics) (1799–1825, which translated the 
geometric study of classical mechanics to one based on calculus, opening up a broader range of 
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asked him why he had not mentioned God, Laplace replied: "Sire, I have done without this 

hypothesis.” This way, Laplace no more than the Marxists professed atheism. And, moreover, 

does materialism when it is dialectical, like that of Karl Marx and not mechanical, like 

Holbach's, exclude all openness to God?150 As a left Hegelian, Marx by his materialism put 

Hegel back on his feet.151 But Lunacharsky and Gorky, to [p. 228] Lenin’s great anger, were 

thinking of using the dialectic for what they called a reconstruction of God.152 

It was necessary to wait for John XXIII's encyclical Pacem in terris to introduce the 

necessary distinctions into the overly absolute condemnation of communism.153 Pacem in terris 

distinguishes in Marxism, without mentioning them a certain number of affirmations which are 

radically opposed to the Christian faith. But the Encyclical explains that the evolving Marxist 

movement is transforming. Finally, the Christian can only adhere to affirmations that conform to 

the demands of the human and universal consciousness taken up by communism. 

Long before Pacem in Terris, Maurice Thorez had plucked both the opposition between 

ideologies and the possibility of collaboration between people in these words that I have so often 

quoted that they were eventually attributed to me: "We will never agree about the existence of 

problems. In statistics, the Bayesian interpretation of probability was developed mainly by 
Laplace. See “Pierre-Simon de Laplace,” Wikipedia. 

150Infromation about Paul-Henri d'Holbach is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. Information about materialism and Hegel is noted in materialism entry in the 
Theology-Philosophy section of the Glossary. 

151Boulier’s reference to Karl Marx’s (1818-1883) remark about Georg W. Hegel (1770-
1831) is contained in Marx’s “Afterward to the Second German Edition,” Capital (London: 
1873), online at https://www.marxists.org/subject/dialectics/marx-engels/capital-afterward.htm. 
Marx wrote: 

The mystification which dialectic suffers in Hegel’s hands, by no means 
prevents him from being the first to present its general form of working in a 
comprehensive and conscious manner. With him it is standing on its head. It must 
be turned right side up again, if you would discover the rational kernel within the 
mystical shell. 

Information about materialist philosophy is noted in the Theology-Philosophy section of the 
Glossary. 

152Information about Anatoly Lunacharsky and Maxim Gorky is noted in the Persons 
section of the Glossary. There is also information about them in the God-Building entry in the 
Theology-Philosophy section of the Glossary. 

153Information about Pacem in terris is noted in the Church Matters, Theology-
Philosophy section of the Glossary. 
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Heaven, but we can agree so that the Earth is not a hell.”154 This is the justification, for the most 

authentic loyalty of unity in action with the communists. 

If the earth is hell, whose fault is it? The organization of society and the inequality it 

creates in the distribution of profit: this is called the capitalist system. 

Based on the law of anarchic competition for profit, what is this society about? "A small 

number of rich and opulent people presses down almost to slavery the infinite multitude of 

workers.” Whose lines are these? Leo XIII himself in his encyclical Rerum novarum.155 And, 

further defining the denunciation of Leo XIII, here is what Pius XI says more than half a century 

ago: 

[paragraph 105] We denounce indeed the concentration of wealth, but also 
the accumulation of an enormous power, of a discretionary economic power in the 
hands of a small number of humans who are usually not the owners, but the 
simple custodians and managers of the capital they administer at their discretion. 

[paragraph 106] This power is especially considerable in those who, as 
holders and absolute masters of money, govern credit, and dispense at their good 
pleasure. 

[paragraph 107] In this way somehow blood is distributed to the economic 
organism [p. 229] whose life they hold in their hands so that without their 
consent no one can breathe more ...  

[paragraph 109] Free competition has destroyed itself; market freedom 
was followed by an economic dictatorship. The appetite for gain has given way to 
an unbridled ambition to dominate. The whole of economic life has become 
horribly hard, implacable, cruel. To all this must be added the serious damage 
which results from an unfortunate confusion between the functions, the duties of 
political order and those of an economic order, such, to name but one of extreme 
importance, the loss of Power. The State which should govern from above, as 
sovereign and supreme arbitrator, in all impartiality and in the sole interest of the 
common good and justice, has fallen to the rank of slave and has become the 
docile instrument of all the passions and of all the ambitions of interest. Thus 
from the same source come two different currents: on the one hand, nationalism 

154Information about Maurice Thorez, who was head of the French Communist Party is 
noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. Among those who have attribute the above quote to 
Boulier are Jacques Paternot and Gabriel Veraldi in Le dernier pape: roman (Lausanne, Suisse: 
L'Age d'homme, 1998), 775 p., at 351. 

155Information about Leo XIII and Rerum novarum is noted in the Church Matters 
section of the Glossary. 
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and even economic imperialism, on the other, the international imperialism of 
money for which where there is  profit there is homeland.156 

Who has ever remembered, who has ever taken to heart, who has seriously put into 

practice this teaching of the Popes? The communists. This power of which Pie XI speaks to us, 

so unjust and so formidable, if we are to deliver the world from it, what means have been 

proposed to us? "A Christian democracy?” "Revolution by the law?” Nobody can think of such 

things seriously. So, the dictatorship of the proletariat? Why not ? It seems to me that all paths 

lead to communism, including possibly that one. 

You maintain the dictatorship of the proletariat dear to the Stalinists, at the moment when 

Marchais abandons it, will they not be astonished?157 It should not be forgotten that every step 

by the communists is dialectical, and that in any affirmation or synthesis one must expect to see 

the negation or antithesis follow. In universal becoming, it is a law that governs all Marxist 

thought. To deny today the dictatorship of the proletariat does not prevent us from affirming it 

the day when the ever-changing reality will have made it necessary. 

But Stalinism is quite another thing! I read everything that Solzhenitsyn wrote and was 

terrified.158 In my conviction that communism will be the future of the human species, a 

frightening doubt [p. 230] has arisen: what is the point of changing society if you do not change 

humans, if you abandon them to their native ferocity? I heard Duclos disavow on the radio "the 

156This is a quote from Pius XI’s 1931 encyclical Quadragesimo anno, paragraphs 105 
through 109. Information about the encyclical and about Pius XI is noted in the Church Matters 
section of the Glossary. The Glossary note includes a citation to the online Vatican web page’s 
English language translation of the encyclical. The note also includes a reproduction of 
paragraphs 105 to 109 from Vatican’s English version. The Vatican’s translation is smoother and 
less literal than the translation above, and it includes various portions that Boulier skipped 
quoting. 

157Information about Georges Marchais (1920 –1997) was the head of the French 
Communist Party (P.C.F.) from 1972 to 1994 is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 

158Information about Joseph Stalin is noted in the Persons secton of the Glossary. 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn (1918 – 2008) was a Russian novelist and served in the Soviet 

Army during World War II. He came from the landlord class and was raised in the Orthodox 
Church. His books include One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962), The First Circle 
(1968), Cancer Ward (1968), August 1914 (1971), The Gulag Archipelago (1974), and October 
1916 (1985). His works criticize the Soviet regime and he was imprisoned (1945--53) and exiled 
to Siberia (1953--56). He was deported to the West from the Soviet Union in 1974; all charges 
against him were dropped in 1991 and he returned to Russia in 1994. See “Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn,” Wikipedia. 
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faults" of Stalin.159 I shouted at my receiver: "Say the crimes!" It must be admitted that 

Marchais did not hesitate to speak of Stalin's "crimes." He was right. 

Of course, I remain grateful to Stalin, despite his crimes for helping deliver Europe from 

Hitler's tyranny. But how can we forget the political regime which without trial rushed millions 

of convicts into a hell more abominable, in some respects than that of the shameful death camps 

of Nazism? Lenin could raise up in his tomb, he who, before dying, tried to warn his party 

against Stalin's brutalities! I remember in my mind the good luck of this or that of my communist 

friends. I cannot believe that such an abject regime could ever be established in France! 

Some people will make fun of or even be indignant at my confidence: "The communists 

are ‘without God,’ they will tell me; deprived of principles, we have the right to suspect them of 

many crimes...." I will answer then: "Here you are speaking like Simone de Beauvoir.160 She 

proposed to her khagne students as the first subject of their assignment this saying of Dostoevsky 

"If God does not exist all is allowed".161 In this small circle of khagneuses who had chosen me 

159Information about Jacques Duclos, a leader of the French Communist Party is noted 
in the Persons section of the Glossary. 

160Simone de Beauvoir (1908 – 1986) was a French writer. She wrote novels, essays, 
biographies, autobiography and monographs on philosophy, politics, and social issues. She was 
known for her 1949 treatise The Second Sex, a detailed analysis of women's oppression and a 
foundational tract of contemporary feminism; and for her novels, including She Came to Stay 
and The Mandarins. She was also known for her open, lifelong relationship with French 
philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre. See “Simone de Beauvoir,” Wikipedia. 

161Deirdre Bair in Simone de Beauvoir: A Biography (New York: Simon and Schuster, 
1991), p. 626, note 14, states, “Cagne, sometimes spelled Khagne, is the course followed by 
students who hope to gain admission to the ‘Grandes Ecoles’ in France.” 

The idea "If God does not exist all is allowed” is from Fyodor Dostoevsky's (1821– 1881) 
The Brothers Karamazov (1880). The novel is composed of 12 “books” and tells the story of the 
novice Alyosha Karamazov, the non-believer Ivan Karamazov and the soldier Dmitri 
Karamazov. The first books introduce the Karamazovs. The main plot is the death of their father 
Fyodor, while other parts are philosophical and religious arguments by Father Zosima to 
Alyosha. 

Leon A. Zander in Dostoïevsky: le problème du bien (Dostoyevsky: The problem of the 
Good), transl. R. Hofmann (from Russian to French) (Paris: Corrêa, 1946), 179pp., at p. 31, note 
1, comments that the expression "If God does not exist all is allowed” is not found in 
Dostoevsky's text, but that the idea is often taken up. "Villainy must not only be allowed, but 
recognized as the most necessary outcome for any atheist," says Dmitry Fyodorovich (The 
Brothers Karamazov, II, ch. 6) and Smerdiakov says to Ivan: "If the infinite God does not not 
exist, there is no virtue, one does not even need it ”(ibid., XI, ch. 8). See also, “Fyodor 
Dostoevsky,” Wikipedia. The novel is online at 
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as chaplain, copies circulated; I took note of it and was indignant at it: "So, Mesdemoiselles, let’s 

suppose that God does not exist (which was what they were trying to persuade them!), would 

you not have a conscious left? Eh! yes deep inside you this voice which dictates your duty to 

you, this light which can guide you to heroism? How many atheists on this point teach well the 

Christians!" 

"What do I want?” wonders Romain Rolland, “I want the victory of the laws that carry on 

the human race and I feel more than ever, that the laws triumph, despite everything by the arm of 

those who are or seem to us enemies.”162 Throughout history, there are many "without God" 

who have helped in the victory of "the laws that carry on the human race." I found myself by 

chance in the middle of former students of the [p. 231] Sévigné college, a secular institution 

that does not count religious instruction in its school subjects.163 This charming grandmother, 

whose hair is carefully kept from being gray, recalled with delight their college years. They 

recalled the memory of one of their supervisors, a comical and stubborn Englishman who, for 

any reprimand, apostrophised them twenty times a day with her unassailable accent from across 

the Channel: "Miss X ... really! ... No conscience, no honor!” They laughed, but finally the 

slogan penetrated into these young heads, was embedded in their hearts. I guessed that all their 

lives these women had tried to obey their conscience, and followed the path of honor. More than 

one, however, claimed to be agnostic. 

https://www.ccel.org/ccel/d/dostoevsky/brothers/cache/brothers.pdf.  
162Romain Rolland (1866 – 1944) was a French dramatist and novelist. He was a leading 

supporter of Stalin in France and is also noted for his correspondence with and influence on 
Sigmund Freud. Rolland's most famous novel is the 10-volume novel sequence Jean-Christophe 
(1904–1912), which brings "together his interests and ideals in the story of a German musical 
genius who makes France his second home and becomes a vehicle for Rolland's views on music, 
social matters and understanding between nations". His other novels are Colas Breugnon (1919), 
Clérambault (1920), Pierre et Luce (1920) and his second roman-fleuve, the 7-volume L'âme 
enchantée (1922–1933). See “Romain Rolland,” Wikipedia. 

163The Collège Sévigné is a French non-denominational private school. The school was 
founded in 1880 by Mathilde Salomon, becoming the first French non-denominational high 
school for young women, two months before the vote of the "Camille Sée" law establishing 
public secondary education for young women, and three years before the opening of the Lycée 
Fenelon. The founders, grouped in an association called "Société pour la propagation de 
l'instruction parmi les femmes", included Paul Bert (1833–1886), former Minister for Education, 
and a militant for Public Education. The school became co-educational in 1969. Collège Sévigné 
was also the first school in France to open a kindergarten, in 1909. The school is only one of 
three non-denominational private schools in Paris. See “Collège Sévigné,” Wikipedia. 
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Let's return to Marxism. It is first of all praxis, that is to say, action founded 

scientifically, that is to say rationally and not simple empiricism.164 This action is materialistic, 

neither more nor less than science. It proposes to follow the universal evolution of matter and 

life, to obey it, but to succeed in dominating it and giving it a more human meaning. Humanity 

has been torn apart for millennia by the class struggle; consequentially, it is necessary to build a 

class-free society ... This praxis is therefore a political action, governed by politics, which takes 

on a dignity from it [praxis] which it rises to the supreme law of human action. What is politics? 

"It's the art of making life convenient and people happy.” Who said this? Bossuet in his Politics 

from Sacred Scripture.165 But for Bossuet above the most beneficial policy there is conscience. 

Human happiness cannot justify the use of any means whatever, otherwise we find Machiavelli’s 

The Prince.166 

But it must not be forgotten that if praxis is to lead humans to take the step of "from each 

according to their work to each according to their needs," it pushes peoples who have not known 

democracy. They were accustomed to despotism and misery. They accept without surprise that 

the Party decides for them a development plan. But it decides it without them and it is difficult to 

recognize a democracy in such a regime. It is said that this democracy is popular. Yes, because it 

is decided for the people, but it is not decided by the people. [p. 232]  
One day, it will be. But when? By what steps and under what forms? How to avoid or 

how to get out of the dictatorship of the proletariat? Who governs? Who holds power in the 

communist state? The Party supported by the elan or the inertia of the masses. It is therefore a 

dynamic minority that governs and not a democracy, at least as we understand it. But with us, 

under the mask of democracy, it is the bourgeoisie which is in power and it is also a minority. Of 

this democracy, Churchill said agreeably, "It's the worst thing, but nothing better has been found. 

Is the dictatorship of the proletariat worse? Is it not better? 

When one travels in a socialist country, it suffices to know how to look to see that the 

standard of living is, in short, equivalent to that of the capitalist countries. As the Hungarian 

Minister of Agriculture told me - he was not a communist - "When you go to a socialist country, 

164 
165Information about Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet and his Politics Derived from the Words 

of Holy Scripture (1709) is noted in Chapter 2. 
166 
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watch the feet of passers-by.” I did it and did not notice anyone with those water-catching shoes-

that you meet so frequently elsewhere. 

As I visited, one day a village north of Berlin at the door of a municipal barn - a huge 

barn with ultra-modern installations - I entered conversation with an old dairy person. By way of 

starting, after congratulating him on his installation, I said to him: "It's all well and good, but 

you're not free.” – “Not free! he exclaimed. It was before that I was not free. I was working 

endless days. Now I work only eight hours; I have television, my house is brand new; my rent 

does not cost me much. I have two sons who study at the University. And you say that I am not 

free!" 

He was a German. For a Frenchman freedom does not quite have quite the same 

meaning. How can we doubt – so many witnesses tell us! -- that freedom, as we conceive it, is 

lacking in the U.S.S.S.? No freedom for the artist; no freedom for the worker; à fortiori for the 

thinker! Thought itself would be enslaved. Finally, let us admit that freedom -- at least under the 

Stalinist regime – could have been reduced to the horrors of a concentration camp universe! 

All this is true, but I find it somewhat unfair [p. 233] to insist on some sinister aspect of 

a revolution without ever considering the ideal to which it refers and to which it advances 

resolutely. It is that of 1789. This ideal supposes that the scarcity of products has been replaced 

by abundance. Socialism creates abundance and abundance creates socialism. But how can one 

not see that the destructions of the last two wars - to speak only of Russia - has pushed far back 

the prospects of this abundance? Let us note, however, that communist China has suffered 

several famines; everyone was hungry, but no one starved to death. In the past, during these 

plagues, the Chinese fell by millions: a real massacre. It is clear that the general and free 

satisfaction of needs presupposes abundance. It is far from being reached, but we are walking 

there. This is not a mirage. 

To summarize, I would not be sorry to live in a communist country, but I think I would 

be bored for a long time. When everyone thinks the same thing, no one thinks much. Feedom for 

what? Lenin questioned. But precisely to be free! I know that priests, followed by some 

Christians have taken the Party card; I recalled that the Jocists, at their last gathering, sang the 

International.167 It seems to me that there is muddle in all this! We must respect the necessary 

167Information about the Jocists (Junesse ouvrière chrétienne or Young Christian 
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distinctions. Can one assimilate the thought of Marx to Christian thought? Under what conditions 

can Christians call themselves Marxist? I approve of participating in the unity of action to 

achieve the common program of the Left, but Marxist praxis goes much further than this 

opportunism. 

"Hitherto," said Marx, "philosophers have interpreted the world; the point is to change 

it.”168 This is the final destination of praxis. But in a transformed world the interpretation of this 

world is also changing. What will become then of the Christian interpretation of the world? Will 

it be necessary to transform it too? There will remain faith, we are told. But what faith and what 

dogmas? So the problem posed by Marxist praxis is not simple and it would be an illusion to 

think that it is solved when one has taken the Party card. Praxis resounds to the very act of 

thinking. This thought declares itself materialist. [p. 234] How would it be still Christian? Let's 

try to go beyond this antithesis. 

A scarecrow is made of materialism. But it should not be forgotten that this doctrine has 

among its followers the greatest names of antiquity: Epicurus and Lucretius, Julius Caesar, Virgil 

and Horace.169 In modern times, Saint Thomas More and his friend Erasmus are 

Epicureans.170 In the seventeenth century Gassendi was also one with his disciples: Molière, La 

Fontaine, Bernier, all anti-Cartesian and anti-scholasticists.171 In the nineteenth century, 

Workers) is noted in Chapter 5. 
168Karl Marx, “Theses On Feuerbach: Thesis 11” (1845), in Marx and Engels, Selected 

Works (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1969), vol. 1, p. 13 – 15, online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/theses/theses.htm#018.  

169Information about Lucretius and  Epicurus is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. The history of Julius Caesar as an Epicurean mmaterialist is summarized by Frank C. 
Bourne in “Caesar the Epicurean,” The Classical World (Apr. - May, 1977), vol. 70, no. 7, pp. 
417-432, at p. 419 (atomism). Vergil’s cosmology is discussed in Norman W. DeWitt, “Vergil 
and Epicureanism,” The Classical Weekly (Jan. 18, 1932), vol. 25, no. 12, pp. 89-96, at p. 95 
(atomism). Horance’s philosophy is taken up by Philip Merlan in “Epicureanism and Horace,” 
Journal of the History of Ideas (Jun., 1949), vol. 10, no. 3, pp. 445-451. 

170Information about Thomas More and Desiderius Erasmus is noted in Chapter 8. To 
that can be added Edward L. Surtz, “Epicurus in Utopia,” ELH: A Journalof English Literary 
History (Jun., 1949), vol. 16, no. 2, pp. 89-103 (discusses Thomas More’s Epicurean morality, 
not cosmology); Eugene F. Rice, Jr. “Erasmus and the Religious Tradition, 1495-1499,” Journal 
of the History of Ideas (Oct., 1950), vol. 11, no. 4, pp. 387-411, at p. 402 (discusses Erasmus’s 
Epicurean morality, not cosmology). 

171Information about Gassendi is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. Some of 
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Christian philosophy abandoned St. Thomas Aquinas as too materialistic. And, indeed, St. 

Thomas assures, after Aristotle: "The mind contains nothing that did not first pass through the 

senses.” It rejects innate ideas. 

Marxist materialism is original in two aspects: it is dialectical and it is historical. It 

burrows and deepens the meaning of history and, from the contradictions that spring from the 

bosom of matter, it generates movement. 

For the Marxist dialectic, everything proceeds from matter, including life, including 

intelligence. Marxism sets itself as matter in motion. This is for it the total reality, the aggregate 

of phenomena, infinite, eternal, in space and time. This movement of matter is governed by 

necessity, but also by partial ends and finally by chance. For example, a series of causes in the 

expansion of life made the sexes appear; the sexes are arranged one for another by an objective 

finality and finally the sex of an individual is combined with that of another; it may be a 

coincidence. Not everything is necessary in nature; but also not all is ordered to an end; it is not 

all the result of chance. Laws appear, but they are opposed and give rise to contradictions. The 

thesis is opposed to the antithesis, their unity is resolved in a synthesis which, in turn, will 

encounter an antithesis. In this way all of reality in motion, far from being purely mechanical, 

becomes dialectical. 

When I read Plekhanov and his lessons on the History of Art, I had not yet read Engels 

and his Dialectic of Nature.172 But I cried out on many pages: "But it's Thomism!” And indeed 

St. Thomas does not hesitate to declare that there is nothing in the intelligence which has not first 

it can be repeated: he worked out a way of finding a path between skepticism and dogmatism and 
formulated the modern "scientific outlook", of moderated skepticism and empiricism. He clashed 
with his contemporary Descartes on the possibility of certain knowledge. He belonged to the 
fideist wing of the sceptics, arguing that the absence of certain knowledge implied the room for 
faith. His best-known intellectual project attempted to reconcile Epicurean atomism with 
Christianity. 

Information about Molière, La Fontaine and Bernier is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. Information about scholasticism is noted in the Church Matters (Theology-Philosophy) 
section of the Glossary. 

172Information about Georgi V. Plekhanov and his art philosophy is noted in the Persons 
section of the Glossary.  

Information about Engels’ Dialectic of Nature is noted in the Materialism entry of the 
Church Matters (Theology-Philosophy) section of the Glossary.  
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passed through [p. 235] the senses and even more the senses are fine and porous the more the 

intelligence is unbound.173 

Over a million years ago, a species of hominids rose to intelligence, to the universal. This 

unexpected phenomenon is confirmed by the tools they left us. Engels attributes this 

development to articulate language and collective work. And, indeed, children brought up among 

wolves, know neither upright posture nor language; they are rebellious to an education which 

would introduce them into human society. Developmental delays have now been observed in 

children whose mothers work. Deprived too soon of the tasks and games they share with the 

mother, left isolated and silent in a corner, they are retarded for life, if not neurotics. For Saint 

Thomas, this is not surprising. Between his Christian philosophy and dialectical materialism, 

should not it be possible to establish more than one bridge? 

The passage is easier if it is historical materialism. It is ideas that run the world, I first 

thought. When in 1924 I read the Manifesto of the Communist Party I understood how much I 

was wrong. For an idea to become a force, it must take hold of the masses, but it only seduces 

the masses and stirs them up when it corresponds to their most vivid and deepest needs. So the 

revolution is born out of the class conflict. 

The bourgeoisie ended up triumphing over the feudal nobility. It took centuries and its 

reign is not over. A revolutionary class, the bourgeoisie did not hesitate to engage in the struggle: 

Louis XI, Louis XIV, Louis XV were bourgeois kings. The French Revolution, under the guise 

of proclaiming universal human rights, enshrined the rights of the bourgeois. "Their 

Westminster," said Lenin in front of the British Parliament. And in France, bourgeois power 

continued to be exercised under Napoleon, under Louis Philippe, under Napoleon III, under M. 

Thiers, and finally under Petain and de Gaulle.174 Behind these facades that appear and which 

are still triumphant, the class of those who have only their labor on which  to live builds in the 

struggle another world, a world without classes. 

The outcome of this struggle is still undecided. But the Marxist idea has already 

triumphed on a fifth of the emerged lands. [p. 236] 

173Information about Aquinas and Christian Materialism is noted in the Theology-
Philosophy section of the Glossary. 

174This is a list of the French leaders from the 1789 Revolution to the 1960s. 
Information about most of them is noted in the Glossary.  
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People swarm there like schools of herring and these people suffer from hunger. Their 

cries, their outstretched fists, their weapons guarantee their victory. And already they have the 

atomic bomb. But time has not yet struck their hour on its thousand-year-old clock. However, is 

this tide not materialist? Does it not merge with the human mass? Does one think, by whipping 

the sea, to stop the rising tide? 

Thus historical materialism adds a dimension to history. History finally takes on its 

meaning. It is no longer "a tale told by an idiot, full of noise and fury"175 It is possible to 

compose an account based on universal history…. 

Where is history going? In what direction does it flow and towards which ocean? The 

person who thinks of history as an evolution, a march towards the unity of the cosmos, 

necessarily seeks a Thinker to support this thought, the Thought about the thought. One day 

Gorky and Lunacharsky, in their exile of Capri, proposed as the end of universal evolution the 

reconstruction of God. Materialism ended history in adoration. When he read this article, Lenin 

immediately took the night train to Naples and Capri, and it was weeks of passionate discussions 

cut off from endless chess games.176 But Lenin in power gave the instruction: "Hands off 

Gorky" and when it comes to appoint for the new regime a Minister of Education to organize the 

entire system of schools and universities, Lenin chooses Lunacharsky. Now, I was still able to 

meet in Lausanne with Pastor Ferrière universally recognized as the father of the new school.177 

175This quote is from William Shakespeare’s play, Macbeth, Act 5 Scene 5, lines 17-28. 
After he is told of Lady Macbeth’s death, Macbeth delivers this soliloquy as his response to the 
news: 

Life is but a walking shadow, a poor player 
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 
And then is heard no more. It is a tale 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury 
Signifying nothing. 

176Information about Gorky and Lunacharsky is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. Further information about them and others concerning God, and Lenin’s reaction is 
noted in the Theology-Philosophy (God-Builders) section of the Glossary. 

177Adolphe Ferrière (1879 - 1960) was one of the founders of the movement for 
progressive education. He worked for a brief time in a school in Glarisegg and later founded an 
experimental school ('La Forge') in Lausanne, Switzerland, but soon had to abandon teaching due 
to his deafness. In 1921, he founded the New Education Fellowship, for which he wrote the 
charter. The congress of this league until the Second World War included a number of other 
teachers: Maria Montessori, Célestin Freinet, Gisèle de Failly and Roger Cousinet. He worked as 
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"I had Lunacharsky as a pupil, he said to me, and I made him my best disciple." Adolphe Ferriere 

was what one might call a free Christian; he had met a free Marxist. I think they both agreed to 

be "God Builders." 

However, when Lenin, in the name of Marxism, refused to Lunacharsky and Gorky to 

"rebuild God" from the principles of materialism, he was right. Marxist materialism, if it is to 

remain scientific, can not extend beyond phenomena. Despite the grandiose perspectives that 

Teilhard de Chardin opens up to the material, proclaiming it "Christic," [p. 237] it is not by this 

act of a dogmatic faith that Marxism can escape from the world of phenomena.178 It can not, it 

must not become a religion. The scientific study of phenomena does not extend that far. One 

must not try to sew the action of Providence to a discourse on universal history, according to 

Karl Marx. This is too frequent a confusion and if Christians opt for socialism they should 

carefully avoid it. In order not to mix the principles of Marxism with Christian dogma, it is 

sufficient to always bear in mind that Marxism is not a dogma, but a guide for action. 

Historical materialism, the key to human history, is ultimately based on dialectical 

materialism, the key to the universal evolution of matter. The eternal movement of matter in 

infinite space is understood, according to Marx, following Hegel, by the identity of the 

contradictories and their resolution in successive syntheses in a reciprocal causality. We find 

Heraclitus: war is the father of all things and the struggle of the classes engenders the movement 

that sets all humanity in motion.179 In what way is this movement, much more, this universal 

war essential to life dialectical? In that any synthesis gives rise to its antithesis which in turn 

dissolves into a new synthesis, in struggle with the antithesis which aims to overcome it. How 

does this dialectical conception of matter in motion oppose Christianity? I can’t figure it out. We 

a humanist and an editor from 1919 to 1922 on the pacifist journal 'l'Essor' (The Rise). He was 
one of the founding members of the International Bureau of Education (I.B.E.) in 1925, and 
served as its first Deputy Director alongside Elisabeth Rotten. He was also a member of the 
Religious Society of Friends (Quakers). Throughout his life he published a substantial number of 
books, some in collaboration with Karl-Ernst Krafft. See “Adolphe Ferrière,” Wikipedia. 

178Information about Teilhard de Chardin is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 
179Information about dialectical and historical materialism is noted in the Theology-

Philosophy section of the Glossary. Information about Heraclitus is noted in the Persons section 
of the Glossary. 
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did not come out of an attempt at a scientific system of the universe and like Laplace we did 

without the hypothesis of God.180 

Does this mean that by this Marxism logically requires atheism, the negation of God?181 

I do not think so. "It was necessary to put science aside a little, said Kant, to make room for 

faith": not a dogmatic faith, but a rational faith. Which?182 

The totality of phenomena, conceived as a dynamic reality, has nothing objectively real; 

it cannot be justified by the experiments of science.183 Nature offers us an admirable spectacle, 

but science can not make us aware of its totality. The unity of the cosmos is not the object of 

science. On the other hand, is the life of humans, their conscious and unconscious life a unity? 

It's an extrapolation [p. 238] to think of this unity as an object, objectively real, passively 

obedient, deprived of responsibility, neither guilty nor free the laws of their becoming. But if we 

see a subject exercising its freedom and responding for its conduct, science gives us no answer 

on this, neither does Marxism, if it remains scientific. 

No more on the principle of the unity of humans and the universe, on the nature and 

existence of God, of the One, and on the dignity and meaning of life. 

We necessarily think of these three postulates, but it is an act of faith that affirms them. 

Marxism is silent about their reality and yet for how many Marxists they exist. These are 

necessary postulates as Kant calls them, but whose objective reality escapes us.184 Reason leads 

us to them, but it is an act of rational faith that develops them and enables us to affirm them. 

180Information about Laplace is noted earlier in this chapter. 
181Information about the laws of dialectical logic is noted in the Theology-Philosophy 

(materialism) section of the Glossary. 
182Immanuel Kant (1724 – 1804) was a German philosopher. Boulier’s quote is from 

Kant’s second edition Preface to the Critique of Pure Reason (London: Bell & Daldy, 1872), 
page Bxxx; online at https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sanjacinto-
philosophy/chapter/immanuel-kant-critique-of-pure-reason-preface-to-the-second-edition/. The 
first edition with A page numbers appeared in 1781. The second edition with B page numbers 
came in 1787. Kant said that he had “found it necessary to deny knowledge (Erkenntnis) in order 
to make room for faith (Glaube).” Information about Kant and further information about the 
Critique of Pure Reason is noted in the Persons section of the Glossary. 

183Information about science and materialism is noted in Theology-Philosophy section 
of the Glossary. 

184Information about Kant and his philosophy is noted in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. 
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So the cosmos does not scatter in rocks, some cooled and others still melting: piles of 

pebbles in short. The human soul is not the forever guilt-free theater of a "polymorphic pervert" 

that an absurd censorship delivers to complexities that it overcomes no matter what.185 Humans, 

by an act of faith founded on reason, bow before the majesty of duty. And finally on the beauty 

of nature, on the heroism of virtue. God is called "Friend of humanity." Divine "philanthropy" 

enlightens us and reaches out to join with us. The heart of humanity in the heart of the world is 

full of God. 

It is in this way, it seems to me, that one can make dialectical materialism coexist in the 

scientific order of phenomena and the affirmation of noumena or rational postulates by an act of 

faith. Faith, thus understood, does not contradict Marxism, does not even claim to complete it, 

respects its synthesis in the order of phenomena. Simply, it gravitates in another orbit, it opens 

another world to us: the world of the noumena. A noumenon is thought of, but is not noted. 

Marxism does not pose itself mechanically as an object among other objects to which it might 

possibly oppose. It lives, it experiences itself, he insinuates itself, he rises, it rises again, it is a 

praxis and it is in the light of praxis that every Marxist makes their decisions and establishes 

their freedom. What is there [p. 239] contrary to Christianity? A good tree can not bear bad 

fruit, nor can a bad bear good fruit. You will recognize them by their fruits. 

On the other hand, if it is a question of dogmatic faith, the confrontation with Marxism 

changes in nature. What is a dogma? It is the symbolic expression of a history. Christian dogmas 

tell us a story from the origins of the race, it is Holy History ... This story is recorded in the 

Bible: a mixture of more or less poetic myths and vwer real facts. This mixture is found in Greek 

and Roman history as well as in the origins of Christianity. Unfortunately, neither Catholic 

theologians nor Marxist historians are interested in applying the methods of historical criticism 

to this fascinating subject. And yet historical materialism would bring us unexpected lights on 

Galilee in the time of Christ, on trade currents and the foundations of St. Paul. Why, for example, 

185Freud used the term “polymorphic pervert” for children, meaning that they discover 
their body and the world around it through through their partial (German: Partieltrieb) drives. 
Freud maintained that all people go through a first stage in their sex life (first non-genital then 
genital) where the satisfaction of each of the erogenous zones prevails. According to Freud, this 
discovery was healthy because it accompanied the passage from one stage to another. On the 
other hand, if it was not transitory, this mechanism was considered as a pathological relational 
mode. See “Perversion,” Wikipedia. 
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does this one write in Greek to the Romans? Because the Christians of Rome at that time were 

mostly foreign merchants. Who knows what the excavations of Ostia will reveal to us about the 

first Christian sanctuaries?186 In all this historical field, collaboration between Christians and 

Marxists goes without saying and for common conclusions. But obviously on dogmas strictly 

strictly speaking they can only collide. 

Thus, by respecting the necessary distinctions, by defining the respective domaines, 

Christians can avow Marxistism without taking on key ideas of Karl Marx, while maintaining 

intact their faith as a Catholic Christian. At the end of my life, I do not regret any of the struggles 

I waged side by side with my communist friends, but it also seems to me that by meditating on 

Marxist thought, I acquired a view of universal evolution. which does not contradict the faith of 

my childhood and completes my theological reflection. 

Marxism does not oppose a faith to the faith of the believer, but is interested in beliving 

groups, according to the expression they give to their faith. The beliving groups give dogma by 

their cohesion a force to be recokoned with and no wonder the Marxists extend their hand to 

them to [p. 240] draw them into the same fight, not to share the same faith. 

I took, I take my place in this fight. Far from seeing in it as a betrayal, an attenuation, or a 

dilution of my faith, as I am accused of, it is with all the stimulus of my faith, of my complete 

186Ostia Antica is a large archaeological site, close to the modern town of Ostia, that is 
the location of the harbour city of ancient Rome, 15 miles southwest of Rome. "Ostia" is a 
derivation of "os", the Latin word for "mouth". At the mouth of the River Tiber, Ostia was 
Rome's seaport, but due to silting the site now lies 2 miles from the sea. The site is noted for the 
excellent preservation of its ancient buildings, frescoes and mosaics. 

Under Benito Mussolini large excavations were undertaken from 1939 to 1942 during 
which several remains, particularly from the republican period, were brought to light. The first 
volume of the official series Scavi di Ostia appeared in 1954; it was devoted to a topography of 
the town by Italo Gismondi and after a hiatus the research still continues. 

Though untouched areas adjacent to the original excavations were left undisturbed 
awaiting a more precise dating of Roman pottery types, the "Baths of the Swimmer", named for 
the mosaic figure in the apodyterium, were meticulously excavated, in 1966–70 and 1974–75, in 
part as a training ground for young archaeologists and in part to establish a laboratory of well-
understood finds as a teaching aid. 

It has been estimated that two-thirds of the ancient town are as yet unexcavated. In 2014, 
a geophysical survey using magnetometry, among other techniques, revealed the existence of a 
boundary wall on the north side of the Tiber enclosing an unexcavated area of the city containing 
three massive warehouses. See “Ostia Antica,” Wikipedia. 
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Catholic faith, that I engage  in this battle, in the class struggle, to call it by name and I wish it 

victory. 

 

 

 

To whom can we dedicate this long story which, like my long life, is coming to an end? 

To you, dear St. Thomas More, Chancellor of England, venerated martyr, beheaded for the 

Catholic faith by Henry Vlll, very Christian king, "defender of the faith," delivered to women; 

saint humorist amused by so many comic aspects of so diverse human comedy, intimate friend of 

Erasmus whom you called your "darling" and who, in The Praise of Folly praised your wisdom; 

a hardy navigator on the island of Utopia, where you had discovered, ignorant of the Christian 

faith, but certainly by no means "intrinsically perverse," good communists who wanted to know 

gold only to fill their latrines, inspiring in advance Lenin's humor; patron saint of the Utopiens, 

you knew well that your fantasy islanders had naturally Christian souls.187 

But with your Utopian communists, did not you go back to the first Christians? We read 

in the Doctrine of the Apostles, the Didache, the oldest Christian writing, perhaps prior to the 

Gospels: "If you share yourselves as communists (Koinônôi) the God who does not die, all the 

more reason to be communist with the goods that perish".[FN 1]188 Your non-Christian 

Utopians, thus rose up, without knowing it, to the approaches to the faith. And why not our 

Marxists? 

[FN 1] en tō̃ͅ athanátōͅ koinōnoí este, pósōͅ mãllon en toĩs thnētoĩs. 
 

"Everything that goes up converges," says Teilhard de Chardin.189 Marxism, if it rises, if 

it purifies itself of its dross, can converge towards a Christianity which, for its part, would have 

purified itself of its coarse ties with the materialism of profit, [p. 241] the baseness of the 

America way of life. Little by little, the unity of action would become convergence; peaceful 

187Information about Thomas More and Desiderius Erasmus is noted in the Persons 
section of the Glosssary. 

188Information about the Didache is noted in the Church Matters section of the Glossary. 
189Information about Teilhard de Chardin and his rising up theory is noted in the Persons 

section of the Glossary. 
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coexistence would increase cooperation; the cosmo, carrying the human race, would ascend 

toward unity; everywhere socialism with abundance would ensure justice and liberty. 

I will leave here below carrying this enchanted dream. Lamennais said he saw the 

revolution, as in the distance a brightly lit room, but he saw himself separated from it by a long 

dark corridor and did not know how he would cross.190 "I cannot make a revolution," said 

Lenin, “without a revolutionary situation.”191 I do not know when this situation will ripen, but I 

believe that capitalism, like Flaubert's catoblepas, will devour its paws in its foolishness and that 

the liberal exploitation, finally unmasked, will engender revolution like a ripe fruit.192 

I will not see it, but with this "beautiful hope" I make my way towards the black door. 

One day, it will turn in front of me on its unstoppble hinges. I know that it will then open upon 

my eyes a mystery of light and forgiveness. 

 

 

190Information about Félicité de Lamennais is noted in Chapter 5. 
191In Marxist terminology, a revolutionary situation is a political situation indicative of a 

possibility of a revolution. The concept was introduced by Vladimir Lenin in 1913, in his article 
“May Day of the revolutionary proletariat.” In the article two conditions for a revolutionary 
situation were described, which were later succinctly phrased as "the bottoms don't want and the 
tops cannot live in the old way". In later works Lenin postulated a third condition: high political 
activity of the working masses, their readiness to revolutionary actions. See Lenin, “May Day 
Action by the Revolutionary Proletariat,” Sotsial-Demokrat (June 15, 1913) no. 31; reprinted in 
in Lenin Collected Works, (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1977), vol. 19, pp. 218-227; online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1913/jun/15.htm; see also, “Revolutionary 
Situation,” Wikipedia. 

192The catoblepas (pl. catoblepones; from the Greek καταβλέπω, katablépō) "to look 
downwards" is a legendary creature from Ethiopia, first described by Pliny the Elder (Natural 
History, 8.77) and later by Claudius Aelianus (On the Nature of Animals, 7.6). It is said to have 
the body of a cape buffalo. Its head is always pointing downwards due to its great weight. Its 
stare or breath could either turn people into stone, or kill them. In The Temptation of Saint 
Anthony (1874), Gustave Flaubert describes it as:  

... a black buffalo with the head of a hog, hanging close to the ground, 
joined to its body by a thin neck, long and loose as an emptied intestine. It 
wallows flat upon the ground, and its legs are smothered under the huge mane of 
stiff bristles that hide its face. 

See “catoblepas,” Wikipedia. 
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The memoirs of Jean Boulier priest (nicknamed the “red Priest”) testify to a passionate 
and fascinating life whose progress is at the very center of the debates which today stir the 
Catholic Church, torn between its progressives and turbulent and excessive fundamentalists. 

More than twenty years before the aggirnamento advocated by the Vatican II Council, 
Abbot Boulier took up avant-garde positions which brought him disappointments and arbitrary 
and unjust sanctions. This book, which reads like a novel, is the journey of an activist and free 
priest who has always sided with the humble and the oppressed instead of the elites and the 
privileged. 

 
Jean Boulier, born in Paris in 1894, studied with the Jesuits in Belgium. Vicar of Our 

Lady of the Rosary, then parish priest of Sainte Devote in Monaco, he was expelled from the 
Principality in 1941 for having condemned in the pulpit the Nazi proaganda film the Jew Suss. 

He participated in 1948 in the International Congress of Wroclaw as delegate of Rene 
Cassin. 

A founding member of the Movement Combattants de la Pais et de la liberte [Fighter for 
peace and liberty], Abbé Boulier also created with Frederic Joliot Curie the World Movement for 
Peace and was one of the editors of the famous Stockholm Appeal. 

Abbe Boulier was reduced to a secular state for his pacifist activity in collaboration with 
the communists. Reintegrated into the clergy of Paris by Cardinal Marty, he is now a retired 
priest. 
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Glossary, Graphics1 

Timeline 
French epochs or governments from 1789 to present. 
French Political Parties, Alliances, Associations and Movements 
Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements 
Battles and Wars 
Church Matters  

Didache 
Roman Curia 
Avignon Papacy 
Holy Office 
Council of Trent 
Index Librorum Prohibitorum 
The 1917 and 1983 Codes of Canon Law 

Popes, Sacraments and Liturgy 
Theology-Philosophy  

Platonism 
Gnosticism 
Evil as Absence of Good 
Scholasticism 
Grace, Justification and Free Will 
Materialism 

Dialectics. 
Features 
Knowledge, Absolute Truth, Science and Aesthetics 
Practice Criterion and Expansion of Knowledge 
Practice: Cosmology 
Practice in Political-Economy 

Christian Materialism 
God-Building 
Pacem in terris 

French Trade Unions. 
Newspapers and Magazines 
Socialist Countries and Leaders 
Persons 

1The reason for a glossary and the multiple footnotes is that Boulier discusses 
people, organizations and events which he presumes are known to the French-Catholic 
readers of his generation for whom an explanation was unneeded. This translation 
however is aimed at English-speaking readers of a later generation about whom no such 
presumption can be made. Without some background much of Boulier’s account is lost. 
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Timeline 
 
April 26, 1894 --- Boulier born. 
1894 --- 1906 Dreyfus Affair. 
1903 --- Boulier (age 8) starts middle school. 
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1905 --- Catholic teaching orders expelled from France. i.e. the separation of church and 
state law no longer recognized their corporate status. (Chapter 1.)  

1905 --- 1906 Boulier age 11 in 8th grade, at Chanlaire does Latin (Brothers of Ploermel). 
1906-1907 --- Boulier 9th grade starts Grand College (high school) at Bologne; in January 

1907 the school burned down and was moved to Mouscron, Belgium. (p. 26).  
1908 --- Boulier, age 14, starts Rhetoric year (11th grade high school), (p. 54). 
1910 --- Boulier, age 16, in July makes retreat at Novitiate of Florenne, Belgium, decides 

on religious life. (Chapter 3, p. 56). 
1911 --- Maths. Elem [elementary mathematics] at St. Joseph's College, Lille. 
1912 --- Boulier obtains high school [baccalauréat]. October 6, enters two-year novitiate 

at Florennes, Belgium (p. 58) (Jesuit province of Champagne) (p. 56). 
1914-1916 --- Bouliers at Antoing, then to Enghien, Belgium (p. 79) makes literary 

studies (Greek, Latin, French) and obtains Licence ès Lettres (Bachelor of 
Arts).(p. 64). 

1917-1919 --- Boulier makes three years of philosophy study. (p. 64). 
1918 --- At the end of his philosophy (p. 107) 
1920 1924 --- Boulier makes four years of theology study. (p. 64). 
1922 --- Boulier meets Cardjin (p. 79). 
1924 --- Theology at Innsbruck, Austria (p. 79); third year of Novitiate (p. 64). Read the 

Manifesto of the Communist Party (p. 235). 
1925 --- Boulier ordained priest (Chapter 3, p. 79 and Chapter 4, p. 98) and started two-

year biennium of specialized studies at Vanves (Paris) in the Institute of Higher 
International Studies (Institut des hautes études internationales, "IHEI") at the 
Faculty of Law, now affiliated with the Panthéon-Assas University, which is part 
of the Sorbonne University. 

1925 or 1926 --- Florennes to complete my Third Year of novitiate. (p. 87 /Ch 6, p. 108). 
1925 --- 1928 I stayed three years in Nancy (Ch. 6, p. 110). 
The Church and French action 
1926 --- Published L'Eglise et l'action française [The Church and action française]. 
July 31, 1932 --- settle in Paris on the feast day of St. Ignatius, July 31, 1932. (out of 

Jesuits) 
1932 to 1938 --- these six years I spent as a secular priest in Paris, (p. 119). 
December 24, 1938 --- I took possession of the cure of Sainte-Devote, Monaco. (Ch 7, p. 

126). 
1939 --- Summer vacation, London. (Ch. 8, p. 133). 
June 25, 1940 --- Fall of France. 
October 26, 1941 --- Boulier gave a sermon condemning the screening of Jew Süss as 

encouraging “shamlessness, cruelty and racial hatred among the citizens.”2 
November 1941 --- Boulier expelled from Monaco. 
August 25, 1944 --- Boulier witnesses the liberation of Paris in his neighborhood on rue 

du Marché - Saint Honoré in the First arrondissement. (Ch. 8, p. 141). 
October 1944 --- Boulier returns to Monaco. (p. 142). 

2The date is given by Jan Bank in Churches and Religion in the Second World 
War (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016), p. 452. 
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1945 Became a professor at the Catholic Institute (chair of its Christian Principles of 
International Law Christian Principles of the Law of People). 

1946 --- Took a trip to Poland. (Ch 9, p. 147).  
August 1946 --- attends World Council of Churches conference at Cambridge, England. 

(Ch 9, p. 151). 
1946 --- Published Les Principes chrétiens du droit des gens: leçon inaugurale prononcée 

le 27 novembre 1945 [The Christian Principles of International Law: Inaugural 
Lecture delivered on November 27, 1945] (Paris: É ́ditions du 'Témoignage 
chrétien'). 

August 25-28, 1948 --- World Congress of Intellectuals in Defense of Peace at Wroclaw 
(Breslau), Poland. 

November 27-28, 1948 --- gave closing speech at the congress of Les Combattants de la 
Liberté, which was held at the Palais des Expositions in Paris. (p. 160). 

1948 --- Published “Dichiarazione d’un Abate Francese al Congresso di Wrocław” 
[Declaration by a French Abbe to the Wrocław Congress]. 

April 29, 1949 --- World Congress of Partisans for Peace in Paris (Pleyel). 
July 1949 --- in Czechoslovakia and suspended from saying mass. (p. 166). 
1949 --- published Un prêtre prend position [A priest takes a stand] (Paris, Éditions de 

Minuit. 
1949 --- Published Il Vaticano accusato dai cattolici (The Vatican accused by Catholics) 

(Milano, Cultura nuova). 
1949 --- Published “Il faut traiter” (We must negotiate) in Esprit 
March 15, 1950 --- Permanent Committee of the World Peace Council congress at 

Stockholm, Sweden, launched the Stockholm Appeal (p. 156) 
1950 --- Published Why I signed the Stockholm appeal to ban the atom bomb. 
March 1950 --- sanctioned by Rome. (p. 182).  
September 11, 1950 --- published article on Cold War neutrality in Action (Paris)  
1950 ---  Published with Marcin Czerwiński, Świadectwo prawdzie [Testimony of truth].  
January 1952 --- accused of “philocommunism” by the Holy Office; reduced to the lay 

state, (but Le Monde 1/29/1980, says Cardinal Feltin, Archbishop of Paris, 
immediatedly obtained from the Roman authorities a reprieve. The case returned 
to the Holy Office ten years later, after a trip by Boulier to Hungary, and he was 
deprived of right to exercise his priest’s office. The secular reduction was taken 
on February 14, 1962). 

January 1952 --- Attended World Congress of People in Vienna. 
1953 --- Published Trois lettres sur le mouvement de la paix. (Suivi de La guerre 

bactériologique et L'appel de Stockholm) [Three letters on the peace movement: 
(Follow-up to Bacteriological Warfare and The Stockholm Appeal)] (Paris: 
Éditions de Minuit).  

1953 --- Published Why I signed the Stockholm appeal to ban the atom bomb (Sydney: 
New South Wales Peace Council). 

February-March, 1954 --- Published (1954) “‘Monsieur Féli’ et le christianisme eternal” 
["Monsieur Féli" and eternal Christianity[, 

April 1954 --- Published Le conflit du christianisme et du marxisme: questions au R. P. 
Bigo [The conflict between Christianity and Marxism: questions to R. P. Bigo]. 

1954 --- Published Les Pretres ouvriers [The worker priests].  
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1955 --- Published, with others, Commission internationale de juristes pour l'examen des 
procès de Karlsruhe: Lettre à la Cour constitutionnelle fédérale à Karlsruhe, à 
propos d'une requête du gouvernement fédéral tendant à l'interdiction du Parti 
communiste allemand [International Commission of Jurists for the Examination of 
the Karlsruhe Trials: Letter to the Federal Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe, 
concerning a request by the federal government for the ban of the German 
Communist Party]. 

1958 --- Published “Le droit au-dessus de la règle de droit: critique d'une entrprise de 
guerre froide” [Law above the rule of law: criticism of a cold war enterprise] 

November 1958 --- Defended resistance to Algerian War. (p. 188). 
1958 --- Published Jean Hus (national hero of Czechoslovakia) and The law above the 

rule of law: a criticism of an enterprise of the cold war (International Association 
of Democratic Lawyers).  

c. 1958 – 1980 --- Lived at Massy (Paris). (p. 223). 
February 14, 1962 --- secular reduction.  (Le Monde 1/29/1980) 
1962 --- published Les juges nazis dans l'appareil d'État de la République fédérale 

allemande [Nazi judges in the state apparatus of the Federal Republic of 
Germany] (Association internationale des juristes démocrates).  

1963 --- Published  Der Prozess gegen Dr. Hans Globke [The Trial of Dr. Hans Globke]. 
April 1964 --- Presidium of Peace Movement meeting in Budapest, awarded him gold 

medal of peace. (Le Monde 1/29/1980). 
June 13, 1964 --- honored at a ceremony at Salle Pleyel in Paris by M. Pierre Biquard, 

former chief of cabinet of Frederick Joliot-Curie at the High Commissauriat of 
Paris, atomic energy. (Le Monde 1/29/1980). 

1964 --- Published Le Concile Vatican II: une explication [Vatican Council II: an 
explanation]. 

1964 --- published a study on Varican II, in which he asked the Council to ban the 
manufacture of atomic bombs. (Le Monde 1/29/1980) 

1967 --- Published En Pologne il y a vingt ans voyage avec E. Mounier [In Poland twenty 
years ago travels with E. Mounier]. 

April 1971 --- reinstated in the Parisian clergy by Archbishop Marty (Chapter 11; Le 
Monde 1/29/1980). 

1972 --- writes preface for Albert Norden, Le secret des guerres: genèse et techniques de 
l'agression [The secret of wars: genesis and techniques of aggression]. 

1975 --- La nouvelle messe: expliquée en dialogues [The New Mass: Explained in 
Dialogue]. 

1977 --- Publishes autobiography, I was a Red Priest: Memories and Testimonials (Paris: 
Editions of L'Athanor). 

January 22, 1980 --- Died (age 85). 
January 30, 1980 --- funeral in privacy, mass in his memory at chapel of St. Ignace, 35, 

rue de Sevres, Paris-6th. (Le Monde 1/29/1980).
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Glossary 

 
French epochs or governments from 1774 to present.3 

 
(1774–1792) Louis XVI 
(1789–1792) French Revolution  
(1792–1804) French First Republic  
(1804–1814/1815) First French Empire under Napoleon I  
(1814/1815–1830) Bourbon Restoration under Louis XVIII and 

Charles X  
(1830–1848) July Monarchy under Louis Philippe d'Orléans  
(1848–1852) Second Republic  
(1852–1870) Second Empire under Napoleon III  
(1870-1940) Third Republic  
(1873–1890) Long Depression  
(1871–1914) Belle Époque  
(1936-1938) Popular Front (Front populaire) government, an 

alliance of communists and socialists.  
(April 1938 – July 1940) Coalition led by Radical Party. 
(July 1940-December 1944) Vichy France.4 

3See “History of France,“ Wikipedia. 
4After being appointed Premier by President Albert Lebrun, Marshal Philippe 

Pétain’s (1856-1951) cabinet agreed to end the war and signed an Armistice with 
Germany on June 22, 1940. On July 10, 1940, the Third Republic was effectively 
dissolved as Pétain was granted full powers by the National Assembly. While Paris 
remained the de jure capital of France, the government chose to relocate to the spa town 
of Vichy, a distance of 220 miles in the south central part of metropolitan France. This 
was part of the unoccupied "Free Zone" (zone libre) of metropolitan France, which 
included French Algeria. It remained responsible for the civil administration of France as 
well as the French colonial empire. From 1940 to 1942, the Vichy regime was the 
nominal government of all of France except for Alsace-Lorraine, the Germans and 
Italians militarily occupied northern and south-eastern France. 

At Vichy, Pétain established a government that began tight supervision of the 
economy, calling for "National Regeneration", with central planning a key feature. 
Labour unions came under government control. Conservative Catholics became 
prominent and clerical input in schools resumed. The media was controlled and stressed 
anti-Semitism, and, after June 1941, anti-Bolshevism. The occupation was to be a 
provisional state of affairs, pending the conclusion of the war, which at the time (1940) 
appeared imminent. The occupation also presented certain advantages to the French 
ruling class, such as keeping the French Navy and French colonial empire under French 
control, and avoiding full occupation of the country by Germany, thus maintaining a 
degree of French independence and neutrality. Despite heavy pressure, the French 
government at Vichy never joined the Axis alliance and even remained formally at war 
with Germany.  
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(1946 - 1958) Fourth Republic  
(1958 – present) Fifth Republic. 
 

 
 

French Political Parties, Alliances, Associations and Movements: 
 
 
(1901 –2017) Parti républicain (P.R.) The Radical-Socialist or Radical Republican Party 

was a social-liberal political party which upheld the principles of private property, 
social justice and secularism. The Radicals were originally a left-wing group, but 
with the emergence of the French Section of the Workers' International (S.F.I.O.) 
in 1905 they shifted gradually towards the political centre. In 1926, its right wing 
split off to form the Unionist (or National) Radicals.  

The R.P. opposed Blum's intention to help the Republicans during the 
Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), forcing him to adopt a non-interventionist 
policy. Following the failure of Blum's second government in April 1938, R.P. 
leader Édouard Daladier (1884 –1970 formed a new government in coalition with 
the liberal and conservative parties. On September 29, 1938 he signed the Munich 
Agreement. Two days after the invasion of Poland on September 1, 1939 the 
French government led by Daladier made good on its guarantees to Poland by 
declaring war alongside Britain. Following the August 23, 1939 Molotov–
Ribbentrop Pact between Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union, Daladier engaged 
in an anti-communist policy, prohibiting the Communists activities and the party's 
newspaper, L'Humanité. He also repealed the 40-hour work week which had been 
the Popular Front's most visible accomplishment. Daladier resigned in March 
1940.  

In 1972, the left wing of the party split off to form the centre-left Radical 
Party of the Left (P.R.G.).5 

Germany kept two million French soldiers prisoner, carrying out forced labour 
(service du travail obligatoire). They were hostages to ensure that Vichy would reduce its 
military forces and pay a heavy tribute in gold, food, and supplies to Germany. French 
police were ordered to round up Jews and other "undesirables" such as communists and 
political refugees. Much of the French public initially supported the government.  

Following the Allied landings in French North Africa in November 1942, 
southern France was also militarily occupied by Germany and Italy to protect the 
Mediterranean coastline. The zone libre ended. This led to the disbandment of the 
remaining army and the sinking of France's remaining fleet and ending any semblance of 
independence, with Germany now supervising all French officials. Pétain's government 
remained in Vichy as the nominal government of France, one that collaborated with Nazi 
Germany. In late 1944 it lost its de facto authority due to the Allied invasion of France 
and the government was compelled to relocate to the Sigmaringen enclave in Germany, 
where it continued to exist on paper until the end of hostilities in Europe. See “Vichy 
France,” Wikipedia. 

5See “Radical Party (France),” Wikipedia. 
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(1902-1905) P.S.F. or Parti socialiste français  (French Socialist Party, 1902) was a 

socialist political party. It came from the merger of the Possibilist Federation of 
the Socialist Workers of France (F.T.S.F.), Jean Allemane's Revolutionary 
Socialist Workers' Party (P.O.S.R.) and some independent socialist politicians like 
Jean Jaurès, who went on to become the party leader. Unlike the Socialist Party of 
France led by Jules Guesde, the P.S.F. supported the principle of the alliance with 
the non-socialist left in the Bloc des gauches. Under pressure from the Second 
International, the two parties merged into the French Section of the Workers' 
International in 1905.6 

 
(1905-1969) S.F.I.O. Section française de l'Internationale ouvrière (French Section of 

the Workers' International) was a French socialist party, which was replaced in 
1969 by the current Socialist Party (P.S.). It was created during the 1905 Globe 
Congress in Paris as a merger between the French Socialist Party and the Socialist 
Party of France in order to create the French section of the Second International, 
designated as the party of the workers' movement. 

The S.F.I.O. was led by Jules Guesde, Jean Jaurès (who quickly became 
its most influential figure), Édouard Vaillant and Paul Lafargue and united the 
Marxist tendency represented by Guesde with the social-democratic tendency 
represented by Jaurès. The S.F.I.O. opposed itself to colonialism and to 
militarism, although it abandoned its anti-militarist views and supported the 
National Union government (Union nationale) facing Germany's declaration of 
war on France in World War I. 

Having replaced internationalist class struggle with patriotism like the 
whole Second International and because of conflicting views towards the 1917 
Russian Revolution and the Bolshevik-led Third International, the S.F.I.O. split 
into two groups during the 1920 Tours Congress as the majority created the 
Section française de l'Internationale communiste (S.F.I.C.) which joined the 
Third International and became the French Communist Party while the minority 
continued as the S.F.I.O.7 

 
(1920 – present) Parti communiste français (P.C.F.) The French Communist Party was 

founded in 1920 by the majority faction of the S.F.I.O. (Section française de 
l'Internationale communiste or French Section of the Workers' International). 
Maurice Thorez (1900 – 1964) became the party secretary in 1923 and, in 1930, 
secretary-general. Starting at the time in 1934 when the Nazis started to violate 
the 1919 Versailles Treaty against rearmament, the French communists advocated 
a Soviet-French military pact and a joint enforcement (pre-emptive invasion) 
against the Germans. However, the capitalist policy in England and France, as 

6See “Parti socialiste français (1902) (P.S.F.),” Wikipedia. 
7See “French Section of the Workers' International,” Wikipedia. Information 

about the S.F.I.O. is also in the notes on Jules Guesde in Chapter 2, Marcel Cachin in 
Chapter 7, Jean Guignebert, Maurice Thorez and Marcel Willard in Chapter 9, and 
Georges Marrane in Chapter 10. 
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illustrated by the 1938 Munich agreement, encouraged the Nazi aggression, which 
they anticipated would be against the U.S.S.R.  

The 1936 Munich agreement led to the 1939 Molotov-Rebbentrop (Soviet-
Nazi) Pact. The French Communist Party did not support what the Nazis stood 
for, but did support the Soviet Union's tactical treaty with Germany in order to 
direct German aggression away from the U.S.S.R. and toward Britain. 

Following the subsequent Soviet participation in the invasion of Poland, 
and the outbreak of World War II in September 1939, the French Communist 
Party adopted an antiwar position, which remained in place for the first year of 
the German occupation. For them it was a war between capitalists with nothing to 
be gained by the working class. As a result the party was declared a proscribed 
organisation by Daladier's government. Many of its leaders were arrested and 
imprisoned or forced to go underground. Its newspaper, L'Humanité was shut 
down. 

At the same time conflicts erupted within the party, as many of its 
members opposed collaboration with the Germans. For example the party 
organized a demonstration of thousands of students and workers against the 
occupation by marching against German repression along the Champs-Élysées on 
on Armistice Day, November 11, 1940, and in May 1941 it organized a strike of 
100,000 miners in the Nord and Pas-de-Calais departments. 

However, it was only when Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 
1941 that from the communist view it became a working class war. From that 
point it openly declared it would violently resist the German occupation and 
actively began to organize a resistance effort. They benefited from their 
experience in clandestine operations during the Spanish Civil War. During the 
war the party’s general secretary, Maurice Thorez was in Moscow. In his absence, 
the affairs of the Party and of the Party resistance movement, the Francs-Tireurs 
et Partisans or Snipers and Partisans, (F.T.P.) in France were organised by his 
second in command, Jacques Duclos. 

When the resistance and General Charles de Gaulle's Free French Forces 
liberated France in 1944, the P.C.F. became the largest political party in France 
based on its role in the anti-Nazi resistance movement during the occupation of 
France, at least after 1941. Its tactical line, like that of the Soviets, was to work 
for a non-revolutionary road to power. It thought that it would soon win legally. 
At the same time the wartime communist partisans were reluctant to surrender 
their weapons.  

Forming a popular front with the Socialist Party in the 1945 elections, 
Thorez became vice premier of France from 1946 to 1947. During this time, the 
communist members of the coalition government supported the French drive to 
renew colonial rule in Indochina. They were supported in this regard by the 
Soviets. By 1947 a combination of the emerging Cold War between the United 
States and the Soviet Union and growing social conflicts in France, linked to the 
increasing gap between wages and prices, put the three party union (S.F.I.O., 
P.C.F. and M.R.P.) under heavy pressure.  

The crisis came with the beginnings of the colonial war in Vietnam, with 
the communist deputies in the Assemblée nationale voting against the communist-
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participating government. That incident led Premier Paul Ramadier to dismiss his 
communist ministers from the government on May 7, 1947. Some hold that the 
firing of the communist ministers was not linked to U.S. pressure, as a condition 
for France to benefit from the coming Marshall Plan. Rather they maintain it was 
only the communists' refusal to continue support for the French colonial effort in 
Vietnam on the one hand and a wage-freeze during a period of hyperinflation on 
the other that were the triggers for the dismissal of Thorez and his colleagues 
from the ruling coalition in May 1947. 

Although the communists continued to enjoy a dedicated following among 
a minority of the electorate, the French capitalist parties operated to isolate and 
marginalize them for the remainder of the regime. Following the Cominform 
meeting in September 1947, the P.C.F. abandoned its cooperative attitude towards 
the other political forces, which paralleled the Zhdanov Doctrine. In 1950 the 
party leader Thorez had health problems and the party was de facto controlled by 
his ally Jacques Duclos. Duclos expelled Thorez's rival André Marty. 

Over all, the P.C.F. participated in three governments:  
(1) in the provisional government of the Liberation (1944–1947); 
(2) at the beginning of François Mitterrand's presidency (1981–1984); and 
(3) in the Plural Left cabinet led by Lionel Jospin (1997–2002). 

The P.C.F. was also the largest party on the left in France in a number of national 
elections, from 1945 to 1960, before falling behind the Socialist Party in the 
1970s. The P.C.F. has lost further ground to the Socialists since that time.8 

 
(1920 -- present) -- Jeunesse Communiste (J.C.) (Young Communists) is the short title for 

the Fédération nationale des jeunesses socialistes-communistes de France, which 
was the initial name of the political youth organisation of France that was close to 
the French communist party. In 1945 it took the name Union des Jeunesses 
Républicaines de France  (U.J.R.F.) (Union of Young Republicans of France) and 
in 1956 it became the Mouvement Jeunes communistes de France (M.J.C.F.) 
(Movement of Young Communists of France). It currently has 15,000 members, 
publishes a quarterly journal, Avant-garde and is part of the World Federation of 
Democratic Youth.9 

 
(1924 – 1940) Parti démocrate populaire (P.D.P.). The Popular Democratic Party was a 

Christian democratic political party in France during the Third Republic. It 
represented the trend of French social Catholicism, while remaining a party 
embodying the ideology of centrism. The party's ideology was inspired by the 
popularism of Luigi Sturzo's Italian People's Party. The P.D.P. was a co-founder 
in 1925 of the International Secretariat of Democratic Parties of Christian 
Inspiration (S.I.P.D.I.C.). The P.D.P. had its roots in French Catholicism and 
various Christian movements inspired by Hugues Felicité Robert de Lamennais 
and later continued by Marc Sangnier's Le Sillon, the Young Republic League and 

8See “French Communist Party,” Wikipedia; and “Maurice Thorez,” Wikipedia.  
9See “Jeunesse Communiste,” Wikipedia.  
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the Popular Liberal Action (A.L.P.), the party of republican Catholics founded in 
1902 and dissolved in 1919.10 

 
(1924–26 and 1932–33) Cartel des Gauches was the name of the governmental alliance 

between the Radical-Socialist Party, the socialist French Section of the Workers' 
International (S.F.I.O.), and other smaller left-republican parties on two occasions 
between the World Wars (1924–26 and 1932–33). The Cartel des gauches twice 
won general elections, in 1924 and in 1932. The first Cartel was led by Radical-
Socialist (R.P.) Édouard Herriot, but the second was weakened by parliamentary 
instability and was without one clear leader. Following the February 6, 1934 
crisis, President of the Council Édouard Daladier had to resign, and a new Union 
Nationale coalition, led by the right-wing Radical Gaston Doumergue, took 
power.11 

 
(1936-1940) P.S.F. or Parti Social Français (French Social Party) was founded in 1936 

by François de La Rocque, following the dissolution of his Croix-de-Feu league. 
It was France's first right-wing mass party, prefiguring the rise of Gaullism after 
the Second World War. It experienced considerable initial success but 
disappeared in the wake of the fall of France in 1940.12 

 
(1936-1938) Front populaire (Popular Front) was an alliance of left-wing movements, 

including the communist French Section of the Communist International (S.F.I.C., 
also known as the French Communist Party), the socialist French Section of the 
Workers' International (S.F.I.O.) and the progressive Radical-Socialist Republican 
Party, during the interwar period. Three months after the victory of the Spanish 
Popular Front, the Popular Front won the May 1936 legislative elections, leading 
to the formation of a government first headed by S.F.I.O. leader Léon Blum and 
exclusively composed of republican and S.F.I.O. ministers.  

Blum's government implemented various social reforms. The workers' 
movement welcomed this electoral victory by launching a general strike in May–
June 1936, resulting in the negotiation of the Matignon agreements, one of the 
cornerstones of social rights in France. All employees were assured a two-week 
paid vacation, and the rights of unions were strengthened. The socialist 
movement's euphoria was apparent in S.F.I.O. member Marceau Pivert's "Tout est 
possible!" (Everything is possible). However, the economy continued to stall, 
with 1938 production still not having recovered to 1929 levels, and higher wages 
had been neutralized by inflation. Businessmen took their funds overseas. Blum 
was forced to stop his reforms and devalue the franc. With the French Senate 
controlled by conservatives, Blum fell out of power in June 1937. The presidency 
of the cabinet was then taken over by Camille Chautemps, a Radical-Socialist, but 
Blum came back as President of the Council in March 1938, before being 
succeeded by Édouard Daladier, another Radical-Socialist, the next month. The 

10See “The Popular Democratic Party (France),” Wikipedia. 
11See “Cartel des Gauches,” Wikipedia. 
12See “French Social Party,” Wikipedia. 
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Popular Front dissolved itself in autumn 1938, confronted by internal dissensions 
related to the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), opposition of the right-wing, and 
the persistent effects of the Great Depression.  

After one year of major activity, the Popular Front lost its spirit by June 
1937 and could only temporize as the European crisis worsened. The Socialists 
were forced out; only the Radical-Socialists and smaller left-republican parties 
were left. It failed to live up to the expectations of the left. The workers obtained 
major new rights, but their 48 percent increase in wages was offset by a 46 
percent rise in prices. Unemployment remained high, and overall industrial 
production was stagnant. Industry had great difficulty adjusting to the imposition 
of a 40-hour workweek, which caused serious disruptions while France was 
desperately trying to catch up with Germany in military production. France joined 
other nations and bitterly disappointed many French leftists in refusing to help the 
Spanish Republicans in the Spanish Civil War, partly because the right threatened 
another civil war in France itself.13 

 
1940 – 1945 French Forces of the Interior (F.F.I., French Resistance) was the name of 

the paramilitary components of the Resistance. In the early part of the war 
paramilitary cells, called Maquis in rural area, did guerrilla warfare activities 
against Nazi German occupation and the Vichy regime. By 1944 in the south of 
France, the Maquis had started to form an alternative government to Vichy, which 
still controlled the French civil service. Georges Guingouin, the communist 
maquis leader of the Maquis du Limousin in the Limousin region styled himself a 
préfet and imposed his own system of rationing on the local farmers that flouted 
the rationing system imposed by Vichy. The ruling class feared that the F.F.P. 
(Francs-Tireurs et Partisans or Snipers and Partisans), which was the communist 
section of the F.F.I., and which had 100,000 members in 1944, would launch a 
revolution as the Germans retreated and take power in all of France. But the 
F.T.P. leadership, owing to the shortage of arms and loyalty to Moscow, which 
advocated a new Popular Front government, cooperated with the Allies and 
General de Gaulle.  

De Gaulle never hid his distaste for the résistants, who were pushed out of 
power to be replaced by the same civil servants who had served first the Third 
Republic to be followed by Vichy or the naphtalinés (mothball) Army officers 
who gone into retirement in 1940, and resumed their service with the liberation. 
Many résistants, especially those on the left, who had been expecting a new 
France after the Liberation were disappointed with the conservative de Gaulle, 
who insisted on a return to the world that existed before June 1940.  

After the landings in Normandy starting on June 6, 1944 and in Provence 
on August 15, the paramilitary components of the Resistance were organised 
more formally, into a hierarchy of operational units and the F.F.I. name was used 
for the entire organization. It grew rapidly and reached approximately 400,000 by 

13See “Popular Front,” Wikipedia. 
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October of that year. It allowed France to rebuild the fourth-largest army in the 
European theatre (1.2 million men) by VE Day in May 1945.14 

 
1940 – 1945 Franc-Tireur (movement) should not be confused with the Francs-Tireurs 

et Partisans (F.F.P.), another Resistance movement. Franc-Tireur was a French 
Resistance movement founded at Lyon in November 1940 under the name 
"France Liberté". It was renamed "Franc-Tireur" in December 1941 on the 
proposal of Jean-Jacques Soudeille. Franc-Tireur was also the name of the 
movement's clandestine newspaper, which continued publishing issues from 
December 1941 to 1957 at which point the editorial team had changed several 
times. Under the guidance of Jean Moulin, the movement merged with 
Libération-sud and Combat to form the Mouvements Unis de la Résistance 
(M.U.R.).15 

 
(1941-1945) --- Francs-Tireurs et Partisans (F.T.P., Snipers and Partisans). The Francs-

Tireurs et Partisans Français (F.T.P.F.), or commonly the Francs-Tireurs et 
Partisans (F.T.P.), was an armed resistance organization created by leaders of the 
French Communist Party during World War II (1939–45). The communist party 
was neutral at first, following the Soviet Union's official view that the war was a 
struggle between imperialists, but when Germany invaded the Soviet Union in 
June 1941, it changed to a policy of armed resistance against the German 
occupation of France.Three groups were formed, consisting of party members, 
young communists and foreign workers. Early in 1942 they were merged to form 
the F.T.P., which undertook sabotage and assassinations of the occupation. The 
F.T.P. became the best organized and most effective of the French Resistance 
groups. It included non-communists and was headed by Charles Tillon, In March 
1944, before the Allied forces returned to Normandy, the F.T.P. was theoretically 
merged with the other Resistance groups. In practice, it retained its independence 
until the end of the war.16 

 
(1945 - present) --- Secours Populaire Français (S.P.F., French Popular Relief) is a non-

profit organization, dedicated to fighting poverty and discrimination in France and 
the world. It aims to bring together people of all opinions, origins, and walks of 
life who wish to live in solidarity. It is particularly focused on providing victims 
of discrimination with emergency shelter, food, clothing, and referrals to health 
care facilities. The organization also supports equal access to housing, health, 
vacations, cultural, sports and leisure activities, and job placement — stressing 
that even in non-emergencies, equal access to services is a matter of personal 
dignity. 

S.P.F. grew out of an earlier organization, the Secours Rouge International 
(S.R.I), founded in 1926 with the aim of providing a relief effort similar to the 
International Red Cross, with an emphasis on Communist and antifascist ideals. 

14See “French Resistance,” Wikipedia. 
15See “Franc-Tireur (movement),” Wikipedia. 
16See “Francs-Tireurs et Partisans,” Wikipedia. 
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Communist intellectuals such as Henri Barbusse and Romain Rolland were 
associated with the organization. The S.R.I. provided outreach to prisoners and 
deported persons. In 1936, the organization changed its name to Secours 
Populaire de France et des Colonies. The organization was dissolved in 1939 for 
the duration of the War in Europe, with half of the organization's officers either 
shot or dead from the pressures of forced deportation. The effort resumed in 1944 
with the liberation of France, with relief operations primarily aimed at children 
and prisoners of war. The organization adopted its current name in 1945 and its 
remaining members had direct personal experience with the deportation camps, 
prisons, and vagaries of clandestine life in occupied France. Over the years 
Secours Populaire Français has become pre-eminent among French organizations 
aligned against poverty and discrimination.  

The organization has campaigned in France for laws requiring 
supermarkets to preserve their unsold food if it is deemed to be unsaleable before 
its expiration date — for distribution to the poor and homeless — and prohibiting 
stores from contaminating the food with chemicals such as bleach to render it 
unfit for human consumption. A petition circulated by the group garnered 179,000 
signatures.17 

 
(1945 - 1992) --- L’association France-U.R.S.S. (France-U.S.S.R. association) was 

created to promote peace, mutual knowledge and friendly cooperation between 
the Soviets and France. It represented several currents of thought as seen in the 
national presidency that included Canon Jacques Fournier and the Gaullist Léo 
Hamon. It organized tourist and professional trips to the U.S.S.R, and received 
tourists and Soviet delegations. It also promoted town twinning (around sixty). In 
addition, the association encouraged the promotion of the teaching of the Russian 
language in France (evening classes) and of Soviet culture (exhibitions, cinema 
...). It had a monthly journals France – URSS with articles such in number 67 
(March 1951) titled, "Krupp politics" about the liberation by the Americans of the 
German industrialist Alfred Krupp and another about an automated Moscow 
factory with an insert explaining that "in the USSR, machinery does not create 
unemployment", thanks to planning.18 

 
(1946 – 1993) --- The Association France-Tchécoslovaquie (France-Czecheslovakia 

Association) was an association to strengthen Franco-Czechoslovak friendship 
and develop cultural exchanges. In 1949 after the workers took power in 
Czecheslovakia, the organization’s right leaning members abandoned it. Its 
cultural exchanges included taking busloads of French students and their teachers 
to Czechoslovakia for week-long tours of musical, art, historical and intellectual 
spots, such as museums featuring Kafka, Mozart and the Thirty Years War. The 
association had a publication, PARIS, PRAGUE: Revue L’Association France 

17See “Secours Populaire Français,” Wikipedia. 
18See “L’association France-URSS,” Wikipedia. 
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Tchecoslovaquie, which featured articles about Czech social, political and 
economic life and reviews of Czech books and cinema.19 

 
 
 
L'Association internationale des juristes démocrates (AIJD 
 
 
(1946 - present) --- l'Association internationale des juristes démocrates (A.I.J.D.), 

(International Association of Democratic Lawyers, I.A.D.L.) is an international 
organization of progressive jurists' associations with sections and members in 50 
countries and territories. Along with facilitating contact and exchange of views 
between and among lawyers and lawyers' associations of all countries, the A.I.J.D 
works to conduct research on legal issues affecting human, political and economic 
rights, organizes international commissions of enquiry and conferences on legal 
and judicial concerns, and takes part in international legal observer missions. 
Through its activities the Association works as a recognized consultative 
organization with the United Nations through ECOSOC, UNESCO and UNICEF.  

The Association was founded in Paris in 1946. During the Korean War it 
protested that the United States was mass-torturing civilians. As a response, the 
Central Intelligence Agency started funding the International Commission of 
Jurists. The I.A.D.L. has its headquarters at Rue Brialmont 21, B-1210, Brussels, 
Belgium.20 

 
(1946 - 1958) --- Mouvement Républicain Populaire (M.R.P., Popular Republican 

Movement), which was France’s postwar Christian Democrat party during the 
Fourth Republic (1946 - 1958). Its base was the Catholic vote. It helped form 
governing coalitions, emphasizing compromise and the middle ground. It had 
charge of the Foreign Office for ten years and launched plans for the creation of 
the European Coal and Steel Community, which grew into the European Union. 
Its voter base gradually dwindled in the 1950s and it had little power by 1954.21 

 
(1947 – 1950s) --- Union des Chrétiens Progressistes (U.C.P., Union of Progressive 

Christians) was a French political party active under the Fourth Republic. It was 
founded by Christian intellectuals who believed that the positions of Mouvement 
républicain populaire (M.R.P) were drifting too far to the right. Among them 
were André Mandouze, who was the main organizer, Marcel Moiroud, Jean 
Verlhac, Maurice Caveing, Gilbert de Chambrun, Lucien Moncomble1 and Jean 
Tripon. It published a bulletin, first entitled Des Chrétiens prennent position 
(Christian Take a Position) and later called Positions. It aligned itself electorally 

19See Simo Mikkonen and Pia Koivunen (eds.) Beyond the Divide: Entangled 
Histories of Cold War Europe (New York: Berghahn Books, 2015), p. 182. 

20See “International Association of Democratic Lawyers,” Wikipedia. 
21See “Popular Republican Movement,” Wikipedia. 
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with the French Communist Party and collaborated with it, as in 1950, when it 
participated in the creation of the l'Union Progressiste (Progressive Union).22 

 
(1947 - present) --- Mouvement de la Paix (Peace Movement). What is commonly 

known in France as the Mouvement de la Paix is an organization that is a member 
of the World Peace Council (W.P.C.) and currently has 150 local committees in 
France. One of its leaders in the post-World War II era was Charles Tillon. In 
1947 he helped launch an appeal for the creation of an organisation devoted to 
"supporting the republican régime and preventing the return of fascism and 
dictatorship." In February 1948, about 60 people who had been active in the 
resistance founded les Combattants de la Liberté (freedom fighters) at a meeting 
at the l'Hôtel des 2 Mondes in Paris. The leader was Yves Farge. The constitution 
of the organization which aimed to preserve the resistance spirit of unity was laid 
down by Raymond Aubrac.  

Later that year from August 25 to 28, 1948 there was held the World 
Congress of Intellectuals in Defense of Peace at Wroclaw (Breslau), Poland. 
Boulier attended the Congress.  

The February 1948 meeting in Paris and the August 1948 meeting of 
intellectuals in Poland were followed up with the Mouvement mondial des 
partisans de la paix (World Movement of Peace Partisans) holding on April 29, 
1949 a peace conference in Paris. It established a World Committee of Partisans 
for Peace, led by a twelve-person Executive Bureau and chaired by Professor 
Frédéric Joliot-Curie.  

A speech at the conference given by the black-American film actor Paul 
Robeson stated that African Americans should not and would not fight for the 
United States in any prospective war against the Soviet Union. Following his 
return home, he was blacklisted and his passport confiscated for years. The 
Congress was disrupted by the French authorities who refused visas to many 
delegates. As a result a simultaneous Congress was held in Prague. Robeson's 
performance of "The March of the Volunteers" in Prague for the delegation from 
the incipient People's Republic of China was its earliest formal use as the 
country's national anthem. Picasso's lithograph, La Colombe (The Dove) was 
chosen as the emblem for the Congress and was subsequently adopted as the 
symbol of the W.P.C. 

The 1949 conference encouraged the creation of national committees. In 
France, the Combattants de la Liberté became les Combattants de la Liberté et de 
la Paix, then les Combattants de la Paix et de la Liberté and finally in 1951 le 
conseil national français du Mouvement de la Paix, that is, the Mouvement de la 
Paix (Peace Movement). 

Among its activities, the Peace Movement organised a massive campaign 
of support in France for the Stockholm appeal which gathered millions of 
signatures, including that of Jacques Chirac. The Stockholm campaign marked the 
apogee of the Movement in France. Other campaigns followed. The one against 
the Korean War, included in 1952 the demonstration against Matthew Ridgway. 

22See “Union des Chrétiens Progressistes,” Wikipedia. 
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There was another campaign against German rearmament under the European 
Defence Community from 1952 onwards. Later there were campaigns against the 
Algerian war, the Vietnam War and the NATO Double-Track Decision in the 
1980s. The Movement also helped obtain the first disarmament agreement dealing 
with short and long range missiles in Europe. Since 2000 the Movement has been 
involved in campaigns involving Afghanistan, Iraq and the near east. The 
Movement is a member of the World Peace Council. It currently has 150 local 
committees in France.23 

 
(1950- present) --- W.P.C. World Peace Council. The origins of this group include in 

August 1948 the World Congress of Intellectuals for Peace. This gathering, as 
noted above, established an organization which helped convene a second 
international conclave in Paris in April 1949, which was designated the 
Permanent Committee of the Congrès mondial des Partisans de la Paix (World 
Congress of Partisans for Peace) in Paris. From this emerged the World 
Committee of Partisans for Peace, which at the Second World Congress of 
Partisans for Peace in Warsaw in November 1950 adopted the name World Peace 
Council (W.P.C.). The W.P.C. replaced the Permanent Committee of the World 
Congress of Partisans for Peace. Its first president was the scientist Frédéric 
Joliot-Curie. Its doctrine was that the world was divided between "peace-loving" 
progressive forces led by the Soviet Union and "warmongering" capitalist 
countries led by the United States. It declared that peace "should now become the 
pivot of the entire activity of the Communist Parties," and most western 
Communist parties followed this policy. It was based in Helsinki, Finland from 
1968 to 1999 and since then in Athens, Greece. 

The W.P.C. directs and coordinates the activity of the partisans in various 
countries, mobilizes them for the struggle against the threat of world war and 
against imperialist aggression and for general disarmament, and supports the 
struggles of peoples for national independence. In the interest of uniting all forces 
waging the truggle for peace, the organization strives to coordinate its own 
activities with that of other peace-loving international organizations, for example, 
the World Federation of Trade Unions, the Women’s International Democratic 
Federation, and the International Commission of Jurists. The W.P.C. includes 
representatives of broad social circles from 104 countries, regardless of the 
political and religious views. One of its affiliates is the U.S. Peace Council.The 
Council holds sessions at least once every four years, is directed by a Presidium 
and publishes several monthly journals in various languages, including Peace 
Messenger.24 

 

23See “Mouvement de la Paix,” Wikipedia; and “International Peace Conferences 
- Peace Monuments,” online at http://peace.maripo.com/p_conferences.htm 

24See  “World Peace Council,” Wikipedia; and  B. S. Krylov, “World Peace 
Council,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia (3rd Edition, 1970-1979, New York: Macmillan, 
Inc., The Gale Group, Inc., 1979), vol. 5, pp. 730-731. The W.P.C. webpage is at 
http://www.wpc-in.org/. 
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Catholic Associations, Groups and Movements 

 
(p. 207) (Early Christian era to present)  --- Ecumenism. The terms ecumenism and 

ecumenical come from the Greek οἰκουμένη (oikoumene), which means "the 
whole inhabited world", and was historically used with specific reference to the 
Roman Empire. The ecumenical vision comprises both the search for the visible 
unity of the Church (Ephesians 4:3) and the "whole inhabited earth" (Matthew 
24:14) as the concern of all Christians.  

In Christianity, the qualification ecumenical was originally and still is 
used in terms such as "ecumenical council" and "Ecumenical Patriarch", in the 
meaning of pertaining to the totality of the larger Church (such as the Catholic 
Church or the Orthodox Church) rather than being restricted to one of its 
constituent local churches or dioceses. Used in this sense, the term carries no 
connotation of re-uniting the historically separated Christian denominations, but 
presumes a unity of local congregations in a worldwide communion. 

In recent history from the Roman Catholic view, the ecumenical 
movement involves the attempts to reconcile with Christians who have become 
separated over theological issues. Other denominations see the 1910 Edinburgh 
World Missionary Conference as the birthplace of the ecumenical movement or 
the first meeting of the World Council of Churches in 1948, which took place in 
Amsterdam. 

One of the concerns voiced in the ecumenical movement, as Boulier points 
out, is the problem of syncretism, that is the amalgamation of different religions. 
The Trappist monk, Thomas Merton,espressed this concern: 

I will be a better Catholic, not if I can refute every shade of 
Protestantism, but if I can affirm the truth in it and still go further. 
So, too, with the Muslims, the Hindus, the Buddhists, etc. This 
does not mean syncretism, indifferentism, the vapid and careless 
friendliness that accepts everything by thinking nothing. There is 
much that one cannot "affirm" and "accept," but first one must say 
"yes" where one really can. If I affirm myself as a Catholic merely 
by denying all that is Muslim, Jewish, Protestant, Hindu, Buddhist, 
etc., in the end I will find that there is not much left for me to 
affirm as a Catholic: and certainly no breath of the Spirit with 
which to affirm it.25 
More recently Abbe Nicolas Portail criticized the syncretism of the pope 

in meeting with the Dalai Lama and other protestant, Buddhist, Shintoist, Hindu, 
and Muslim clerics. He writes:  

These acts are most grave. First, because they mix with Catholic prayer 
the rites of other religions and constitute a liturgical and religious syncretism. 
Only confusion and relativism can come out of this. Thus at Assisi there was no 
Catholic mass, but Christians got together for Bible readings, hymns and songs. In 

25Thomas Merton, Conjectures of a Guilty Bystander (New York: Doubleday, 
1966), p. 144. 
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addition, through these acts the pope honored false gods and this Communicatio 
in sacris has always been suspected of heresy (canon 2316 of the code of 1917).26 

 
 

(p. 224) (200s - 400s A.D.) Desert Fathers and Monasticism. The Desert 
Fathers (along with Desert Mothers) were early Christian hermits, ascetics, and monks 
who lived mainly in the Scetes desert of Egypt beginning around the 200 A.D. The 
Apophthegmata Patrum is a collection of the wisdom of some of the early desert monks 
and nuns, in print as Sayings of the Desert Fathers. The most well known monk was 
Anthony the Great, who moved to the desert in A.D. 270–271 and became known as both 
the father and founder of desert monasticism. By the time Anthony died in A.D. 356, 
thousands of monks and nuns had been drawn to living in the desert following Anthony's 
example—his biographer, Athanasius of Alexandria, wrote that "the desert had become a 
city."  

Christian monasticism followed two lines of development: (a) the eremitical or 
secluded, and (b) the cenobitical or city life. Anthony may be called the founder of the 
first and St. Pachomius of the second. The monastic life is based on Jesus's command to 
"be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect" (Matthew 5:48). This ideal, also 
called the state of perfection, can be seen, for example, in the Philokalia, a book of 
monastic writings. Their manner of self-renunciation has three elements corresponding to 
the three evangelical counsels: poverty, chastity and obedience. 

Monks, as a rule, were laymen. For the reception of the sacraments, and for other 
religious offices, they attended the nearest church. This rule proved inconvenient when a 
monastery was situated in a desert or at a distance from a city, and necessity compelled 
the ordination of some monks. This innovation was not introduced without a struggle, 
ecclesiastical dignity being regarded as inconsistent with the higher spiritual life, but, 
before the close of the 5th century, at least in the East, abbots seem almost universally to 
have become deacons, if not priests. The change spread more slowly in the West, where 
the office of abbot was commonly filled by laymen till the end of the 7th century. The 
ecclesiastical leadership exercised by abbots despite their frequent lay status is proved by 
their attendance and votes at ecclesiastical councils. Thus at the first Council of 
Constantinople, A.D. 448, 23 archimandrites or abbots sign, with 30 bishops. 

Abbots initially were subject to episcopal jurisdiction, and continued generally so 
in the West till the 11th century. The Code of Justinian (lib. i. tit. iii. de Ep. leg. xl.) 
expressly subordinated the abbot to episcopal oversight. In the 6th century, the practice of 
exempting religious houses partly or altogether from episcopal control, and making them 
responsible to the pope alone, received an impulse from Pope Gregory the Great. By the 
12th century the bishop had no control. 

The abbot was treated with reverence by the brethren of his house. When he 
appeared either in church or chapter all present rose and bowed. His letters were received 
kneeling, as were those of the pope and the king. No monk could sit in his presence, or 
leave it without his permission, reflecting the hierarchical etiquette of families and 
society. In the East he was commanded to eat with the other monks. In the West the Rule 

26Abbe Nicolas Portail, "Le Seisme d'Assise." Fideliter 165 (May- June 2005): 
16-18. See also, “Ecumenism,” Wikipedia. 
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of St Benedict appointed him a separate table, at which he might entertain guests and 
strangers. Because this permission opened the door to luxurious living, Synods of Aachen 
(816–819), decreed that the abbot should dine in the refectory, and be content with the 
ordinary fare of the monks, unless he had to entertain a guest. These ordinances proved, 
however, generally ineffectual to secure strictness of diet, and contemporaneous literature 
abounds with satirical references. 

The Desert Fathers influenced the development of Christianity. The eastern 
monastic tradition at Mount Athos and the western Rule of Saint Benedict both were 
influenced by the traditions that began in the desert. All of the monastic revivals of the 
Middle Ages looked to the desert for inspiration and guidance. Much of Eastern Christian 
spirituality, including the Hesychast (seclusion or withdrawal) movement, had its roots in 
the practices of the Desert Fathers. Even religious renewals such as the German 
evangelicals and Pietists in Pennsylvania, the Devotio Moderna movement, and the 
Methodist Revival in England are seen by modern scholars as being influenced by the 
Desert Fathers.27 

 
 
(p. 206 ) (Early Christian era to present) --- Eastern Orthodox Church has its orgin in 

the five patriarchs of the ancient Pentarchy (Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, 
Antioch, and Jerusalem, in that order). They are given seniority of honour, but, at 
least from the Orthodox Christian view, have no actual power over other bishops 
other than the power of the synod they are chairing (and in which they also wield 
one vote).  

Within the five apostolic sees of the Pentarchy, the ecumenical patriarch is 
regarded as the successor of Andrew the Apostle. The ecumenical patriarch has 
the title in Greek: Η Αυτού Θειοτάτη Παναγιότης, ο Αρχιεπίσκοπος 
Κωνσταντινουπόλεως, Νέας Ρώμης και Οικουμενικός Πατριάρχης (His Most 
Divine All-Holiness the Archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome, and 
Ecumenical Patriarch). The current holder of the office is Bartholomew I, the 
270th bishop of that see. He is regarded as the representative and spiritual leader 
of Orthodox Christians worldwide. The term ecumenical in the title is a historical 
reference to the Ecumene, a Greek designation for the civilised world, that is, the 
Roman Empire, and it stems from Canon 28 of the Council of Chalcedon.  

The ecumenical patriarch gained importance when Emperor Constantine 
elevated Byzantium to a second capital alongside Rome and named it 
Constantinople. The see's ecclesiastical status as the second of five patriarchates 
were developed by the Ecumenical Councils of Constantinople in A.D. 381 and 
Chalcedon in A.D. 451. 

The Eastern Orthodox Church shared communion with the Roman 
Catholic Church in the state church of Rome until the East–West Schism in 1054, 
disputing particularly the authority of the Pope. Before the Council of Ephesus in 
A.D. 431 the Church of the East also shared in this communion, as did the 
Oriental Orthodox Churches before the Council of Chalcedon in A.D. 451, all 

27See the Wikipedia articles on “Desert Fathers” and “Abbots.” 
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separating primarily over differences in Christology, such as the filioque (and 
from the Son) and deum de deo (God from God) clauses in the Nicene Creed.  

The Eastern Orthodox Church, officially the Orthodox Catholic Church, is 
currently the second-largest Christian church, with approximately 230 million 
baptised members, comprising 80% of all Orthodox Christians. Roughly half of 
Eastern Orthodox Christians live in Russia. Others are in Southeast and Eastern 
Europe, Cyprus, Georgia and other communities in the Caucasus region, and 
communities in Siberia reaching the Russian Far East. There are also smaller 
communities in the former Byzantine regions of Africa, the Eastern 
Mediterranean, and in the Middle East where it is decreasing due to forced 
migration because of increased religious persecution in recent years. There are 
also many in other parts of the world, formed through diaspora, conversions, and 
missionary activity.  

The Eastern Orthodox Church operates as a communion of autocephalous 
churches, each governed by its bishops in local synods. The church has no central 
doctrinal or governmental authority analogous to the bishop of Rome, but the 
ecumenical patriarch of Constantinople is recognised by all as primus inter pares 
("first among equals") of the bishops. As one of the oldest surviving religious 
institutions in the world, the Eastern Orthodox Church has played a role in the 
history and culture of Eastern and Southeastern Europe, the Caucasus, and the 
Near East.  

Eastern Orthodox theology is based on the Nicene Creed. The church 
teaches that it is the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic church established by 
Jesus Christ in his Great Commission, and that its bishops are the successors of 
Christ's apostles. It maintains that it practices the original Christian faith, as 
passed down by Holy Tradition. Its patriarchates, reminiscent of the pentarchy, 
and autocephalous and autonomous churches reflect a variety of hierarchical 
organisation. It recognises seven major sacraments, of which the Eucharist is the 
principal one, celebrated liturgically in synaxis. The church teaches that through 
consecration invoked by a priest, the sacrificial bread and wine become the body 
and blood of Christ. The Virgin Mary is venerated in the Eastern Orthodox 
Church as the God-bearer, honoured in devotions.28 

 
 (p. 206) (Early Christian era to the present) --- The Uniates or Eastern Catholic 

Churches or Eastern-rite Catholic Churches, are twenty-three Eastern 
Christian sui iuris (autonomous) particular churches of the Catholic Church, in 
full communion with the Pope in Rome. They are united with one another and 
with the Latin or Roman Church (also known as the Western Church). In 
particular, they recognize the central role of the Bishop of Rome within the 
College of Bishops and his infallibility when speaking ex cathedra. The majority 
of the Eastern Catholic Churches are groups from the Eastern Orthodox Church, 
the Oriental Orthodox churches, and the historic Church of the East that have 
returned to communion with the Bishop of Rome due to extenuating political and 
cultural circumstances influencing the churches' relations.  

28See “Eastern Orthodox Church,” Wikipedia. 
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The Eastern Catholic Churches consider the terms Uniate and rite as 
pejorative and official Catholic documents no longer use these terms. According 
to John Erickson of Saint Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary:  

The term "uniate" itself, once used with pride in the Roman 
communion, had long since come to be considered as pejorative. 
"Eastern Rite Catholic" also was no longer in vogue because it 
might suggest that the Catholics in question differed from Latins 
only in the externals of worship. The Second Vatican Council 
affirmed rather that Eastern Catholics constituted churches whose 
vocation was to provide a bridge to the separated churches of the 
East. 
Communion between the Christian churches had a history of being broken 

over matters of faith, whereby each side accused the other of heresy or departure 
from the true faith (orthodoxy). Communion had also been broken because of 
disagreement about questions of authority or the legitimacy of the election of a 
particular bishop. In these latter cases each side accused the other of schism, but 
not of heresy. The Council of Ephesus (A.D. 431), Council of Chalcedon (A.D. 
451) and the East–West Schism (1054) brought the main breaches of communion.  

There are five liturgical traditions among the twenty-three Eastern 
Catholic Churches, including the Alexandrian Rite, the Armenian Rite, the 
Byzantine Rite, the East Syriac Rite, and the West Syriac Rite. Consequently, the 
Catholic Church consists of six liturgical rites; including the aforementioned five 
liturgical traditions of the Eastern Catholic Churches along with the Latin 
liturgical rites of the Latin Church.  

Headed by patriarchs, metropolitans, and major archbishops, the Eastern 
Catholic Churches are governed in accordance with the Code of Canons of the 
Eastern Churches, although each church also has its own canons and laws on top 
of this, and the preservation of their own traditions is explicitly encouraged. The 
total membership of the various churches accounts for about 18 million, according 
to the Annuario Pontificio (the annual directory of the Catholic Church), thus 
making up about 1.5 percent of the Catholic Church, with the rest of its more than 
1.3 billion members belonging to the Latin Church.  

The Maronite Church is considered the only one of the Eastern Catholic 
Churches to have always remained in full communion with the Holy See, while 
most of the other churches unified from the 16th century onwards. However, the 
Melkite Greek Catholic Church and the Italo-Albanian Catholic Church also 
claim perpetual communion. The largest six churches based on membership are: 
the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church (Byzantine Rite), the Syro-Malabar Church 
(East Syriac Rite), the Maronite Church (West Syriac Rite), the Melkite Catholic 
Church (Byzantine Rite), the Chaldean Catholic Church (East Syriac Rite) and the 
Armenian Catholic Church (Armenian Rite). These six churches account for 
about 85% of the membership of the Eastern Catholic Churches.  

Full communion constitutes mutual sacramental sharing between the 
Eastern Catholic Churches and the Latin Church, including Eucharistic 
intercommunion. Although some theological issues divide the Eastern Catholic 
Churches from other Eastern Christian ones, they do admit members of the latter 
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to the Eucharist and the other sacraments, as governed by Oriental canon law. 
Notably, many of the Eastern Catholic Churches take a different approach to 
clerical celibacy than the Latin Church does and allow the ordination of married 
men to the priesthood (although not to the episcopacy).  

Eastern Catholic Churches have their origins in the Middle East, East 
Africa, Eastern Europe and India. However, since the 19th century, diaspora has 
spread to Western Europe, the Americas and Oceania in part because of 
persecution, where eparchies have been established to serve adherents alongside 
those of Latin Church dioceses. Latin Catholics in the Middle East, on the other 
hand, are traditionally cared for by the Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem.29 

 
(988 - Present) --- Russian Orthodox Church (R.O.C.). With the overthrow of the czar 

in 1917 the government of the R.O.C. was also overthrown.30 Since the era of 
Peter the Great (1682-1725) the R.O.C. was ruled directly by the czar through the 
Holy Synod. The traditional leader of the R.O.C. had been the Patriarch of 
Moscow. In 1700 however, when the office fell vacant, Peter refused to name a 
replacement, allowing the patriarch's coadjutor (or deputy) to discharge the duties 
of the office. 

Peter did not want the patriarch to exercisr power superior to himself, as 
had happened in the case of Philaret (1619–1633) and Nikon (1652–1666). The 
Holy Synod replaced the patriarch as the R.O.C. government. It was composed of 
ten clergymen and was under the control of a senior bureaucrat. In addition the 
czar appointed all the bishops. For leadership in the church, Peter turned to 
Ukrainians, who were more open to “reform,” but were not well loved by the 
Russian clergy. 

Another of Peter’s changes was a law that no Russian man could join a 
monastery before the age of fifty. He felt that too many able Russian men were 
being wasted on clerical work when they could be joining his new army. A 
clerical career was not a route chosen by upper-class society. Most parish priests 
were sons of priests, poorly educated and paid. The scholar Dimitry Pospielovsky 
describes the seminaries as institutions reserved exclusively for clerical offspring. 
The language of instruction was Latin at least until the 1840s. This system was 
borrowed by the Kiev Theological Academy in the seventeenth century from the 
Roman Catholics and spread to the rest of Russia. 

The fact that the seminaries were only accessible to the sons of priests 
resulted, as Professor Pospielovsky puts it, in the attendance of “irreligious young 
people and those aiming at secular careers, who lacked the spirit of true divinity 
schools. Atheism, nihilism, and revolutionary radicalism were rampant in schools 
which were supposed to prepare pastors for the nation. Of the more than 2,000 

29See “Eastern Catholic Churches,” Wikipedia. 
30In addition to the other sources cited in this section, see in Wikipedia the articles 

on “Renovationism,” “Tikhon Vasily Belavin,” and “Sergii Ivan Stragorodskii” and 
“Russian Orthodoxy.” 
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annual graduates of the seminaries in the early 1900s only some 600 took 
ordination.”31 

The monks in the monasteries had a slightly higher status; they were not 
allowed to marry. But the reformers also found problems. A sector of the monks 
in the graduate academies sought tonsure only in order to pursue episcopal 
careers; that is, their motivation for tonsure was in direct opposition to what 
Professor Pospielovsky calls the real purpose of monasticism.32 The 
dissatisfaction among the married clergy, as well as among those theologians who 
refused tonsure, was directed not so much against the genuine monasticism of 
humility and seclusion, as against academic monasticism, more often than not 
career oriented. The Church's most dedicated clergy and laity took every 
opportunity to appeal to the monarch to allow the Church autonomy and a 
conciliar-patricarchal structure again. 

Politically, the church was impotent. Even at the parish and village level 
the scholar Glennys Young finds that the clergy had little authority. It was the 
fiscally conservative local landlords who controlled policy through the church 
councils. This is seen in the reports of the church hierarchy, one of which 
Professor Young summarizes: 

The yearly report for 1887 complained that the majority of church 
councils "consider themselves complete managers of everything that has 
to do with the church, imperious masters over the clergy and 
uncontrollable administrators of church funds; consequently many parish 
councils have developed a hostile relationship to the clergy, if the latter 
doesn't consider it better to be quiet and [just] let them do what they 
want."33 

Young comments further on the fiscal aspect of the kulak (tight-fisted) 
control, “the story we do have has been compiled by listening to the voices of 
state bureaucrats, bishops, and other church reformers, who complained loudly 
and incessantly about the incontestible failure of the church councils to generate 
enough funds, and to use the resources they did have to support parish schools, 
welfare efforts, and—most alarmingly in their view— the parish clergy.”34 

Revolution. With the 1917 revolution the R.O.C. Local Council [All-
Russian Sobor] met for the first time since the end of the 17th century. This was 
between August 1917 and September 1918. However, its preparation had begun 
in the early 1900s and was dominated by antimonarchist sentiments both in 

31Dimitry Pospielovsky, “The Renovationist Schism in the Russian Orthodox 
Church (NEP: Culture, Society, and Politics in the 1920s), Russian History (1982), vol. 9, 
no. 2/3, pp. 285-307, at p. 286. 

32Ibid. 
33Glennys Young, “’Into Church Matters’ Lay Identity, Rural Parish Life, and 

Popular Politics in Late Imperial and Early Soviet Russia, 1964–1928,” in “Labor, 
Thought and Society in Russia and the Soviet Union: Essays Presented to Professor 
Reginald E. Zelnik by His Students and Colleagues,” Russian History (1996), vol. 26, no. 
1/4, pp. 367–384, at p. 375. 

34Ibid., p. 367. 
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society and in the church. It comprised 564 members, including 227 from the 
bishops and clergymen and 299 from the laity. It was attended by the head of the 
Provisional Government of Alexander Kerensky, Interior Minister Avksentiev, 
representatives of the press and the diplomatic corps. 

The council′s sessions were held in the Moscow Diocesan House in 
Likhov Lane. The council coincided with events such as the continuation of the 
war with Germany, the Kornilov affair in August 1917, the proclamation of the 
Republic in Russia in September 1917, the fall of the Provisional Government and 
the October Revolution, the dispersal of the Constituent Assembly, the 
publication of the Decree on the Separation of Church and State and the 
beginning of the Civil War. The Council made statements in response to some of 
these events. The Bolsheviks, who took power in October 1917, were condemned. 
At the same time, the Bolsheviks respected the separation of church and state. 
They did not obstruct the council sessions.  

Among the decisions made by the Council was the restoration of the 
patriarchate, the determination of his rights and duties, the establishment of the 
Supreme Church Administration (Vysshee tserkovnoe upravlenie / Высшее 
церковное управление, or V.Ts.U.) and the election of Tikhon Vasily Belavin 
(1865 – 1925), Metroplitan of Moscow as the Patriarch of Moscow and of All 
Russia. At the Council there was opposition to the restoration of the patriarchy for 
fear it would lead to absolutism in the church and a danger that the Holy Synod, 
as an executive authority acting in the period between the Councils, would turn 
into simply an advisory body under the patriarch. This would mean a diminution 
in the rights of bishops, who were members of the synod.  

After the Local Council the Holy Synod continued to work alongside the 
V.Ts.U. The Synod focused on hierarchical, pastoral, doctrinal, canonical, and 
liturgical affairs. The V.Ts.U. dealt with the affairs of the church and public 
order: administrative, economic, and school-educational. Particularly important 
issues related to the protection of the rights of the R.O.C., preparation for the 
upcoming Council and the opening of new dioceses, were subject to the decision 
of the joint presence of the Synod and the Council. In 1921, in connection with 
the expiration of a three-year inter-conciliar term, the powers of the members of 
the Synod and Council elected at the Council expired, and the new composition of 
these bodies was determined by the sole decree of the Patriarch. By a decree of 
the Patriarch on July 18, 1924, the Synod and Council were dissolved, after which 
the name "Supreme Church Administration" (V.Ts.U.) was not used in the R.O.C. 

Living Church. In addition to the Synod and Council, there was also, by 
April 1922, a split within the R.O.C between those who sided with the Soviets 
and those who did not. Those who took the revolutionary side called themselves 
the Living Church (Zhivaya Tserkov). The membership was mainly activist laity 
and non-monastic clergy. Among its members was Petrograd Bishop Antonin 
Granovskii and the “Petrograd Group of Progressive Clergy.”35 In Moscow there 
was Fr. Sergei Kalinovskii (Kalinsky) (b. 1886), pastor of Grebnevskii Church on 

35See Edward Roslof, Red Priests: Renovationism, Russian Orthodoxy, and 
Revolution: 1905-1946 (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2002), p. 47. 
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Lubianka Square, who sought to organize a Christian socialist party of workers 
and peasants.36 Others included Alexandr I. Vvedensky / Vvedenskii (1889 – 
1946), who headed the Union of the Communities of Ancient Apostolic Churches, 
Vladimir D. Krasnitsky (Krasnitskii), Evgeny Belkov, Aleksandr Boiarskii and 
the Union of Church Regenerative.37 At the beginning of 1925, the Living 
Church claimed to have 17,650 priests and 13,650 churches. At the same time the 
Tikhonites had even more churches. 

Historian Glennys Young maintains that the various struggles in the 
R.O.C. that took place in the Soviet era and that continue in the post-Soviet era, 
had started earlier. Groups and individuals had different priorities ranging from 
structural and liturgical reform within the church to the development of a full 
Christian Socialist programme.  

Illustrative of the earlier struggles was the 1905 program of the Union for 
Church Renovation which was an amalgamation of lay Christian-socialists and 
clergy in St. Petersburg. With others throughout the country it formed an 
"Alliance of Church Renewal" (A.C.R.). As outlined by Professor Pospielovsky, 
they sought, first, for separation of church and state, since in their view only a 
church free from state control was capable of performing its mission in the 
world.38 

A second part of the A.C.R. program called for the convocation of a 
representative Local Council (All-Russian), which alone could restore a proper 
canonical church structure and administration. They cited examples from the 
Apostolic and the First Ecumenical Councils, as well as from several old-Russian 
local councils as evidence of participation of the "white" (i.e., married) clergy and 
laity in church councils.  

The A.C.R. backed this second point up with lay theologian, Nikolai P. 
Aksakov’s study which argued that the term patriarch was not used by any of the 
seven Ecumenical Councils and that it was an invention of Justinian's bureaucracy 
as a parallel to the emperor. As far as the history was concerned, the ruling 
archbishops of the capital cities had no special powers in relation to a diocesan 
bishop, except for the function of consecrating metropolitans for ecclesiastic 
provinces within the archbishop's jurisdiction. But even here the archbishop's 
powers were effectively circumscribed: the candidate had to be first elected by the 
clergy and laity of the future diocese, and the archbishop could not consecrate him 
without the participation of at least several other bishops and other representatives 
of the province. The elevation of the archbishops of the capital cities to a special 
statis was from Aksakov’s view, worse than Roman "mono-papism." It was a 
corruption of Orthodoxy in which the canonical power over the bishops and the 
local churches rested in the councils, not in the patriarchs or metropolitans. 

36Ibid., pp. 52, 55. 
37Ibid., p. 47. 
38Dimitry Pospielovsky, “The Renovationist Movement in the Orthodox Church 

in the Light of Archival Documents,” Journal of Church and State (Winter 1997), vol. 
39, no. 1, pp. 85-105, at pp. 88-89; and also his “The Renovationist Schism in the 
Russian Orthodox Church,” at p. 287. 
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A third part of the 1905 A.C.R. program, as outlined by Professor 
Pospielovsky, was to decentralize the church by dividing it into autonomous 
metropolitan circuits, with archdiocesan sees in provincial (gubernskie) capitals 
and bishops in county (uezdnye) seats. Each diocese in this approach was an 
autonomous entity in its own right, and a bishop's seat would be permanent, 
organically linked with his pastorate. Only differences of honor would be 
rendered to the partiarchs, metropolitans, and other bishops, not differences of 
authority. Councils and diocesan congresses with clergy and laity participation 
would function on all levels of the ecclesiastic administration. Bishops and parish 
priests would be elected by the relevant conciliar bodies, rather than by 
bureaucratic appointment. 

A fourth part of the A.C.R. program was that clericalism would be 
eliminated. Professor Pospielovsky comments: 

The term "clericalism" meant for its critics all the historically 
accumulated features of the church structure and practices which 
contradicted the Pauline statement that all Christians were "a royal 
priesthood." Any form of elevation of the clergy over the laity implied that 
the clergy itself constituted the church rather than the totality of the clergy 
and the laity (sobornost). The critics maintained that no episcopal or 
clerical secrets could be kept from the laity in the mystical body of Christ, 
which is the whole church. Laity should participate in the election of 
priests and bishops, as well as in church councils of all levels.39 

Other aspects of the 1905 A.C.R. program included involving the church 
in all aspects of society, helping in its enlightenment, charity, and in morally 
guiding the society and the state. This had a liturgical dimension which required 
using the living Russian language in church services instead of the poorly 
understood Slavonic and conducting the liturgy with the Royal Doors opened and 
reading the so-called "secret" prayers of the Eucharistic Canon in full voice so 
that no separate clergy prayers were said secretly from the laity. 

Socialist Theology. In the early Soviet period the Living Church followed 
the A.C.R. program in setting up a constituent assembly in May 1922 and 
establishing a journal Zhivaia tserkov’ (Living Church).40 The latter reported on 
the church activites around the country. Professor Roslof summarizes the 
journal’s theological support for the government: 

The Soviet government was established by the will of God to fight 
war, famine and disease in Russia. The church had stood on the sidelines 
during these disasters, and church leaders had actually supported enemies 
of the people.41 

39Pospielovsky, “The Renovationist Movement in the Orthodox Church in the 
Light of Archival Documents,” p. 89. 

40Ibid., pp. 52, 62. 
41See Roslof, Red Priests, p. 55, which quotes these ideas from a declaration that 

the church made “To the Believing Sons of the Orthodox Church,” The declaration 
appeared in Izvestiia on March 14, 1922. 
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Some of the Living Church members, as Professor Young observes, 
belonged to the party and Komsomol or had close and active ties to Bolshevism, 
which they felt was a product and extension of their religion.42 For them the 
Christian Gospel was synonymous with the Soviet program of eliminating 
capitalism and providing a peaceful foreign policy along with a full-employment 
economy, free housing, health care and education for all. 

In the view of the Living Church God was at work in their constituent 
assembly which set multiple communist goals for the church. These included 
teaching a new, yet ancient Christian ethics that condemned capitalism and any 
other form of economic exploitation. Another goal was to seek a new 
understanding of the liturgy (less as something properly done and more as 
personal communion with the divine). A third goal was for the church to 
recognize the separation decree—the idea of a “Soviet Church” was unthinkable 
to an atheistic government—and to abandon all church involvement in political 
affairs. A fourth goal was to set up a new basis for church administration, which 
meant replacing episcopal despotism and the rule of powerful individuals with a 
fraternal system of married bishops and a female hierarchy of deaconesses.43 

Part of setting up a new church administration involved working to 
eliminate the influence of the monastic episcopacy and seeking a merger of black 
(monks) and white (married) clergy. It was argued that priests should not be 
separated from ordinary people by dress and by monastic rules requiring beards, 
long hair, and ecclesiastical garb. The priests should “throw off their cassocks, cut 
their hair and thus be changed into ordinary mortals.”44 

For their part the progressive monks, led by Bishop Granovskii and 
Archpriests Alexandr I. Vvedensky and V. D. Krasnitskii in the V.Ts.U. sought to 
have supremacy over the Living Church and to decouple politics from Christian 
morality, as seen in their advocacy for the spiritual regeneration of the Russian 
people based on a monastic model. They suggested that monks be limited in 
number and that monasteries serve society by dispensing Christian charity to the 
poor. In their view moral renewal should not be led by priests but believers in 
general, and all reforms should be opposed that might lead to the lowering of 
moral standards for the clergy.45 

Soviet Support. During the period of War Communism and of the New 
Economic Policy of the early 1920s, the Living Church had support from the 
national government in promoting its program. This support began with a number 
of measures, such as the Decree on Land of November 1917, which deprived the 
Church of its land holdings.46 Another helpful measure for the Living Church 

42Glennys Young, Power and the Sacred in Revolutionary Russia: Religious 
Activists in the Villages (University Park, Pa.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
1997), pp, 87–92, 101–3, 244–47, 261–62, 273–78. 

43Roslof, Red Priests, pp. 59-60. 
44Ibid. 
45Ibid., p. 65. 
46The Decree on Land, written by Vladimir Lenin, was passed by the Second 

Congress of Soviets of Workers', Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies on November 8, 1917, 
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was the Decree on Separation of Church and State of January 20, 1918, which 
deprived the Church of government subsidies and also deprived it of the status of 
being a legal person. This was followed five days later by the nationalization of 
all bank accounts belonging to the Church.47 A subsequent "Instruction" (August 
1918) entrusted responsibility for the church (including legally required 
maintenance and repair) and all items used in religious ceremonies to parish 
councils. 

The Tikhonites maintained that the separation of church and state decree 
was atheistic. The Living Church viewed the decree as ending the hierarchy’s 
Constantinian worship of the atheistic state. The decree did not make atheism an 
official state policy.48 The Italian, American and French governments had the 
same seperation of church and state policy. 

The government help that was given to the Living Church also involved 
assisting it to provide relief during the famine of 1922 by appropriating 11 million 
rubles from the sale of church valuables for immediate famine relief.49 Bishop 
Antonin Granovskii served on the State Commission for Famine Relief and 
commented that the believers who opposed the seizures did so only because they 
did not think that the valuables would be used in famine relief but that he was 
overseeing the process and “helping to calm the troubled sea of believers 
hearts.”50 The churches kept their sacramental valuables but other items such as 

following the success of the October Revolution. It required an abolition of private 
property, and the redistribution of the landed estates amongst the peasantry. It allowed 
the peasants to seize the lands of the crown, nobility, monasteries and Church without 
compensation. Their livestock, implements and buildings were placed at the disposal of 
the village land committees and Soviets of Peasants' Deputies. The land decree was 
codified in the 1922 Land Code. See “Decree on Land,” Wikipedia. 

47The Order of the People's Commissar of Welfare on January 20, 1918 ended the 
distribution of subsidies for the maintenance of churches, chapels, and for the operations 
of religious orders. Governmental support of clergy and teachers of religion was to be 
halted on March 1, 1918. Church services and the fulfillment of the needs of believers 
could be be continued on the condition of an expressed desire by collectives of believers 
who had to assume the full cost of repairs and maintenance of churches and servers. See 
Dimitry Pospielovsky A History of Soviet Atheism in Theory, and Practice, and the 
Believer, vol.. 1: A History of Marxist-Leninist Atheism and Soviet Anti-Religious 
Policies (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1987), p. 133; Gregory Freeze, "Counter-
Reformation in Russian Orthodoxy: Popular Response to Religious Innovation, 1922-
1925" Slavic Review (1995), vol. 54, no. 2, pp. 305–339. 

48See “Soviet anti-religious legislation,” Wikipedia; Sabrina Petra Ramet (ed.) 
Religious Policy in the Soviet Union (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, (1993), p. 
4; John Anderson, Religion, State and Politics in the Soviet Union and Successor States. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), p. 3. 

49Roslof, Red Priests, p. 48. 
50Ibid., p. 49. 
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ornamental icon covers were handed over. The Living Church newspaper listed 
the quantities of food purchased by the government using the church’s wealth.51 

Government support of the Living Church also involved rooting out 
during the civil war between 1919 and 1921 the landlords and clergy that were 
working with monarchist exiles and foreign capitalism to overthrow the 
government. Patriarch Tikhon was initially among the anti-Bolsheviks. From 
1907 to 1913 he had been archbishop of Iaroslavl’ and Rostov and headed a local 
branch of the monarchist Black Hundreds organization League of the Russian 
People.52 Later he condemned the signing of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk and he 
attacked the Soviet decree on the separation of church and state. In his 
pronouncements he anathematized Soviet power and called on believers not to 
submit to it. In 1918 he condemned the killings of the czar's family. In 1920, he 
granted autonomy to what became the Orthodox Church in America and other 
dioceses of the Church of Russia that were cut off from the governance of the 
highest church authority (i.e. the patriarch), until such time as normal relations 
with the highest church authority could be resumed. In November 1921, many of 
the Russian bishops, who had fled Russia in 1919–1920 gathered in Sremski 
Karlovci, Serbia, and adopted a number of anti-Bolshevik statements. 

In May 1922 Tikhon was prosecuted for counterrevolutionary activity and 
was placed under house arrest in the Don Monastery. In the same month the 
Moscow Revolutionary Tribunal pronounced judgment on 54 defendants: eleven 
were sentenced to be shot, thirty-three were given prison terms of one to three 
years, and ten were acquitted or released.53 

Soon after, Tikhon became persuaded that an open struggle against the 
new social order, which enjoyed the support of the entire people, would destroy 
the influence of the traditional church among the population.54 In a letter of June 
16, 1923, to the Supreme Court of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist 
Republic (R.S.F.S.R.), he acknowledged his guilt, disassociated himself from 
counterrevolution, and requested a pardon. His case was dismissed by a decree of 
the Central Executive Committee of the U.S.S.R. on March 21, 1924. 

Also reflecting his change of sides, Tikhon issued several messages to the 
believers in which he stated he was "no longer an enemy to the Soviet power". He 
and his Synod formally dissolved the exile group of anti-Soviet Russian bishops. 
Nevertheless, they continued to exist as a separate Russian ecclesiastical entity, 
and were viewed as schismatic by the Moscow Patriarchate. Despite Tikhon’s 
reversal, the Second All-Russian Local Council, convoked in May 1923 deposed 
him and decreed that he was "henceforth a simple citizen—Vasily Bellavin." The 
Council was dominated by partisans of the Living Church. 

The local as well as the national government helped the Living Church 
promote its program. Some church members belonged to both their village soviet 
and their parish council. Building new churches, repairing old ones, and resisting 

51Ibid., p. 60. 
52See Tikhon,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 1967. 
53Roslof, Red Priests, p. 53. 
54See Tikhon,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 1967. 
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church closings legally obliged all religious activists, such as members of church 
councils, to deal with officials of village soviets, county, district, and provincial 
executive committees, and even with the Central Committee. Professor Young 
writes: 

Encouraged by their political successes in the village assembly 
both before and after the Revolutions of 1917, members of the church 
councils used the village soviets, the intended mainstay of the Soviet 
regime in the countryside, to defend and promote religious interests. 
Reports of the involvement of church council members in the village 
soviets seem to have increased during the last few years of N.E.P., after 
the Party's decision to "revitalize the soviets" in 1924. 

Assuming that a significant increase in-relevant newspaper reports 
reflected an actual change in social reality, it was at this juncture that 
members of church councils began to attach greater importance to gaining 
election to the soviets. Attempting to resist the Party's increasing attempts 
to control—if not eliminate—rural politics, members of church councils 
served as both candidates and campaign managers during elections to the 
village soviets.55 

A provincial correspondent for the Lower Volga Region in 1928 stated "in 
church councils there are quite a few members of the village soviets." Party 
members continued to have their children baptized and adorn the walls of the 
village Soviet with meeting place with icons.56 Historian Jonathan Beecher 
discusses the case of a party member in Moscow who was both a Christian and a 
party member:  

On January 2, 1920, having been denounced as a“papist”by 
Jacques Sadoul, Pascal was summoned before members of the Central 
Committee and asked to explain how he could reconcile Marx and St. 
Thomas Aquinas. His answer was that he regarded both Marxism and 
Christianity as divided in two parts, one essential and the other not. In 
Marx’s case, the economic analysis was essential and Pascal had “no 
major objections to it.” But he was“not at all in agreement”with Marx’s 
materialist philosophy. In the case of St. Thomas, similarly, there was an 
essential part that Pascal accepted and an inessential part, which included 
politics, that he rejected.57 

According to Professor Young, in villages throughout the Russian 
Republic, the membership of church councils and village soviets overlapped. The 
clergy did not necessarily welcome the political success of the lay activists. A 
church official (blagovestnik) in the Lower Volga region expressed alarm 
concerning the political ambitions of church council members: 

55Young, “‘Into Church Matters,’” p. 383. 
56Young, Power and the Sacred in Revolutionary Russia, p. 141. 
57Jonathan Beecher, “The Making and Unmaking of a French Christian 

Bolshevik: The Soviet Years of Pierre Pascal,” The Journal of Modern History (March 
2015), vol. 87, no. 1, pp. 1-35, at 26. 
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Through the church councils they [the members] want to battle 
with the regime, they want to become [part of] the regime itself, to place 
themselves in the soviets, in the Party. And this is harmful to the Holy 
church—the regime can find cause and fall upon [us] with oppression and 
persecution.58 

Assuming church activists were not kulaks, Young maintains that the 
above quoted cleric was alluding to the soviet threat not because of his fear of the 
regime but because the church council activities resulted in a diminution of 
clerical power. The cleric preached the separation of church and state to his 
congregation. He criticized the perniciousness of the interference of the church in 
worldly affairs. 

In 1925 Tikhon died and was replaced by Sergii Ivan Stragorodskii (1867 
– 1944). The latter had been a member of the Living Church between June 1922 
and August 1923 but then switched to the traditionalist side and condemned the 
Living Church as schismatic. At the same time he worked to further normalize 
relations between the R.O.C and the Soviet government.  For example, in July 
1927, he issued his Declaration where he professed the absolute loyalty of the 
R.O.C. to the Soviet Union and to its government's interests. In interviews with 
representatives of the foreign and Soviet press, he denied allegations of 
government persecution of clergy or believers and linked such allegations with a 
Catholic plot to attack the Soviet Union.59 

1930s and World War II. During the I930s, despite their poverty and the 
hostility of the primate, the Living Church, as Roslof puts it, “continued to profess 
unwavering loyalty to the political system and hostility toward the perceived 
reactionary politics of the patriarchal church.”60 The church in Kazan was 
illustrative of progressive theology. It adopted a series of theses about the political 
path of their movement. They stated that while the church should stay out of 
politics, it still had a responsibility to judge the bases of social and political life 
using Christian teachings. Professor Roslof comments: 

Newspaper and magazine articles told of Orthodox clergy who had 
accepted and promoted the changes of the 1930s. Renovationist 
(Obnovlencheskaya Tserkov) and Tikhonite clergy alike argued that 
religion was in harmony with communism and upheld the policies of 
industrialization and collectivization. Such statements were surprising not 
because clergy looked favorably on socialist ideas (this was obvious when 
renovationists emerged in the 1920s) but because of the anti-Soviet 
reaction in the villages to the policies in question. 

Some priests tried to purge their parish soviets of kulaks and 
replace these undesirable elements with workers or poorer peasants. Other 
clergy refused the sacraments to any peasant who did not join a collective 
farm. Still others backed governmental cultural and economic campaigns 
by helping to sell government bonds, urging tractor payments, or giving 

58This quote is from Young, “‘Into Church Matters,’” p. 383. 
59Roslof, Red Priests, pp. 177-178. 
60Ibid., p. 177. 
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up church bells. Occasionally a priest would take this to the extreme, as in 
the case of a crucifix adorned with a hammer and sickle, and the slogan, 
“Workers of the world, unite.”61 

During the 1928-1929 farm collectivation and de-kulakization, some 500 
of the 4,000 churches in the Moscow region were displaced, their clergy became 
unemployed and their bells stopped ringing.62 Within a year however, they were 
restored. 63 According to Professor Roslof, Stalin’s “Dizzy with Success” article 
in Pravda on March 2, 1930 helped restrain local authorities who were negative 
toward the church.64  

With the end of church ownership of large estates and of the tenants who 
did the work on the estates, and with the end of capitalists and landlords that 
supported the clerics, most priests adjusted to socialism by finding other 
employment. Monasteries became collective farms.65 Rural priests, like their 
parishioners migrated from the countryside to find work in the new factory towns. 
Some became priest workers. As a result of the migration, many parish churches 
were open in name only after 1929 because there were no priests.66 In 1931 there 
were 23,200 Tikhonite and 4,100 renovationist churches in the R.S.F.S.R.67 But 
overall, the number of priests declined from 50,000 in 1918 to 500 by 1935.  

Besides migration, the Living Church ministry in the 1930s was disrupted 
by the hostility of the traditional church. The Holy Synod dissolved itself in 1935, 
claiming its method of leadership was ineffective in fighting the old “monk-led” 
church and defended the diocesan model as canonicl.68 

With the coming of World War II, Primate Sergii sent a message on June 
22, 1941 to the clergy and congregations, calling on them to actively help defend 
the motherland against the fascist German aggressors. He directed the patriotic 
activity of the church in gathering donations for necessary war materiel. On 
September 8, 1943, he was elected patriarch by the R.O.C. Synod of Bishops. 

In 1946 the renovationist and patriarchial churches merged and the 
struggle between the various tendencies that had existed before 1917 continued 
within the unified organization.69 The struggle persists to the present. A majority 
of the population are believers, but are “unchurched.” For those that do attend 
services, the laity controlled the parish funds during the Soviet period, as reflected 
in the 1960 church charter. 

With the return of capitalism in 1991 the hierarchy came to depend on the 
oligarchs and government subsidies, including the exemption from the tariff on 

61Ibid., p. 184. 
62Ibid., pp. 171, 175. 
63Ibid., p. 176. 
64Ibid. 
65Beecher, “The Making and Unmaking of a French Christian Bolshevik,” p. 15. 
66Roslof, Red Priests, p. 182. 
67Ibid., p. 180. 
68Ibid., p. 184. 
69Ibid., p. 201.  
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the import of alcohol and tobacco. Church policy centered on collaboration with 
capitalism and top-down expansion of clerical enterprises. In 2008 the Church 
Council replaced the recently deceased Primate Alexei, who was from the 
hereditary nobility. At the Council the episcopate dismantled the 1960 parish 
charter along with its laity prerogative. Speaking for the laity, Archdeacon Andrei 
Kuraev, who opposed the “2008 reform,” observed: “As communities, our 
parishes in Russia are in general a fiction: they have virtually no rights, other than 
the obligation to allocate funds to the diocese.”70 

On the ecumenical front, NATO-backed nationalists in the Ukraine and 
Estonia took their churches into schism. The relations with the patriarchs of 
Constantinople and Greece have been cut. The current head of the R.O.C., 
Patriarch Kirill, who is from the hereditary “clerical estate,” endorses Putin as 
"God′s miracle.”71 Rome has sent in missionaries and set up a rival hierarchy and 
started baptizing Russians.72 The other sects do likewise.73 

 
(p. 223) Jesuit China Mission 1552 – 1949. The first attempt by the Jesuits to reach 

China was made in 1552 by Francis Xavier, a Navarrese priest and missionary 
and founding member of the Society of Jesus. He never reached the mainland, 
dying after only a year on the Chinese island of Shangchuan. Three decades later, 
in 1582, Jesuits once again initiated mission work in China, led by several figures 
including the Italian Matteo Ricci, introducing Western science, mathematics, 
astronomy, and visual arts to the Chinese imperial court. They also carried on 
inter-cultural and philosophical dialogue with Chinese scholars, particularly with 
representatives of Confucianism. 

A mandarin was a bureaucrat scholar in the history of China, Korea and 
Vietnam. The term applied to the officials appointed through the imperial 
examination system. It sometimes includes and sometimes excludes the eunuchs 
also involved in the governance of the various realms. 

Johann Adam Schall (1591–1666), a German Jesuit missionary to China, 
organized successful missionary work and became the trusted counselor of the 
Shunzhi Emperor of the Qing Dynasty. He was created a mandarin and held a 
post in connection with the mathematical school, contributing to astronomical 
studies and the development of the Chinese calendar. Thanks to Schall, the 
motions of both the sun and moon began to be calculated with sinusoids in the 
1645 Shíxiàn calendar. 

70Gregory L. Freeze, “The peculiarities of the religiosity, diversity of Orthodox 
views, and limits of patriarchal power are important to understand in post-Soviet 
politics,” (2017), online at: https://carnegieendowment.org/2017/02/09/russian-
orthodoxy-and-politics-in-putin-era-pub-67959. 

71Ibid. 
72Daniel Schlafly, “Roman Catholicism in Today's Russia: The Troubled 

Heritage,” Journal of Church and State (Autumn 1997), vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 681-696, at 
pp. 688, 692. 

73See “Russian Orthodox Church,” Wikipedia. 
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Schall’s position enabled him to procure from the emperor permission for 
the Jesuits to build churches and to preach throughout the country. The Shunzhi 
Emperor, however, died in 1661, and Schall's circumstances at once changed. He 
was imprisoned and condemned to slow slicing death. After an earthquake and the 
dowager's objection the sentence was not carried out, but he died after his release 
owing to the privations he had endured.  

At the time of their peak influence, members of the Jesuit delegation were 
considered some of the emperor's most valued and trusted advisors, holding posts 
in the imperial government. Many Chinese, including former Confucian scholars, 
adopted Christianity and became priests and members of the Society of Jesus.  

According to research by David E. Mungello, from 1552 (i.e., the death of 
St. Francis Xavier) to 1800, a total of 920 Jesuits participated in the China 
mission, of whom 314 were Portuguese, and 130 were French. In 1844 China may 
have had 240,000 Roman Catholics, but this number grew rapidly, and in 1901 
the figure reached 720,490. Many Jesuit priests, both Western-born and Chinese, 
are buried in the cemetery located in what is now the School of the Beijing 
Municipal Committee.74 

 
 
 
 
(p. 223) Sisters of Charity (1600s – present). Many religious communities have the term 

Sisters of Charity in their name. Some Sisters of Charity communities refer to the 
Vincentian tradition, or in America to the tradition of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, 
but others are unrelated. The rule of Vincent de Paul for the Daughters of Charity 
has been adopted and adapted by at least sixty founders of religious institutes for 
sisters around the world.  

In 1633 Vincent de Paul, a French priest and Louise de Marillac, a widow, 
established the Company of the Daughters of Charity as a group of women 
dedicated to serving the "poorest of the poor". They set up soup kitchens, 
organized community hospitals, established schools and homes for orphaned 
children, offered job training, taught the young to read and write, and improved 
prison conditions. Louise de Marillac and Vincent de Paul both died in 1660, and 
by this time there were more than forty houses of the Daughters of Charity in 
France, and the sick poor were cared for in their own dwellings in twenty-six 
parishes in Paris. The French Revolution shut down all convents, but the society 
was restored in 1801 and eventually spread to Austria, Australia, Hungary, 
Ireland, Israel, Portugal, Turkey, Britain and the Americas.  

In 1809 American Elizabeth Ann Seton, founded the Sisters of Charity of 
St. Joseph's, adapting the rule of the French Daughters of Charity for her 
Emmitsburg, Maryland community. In 1817, Mother Seton sent three Sisters to 
New York City to establish an orphanage. In 1829, four Sisters of Charity from 
Emmitsburg, Maryland traveled to Cincinnati, to open St. Peter’s Girl’s Orphan 

74See the Wikipedia articles on “Mandarin (bureaucrat)” and “Jesuit China 
missions.” 
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Asylum and School. In 1850, the Sulpician priests of Baltimore successfully 
negotiated that the Emmitsburg community be united with the international 
community based in Paris. The foundations in New York and Cincinnati decided 
to become independent diocesan congregations. Six separate religious 
congregations trace their roots to the beginnings of the Sisters of Charity in 
Emmitsburg. In addition to the original community of Sisters at Emmitsburg (now 
part of the Vincentian order), they are based in New York City; Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Halifax, Nova Scotia; Convent Station, New Jersey; and Greensburg, 
Pennsylvania.75 

 
 

(1700s - Present). Liberalism is a political and moral philosophy based on liberty, 
consent of the governed and equality before the law. Liberals espouse a wide 
array of views depending on their understanding of these principles, but they 
generally support free markets, free trade, limited government, individual rights 
(including civil rights and human rights), capitalism, democracy, secularism, 
gender equality, racial equality, internationalism, freedom of speech, freedom of 
the press and freedom of religion.  

Liberalism became a distinct movement in the Age of Enlightenment, 
when it became popular among Western philosophers and economists. Liberalism 
sought to replace the norms of hereditary privilege, state religion, absolute 
monarchy, the divine right of kings and traditional conservatism with 
representative democracy and the rule of law. Liberals also ended mercantilist 
policies, royal monopolies and other barriers to trade, instead promoting free trade 
and free markets. Philosopher John Locke is often credited with founding 
liberalism as a distinct tradition, based on the social contract, arguing that each 
man has a natural right to life, liberty and property and governments must not 
violate these rights.  

Leaders in the Glorious Revolution of 1688, the American Revolution of 
1776 and the French Revolution of 1789 used liberal philosophy to justify the 
armed overthrow of royal tyranny. Liberalism started to spread rapidly especially 
after the French Revolution. The 19th century saw liberal governments 
established in nations across Europe and South America, whereas it was 
established alongside republicanism in the United States. In Victorian Britain, it 
was used to critique the political establishment, appealing to science and reason 
on behalf of the people. 

During 19th and early 20th century, liberalism in the Ottoman Empire and 
Middle East influenced periods of reform such as the Tanzimat and Al-Nahda as 
well as the rise of constitutionalism, nationalism and secularism. These changes, 
along with other factors, helped to create a sense of crisis within Islam, which 
continues to this day, leading to Islamic revivalism. 

In Europe and North America, the establishment of social liberalism (often 
called simply liberalism in the United States), along with communism, became a 

75See “Sisters of Charity,” Wikipedia. 
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key component in the expansion of the welfare state. Today, liberal parties 
continue to wield power and influence throughout the world.  

Classical liberalism is a political ideology and a branch of liberalism 
which advocates civil liberties under the rule of law with an emphasis on 
economic freedom. Closely related to economic liberalism, it developed in the 
early 19th century, building on ideas from the previous century as a response to 
urbanisation and to the Industrial Revolution in Europe and North America. As a 
term, classical liberalism has often been applied in retrospect to distinguish 
earlier 19th-century liberalism from social liberalism.  

The main ideological opponents of liberalism are communism, 
conservatism and socialism.76 
 

 
(1830s – 1950s) Liberal Catholicism was a current of thought influential in the 19th 

century and the first half of the 20th, especially in France. It was promoted by 
French political theorists such as Felicité de Lamennais, Henri Lacordaire, and 
Charles de Montalembert and by a similar contemporaneous movement in 
Belgium. Being predominantly political in nature, liberal Catholicism was distinct 
from the contemporary theological movement of modernism. It was also distinct 
from both the attitude of Catholics who are described as theologically 
"progressive" or "liberal". 

Liberal Catholicism was defined as "in essence a trend among sincere 
Catholics to exalt freedom as a primary value and to draw from this consequences 
in social, political, and religious life, seeking to reconcile the principles on which 
Christian France was founded with those that derived from the French 
Revolution." It arose in the wake of Napoleon's remaking of Europe and then the 
restoration of traditional monarchies. It promoted four basic principals: freedom 
of religion, of association, of education and of the press. 

One of the places where liberal Catholicism had influence was Belgium, 
which is largely Catholic. After it seceded from the Netherlands in 1830, it 
established a constitutional monarchy. The archbishop, Engelbert Sterckx, in 1832 
found a way not merely to tolerate the new liberal constitution, but to expand the 
Church under the new liberties guaranteed. The 1830 Belgium constitution 
adopted almost all of Lamennais's proposals for the separation of church and 
state, granting the Catholic Church independence in church appointments and 
public activities, and almost complete supervision of Catholic education. 

Information about Liberal Catholicism in France is discussed in the L'Ami 
de l'Ordre note contained in the Newspaper section of the Glossary and in the 
notes about Henri Lacordaire and Charles de Montalembert in the Persons section 
of the Glossary. There is also information in the Gregory XVI note in the Pope 
section of the Glossary. To the latter note can be added that the French 
government and the French hierarchy pressured Pope Gregory XVI toward 
liberalism. The pressure included a meeting he had with the liberals Lamennais, 

76See the Wikipedia articles on “Liberalism,” and “Classical liberalism,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Montalembert and Lacordaire in 1832. As a result he would have preferred not to 
make an official condemnation of the matter. However, Prince Metternich, whose 
Austrian troops ensured the stability of the Papal States, pressed for a 
condemnation. The Pope's advisors were convinced that if he said nothing, it 
would be viewed that he did not disapprove of Lamennais's opinions. Mirari vos 
was issued criticizing Lamennais's views. 

Liberal Catholicism also had a presence in Germany. Ignaz von Döllinger 
promoted liberal views on reconciling the Church with the principles of modern 
society. This aroused much suspicion in Ultramontane, mainly Jesuit-dominated, 
circles. In 19th-century Italy, the liberal Catholic movement had a lasting impact 
in that it ended the association of the ideal of national independence with that of 
anti-clerical revolution.77 

 
(19th century – present) --- Christian democracy is a current of political and religious 

thought that was expressed in Europe from the late nineteenth century. It seeks to 
promote, within a democratic society, the values conveyed by the Church, such as 
freedom, respect for the human being, human rights, fraternity and assistance to 
the more destitute. Specifically, the Christian Democrats place the human being at 
the center of the concerns and consider that the State must maintain a power of 
intervention in the society, in particular in the economy. After World War II, the 
Protestant and Catholic movements of the Social Gospel and Neo-Thomism, 
respectively, played a role in shaping Christian democracy.78 

 
(19th century – present) --- Action catholique (Catholic Action) was the name of many 

groups of lay Catholics who were attempting to encourage a Catholic influence on 
society. They were especially active in the nineteenth century in historically 
Catholic countries that fell under anti-clerical regimes such as Spain, Italy, 
Bavaria, France, and Belgium. Adolf Hitler ordered the murder of Erich 
Klausener, head of a Catholic Action group in Nazi Germany, during the Night of 
the Long Knives. Catholic Action is not a political party, although in many times 
and places this distinction became blurred. Since World War II the concept has 
often been eclipsed by Christian Democrat parties that were organised to combat 
Communist parties and promote Catholic social justice principles in places such 
as Italy and West Germany. Catholic Action generally included various subgroups 
for youth, women, workers, etc. In the postwar period, the various national 
Catholic Action organizations for workers formed the World Movement of 
Christian Workers (Mouvement Mondial des Travailleurs Chrétiens, 
W.M.C.W./M.M.T.C.) which remains highly active today as a voice within the 
Church and in society for working class Catholics.79 

 
 

77See “Liberal Catholicism,” Wikipedia. 
78See “Christian democracy,” Wikipedia. 
79See “Catholic Action,” Wikipedia. 
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(1870 - present) --- The Union of Utrecht of the Old Catholic Churches (U.U.) is a 
federation of Old Catholic churches, nationally organised from 1870 schisms 
which rejected Roman Catholic doctrines of the First Vatican Council; its member 
churches are not in communion with the Roman Catholic Church. The 1889 
Declaration of Utrecht is one of three founding documents together called the 
Convention of Utrecht. The U.U. is in full communion with the Anglican 
Communion through the 1931 Bonn Agreement; and, with the Philippine 
Independent Church, the Spanish Reformed Episcopal Church, and the Lusitanian 
Catholic Apostolic Evangelical Church through a 1965 extension of the Bonn 
Agreement. As of 2016, the U.U. includes six member churches: the Old Catholic 
Church of the Netherlands (O.K.K.N.), the Catholic Diocese of the Old Catholics 
in Germany, the Christian Catholic Church of Switzerland, the Old Catholic 
Church of Austria, the Old Catholic Church of the Czech Republic, and the Polish 
Catholic Church in Poland.  

The Old Catholic churches reject the universal jurisdiction of the pope, as 
well as the Roman Catholic dogma of papal infallibility (1870), which was used 
to proclam the Roman Catholic dogmas of the Assumption of Mary (1950). While 
Old Catholics affirm the Real Presence of Christ in the Eucharist, they do not 
emphasize transubstantiation as the sole dogmatic explanation for this presence. 
Old Catholics generally refrain from using the filioque (and from the Son) and 
deum de deo (God from God) clauses in the Nicene Creed and also reject a 
dogmatic understanding of Purgatory; however, they generally do recognize a 
purification by Christ's grace after death and include prayers for the dead in their 
liturgy and devotions.80 They maintain such basic western Catholic practices as 

80Filioque is a Latin term added to the original Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed 
(commonly known as the Nicene Creed), and which has been the subject of great 
controversy between Eastern and Western Christianity. It is not in the original text of the 
Creed, attributed to the First Council of Constantinople (381), the second ecumenical 
council, which says that the Holy Spirit proceeds "from the Father", without additions of 
any kind, such as "and the Son" or "alone". 

In the late 6th century, some Latin Churches added the words "and from the Son" 
(Filioque) to the description of the procession of the Holy Spirit, in what many Eastern 
Orthodox Christians have at a later stage argued is a violation of Canon VII of the 
Council of Ephesus, since the words were not included in the text by either the First 
Council of Nicaea or that of Constantinople. This was incorporated into the liturgical 
practice of Rome in 1014, but was rejected by Eastern Christianity.  

Whether that term Filioque is included, as well as how it is translated and 
understood, can have important implications for how one understands the doctrine of the 
Trinity, which is central to the majority of Christian churches. For some, the term implies 
a serious underestimation of God the Father's role in the Trinity; for others, its denial 
implies a serious underestimation of the role of God the Son in the Trinity. 

The term has been an ongoing source of conflict between Eastern Christianity and 
Western Christianity, contributing, in major part, to the East–West Schism of 1054 and 
proving to be an obstacle to attempts to reunify the two sides. There have been attempts 
at resolving the conflict. Among the early attempts at harmonization are the works of 
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baptism by affusion (pouring of water) and the use of unleavened bread in the 
Eucharist. Additionally, they have many aspects in common with the Orthodox 
and Anglican churches, such as optional clerical celibacy.  

The mother church, the O.K.K.N., was established in the 18th century as a 
result of tensions between the local Catholic hierarchy and the Roman Curia. The 
other churches, followed suit after the First Vatican Council, which defined the 
dogma of papal infallibility. Individual U.U. member churches maintain a degree 
of autonomy, similar to the practice of the Anglican Communion. Each diocese of 
U.U. member churches has a diocesan bishop, and countries with more than one 
diocese have a bishop who is appointed as "bishop in charge" or a similar title. 
The primate (primus inter pares leader) of the U.U. is the Archbishop of Utrecht 
(not to be confused with the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Utrecht). The current 
primate is Joris Vercammen, a former Roman Catholic who serves on the central 
committee of the World Council of Churches. The International Old Catholic 
Bishops Conference (I.B.C.) stated in 1997 that the Polish National Catholic 
Church (P.N.C.C.) was not in full communion with other U.U. member churches 
because the P.N.C.C. did not accept the ordination of women.81 

 
 
(1871- ) --- L'Oeuvre des Cercles Catholiques d'Ouvriers (Society of Catholic Worker 

Circles) were "circles" or clubs which brought together the wealthy and the 
workers from a given locale for prayer, socializing, and hearing lectures by 
members of the aristocracy. Helping in their establishment was Adrien Albert 
Marie, Comte de Mun (1841 – 1914), who a social reformer. He fought during 
1870 in the Franco-Prussian War and while a prisoner of war met René de La 
Tour du Pin. They both were determined to respond to the dilemma of the 
working class upon their release from prison. The following year they organized a 
Catholic Workers' club, under the name "L'Oeuvre des Cercles Catholiques 
d'Ouvriers" (Society of Catholic Worker Circles), at the request of Maurice 
Maignen (founder of the Brothers of St. Vincent de Paul). The clubs spread 
quickly throughout France.82 

 
(1886 -present) --- A.C.J.F. l’Association Catholique de la Jeunesse Française began 

with the "Association of Young Workers," which was founded in 1855 and 
became in 1865 the "Circle of Young Workers." From this in 1886 came the 
Catholic Association of French Youth (A.C.J.F.). It was led by the Legitimist 
Albert de Mun. It opposed liberalism and socialism. It defended social reforms 
from a conservative and corporatist perspective. It brough together five 

Maximus the Confessor, who notably was canonised independently by both Eastern and 
Western churches. Differences over this doctrine and the question of papal primacy have 
been and remain primary causes of schism between the Eastern Orthodox and Western 
churches. See “Filioque,” Wikipedia. 

81See “The Union of Utrecht of the Old Catholic Churches,” Wikipedia. 
82See “Adrien Albert Marie, Comte de Mun,” Wikipedia. 
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specialized movements, including the Christian Youth Workers (J.O.C). Over its 
history it evolved to social Catholicism and Christian democracy.83 

 
(1890s - present) --- Intégristes (integrism) (traditionalist and progressive) movement is 

a political movement which emerged during the 19th and early 20th century 
polemics within the Catholic Church, especially in France, Portugal, Spain, Italy 
and Romania. Initially the term was used as an epithet to describe those who 
opposed the "modernists", who had sought to create a synthesis between Christian 
theology and the liberal philosophy of secular modernity. In France, Integralism 
was particularly associated with Action Française movement founded by Charles 
Maurras. Proponents of Catholic political integralism taught that all social and 
political action ought to be based on the Catholic faith. They rejected the 
separation of church and state, arguing that Catholicism should be the proclaimed 
religion of the state. They minimized or eliminated any competing ideological 
actors, such as secular humanism and liberalism.  

Traditonalist integralism did not support the creation of an autonomous 
"Catholic" state church, or Erastianism (Gallicanism in French context). Rather, it 
supported subordinating the state to the moral principles of Catholicism and 
Rome. Thus it rejected separating morality from the state, and favoured 
Catholicism as the proclaimed religion of the state. It appealed to the teaching on 
the necessity of the subordination of the state, and on the subordination of 
temporal to spiritual power, of medieval popes such as Pope Gelasius I, Pope 
Gregory VII and Pope Boniface VIII.  

The integralists maintained that their movement came about as a reaction 
against the political and cultural changes that followed the Enlightenment and the 
French Revolution. The 19th-century papacy challenged the growth of liberalism 
(with its doctrine of popular sovereignty) as well as new scientific and historical 
methods and theories (which were thought to threaten the special status of the 
Christian revelation). The term did not, however, become popular until the time of 
Pope Pius X, whose papacy lasted from 1903 to 1914. After the papal 
condemnation of modernism in 1907, "integral Catholics" were encouraged by 
Pope Pius X to seek out and expose any co-religionist whom they suspected of 
modernism or liberalism.  

In later times the integralist philosophy was adopted by the left as a tool of 
political, national and cultural integration. With this philosophy they attacked 
capitalism and liberalism. For example the Dominican Marie-Dominique Chenu 
in his Theology of Labor (1955) used integralism to justify engagement on behalf 
of the working class and working with communists towards shared political goals 
despite their differences in the spiritual order.84  

83See “L’Association catholique de la jeunesse française,” Wikipedia. 
84See Marie-Dominique Chenu (1895-1990), Pour une théologie du travail 

(Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1955), 123 pp., translated into English as The theology of work; 
an exploration (Chicago, H. Regnery Co., 1966). 114pp.; and Sarah Elizabeth Shortall 
“Soldiers of God in a Secular World: The Politics of Catholic Theology, 1905-1962” 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, Cambride, Mass., 2015), p. 305, 
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The progressive journal La Quinzaine in an article on May 1, 1953 in 
discussing integral engagement, justified the complete commitment of priest-
workers to temporal action on the score that the workers’ world must be 
considered as “a complete human reality,” like a nation. And so it should have its 
own Church - differing from the existing bourgeois church, carrying over none of 
its traditions which are foreign to the workers' world. The priest-workers would 
create new communities round them which would be as authentically worker as 
the Church in Ireland is Irish and in France is French. In his theology Chenu cited 
as authority Jacques Maritain’s (1882– 1973) Integral Humanism and the 
Thomistic distinction between the spiritual and temporal orders.85  

Along the same lines, Boulier in a book he published in 1949, commented 
on Christian integration:  
The Christian will be a good citizen of a modern city. And here it is well 
to understand that if this city is communist, then he will work 
wholeheartedly for the socialist order. Whether it be in the factory, in the 
agricultural enterprise, in the higher councils and even where the laws are 
made. But if society is bourgeois, how can the Christian accept the 
fundamental law, the one to which ultimately all the others yield: make 
money or, as Guizot said: Enrich yourself? "You can not serve two 
masters: you can not serve God and money." For a Christian the worship 
of money is atheism. In a heart in which God reigns, how can money 
reign? But since this is a bourgeois society, where money is king, and 
where there is so-called democracy, the Christian will use all his liberties 
to the extent they exist, to struggle against the yoke of money and its 
terror.86 

online at https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/23845484/SHORTALL-
DISSERTATION-2015.pdf?sequence=4&isAllowed=n. 

85Maritain was not on the left, but he had argued that secular forms of humanism 
were inevitably anti-human in that they refused to recognize the whole person. 
Accordingly, in Integral Humanism he explored the prospects for a new Christendom, 
rooted in philosophical pluralism, in order to find ways to inform political discourse and 
policy in a pluralistic age. He developed a theory of cooperation, to show how people of 
different intellectual positions could nevertheless cooperate to achieve common practical 
aims. This influenced the Christian Democratic movement. See “Jacques Maritain,” 
Wikipedia. 

86Jean Boulier, Un prêtre prend position [A priest takes a stand] (Paris, Éditions 
de Minuit, 1949), p. 67. Boulier also argues for Christian integration, using historical and 
economic considerations, in “Dichiarazione d’un Abate Francese al Congresso di 
Wrocław” (Declaration by a French Abbe to the Wrocław Congress,” Belfagor (Casa 
Editrice Leo S. Olschki s.r.l., Vallecchi Editore, November 30, 1948) vol. 3, no. 6, pp. 
716-719, in JSTOR Journals. Besides Boulier, the worker-priest, Maurice Combe, as 
quoted in Oscar Arnal, “A Missionary ‘Main Tendue’ [extended hand] toward French 
Communists: The ‘Témoignages’ of the Worker-Preists, 1943-1954,” French Historical 
Studies, (Autumn 1984), vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 529-556, at p. 543, in commenting on his 
socialist factory school, maintained that it was practicing the gospel in a religious spirit. 
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Traditionalist Catholic integralism suffered a decline after the Second 
Vatican Council, due to a lack of support from the Catholic hierarchy; during that 
time, other ideas were proposed about the relation between the church and state. 
However, even the Second Vatican Council finally sided with the integralist 
understanding in some ways, stating in Dignitatis humanae that the council 
"leaves intact the traditional teaching of the duty which the state owes to the 
Church", namely, recognition of the church as the state religion, unless it would 
be a detriment to the common good. However, the document also affirmed 
personal freedom of conscience and freedom from coercion, and in the heyday 
after the council this became the focus of theological discourse, to the exclusion 
of the traditional teaching on church–state relations.  

 
(1894-1910) Le Sillon  --- ("The Path") was a political and religious movement founded 

by Marc Sangnier (1873 - 1950). It aimed to bring Catholicism into a greater 
conformity with French Republican and socialist ideals, in order to provide an 
alternative to Marxism and other anticlerical labour movements. In 1891, Pope 
Leo XIII called for the Church to adopt a more open involvement in social issues 
in his encyclical Rerum novarum. The opportunity created by this policy led 
liberals within the church in France to hope for an improved relationship between 
the Church and the Republic. As a result, Le Sillon was founded and began 
publication of their journal of the same name. 

In 1905 Sangnier set up a confederation of groups intended as "circles of 
Catholic education", where young priests could discuss religion and society. The 
intention was to create a less hierarchical atmosphere in the church, in which 
ideas emerged from ordinary priests and laity. The organisation met with 
considerable popular enthusiasm with up to 500 000 members in France. At this 
time Le Sillon enjoyed the support of Pope Pius X and the French episcopate. 
However, Church support was short lived. The group was perceived as becoming 
too modernist and Republican. After the 1905 law of separation of church and 
state, the movement was increasingly criticized, particularly because it 
emphasized the authority of ordinary Christians within the Church to the 
exclusion of the Pope and the hierarchy. The organization was dissolved in 
1910.87 

(1899-1944) --- Action Française was a reactionary monarchist, integralist political 
association which arose in France in 1899 under the leadership of Charles 
Maurras. It took shape organizationally in 1905 and existed under this name until 
1944, basing itself on reactionary nationalist circles of the militarist clique and 
aristocracy. In the 1930s it assumed a clearly fascist charater. Under its 
leadership, armed detachments—Les Camelots du Roi (The Kings’s Hawkers) 
were created; they participated in the fascist putsch of February 6, 1934. During 
the German fascist occupation of France (1940-1944) the organization existed 
legally and gave active support to the Petain government’s policy of collaboration 
with the occupiers. After the liberation of France in 1944, it was liquidated. 

87See “Le Sillon,” Wikipedia. 
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However, by 1947 it ws in effect reestablished—monarchist elements are grouped 
around its newspaper Aspects de la France.88 

 
(1904 to present) --- Action Populaire (Popular Action) was established as a French 

social Catholic institution by the Jesuits. Its version of social Catholicism was 
animated by movements such as the Sillon and the review Quinzaine 
(Fortnightly). It proposed to "love the world" (implied, modern) following the 
encyclical Rerum Novarum (1891) which contained the social doctrine of the 
Catholic Church and also the encyclical Au milieu des solicitudes (1892) which 
invited the Catholics of France to join the Republic. Action Populaire continues to 
exist but changed its name in 1961 to the Center for Social Research and Action 
(CERAS). The organization has published a newspaper or magazine since 1908, 
which has gone under a number of names. It is now a bimonthly and titled 
Project. Initially it was called L'Action populaire (Reims and Paris: 1908-1913). 
After World War I it was called Dossiers de l'Action populaire (Paris: Action 
populaire Institute: France, 1920 - 1940). After World War II it was called 
Travaux de action populaire: revue mensuelle [Action populaire Work: Monthly 
Review] or simply Travaux (Paris: Editions Spes, 1945?-1949). After that it was 
Revue de l'Action populaire (Paris: Editions Spes, 1950-1965).89 

 
(1908 to 1936) --- Les Camelots du Roi (The Kings’s Hawkers) was a right-wing youth 

organization of Action Française. It took part in many right-wing demonstrations 
in France in the 1920s and 1930s. It was influenced by Charles Maurras' 
integralism doctrine of nationalism, and was popular between the two World 
Wars. The name of the group means "street-hawkers of the king" and does not 
refer to Camelot; in fact, the “e,” “t,” and “s” of the name are silent. They were 
initially charged with selling in the street the Action française newspaper. They 
made Paris's Latin Quarter their fief. The Camelots were involved in many brawls 
and street-fights against left wing organizations or competing far right 
organizations. They participated in the fascist putsch of February 6, 1934. 

88See  “Action Française,” Wikipedia; and “Action Française,” Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia (3rd Edition, 1970-1979, New York: Macmillan, Inc., The Gale Group, Inc., 
1979), vol. , p. 83. 

89Fr. Gustave Desbuquois, S.J. (1869-1959) and his work in the organization is 
discussed in Parker Moon, “Popular Action,” The Catholic Encyclopedia: Supplement. I, 
Part 1 (ed. Charles Herbermann, New York: The Encyclopedia press, c 1922), pp. 591 – 
593; online at 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=hvd.32044081698888&view=1up&seq=573; Jean-
Marie Mayeur, "Le catholicisme social en France" Le Mouvement Social (October-
December 1977), vol. 17, pp. 117-119; Paul Droulers, Politique sociale et christianisme: 
le Père Desbuquois et l’Action Populaire [Social Policy and Christianity: Father 
Desbuquois and Popular Action] (Paris: Editions Ouvrières, 1969). Among the writings 
of Gustave Desbuquois are: Hope (Notre Dame, Ind.: Fides Publishers, c1965) and 
Charity (Notre Dame, Ind.: Fides Publishers, 1965).  
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The organization included such as Catholic writer Georges Bernanos. 
Henri des Lyons and Jean de Barrau, secretary of the duke of Orléans (1869–
1926), the son of the Orleanist count of Paris (1838–1894) and hence Orleanist 
heir to the throne of France. They pledged to fight against every republican 
regime. In their view the republican spirit disorganized the national defense and 
favored  religious influences hostile to traditional Catholicism.90  

From 1709 until the French Revolution, the Orléans dukes were next in 
the order of succession to the French throne after members of the senior branch of 
the House of Bourbon, descended from Louis XIV. Although Louis XIV's direct 
descendants retained the throne, his brother Philippe's descendants flourished 
until the end of the French monarchy. The Orléanists held the French throne from 
1830 to 1848 and are still pretenders to the French throne today. A Legitimist was 
one who favored the Orléans pretender to the throne. The Bonapartists (House of 
Napoleon) also had a pretender. Napoleon Bonaparte’s putative, nephew 
Napoleon III was elected Emperor in 1852 and reigned until he was defeated in 
war by Germany in 1870.91 

 
(1924 - present) --- Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne (J.O.C.) or Young Christian Workers 

is an international organization founded by Rev. Joseph Cardijn in Belgium as the 
Young Trade Unionists. Its French acronym, J.O.C., gave rise to the widely used 
terms Jocism and Jocist. In 1925, the J.O.C. received Papal approbation, and in 
1926 it spread to France and eventually to 48 countries.92 

 
(1928 - present) --- Opus Dei (Work of God) is an institution of the Catholic Church 

founded in Spain in 1928 by Josemaría Escrivá and approved in 1950 by Pope 
Pius XII. John Paul II made it a personal prelature in 1982 by the apostolic 
constitution Ut sit; that is, the jurisdiction of its own bishop covers the persons in 
Opus Dei wherever they are, rather than geographical dioceses. The organization 
had close ties with the fascist Franco regime in Spain during his rule from 1936 to 
1975.93 

 
(1936-1955) --- Jeunesse de l'Église (“J.E.” Youth of the Church) was a Catholic 

movement founded by the Dominican Maurice Montuclard. Its objective was to 
bring together priests and laity in a form of community life and defense of social 
justice. The movement was influenced by social Christianity and Marxism. The 
scholars Friedrich Herr and Dorothy Hufmans summarized the movement’s 
theology: 

Montuclard is convinced that the progress of the sciences would 
give the "exploited masses" everywhere in the world a right to 
expect that the new "humanity" might be realized beyond brutal 
modern fighting. A tremendous hope stirs within the peoples of all 

90See “King's Camelots,” Wikipedia. 
91See “House of Orléans,” Wikipedia. 
92See “Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne,” Wikipedia. 
93See “Opus Dei,” Wikipedia. 
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continents—especially the sub-proletariat. Montuclard cautions 
that this hope for the erection of an earthly paradise should not be 
condemned by the Church —itself entangled in the legacy of the 
late capitalistic age, with its justified fears of destruction, war, and 
civil wars—as simply an intrinsically secular eschatology and 
utopianism. Montuclard believes firmly that outside the Church, 
and without its visible cooperation, much has already been gained 
in the direction of new social and political experiences, and that it 
is high time for the Church to recognize this advance and help 
support it.94 
The J.E. had a journal of the same name, which is discussed in the 

“Newspapers and Magazines” section of this glossary. The organization was 
condemned by the hierarchy in the 1950s.95 

 
(1930s – present) --- Prêtre Ouvrier (Priest Worker) movement is a missionary initiative 

for priests to minister to the industrial class workers who have become disaffected 
with the church. A worker-priest is "freed from parochial work by his bishop, 
lives only by full-time labor in a factory or other place of work, and is 
indistinguishable in appearance from an ordinary workingman." In the 1940s and 
early 1950s the movement was strongest in France, Belgium and Italy, but they 
could also be found in Germany, Spain Italy, Poland, Canada, Latin America and 
the United States.96 One of the participants was Father Jacques Loew, who began 

94Friedrich Herr and Dorothy Hufmans, “The Priest-workers in France: Origin 
and backgrounds,” Cross Currents, (Spring-Summer, 1954), vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 262-274, at 
p. 268. See also, “Jeunesse de l'Église,” Wikipedia and Thierry Keck, Jeunesse de 
l'Église. 1936-1955: Aux sources de la crise progressiste en France (Youth of the 
Church. 1936-1955: At the source of the progressive crisis in France) (Paris: Karthala: 
2004), 483pp. 

95Friedrich Herr and Dorothy Hufmans, “The Priest-workers in France: Origin 
and backgrounds,” Cross Currents, (Spring-Summer, 1954), vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 262-274, at 
p. 268. More information about Montuclard is noted in Chapter 11. See also, “Jeunesse 
de l'Église,” Wikipedia and Thierry Keck, Jeunesse de l'Église. 1936-1955: Aux sources 
de la crise progressiste en France (Youth of the Church. 1936-1955: At the source of the 
progressive crisis in France) (Paris, Karthala: 2004), 483pp. 

96Gerd-Rainer Horn and Emmanuel Gerard (eds.), in Left Catholicism, 1943-
1955: Catholics and society in Western Europe at the point of liberation, ed. (Leuven: 
Leuven University Press, 2001), has essays on priest-workers in Germany, Italy, Belgium 
and France. Noël Barré and Hugo Carmeliet, “History of the Jesuit Workers’ Mission,” 
Promotio Iustitiae (Rome, Italy: Social Justice and Ecology Secretariat, SJES, General 
Curia of the Society of Jesus, July 2001), no. 75, pp. 49-60, at p. 52 online 
http://www.sjweb.info/sjs/pjold/pj_show.cfm?PubTextID=897; a shortened, paginated  
PDF format is at http://www.sjweb.info/documents/sjs/pj/docs_pdf/PJ_075_ENG.pdf., 
comments on the Spanish apostolate: 

In Spain, marked by the deep wounds of the Civil War and the dictatorship 
of nearly forty years of “national Catholicism,” a good number of priests 
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working in the docks of Marseilles in 1941, had been sent by Dominican Father 
Lebret. In 1944, worker-priest missions were set up in Paris under Bishop 
Emmanuel Suhard, and later in Lyons and Marseille.  

The historian Lewis Allen summarizes the influence of World War II on 
the moement: 

The compulsory labour service drafted into Germany, from 
1942, 800,000 French workers, and the hierarchy conceived the 
notion of priests accompanying them in the same way as chaplains 
accompany the army. The presence of these priests could not be 
concealed from the Germans, and of twenty-five, three died in 
concentration camps or as a result of their detention.  

Their work was a revelation, not only to others but to 
themselves: the 2,000 seminarists and 8,000 militants of Catholic 
Action for whom they were to act as spiritual directors were not 
the only contacts they made. They discovered at first hand the real 
life of the French proletariat, and in the exaggerated condition of 
exile. The way they had done this, sharing totally the life of factory 
workers, indicated to them that the Abbé Godin's Salvation Army 
treatment might suffice for a sub-proletariat but that for the new 
worker proud of his own skill and organization, the approach had 
to be as to an equal. 

In the words of Cardinal Feltin (I953): “The working-class 
world, separated from the Church, has its own history, its 
traditions, its moral values, its spiritual riches and a certain unity 

and religious wanted to live close to the people of the workers’ world, in 
order to make the possibility of being both a worker and a believer in 
Jesus Christ more credible by showing a face of the Church that was 
different from that presented by the institutional Church. They got 
involved in jobs at the bottom of the wage scale, in trade union life and in 
friendships with militant groups. The secrecy required by such activities 
meant that many had to abide by strict rules and painfully forego certain 
things. They had to pay a high price in order to be considered “one of 
them.” 
Fidel Castro in Fidel and religion: Fidel Castro in conversation with Frei Betto 

on Marxism and Liberation theology (New York: Ocean Press, [1991], 2006), p. 181, 
complained about the lack of preist-workers in Cuba: 

The church in Cuba wasn't popular; it wasn't a church of the people, the 
workers, the farmers, the low-income sectors of the population. Here in 
our country, something that was already in vogue and which later became 
common practice in most of the Latin American countries had never been 
applied: that of priests working side-by-side with the villagers and 
workers, priests working in the fields. In our country, where 70% of the 
people lived in the countryside, there weren't any real churches. This is an 
important piece of information: there wasn't a single church in the 
countryside, not a single priest. 
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which forbids it accepting the stranger in its midst who comes to 
teach it. To exert an influence upon it, one must be "naturalized", 
recognized as a member of that world.”97 
Noël Barré in his study of some 150 fellow Jesuits in France between 

1940 and 1980 remarks that besides their maritime, agricultural and industrial 
work, his colleagues engaged in catechetical classes, home-churches, liturgy, and 
counseling.98 Another student student of the mission commented on the 
communist influence in the movement: 

For the worker-priests the trade union was an apprenticeship 
school, training them in “class consciousness” and the full meaning 
of their proletarian existence... Most of the worker-priests and their 
sympathizers were increasingly ready to collaborate with 
Communists because their daily experiences seemed to warrant 
such cooperation. On one level, this commitment was intensified 
by their deep identity with the suffering poor, which grew out of a 
daily sharing of their misery... On another level, the worker-priests 
came to believe that the Communists were more deeply devoted to 
the poor than any other group.99 
The communist infulence was evident in the ministry of the Maryland 

province Jesuit, Walter Ciszek. He and other clergy were transformed by the 
Soviet penal system into a Godsend for the Polish and Lithuanian Catholic 
workers of Siberia.100 

97Louis Allen, “The Desinty of French Catholicism,” Blackfriars (May 1959), 
vol. 40, no. 470, pp. 194-206, at p. 203. 

98Noël Barré, Jésuites et Ouvriers: La mission ouvrière jésuite de 1944 à la fin 
des années 1990 (Paris: Éditions Karthala, 2014). In 1961 Jacques Sommet established 
the Jesuit Letter to Workers’ Mission which documented the strikes, boycotts, 
unemployment, immigration and other battles fought by Jesuit workers. 

99Oscar Arnal, “A Missionary ‘Main Tendue’ [extended hand] toward French 
Communists: The ‘Temoignages’ of the Worker-Priests, 1943-1954,” French Historical 
Studies, (Autumn 1984), vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 529-556, at pp. 542-543. 

100Walter J. Ciszek, With God in Russia: the inspiring classic account of a 
Catholic priest's twenty-three years in Soviet prisons and labor camps (San Fransisco: 
HarperOne, [1964], 2017). Below is an excerpt (ibid., p. 226) in which Ciszek describes 
his ministry during the 1950s: 

I was happy to take charge of the night shift, because it left me free most 
of the day and evening for apostolic activates.  

Occasionally, the girls in the lab would drop into my office to talk 
religion. One night, Tashya, a tiny and lively Russian with chestnut hair combed 
straight back, like the majority of Russian women, came in hesitantly. She had 
heard I was a priest, and she wanted to know if I was Russian. I told her no, I was 
an American. That stumped her; the only priests she had known were Russians, 
and she had no idea, for instance, that Mass could be said in the Latin rite as well 
as in the Oriental rite. 
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Whenever Tashya talked to me about this, she would leave the room if 
anyone else came in, then catch me again when I was along. This began to pique 
my curiosity, and I thought she must be leading up to something. Finally, one 
night she came out with it. “I want you,” she said, “to sing a Panikhida (Requiem) 
for my husband.”  It was my turn to be surprised. “You were married?” I said. 
“Yes,” she said, “My husband died almost exactly a year ago, and I want you to 
sing a Panikhida on the anniversary of his death.” Then she told me the whole 
story. 

Her husband had worked in the factory at BOF, grinding ore. One day his 
machine had developed some trouble; he tried to save time by repairing it while it 
was running. He slipped and fell into the jaws of the machine. He was ground up 
and mashed into the ore and had to be buried that way. It was a gruesome story, 
and rather sad, for he and Tashya had been married only three months. I agreed to 
sing the Panikhida, then Tashya asked me to baptize her little boy, too. That 
evening I walked home with her, sang the Panikhida with her father and mother 
present, and made arrangements to baptize the boy on Sunday. 

That is a big occasion for a Russian family, so the house was full of 
guests. In the Oriental rite, baptism is by triple immersion; the whole ceremony 
takes almost forty minutes, and at the end of the baptismal ceremony, 
confirmation is given. After the ceremony, many of the guests came up to ask me 
to baptize their children. That was the way my work grew, and the process was 
unending. 

Another evening, while I was filing some batches of test results, Ninja 
came quietly into the office and waited for me to look up. She was a pretty young 
girl, a member of the Komsomol and married to a Party man. “Can I ask you a few 
questions?” she said, “Of course,” I said. She hesitated. “Are you a priest?” 
“Yes,” I said. “No fooling?” she pleaded. I laughed.  

Ninja fell silent for a moment, then she said, “I’ve been reading a Bible 
that I borrow now and then from an old woman I visit, and there are a lot of things 
in it I don’t understand. But it says that everybody, in order to be saved, must be 
baptized. Do you know how to do it?” I smiled. “Of course,” I said. “Could you 
baptize me?” I was a little startled at that. “Now who’s fooling?” I said. “It’s not 
quite so easy; we’ll have to see.” 

Just then someone came down the corridor and Ninja ducked out. As a 
Komsomol, she didn’t want to be caught talking to a priest about religion. She 
came back later and began immediately by asking, “When can I be baptized?” I 
had to smile at her anxiety, but I said, “Well, when I find out what you know 
about God, about Baptism, about salvation, and a lot of other things. Also, I have 
to make sure how sincere you are.” She was so eager, however, that I told her to 
read several passages in the Bible and made arrangements to meet her regularly so 
she could begin instructions. 

Working with Ninja, night after night, I could actually sense the grace of 
God at work—in her sincerity, in her enthusiasm, and in the change which had 
come over her. Now she not only wanted to be baptized herself, but she wanted 
her three children baptized as well. Her husband, however, would be against it, 
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she knew; he was a sincere Party man. But she begged me to do it anyway, and 
promised that she would bring up the children in the Faith. 

Finally, when her husband was called away to Moscow for a meeting of 
the Party, Ninja pleaded with me not to put it off any longer. I couldn’t refuse. 
Her mother was there, and the old woman who had been the cause of it all by 
lending Ninja her bible. In fact, she was the sponsor for the whole family. I never 
in my life experienced such devotion. I could almost feel the Holy Spirit flowing 
in the waters as I baptized Ninja; her reaction moved me deeply. Then I baptized 
the children and gave them all little aluminum crucifixes I’d gotten from Viktor. 
After that, we had a party. 

A week later, when Ninja’s husband returned, the little boy let the cat out 
of the bag. He told his father all about the party, and showed him the “present” I’d 
given him—the little crucifix. The father was no fool. He suspected immediately 
what had happened and he was furious. He threatened to have the priest who had 
done it arrested. Eventually, though, the storm blew over; he even allowed Ninja 
to bring up the children in the Faith. 

He wasn’t the only one. I remember another Party man in Norilsk who 
told his wife, as he boarded a train for a Party meeting in Moscow, that when he 
returned he had better find his baby baptized or there would be trouble in the 
house. Another high-ranking official in the city, who used to give thunderous 
public speeches denouncing religion, considered it a distinct honor to be the 
godfather of his sister’s child the day I baptized the boy. 
As a priest worker, Ciszek belonged to his “communist” trade union. He 

explained (ibid., pp. 228-229) that he joined the organization because of its benefits, 
which included its role in moral education: 

For small monthly dues, one ruble per 100 rubles of salary, I 
received the following privileges: sick benefits, including free medical 
treatment, and 60 percent of my salary while I was laid off; the first choice 
of sanitariums and rest homes if I needed extended treatment and for these 
items I paid only one-third the normal cost; first consideration given to 
any application for a new job, or for transfer to a better paying job when it 
became available. 

On the other hand the union became all-encompassing. Not only 
are questions of work and working conditions raised at the meetings, but 
the members’ private lives and their shortcomings are also freely 
discussed. At one of the union meetings, for instance, a young couple was 
called up to explain their marital problems. Both of them were Komsomol 
leaders and, therefore, supposedly outstanding Party members. They 
seemed an ideal and happy couple, but the husband wanted to divorce his 
wife because they had no children. 

Since most of the workers at BOP were women, the poor husband didn’t 
stand a chance. He was shelled from all sides: “Is this any example for a 
Komsomol leader to be showing the youth?” “She was good enough for you when 
you married her, but now you’re getting tired of her, is that it?” “What about the 
new Soviet code for family life, even if there are no children?” The situation was 
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In the 1950s, the movement came under attack from the Vatican due to its 
left-wing politics. The priests joined unions and helped in campaigns for 
improved pay and conditions. This resulted in the factory owners complaining to 
the hierarchy that the priests were being divisive by supporting the unions. The 
French bishops told the priests to return their parishes. Some remained in the 
worker mission and in 1963, priests were again officially allowed to work in the 
industrial missions.101 

 
(1940 – Present) --- The Taizé Community is an ecumenical Christian monastic 

fraternity in Taizé, Burgundy, France. It is just north Cluny, the site of the 
historically influential Christian monastic foundation. Taizé is composed of about 
one hundred brothers, from Catholic and Protestant traditions, who originate from 
about thirty countries across the world. It was founded in 1940 by Brother Roger 
Schütz (1915–2005), a Reformed Protestant. He purchased a small house that 
eventually became the home of the Taizé Community. Only a few miles south of 
the demarcation line that separated Vichy France and the Zone occupée, the home 
became a sanctuary to war refugees seeking shelter. In November 1942 he had to 
flee to his native country, Switzerland and returned in the autumn of 1944, when 
France was liberated.  

Guidelines for the community’s life were set forth in The Rule of Taizé 
written by Brother Roger and first published in French in 1954. Brother Roger 
received the Catholic sacrament of the Eucharist at the Catholic Mass celebrated 
every morning in his monastery. In addition, he received the sacrament from both 
Pope John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI, seemingly in contravention of 
canonical prohibitions reserving the sacrament exclusively to those in full 
communion with the Catholic Church. Though, according to Cardinal Walter 
Kasper, this was accomplished as though there was a tacit understanding between 
Brother Roger and the Catholic Church "crossing certain confessional" and 
canonical barriers through what Brother Roger called a gradual enrichment of his 
faith with the foundations of the Catholic Church including "the ministry of unity 
exercised by the bishop of Rome." Brother Roger thus appeared to have 
undertaken a step without precedent since the Protestant Reformation: entering 
progressively into full communion with the faith of the Catholic Church possibly 
without a formal "conversion" that would imply a break with his origins. 

The Taizé community is a site of Christian pilgrimage, with a focus on 
youth. About 100,000 young people from around the world make pilgrimages 
there each year for prayer, Bible study, sharing, and communal work. Through the 
community's ecumenical outlook, they are encouraged to live in the spirit of 
kindness, simplicity and reconciliation. The community's church, the Church of 
Reconciliation, was inaugurated in 1962. It was designed by a Taizé member and 
architect, Brother Denis. Young Germans from Action Reconciliation Service for 
Peace, created for reconciliation after World War II, assumed the work of 

almost laughable, but the fact that the union had such a control over its members 
wasn’t funny at all.100 
101See “Worker-priest movement,” Wikipedia. 
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building it. Owing to the founder's commitment, since its inception the 
community has evolved into a site for Catholic–Lutheran ecumenism. A Catholic, 
Brother Alois, succeeded as prior after Roger’s death in 2005.102 

 
(1941 – 2007) --- Économie et humanisme (E&H, Economy and Humanism) was a 

French association of Catholic origin, founded in 1941 by the Dominican priest 
Louis-Joseph Lebret (1897-1966) in Marseille. It moved to the Lyon suburbs in 
1943. It developed a concept of human economy and had a newspaper of the same 
name. The group established contacts, which were later criticized, with the Vichy 
regime, attracted by the place given in its ideology to the "community". Its 
members participated in the Journées du Mont-Dore, which brought together, 
under the aegis of Marshal Pétain a good part of the movements which had 
emerged since 1940 to give an ideological framework and practical content to the 
National Revolution and which constituted an exemplary illustration of the main 
themes of the "community movement". It joined the work of activists from the 
Uriage Executive School and the Boimondau working community.  

At the Liberation, E&H drew closer to the Christian democratic 
formations and temporarily to Marxism, as in the case of Henri Desroche (1914 – 
1994), who had entered the Dominican order in 1934. After being drafted into 
military duty in 1939-40, he resumed his studies in the history of philosophy. In 
1942, he met Louis Joseph Lebret through E&H, where he learned about the 
Boimondau communauté de travail (“community of work”) and was introduced to 
the world of cooperatives. At the time, he was a member of the Mission Ouvrière 
Dominicaine (Dominican Workers’ Mission). His publication of the Signification 
de marxisme (The Meaning of Marxism) (Paris: Éditions Ouvrières) in 1949 
resulted in his forced resignation from E&H. By then the organization had moved 
away from Marxism. Soon after Desroche left the Dominican order. He was a 
founder of the Bulletin d’informations et de recherches (1950) and later as a co-
founder of La Quinzaine, he became one of the leading forces in the progressive 
Christian movement. He was more interested in the way Marxism and Christianity 
could complement each other than in their conflicts.103 

 
(1950 - present) --- A.C.O., Action Catholique Ouvrière (Catholic Worker Action). This 

organization grew out of the Christian Workers League (L.O.C.) established in 
1935 from groups of Elders of the J.O.C.104 

 
Battles and Wars 

 
(1831, 1834 and 1848) --- The Canut revolts were major revolts by Lyonnais silk 

workers (canuts) and among the first well-defined worker uprisings of the period 
known as the Industrial Revolution. The First Canut revolt in 1831 was provoked 
by a bad economy and a resultant drop in silk prices, which caused a drop in 

102See “Taizé Community,” Wikipedia. 
103See “Économie et humanisme,” Wikipedia and “Henri Desroche,” Wikipedia. 
104See “Action catholique ouvrière,” Wikipedia. 
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workers' wages. In an effort to maintain their standard of living, the workers tried 
to see a minimum price imposed on silk. The refusal of the manufacturers to pay 
this price infuriated the workers, who went into open revolt. They seized the 
arsenal and repulsed the local national guard and military in a bloody battle, 
which left the insurgents in control of the town. The government sent Marshal 
Jean-de-Dieu Soult, a veteran of the Napoleonic Wars, at the head of an army of 
20,000 to restore order. Soult was able to retake the town without any bloodshed, 
and without making any compromises with the workers. Though some workers 
were arrested, all were eventually acquitted. The revolt ended, with the minimum 
price abolished and with the workers no better off. 

The Second Canut revolt in 1834 occurred in a prosperous economy that 
had caused a surge in workers' wages. Owners saw these wages as too high, so 
they attempted to impose a wage decrease. This combined with laws that 
oppressed Republican groups caused the workers to rebel. The government 
crushed the rebellion in a bloody battle and deported or imprisoned 10,000 
insurgents. A third insurrection occurred in 1848. Although it was as violent and 
was motivated by almost identical worker exploitation, 1848 was a year of 
revolution all over Europe and it did not acquire the same renown as that of 1831. 
Indeed, the revolt of 1831 encouraged many other worker revolts of the 19th 
century.105 

 
(June 23 to 26, 1848) --- The June Days uprising  (les journées de Juin) was an uprising 

staged by French workers. It was in response to plans to close the National 
Workshops, created by the Second Republic in order to provide work and a source 
of income for the unemployed, albeit with pay just enough to survive. The 
Workshops had been established in February 1848 when a group of armed 
workers interrupted a session of the provisional government to demand "the 
organization of labor" and "the right to work". The provisional government under 
the influence Louis Blanc passed a decree guaranteeing government-funded jobs.  

All went well while the number of the unemployed was less than 6,000, 
but as soon as that number was exceeded, the workmen of each arrondissement, 
after having visited all the open works in succession without result, returned to 
their mayor’s offices discontented. In June 1848, the Workshops were closed 
down, leading to the June Days uprising. The National Guard, led by General 
Louis Eugène Cavaignac, was called out to quell the rebellion. Things did not go 
peacefully and over 10,000 people were either killed or injured, while 4,000 
insurgents were deported to Algeria. This marked the end of the hopes of a 
"Democratic and Social Republic" (République démocratique et sociale) and the 
victory of the liberals over the Radical Republicans.106 

 
(September 1 to 2, 1870) --- The Battle of Sedan was fought during the Franco-Prussian 

War. It resulted in the capture of Emperor Napoleon III and large numbers of his 
troops and for all intents and purposes decided the war in favour of Prussia and its 

105See “The Canut revolts,” Wikipecia. 
106See “June Days uprising,” Wikipedia. 
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allies, though fighting continued under a new French government. More 
specifically, the 130,000 strong French Army of Châlons, commanded by Marshal 
Patrice de MacMahon and accompanied by Napoleon III, was attempting to lift 
the Siege of Metz, only to be caught by the Prussian Fourth Army and encircled at 
Sedan in a gigantic battle of annihilation. Marshal MacMahon was wounded and 
with all breakout attempts defeated, the French capitulated with 104,000 men 
passing into German captivity.107 

 
(March 18 to May 28, 1871) --- The Paris Commune  (La Commune de Paris, IPA) was 

a socialist and revolutionary government that ruled Paris. The Franco-Prussian 
War had led to the capture of Emperor Napoleon III in September 1870, the 
collapse of the Second French Empire, and the beginning of the Third Republic. 
Because Paris was under siege for four months, the Third Republic moved its 
capital to Tours. A hotbed of working-class radicalism, Paris was primarily 
defended during this time by the often politicised and radical troops of the 
National Guard rather than regular Army troops. Paris surrendered to the 
Prussians on January 28, 1871, and in February Adolphe Thiers, the new chief 
executive of the French national government, signed an armistice with Prussia 
that disarmed the Army but not the National Guard.  

On March 18, soldiers of the Commune's National Guard killed two 
French army generals, and the Commune refused to accept the authority of the 
French government. The Commune governed Paris for two months, until it was 
suppressed by the regular French Army during the Bloody Week (La semaine 
sanglante) beginning on May 21, 1871. Debates over the policies and outcome of 
the Commune had significant influence on the ideas of Karl Marx, who described 
it as an example of the "dictatorship of the proletariat".108 

 
(July 28, 1914 to November 11, 1918) --- World War I led to the mobilisation of more 

than 70 million military personnel, making it one of the largest wars in history. 
There were an estimated nine million combatants and seven million civilian 
deaths. The German strategy was for a war on two fronts against France and 
Russia. The first step was to rapidly concentrate the bulk of its army in the West 
to defeat France within six weeks, then shift forces to the East before Russia 
could fully mobilise; this was later known as the Schlieffen Plan. 

On August 2, 1914 Germany demanded free passage through Belgium, an 
essential element in achieving a quick victory over France. When this was 
refused, German forces invaded Belgium on August 3 and declared war on France 
the same day; the Belgian government invoked the 1839 Treaty of London and in 
compliance with its obligations under this, Britain declared war on Germany on 
August 4. In November 1914, the Ottoman Empire entered the war on the side of 
the Central Powers. 

The Germans conquered most of Belgium, including Charleroi, in August 
1914 in the Battle of the Frontiers, which was a series of battles fought along the 

107See “Battle of Sedan,” Wikipédia. 
108See “Paris Commune,” Wikipedia. 
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eastern frontier of France and in southern Belgium. The battles resolved the 
military strategies of the French Chief of Staff General Joseph Joffre with Plan 
XVII and an offensive interpretation of the German Aufmarsch II deployment 
plan. The German concentration on the right (northern) flank, to wheel through 
Belgium and attack the French in the rear, was delayed by the movement of 
French Fifth Army (General Charles Lanrezac) towards the north-west to 
intercept them and the presence of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) on his 
left flank. The Franco-British troops were driven back by the Germans, who were 
able to invade northern France. French and British rearguard actions delayed the 
German advance, allowing the French time to transfer forces on the eastern 
frontier to the west to defend Paris, resulting in the First Battle of the Marne, 
which halted the German advance and resulted in a stalemate for the next three 
year.  

The Battle of Charleroi, as part of the Battle of the Frontiers, involved 
heavy fighting due to the city's strategic location on the Sambre River. The 
French were defeated, but their Fifth Army’s retreat after the battle, arguably 
saved the French army from decisive defeat, as it prevented the much sought 
envelopment of the Schlieffen plan. The French were pushed to within miles of 
Paris. Charleroi was saved from total destruction by a treaty with the German 
forces which  required the payment of 10 million Belgian Francs, foodstuffs, 
vehicles and armaments.109 

 
(September 3, 1939 - June 21, 1940) --- Battle of France or Fall of France On September 

3, 1939 France declared war on Germany, following the invasion of its ally 
Poland. This led to the Battle of France. In early September 1939, France 
launched the Saar Offensive, which stalled. Then followed the Phony War until 
May 10, 1940 when Germany invaded France and the Low Countries. By June 21, 
1940 or six weeks later the German forces with their mobile operations had 
conquered France, Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands, bringing land 
operations on the Western Front to an end until the Normandy landings on June 6, 
1944.110 

 
(June 10–25, 1940) --- Battle of the Alps. On June 10, 1940 Italy’s leader, Benito 

Mussolini, declared war on France and Great Britain, after the Germans occupied 
Paris.It was the first major Italian engagement of World War II and the last major 
engagement of the Battle of France. The Italian entry widened the war’s scope 
considerably in Africa and the Mediterranean Sea. Italy’s goal was the elimination 
of Anglo-French domination in the Mediterranean, the reclamation of historically 
Italian territory (Italia irredenta) and the expansion of Italian influence over the 
Balkans and in Africa. France and Britain tried during the 1930s to draw 
Mussolini away from an alliance with Germany but the rapid German successes 
from 1938 to 1940 made Italian intervention on the German side preferable by 
May 1940.  

109See “Battle of Charleroi,” Wikipedia. 
110See “Battle of France,” Wikipedia. 
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Italy and France exchanged air raids on the first day of war, but little 
transpired on the Alpine front, since France and Italy had defensive strategies. On 
June 17, France announced that it would seek an armistice with Germany. On 
June 21, with a Franco-German armistice about to be signed, the Italians launched 
a general offensive along the Alpine front, the main attack coming in the northern 
sector and a secondary advance along the coast. The Italians penetrated a few 
miles into French territory against strong resistance but stalled before its primary 
objectives could be attained, the coastal town of Menton being the most 
significant conquest. 

On the evening of June 24, an armistice was signed at Rome. It came into 
effect at the same time as the armistice with Germany. Italy was allowed to 
occupy the territory it had captured in the brief fighting, a demilitarised zone was 
created on the French side of the border, Italian economic control was extended 
into south-east France up to the Rhône and Italy obtained certain rights and 
concessions in certain French colonies. An armistice control commission, the 
Commissione Italiana d'Armistizio con la Francia (CIAF), was set up in Turin to 
oversee French compliance. Between August 1944 and May 1945, French forces 
again faced Italian troops along the Alpine frontier. The French managed to 
reoccupy all the lost territory in the Second Battle of the Alps (April–May 
1945).111 

 
(July 3, 1940) --- The Battle of Mers-el-Kébir was part of Operation Catapult, a British 

naval attack on French Navy ships at the naval base at Mers El Kébir on the coast 
of French Algeria. The bombardment killed 1,297 French servicemen, sank a 
battleship and damaged five other ships for a British loss of five aircraft shot 
down and two crewmen killed. The attack by air and sea was conducted by the 
Royal Navy after France had signed armistices with Germany and Italy that came 
into effect on June 25. Of particular significance to the British were the seven 
battleships which the British War Cabinet feared would fall into Axis hands.112 

 
(1954 to 1962) --- Algerian War, also known as the Algerian War of Independence or 

the Algerian Revolution was fought between France and the Algerian National 
Liberation Front (Front de Libération Nationale – F.L.N.) which led to Algeria 
winning its independence from France. An important decolonization war, it was a 
complex conflict characterized by guerrilla warfare, maquis fighting, and the use 
of torture. The conflict also became a civil war between the different communities 
and within the communities. The war took place mainly on the territory of 
Algeria, with repercussions in metropolitan France.  

Effectively started by members of the F.L.N. on November 1, 1954, 
during the Toussaint Rouge ("Red All Saints' Day"), the conflict led to serious 
political crises in France, causing the fall of the Fourth French Republic (1946–
58) replaced by the Fifth Republic with a strengthened Presidency. The brutality 
of the methods employed by the French forces failed to win hearts and minds in 

111See “Italian invasion of France,” Wikipedia. 
112See “Battle of Mers-el-Kébir,” Wikipedia. 
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Algeria, alienated support in metropolitan France and discredited French prestige 
abroad. As the war dragged on, the French public slowly turned against it and 
many of France's key allies, including the United States, switched from 
supporting France to abstaining in the U.N. debate on Algeria.  

After major demonstrations in Algiers and several other cities in favor of 
independence in 1960 and a United Nations resolution recognizing the right to 
independence, Charles de Gaulle, the first President of the Fifth Republic, decided 
to open a series of negotiations with the F.L.N. These concluded with the signing 
of the Évian Accords in March 1962. A referendum took place in April 1962 and 
the French electorate approved the Évian Accords. The final result was 91% in 
favor of the ratification of this agreement and in July, the Accords were subject to 
a second referendum in Algeria, where 99.72% voted for independence and just 
0.28% against.  

The planned French withdrawal led to a state crisis. This included various 
assassination attempts on de Gaulle as well as some attempts at military coups. 
Most of the former were carried out by the Organisation armée secrète (O.A.S.), 
an underground organization formed mainly from French military personnel 
supporting a French Algeria, which committed a large number of bombings and 
murders both in Algeria and in the homeland to stop the planned independence.  

Upon independence in 1962, 900,000 European-Algerians (Pieds-noirs) 
fled to France within a few months in fear of the F.L.N.'s revenge. The French 
government was totally unprepared for the vast number of refugees, which caused 
turmoil in France. The majority of Algerian Muslims who had worked for the 
French were disarmed and left behind as the treaty between French and Algerian 
authorities declared that no actions could be taken against them. However, the 
Harkis in particular, having served as auxiliaries with the French army, were 
regarded as traitors and many were murdered by the F.L.N. or by lynch-mobs, 
often after being abducted and tortured. About 90,000 managed to flee to France, 
some with help from their French officers acting against orders, and as of 2016 
they and their descendants form a significant part of the Algerian-French 
population.113 

Concerning the Algerian War, Boulier in Chapter 11 mentions with 
admiration Jacques de Bollardière (1907–1986). He was a French Army general, 
famous for his non-violent positions during the 1960s. He was born into a family 
with a tradition of military service, particularly in the French colonial empire: he 
was part of the fourth generation of his family to enlist, alongside his brother, who 
was killed in the Rif War after their father had moved the family to Morocco in 
1916. In 1927, Jacques enrolled at the Military Academy of Saint-Cyr; he 
graduated in 1930 and due to insubordination, it was only with the rank of 
sergeant. (Saint-Cyr cadets normally graduate as commissioned officers, with the 
rank of sous-lieutenant). He disliked the authoritarianism he encountered at Saint-
Cyr: he later considered this attitude to be key to his decision to join the French 
Resistance whilst many of his former classmates served Vichy France. He was 
quickly promoted to sous-lieutenant and to lieutenant in 1932. 

113See “Algerian War,” Wikipedia. See “Battle of Mers-el-Kébir,” Wikipedia. 
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Bollardière joined the French Foreign Legion in February 1935 and was 
posted to Algeria until 1940. He took part in the Battles of Narvik and seeing the 
debacle of the French armies, he crossed the Channel on a fishing boat and was 
among the first to join Charles de Gaulle. The Vichy regime sentenced him to 
death. During the war he fought in Gabon, Eritrea, Massawa and Damascus. In 
April 1944 he was was parachuted in France to take a command of the maquis in 
Ardennes (Maquis des Manises). Later parachuted into Holland, subsequently 
making his way to Germany following their defeat in 1945. 

Bollardière was in command of a paratrooper demi-brigade at the outbreak 
of the First Indochina War. He took part in commando actions in Laos, Cambodia 
and Tonkin. He subsequently said that having initially understood the Indochina 
War as an action to restore legitimate French rule in the area after the Japanese 
occupation, he came to draw parallels between the anti-colonialist forces he was 
fighting against and the maquis group he led during the Second World War. 

At the outbreak of the Algerian War, in July 1956, Bollardière was put in 
command of two brigades in the Algerian Atlas Mountains. He was promoted to 
général de brigade in December, becoming the youngest general of the French 
army of the time. His philosophy of "pacification" was significantly different 
from that of the violent counterinsurgency strategy used by the bulk of French 
forces, instead attempting to built relationships between the Pied-Noirs and the 
Arab-Berber population, eschewing racial profiling of indigenous people, and 
initiating work projects to benefit the local community. This distinct approach 
was noticed by opposing forces: Mohammed Lebjaoui, a member of the National 
Council of the Algerian Revolution, later said that for him and other leaders in the 
National Liberation Front, "General de Bollardière always represented in the 
fight, as an enemy, the honor of the French uniform and flag. He was the only 
general in the French army in Algeria who compelled and deserved our respect". 

In opposition to government policy regarding usage of torture among 
French units, after the escalation in the violation of human rights during the Battle 
of Algiers, Bollardière requested to be relieved of command, and returned to 
France in January 1957. He was sentenced to 60 days of fortress arrest at La 
Courneuve for "bringing the army into disrepute" by publicly supporting 
L'Express editor Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber's coverage of the war. The only 
military officer to support him was captain Pierre Dabezies (1925–2002), a left-
wing Gaullist who would later lead the 11e Choc elite troop and get close to the 
socialist Jean-Pierre Chevènement. Bollardière was later assigned to French 
Equatorial Africa and Germany. 

After his withdrawal from active service, Bollardière joined naval 
construction firm. He became disillusioned after witnessing the alienation of 
workers' labour, noting that whilst hierarchies in the army had not presented a 
barrier to good relationships between men of different ranks, in the industrial 
workplace relations between workers and management were characterised by 
class conflict. He was driven to study this topic, drawing on Catholic social 
teaching to consider how this could be remedied. However, despite attempts at 
reforming workplace relations, he left after two and a half years, convinced that 
the industrial environment was inherently dehumanising. He became a pacifist 
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after a talk by the writer Jean-Marie Muller in 1970. He subsequently co-founded 
the Movement for a Non-Violent Alternative, an organisation promoting the 
principles of non-violence. He was also president of the association Logement et 
Promotion Sociale between 1968 and 1978, focusing on public housing with a 
particular concentration on immigrants from southern Europe and Africa. 

In 1973, Bollardière was arrested by the French Navy during protests 
against nuclear trials in Mururoa, along with journalist Brice Lalonde, priest Jean 
Toulat and Jean-Marie Muller. The Council of Ministers, then headed by Georges 
Pompidou, removed him from the army as a disciplinary measure and gave him a 
pension - up to this point, he had still formally been a general, albeit not serving. 
The group responded to their detention by going on hunger strike: after five days, 
Bollardière started suffering from hypertension and was moved to hospital for 
treatment. Following the incident he returned his Legion of Honour to the French 
government in protest. He was also a supporter of the successful Fight for the 
Larzac, which protested against the expansion of a French army camp on the 
Larzac plateau, a project which was cancelled by François Mitterrand when he 
was elected President of France in 1981.114 

Also in Chapter 11, Boulier mentions another general. Jacques Émile 
Massu (1908 –2002) was a French general who fought in World War II, the First 
Indochina War, the Algerian War and the Suez crisis. He led French troops in the 
Battle of Algiers, first supporting and later denouncing their use of torture. 

He was serving in Africa when World War II broke out, and joined the 
Free French Forces. He took part in the battle of Fezzan with the armoured troops 
of General Leclerc. In 1941, he was in charge of the bataillon de marche du 
Tchad and served until the end of the war. In September 1945, he landed in 
Saigon and took part in the retaking of the city and of the South of Indochina. 

A brigadier general in June 1955, his division was sent to Algeria in 
response to a wave of armed attacks coordinated by Algerian F.L.N. He helped 
win the Battle of Algiers in 1957, during which French forces were able to 
identify and arrest the leadership of the F.L.N. in Algiers through the successful 
application of coercive methods of interrogation and outright torture on members 
of subordinate cells. In July 1958, he was promoted to général de division and 
took the head of the army corps of Algiers, as well as functions of prefect for the 
region of Algiers. 

The Algiers putsch of 1958 began when the current government suggested 
that it would negotiate with the F.L.N., bringing the instability and ineffectiveness 
of the Fourth Republic to a head. On May 13 right-wing elements seized power in 
Algiers and called for a Government of Public Safety under General de Gaulle. 
Massu became chairman of the Public Safety Committee and one of the leaders of 
the revolt. The putschists threatened to conduct an assault on Paris, involving 
paratroopers and armoured forces based at Rambouillet, unless Charles de Gaulle 
was placed in charge of the Republic. De Gaulle did so under the precondition 
that a new constitution would be introduced creating a powerful presidency in 

114See “Jacques Bollardière,” Wikipedia. 
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which a sole executive, the first of which was to be de Gaulle, ruled for seven-
year periods. These changes were introduced and the Fifth Republic was born. 

In January 1960, Massu gave an interview in which he declared that the 
Army had the power and encouraged settlers to constitute paramilitary 
organizations which would be provided with weapons. As a result he was fired. 
Later he attempted to obtain an amnesty for French soldiers involved in the 
Organisation armée secrete who had opposed Algerian independence and 
attempted to assassinate de Gaulle on several occasions. In 2000 Louisette 
Ighilahriz, a woman who had been a member of the F.L.N., accused Massu and 
Marcel Bigeard in an interview published in Le Monde newspaper of being 
present when she was tortured and raped by the French Army at a military prison 
in 1957. Ighilahriz had come forward with her story as she wanted to thank one 
"Richaud", an Army doctor at the prison, for saving her life, saying that Dr. 
Richaud was a most kindly man who always treated her injuries. In response, 
Massu told Le Monde that "torture had been part of a certain ambience in Algiers 
in 1957". Massu denied being present when Ighilahriz had been tortured and 
raped, saying he could not remember her, but expressed "regret" that the paras had 
engaged in torture and used rape as an interrogation tool, saying that there were 
things that had happened that he had wished had never happened in Algeria. 
Bigeard by contrast called Ighilahriz's story a "tissue of lies" designed to "destroy 
all that is decent in France", going on to say this "Richaud" had never existed. 
Bigeard was contradicted by Massu, who confirmed the existence of "Richaud", 
saying that Ighilahriz was referring to Dr. François Richaud who had been the 
doctor stationed at the prison in 1957.115 

 
 

Church Matters 
 

 
(100 A.D.) --- The Didache (Greek: "Teaching"), also known as The Lord's Teaching 

Through the Twelve Apostles to the Nations, is a brief anonymous early Christian 
treatise written in Koine Greek, dated by modern scholars to the first century. The 
first line of this treatise is "The teaching of the Lord to the Gentiles (or Nations) 
by the twelve apostles". 

The text, parts of which constitute the oldest extant written catechism, has 
three main sections dealing with Christian ethics, rituals such as baptism and 
Eucharist, and Church organization. The opening chapters describe the virtuous 
Way of Life and the wicked Way of Death. The Lord's Prayer is included in full. 
Baptism is by immersion, or by affusion if immersion is not practical. Fasting is 
ordered for Wednesdays and Fridays. Two primitive Eucharistic prayers are 
given. Church organization was at an early stage of development. Itinerant 
apostles and prophets are important, serving as "chief priests" and possibly 
celebrating the Eucharist. Meanwhile, local bishops and deacons also have 
authority and seem to be taking the place of the itinerant ministry. 

115See “Jacques Émile Massu,” Wikipedia. 
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The Soviet historians Iakov Lentsman and Abram Ranovich discuss both 
the egalitarian nature of the Christian community and the transition away from 
this, as reflected in the Didache. The traveling Christian prophets, rabbis and 
apostles of early Christianity are shown as being replaced by professional priests 
and bishops.116 

The Didache is considered the first example of the genre of Church 
Orders. The Didache reveals how Jewish Christians saw themselves and how they 
adapted their practice for Gentile Christians. The Didache is similar in several 
ways to the Gospel of Matthew, perhaps because both texts originated in similar 
communities. The opening chapters, which also appear in other early Christian 
texts, are likely derived from an earlier Jewish source.  

The Didache is considered part of the group of second-generation 
Christian writings known as the Apostolic Fathers. The work was considered by 
some Church Fathers to be a part of the New Testament, while being rejected by 
others as spurious or non-canonical, In the end, it was not accepted into the New 
Testament canon. However, the Ethiopian Orthodox Church "broader canon" 
includes the Didascalia, a work which draws on the Didache.  

Lost for centuries, a Greek manuscript of the Didache was rediscovered in 
1873 by Philotheos Bryennios, Metropolitan of Nicomedia, in the Codex 
Hierosolymitanus. A Latin version of the first five chapters was discovered in 
1900 by J. Schlecht.117 

Didache 4:8. Boulier’s Didache citation is from Chapter 4, verse 8, which 
is part of the first section (Chapters 1–6) or ethics section of the three-section 
document. The first section, called The Two Ways begins: "There are two ways, 
one of life and one of death, and there is a great difference between these two 
ways." The Two Ways material was intended as a summary of basic instruction 
about the Christian life to be taught to those who were preparing for baptism and 
church membership. In its present form it represents the Christianization of a 
common Jewish form of moral instruction. 

The operative word in the text for Boulier is “Koinônôi” (κοινωνοί) which 
translates as common or shared.118 The Greek version of Didache 4.8 is: 

8. οὐκ ἀποστραφήσῃ τὸν ἐνδεόμενον, συγκοινωνήσεις δὲ πάντα τῷ 
ἀδελφῷ σοῦ καὶ οὐκ ἐρεῖς ἴδια εἶναι· εἰ γὰρ ἐν τῷ ἀθανάτῳ 
κοινωνοί ἐστε, πόσῳ μᾶλλον ἐν τοῖς θνητοῖς.119 

116See Iakov Lentsman, Proiskhozhdenie khristianstva [Origins of Christianity] 
(Moscow: Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1958), pp. 164-167, 222-223; Iakov Lentsman, 
Sravnivaia Evangeliia [Comparative Gospels] (Moscow: Isd-vo Polit. Lit-ry, 1967). p. 
177; and Abram Ranovich, O rannem khristianstve [Concerning early Christianity] 
(Moscow: Izd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1959), p. 60. 

117See “Didache,” Wikipedia. 
118The usages of this word are given in “κοινός,” Wiktionary, online at 

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%BA%CE%BF%CE%B9%CE%BD%CF%8C%CF
%82; and in more detail in Henry Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940), online at 
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.04.0057.  
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The transliteration is: 
8. ouk apostraphḗsēͅ tòn endeómenon, sunkoinōnḗseis dè pánta tō̃ͅ 
adelphō̃ͅ soũ kaì ouk ereĩs ídia eĩnai; ei gàr en tō̃ͅ athanátōͅ koinōnoí 
este, pósōͅ mãllon en toĩs thnētoĩs?  

Below are various English translations of Didache 8.4: 
8. Never turn away those in need, but always share all 

things with your brother, and never say that your possessions 
exclusively your own, because if you share in eternal things, how 
much more in things that are temporary! (Ivan Lewis, 1998, online 
at http://ivanlewis.com/Didache/didache.html).  

8. You will not turn away the one who is needy, but you 
will share all things together with your brother, and you will not 
claim them to be your own things. For if you are partners in what 
is immortal, how much more are you partners in what is mortal? 
(Roswell D. Hitchcock, 1884, online at https://reluctant-
messenger.com/didache.htm.) 

8. You shall not turn away from him who is actually in 
need, but share with your brother in all things and not say things 
are your own, for if you are partners in what is imperishable, how 
much more so in perishable things? (Ben H. Swett, 1998, online at 
http://bswett.com/1998-01Didache.html.) 

 
 
(1000s – present) --- The Roman Curia comprises the administrative institutions of the 

Holy See and the central body through which the affairs of the Catholic Church 
are conducted. It acts in the Pope's name and with his authority for the good and 
for the service of the particular churches and provides the central organization for 
the church to advance its objectives.  

The history of the Roman Curia can be traced to the 11th century when 
informal methods of administration began to take on a more organized structure 
and eventually a bureaucratic form. The Curia has undergone a series of renewals 
and reforms, including a major overhaul following the loss of the Papal States, 
which fundamentally altered the range and nature of the Curia's responsibilities, 
removing many of an entirely secular nature. 

Like every bishop, the pope was surrounded by a college of priests. The 
college met regularly to form councils to lead its diocese. Its function also 
extended a calling to the universal Church, and for matters relating to it, the Pope 
surrounded himself with other bishops around Rome to hear their advice. 
Gradually, these consistories took an almost permanent presence: the word 
"curia" is first used in the Church by a papal document in 1089, during the reign 
of Pope Urban II. Meetings were held three times a week under Pope Innocent III 
(1160 –1216).  

119Didache 4.8, ed. Kirsopp Lake (1872-1946), Christian Classics Ethereal 
Library online at https://www.ccel.org/l/lake/fathers/didache.htm. 
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Outside the presbyteries, which dealt with general topics, the pope set up 
specialized committees of Cardinals on particular topics. These commissions, first 
in temporary mandate, became more and more important and stable. Gradually, 
consistories lost their effectiveness and started to look like meetings apparatus. 
The real work was done within the congregations.  

In 1542, the first congregation, the Holy Office was established by Pope 
Paul III to fight against Protestantism and other heresies. Then other 
congregations were created on this model: one after the Council for the 
Interpretation of the Decrees of the Council of Trent in 1561, and one for the 
Index Librorum Prohibitorum in 1571.  

After the Council of Trent, Pope Sixtus V reorganized the administration 
of the Holy See on 22 January 1588 with the Apostolic Constitution Immensa 
Aeterni Dei which established as standard practice the organization of groups of 
cardinal as standing committees to examine or review defined categories 
problems. Some of these congregations were created to assist in the 
administration of the Papal States rather than those of the Holy See or the Church. 
The congregations established by Sixtus V were: for Holy Inquisition, for the 
Apostolic Signatura, for the erection of churches, for "the abundance of supplies 
and prosperity of the Church's temporal dominions", for Divine Worship and the 
Discipline of the Sacraments, for equipping and maintaining the fleet for the 
defence of the Church's dominions, for an index of forbidden books, for the 
execution and interpretation of the Council of Trent, for relieving the ills of the 
States of the Church, for the University of the Rome, for regulating of religious 
orders, for regulating bishops and other prelates, for taking care of roads, bridges, 
and waters, for the Vatican printing-press, and for regulating the affairs of the 
Church's temporal dominions.  

There was another general reorganization in 1908 under Pope Pius X, 
which reflected the focus on ecclesiastical matters alone following the loss of the 
Papal States.  

While the Pope was sovereign of that region, the Curia had both religious 
and civil functions. The latter were lost when the Kingdom of Piedmont-Sardinia, 
expanding to include the greater part of Italy, seized most of the Papal States in 
1860 and the city of Rome itself and its surrounding area in 1870, thus ending the 
Papacy's temporal power. The Curia was from then on dedicated in practice 
entirely to the Pope's ecclesiastical responsibilities. When the Holy See concluded 
the Lateran Pacts with the Italian State in 1929, the Holy See recognized the 
annexation by Italy of the Papal States, and Vatican City State was created. The 
Curia has continued to devote itself exclusively to ecclesiastical affairs, and a 
distinct body, not considered part of the Curia, was established for the governance 
of the minuscule state. 

The structure and organization of responsibilities within the Curia are at 
present regulated by the apostolic constitution Pastor bonus, issued by Pope John 
Paul II in June 1988, which Pope Francis has decided to revise.  

Other bodies that play an administrative or consulting role in ecclesial 
affairs are sometimes mistakenly identified with the Curia, such as the Synod of 
Bishops and regional conferences of bishops. Cardinal Gerhard Müller, former 
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prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, wrote in 2015 that "the 
Synod of Bishops is not a part of the Roman Curia in the strict sense: it is the 
expression of the collegiality of bishops in communion with the Pope and under 
his direction. The Roman Curia instead aids the Pope in the exercise of his 
primacy over all the Churches." 

Curia in medieval Latin usage meant "court" in the sense of "royal court" 
rather than "court of law". The Roman Curia is sometimes anglicized as the Court 
of Rome, as in the 1534 Act of Parliament that forbade appeals to it from 
England. It is the papal court and assists the Pope in carrying out his functions. 
The Roman Curia can be loosely compared to cabinets in governments of 
countries with a Western form of governance, but the only sections that can be 
directly compared with specific ministries of a civil government are the Second 
Section of the Secretariat of State, known also as the Section for Relations with 
States, the Pontifical Commission for Vatican City State (established in 1939 by 
Pius XII), and the Congregation for Catholic Education. It is normal for every 
Latin Catholic diocese to have its own curia for its administration.120 
 

(1309 to 1376) --- The Avignon Papacy, also known as the Babylonian Captivity, was 
the period from 1309 to 1376 during which seven successive popes resided in 
Avignon (then in the Kingdom of Arles, part of the Holy Roman Empire, now in 
France) rather than in Rome. The situation arose from the conflict between the 
papacy and the French crown. The papacy in the Late Middle Ages played a 
temporal role in addition to its spiritual role. In the early 14th century, the papacy 
was past the prime of its secular rule – its importance had peaked in the 12th and 
13th centuries. The pope’s secular decline became clear after its declaration of 
papal supremacy, Unam sanctam, in November 1302. In that papal bull, Pope 
Boniface VIII decreed that "it is necessary to salvation that every human creature 
be subject to the Roman pontiff." This was directed primarily to King Phillip IV 
of France who responded by saying, "Your venerable conceitedness may know 
that we are nobody's vassal in temporal matters."  

The dispute led to the death of the pope after his arrest and maltreatment 
by the king. Later the king forced a deadlocked conclave to elect Clement V as 
pope in 1305. Of French nationality, Clement refused to move to Rome, and in 
1309 he moved his court to the papal enclave at Avignon, where it remained for 
the next 67 years. Historians maintain that despite the French nationality of the 
Avignon popes, Southern France at that time had a culture independent from 
Northern France, where most of the advisers to the King of France were based. 
The Kingdom of Arles was still independent at that time, formally a part of the 
Holy Roman Empire. The literature produced by the troubadours in the 
Languedoc was unique and distinct from that of Royal circles in the north. In 
terms of religion, the South produced its own variety of Christianity, Catharism, 
which was ultimately declared heretical. The movement was fueled by the 
independence of the South even though the region had been weakened during the 

120See the Wikipedia. articles on the “Roman Curia,” and on the “history of the 
Roman Curia” 
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Albigensian Crusade a hundred years before. However, by the time of the 
Avignon Papacy, the power of the French King in this region was uncontested, 
although still not legally binding.  

The Roman Curia moved with the pope to Avignon in 1309. This was to 
avoid the impasse that had occurred in the 1305 conclave, which was dominated 
by the infighting of the powerful Roman families that had produced earlier Popes, 
such as the Colonna and Orsini families. During its time in Avignon, the papacy 
adopted many features of the Royal court: the life-style of the cardinals was 
reminiscent of princes and French cardinals, often relatives of the ruling pope, 
took key positions.  

The temporal role of the Church at Avignon included emulating the 
governmental practices of secular courts. The administration was reorganised to 
directly control the appointments of benefices, abandoning the customary election 
process. This resulted in considerable income. Many other forms of payment also 
brought riches to the Holy See and its cardinals: tithes, a ten-percent tax on 
church property; annates, the income of the first year after filling a position such 
as a bishopric; special taxes for crusades that never took place; and many forms of 
dispensation, from the entering of benefices without basic qualifications like 
literacy for newly appointed priests to the request of a converted Jew to visit his 
unconverted parents. Fortunes were spent on expensive wardrobes, and silver and 
gold plates were used at banquets.  

Resistance movements took hold against the Church’s corruption. These 
included the Fraticelli and Waldensian movements in Italy and the Hussites in 
Bohemia, inspired by John Wycliffe in England. In the conflict, Pope John XXII 
excommunicated two leading philosophers, Marsilius of Padua and William of 
Ockham, who were outspoken critics o f the papacy, and who had found refuge 
with Louis IV in Munich. William charged the pope with seventy errors and seven 
heresies.  

A total of seven popes reigned at Avignon, all French, and all under the 
influence of the French Crown. In 1376, Gregory XI abandoned Avignon and 
moved his court to Rome, arriving in January 1377. But after Gregory's death in 
1378, deteriorating relations between his successor Urban VI and a faction of 
cardinals gave rise to the Western Schism. This started a second line of Avignon 
popes, subsequently regarded as illegitimate. The last Avignon antipope, Benedict 
XIII, lost most of his support in 1398, including that of France; after five years 
besieged by the French, he fled to Perpignan in 1403. The schism ended in 1417 
at the Council of Constance, after two popes had reigned in opposition to the 
papacy in Rome.121  
 
 

 (1542 – present) --- The Holy Office is located in a palace just outside Vatican City in 
Rome. It is the headquarters for the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith 
(C.D.F.), which is the oldest among the nine congregations of the Roman Curia. It 
was founded by Pope Paul III in 1542 to defend the church from heresy; today, it 

121See “Avignon Papacy,” Wikipedia. 
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is the body responsible for promulgating and defending Catholic doctrine. 
Initially it was known as the Supreme Sacred Congregation of the Roman and 
Universal Inquisition. Between 1908 and 1965 The C.D.F. was known as the 
Supreme Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office. It is informally known as the 
Holy Office or Sanctum Officium).  

The congregation employs an advisory board including cardinals, bishops, 
priests, lay theologians, and canon lawyers. The current Prefect is Cardinal Luis 
Ladaria Ferrer, who was appointed by Pope Francis for a five-year term beginning 
July 2017. Pope Francis has planned a reorganization of the Curia that will alter 
the role of this Congregation. A final draft of his apostolic constitution on the 
Roman Curia, titled Praedicate Evangelium (“Preach the Gospel”), has been 
submitted for comment to national bishops’ conferences and a variety of other 
bodies.122 

The scholar François Leprieur discussed the biased judicial procedures 
used by the Holy Office against those such as the Dominican theologian Henri-
Marie Féret, (1904–1992), who were favorable to the priest-workers in the 1950s. 
The first problem was secrecy. Féret for a long time was the subject of 
denunciations, some from his brethren but most from integrist theological circles 
which refused to address the kind of problems that he, as a responsible theologian, 
found confronting him, or from extremely reactionary political and social circles 
that were hostile to the Church's social teaching. The denunciations were allowed 
to be made in secret. Leprieur comments:  

It is important to remember that the process against a theologian by the 
Holy Office began with denunciations which were anonymous, so 
unidentified delators, who had a guarantee that they would never be 
confronted by their victim, were able to make that victim an accused 
suspect. The Provincial of the Paris Province was protesting at that time to 
the Master of the Order (who, as a member of the Holy Office, was 
implicated) about the credence given to all the denunciations which were 
being heaped on several of his brethren. He added: “I cannot help being 
shocked and scandalised that Rome is condemning and penalising religious 
without giving them a hearing. It seems to me to be a basic principle of 
natural justice, irrespective of the quantity or quality of the accusers, that 
anyone who is accused should be informed of the charges brought against 
him and have the opportunity to explain and defend himself. Otherwise 
there is nothing but a travesty of justice.”123  

The second problem noted by Leprieur concerning the judicial procedures 
of the Holy Office was that the prosecutors were also the judges. Without 
knowing beforehand what is his dossier, the accused was delivered into the hands 
of his interrogators without knowing what to expect. As the questions were being 
asked he had to try and grasp what they were really all about - they were often 

122See “Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith,” Wikipedia. 
123François Leprieur, “Justice, Peace and Dominicans 1216-1999: VII - France in 

1953-4: Do the baptised have rights? The Worker-Priest Crisis,” New Blackfriars 
(September 1999), vol. 80, No. 94, pp. 384-396, at p. 388. 
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long and complex - and at the same time formulate a response which the clerk 
would minute and require him to sign at the end of the interrogation. 

The third problem with the judicial procedures was that the accused was 
alone before his judges. There was no sign of a counsel for the defence. The 
hearing ended with a threefold oath: to keep secret the trial itself, the names of the 
judges and the nature of the questions.  

As for Féret, during the Second Vatican Council, at the request of Cardinal 
Frings, he drew up a detailed report of the procedures to which he had been 
subjected by a tribunal of the Holy Office. Thus he was able to contribute to the 
reform of that institution - a reform which the German prelate wished to set in 
motion.  

 
(1545 – 1563) --- The Council of Trent, held in Trent (or Trento, in northern Italy), was 

the 19th ecumenical council of the Catholic Church. Prompted by the Protestant 
Reformation, it has been described as the embodiment of the Counter-
Reformation. It issued condemnations of what it defined to be heresies committed 
by proponents of Protestantism, and also issued statements and clarifications of 
the Church's doctrine and teachings, including scripture, the Biblical canon, 
sacred tradition, original sin, justification, salvation, the sacraments, the Mass, 
and the veneration of saints. The Council met for twenty-five sessions between 
December 1545 and December 1563. Pope Paul III, who convoked the Council, 
oversaw the first eight sessions (1545–47), while the twelfth to sixteenth sessions 
(1551–52) were overseen by Pope Julius III and the seventeenth to twenty-fifth 
sessions (1562–63) by Pope Pius IV.  

The consequences of the Council were significant with regard to the 
Church's liturgy and practices. During its deliberations, the Council made the 
Vulgate the official example of the Biblical canon and commissioned the creation 
of a standard version, although this was not achieved until the 1590s. In 1565, a 
year after the Council finished its work, Pius IV issued the Tridentine Creed and 
his successor Pius V then issued the Roman Catechism and revisions of the 
Breviary and Missal in, respectively, 1566, 1568 and 1570. These, in turn, led to 
the codification of the Tridentine Mass, which remained the Church's primary 
form of the Mass for the next four hundred years. More than three hundred years 
passed until the next ecumenical council, the First Vatican Council, was convened 
in 1869. See “Council of Trent,” Wikipedia.  
 

 
(1559-1966) The Index Librorum Prohibitorum (List of Prohibited Books) was a list of 

publications deemed heretical or contrary to morality by the Sacred Congregation 
of the Index (a former Dicastery of the Roman Curia), and Catholics were 
forbidden to read them without permission.  

There were attempts to censor individual books before the sixteenth 
century, notably the ninth-century Decretum Glasianum, but none of these were 
either official or widespread. In 1559, Pope Paul IV promulgated the Pauline 
Index, which Paul F. Grendler believed marked "the turning-point for the freedom 
of enquiry in the Catholic world". After less than a year, it was replaced by the 
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Tridentine Index which relaxed aspects of the Pauline Index that had been 
criticized and had prevented its acceptance. The 20th and final edition appeared in 
1948, and the Index was formally abolished in 1966 by Pope Paul VI.  

Pope Paul IV established the Index of Prohibited Books which banned 
thousands of book titles and blacklisted publications, including the works of 
Europe's intellectual elites. This index condemned religious texts, readings of 
romance, and graded authors based off their degree of toxicity. The stated aim of 
the list was to protect the faith and morals of the faithful by preventing the 
reading of theologically, culturally, or politically disruptive books. Such books 
included works by astronomers, such as Johannes Kepler's Epitome astronomiae 
Copernicanae which was on the Index from 1621 to 1835, by philosophers, such 
as Immanuel Kant's Critique of Pure Reason and editions and translations of the 
Bible that had not been approved. Editions of the Index also contained the rules of 
the Church relating to the reading, selling, and pre-emptive censorship of books. 

The canon law of the Latin Church still recommends that works should be 
submitted to the judgment of the local ordinary if they concern sacred Scripture, 
theology, canon law, or church history, religion or morals. The local ordinary 
consults someone whom he considers competent to give a judgment and, if that 
person gives the nihil obstat ("nothing forbids"), the local ordinary grants the 
imprimatur ("let it be printed"). Members of religious institutes require the 
imprimi potest ("it can be printed") of their major superior to publish books on 
matters of religion or morals. 

Some of the scientific theories contained in works in early editions of the 
Index have long been taught at Catholic universities. For example, the general 
prohibition of books advocating heliocentrism was removed from the Index in 
1758, but two Franciscan mathematicians had published an edition of Isaac 
Newton's Principia Mathematica (1687) in 1742, with commentaries and a 
preface stating that the work assumed heliocentrism and could not be explained 
without it. A work of Antonio Rosmini-Serbati was on the Index, but he was 
beatified in 2007. Some have argued that the developments since the abolition of 
the Index signify "the loss of relevance of the Index in the 21st century." 

J. Martínez de Bujanda's Index Librorum Prohibitorum, 1600–1966 lists 
the authors and writings in the successive editions of the Index, while Miguel 
Carvalho Abrantes's Why Did The Inquisition Ban Certain Books?: A Case Study 
from Portugal tries to understand why certain books were forbidden based on a 
Portuguese edition of the Index Librorum Prohibitorum from 1581.124 

 
(p. 212) The 1917 and 1983 Codes of Canon Law. The 1917 code, also referred to as 

the Pio-Benedictine Code, was the first official comprehensive codification of 
Latin canon law. It was promulgated in 1917 and was in force until the 1983 Code 
of Canon Law. It has been described as "the greatest revolution in canon law since 
the time of Gratian" (1150s A.D.)  

The main purpose was to offer a codification of the law and so little new 
legislation was introduced. The 2,414 canons were divided into five books that no 

124See “Index Librorum Prohibitorum,” Wikipedia. 
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longer followed the system of the collections of decretals. However, they did 
follow that of the Perugian canonist Paul Lancelotti’s Institutiones juris canonici 
(1563; Institutions of Canon Law). This in turn went back to the division of the 
2nd-century Roman lawyer Gaius’s Institutiones—one section on persons, two 
sections on things, and one section on actions—and was based on the fundamental 
idea of Roman law—i.e., subjective right. In some editions the sources that were 
used by the editors were indicated at the individual canons. Out of fear of political 
difficulties, a systematic handling of public church law, especially what 
concerned the relations between church and state, was omitted. 

With the publication of the codex older law in conflict with it was given 
up and served only as a means for interpreting the code. The old law of custom 
that was 100 years old or immemorial was allowed by ordinaries for pressing 
reasons. Customary law was defined as the repeated performance of certain acts 
for a defined period of time, which, with the approval of the competent legislator, 
thereby acquire the force of law. Put another way, a custom was an unwritten law 
introduced by the continuous acts of the faithful. The 1917 code promoted the 
ecclesiological doctrine that the church’s constitution resulted from Christ 
constituting the church by divine delegation of power to the hierarchical 
authorities. God did not want to delegate any authority to the laity. In other words, 
the church, meaning the hierarchy, was not created by the consent of the 
governed, but by the direct will of Christ. In this view all church laws imply 
spiritual jurisdiction, which resides in the hierarchy alone, and, consequently, the 
faithful have no legislative power by divine right. 

The Second Vatican Council (1962 – 1965) and the 1983 Code of Canon 
Law, replaced the 1917 code’s view of the church’s constitution with a view that 
the church was the people of God. The 1917 concept of the church as societas 
perfecta (“perfect society”), founded by Christ through the mission of the 
Apostles and their successors, to which one belongs through subjection to the 
hierarchy, was replaced by a vision of the church as a community in which all 
possess the sacramental mission to live and proclaim the Gospel and all have a 
function in the service of the whole. The legislative and administrative functions 
remained related to the hierarchy, but this was seen as a service for the religious 
life of the community. The idea of collegiality, resting on the recognition of the 
vocation received by each one from the Lord, worked itself out in the relationship 
existing among the bishops and with the pope, as well as that of the bishops with 
the clergy and of the clergy with the laity. 

Related to this collegial version was a tendency to coresponsibility and the 
democratization of the church structure and also an autonomy for the laity to 
exercise individually and collectively the Christian mission proper to them—
namely, to bring the spirit of Christ into the secular life of humankind. The right 
of clergy and laity to a share in the leadership of bishops and pope was 
recognized. The vision of the people of God as sacramentum mundi, a sign of 
redemption for the entire human race, gave a new insight into the relationships 
with the Protestant churches, the other world religions, and the nonreligious 
atheistic and humanistic movements. In this view, freedom of religion and 
philosophy became the most fundamental right of humanity. 
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Concerning canon law, the Vatican II Decree Optatam totius (no. 16), in 
view of the decision to reform the existing Code, laid down that "the teaching of 
Canon law should take into account the mystery of the Church, according to the 
dogmatic constitution De Ecclesia". The 1917 Pio-Benedictine Code was 
structured according to the Roman law division of "norms, persons, things, 
procedures, penalties". The 1983 Code, in contrast, was given a doctrinal-
theological structure. Thus it was configured  according to the "mystery of the 
Church", the most significant books – Two, Three and Four – corresponding to 
the munus regendi, the munus sanctificandi, and the munus docendi (the 
"missions" of governance, of worship/sanctification, and of teaching) which in 
turn derive from the kingly, the priestly and the prophetic roles or functions of 
Christ.125  

Popes, Sacraments and Liturgy 
 

Popes 
(1073 – 1085) --- Gregory VII (1015 – 1085), born Hildebrand of Sovana in central Italy 

is known for the part he played in the Investiture Controversy, that is, his dispute 
with Henry IV (1050 – 1106), Holy Roman Emperor that sought to affirm the 
primacy of papal authority. In ecclesiastical matters he helped establish new 
canon law governing the election of the pope by the College of Cardinals, was the 
first pope in several centuries to rigorously enforce the Western Church's ancient 
policy of celibacy for the clergy and also attacked the practice of simony. 

Gregory VII excommunicated Henry IV several times. The first time was 
in 1076. As a result the rebellious German princes who had elected Henry 
threatened to depose him if he did not make peace with the pope. Henry did 
penance at Canossa and was forgiven. In 1080 he was again excommunicated 
when the pope sided with the forces of Rudolf of Swabia, who were seeking to 
overthrow Henry. Henry defeated his enemies, refused to recognize the 
excommunication and in 1084 took Rome by force. He declared Gregory VII 
deposed and had a new pope elected, Pope Clement III, who crowned  Henry as 
emperor. However, Henry was compelled by the Norman Robert Guiscard, with 
whom Gregory had formed an alliance, to flee towards Civita Castellana. Gregory 
VII was liberated, but the Roman people became incensed by the excesses of his 
Norman allies. Gregory was compelled to withdraw to the castle of Salerno by the 
sea, where he died in 1085.  

Because Gregory VII was such a prominent champion of papal 
supremacy, his memory has been evoked on many occasions in later generations, 
both positively and negatively.126 
 

(1198-1216) --- Pope Innocent III (1160 –1216), born Lotario dei Conti di Segni, 
exerted a wide influence over the Christian states of Europe, claiming supremacy 
over all of Europe's kings. He was central in supporting the Catholic Church's 

125See the Wikipedia articles on the “1917 Code of Canon Law,” and the “The 
1983 Code of Canon Law.” 

126See “Pope Gregory VII,” Wikipedia. 
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reforms of ecclesiastical affairs through his decretals and the Fourth Lateran 
Council. This resulted in a considerable refinement of Western canon law. He is 
furthermore notable for using interdict and other censures to compel princes to 
obey his decisions, although these measures were not uniformly successful. 

Innocent greatly extended the scope of the crusades, directing crusades 
against Muslim Spain and the Holy Land as well as the Albigensian Crusade 
against the Cathars in southern France. He organized the Fourth Crusade of 1202–
1204, which ended in the disastrous sack of Constantinople. Although the attack 
on Constantinople went against his explicit orders, and the Crusaders were 
subsequently excommunicated, Innocent reluctantly accepted this result, seeing it 
as the will of God to reunite the Latin and Orthodox Churches. In the event, the 
sack of Constantinople and the subsequent period of Frankokratia heightened the 
hostility between the Latin and Greek churches. (The Byzantine empire was 
restored in 1261 but never regained its former strength, finally falling in 1453.127 

 
(1831 – 1846) --- Gregory XVI (Bartolomeo Cappellari; 1765 – 1846) was head of the 

Catholic Church and ruler of the Papal States. He was a papal absolutist, 
conservative, traditionalist and opposed democratic and modernising reforms in 
the Papal States and throughout Europe, seeing them as fronts for revolutionary 
leftism. Against these trends, he sought to strengthen the religious and political 
authority of the papacy, that is ultramontanism. In the encyclical Mirari vos, he 
pronounced it "false and absurd, or rather mad, that we must secure and guarantee 
to each one liberty of conscience." He encouraged missionary activity abroad and 
condemned the slave trade. However, his harsh repression, financial extravagance 
and neglectfulness left him deeply unpopular domestically.  

It is of interest that Gregory XVI was the most recent non-bishop to 
become pope. In his younger days he had joined the order of the Camaldolese, 
which was part of the Benedictine monastic family. As a monk, he gained 
distinction for his theological and linguistic skills, and was assigned to teach 
philosophy and theology. In 1799 he published a polemic against the Italian 
Jansenists titled II Trionfo della Santa Sede ("The Triumph of the Holy See"). 
When the army of the French Emperor Napoleon took Rome and arrested and 
deported Pius VII to France in 1809, he returned to the monastery where he had 
first become a monk. 

In 1825 Cappellari was created cardinal. He negotiated a peace on behalf 
of Armenian Catholics with the Ottoman Empire and publicly condemned the 
Polish revolutionaries, who he thought were seeking to undermine Russian Tsar 
Nicholas I's efforts to support the Catholic royalist cause in France by forcing him 
to divert his troops to suppress the uprising in Poland. 

In 1831 after a fifty-day conclave, Cappellari was unexpectedly chosen as 
pope to succeed Pope Pius VIII (1829–30). His election was influenced by the 
fact that the cardinal considered the most papabile, Giacomo Giustiniani, was 
vetoed by King Ferdinand VII of Spain, who promoted absolute monarchism. . 
There then arose a deadlock between the other two major candidates, Emmanuele 

127See Pope Innocent III,” Wikipedia. 
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De Gregorio and Bartolomeo Pacca. What finally drove them to make a decision 
was a message from the Duke of Parma notifying them that revolt was about to 
break out in the northern Papal States. To resolve the impasse, the cardinals 
turned to Cappellari, but it took eighty-three ballots for the canonically required 
two-thirds majority to be reached.128 

 
(1846 – 1878) --- Pius IX (Italian: Pio IX, pronounced Pio nono; born Giovanni Ferretti, 

1792 – 1878) was the longest-reigning elected pope, serving for 31 years. During 
his pontificate, he convened the First Vatican Council (1869–70), which decreed 
papal infallibility, but the council was cut short owing to the loss of the Papal 
States.  

Europe was in the midst of political ferment when Pius IX was elected 
pope. He was elected by the faction of cardinals sympathetic to the political 
liberalization occurring in Europe. The government of the Empire of Austria as 
represented by Prince Metternich in its foreign affairs objected to the election of 
Ferretti. As pope, his initial governance of the Papal States gave evidence of his 
moderate sympathies. A series of terrorist acts sponsored by Italian liberals and 
nationalists, which included the assassination of (among others) his Minister of 
the Interior, Pellegrino Rossi, and which forced Pius himself to briefly flee Rome 
in 1848, along with widespread revolutions in Europe, led to his growing 
skepticism towards the liberal, nationalist agenda. Through the 1850s and 1860s, 
Italian nationalists made military gains against the Papal States, which culminated 
in the seizure of the city of Rome in 1870 and the dissolution of the Papal States. 

Thereafter, Pius IX refused to accept the Law of Guarantees from the 
Italian government, which would have made the Holy See dependent on 
legislation that the Italian parliament could modify at any time. Pius refused to 
leave Vatican City, declaring himself a "prisoner of the Vatican". His 
ecclesiastical policies towards other countries, such as Russia, Germany or 
France, were not always successful, owing in part to changing secular institutions 
and internal developments within these countries. However, concordats were 
concluded with numerous states such as Austria-Hungary, Portugal, Spain, 
Canada, Tuscany, Ecuador, Venezuela, Honduras, El Salvador, and Haiti.  

In his encyclical Ubi primum he emphasized Mary's role in salvation. In 
1854, he promulgated the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, articulating a 
long-held Catholic belief that Mary, the Mother of God, was conceived without 
original sin. He conferred the title Our Mother of Perpetual Help on a famous 
Byzantine icon from Crete entrusted to the Redemptorists. In 1862, he convened 
300 bishops to the Vatican for the canonization of Twenty-six Martyrs of Japan.  

His 1864 Syllabus of Errors stands as a strong condemnation against 
liberalism, modernism, moral relativism, secularization, and separation of church 
and state. Pius reaffirmed Catholic teaching in favor of the establishment of the 
Catholic faith as the state religion in nations where the majority of the population 
is Catholic. However, his most important legacy is the First Vatican Council, 
convened in 1869, which defined the dogma of papal infallibility, but was 

128See “Gregory XVI,” Wikipedia. 
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interrupted as Italian nationalist troops threatened Rome. The council is 
considered to have contributed to a centralization of the church in the Vatican, 
while also clearly defining the Pope's doctrinal authority.  

Many recent ecclesiastical historians and journalists question his 
approaches. His appeal for public worldwide support of the Holy See after he 
became "the prisoner of the Vatican" resulted in the revival and spread to the 
whole Catholic Church of Peter's Pence, which is used today to enable the Pope 
"to respond to those who are suffering as a result of war, oppression, natural 
disaster, and disease."129 

 
(1810 –1903)  --- Pope Leo XIII was the head of the Catholic Church from February 

1878 to his death. He was the oldest pope (reigning until the age of 93), and had 
the third-longest confirmed pontificate, behind those of Pius IX (his immediate 
predecessor) and John Paul II. He was known for his intellectualism and attempts 
to define the position of the Catholic Church with regard to modern thinking. In 
his 1891 encyclical Rerum novarum, Pope Leo outlined the rights of workers to a 
fair wage, safe working conditions, and the formation of trade unions, while 
affirming the rights of property and free enterprise, opposing both socialism and 
laissez-faire capitalism. He influenced Mariology and promoted both the rosary 
and the scapular.  

Leo XIII issued eleven papal encyclicals on the rosary earning him the 
title as the "Rosary Pope". In addition, he approved two new Marian scapulars 
and was the first pope to fully embrace the concept of Mary as Mediatrix. He was 
the first pope to have never held any control over the Papal States, after they had 
been dissolved by 1870. He was briefly buried in the grottos of Saint Peter's 
Basilica before his remains were later transferred to the Basilica of Saint John 
Lateran.130 

 
(1903 -- 1914) --- Pius X, born Giuseppe Sarto (1835 –1914), opposed modernist 

interpretations of Catholic doctrine and promoted liturgical reforms and orthodox 
theology. He directed the production of the 1917 Code of Canon Law, the first 
comprehensive and systemic work of its kind. He favored the use of the 
vernacular language in teaching catechesis and encouraged the frequent reception 
of holy communion. In addition, he lowered the age for First Communion and 
defended the religion against indifferentism and relativism. Like his predecessors, 
he promoted Thomism as the principal philosophical method to be taught in 
Catholic institutions. The traditionalist Catholic priestly Society of Saint Pius X is 
named in his honor.131 

 
(1914 –1922) --- Pope Benedict XV. 
 

129See “Pius IX,” Wikipedia. 
130See “Pope Leo XIII,” Wikipedia. 
131See “Pius X,” Wikipedia; and “Quadragesimo anno,” Wikipedia. 
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(1922 – 1939) --- Pius XI (Italian: Pio XI) (1857– 1939) was the first sovereign of 
Vatican City from its creation as an independent state in 1929. He issued 
numerous encyclicals, includingin 1931 Quadragesimo anno on the 40th 
anniversary of Pope Leo XIII's groundbreaking social encyclical Rerum novarum, 
highlighting the capitalistic greed of international finance, the dangers of 
socialism and communism. It calls for the reconstruction of the social order based 
on the principles of solidarity and subsidiarity. 

Boulier quoted parts of paragraphs 105 to 109 of Quadragesimo anno 
which quotes were given a literal translation in the text. A smoother English 
version from the Vatican web page is available at the end of this note. It is of 
interest that essential contributors to the formulation of Quadragesimo anno were 
the German Jesuits including Gustav Gundlach and the Königswinter Circle 
through one of its main authors Oswald von Nell-Breuning. During the cold war 
of the 1950s Gundlach increasingly upgraded private property to an absolute 
right. He was asked critically: "If private property had such a high rank, was there 
also private property in paradise?" He assumed that the use of the atomic bomb 
might be morally justified for the "protection of the Christian belief". Hans Küng 
commented on Gundlach’s anger towards Monsignor Montini (later Pope Paul 
VI) because he advocated worker participation in the factories.  

Another of the encyclicals by Pius XI was Quas primas, establishing the 
feast of Christ the King in response to anti-clericalism. The encyclical Studiorum 
ducem, promulgated in 1923, was written on the occasion of the 6th centenary of 
the canonization of Thomas Aquinas, whose thought was acclaimed as central to 
Catholic philosophy and theology. The encyclical also singled out the Pontifical 
University of Saint Thomas Aquinas, Angelicum as the preeminent institution for 
the teaching of Aquinas. He concluded a record number of concordats, including 
with Nazi Germany, whose betrayals of which he condemned four years later in 
the encyclical Mit brennender Sorge ("With Burning Concern"). He took a strong 
interest in fostering the participation of lay people throughout the Catholic 
Church, especially in the Catholic Action movement.132 

Below is the Vatican web page English translation of paragraphs 105 to 
109 of Pius XI’s encyclical Quadragesimo anno: 

105. In the first place, it is obvious that not only is wealth 
concentrated in our times but an immense power and despotic economic 
dictatorship is consolidated in the hands of a few, who often are not 
owners but only the trustees and managing directors of invested funds 
which they administer according to their own arbitrary will and pleasure.  

106. This dictatorship is being most forcibly exercised by those 
who, since they hold the money and completely control it, control credit 
also and rule the lending of money. Hence they regulate the flow, so to 
speak, of the life-blood whereby the entire economic system lives, and 
have so firmly in their grasp the soul, as it were, of economic life that no 
one can breathe against their will.  

132See “Pope Pius XI,” Wikipedia. 
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107. This concentration of power and might, the characteristic 
mark, as it were, of contemporary economic life, is the fruit that the 
unlimited freedom of struggle among competitors has of its own nature 
produced, and which lets only the strongest survive; and this is often the 
same as saying, those who fight the most violently, those who give least 
heed to their conscience.  

108. This accumulation of might and of power generates in turn 
three kinds of conflict. First, there is the struggle for economic supremacy 
itself; then there is the bitter fight to gain supremacy over the State in 
order to use in economic struggles its resources and authority; finally there 
is conflict between States themselves, not only because countries employ 
their power and shape their policies to promote every economic advantage 
of their citizens, but also because they seek to decide political 
controversies that arise among nations through the use of their economic 
supremacy and strength.  

109. The ultimate consequences of the individualist spirit in 
economic life are those which you yourselves, Venerable Brethren and 
Beloved Children, see and deplore: Free competition has destroyed itself; 
economic dictatorship has supplanted the free market; unbridled ambition 
for power has likewise succeeded greed for gain; all economic life has 
become tragically hard, inexorable, and cruel. To these are to be added the 
grave evils that have resulted from an intermingling and shameful 
confusion of the functions and duties of public authority with those of the 
economic sphere - such as, one of the worst, the virtual degradation of the 
majesty of the State, which although it ought to sit on high like a queen 
and supreme arbitress, free from all partiality and intent upon the one 
common good and justice, is become a slave, surrendered and delivered to 
the passions and greed of men. And as to international relations, two 
different streams have issued from the one fountain-head: On the one 
hand, economic nationalism or even economic imperialism; on the other, a 
no less deadly and accursed internationalism of finance or international 
imperialism whose country is where profit is.133 

 
 
(March 1939 - 1958) --- Pope Pius XII, born Eugenio Pacelli (1876 – 1958), was before 

his election to the papacy, he served as secretary of the Department of 
Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, papal nuncio to Germany, and Cardinal 
Secretary of State, in which capacity he worked to conclude treaties with 
European and Latin American nations, such as the Reichskonkordat with Nazi 
Germany. 

While the Vatican was officially neutral during World War II, the 
Reichskonkordat and his leadership of the Catholic Church during the war remain 

133Pius XI, Quadragesimo anno (1931), English version online at 
https://web.archive.org/web/20060902085107/https://www.vatican.va/holy_father/pius_x
i/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-xi_enc_19310515_quadragesimo-anno_en.html 
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the subject of controversy—including allegations of public silence and inaction 
about the fate of the Jews. After the war, he advocated peace and reconciliation, 
including lenient policies towards former Axis and Axis-satellite nations. 

During his papacy, the Church issued the Decree against Communism, 
declaring that Catholics who profess Communist doctrine are to be 
excommunicated as apostates from the Christian faith. In turn, the Church 
experienced persecution and deportations of Catholic clergy in the Eastern Bloc. 
He explicitly invoked ex cathedra papal infallibility with the dogma of the 
Assumption of Mary in his Apostolic constitution Munificentissimus Deus. His 
magisterium includes almost 1,000 addresses and radio broadcasts. His forty-one 
encyclicals include Mystici corporis, the Church as the Body of Christ; Mediator 
Dei on liturgy reform; and Humani generis, in which he instructed theologians to 
adhere to episcopal teaching and allowed that the human body might have 
evolved from earlier forms. He eliminated the Italian majority in the College of 
Cardinals in 1946. After he died in 1958, he was succeeded by John XXIII.134 

 
 

Liturgy and Sacraments 
Baptism. (Early Chistian era -- Present) (p. 214) In Catholic teaching Baptism is 

"necessary for salvation by actual reception or at least by desire". The Council of Trent 
(1545 - 1563) held in the Decree Concerning Justification from session six that baptism 
is necessary for salvation. The ceremony is ordinarily performed by deacons, priests, or 
bishops, but in an emergency can be performed by any Catholic. This teaching is based 
on the Gospel according to John 3:5which says that Jesus proclaimed: "Truly, truly, I say 
to you, unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the Kingdom of 
God." It dates back to the teachings and practices of 1st-century Christians, and the 
connection between salvation and baptism was not, on the whole, an item of major 
dispute until Huldrych Zwingli (1484 – 1531) denied the necessity of baptism, which he 
saw as merely a sign granting admission to the Christian community. 

The Catholic Catechism states: "Since Baptism signifies liberation from sin and 
from its instigator the devil, one or more exorcisms are pronounced over the candidate". 
In the Roman Rite of the baptism of a child, the wording of the prayer of exorcism is: 
"Almighty and ever-living God, you sent your only Son into the world to cast out the 
power of Satan, spirit of evil, to rescue man from the kingdom of darkness and bring him 
into the splendour of your kingdom of light. We pray for this child: set him (her) free 
from original sin, make him (her) a temple of your glory, and send your Holy Spirit to 
dwell with him (her). Through Christ our Lord." 

The current Baptism ritual is set forth in the Roman Ritual (Latin: Rituale 
Romanum), which is one of the official ritual works of the Roman Rite. It contains all of 
the services which may be performed by a priest or deacon which are not contained 
within either the Missale Romanum or the Breviarium Romanum. It is is divided into ten 
"titles" (tituli). All, except the first, are subdivided into chapters. In each title (except I 

134See “Pius XII,” Wikipedia. 
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and X), the first chapter gives the general rules for the sacrament or function, while the 
others give the exact ceremonies and prayers for various cases of administration.135 

 
Confirmation (Early Chistian era -- Present) (p. 212) is one of the seven 

sacraments of the Catholic Church. It is also one of the three sacraments of initiation into 
the Catholic Church, the other two being Baptism and Holy Communion. The Catechism 
of the Catholic Church describes the sacrament: 

Recall then that you have received the spiritual seal, the Spirit of wisdom 
and understanding and courage, the spirit of right judgment and courage, 
the spirit of knowledge and reverence, the Spirit of holy fear in God's 
presence. Guard what you have received. God our Father has marked you 
with his sign; Christ the Lord has confirmed you and has placed his 
pledge, the Spirit, in your heart. 
The scriptural basis for Confirmation as a sacrament distinct from Baptism is 

based on the account in the Acts of the Apostles 8:14-17:  
Now when the apostles, who were in Jerusalem, had heard that Samaria 
had received the word of God, they sent unto them Peter and John. Who, 
when they were come down, prayed for them, that they might receive the 
Holy Spirit. For he was not as yet come upon any of them; but they were 
only baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. Then they laid their hands 
upon them, and they received the Holy Spirit.  
In the Western Catholic Church the sacrament is conferred by the bishop on the 

faithful above the age of discretion (generally taken to be about 7). However, a priest can 
confer the sacrament when he baptizes someone who is no longer an infant or admits a 
person already baptized to full communion with the Catholic Church. Priests typically 
administer the sacrament during the Easter Vigil Mass to adults becoming members of 
the Catholic Church. 

In the early Church, through the Middle Ages, confirmation was closely linked 
with baptism and it was often performed on infants before their first birthday. 
Confirmation became a more important rite when concerns about understanding and faith 
grew following the Reformation. 

After the Fourth Lateran Council (1215), Communion, which continued to be 
given only after Confirmation, was to be administered only on reaching the age of reason. 
Some time after the 13th century, the age of Confirmation and Communion began to be 
delayed further, from seven, to twelve and to fifteen. Only in 1932 was official 
permission given to change the traditional order of the three sacraments of Christian 
initiation: Confirmation could be administered after first Holy Communion. By the mid-

135See “Roman Ritual,” Wikipedia; Catholic Church, Catechism of the Catholic 
Church (Vatican City: Libreria Editrice Vaticana, distributed by Loyola University Press, 
1994), 803 p.; online at https://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG0015/__P3J.HTM; 
Anonymous, Baptism, (Kansas City, MO: Angelus press, c. 1997), 78pp (traditional 
Baptism ritual); Peter Carota, “Latin Baptism vs. New Rite of Baptism,” online at 
http://www.traditionalcatholicpriest.com/2013/07/18/latin-baptism-vs-new-rite-of-
baptism. 
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20th century, Confirmation began to be seen as an occasion for professing personal 
commitment to the faith on the part of someone approaching adulthood.136 

 
Penance (p. 214) (Reconciliation or Confession) is one of the seven sacraments 

of the Catholic Church (known in Eastern Christianity as sacred mysteries), in which the 
faithful are absolved from sins committed after Baptism and they are reconciled with the 
Christian community. While in current practice reconciliation services may be used to 
bring out the communal nature of sacraments, mortal sins must be confessed and venial 
sins may be confessed for devotional reasons. According to the current doctrine and 
practice of the Church, only those ordained as priests may grant absolution.  

Early Church. In the New Testament, Christians were admonished to "confess 
your sins to one another and pray for one another" at their gatherings (James 5:16), and to 
be forgiving people (Ephesians 4:32). But the "forgiveness of sins" in John 20:23 meant 
Baptism, which was entrusted to the disciples and evidenced in the early Church (Acts 
5:31; 3:19), with God and not the disciples forgiving the sins. "Binding and loosing" 
(Matthew 16:19; 18:15-18), in line with Jewish custom, did not pertain directly to the sin 
but to the person, who was excluded or admitted to the community (1 Corinthians 5:4-5; 
2 Corinthians 2:7; Titus 3:10). In the New Testament there was no specific ritual for 
reconciliation except Baptism. With the delay of the expected Second Coming, there was 
a recognized need for a means of accepting back into the Christian community those who 
had been expelled for serious sins.  

About 150 A.D. the idea of one reconciliation/penance after Baptism for the 
serious sins of apostasy, murder, and adultery was suggested in the book of visions, The 
Shepherd of Hermas. The "episkopos" (bishop) was the main liturgical leader in a local 
community. He declared that God had forgiven the sins when it was clear that there was 
repentance, evidenced by the performance of some penance, and the penitent was 
readmitted to the community. Since reconciliation with the Church could be granted only 
once after Baptism, Baptism was often postponed until late in life and reconciliation to 
one’s deathbed. The need to confess to a priest is traced to Basil the Great (330 – 379 
A.D.). Nonetheless, it was seen that God and not the priest granted forgiveness. Before 
the 300s A.D. confession and penitential discipline were a public affair “since all sin is 
sin not only against God but against our neighbor, against the community.”  

Lifelong penance was required at times but from the early 400s A.D. for most 
serious sins public penance came to be seen as a sign of repentance. At Maundy Thursday 
sinners were readmitted to the community along with catechumens. Confusion entered in 
from deathbed reconciliation with the Church, which required no penance as a sign of 
repentance, and the ritual would begin to grow apart from the reality. 

Beginning in the 300s A.D., with the Roman Empire becoming Christian, bishops 
became judges and sin was seen as breaking of the law, rather than as fracturing one's 
relationship with God. A new, more legalistic understanding of penance emerged at 
episcopal courts, as payment to satisfy the demands of divine justice. According to 
Joseph Martos, this was facilitated by a misreading of John 20:23 and Matthew 18:18 by 
Augustine of Hippo and Pope Leo I, who thought it was the "disciple" and not God who 
did the forgiving, though after true repentance. The acts of councils from the 300s A.D. 

136See “Confirmation in the Catholic Church,” Wikipedia. 
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to the 500s A.D. show that no one who belonged to the order of penitents had access to 
Eucharistic communion until the bishop reconciled him with the community of the 
Church. Canon 29 of the Council of Epaone (517) in Gaul says, that from among 
penitents only apostates had to leave Sunday assembly together with catechumens, before 
the Eucharistic part commenced. Other penitents were present until the end but were 
denied communion at the table of the Lord.  

Celtic Church. When Western Christianity was overrun by peoples from the 
North and East in the Early Middle Ages, a Celtic version of Christian practice was 
developed in the monasteries of Ireland. From there Christian beliefs were carried back to 
Europe by missionaries from Ireland.  

Because of its isolation, the Celtic Church for centuries remained fixed with its 
forms of worship and penitential discipline which differed from the rest of the Church. It 
drew from Eastern monastic traditions and had no knowledge of the institution of a public 
penance in the community of the church which could not be repeated, and which 
involved canonical obligations. Celtic penitential practices consisted of confession, 
acceptance of satisfaction fixed by the priest, and finally reconciliation. They date back to 
the 500s A.D.  

Penitential books native to the islands provided precisely determined penances for 
all offences, small and great (an approach reminiscent of early Celtic civil and criminal 
law). Walter J. Woods holds that "[o]ver time the penitential books helped suppress 
homicide, personal violence, theft, and other offenses that damaged the community and 
made the offender a target for revenge." The practice of so-called tariff penance (pay for 
sins committed) was brought to continental Europe from the British Isles by Hiberno-
Scottish and Anglo-Saxon monks. 

The Celtic practice led to new theories about the nature of God's justice, about 
temporal punishment God imposes on sin, about a treasury of merits in heaven to pay the 
debt of this punishment, and finally about indulgences to offset that debt. 

The Church's teaching on indulgences as reflected in Canon Law (992) reads: "An 
indulgence is the remission in the sight of God of the temporal punishment due for sins, 
the guilt of which has already been forgiven. A member of Christ's faithful who is 
properly disposed and who fulfills certain specific conditions, may gain an indulgence by 
the help of the Church which, as the minister of redemption, authoritatively dispenses and 
applies the treasury of the merits of Christ and the Saints."  

In his work on the history of the Sacrament of Reconciliation, Bernhard 
Poschmann writes that “in its origins an indulgence is a combination of the early 
Medieval absolution, which had the efficacy of a prayer, and an act of jurisdiction 
remitting ecclesiastical penance.” And so, he concludes: “An indulgence only extends to 
remission of satisfaction imposed by the Church.  

Celtic penitential practice accepted the late patristic idea that it was the disciple 
and not God who did the forgiving, and it also employed the principle of Celtic law that a 
fine could be substituted for any punishment. This obscured the importance of repentance 
and amendment. The practice of seeking counsel from wise persons for the reform of 
one's life, which developed around monasteries, led to the custom of reconciliation in 
private with a priest. While private penance was first found in the penitential books of the 
700s A.D., the beginnings of the Sacrament of Reconciliation in the form of individual 
confession as practiced now, i.e. bringing together confession of sins and reconciliation 
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with the Church, can be traced back to the 1000 A.D.. By the 800s A.D. the practice of 
deathbed absolution, without performance of a penance, had led priests to pronounce 
absolution more widely before the performance of the penance, further separating 
repentance from forgiveness. 

In the early Church absolution had applied to the punishment rather than to the 
sins themselves. This punishment was controlled by the bishops. The later understanding 
of absolution as applying to the sins themselves altered the notion of only God forgiving 
sins. By the 1100s A.D. the formula that the priest used after hearing the confession had 
changed, from “May God have mercy on you and forgive you your sins” to “I absolve 
you from your sins.” Thomas Aquinas, with little knowledge of the early centuries of the 
Church, mistakenly asserted that the latter was an ancient formula, and this has led to its 
widespread use ever since his time.  

With the spread of scholastic philosophy, the question arose as to what caused the 
remission of sins. From the early the 1100s A.D. Peter Abelard and Peter Lombard 
reflected the practice that contrition and confession (even to laymen) assured of God’s 
forgiveness, but remorse for one's sins was necessary. Absolution referred only to the 
punishment due to sin. But at this time Hugh of St. Victor taught on the basis of the 
“power of the keys” (John 20:23 and Matthew 18:18) that absolution applied not to the 
punishment but to the sins, and this hastened the end to lay confession. From “as early as 
the 200s A.D. devout Christians were sometimes encouraged to reveal the condition of 
their soul to a spiritual guide.” This led to a private form of confession that bishops 
finally put a stop to by the Fourth Lateran Council (1215) that made confession to a priest 
obligatory within a year of the sinning, and has enshrined the practice of private 
confession ever since. In the 13th century the Dominican philosopher Thomas Aquinas 
tried to reunite the personal “matter” (contrition, confession, satisfaction) and ecclesial 
“form” (absolution). But the Franciscan Duns Scotus gave support to the prevalent 
opinion at the time that absolution was the only essential element of the sacrament, which 
readmitted the penitent to the Eucharist. 

In the 1000s A.D. and 1100s A.D. came legalistic theory of penances, as 
satisfying the divine justice and paying the penalty for the "temporal punishment due to 
sin". This was followed by a new theory of a treasury of merits which was first put 
forward around 1230. As a means of paying this penalty, the practice grew of granting 
indulgences for various good works, drawing on “the treasury of the Church's merits”. 
These indulgences later began to be sold, leading to Martin Luther's dramatic protest.  

In the mid-1550s, the bishops at the Council of Trent, retained the private 
approach to the Sacrament of Reconciliation, and decreed that indulgences could not be 
sold. The Council Fathers, according to Joseph Martos, were also “mistaken in assuming 
that repeated private confession dated back to the days of the Apostles.” However, for 
Catholics after Trent “the confession of mortal sins would be primarily regarded as a 
matter of divine law supported by the ecclesiastical law to confess these within a year 
after they had been committed.” In the following centuries a use of the sacrament grew, 
from Counter-Reformation practice, and according to Martos, misunderstanding what ex 
opere operato meant (independent of the worthiness of the priest), and from seeing 
penances as penalties (abetted by indulgences) rather than as means of reform. 

The problem that “has dominated the entire history of the sacrament of 
reconciliation … is the determination of the roles of the subjective and personal factors 
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and the objective and ecclesiastical factor in penance.” From the mid-1850s, historical 
and biblical studies began to restore an understanding of the necessity of repentance for 
forgiveness by God, before readmission to the Christian community through the 
sacrament. These studies paved the way for the bishops at the Second Vatican Council 
(1962-1965) to decree in their Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy: "The rite and formulas 
for the sacrament of penance are to be revised so that they more clearly express both the 
nature and effect of the sacrament." In a post-conciliar document, The Constitution on 
Penance, Pope Paul VI emphasized “the intimate relationship between external act and 
internal conversion, prayer, and works of charity.” This sought to restore the New 
Testament emphasis on growth in the works of charity throughout the Christian life. 

Unlike Western Christianity which saw its liturgical practice disrupted during the 
Migration Period of the Early Middle Ages, Eastern Christianity has retained more the 
understanding that ecclesiastical reconciliation had in Patristic times. In Eastern 
Christianity sacraments are called "sacred mysteries". The obligation to confess is less 
rigid and this includes only one’s most regrettable sins, to experience God’s forgiving 
love. The practice of absolution or of a given penance varies greatly. The emphasis is on 
conversion of heart rather than on enumeration of sins. 

Confession and penance in the rite of the Eastern Orthodox Church preserves the 
character of liberation and healing rather than of judgment. Ruling and healing are seen 
as the same charism, as in early Christian times. Remission of sin is granted on the basis 
of sincere repentance and confession. Absolution proclaims God’s forgiveness of the sin; 
it reinforces the penitent’s efforts at Christian growth. “Forgiveness of sin procured 
through sincere and heartfelt repentance is complete and perfect, needing no additional 
fulfillment,” and so “the Orthodox Church rejects Latin teaching of penalties and 
punishments, eternal and temporal remission, the treasury of merits, (and) purgatorial 
fire.”137 

 
 (p. 210) The Eucharist, also called Holy Communion or the Lord's Supper 

among other names, is a Christian rite that is considered a sacrament in the Catholic 
Church. According to the New Testament, the rite was instituted by Jesus Christ during 
the Last Supper; giving his disciples bread and wine during a Passover meal, Jesus 
commanded his disciples to "do this in memory of me" while referring to the bread as 
"my body" and the cup of wine as "the new covenant in my blood". Through the 
eucharistic celebration Christians remember both Christ's sacrifice of himself on the cross 
and his commission of the apostles at the Last Supper.  

The Lord's Supper was in use in the early 50s of the first century, as witnessed by 
the First Epistle to the Corinthians: 11:20–21:  

When you come together, it is not the Lord's Supper you eat, for as you 
eat, each of you goes ahead without waiting for anybody else. One 
remains hungry, another gets drunk. 
Currently, the elements of the Eucharist, sacramental bread (leavened or 

unleavened) and sacramental wine, are consecrated on an altar (or a communion table) 
and consumed thereafter. Communicants, those who consume the elements, may speak of 
"receiving the Eucharist" as well as "celebrating the Eucharist". Catholics believe that 

137See “Penance,” Wikipedia. 
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their substances actually become the body and blood of Christ (transubstantiation) while 
the appearances or "species" of the elements remain unchanged.138 

 
(1264) (p. 210) Eucharist: Zion praise thy savior (in Latin, Lauda Sion 

salvatorem) are the opening words of a sequence composed by Thomas Aquinas for the 
Mass of Corpus et Sanguinis Christi (Body and Blood of Christ). It is one of the four 
great hymns on the Holy Eucharist by Aquinas, the others being pange lingua gloriosi 
(Sing glorious tongue), sacris solemniis (Sacred Ceremonies) and verbum supernum 
prodiens (Word from Above). Together they set forth the fundamental doctrinal teachings 
of the Church on the Real Presence. 

Lauda Sion salvatorem was written at the request of Pope Urban IV when the 
Feast of Corpus Christi was first established, and it was intended for the sequence of the 
Mass of the feast. It is a dogmatic poem and never wanders from the correct scholastic 
terms. The author of the plainsong melody of the Lauda Sion salvatorem is not known 
but is supposed by some scholars to have been St. Thomas himself. The melody, 
however, dates from the 12th century, and possibly even earlier. The words are: 
 
Zion, to thy Saviour singing, 
To thy Prince and Shepherd bringing 
Sweetest hymns of love and praise, 
Thou wilt never reach the measure 
Of his worth, by all the treasure 
Of thy most ecstatic lays. 
 
Of all wonders that can thrill thee, 
And with adoration fill thee, 
What than this can greater be, 
That himself to thee he giveth? 
He that eateth ever liveth, 
For the Bread of Life is he. 
 
Fill thy lips to overflowing 
With sweet praise, his mercy showing 
Who this heav'nly table spread: 
On this day so glad and holy, 
To each longing spirit lowly 
Giveth he the living Bread. 
 

 
Here the King hath spread his table, 
Whereon eyes of faith are able 
Christ our Passover to trace: 
Shadows of the law are going, 
Light and life and truth inflowing, 
Night to day is giving place. 
 
Lo, this angels’ food descending 
Heavenly love is hither sending, 
Hungry lips on earth to feed: 
So the paschal lamb was given, 
So the manna came from Heaven, 
Isaac was His type indeed. 
 
O Good Shepherd, Bread life-giving, 
Us, thy grace and life receiving, 
Feed and shelter evermore; 
Thou on earth our weakness guiding, 
We in heav'n with thee abiding 
With all saints will thee adore.139 
 

 

138See “Eucharist,” Wikipedia. 
139See William Korfmacher (1900 – 1980), “Lauda Sion salvatorem” New 

Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), 19 vols., online at 
https://www.encyclopedia.com/religion/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-
maps/lauda-sion-salvatorem. 
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(p. 219) Extreme Uncion (Last Sacrament, Anointing of the Sick) is a sacrament 
of the Catholic Church. The chief Biblical text concerning anointing of the sick is James 
5:14–15: 

Is any man sick among you? Let him bring in the priests of the church and 
let them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord. 
And the prayer of faith shall save the sick man. And the Lord shall raise 
him up: and if he be in sins, they shall be forgiven him.140 
Anointing of the sick has often been postponed until someone is on the point of 

dying, so much so that, in spite of the fact that, in all celebrations of this sacrament, the 
liturgy prays for recovery of the health of the sick person if that would be conducive to 
his salvation, Anointing of the Sick has been thought to be exclusively for the dying and 
so has been called Extreme Unction (Final Anointing). 

In the past, following the custom of it being at the end of life, the usual name of 
the sacrament in official documents of the Catholic Church was Extreme Unction. Peter 
Lombard (d. 1160) is the first writer known to have used the term, which did not become 
the usual name in the West until the end of the twelfth century, and never became current 
in the East. The word "extreme" (final) indicated either that it was the last of the 
sacramental unctions (after the anointings at Baptism, Confirmation and, if received, 
Holy Orders) or because at that time it was normally administered only when a patient 
was in extremis (at the point of death). "Extreme Unction" continues in popular use 
among those who prefer to keep the terminology that was customary in the period 
immediately before the Second Vatican Council. 

In the early 1970s the official name was changed to Anointing of the Sick to 
reflect Church teaching that the sacrament is to be conferred on those who are 
"dangerously ill". Currently , it is administered to a Catholic "who, having reached the 
age of reason, begins to be in danger due to sickness or old age", except in the case of 
those who "persevere obstinately in manifest grave sin". Proximate danger of death, the 
occasion for the administration of Viaticum, which is the name for the eucharist given 
when near death, is not required, but only the onset of a medical condition of serious 
illness or injury or simply old age: "It is not a sacrament for those only who are at the 
point of death. Hence, as soon as anyone of the faithful begins to be in danger of death 
from sickness or old age, the fitting time for him to receive this sacrament has certainly 
already arrived." 

The sacrament is administered by a bishop or priest, who uses oleum infirmorum 
(Oil of the Sick), which is olive oil or another pure plant oil blessed by a bishop, to anoint 
the person’s  forehead and perhaps other parts of the body while reciting certain prayers. 
It gives comfort, peace, courage and, if the sick person is unable to make a confession, 
even forgiveness of sins. See Several other churches and ecclesial communities have 
similar ceremonies See “Anointing of the Sick” Wikipedia.  

 
 

Theology-Philosophy 
 

140Others texts cited for the Last Sacrament are: Matthew 10:8, Luke 10:8–9 and 
Mark 6:13): 
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Platonism (400s B.C. to present) is the philosophy of Plato (428 – 348 B.C.) and 

the philosophical systems derived from it. It affirms the existence of abstract objects, 
which are asserted to exist in a third realm distinct from both the sensible external world 
and from the internal world of consciousness, and is the opposite of nominalism. This can 
apply to properties, types, propositions, meanings, numbers, sets and truth values.  

In a narrower sense, the term indicates the doctrine of Platonic realism and the 
Theory of Forms, which distinguishes between the reality which is associated with and 
studied by the science, and the reality which is associated unchanging being and studied 
by the likes of mathematics. In the Republic the highest form is identified as the Form of 
the Good, the source of all other Forms, which can be known by reason. In the Sophist, a 
later work, the Forms being, sameness and difference are listed among the primordial 
"Great Kinds". 

Many Platonic notions were adopted by the Christian church which understood 
Plato's Forms as God's thoughts (a position also known as divine conceptualism), while 
Neoplatonism became a major influence on Christian mysticism in the West through 
Saint Augustine and through him incorporated by the Catholic Church.141 

 
Gnosticism (early Christian era). Gnosis is the common Greek noun for 

knowledge. The philosophy of Gnosticism teaches that a knowledge or insight into 
humanity’s real nature as divine, leads to the deliverance of the divine spark within 
humanity from the constraints of earthly existence. 

Gnosticism originated in the late first century C.E. in nonrabbinical Jewish sects 
and early Christian sects. In the formation of Christianity, various sectarian groups, 
labeled "gnostics" by their opponents, emphasised spiritual knowledge (gnosis) of the 
Divine spark within, over faith (pistis) in the teachings and traditions of the various 
communities of Christians. 

Gnosticism presents a distinction between the highest, unknowable God, and the 
demiurge “creator” of the material universe. The Gnostics considered the most essential 
part of the process of salvation to be this personal knowledge, in contrast to faith as an 
outlook in their world view along with faith in the ecclesiastical authority. They were 
regarded as heretics by the Fathers of the early church.142 

 
(p. 227) Evil as Absence of Good. (400s - present). The absence of good (Latin: 

privatio boni) is a theological doctrine that evil, unlike good, is insubstantial, so that 
thinking of it as an entity is misleading. Instead, evil is rather the absence or lack 
("privation") of good. It is typically attributed to St. Augustine of Hippo (354 – 430 A.D.) 
in The Enchiridion on Faith, Hope and Charity, which states:  

And in the universe, even that which is called evil, when it is 
regulated and put in its own place, only enhances our admiration of the 
good; for we enjoy and value the good more when we compare it with the 
evil. For the Almighty God, who, as even the heathen acknowledge, has 
supreme power over all things, being Himself supremely good, would 

141See “Platonism,” Wikipedia. 
142See “Gnosis,” Wikipedia. 
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never permit the existence of anything evil among His works, if He were 
not so omnipotent and good that He can bring good even out of evil.  

For what is that which we call evil but the absence of good? In the 
bodies of animals, disease and wounds mean nothing but the absence of 
health; for when a cure is effected, that does not mean that the evils which 
were present—namely, the diseases and wounds—go away from the body 
and dwell elsewhere: they altogether cease to exist; for the wound or 
disease is not a substance, but a defect in the fleshly substance,—the flesh 
itself being a substance, and therefore something good, of which those 
evils—that is, privations of the good which we call health—are accidents. 
Just in the same way, what are called vices in the soul are nothing but 
privations of natural good. And when they are cured, they are not 
transferred elsewhere: when they cease to exist in the healthy soul, they 
cannot exist anywhere else.143 
As discussed by Professor Shawn Floyd, Thomas Aquinas, echoing the general 

thrust of Augustine’s argument, claims that “Goodness and being are really the same.”144 
Floyd writes: 

The term “being” here is roughly equivalent to what is actual or existing. 
Thus what Aquinas means to convey is that something is good insofar as it 
is actual. By contrast, evil has no actuality in its own right. It would be a 
mistake, then, to speak of evil as an actual “thing,” if by “thing” we mean 
an existing being or quality. For evil is a deprivation of what is actual, like 
blindness or sickness. For this reason, Aquinas says that something is evil 
“inasmuch as it is deprived of some particular good that pertains to its due 
or proper perfection.”145 
Professor Floyd continues, “Again, Augustine’s influence is clear. For him, 

something is evil insofar as its existence is diminished or corrupted in some way. If 
something had no goodness whatsoever, it would lack all goods, even the good of 
existence itself. Augustine says, ‘if something where deprived of all goodness, it would 
be altogether nothing; therefore as long as something is, it is good.’”146 

 
 
Scholasticism  (1100 – present) (p. 234) was a medieval school of philosophy 

that employed a critical method of philosophical analysis based upon a Latin Catholic 
theistic paradigm which dominated teaching in the medieval universities in Europe from 
about 1100 to 1700. It originated within the Christian monastic schools that were the 

143See “Absence of good,” Wikipedia; Augustine, Confessions and Enchiridion 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press [1955]), on line at 
https://www.ccel.org/ccel/augustine/enchiridion.chapter4.html. 

144Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae [hereafter ST] Ia 5.1; Shawn Floyd, 
“Thomas Aquinas: Moral Philosophy,” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosopyhy, online at 
https://www.iep.utm.edu/aq-moral/. 

145Thomas Aquinas, Questiones de malo (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1995), 1.1 ad 1; ST Ia 48.2 passim. 

146Augustine, Confessions,VII.12. 
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basis of the earliest European universities. The rise of scholasticism was closely 
associated with these schools that flourished in Italy, France, Spain and England.  

Scholasticism was not so much a philosophy or a theology as a method of 
learning, as it placed a strong emphasis on dialectical reasoning to extend knowledge by 
inference and to resolve contradictions. Scholastic thought was also known for rigorous 
conceptual analysis and the careful drawing of distinctions. In the classroom and in 
writing, it often took the form of explicit disputation; a topic drawn from the tradition is 
broached in the form of a question, opponents' responses are given, a counterproposal is 
argued and opponents' arguments rebutted. Because of its emphasis on rigorous 
dialectical method, scholasticism was eventually applied to many other fields of study. 

As a program, scholasticism began as an attempt at harmonization on the part of 
medieval Christian thinkers, to harmonize the various authorities of their own tradition, 
and to reconcile Christian theology with classical and late antiquity philosophy, 
especially that of Aristotle but also of Neoplatonism.  

Some of the main figures of scholasticism include Anselm of Canterbury (the 
"father of scholasticism", Peter Abelard, Alexander of Hales, Albertus Magnus, Duns 
Scotus, William of Ockham, Bonaventure, and Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas's masterwork 
Summa Theologica (1265–1274) is considered to be the pinnacle of scholastic, medieval, 
and Christian philosophy; it began while Aquinas was regent master at the studium 
provinciale of Santa Sabina in Rome, the forerunner of the Pontifical University of Saint 
Thomas Aquinas, Angelicum. Important work in the scholastic tradition has been carried 
on well past Aquinas's time, for instance by Francisco Suárez and Luis de Molina, and 
also among Lutheran and Reformed thinkers. The historical legacy of scholasticism lay 
not in specific scientific discoveries, for these were not made, but laying the foundations 
for the development of natural science. 

Neo-scholasticism (also known as neo-scholastic Thomism or neo-Thomism 
because of the great influence of the writings of Thomas Aquinas on the movement), is a 
revival and development of medieval scholasticism in Roman Catholic theology and 
philosophy which began in the second half of the 19th century. It was in large part a 
reaction against the "Modernism" inspired by thinkers such as Descartes, Kant, and 
Hegel, the use of which was perceived as inimical to Christian doctrine. The meaning and 
core beliefs of theological Modernism were never tightly defined. In large part, 
Modernism simply represented that which was attacked by Rome in 1907 as “the sum of 
all heresies”. 

Given that Modernism remained the perceived enemy of neo-Scholasticism 
throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries, there were changes over the decades in 
what was attacked. However, common threads of thought can be detected. These include 
(1) the belief that revelation continued up to and including the present day and, therefore, 
did not stop with the death of the last apostle; (2) the belief that dogmas were not 
immutable and that ecclesial dogmatic formulas could change both in interpretation and 
in content; (3) the use of the historical-critical method in biblical exegesis.  

For many thinkers, the dangers of Modernism could only be overcome by a 
complete return to scholastic theology. In particular, Catholic interest came to focus on 
the 13th-century theologian Thomas Aquinas, whose writings were increasingly viewed 
as the ultimate expression of philosophy and theology, to which all Catholic thought must 
remain faithful. The German Jesuit J. Kleutgen (1811–83), who taught at Rome, was an 
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influential figure in his argument that a theology based upon a post-Cartesian philosophy 
undermined Catholic doctrine, and in his recommendation that the Aristotelian scientific 
method of Aquinas was the theology the Church now needed. The Italian writers at first 
laid special emphasis on the metaphysical features of Scholasticism, and less to the 
empirical sciences or to the history of philosophy.  

Papal support for such trends began under Pope Pius IX. The dogma of the 
Immaculate Conception (1854), the Syllabus errorum (1864) and the proclamation of 
papal infallibility (1870) all heralded a move away from Modernist forms of theological 
thought. An important moment for the spread of the movement occurred with Pope Leo 
XIII’s encyclical "Aeterni Patris", issued in 1879. The encyclical set out what would 
come to be seen as the principles of neo-scholasticism, and provided the stimulus for the 
donation of increased support to neo-scholastic thought. It called for “Christian 
philosophy to be restored according to the spirit of St Thomas” 

Also in 1879 the pope created the Pontifical Academy of St. Thomas Aquinas, 
and ordered the publication of the critical edition, the so-called "Leonine Edition", of the 
complete works of Thomas Aquinas. He also supported the Collegium Divi Thomae de 
Urbe (the future Pontifical University of Saint Thomas Aquinas, Angelicum), by 
founding its Faculty of Philosophy in 1882 and its Faculty of Canon Law in 1896. The 
thought of Aquinas came to be assessed positively in relation to all other ‘modern’ 
systems of thought. In particular, the Aristotelianism of Thomas was seen in contrast to 
the thought of Kant (itself seen as representative of “modern” thought). Other “modern” 
forms of thought, including Ontologism, Traditionalism, the dualism of Anton Günther, 
and the thought of Descartes, were also seen as flawed in comparison to Thomism.  

The movement also spread into other countries. In Belgium, Leo XIII at Louvain 
(then still a francophone university) in 1891 established an "Institut de philosophie" for 
the special purpose of teaching the doctrine of St. Thomas together with history and the 
natural sciences. In 1907 Pope Pius X issued the decree Lamentabili sane exitu, which 
condemned 65 Modernist propositions. Two months later, he issued the encyclical 
Pascendi Dominici Gregis, in which he unequivocally condemned the agnosticism, 
immanentism, and relativism of Modernism as the “synthesis of all heresies”. An anti-
Modernist oath was established in 1910 and remained in force until 1966.  

In 1914, Pope Pius X acted against Modernism by ordering, though the Sacred 
Congregation of Studies, the publication of a list of 24 philosophical propositions. These 
propositions summarized the central tenets of neo-scholasticism to be taught in all 
colleges as fundamental elements of philosophy. The propositions were intended to 
promote a purer form of Thomism. In 1917, the Church's new Code of Canon Law 
(Codex Iuris Canonici) insisted that the doctrine, methods, and principles of Thomas 
should be used in teaching philosophy and theology. Thomist thought therefore became 
reflected in the manuals and textbooks widely in use in Roman Catholic colleges and 
seminaries before Vatican II.  

It turned out that scholasticism and St. Thomas were not monolithic philosophies 
for defending against Modernism. Authors such as Étienne Gilson, Jacques Maritain, and 
Joseph Maréchal investigated alternative interpretations of Aquinas from the 1920s until 
the 1950s. Gilson and Maritain taught and lectured throughout Europe and North 
America, influencing a generation of English-speaking Catholic philosophers.  
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The growth in historical investigation into Thomas's thought led some to believe 
that neo-Thomism did not always reflect the thought of Thomas Aquinas himself. This 
historically oriented theology was particularly carried out by writers such as Étienne 
Gilson, Marie-Dominique Chenu, and Henri de Lubac. At Vatican II, traditional neo-
Thomist thought was opposed by such exponents of the nouvelle théologie.147 

 
 
Grace, Justification and Free Will (1500s) (Chapter 6). Joseph Pohle 

summarizes theories about grace and good works (free will). In the discussion the 
terminology of prémotion physique (God does it all) and congruism (man and God work 
together) represents two poles.148 A person gains salvation with both free will and grace. 
But some writers put more emphasis on one or the other. On the free will side are the 
Jesuits, including the 16th-century Spanish theologian Luis de Molina (1525-1600) and 
the semi-Pelagians. In their view justification is offered upon the basis of human 
cooperation with divine grace as opposed to the Protestant doctrine of passive reception 
of grace.  

One of the Jesuits’ supports is the Council of Trent (1545 - 1563) Decree de 
justificatione (on justification). It stated that free will cooperates in preparing itself and in 
entering a state in which the grace of justification is obtained, and that the free will can 
refuse to give consent, if it wishes. It declared further that humans are not an inanimate 
thing, which do nothing, and are purely passive in doing good.149  

In making his argument, Medina made use of of the term “middle knowledge.” 
John Laing, an opponent of Molina, in his article on “Middle Knowledge,” defines 
middle knowledge as knowledge that comes between natural and free knowledge in 
God's deliberations regarding the creative process.150 Natural knowledge is like 
mathematical truth: 1+1 = 2. Such knowledge will always be the truth no matter what 
God wills. It places a limit on God. On the other hand, free knowledge is contingent. The 
doctrine of middle knowledge proposes that God has knowledge of states of affairs via 
natural knowledge of what He intends to do via free knowledge. 

147See “Scholasticism,” Wikipedia. 
148Joseph Pohle, articles on "Controversies on Grace," “Justification,” “Free 

Will,” and “Molina,” in The Catholic Encyclopedia; an international work of reference 
(New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1909), 15 vols., vol. 6, online at 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06710a.htm. 

149See “Decree de justificatione,” from the sixth session, fourth canon (adopted 
on January 13, 1547), in Robert Fastiggi and Anne Englund Nash (Editors), Compendium 
of creeds, definitions, and declarations on matters of faith and morals [originally 
compiled by Heinrich Denzinger under the title Enchiridion symbolorum, definitionum et 
declarationum de rebus fidei et morum (43rd ed., San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2012), 
1399 pp [Council of Trent decree on free will in the 36th ed., (Freiburg im Brisgau and 
Rome: Herder, 1976), no. 1554 (378)], online at  
http://www.thecounciloftrent.com/ch6.htm. 

150John Laing, “Middle Knowledge,” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, online 
at https://www.iep.utm.edu/middlekn/, 
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Medina labeled human cooperation with salvation as congruis conduct. He stated 
further that God first resolves or sees that a person will chose a saving act and then 
consults His middle knowledge to see what congruist grace is necessary to obtain free 
consent and result in salvation. According to this reasoning, it follows that, given his 
antecedent resolution, God confers some grace other than saving grace, if He knows that 
the person will not freely consent to the saving grace. So grace is made efficacious not 
only by the person's free consent but also by God's antecedent predetermination to confer 
a "congruous" grace or efficacious grace that will guarantee the person’s acting well. 

This is known as congruism and was worked out in detail by Robert Bellarmine 
and Francisco Suárez. Another way some say it is that God wills for a person to do a 
saving act, knowing the person will do it, but not having resolved beforehand that the 
person will freely do it.  In 1613 congruism was mandated for all Jesuit theologians by 
the Father General Claude Aquiviva.151 

On the grace or “God does it all” side of the question, which included Bishop de 
Bazelaire, are those such as the Jansenists, Augustine of Hippo, Calvin, Thomists and 
Dominicans. They emphasize original sin, human depravity, the necessity of divine grace 
and predestination. The Dominicans-Thomists led by Domingo Báñez (1528 –1604) use 
the prémotion physique terminology to explain how God’s omnipotent providence which 
exercises complete control over all events that happen, does not infringe on man's 
freedom. 

Joseph Pohle comments, about prémotion physique: 
God premoves each man in all his acts to the line of conduct which he 
subsequently adopts. This premotive decree inclines man's will with 
absolute certainty to the side decreed, but God adapts this premotion to the 
nature of the being thus premoved. As God possesses infinite power, He 
can infallibly premove man--who is by nature a free cause--to choose a 
particular course freely.152 
To sum up, in the Jesuit view, which Boulier probably followed, the above 

premotion thinking of the Dominicans was unsatisfactory. In the Jesuit analysis it fails to 
give an adequately intelligible account of the freedom of the human will. According to 
the Jesuits, the relation of the Divine action to man's will should be conceived rather as of 
a concurrent than of a premotive character; and that God's knowledge of what a free 
being would choose must be deemed logically prior to any decree of concurrence or 
premotion in respect to that act of choice.153 For the Jesuits the practical result of the 
Dominican position in minimizing free will, was that it tended toward Epicureanism and 
made man a slave of his own desires.154 

151See “Molinism,” Wikipedia; Robert Bellarmine, Opera Omnia, (ed. J. Fèvre, 
Paris: Apud Ludovicum Vives 1870-1874), vol. 5. 

152Joseph Pohle, “Free Will,” Catholic Encyclopedia, online at 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06259a.htm. 

153See David Svoboda, “Physical Premotion and Human Freedom,” Verbum 
(2004) vol. 6.2 pp. 325-333, online at http://www.verbum-analectaneolatina.hu/pdf/6-2-
03.pdf. 

154See Sylvio De Franceschi, “Fénelon and the Thomist Concept of Physical 
Premotion: Modern Thomism before the Tribunal of Molinism,“ Revue de l’histoire des 
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Materialism 

 
Materialism. (1600s to present) p. 227. The communist movement for the past 

century has used materialist philosophy as a practice guide. This philosophy features laws 
of logic and doctrines about infinity, the continual motion of matter, the conditional and 
absolute nature of truth and the use of science and aesthetics to acquire knowledge. 

Materialism belongs to the class of monist ontology. As such, it is different from 
ontological theories based on dualism or pluralism. For singular explanations of the 
phenomenal reality, materialism would be in contrast to idealism. Despite the large 
number of philosophical schools, all philosophies are said to fall into one of two primary 
categories, which are defined in contrast to each other: idealism and materialism. 

The basic proposition of the two philosophic categories (materialist-idealist) 
pertains to the nature of reality—the primary distinction between them is the way they 
answer two fundamental questions: "what does reality consist of?" and "how does it 
originate?" To idealists, spirit or mind or the objects of mind (ideas) are primary, and 
matter secondary. To materialists, matter is primary, and mind or spirit or ideas are 
secondary—the product of matter acting upon matter. 

Historically, the term “materialism” was first used in the 17th century, primarily 
in the sense of physical concepts of matter, as in the work of Robert Boyle (1627 – 1691); 
later it was used in a more general philosophical sense by Gottfried Leibniz (1646 – 
1716), who contrasted materialism with idealism. Friedrich Engels (1820 – 1895) did 
likewise. He wrote in 1886: 

The answers which the philosophers gave to this question [did God create 
the world] split them into two great camps. Those who asserted the 
primacy of spirit to nature and, therefore, in the last instance, assumed 
world creation in some form or other — and among the philosophers, 
Hegel, for example, this creation often becomes still more intricate and 
impossible than in Christianity — comprised the camp of idealism. The 
others, who regarded nature as primary, belong to the various schools of 
materialism.155  

religions (2011), vol 228; online at https://www.cairn-int.info/article-
E_RHR_2281_0037--fenelon-and-the-thomist-concept-of.htm; J. P. M. Walsh, “Work as 
if Everything Depends On—Who?”The Way Supplement (Spring 1991), vol. 70, pp. 125-
136. 

155Frederick Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German 
Philosophy (Die Neue Zeit) (Moscow: Progress Publishers, [1886] 1946), part 2: 
“Materialism,” online at https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1886/ludwig-
feuerbach/ch02.htm. See also, Фридрих Энгельс, Людвиг Фейербах и конец 
классической немецкой философии,” in Карл Маркс and Фридрих Энгельс, Полное 
собрание сочинений (K. Marx and F. Engels, Complete Works) (Мосow: Government 
Publishing House of Political Literature, 1955-1974), 2nd ed., vol. 21, pp. 269-317, at p. 
283, online at https://www.informaxinc.ru/lib/marx/21.html; and “Materialism,” 
Wikipedia.  
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Dialectics. A distinguishing feature of Marxist-Leninist materialism to which 
Boulier referred is that it incorporated Hegel’s dialectic. Marx's revision of Hegelianism 
resulted from his reading of Engels's book, The Condition of the Working Class in 
England in 1844, which was published in 1845.156 It led Marx to conceive of the 
historical dialectic in terms of class conflict and to see the modern working class as the 
most progressive force for revolution. 

Besides Hegel, Engles traced the history of dialectical logic back to Zeno’s (5th c. 
B.C.E.) paradox. The paradox deals with an arrow in flight which in every time segment 
is in a different place, yet it is at every time segment resting in that place. Zeno concluded 
that if the arrow rests in every moment, then its motion is impossible and is an illusion. 
For Engels, as Moscow State University philosopher Aleksei Bogomolov (1927 - 1983) 
commented in 1977, the paradox taught that with the dialectic, “We are dealing with one 
of the most profound mysteries of human thought – the mystery of the synthetic creative 
activity of reason.”157 

Marx and Engels never used the words "dialectical materialism" in their own 
writings. Marx talked about the "materialist conception of history", as in The German 
Ideology, which was published in 1845.158 Engels referred to it as "historical 
materialism." He further explained the "materialist dialectic" in 1883 in his Dialectics of 
Nature. It was Georgi Plekhanov who was among the first to use the term "dialectical 
materialism," when he wrote in 1891 on Hegel and Marx.  

Features. Dialectical materialism has a number of features, including, as noted 
above, the laws of logic. It was Engles who, from his reading of Hegel's Science of Logic, 
deducted the three laws of dialectics. As mentioned above he described these laws as the 
“materialist dialectic” in his work Dialectics of Nature (c. 1883).159 These were the laws 
(1) of transformation of quantity to quality; (2) of unity and progress resulting from the 
struggle of opposites or contradiction; and (3) of the negation of the negation. 

156Friedrich Engels, The condition of the working-class in England in 1844 
(London: Allen and Unwin, [1845] 1950), 298 p. 

157Aleksei S. Bogomolov, “Dialectical Contradiction and Its Solution, 
Concerning the Central Problem of Dialectical Logic,” in Philosophy in the USSR: 
Problems of Dialectical Materialism (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1977), pp. 134-156, 
at p. 156; see also, Алексе́й Серге́евич Богомо́лов,” Википедия.  

158Karl Marx, The German Ideology (1845), online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/german-ideology/ 

159Friedrich Engels, Dialectics of nature, trans Clemens Dutt, preface J.B.S. 
Haldane (New York: International Publishers, 1940), 383 p.; onine at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1883/don/index.htm. This work was not 
published during Engel’s life-time, but in 1925 by the Marx-Engels Institute in Moscow. 
Its contents include:-Dialectics.--Basic forms of motion.--The measure of motion--work.-
-Heat.--Electricity.--Dialectics of nature--notes.--Tidal friction, Kant and Thomson-Tait 
on the rotation of the earth and lunar attraction.--The part played by labour in the 
transition from ape to man.--Natural science and the spirit world [from a manuscript of 
Engels probably written in 1878, and first published in 1898"]--Appendices: I. Notes to 
Anti-Dühring, hitherto unpublished in English. II. Source references. 
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Illustrative of how these laws were used is Engel’s discussion of the second law 
about contradiction and its relation to the existence of infinity. He wrote in 1878: 

Infinity is a contradiction, and is full of contradictions. From the outset it 
is a contradiction that an infinity is composed of nothing but finites, and 
yet this is the case. The limitedness of the material world leads no less to 
contradictions than its unlimitedness, and every attempt to get over the 
contradictions leads, as we have seen, to new and worse contradictions. It 
is just because infinity is a contradiction that it is an infinite process, 
unrolling endlessly in time and space. The removal of the contradiction 
would be the end of infinity.160 
Another aspect fo the second dialectical law is that it allows for the simultaneous 

truths of opposites, that is something can be both “A” and “not A” at the same time. This 
is unlike formal logic. Marxist professor Bogomolov criticized the “either-or” 
argumentation of formal logic as manifesting the “numbness of metaphysical 
thought.”161 For Boulier the dialectic was flexible enough to accommodate the 
“mystical” nature of matter, that is, its ability to be true and not true at the same time. 

However, there were those, such as Moscow State University professor Igor 
Narskii (1920 - 1993), who opposed Marx’s doctrine of contradiction in nature. He 
contended that contradiction might exist in thought or logic, but not in nature. He noted 
that no one had experimentally determined if reality was contradictory or not. In his view, 
Marx, who taught that contradiction existed in nature, should not be read literally.162 
Narskii commented: 

Engels was an opponent of the logic of the understanding, i.e., 
formal logic, when it is developed and interpreted metaphysically; this 
does not signify that he altogether rejected the laws of formal logic as 
such. In the Dialectics of Nature he speaks of formal logic in a positive 
sense as a method for arriving at the truth.  

As for the contradictions of mechanical motion, the objective 
contradiction moving it can of course only be the dynamic contradiction of 
action and reaction according to the third law of Newtonian mechanics. 
The contradiction "at one and the same instant of time is and is not at the 
same point of its motion" is neither a dynamic nor an objective 
contradiction. It is a subjective contradiction, i.e, one which arises within 
the process of considering the geometrical aspect of motion, and it attests 

160Friedrich Engels, Anti-Dühring: Herr Eugen Dühring's revolution in science 
(Moscow: Foreign Language Publishing House, [1878] 1954), 509pp, at p. 68; online at 
Internet Archive, https://archive.org/details/antiduhring. 

161Bogomolov, “Dialectical Contradiction and Its Solution,” p. 156. See also, 
Nikolaĭ I. Kondakov (Николай Иванович Кондаков 1900-1984), Logika (Moscow: Izd-
vo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1954).  

162Igor Narskii, ”The Problem of Contradiction in Mechanical Motion and the 
Discussion in Filosofskie Nauki,” Studies in Soviet Philosophy (1965), vol. 4, pp. 24-35, 
at p. 33. See also Aleksandr P. Sheptulin, Marxist-Leinist Philosophy (Moscow: Progress 
Publishers, 1978).  
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the dialectics of the very process of knowing, and does not come into 
conflict with the formal-logical law of noncontradiction…163 
A second feature of dialectical materialism was pointed out by Lenin in 1908 in 

Materialism and empirio-criticism and in the Philosophical Notebooks. He postulated 
that the mode of existence of matter is motion so, since the world is in a state of constant 
flux, there are no entitites which may be described as truly static. He also held that 
changes in matter occur according to regularities or “laws” and that matter has an infinite 
number of qualities and properties—it is “inexhaustible.”164 

Other features of materialism as summarized by the Soviet academic, Bonifatii 
Kedrov (1903 – 1985), include the material nature of thought, of time and space and of 
eternity. Kedrov commented: 

Dialectical materialism implies that matter was not created but always 
existed, that space and time are objectively existing forms of its being, that 
thought is inseparable from matter that thinks, and that the unity of the 
world consists in its materiality.”165 
Knowledge, Absolute Truth, Science and Aesthetics. Materialism talks of 

objective features like dialectics, matter in flux and infinity. It also has subjective 
features. In his study of philosophy Lenin discussed knowledge as a subjective feature. In 
his view knowledge was a reflection in the mind of objective matter and as such was 
necessarily provisional and incomplete. The the increase of knowledge was by an 
accumulation of relative, rather than absolute truths. The limits of what could be known 

163Igor Narskii, “On ‘Marx's Use of Contradiction,’ Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research (June, 1980), vol. 40, no. 4 pp. 564-567, at p. 566. See also, 
Narskii, “The Problem of Contradiction in Mechanical Motion and the Discussion in 
Filosofskie Nauki,” Studies in Soviet Philosophy (1965), vol. 4, pp. 24-35, at p. 33; and 
Aleksandr P. Sheptulin, Marxist-Leinist Philosophy (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 
1978).  

164Vladimir Lenin, Materialism and empirio-criticism, critical comments on a 
reactionary philosophy (Moscow: Progress Publishers, [1908] 1970), 397pp, chapter 2, 
part 5 (absolute and relative truth); which is also in Lenin Collected Works (Moscow: 
Progress Publishers, 1972), vol., 14, pp. 17-362, online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1908/mec/two5.htm; and Lenin, 
Philosophical notebooks (Moscow: Progress Publishers, [1961] 1972); also in Collected 
works [of] V.I. Lenin (Philosophical notebooks) (London: Lawrence & Wishart; Moscow: 
[Foreign Languages Pub. House], 1961), vol. 38, 638 pages. 

165Bonifatii M. Kedrov, “Materialism,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia (3rd Edition, 
1970-1979, New York: Macmillan, Inc., The Gale Group, Inc., 1979), vol. 15, pp. 559-
563, at p. 559, online at http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/materialism. See also, 
B. M. Kedrov, Problemy istorii i metodologii nauchnogo poznaniia: Sbornik sttei. Otv 
[Problems of History and Methodology of Scientific Knowledge: Collection of Articles], 
(Editors B. M. Kedrov and N. F. Ovchinnikov, Moscow: “Nauka,” 1974); Lev Shaumyan 
(ed), “Beskonechnost” [Infinity], Bolshaya Sovietskaya Entsiklopediya (2nd ed., Moscow: 
Gosudarstvennoe nauchnoe izdatelstvo, 1958), vol. 5, p. 74, online at 
http://publ.lib.ru/archives/s/sovetskaya_enciklopediya/_sovetskaya_enciklopediya.html#0
14. 
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at any one time was historically conditioned, but the existence of absolute truth was 
unconditional. Lenin wrote about absolute truth: 

From the standpoint of modern materialism i.e., Marxism, the 
limits of approximation of our knowledge to objective, absolute truth are 
historically conditional, but the existence of such truth is unconditional, 
and the fact that we are approaching nearer to it is also unconditional…  

In a word, every ideology is historically conditional, but it is 
unconditionally true that to every scientific ideology (as distinct, for 
instance, from religious ideology), there corresponds an objective truth, 
absolute nature. You will say that this distinction between relative and 
absolute truth is indefinite. And I shall reply: yes, it is sufficiently 
“indefinite” to prevent science from becoming a dogma in the bad sense of 
the term, from becoming something dead, frozen, ossified; but it is at the 
same time sufficiently “definite” to enable us to dissociate ourselves in the 
most emphatic and irrevocable manner from fideism and agnosticism.166 
Lenin maintained that human knowledge was conditional, but, as in the last 

sentence above, distanced himself from Protagoras, the Sophists and the Skeptics. They 
took a more modest and less fideist position than Lenin about “absolute truth.” Their 
discovery of the imperfection and mutability of knowledge, especially in everything that 
concerns the problems of the beginnings and the bases of all that exists, resulted in their 
rejection of the possibility that reason can penetrate the ultimate meaning of things.167 
Thomas Hulxley in 1869 labeled their thnking as “agnosticism” or being “without 
knowledge.” For Lenin, being unable to obtain absolute knowledge didi not rule out 
believing there was such knowledge. 

To the discussion of truth and knowledge as subjective features of materialism, a 
related feature of materialism, is its use of aesthetics and science as methods for 
expanding knowledge. Unlike science, which strives for impersonal, objective knowledge 
that is generalized to the fullest possible extent, the aesthetic (artistic) way of 
comprehending reality, as embodied in literature, music, the theater, painting and 
religion, seeks cognition that is inseparable from the unique personal element. Tjr 
Leningrad State University Professor, Moiseĭ S. Kagan (1921 – 2006) commented about 
the “sensory” nature of aesthetics:  

Art is often described as “thinking in images” and science as “thinking in 
concepts,” emphasizing that the former develops chiefly the sensory and 
imaginal aspect of humanity’s creative capacity, whereas science deals 
primarily with the intellectual and conceptual aspect.168 
Materialists use both science and asthetics to expand knowledge. In 1979 the 

Soviet physicist Igor Alekseev in discussing scientific knowledge, wrote that dialectical 
materialism implies the universe and its laws are knowable and adequately reflected in 

166Lenin, Materialism and empirio-criticism, chapter 2, part 5 (absolute and 
relative truth); Lenin Collected Works (1972), vol., 14, pp. 17-362, online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1908/mec/two5.htm. 

167See “Agnosticism,” Wikipedia. 
168Moiseĭ Kagan, “Aesthetics,” The Great Soviet Encyclopedia (3rd ed., 1970-

1979), online at https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/aesthetics.  
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human consciousness, that science has a role in knowing, and that the criterior of 
practice—the success or failure of interventnions in the world, shows whether 
conceptions of it are adequate or not.169 

About the positive relation of science to materialaism and to the practice criterion, 
Professor Alekseev summed up that “materialism is a philosophy that consciously and 
openly allies itself with science and with the scientific method. . . Science studies reality 
by means of reality itself and requires rational substantiation and practical confirmation 
of the knowledge derived.”170 

Practice Criterion and Expansion of Knowledge. Overtime materialists 
regularly corrected their theory to correspond with advances in science and society. 
Scientific developments in the nineteenth century and later in the twentieth century in 
quantum and cosmological discoveries were among the issues that brought philosophical 
updates.  

Illustrative of how materialism employed the “practice criterion” to correct itself 
was the progress it made as the result of late nineteenth-century discoveries in physics, 
such as x-rays, electrons, and the beginning of quantum mechanics. These developments 
philosophically challenged previous conceptions of matter and materialism, thus matter 
seemed to be disappearing. Vladimir Lenin (1870 - 1924) commented in 1908:  

'Matter disappears' means that the limit within which we have hitherto 
known matter disappears, and that our knowledge is penetrating deeper; 
properties of matter are disappearing that formerly seemed absolute, 
immutable, and primary, and which are now revealed to be relative and 
characteristic only of certain states of matter. For the sole 'property' of 
matter, with whose recognition philosophical materialism is bound up, is 
the property of being an objective reality, of existing outside of the 
mind.171 

169Igor S. Alekseev, “Science,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia (3rd Edition, 1970-
1979, New York: Macmillan, Inc., The Gale Group, Inc., 1979), vol. 17, pp. 668-673, at 
p. 668; online at http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/materialism. 

The criterion of practice as the basis of the materialist theory of knowledge. was 
taught by Marx in his “Theses on Feuerbach” (1845) and Engels in his Ludwig 
Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philosophy (1888) and in “Special 
Introduction to the English Edition of 1892” of his Socialism: Utopian and Scientific. See 
K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works (Moscow: 1958), vol. 2, pp. 403-05, 358-403, 93-
115. 

Lenin also stressed the place of  practice in advancing materialist knowledge. See 
Materialism and empirio-criticism, chapter 2, part II, 6. (The Criterion of Practice in the 
Theory of Knowledge), online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1908/mec/two6.htm. 

170Alekseev, “Science,” at p. 668; online at 
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/materialism. 

171Lenin, Materialism and empirio-criticism, chapter 5, part 2, “Matter has 
Disappeared,” on line at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1908/mec/five2.htm#v14pp72h-258; see 
also, “Dialectical Materialism,” Wikipedia. 
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In the next generation beginning in the 1920s developments in physics forced 
further adjustments. The general theory of relativity was used for study on the macro 
level where there was gravity. For the micro level scientists used quantum probability to 
study electromagnetic and neutron forces on the subatomic level. The laws of quantum 
probability were based on waves, not particles.172 Initially, the use of quantum theory 
and relativity was considered by some Marxists as a threat to materialist epistemology. 

An example of a physicist who opposed the new theories was Arkady K. 
Timiryazev (Аркадий Тимирязев, 1880 - 1955). In the 1920s to 1940s he was a 
professor of physics at Moscow State University. As a Communist Party activist he 
supported a group called the mechanists. This group opposed another group of physicists, 
called the Machists, which advocated the non-classical theories of relativity, quantum 
mechanics and genetics. 

The non-classical theories were opposed in part because they abandoned visual 
mechanical models and replaced them with abstract mathematical constructions. From 
the mechanists’ view, these theories were idealist in suggesting the qualitative 
irreducibility of the higher forms of motion of matter to the underlying ones and in 
accepting the idea of objective randomness. 

Timiryazev commented on the idealism of the Machists in 1929: 
The Machists have spoken a lot of unimaginable nonsense, which they are 
now reading with reverence, because such nonsense is spoken by such 
major physicists as Bohr, Sommerfeld, Heisenberg, Schrödinger and 
others.173 
At another point Timiryazev observed, “Einstein set himself the task of building 

the world as he wants, and he achieved a resounding success only because his hypotheses 
- from a physical point of view, unfounded - cannot be verified in the current state of 
science.”174 

172See V. E. Lvov, ”Na fronte kosmologii” [On the Cosmological Front], Pod 
Znamenem Marksizma (PZM) [под знаменем марксизма, Under the Banner of 
Marxism] (Moscow: 1938), no. 7, pp. 137-167; I. A. Prokofyva, “Konferentsiia po 
ideologiecheskim voprosam astronomii,”[Conference on Ideological Questions of 
Astrophysics], Priroda, no. 6 (Moscow: Academy of Science, of the USSR, 1949), pp. 
71-77; online at http://priroda.ras.ru/Priroda-100.htm. 

173Arkady K. Timiryazev in Abram M. Deborin (pseudonym of A. M. Ioffe), 
Современные проблемы философии марксизма; доклад, прения по докладу и 
заключительное слово (Modern problems of the philosophy of Marxism; report, debate 
on the report and closing remarks) (Moscow: Izd-vo Kommunisticheskoĭ akademii, 
1929), p. 85; See also, Sergey N. Korsakov, “Б. М. Гессен: материалистическая 
диалектика в борьбе с идеологическим камланием” (B. M. Hessen: materialist 
dialectics in the fight against ideological shaming) Эпистемология и философия науки 
(Epistemology & Philosophy of Science) (2019) vol. 56, no. 1, pp. 202-208, online at 
http://www.phisci.ru/files/issues/2016/01/RJPS_2016-01_Korsakov.pdf. 

174Arkady K. Timiryazev, "Prinzip otnositelnosti Einshteina i dialektocheskii 
materialism" [Einstein's Principle of Relativity and Dialectical Materialism], Pod 
Znamenem Marksizma (под знаменем марксизма) (PZM) [Under the Banner of 
Marxism] (Moscow: 1924), no. 10-11, pp. 92-114, at p. 109 (in Russian), online at 
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A second reason the non-classical view was opposed by mechanists was what 
Niels Bohr called the "duality paradox" and which he found to be a fundamental or 
metaphysical fact of nature. A given kind of quantum object will exhibit sometimes 
wave, sometimes particle, character, in respectively different physical settings. He saw 
such duality as one aspect of the concept of complementarity. He regarded renunciation 
of the cause-effect relation, or complementarity, of the space-time picture, as essential to 
the quantum mechanical account.175 

The physicist Andrew Cross gives a more detailed summary of the controversy: 
Three aspects of quantum theory were seized upon by its [Soviet] 

critics. The first was Max Born’s (1882 - 1970) interpretation of the wave-
function as a description, not of the system to which it corresponded, but 
of knowledge about the system. This was viewed as anthropomorphic and 
idealistic in its disregard of the system as mind-independent matter. Born 
also claimed that the wave-function contained all possible information 
about the system which, as the wave-function only gave probabilities of 
different states, rather than exact answers, ruled out any possibility of a 
deeper causal explanation of the probabilities. 

The second point of contention was the implication that the 
statistical character of the theory was a consequence of human 
intervention rather than an objective feature of nature -- this being 
expressed in the early interpretation of the Uncertainty Relations as due to 
an “uncontrollable interaction” in the measurement process. This was 
censured as an arbitrary limitation on the possible extent of human 
knowledge. 

Niels Bohr's (1885 - 1962) post-EPR [Einstein, Podolsky and 
Rosen paper in 1935] formulation of “complementarity” was no better 
from this point of view, and it provided a third target for criticism. 
According to this later version, “uncertainty” arose from the limited 
applicability of various mutually contradictory classical concepts such as 
wave and particle descriptions, and causality and space-time coordination. 
These contradictory or “complementary” properties were reconciled by 
attributing existence to them only during the measurement process. 

This reluctance to talk in terms of matter independent of the 
observer, and the rejection of the idea of a reality that could be modelled 
unambiguously, were widely condemned as examples of the “physical 
idealism” that was part of a broader attack on socialism.176 

https://thecharnelhouse.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/under-the-banner-of-marxism-
c2abd0bfd0bed0b4-d0b7d0bdd0b0cc81d0bcd0b5d0bdd0b5d0bc-
d0bcd0b0d180d0bad181d0b8cc81d0b7d0bcd0b0c2bb-1924-e28496-10-11.pdf. 

175See “Wave-particle duality,” Wikipedia; Niels Bohr, "The Quantum Postulate 
and the Recent Development of Atomic Theory," Nature (1928) vol. 121, no. 3050, pp. 
580–590, online at https://www.nature.com/articles/121580a0. 

176Andrew Cross, “The Crisis in Physics: Dialectical Materialism and Quantum 
Theory,” Social Studies of Science (November 1991), vol. 21, no. 4, pp. 735-759, at pp. 
738-739. 
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Despite the objections, Soviet materialists adjusted their analysis to include 
quantum probability and the assumption that all particles exhibit a wave nature and vice 
versa. As late as 2013 a survey of academic physicists found that despite a century of 
debate, “the foundations of quantum mechanics themselves remain hotly debated in the 
scientific community, and no consensus on essential questions has been reached.”177 
The foundations include whether quantum mechanics is deterministic or stochastic 
(random), which elements of quantum mechanics can be considered real, and what is the 
nature of measurement. 

Some theoreists divide materialist philosophers into two schools. One school is 
associated with reductionism, according to which the objects or phenomena individuated 
at one level of description, if they are genuine, must be explicable in terms of the objects 
or phenomena at some other level of description—typically, at a more reduced level. The 
Soviets tended to be in this school. 

A second school is associated with non-reductive materialism. This school 
explicitly rejects the reductive notion. It takes the material constitution of all particulars 
to be consistent with the existence of real objects, properties or phenomena not explicable 
in the terms canonically used for the basic material constituents. Professor Jerry Fodor 
argues this view, according to which empirical laws and explanations in "special 
sciences" like psychology or geology are invisible from the perspective of basic 
physics.178 

Similarly, non-reductive materialists extend the definition of other scientifically 
observable entities such as energy, forces and the curvature of space. Professor Mary 
Midgley suggests that the concept of "matter" is elusive and poorly defined, and perhaps 
that materialism is a self-refuting idea, at least in its eliminative materialist form.179 

Practice: Cosmology. Along with quantum issues, there was a second dispute 
among physicists which also came to be accommodated. This related to creationist “finite 
universe” concepts such as the Big Bang, expanding universe and cosmic microwave 
background radiation (C.M.B.R.). While some Marxists initially condemned these 
theories as anti-materialist, Soviet physicists by the 1940s were using them simply as 
pragmatic hypotheses that were helpful in explaining their experimental results. By using 
terms such as “beginning of the expansion” and “initial singularity,” but not “creation,” 
they maintained they were making no concessions to religion. Materialists reasoned that 
the status of cosmological understanding was still at a primitive stage and pragmatic 
hypotheses were the best that could be achieved currently. It might be centuries before 
knowledge was achieved, but there was an assumption that the materialist position would 
be verified. 

177Maximilian Schlosshauer, et. al., "A snapshot of foundational attitudes toward 
quantum mechanics," Studies in History and Philosophy of Science (2013), vol. 44 (3), 
pp. 222–230, online at https://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.1069.pdf. 

178See “Materialism,” Wikipedia; Jerry Fodor, RePresentations: Philosophical 
Essays on the Foundations of Cognitive Science (Cambride, Massachusetts: The MIT 
Press, 1981). 

179See “Materialism,” Wikipedia; Mary Midgley, The Myths We Live By (New 
York: Routledge, 2003). 
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Illustrative of adjustments made to Soviet cosmological analysis was the work of 
the earlier-noted scientist Gustav I. Naan. He commented in 1979 that he was theorizing 
on the period in history when time equaled zero at the moment of the Big Bang and that 
as a result there was a need for “an extended concept of time” and further, that it was a 
period when the subject being studied was not susceptible to physical inquiry.180 His 
materialist practice required a pragmatic “agnostic” (unknowing) position. He wrote: 

Unsolved problems. Relativistic cosmology explains the observed modern 
state of the universe; it has predicted previously unknown phenomena. 
However, the development of cosmology has also posed a number of 
extremely difficult, as yet unsolved, problems. Thus, in order to study the 
state of matter with densities many orders higher than nuclear density, it is 
necessary to develop a completely new physical theory (presumably, some 
sort of synthesis between the existing theory of gravitation and quantum 
mechanics). As yet there exist no suitable mathematical tools for research 
on the state of matter at infinite density (and infinite space-time 
curvature). In addition, the continuity of time must be disrupted in such a 
situation, and the question of what there was “before” t = 0, applicable to 
the standard (metric) concept of time, is devoid of meaning. Some type of 
extended concept of time is needed. Only the first steps are being taken in 
the solution of this problem.181 
Practice in Political-Economy. Marxists view sciece as a guide to practice in 

other areas besides metaphysics and cosmology. For example in Soviet political life, class 
struggle was explained by the second law of dialectical logic, “unity out of the struggle of 
opposites.” 

The dissolution of the U.S.S.R. in 1991 was an example of where the proletariat 
lost the struggle taught by the law of contradiction. A more successful strggle involved 
the 1928 Shakhty sabotage trial which helped end the New Economic Policy (N.E.P). The 
N.E.P. beginning in 1921 had marked a retreat from the proletarian dictatorship. The 
Shakhty trial focused on the anti-communist social-democratic network of tsarist-era 
government and enterprise officials, who with the assistance of foreign intelligence 
services had been undermining the revolution. Some 53 Soviet and German engineers 

180At a later point Gustav Naan in “On the Infinity of the Universe,” Science & 
Society, vol. 27, no. 2 (Spring 1963), pp. 176-202, at p. 184, commented that despite 
finite three-dimensional space not being able to be visualized or made sense of, 
nevertheless, it did exist: 

It is clear that spatial intuition rejects this, and it is impossible to visualize 
this clearly, but there are very many real things that cannot be visualized 
clearly. The concept of finite space is logically irreproachable.  
181Gustav I. Naan, “Cosmology,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia (3rd Edition, 1970-

1979, New York: Macmillan, Inc., The Gale Group, Inc.1979), vol. 13, p. 189, online at 
https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/cosmology. See also, Naan’s Poniatie 
beskonechnosti v matematike, fizike i as-tronomii [Concept of infinity in mathematics, 
physics and asronomy] (Moscow: Acad. Sciences of the USSR, Scientific Council on 
Questions of Natural Science, 1965); and his “Tipy beskonechnogo,” in Einshteinovskii 
sbornik [Types of infinity in Einstein’s collection] 1967 (Moscow: Nauka, 1967). 
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and officials were accused of mistreating workers and “wrecking,” which had caused 
mine accidents and deaths in the North Caucus mining district known as the Donbass. 
After a six-week trial all but four were convicted and five were executed. 

During the Shakhty trial a government official commented on the class-struggle 
nature of the N.E.P:  

We are dealing with people who are consciously undermining production, 
but it is not clear to me, who their leader is. Either it is the general staffs 
[of hostile powers], in particular the Polish general staff, or it is the firm 
which in the past owned these enterprises, and which has an interest in 
undermining production, i.e. the Belgian company.182 
From the same N.E.P. era, another example of a type of successful struggle 

involving the second law that was more of an everyday reality than government trials was 
the way the workers dealt with N. A. Dobrosmyslov, who was a placeman, that is, a 
politically appointed, non-communist, tsarist holdover at Narkomfin, which was the 
Soviet tax collection agency. He repeatedly came under criticism of those working under 
him for being “an old, harmful bureaucrat who patently betrays himself as an anti-Soviet 
element.”183 Defending Dobrosmyslov was a network of like-minded managers in the 
white-collar employees union [Profioiuz sovetskikh i torgovykh sluzhashchikh or 
S.S.T.S.]. After he was forced into retirement in 1929, his generous pension became a 
subject of worker criticism. The factory newspaper Elektrozavod published a cartoon 
showing him collecting his 225 ruble pension at the social insurance office (strakhkassa) 
next to a one-legged worker on a crutch who received only thirty rubles.184 
 

(p. 234) Christian Materialism. Christian materialist philosophy addresses 
various concerns. One concern deals with materialist views on intelligence. A number of 
scholars take Boulier’s view of Aquinas on this issue. An example is Professor Robert 
Pasnau, who specializes in medieval natural philosophy. This field also takes in 
psychology, epistemology, anthropology and philosophy of mind. In an analysis of the 
metaphysical status and the epistemological role of sensible forms in Aquinas's theory of 
cognition, Pasnau claims that Aquinas was a materialist about sensation and developed "a 

182Efim V. Evdokimov, “Extract from Speech at plenum of the Central 
Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks, March 3, 1937” online at 
http://istmat.info/node/30238; see also, “Ша́хтинское дело” (Shakhty matter), 
Wikipedia; and also quoted in “Материалы февральско- мартовского пленума 
Ц.К.В.К.П.(б) 1937 года,” (Materials of the February-March plenum of the C.K.V.K.P. 
(b) 1937), Voprosy istorii (Questions of History) (Moscow: 1995), no. 2, pp. 3-7, online 
at http://online.eastview.com/projects/voprosy_istorii/indices/vi_1995.htm. 

183See C.J. Storella, “Soviet Specialist Baiting: The Case of N. A. 
Dobrosmyslov,” Russian History 38 (2011), pp. 5—22, at p. 17, footnote 25, who cites 
archival material from Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi federatsii (GARF), f. 8341, op. 
1, d. 114; and Rossiiskii Gosudarstvennyi Arkhiv Ekonomiki [Russian State Archive of 
Economy, Bolshaya Pirogrovskaya ul., 17, Moscow] (RGAE), f. 7733, op. 18, d. 26, 
11.39-40. 

184Ibid. 
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theory of the sort that a modern materialist could love."185 Others scholars take a similar 
position.186 

As explained by such scholars, Aquinas, epistemological realism is warranted by 
the fact that, in perception, the mind (or, in his words, "the soul") receives the form of the 
world, that is, it is acted upon and changed by the world (even if in this process it may 
not be completely passive) since it receives sensible forms from it.187 

However, there are cases of reception of sensible forms, which it would be hard to 
consider as cases of perception: the marble of the statue receiving the shape of the model 
Receiving a sensible form, therefore, is not a sufficient criterion for an event being a case 
of perception.  

Aquinas was aware of this problem, and that is the reason why he distinguished 
two kinds of reception of sensible forms. First, a thing may receive a sensible form 
"according to natural being" (secundum esse natural) or, in other terms, materially 
(materialiter), and then it acquires that form as one of its characteristics; for example the 
statue which receives the shape of the model, will look like the model. 

Second, however, a thing may receive a form "according to spiritual being" 
(secundum esse spiritual) or immaterially (immaterialiter), and then that form will not be 
one of the characteristics of that thing. When somebody sees a green tree, the person 
somehow receives the color of the tree, but the person’s eye does not become green, nor 
does the person’s brain. 

Those things which may receive forms only materially (or naturally) have no 
cognitive powers (for example, stones or plants); whereas those things which can receive 
forms also immaterially (or spiritually), have cognitive powers (for example, animals).188 

A second type of inquiry taken up by Christian materialists deals with 
anthropology. Illustrative is the work the German Jesuit Professor Godehard Brüntrup (b. 
1957), who studies the Bible’s materialist anthropology. He writes: 

Scripture clearly formulates the notion of bodily resurrection. Based on 
this testimony, the tradition has claimed that a body is necessary for the 
survival of a complete person. Christian philosophical anthropology thus 
followed to a large extent the Aristotelian tradition in which the soul is the 
form of the body (Council of Vienne, 1311-1312). Form and matter 
together constitute the person, a substantial unity, a compound of body 
and soul… Since the bodily resurrection will obviously be at the center of 
materialist accounts of the possibility of post-mortem survival, a deeper 

185Robert Pasnau, Theories of Cognition in the Later Middle Ages (New York, 
NY: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 330 p., at p. 36; online at 
https://spot.colorado.edu/~pasnau/inprint/pasnau.theories.pdf.  

186See Sheldon Cohen, "St. Thomas Aquinas on the Immaterial Reception of 
Sensible Forms," Philosophical Review (1982), vol. 91, 193-209; Mortimer Adler, "Sense 
Cognition: Aristotle v. Aquinas," New Scholasticism (1968)., vol. 42, pp. 578-91; and 
Martin Tweedale, "Origins of the Medieval Theory That Sensation Is an Immaterial 
Reception of a Form," Philosophical Topics (1992), vol. 20, pp. 215-31. 

187Pasnau, Theories of Cognition, pp. 42-46. 
188Ibid. 
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understanding of that difficult notion should be expected from 
investigating them.189 
Soviets philosophers, such as Professor Alexander G. Spirkin take a negative 

view of Christian materialism. He writes: 
The majority of present-day bourgeois critics of dialectical 

mateialism attempt to interpret it as a variant of religious faith, to deny its 
scientific nature, and to find features common to dialectical materialism 
and Catholic philosophy, in neo-Thomism. These and other “artuments” 
are used by various representatives of modern revisionism in their 
attempts to revise and “correct” specific propositions of dialectical 
materialism. 

Revisionists of the right and the “left” deny in fact the objective 
nature of social laws and the necessity of a revolutionary party to act in 
accordance with these laws. Reformist and right-wing revisionist 
ideologies recognize not the struggle but rather the conciliation opposites; 
they deny qualaitative changes, defending only “flat” evolutionism, and do 
not recognize the law the negation of the negation. In turn, left-wing 
revisionist theoreticians consider only antagonistic contradictions and their 
chaotic “struggle” to be real; they deny quantitative changes, fighting for 
continuous “leaps” and endorsing the complete negation of the old without 
preserving what was positive in it. For the reformist and right-wing 
revisionists, this serves as a methodological basis to justify opportunism, 
while for the “left” revisionists, their methodology is the basis for extreme 
voluntarism and subjectivism in politics. 

In its struggle against bourgeois philosophy, as against 
contemporary revisionism and dogmatism, Maarxism consistently adheres 
to the principle of partiinost’ of philosophy, viewing the philosophy of 
dialectical and historical materialism as a scientific weapon in the hands of 
the working class and toiling masses who are struggling in their liberation 
from capitalism and for the victory of capitalism.190 

 
 
 
 
 

189Godehard Brüntrup, “Soul, Body and Survival: The Renaissance of Christian 
Materialism,” Revista Portuguesa de Filosofia (2009), vol. 65, pp. 1137-1155 (O Dom, a 
Verdade, e a Morte: Abordagens e Perspectivas / The Gift, Truth, and Death: Approaches 
and Perspectives). 

190Alexander G. Spirkin (1918 – 2004), “Dialecical Materialism,” Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia (3rd Edition, 1970-1979, New York: Macmillan, Inc., The Gale Group, Inc., 
1979), vol. 8, p. 192; see also, Alexander Spirkin, Dialectical materialism (Moscow: 
Progress Publishers, 1983), 342 p.; and Spirkin, Fundamentals of Philosophy (Moscow: 
Progress Publishers, I990). 
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(p. 227) God-Building (1900s – 1910s) was an idea proposed by some Marxists 
of the Bolshevik faction of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party. Inspired by 
Ludwig Feuerbach's "religion of humanity", it had some precedent in the French 
Revolution with the "cult of reason". The idea proposed that in place of the abolition of 
religion, there should be a meta-religious context in which religions were viewed 
primarily in terms of the psychological and social effect of ritual, myth, and symbolism, 
and which attempted to harness this force for pro-communist aims, both by creating new 
ritual and symbolism, and by re-interpreting existing ritual and symbolism in a socialist 
context. In contrast to the atheism of Lenin, the God-Builders took a position of 
agnosticism. 

Among the God-Builders was Anatoly Lunacharsky, Maxim Gorky and 
Alexander Bogdanov. They were in the Vperedist (Forward) wing of the Bolshevik 
faction. Bogdanov was a rival to Lenin and brother-in-law Lunacharsky. In his two 
volume work Religion and Socialism (1908–11), which has not been translated to 
English, Lunacharsky elaborated on the theory of bogostroitel'stvo (богостроительство, 
"God-Building").191 He maintained that Scientific socialism was the most religious of all 
religions, and the true Social Democrat was the most deeply religious of all human 
beings. He proposed a new religious sentiment which would be accommodating to the 
world-view of communism by creating a new religion that was compatible with science 
and not based on supernatural beliefs.  

Lunacharsky claimed that while traditional religion was false and was used for the 
purposes of exploitation, it still cultivated emotion, moral values, desires and other 
aspects of life that were important to human society. He believed that these aspects 
should be transformed into positive humanistic values of a new communist morality, 
instead of destroying religion outright when it served as the psychological and moral 
basis for millions of people. In his idea, God would gradually be replaced with a new 
vision of humanity, and through doing so socialism would achieve great success.  

The God-Builders argued that Marxism was too mechanically deterministic with 
regard to human beings and that it alone would not be able to inspire masses of people. 
They further posited that symbolism and ritual served a necessary social and 
psychological role. Regarding the social value of religion, Lunacharsky wrote:  

From the socialist point of view, the attitude of the proletarian 
movement toward religious organizations is built on the basis of their 
positions in the class struggle. Socialism looks at religious movements 
from the point of view of the common good, as well as physical, moral 
and mental development, which implies the following: 

1. Socialism is fighting against religious superstitions and 
prejudices based on empirical knowledge of objective and subjective 
science. 

2. Socialism is fighting against the religious intellectuals serving 
the bourgeoisie, just as with the secular intellectuals supporting the 
bourgeoisie. 

191Anatoly Lunacharsky, Религія и соціализм (Religion and Socialism) (Spb. 
[i.e. Sanktpeterburg]: Izd. Shinovnik, 1908), 2 vols., online at 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=inu.30000115123576&view=1up&seq=16. 
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3. Socialism is alien to militant atheism, based on opposing 
prejudice and violence against people. 

4. Socialist freedom also implies freedom of religion and an 
independent search for the truth for every person. 

5. Socialism cannot dogmatically hold any one position on the 
statements “God is” or “There is no God”, and takes a position of 
agnosticism or “open possibilities”. 

6. Socialism unites secular and religious ideological groups in the 
struggle for the proletariat. Any action aiming to merge socialism with 
religious fanaticism, or militant atheism, are actions aimed at splitting the 
proletarian class and have the formula of “divide and rule”, which plays 
into the hands of bourgeois dictatorship.192 
Feuerbach's religion of humanity, on which this was inspired, held that God 

needed to be replaced by humans as an object of worship. This did not mean that single 
individuals would be worshipped, but rather the entire potential of the human race and all 
its achievements would be the object of worship. Instead of projecting human values onto 
the heavens and submitting people to their own illusory creation, these values would be 
worshipped in humanity as a whole, which possessed them collectively. This religion 
would bring people to value themselves and to find common purpose, community and 
universal meaning in themselves as a collective.  

Along with Feuerbach, the God-Builders also received inspiration from Richard 
Avenarius' Naturfilisof, Ernst Mach's Empirio-criticism as well as from Friedrich 
Nietzsche. Lunacharsky was also interested in the Greek Mystery Schools, especially the 
Eleusinian Mysteries. He viewed the Eleusinian Mysteries as a model for how communal 
ritual could be used as a vehicle for the teaching of moral concepts. 

The God-Builders understood the term “religion” to mean a link between human 
beings as individuals and communities, and as a link between human beings and societies 
in the past as well as future. Lunacharsky wrote: 

For the sake of the great struggle for life... it is necessary for humanity to 
almost organically merge into an integral unity. Not a mechanical or 
chemical... but a psychic, consciously emotional linking-together... is in 
fact a religious emotion.193 
The God-Builders argued that atheism in itself was pessimistic, because life 

becomes meaningless, and that in order to solve this one needed to turn to the pleasure of 
a religion to give meaning. Atheism didn't provide people with the meaning in their lives 
that religion did and once religion was taken away, people would feel empty unless 
something was put in its place. In its place, Lunacharsky proposed they should place 
humanity as a transcendent entity.  

Lunacharsky wished to change the commandment to love God above everything 
into, “You must love and deify matter above everything else, [love and deify] the 
corporal nature or the life of your body as the primary cause of things, as existence 

192Ibid. 
193Dimitry V. Pospielovsky, A History of Soviet Atheism in Theory, and Practice, 

and the Believer, vol 1: A History of Marxist-Leninist Atheism and Soviet Anti-Religious 
Policies, (New York: St Martin's Press, 1987), vol. 1, p. 93. 
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without a beginning or end, which has been and forever will be.” He wrote, “God is 
humanity in its highest potential. But there is no humanity in the highest potential... Let 
us then love the potentials of mankind, our potentials, and represent them in a garland of 
glory in order to love them ever more.” 

The God-Builders saw Marxism as having religious components, including its 
faith in the inevitable victory of socialism, as well as its belief in science and material 
existence as producing all human relations. These elements could assist in the God-
Building. They interpreted the events of the 1905 revolution as an expression of religious 
forces in the nation. The religion to be created would worship the social ideal of 
socialism in its deification of humanity.  

The God-Builders rejected the divinity of Christ, but they respected him and re-
interpreted him as a revolutionary leader and a Communist. The new religion would have 
prayer that would be addressed to progress, humanity, and human genius. Collective, 
rather than individual, prayer was stressed due to the wish to use the spiritual practice to 
support a common revolutionary action. This new religion would have temples and 
rituals, and theatre with symbolic plays to induce spiritual feelings. Theatre and 
symbolism were believed to be tools of psychological and sociological transformation, 
and for the "struggle of the human soul" against oppression. 

Marx rejected Feuerbach's idea of a religion of humanity and Lenin had no use for 
God-Building, which he felt would degenerate into a betrayal of the Bolshevik cause. For 
Lenin, their program was harmful because it transformed Marxism into a mild liberal 
reformism, obscured the fact that religion was a tool of ideological exploitation, and 
made a compromise with reactionary forces. 

Lenin comented about religion: 
Religion is one of the forms of spiritual oppression which 

everywhere weighs down heavily upon the masses of the people, over 
burdened by their perpetual work for others, by want and isolation. 
Impotence of the exploited classes in their struggle against the exploiters 
just as inevitably gives rise to the belief in a better life after death as 
impotence of the savage in his battle with nature gives rise to belief in 
gods, devils, miracles, and the like.  

Those who toil and live in want all their lives are taught by religion 
to be submissive and patient while here on earth, and to take comfort in 
the hope of a heavenly reward. But those who live by the labour of others 
are taught by religion to practise charity while on earth, thus offering them 
a very cheap way of justifying their entire existence as exploiters and 
selling them at a moderate price tickets to well-being in heaven. Religion 
is opium for the people. Religion is a sort of spiritual booze, in which the 
slaves of capital drown their human image, their demand for a life more or 
less worthy of man.194 

194Vladimir Lenin, “Socialism and Religion,” in Novaya Zhizn (December 3, 
1905), no. 28, in Collected Works (Moscow: Foreign Languages Pub. House, 1960-70), 
45 vols. vol. 19, pp. 83-87; online at 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1905/dec/03.htm.  
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With the the 1917 October Revolution, the God-Builders, except for Bogdanov, 
lessened their advocacy. Lunacharsky called Christ a mythical personality and not an 
historic figure. He criticized clergymen for failing to keep biblical teaching. A Russian-
Soviet writer and medical doctor, V. Veresaev, beginning in 1926 argued in favour of 
developing beautiful and standardised rituals for important occasions such as giving 
names to infants, weddings and funerals. He argued that the state already possessed many 
rituals (parades, demonstrations, etc.), but that they were “depressingly untalented and 
miserable.”195 

Veresaev argued that people were going to churches due to disappointment in the 
bureaucratic indifference and poor quality of Soviet state marriages or birth-registration. 
One Communist rural teacher who supported him claimed that he would not preach 
atheism to peasants because when one makes them atheists, one deprives them of all 
rituals along with the religion and gives nothing to replace them with. A Komsomol 
activist who supported him presented a case of a person whose wife had died, was buried 
through means of an emotionally cold and indifferent secular-communist ceremony, and 
the man, greatly depressed by it, consumed a full bottle of vodka while crying in tears. 
Lenin had claimed that religion was a kind of spiritual booze in that it acted like a drug 
for people, while this man had turned to booze in place of religion. 

Veresaev warned that “life would become a bore and man would turn into an 
empty container” as a result, and criticized the atheists as “stooping people with 
protruding foreheads, short-sighted eyes and thick spectacles” who didn't appreciate 
beauty and had no need for rituals in their lives.196 

 
(p. 228) Pacem in terris (April 11, 1963) (lit. Peace on Earth) was a papal 

encyclical issued by Pope John XXIII on the rights and obligations of individuals and of 
the state, as well as the proper relations between states. It emphasized human dignity and 
equality among all people, and made mention of issues such as the rights of women, 
nuclear non-proliferation, and the United Nations, all of which it endorsed. The full title 
of the encyclical is “On Establishing Universal Peace in Truth, Justice, Charity and 
Liberty.” The short title Pacem in terris is derived from the opening words of the 
encyclical, as is customary with papal documents. 

195Pospielovsky, A History of Soviet Atheism, vol. 1, p. 92. See also, V. Veresaev, 
“Ob obriadakh”, Krasnaia nov', (Nov. 1926), no. 11, pp. 174–85; and Veresaev, 
Khudozhestvennomu oformleniiu byta', ibid, no. 1 (Jan 1926) and Ob briadakh starykh i 
novykh.  

196Pospielovsky, A History of Soviet Atheism, vol. 1, p. 92. In 1965, suggestions 
began to appear in the Soviet press that pseudo-religious rites should be instituted that 
would create a mystical link between people and the promised Communist society of the 
future, glorified in the labour of the present. The rites and services would be oriented to 
an utopian future promised by the Communist society. Events and days for glorifying 
Communism would be celebrated. Special temples with symbolic artistic ornaments 
would be built to glorify Communism as man's greatest achievement, with oratorios 
composed and performed in the temples. See ibid.; see also “God-Building,” Wikipedia. 
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The encyclical drew on Thomas Aquinas' view of Eternal Law. In this it echoes 
the Gospel's core values and principles of patristic and medieval thought, while reflecting 
the historical period in which it was written. Sociologist Monsignor Pietro Pavan and a 
small group of theologians helped draft it. In Pavan's view the encyclical presented the 
teachings of Leo XIII on the eternal law, "in light of the changing tides of history, and 
allow them to resonate with a much wider audience" 

The document is divided into four sections. The first section establishes the 
relationship between individuals and humankind, encompassing the issues of human 
rights and moral duties. The second addresses the relationship between humans and state, 
dwelling on the collective authority of the latter. The third section establishes the need for 
equality amongst nations and the need for the state to be subject to rights and duties that 
the individual must abide by. The final section presents the need for greater relations 
between nations, thus resulting in collective states assisting other states. The encyclical 
ends with the urging of Catholics to assist non-Catholics in political and social aspects. 
See “Pacem in Terris,”Wikipedia. The encyclical is online at 
http://www.vatican.va/content/john-xxiii/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_j-
xxiii_enc_11041963_pacem.html. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

French Trade unions. 
 

C.G.T. Confédération Générale du Travail (General Confederation of Labour) is a 
national trade union, founded in 1895 in the city of Limoges. It is the first of the 
five major French confederations of trade unions. It is the largest in terms of 
votes, and second largest in terms of membership numbers. In 1922 with the 
establishment of the French Communist Party, the left wing of the C.G.T. split off 
and formed the Confédération générale du travail unitaire (C.G.T.U.) or United 
General Confederation of Labor. In 1936 the C.G.T.U. merged back into the 
C.G.T.197 

197See “The General Confederation of Labour,” Wikipedia; and also the 
information noted for Benoît Frachon in the Persons section of the Glossary. The scholar 
Oscar L. Arnal in Priests in working-class blue: the history of the worker-priests (1943-
1954) (New York: Paulist Press, c1986), p. 85, remarks that the C.G.T. was the union 
preferred by those involved in the preist worker movement:  

In practically every instance the worker-priests joined the Communist-led 
and inspired Confederation Generate du Travail in contrast to the 
Confederation Francaise des Travailleurs Chretiens (C.G.T.). In some 
instances, this choice was dictated by necessity. Some factories did not 
have C.F.T.C. locals. However, in most cases the decision to unite with 
the C.G.T. was one of conscious preference. [Priest-worker] Joseph 
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C.F.T.C. Confédération française des travailleurs chrétiens (French Confederation of 

Christian Workers) is one of the five major French confederation of trade unions. 
It was founded in 1919 as the Trade Union of Employees of Industry and 
Commerce under the inspiration of Exupérien Mas with the goal of safeguarding 
the material as well as the spiritual interests of its members. In 1964, the union 
split, a majority founding the French Democratic Confederation of Labour 
(C.F.D.T.), a non-confessional trade-union and a member of the International 
Trade Union Confederation and the European Trade Union Confederation.198 

 
C.F.D.T. Confédération française démocratique du travail (the French Democratic 

Confederation of Labour) is another of the five major French confederations of 
trade unions and the largest confederation by number of members (875,000) but 
comes only second after the Confédération générale du travail (C.G.T.) in voting 
results for representative bodies.199 

 
F.O. Confédération Générale du Travail - Force Ouvrière (or simply Force Ouvrière, 

General Confederation of Labor - Workers' Force) is another of the five major 
union confederations and in terms of following, it is the third behind the C.G.T. 
and the C.F.D.T. It was founded in 1948 by former members of the (C.G.T.), who 
were anti-communist and funded by the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.) 
through the American Federation of Labor’s (A.F.L.) Irving Brown.200 

 
Newspapers and Magazines 

 

Gouttebarge called it "the hope for justice's reign" and "the most virulent 
expression of the working-class world's distress cry." Father Jean 
Olhagary felt that one could not be a militant without C.G.T. ties, and 
Father Francis Vico was committed to the belief that "the future of the 
proletariat and the road to a definitively free and glorious humanity" were 
linked inexorably to the Communist-inspired C.G.T. These convictions led 
frequently to open clashes between the worker-priests and the more 
confessional C.F.T.C. 
198See “Confédération française des travailleurs chrétiens,” Wikipedia. At least 

some of those in the priest-worker movement had a low regard for the C.F.T.C. This 
included a Marseille priest, who as quoted in Arnal, “A Missionary ‘Main Tendue’ 
toward French Communists,” p. 543, listed the reasons why he sided with the red unions. 
He pointed to the class-collaborationist nature of the social-democratic CFTC, “At the 
docks, what hope does the church represent for the comrades? None! What does the 
Communist delegate represent? Everything.” For the communists, “everything” included 
a program of full-employment, an end to imperialism, the organizing of the unorganized, 
strikes, picketing and civil disobedience. 

199See “French Democratic Confederation of Labour” Wikipedia. 
200See “The General Confederation of Labor - Workers' Force,” Wikipedia. 
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(1830 - 1832) --- L'Avenir (the Future), which is also referred to as L'Ami de l'Ordre 
(Friend of Order) was a short-lived daily newspaper in Paris established in 1830 
by Father Félicité de Lamennais and others. It defended the ideals of liberal 
Catholicism, including the separation of Church and State. It opposed the throne-
and-altar, supreme papal authority ultramontanism (on the other side of the Alps 
from France) religion of the Old Regime and of the Bourbon Restoration 
(1814/1815 – 1830).201 Coming under particular attack was the Concordat of 
1801 and organic articles of 1802. The Concordat, signed between Bonaparte and 
Pope Pius VII settled the situation of the Post-Revolutionary Church. It ratified 
the revolutionary spoliations: the religious buildings belonged henceforth to the 
State. As compensation, the clergy was paid by the state and the bishops were 
appointed by the French government, subject to pontifical approval. This situation 
made the Church a service of the State, or as L'Avenir put it, “ambitious and 
servile, a clergy dumb enough to put themselves under the four legs of the 
throne."  

In France’s anti-clerical and revolutionary context, L'Avenir sought to 
synthesize ultramontanism and liberalism to reconcile democratic aspirations and 
Roman Catholicism. Its demands were as follows:  

201Joseph de Maistre (1753 –1821) was a leading “throne and altar” philosopher. 
He advocated social hierarchy and monarchy in the period immediately following the 
French Revolution. A figure of the Counter-Enlightenment, he regarded monarchy both 
as a divinely sanctioned institution and as the only stable form of government. He called 
for the restoration of the House of Bourbon to the throne of France and for the ultimate 
authority of the Pope in temporal matters. He argued that the rationalist rejection of 
Christianity was directly responsible for the disorder and bloodshed which followed the 
French Revolution of 1789. 

According to Maistre, any attempt to justify government on rational grounds will 
only lead to unresolvable arguments about the legitimacy and expediency of any existing 
government and that this in turn will lead to violence and chaos. As a result, he argued 
that the legitimacy of government must be based on compelling, but non-rational grounds 
which its subjects must not be allowed to question. He went on to argue that authority in 
politics should derive from religion and that in Europe this religious authority must 
ultimately lie with the Pope.  

What was novel in Maistre's writings was not his enthusiastic defense of 
monarchical and religious authority per se, but rather his arguments concerning the 
practical need for ultimate authority to lie with an individual capable of decisive action as 
well as his analysis of the social foundations of that authority's legitimacy. In his own 
words which he addressed to a group of aristocratic French émigrés, "you ought to know 
how to be royalists. Before, this was an instinct, but today it is a science. You must love 
the sovereign as you love order, with all the forces of intelligence". Together with the 
Anglo-Irish statesman and philosopher Edmund Burke, Maistre is commonly regarded as 
one of the founders of European conservatism, but since the 19th century Maistre's 
authoritarian, "throne-and-altar" conception of conservatism declined in influence in 
comparison with the more liberal conservatism of Burke. See “Joseph de Maistre,” 
Wikipedia. 
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We firstly ask for the freedom of conscience or the freedom of full 
universal religion, without distinction as without privilege; and by 
consequence, in what touches us Catholics, for the total separation 
of church and state. This necessary separation, without which there 
would exist for Catholics no religious freedom, implies the 
suppression of the ecclesiastical budget, the absolute independence 
of the clergy in the spiritual order. Just as there can be nothing 
religious today in politics there must be nothing political in 
religion. 
The liberal Catholicism propagated by Lacordaire and others was viewed 

negatively by the Holy See. In Mirari vos (1832) the Pope Gregory XVI 
condemned the freedom of the press and the demand for the liberty of conscience 
for Catholics: 

This shameful font of indifferentism gives rise to that absurd and 
erroneous proposition which claims that liberty of conscience must 
be maintained for everyone. It spreads ruin in sacred and civil 
affairs, though some repeat over and over again with the greatest 
impudence that some advantage accrues to religion from it.  
The paper ceased publication after its condemnation by the pope The later 

encyclyclical Singlari Nos of 1834 summoned Lamennais and his followers to 
renounce the radical views he developed against temporal and spiritual 
sovereignties. The same Vatican hostility was later reflected in the dogma of 
papal infallibility in 1870.202 

 
(1840-1850) --- L'Atelier (Workshop), which was utopian, socialist, and Christian. 

L'Atelie ‘s staff of seventy-four were all workers and believed that the working 
class must liberate itself. Twenty-six printers formed the largest component of the 
editorial organization, and there were also jewelry makers, hatters, carpenters, 
mechanics, and tailors. The newspaper attacked the shortcomings of the clergy 
but was relatively indifferent to dogma. The focus of the publication was on the 
social value of Catholicism. It advocated a community based on selfless 
cooperation, believing that Catholic tradition could provide the moral basis for 
this transformation of society by inspiring workers with a sense of their dignity, 
their rights and their revolutionary obligations. It taught a strong sense of class 
struggle, which meant rejecting capitalism, yet it also opposed state socialism and 
"communism." It advocated voluntary producers' cooperatives promoted by cheap 
state-supplied credit. In addition it sought electoral reform as a prerequisite to a 
social transformation and it stood for producers' cooperatives that would end the 
subjection of workers to capital and allow a just distribution of the products of 
labor. Short of this ultimate goal, it called for legislation: a minimum wage and 
maximum hours for labor; assistance for the sick and aged; a reform of the labor 

202See “L'Avenir,” Wikipedia. More information about L’Avenir is noted in 
Chapter 5 and in the note on Henri-Dominique Lacordaire in the Persons section of the 
Glossary. 
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courts or conseils de prud'hommes, which arbitrated minor disputes between labor 
and management; and workers representation equal to that of employers.  

L'Atelier 's opposition to Louis Napoleon grew with the termination of 
state funding for cooperatives, the ending of maximum hours for labor, and the 
intervention against the Roman Republic. Its members were disillusioned by the 
reactionary role played by the French clergy in the failure of the 1848 revolution 
and ceased to view Catholicism as a source of emancipation.203 

 
(1856 - present) --- Études (Studies) is a Jesuit journal established in Paris by Jean (Ivan) 

Xavier Gagarin, a Jesuit specialist in oriental theology, who was helped by two 
converted Russian Jesuits, like him, Jean Martinov and Eugène Balabine. The 
initial project of the review was to enlighten French Catholics on Eastern 
questions; however, the editorial line was later modified to take an interest in 
current affairs issues concerning the whole world.204 

 
(1880- present) --- La Croix (The Cross) is a daily French general-interest Catholic 

newspaper published initially by the Augustinian religious order in Paris. It is not 
explicitly left or right on major political issues. It rather adopts the Church's 
position.205 

 
(1900-1914) --- Cahiers de la Quinzaine (Fortnightly Review) was launched by the 

Catholic dreyfusard writer Charles Peguy. It aimed to come out bimonthly but 
was irregular. It offered readers earlier texts forming a file on the problems of the 
time: socialist congresses, the Dreyfus affair, popular universities, separation of 
Church and State; sometimes, an issue was entirely made up of a work by one of 
the authors that Péguy discovered and launched, like the Tharaud brothers, André 
Suarès, Julien Benda or Romain Rolland. The financial balance of the review was 
always precarious, having at most only 1,400 subscribers (including Alfred 
Dreyfus, Marie-Georges Picquart and Léon Blum). It was an ancestor of France’s 
modern “Christian Democrats” (M.R.P.). Their emergence marked the dawn of an 
era in which religious belief was no longer eclusively associated with the political 
right. See “Cahiers de la Quinzaine,” Wikipedia. 

 
(1904- present) --- L'Humanité is a French daily newspaper. Earlier it was an organ of 

the French Communist Party (P.C.F.) and still maintains links to the party. It was 
founded by Jean Jaurès, a leader of the French Section of the Workers' 
International (S.F.I.O.). He edited the paper until his assassination in 1914. When 

203See Bernard A. Cook, “Philippe Buchez ,” Encyclopedia of 1848 Revolutions 
(1997, 2005); on line at https://www.ohio.edu/chastain/ac/atelier.htm. 

204See “Études (revue), ” Wikipedia; see also, Pierre Vallin, “Etudes, histoire 
d'une revue: une aventure jésuite: des origines au Concile Vatican II: (1856 à 1965),” 
(Paris: Etudes), no. Spi/1, 2000. Back issues are available online for (volumes 1-382 
(1856-1995) at https://catalog.hathitrust.org/api/volumes/oclc/1568332.html. More recent 
issues are available online the Cairn humanities website. 

205See “La Croix,” Wikipedia. 
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the Socialists split at the 1920 Tours Congress, the Communists took control of 
the paper. The P.C.F. owns 40 per cent of the paper with the remaining shares 
held by staff, readers and "friends" of the paper. The paper is also sustained by the 
annual Fête de l'Humanité, held in the working class suburbs of Paris, at Le 
Bourget, near Aubervilliers, and to a lesser extent elsewhere in the country.  

During the 1920s, when the P.C.F. was politically isolated, the paper was 
kept in existence by donations from Party members. With the formation of the 
Popular Front in 1936, the paper’s circulation increased, and many leading French 
intellectuals wrote for it. The paper  was banned during World War II but 
published clandestinely until the liberation of Paris from German occupation. 
After the war when the P.C.F. was the dominant party of the left and the paper 
had a circulation of 500,000. Since the 1980s, the P.C.F. and the paper has been in 
decline, mostly due to the rise of the Socialist Party, which took over large 
sections of P.C.F. 

In 2001, after a decade of financial decline, the P.C.F. sold 20 per cent of 
the paper to a group of private investors led by the TV channel TF1 (part of the 
Bouygues group) and including Hachette (Lagardère Group). TF1 said its motive 
was "maintenance of media diversity." Despite the irony of a communist 
newspaper being rescued by private capital, some of which supported right-wing 
politics, the paper’s director Patrick Le Hyaric described the sale as "a matter of 
life or death." There has been speculation since 2001 that the paper would cease 
as a daily newspaper. But in contrast to most French newspapers, its publication 
in fact increased from 52,800 copies to about 75,000. In 2008, it sold its 
headquarters due to financial problems and called for donations. More than €2 
million had been donated by the end of 2008.206  

 
(1920s-1930s) --- Le Quotidien was a daily newspaper run by the Cartel des Gauches 

between the World Wars.207 
 
(1928 – 1956) --- La Vie intellectual (The Intellectual Life) was a French Catholic 

magazine established at the request of Pope Pius XI and with the support of 
Jacques Maritain by the Dominican Marie-Vincent Bernadot and Les Éditions du 
Cerf. Its purpose was to fight against Action française after its condemnation by 
the Vatican in 1926. Later with the Dominicans Maydieu and Serrand as editors, 
it was left-leaning but anti-communist. For example it denounced the Manifesto 
calling for Christians to sign onto to the Communist-led Stockholm Appeal to ban 
nuclear weapons, which was launched in response to the announcement that the 
United States had detonated a thermonuclear weapon.208 

 
(1932-1951) --- L'Aube (Dawn) was a French daily newspaper founded by Francisque 

Gay. It presented a Christian Democratic viewpoint. The newspaper struggled in 
the period before World War II (1939–45), and was closed from 1940 to 1944. 

206See “L'Humanité,” Wikipedia. 
207See “Le Quotidien, Cartel des Gauches,” Wikipedia. 
208See “La Vie intellectual,” Wikipedia. 
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After the liberation of France it was relaunched, and at first had considerable 
success as the organ of the Popular Republican Movement. With changes in the 
political mood in the post-war period it went into decline and was forced to close 
in 1951.209 
 

(1932- present) --- Esprit is a French literary magazine which deals with current events. 
Founded by Emmanuel Mounier, it was the principal review of personalist 
intellectuals of the time. From 1957 to 1976, it was directed by Jean-Marie 
Domenach. Paul Thibaud directed it from 1977 to 1989. Since 1989 Oliver 
Mongin has been the director of the magazine. The philosopher Paul Ricœur often 
collaborated with it. Esprit is a member of the Eurozine network. 

In the 1930s, Esprit was the main mouthpiece of the Personalists and of 
the Non-conformists. A presentation of the magazine by its authors in 1933 stated 
that it opposed the "compromission" of spiritual values with the established order 
(which Mounier called "established disorder") and aimed at denouncing their 
"exploitation by the powers of Money, in the social regime, in the government, in 
the press, etc." Esprit opposed partial reforms and aimed at a global rebuilding of 
the basis of the social edifice. It targeted as opponents "individualist materialism", 
claiming that the "capitalist jungle was its ultimate product"; "collectivist 
materialism", which linked both Communism and Capitalism, despite their 
oppositions, in the "same metaphysics"; and the "false Fascist spiritualism," 
which seemed to share the same opponents, but in reality turned towards the 
"tyrannic idolatry of inferior spiritualities: racist exaltation, national passion, 
anonymous discipline, devotion to the state or the leader" or plain "safeguard of 
economic interests." The magazine posited itself for the "rebirth" of a 
"community of personalities," in opposing of both liberal individualism and 
collectivism, in one word, mass society: "Tout homme, sans exception, a le droit 
et le devoir de développer sa personalité." (Any man, without exception, has the 
right and the duty to develop his personality.) 

Esprit broke with part of its legacy following the Liberation of France, and 
involved itself in New Left movements. Historian John Marcus summarized: 

The monthly review Esprit, which by and large represented left-
Catholic opinions adopted an increasingly hostile attitude towards 
American policy… America's anti-communist campaign? It 
represented this country's frustration over its failure to "sell" the 
American way of life to the rest of the world. In any case, 
"American optimism lives at the price of too many deceptions and 
by the enslavement of too many people" to appeal to Europe… The 
United States, having reached economic maturity, had little room 
for internal expansion and was consequently engaged, according to 
classical capitalist procedure, in economic imperialism-for 
example Guatemala. 
The review in the post-war era only partly broke with its earlier legacy. 

For example it denounced the Manifesto calling for Christians to sign onto to the 

209See “L'Aube” (newspaper), Wikipedia. 
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Communist-led Stockholm Appeal to ban nuclear weapons, which was launched 
in response to the announcement that the United States had detonated a 
thermonuclear weapon. On the other hand, it criticized the systemic use of torture 
during the Algerian War, publishing for examples articles by Pierre Vidal-Naquet. 
It also influenced in the 1970s the "Second Left," gathered around the Unified 
Socialist Party (P.S.U.).210 

 
(1941 - 1964) --- Libération at first was a clandestine newspaper of the Liberation-Sud 

resistance movement, led by among others Emmanuel d'Astier and Lucie and 
Raymond Aubrac. At some points during the war it was coming out every two 
weeks with 200,000 copies being issued. After the liberation, it became a daily. It 
sought to be independent of specific parties, but after a few years, it ran into 
financial difficulties and was subsidized by the P.C.F. The printing works on 
boulevard Poissonnière published both, Libération and L'Humanité. Its director 
belonged to the movement known as the "Companions of the road" (Compagnons 
de route) of the French Communist Party. In 1973, its title was taken up by Jean-
Paul Sartre and Serge July for the creation of their newspaper.211 

 
(1941 – present) --- Témoignage chrétien (Christian testimony) is a general information 

weekly of Christian inspiration, founded in Lyon during the German Occupation 
by the French Résistance intérieure française (R.I.F. Interior Resistance 
movement) of the same name whose main animator was the Jesuit priest Pierre 
Chaillet Its activity consisted in clandestinely publishing and distributing Les 
Cahiers du Témoignage chrétien (Notebooks of Christian Testimony). It is one of 
the last newspapers from the Resistance to still be published. Others associated 
with it at the beginning were the Jesuits Pierre Chaillet (1900–1972), Henri de 
Lubac (1896-1991), who later became a Cardinal, Gaston Fessard (1897–1978) 
and Yves Moreau de Montcheuil (1900-1944). The latter was shot in August, 
1944 by the Germans because he was a Resistor. He had been working at the 
resistor base at maquis du Vercors near Grenoble. After the Liberation, the 
weekly was led by Georges Montaron 1949 to 1996. It was left leaning, fighting 
for example for decolonization and against torture. At the same time it did not 
support the Manifesto calling for Christians to sign onto to the Communist-led 
Stockholm Appeal to ban nuclear weapons, which was launched in response to 
the announcement that the United States had detonated a thermonuclear 
weapon.212 

 
(1948-c.1950) --- Action was the Paris-published weekly organ of the Combattants de la 

Paix. Pierre Hervé became its editor-in-chief. The scholar John Marcus 
summarizes its political position:  

210See “Esprit”(magazine), Wikipedia; John Marcus, “Neutralism in France,” The 
Review of Politics (July 1955), vol. 17, no. 3, pp 295-328, at pp. 306-307. 

211See “Libération (journal, 1941-1964),” Wikipedia. 
212See “Témoignage chrétien,” Wikipedia. 
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Thus an ideological chain can be found linking the "bourgeois 
neutralism" of Le Monde which had itself become increasingly critical 
of American intentions, to the left-Catholic neutralism of Esprit and 
the left-socialist neutralism of L'Observateur, then through Sartre and 
Les Temps Modernes to the openly pro-communist neutralism of 
Action.213 

 
(1936-1955) --- Jeunesse de l'Église (J.E.) was the publication of the progressive 

Catholic movement of the same name, which was discussed in the “Catholic 
Political Associations and Groups” section of this glossary. It was founded by the 
Dominican Maurice Montuclard and its publications consisted of one or two 
book-sized volumes per year. Each was built around a political-religious theme. 
Various writers including the Dominican Fathers Desroches, Congar, and M.-D. 
Chenu, and those of Paul-André Lesort, Emile Rideau, Gabriel Marcel, Jean 
Lacroix, Robert Antelme, and Stanislas Fumet, were contributors. The volumes 
included: 
Délivrance de l’homme (Deliverance from man) (Paris: éd. du Seuil, 1947), 

184pp. 
L’Incroyance des croyants (The unbelief of believers) (Paris: éd. du Seuil, 1947), 

no. 6. 
Je bâtirai mon Eglise (I will build my Church) (Paris: éd. du Seuil, 1948), no. 8, 

165pp. 
Rebâtir le temple: Deuxième lettre aux Impatients (Rebuilding the temple: Second 

letter to the Impatients) (Paris: éd. du Seuil, 1948) (by M. Montuclard). 
L’Evangile captif (The Captive Gospel) (Paris: éd. du Seuil, 1949), no. 10, 183pp. 
Les Evénements et la foi 1940-1952 (Events and the faith 1940-1952) (Paris: éd. 

du Seuil, 1951), no. 12, 179pp.214 
Illustrative of the theology found in J.E. was its discussion of Marxian 

atheism and the dechristianization of the working class, as in the 1947 volume, 
no. 6, The unbelief of believers. The book takes its title from Mark 9:24: “Lord, I 
believe; Help my unbelief.” The argument was, as summarized by the scholar 
Thierry Keck,  “We deplore the progress of atheism. But what is the use of 
lamenting atheism if we do not look at the degradation of the sense of God among 
Christians? The unbelief of believers is, to a large extent, the cause of the unbelief 

213Marcus, “Neutralism in France,” at pp. 310-11. See also “Pierre Hervé,” 
Wikipedia. 

214Thierry Keck in the Introduction chapter to “Aux sources de la crise 
progressiste en France: Le mouvement ‘Jeunesse de l’Eglise’ (1936-1955),” (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Universite Lyon, Lyon, France, 2002), online at http://theses.univ-
lyon2.fr/documents/lyon2/2002/keck_t#p=2&a=TH.2 (the online version is unpaginated), 
lists in his Introduction Chapter the main libraries which contain these publications. The 
most comprehensive source is the Jesuit library of Fontaines in Chantilly, now transferred 
to the archives of l’Université Lumière-Lyon 2. Other sources are the Catholic Institute of 
Lyon, Saulchoir, Pierre-qui-Vire and Sainte Geneviève in Paris. The collection of the 
National Library of France, under the symbol 8 ° H 9360, is incomplete. 
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of unbelievers.”215 Keck noted further “the lay saints whom Montuclard called 
for, he had found them, not among Christians, but among unbelievers and more 
precisely among communist militants: they possessed charity, faith and hope, but 
in man. The unbelief of believers was only matched by the belief of 
unbelievers.”216 

Another of the J.E. publications, the 1948 volume, I will build my Church, 
no. 8, took as its theme the passage from Leviticus, “I will be your God and you 
will be my People." The book suggested that the atheists in rebuilding the living 
church were closer to God and his people, than the scandalous church. With their 
“organic connection” to the working class, they had a messianic role in the 
rebuilding.217 They rejected both the traditional idols that took the place of the 
living God: Reason, Auguste Comte’s religion of humanity, Maximilien 
Robespierre’s cult of the Supreme Being and also the modern God: capitalism. 
Historian Keck comments on their lack of idols:  

The contemporary atheist does not care about these chimeras. He 
refuses to alienate himself, he wants freedom, justice, a better 
world. So while he seems distant from God, he only kills God to 
save man. It will be said that the values of modern man are for him 
inferior substitutes of the divinity. Certainly, in this case, they 
block the road to God. But, paradoxically, the more self-confident 
the atheist - and the modern atheist certainly is, thanks to scientific 
progress, rationalism, Marxist dialectics ... - the less tempted he is 
to make them absolute illusory (Race, State, Party ...). Better an 
empty sky than populated by mirages! Thus the communist of 
1947 is much more apt to receive God than the old socialist 
humanist and dreamer of 1914.218 

215Ibid., footnotes 467-468. 
216Ibid. The American priest worker William Sampson (1928-2000) viewed his 

atheism as positive. He comments in Coming of Consolation: How God gets through to 
Us (Silver Spring, MD: CWPublisher, 1986, 2016), pp. 85-86; online at (on line at 
https://cwpublishers.files.wordpress.com/2018/07/sampson-consol-text-1-23-17-
gasch.pdf: 

God’s word has no grip on me most of the time—only in the early 
morning and in the late evening: when there are no threats! In other words, 
I believe only when I do not have to. In this new image of myself, I will be 
coming to the Eucharist as an unbeliever. It is the right place to be. With 
Jesus’ flesh will come a share in his faith in the Father. He has purchased 
it for me. He is determined that the price he paid for it will not be wasted. 
He is at work within me. “Lord, help my unbelief.” Now I am talking from 
the heart of the Gospel. The Lord will hold this unbelieving son of His in 
His arms. “All will be well. Have I not promised. Even your unwillingness 
to believe is being bathed in the willingness of Jesus.” 
217See also the J.E. 1951 volume, Events and the faith 1940-1952, no. 12. 
218Keck, “Aux sources de la crise progressiste en France,” footnote 469. 
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A final example of J.E.’s publications was the 1951 volume, Les Evenements et la 
foi, 1940-1952 (Events and the faith 1940-1952), no. 12, of which Maurice Montuclard 
and Gilles Ferry were editors. In it was a lengthy article by Montuclard titled “L'Eglise et 
le monde ouvrier” (the Church and the Working World), In the article he defended the 
ideological and theological basis of the priest-workers and their followers. The article 
does not appear to be online and according to Professor Thierry Keck, as noted above, 
hard copies are only available in a limited number of libraries, all in France. 

While a copy of the article is elusive, its substance has been described by several 
scholars. Illusstrative is English priest John Fitzsimons (b. 1913), who summarized it 
contents: (i) the only philosophy which is immanent in the workers' movement is 
Marxism; (ii) a distinction must be made between Marxist morality and its atheism - the 
former can be accepted, even the latter can contribute to human progress; (iii) a clear 
distinction must be drawn between the Catholic faith and temporal action. Marxism is the 
science of the liberation of the proletariat, and as such does not conflict with the faith.219 

A second scholar who has described Montuclard’s article is Edouard Mauris 
(1908-1995).220 He adds further details. Montuclard argued first (p. 13), that while there 
is a division between the Christian world and the workers’world, which had been used 
selfishly by capitalism, the good news is that the working class does not ignore the 
exploitation of man by man and that communism is "the immanent philosophy" of the 
working population. By analyzing the origins of proletarian servitude, by preparing a still 
unorganized class for political action, by presenting to the working world a culture which 
meets its needs and its living conditions, communism has taken on an ascendancy and a 
entrenchment which ensure it a unique position and which make it "the most dynamic 
and representative agent" of the promotion of the proletariat (pp 37 and 49). 

A second argument described by Mauris which Montuclard’s article makes is that 
Marxist philosophy articulates as a natural consequence, the working world, which the 
investigation of the abbots Godin and Daniel (La France, pays de mission? Paris: Les 
Editions du Cerf, 1943, 162pp) had qualified as pagan, post-Christian, escapes this 
judgment to the very extent that it becomes aware of the historic mission that Marx 
assigned to it. Unlike the pagans, the workers are no longer afraid. To the Christian 
religion which announces the fall and the impotence of man, Marxism opposes a 
sociology and an anthropology based on the cessation of alienations, on the conquests of 
the technical, on the infinite fertility and value of resources contained in a humanity 
finally arrived at maturity. Faced with the Church which "could have accepted to plant 
itself as less than human ", stands a fundamentally original virtual civilization, by which 
men will gain access to the human by themselves (pp. 57-58). 

219John Fitzsimons, “Second Thought on the Priest-Workers,” Blackfriars 
(February 1954), vol. 35, No. 407, pp. 53-61, at pp 58-59. See also François Leprieur, 
Quand Rome condamne: dominicains et prêtres-ouvriers (When Rome condemns. 
Dominicans and priest-workers) (Paris: Plon-Cerf, 1989), 784pp. 

220Edouard Mauris, “L'Église et la promotion du prolétariat: Un témoignage 
catholique sur la présencedu chrétien dans le monde ouvrier” (The Chruch and the 
Promotion of the Proletariat: A Catholic testimony to the presence of the Christian in the 
Working World), Revue de Théologie et de Philosophie, Troisième série, (1952), vol. 2, 
no. 2, pp. 157-160. 
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At the end of his diagnosis, as Mauris writes, Father Montuclard addressed the 
question of the role of the Church in this world apart, "full and solid", which constitutes 
the proletariat. His answer is simple: 

... It is impossible at present to announce the Good News to the working 
world ... There is for us only one possible and true attitude: to be silent; 
keep silent for a long time, keep silent for years and years on-end; and 
participate in all of life, in all the fighting, in all the latent culture of this 
working population ... ”(pp. 58-60). Our time is therefore a new "time of 
John the Baptist" (p. 63), a time of preparation for the day when faith in 
Jesus Christ can be that of a liberated proletariat, of a new world. But who 
says preparation does not say passivity. Faithfulness to the Church 
primarily involves love, in the name of which the "participation in the 
conditions of existence of the working class" is legitimate, and the 
announcement of liberation in Christ, from which no other emancipation 
can dispense (pp. 79, 71-72). The essence of this apostolate resides in a 
renouncement of the traditional aims and techniques of evangelization, 
and in the practice of a ministry of presence, which does not seek results. 
Beware of action. It is necessary as the instrument of all progress and any 
revolution. But if acting makes revolution, it is not in acting that 
revolution is... Our vocation is to act, yes; but, even more, it requires us to 
be ... ”(Montuclard, Lettre aux Impatients, pp. 34-35).221 

A third scholar who has described Montuclard’s article is Thierry Keck. In 
his summary he describes several challenges to Christians made by Montuclard. 
The first is to Thomistic theologians to do to Marxism what Aquinas did to 
Aristotle. Marxism proposed an economic analysis and an interpretation of social 
phenomena which it considerd relevant and which the Church needed to 
assimilate from a Christian perspective, as Saint Thomas Aquinas did with 
Aristotelian thought. This view is reflected in these lines by Montuclard, "There 
are in Marxism the elements of a true science of economics and perhaps of 
society. It is up to the Thomistic theologians (better prepared than anyone, it 
seems to me to this work) to prepare carefully the integration of this science in the 
"philosophia christiana".222 

The second challenge discussed by the article is to the faith of the Church. 
As Keck puts it, “The influence of communist militants, their dedication to the 
cause of the workers, their availability and their generosity in the defense of their 
ideal never cease to fascinate and question the leaders of Jeunesse de 
l'Eglise.”223 In them they see the three theological virtues live, better than in 
many of their co-religionists. They are not far from thinking that in a certain 
sense, "atheism is the modern form of religion."224 And they keep remembering 
this remark from a communist militant: "If your faith and your God were really 

221Montuclard, as quoted in Mauris, ibid., p. 158. 
222Montuclard as quoted in Keck, ibid., footnote 941. 
223Keck, ibid., footnote 942. 
224Ibid. 
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what you said, so this matter should take your whole life!” In this, Marxist 
atheism is really a challenge posed to Christians, it is in a way the condition of 
faith.225 
 

 
(1950-1955) --- The La Quinzaine (Fortnight) with a circulation of 8,000 was a bi-

weekly publication of Christian progressives who were close to the P.C.F. and the 
peace movement. It rejected the division between a communist East and a “free,” 
capitalist West, and expressed much sympathy with the viewpoints of the Soviet 
Union and the European people’s republics, while being highly critical of the 
USA and its imperialist capitalism. It denounced the "hypocritical ravages" of 
Yankee civilization. 

The journal was launched by the Dominicans but passed into secular 
hands. It was published in the thirteenth arrondissement of southeastern Paris. The 
left-leaning Ella Thuillier Sauvageot was one of the editorial forces behind it. She 
was the publisher of the Dominican order’s Les Éditions du Cerf. A predecessor 
of La Quinzaine was Temps Présen (Present Times), which ran from 1937 to 
1950. Among its organizational supports was the l'Union des Chretiens 
Progressistes (1947-1957). Dominican theologians Marie-Dominique Chenu and 
Yves Congar were contributors.226 Not all the French bishops had the same 
sympathy or conviction regarding these new missionary enterprises as Cardinal 
Suhard. In 1955 the journal was condemned by the Holy Office. As a result it was 
opened under a new name, Le Bulletin (1955-1957) and then La Lettre.227 
 

Socialist Countries and Leaders 
 

China and Catholicism. The Catholic Church in China has existed in various 
forms since the Tang Dynasty in the 8th century AD. Following the 1949 takeover by the 
Communist Party of China, Catholic, Orthodox and Protestant missionaries were expelled 
from the country, and the religion was vilified as a manifestation of western imperialism. 
At the same time Catholicism, like all religions, was permitted to operate under the 
supervision of the State Administration for Religious Affairs. All legal Catholic worship 
had to be conducted through state-approved churches belonging to the Chinese Catholic 
Patriotic Association (C.P.A.), which was established in 1957. 

225Ibid., footnote 941. 
226Illustrative of Chenu’s contributions was an obituary which celebrated as 

heroic the life of Joseph Stalin. See Tranvouez, Catholiques et communistes. La crise du 
progressisme chrétien, 1950-1955, (Paris: Cerf, 2000). p. 155. 

227See Yvon Tranvouez, “Guerre froide et progressisme chrétien:La Quinzaine 
(1950-1953),” Vingtième Siècle. Revue d'histoire (January-March, 1987), no. 13, pp. 83-
93; Pierre Letamendia, Le mouvement républicain populaire: le MRP, histoire d'un grand 
parti français, (Paris: Beauchesne, c1995). p. 285; and Jacqueline Sauvageot, Ella 
Sauvageot: L’Audace d’une gemme de press, 1900-1962 (Paris: Atelier, Éditions 
Ouvrieres, 2006). 
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The C.P.A. did not accept the primacy of the Roman Pontiff. In addition to 
overseeing the practice of the Catholic faith, the C.P.A. espoused politically oriented 
objectives as well. Liu Bainian, chairman of the C.P.A. and the Bishops Conference of 
the Catholic Church in China, stated in a 2011 interview that the church needed 
individuals who "love the country and love religion: politically, they should respect the 
Constitution, respect the law, and fervently love the socialist motherland." 

An impediment to the re-establishment of relations between the Vatican and 
Beijing was the issue of who appointed the bishops. As a matter of maintaining autonomy 
and rejecting foreign intervention, the official church had no official contact with the 
Vatican and did not recognize its authority. In later years, however, the C.P.A. allowed 
for unofficial Vatican approval of ordinations. Although the C.P.A. continued to carry out 
some ordinations opposed by the Holy See, the majority of C.P.A. bishops became 
recognized by both authorities. 

However, since September 2018, China has agreed to allow the Papacy the power 
to veto any Bishop which the government recommends. Vatican spokesman Greg Burke, 
speaking in Lithuania, described the agreement as "not political but pastoral, allowing the 
faithful to have bishops who are in communion with Rome but at the same time 
recognized by Chinese authorities." While the agreement states that China will 
recommend the Bishops before they are appointed by the Pope, it also stipulates that the 
Pope has authority to veto any Bishop which China recommends. Pope Francis then 
approved seven bishops who had been appointed by Beijing, after withdrawing church 
censures against them and also against one recently deceased bishop who had received 
episcopal consecration without papal approval. For its part, the state-recognized pledged 
to remain loyal to the Chinese Communist Party.228 
 
 

Czechoslovakia. The First Czechoslovak Republic (1918–1938) came into 
existence by separating from the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1918. In the process of 
setting up the First Republic, the estates owned mostly by ethnic German and Hungarian 
landlords were broken up. The new government was headed by Tomáš Masaryk (1850 –
1937), a Catholic-born freemason who refused to honor the concordat with the Holy See 
that had existed in the Austrian imperial period. This meant the clergy had to rely on their 
congreation, not the government for support. 

From the Czech view, the Austrian Habsburg hereditary landlord class had been 
oppressing them since the1620 Battle of White Mountain in Bohemia. The Czechs lost 
that battle. They then had their land confiscated and their government, schools, language 
and Protestant church Germanized. Austrian Jesuits were part of the problem. 

The Czech Catholics who came into the twentieth century were a split group. The 
Habsburg sector was, as the Jesuit theologian Milan Hudáček puts it, not in the tradition 
of the surviving Middle Ages, but a continuing Baroque, hierarchical organization, 
absolutely authoritative, teaching an order of the world based on the stratification of 
society, topped by the “lords of God's grace,” the whole way of life established as if 
forever as an immediate expression of God's will.229 

228See “Catholic Church in China,” Wikipedia. 
229Milan Hudáček, S.J., Teologické vedomie na Slovensku pod vplyvom marxizmu 
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This group ruled over, in the words of Professor Hudáček, “a receptive, passive, 
devotedly obedient folk, worn out with reverence under the devotional admiration of the 
noble chapter world… This stability of the world order taught appropriate quasi actors to 
eternal sleep. Behold, the ecclesia dormiens.”230 Despite two world wars, a communist 
revolution, and a time of social and world-wide problems, as Hudáček argues, “The status 
only lasted and lasted. There were no problems - for which it would be worth worrying - 
and if so, they were far from disposing to see them and respond to them. Everything is 
fine. People believing, good, faithful and obedient.”231 

Along the same lines, another Czech academic, describes the Habsburg church: 
Let us just consider what a sacred world the St. Stephen's Crown was and 
its Baroque interpretation, regnum marianum [Marian Kingdom]. Not 
surprisingly, these old gentlemen were enchanted to death by this ideal. In 
it lay the center of gravity of their souls. This was their spiritual home. 
When the sun set, whatever came next could not fill the void: a replica, 
democracy was from evil, the beginning of the final apocalypse.232  
Josef Plojhar. On the other side of the church division were those who supported 

and helped lead the communist system. Boulier mentions two of the priests who were on 
this side. They werr Josef Plojhar (1902 - 1981) and Alexander Horák (1911 - 1994). In 
addition to being a priest, Plojhar was a politician. From 1948 to 1951 he was deputy 
chair and from 1951 to 1968 chair of the Czechoslovak People's Party (Československé 
strany lidové [Č.S.L. or People’s Party]), which was a Christian-democratic political 
party. It had been created in 1919 in Prague, uniting other Catholic parties. In 1921, it 
entered the government of Czechoslovakia, and was subsequently part of governing 
coalitions regardless of political changes 

In addition to his work with the People’s Party, Plojhar was, beginning in 1948, 
chair of the Movement of Patriotic Priests; from 1952–1970 he was vice chair of the 
National Committee of the Catholic Clergy, to which 5,000 of the country’s 7,000 priests 
belonged. He was also chair of the Peace Movement of the Catholic Clergy (Mírové hnutí 
katolického duchovenstva, M.H.K.D.), which was established in 1951. It defended 
collectivization, socialization and fought against national chauvinism. The successor 
clerical organization to the M.H.K.D. in the 1960s was the Czechoslovak Association of 
Catholic Clergy or, more commonly, Pacem in Terris. Connected with his work for 
international peace, Plojhar was chair of the Union of Czechoslovak-Soviet Friendship. 
He received an honorary doctorate of theology at the Cyril and Methodius Theological 
Faculty of Litoměřice in 1950.233 

(Theological consciousness in Slovakia under the influence of Marxism), (March 2012), 
online at http://www.teoforum.sk/?id=47&view_more=834.  

230Ibid. 
231Ibid.  
232Ladislav Hanus, Spomienky na Ferka Skyčáka (Memories of Ferko Skyčák). 

(Cambridge: 1982), pp. 35-38. 
233Among Plojhar’s publications that are translated to English is Health care in 

Czechoslovakia (Prague: Ministry of Health of the Czechoslovak Republic, 1958), p.115. 
His un-translated works include Vítězný únor 1948 a Čs. strana lidová (Victorious 
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Fr. Plojhar had been ordained in 1925. By 1939 he was a pastor in the 
Czechoslovakian South Bohemian town of Rudolfov. With the German occupation, he 
was arrested by the Gestapo and imprisoned in the concentration camps of Buchenwald 
and Dachau until 1945.  

During the German occupation period, another Catholic priest, Monsignor Jan 
Šrámek (1870-1956) served as the prime minister of the Czechoslovak government in 
exile in the United Kingdom. After the war in retaliation against the Czech-German 
collaboration with the Nazis, the Potsdam Conference of 1945 approved revoking the 
Czechoslovak citizenship of the 3,000,000 Sudeten Germans, along with deporting them 
and confiscating their property. The priest, Jozef Tiso (1887-1947), who had led the 
Slovaks into supporting Nazi Germany was hung. 

Communist Revolution. The communist revolution in Czechoslovak that had 
Plojhar’s support was done on the back of the Red Army. After the U.S.S.R. entered the 
war on June 21, 1941 against Germany, it was the first power in the anti-Hitler coalition 
to recognize the Czechoslovak government in London. On July 18, 1941, the U.S.S.R. 
and the provisional government signed an agreement on military cooperation that 
provided for the restoration of Czechoslovakia within the pre-Munich borders. 
Meanwhile, in the U.S.S.R. a Czechoslovak military unit was being formed under the 
command of Ludvík Svoboda (1895 – 1979) that would subsequently grow into the First 
Czechoslovak Army Corps. The first partisan detachments were organized in 
Czechoslovakia in the summer of 1942. A Soviet-Czechoslovak treaty on friendship, 
mutual assistance, and postwar cooperation was signed in Moscow during December 
1943. 

The Moscow treaty and the Soviet Army’s advance toward the borders of 
Czechoslovakia gave impetus to the national liberation movement. A national uprising 
broke out in Slovakia in August 1944. In the liberated areas power passed to the Slovak 
National Council, which had been founded in 1943 on the initiative of the Communists 
and which included three members of the Central Committee of the Slovak Communist 
Party. 

The Slovak uprising marked the beginning of the national democratic revolution 
in Czechoslovakia. Meeting in Moscow in March 1945, representatives of the London 
exiles, the Slovak National Council, and the leadership of the Czechoslovak Communist 
Party (C.P.C., Komunistická strana Československa) agreed to form the National Front of 
Czechs and Slovaks and worked out its program. In early April 1945 a National Front 
government was formed in Košice and its program was announced to the country. 
Supported by partisans, armed insurrections against the occupation forces broke out in 
several Czech cities in May. Prague rebelled on May 5, 1945. Soviet troops came to the 
aid of the insurgents, and, entering Prague on May 9, completed the liberation of 
Czechoslovakia. 

February 1948 and the Cs. People’s Party) (Prague: Nakl. Lidová demokracie, 1958), 
100p.; Budujeme socialismus (We are building socialism) (Prague/Praha: Vysehrad, 
1952), 91p.; Křesťané a socialismus (Christians and socialism) (Praha: Vyšehrad, 1971), 
88p. See “Josef Plojhar,” Wikipedia; “Jan Šrámek,” Wikipedia; “KDU-ČSL (Christian and 
Democratic Union – Czechoslovak People's Party),” Wikipedia;  “Edvard Beneš,” Wikipedia; 
“Mírové hnutí katolického duchovenstva,” Wikipedia; and “Josef Beran,” Wikipedia. 
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With the liberation of Czechoslovakia, the independent state of Czechs and 
Slovaks was resurrected on a new, democratic basis. The national democratic revolution 
that unfolded in the country led to the establishment of a people’s democratic system, 
based on the National Front, which derived its strength from the alliance of workers and 
peasants. The Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and the Communist Party of Slovakia 
held leading positions in the National Front. 

Although all the parties that joined the National Front pledged to fulfill the joint 
government program and to build a people’s democratic republic, the National Socialists, 
the Czechoslovak People’s Party, and the Slovak Democratic Party tried from the very 
beginning to slow down the revolutionary process and gradually to restore the regime that 
had existed in the pre-Munich bourgeois republic. The Communists alone consistently 
struggled for revolutionary changes in political and economic life. 

Relying on the working class and the working peasantry and overcoming the 
resistance of the bourgeoisie, the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (C.P.C.) launched 
a campaign to turn the national democratic revolution into a socialist revolution. The 
national committees (local governing bodies), working jointly with factory councils, 
began taking over the management of enterprises belonging to the occupation forces or to 
persons who had cooperated with them and set about purging the state machinery of 
traitors and collaborators. The presidential decree of June 21, 1945, opened the first phase 
in the implementation of the agrarian reform. The land and other property belonging to 
German and some Hungarian landlords or to traitors was confiscated. 

On Oct. 24, 1945, decrees were issued nationalizing key industries and all banks 
and private insurance companies. By the end of 1946 the state had taken over about 3,000 
major industrial enterprises, including all mines, almost all the metallurgical works and 
power plants, and three-fourths of the chemical and metal-working enterprises. The 
nationalization of key industries and the banks heralded the formation of a socialist sector 
in the national economy. The Eighth Congress of the C.P.C. (March 1946) summed up 
the social changes and set forth the tasks of further strengthening the people’s democratic 
system. The congress demonstrated that the Communist Party had become the strongest 
political party in the country. 

In the May 1946 elections to the Constituent National Assembly and to the 
national committees, the Communist Party polled more votes than any other political 
party. For the first time in Czechoslovak history the government was headed by a 
Communist, the party chairman Klement Gottwald (1896-1953). The new Prime Minister 
initially had worked as a carpenter. The program adopted by the new government 
provided for further democratic changes, the drafting of a new constitution, and the 
drawing up of a plan for the restoration and development of the national economy in 
1947–48. In accordance with the program, the government initiated the second phase of 
the agrarian reform: arable land in excess of 150 hectares (ha) or total landed property 
exceeding 250 ha was expropriated. By the middle of 1947, some 2,946,000 ha of 
agricultural land and forests had been confiscated, most of it in the border regions. A 
large part of the agricultural land was given to farmhands, small peasants, and peasants 
with large families.234 

234See S.I. Kolesnikov, “Czechoslovakia,” Great Soviet Encyclopecia, online at 
https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Czechoslovakia.  
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In the communist revolution, Fr. Josef Plojhar was an active supporter. After his 
liberation from prison, he had served as chaplain in the cathedral in České Budějovice, 
which is the capital city of South Bohemia. As a resistant against Nazism, he was elected 
chairman of the Č.S.L. South Bohemian Regional Party in 1945. Even before World War 
II, as noted above, he had been a member of the Č.S.L. Between 1945 and 1946, Plojhar 
was an elected member of the Provisional National Assembly for the Third Czechoslovak 
Republic, which existed from 1945 to 1948. In the elections of 1946 the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia (C.P.C.) emerged as the strongest party, obtaining 38% of the 
vote with the Czech National Socialists winning 18%, the People's Party 16%, the Slovak 
Democrats 14% and the Social Democrats 13%.  

The coalition government in which the non-communist Plojhar served was 
headed, as mentioned, by a communist Prime Minister. There were 1.5 million C.P.C. 
members in a country with a population of 15 million people. Of the general population, 
60 percent were Catholic. The C.P.C. newspaper was the Rudé právo (Red Truth). 
Edvard Beneš (1884 – 1948) a member of the National Socialist Party was elected 
president and Plojhar became a member of the Constituent National Assembly, again for 
the Christian Democrats. 

The National Front coalition government split in 1948 as cold-war capitalists 
sought to take over. The same was going on in Italy and France, where the communists 
were forced out. The reactionary Czechoslovakia bourgeoisie, which was losing one 
position after another, tried, with the support of Western imperialist circles, to stage a 
counterrevolutionary coup and to restore capitalist power in the country. The cabinet 
ministers representing the bourgeois parties resigned in the hope of provoking a 
government crisis and forming a new government without Communists. The Communist 
Party appealed to the popular masses to defend the people’s democratic system and its 
revolutionary gains. On February 24, 1948, a one-hour general strike was held to protest 
the machinations of the reactionary forces. By this time power in the country was in fact 
already wielded by the working class. 

The antipopular plot of the Czechoslovak bourgeoisie and international 
imperialism was foiled. The next day, President Beneš was obliged to accept the 
resignation of the reactionary cabinet ministers and to replace them with pro-communist 
ministers from the various coalition parties. The crisis was resolved by peaceful means. 
The February 1948 victory concentrated all power in the hands of the industrial and 
agricultural workers. The national democratic revolution developed into a socialist 
revolution. With the revolution, the people’s democratic system assumed the functions of 
a dictatorship of the proletariat. 

To celebrate the victory, Archbishop Josef Beran (1888 –1969) offered a mass of 
thanksgiving (Te Deum) which communist leader Gottwald and the new cabinet ministers 
attended. For his part President Beneš, who was a freemason, saw Germany as the main 
danger to Czechoslovakia and wanted a strong alliance with the Soviets. The West in 
1938 at Munich had acquiesced to the Nazi aggression against them and was not an ally. 

Shortly afterward in June 1948, elections were held. The National Assembly that 
was elected with 89% of the vote, approved the Ninth-of-May 1948 Constitution, which 
established the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, which existed from 1948 to 1989. The 
new constitution established a centrally-planned economy, collectivized agriculture and 
eliminated most private ownership of industry. 
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The church hierarchy's 320,000 hectacres were transformed into collective farms 
and education was nationalized. The clergy and nuns who had worked in private schools 
became public servants. Private hospitals and the hierarchy's Caritas social service 
agency were nationalized. This meant that their services became available without 
charge. The hierarchy's newspaper, Acta Curiae, was replaced by a revolutionary paper, 
Katolicke Noviny (Catholic News) and its libraries were nationalized and made into 
public libraries. The same secularization took place in Italy and France beginning in the 
1870s and with the same Vatican resistance, although it was now being blamed on 
Moscow rather than the freemasons. 

In the internal Č.S.L. (Peoples Party) dispute between its capitalist and communist 
factions, the left-wing won, which included Plojhar. In 1947 the party’s weekly, Obzory 
(Horizons) had started publishing material promoting bourgeois nationalism that had 
been provided by Anglo-American intelligence operatives. Plojhar along with Dyonisius 
Polansky obtained a writ of authority to close the paper down and oust its editor. Plojhar 
went on to be elected the party's vice-chair with Alois Petr (1889 – 1951) being the chair. 
Petr had participated in the anti-Nazi resistance, was imprisoned in 1944–1945 and 
gained strong ties to the Communist Party. Plojhar became the party’s chair in 1951 after 
Petr’s death. 

Besides becoming his party’s vice chair, Plojhar, at the time the Socialist 
Republic was established in 1948, also became the Minister of Health in the cabinet of 
the National Front government, a post he held until 1968. He was one of the longest-
serving cabinet ministers in Czechoslovak history. In the country’s five-year plans he 
helped expand the number and quality of the country’s hospitals and health workers, 
whose services were provided without charge. The infant mortatlity rate dropped from 
109 per 1,000 in 1946 to 21 per 1,000 in 1976. Public health appropriations increased 
from 4 billion korunas in 1950 to 20 billion korunas in 1976, or 7 percent of the state 
budget. In the 1976 elections and again in 1981 Plojhar was again elected to the House of 
Peoples of the Federal Assembly. 

In addition to his health work, Plojhar had a good knowledge of German and was 
a frequent member of foreign delegations, especially to the East German Democratic 
Republic, where he strived for lasting contacts and cooperation between his Č.S.L. and 
the Christian Democratic Union (C.D.U.). 

Plojhar also helped in the government’s negotiations with the Czechoslovak 
Bishops' Conference and influenced its policy from the turn of the 1940s and into the 
1950s. He supported the house arrest of Archbishop Beran, who among other things had 
resisted the governments secularizing policies, such as  the seizure of land claimed by the 
archdiocese. In 1956 when the government discussed releasing him, Plojhar was against 
it and helped coordinate a deal between the Church and the national government in 1963 
in which the bishop was released from custody on the condition that he not perform 
episcopal duties. In 1965 the bishop went permanently to Rome.  

Alexander Horák. In addition to Fr. Plojhar, Boulier mentions a second socialist 
who served as a member the government. This was Alexander Horák (1911 - 1994). He 
was born in Galicia (Austria-Hungary Empire) and completed basic theological studies in 
the years 1929 - 1934 in Rožňava and then worked in various places of the local diocese. 
In 1940 he became the administrator of the Association of St. Vojtech in Hungary. There 
he published the magazine Sloboda [Freedom] and was the editor-in-chief of the 
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magazine Duchovný pastier [Spiritual shepherd]. After 1945, he became the cultural 
officer of the Association of St. Vojtech in Slovakia. He was awarded a doctorate in 
theology by the Faculty of Theology in Prague in 1950.  

From 1948 to 1960, Horák held the government position of commissioner of post 
offices, communications, the local economy and construction. He was also a member of 
the Slovak National Council (Slovak: Slovenská národná rada, SNR) (1948 - 1976) and a 
member of its presidency (1969 - 1971). From 1951 he was chairman of the Slovak 
Committee of the Peace Movement of the Catholic Clergy. From 1959 to 1990 he 
lectured on catechetics and pedagogy at the Faculty of Theology in Bratislava.235 

In discussing Fr. Horák’s career, Professor Hudáček notes that in 1950, the 
Slovak government’s Office for Affairs handed over ecclesiastical appointment decrees 
to 15 professors who dealt with the education of new priests. Many of the professors had 
already adopted a practical-social philosophy, close to Marxism, during the Second 
World War, when they supported the communist side with their own ideological 
movement. Their movement had a vision of the present society divided into rich and 
poor, and a future offered by communism without class differences. Their theological 
vision was born in conjunction with faith in God.236 

Professor Hudáček summarizes Czechoslovakia’s “practical-social method” in 
doing liberation theology: 

Theological thinking in this approach is based on the “practical-
social method.” Its specificity is the understanding of the faith, which 
wants to not only present the Christian message, but also change the social 
context. Humans become its subject. This method of making theology 
begins from the bottom. It begins with a social analysis of human society 
and its economic and social status. 

The next step is based on ecclesiastical documents, Christian 
tradition and history, and the third part is in union with the word of God. 
In this line, one does not lose sight of the continuity between biblical 
proclamation, the history of faith, evolving reflection, liturgy, and 
Christian piety. The fourth part is the revolutionary practice itself, which 
punishes socially unjust conditions and, in the victory of the revolution, 
restores the lost dignity of poor non-people. It thus changes the unjust 
social context and brings new relationships between people. 

Thanks to the massive social support in the early 1950s, the 
theological thinking of a small group of practical and social-minded 
priests is also disposed to become opinion-forming in the public sphere in 
Slovakia.237 

235Hudáček, Teologické vedomie na Slovensku pod vplyvom marxizmu 
(Theological consciousness in Slovakia under the influence of Marxism); see also, The 
Dominikánsky knižný inštitút (Dominican Book Institute), Žilina, Slovakia, online at 
https://www.knihydominikani.sk/hlavna_bibl_b4?autor_id=815, has put a number of 
Horák’s publications online. 

236Hudáček, ibid.  
237Ibid.  
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The priesthood for practical-social methodology has two aspects. Fr. Horák 
observed, "In both the Old and New Testaments, the first goal of the priesthood is to lead 
people to eternal happiness. Its secondary feature lies in its commitment to creating such 
conditions and relationships in the world that domestic life is a type of eternal life… The 
real characteristics of the priesthood will be revealed in the realization of the missionary 
call" (Mark 16: 17-18), which confirms the priet’s well-understood faith. The expression 
of the lived unity with the community is "the priest's alliance with the people in the 
struggle for their liberation. He does so not because he is a communist agitator, but out of 
the motives of proclaiming the gospel."238 

Fr. Horák as a church leader, did his preaching through newspapers, broadcast 
media and the magazine Duchovný pastier [Spiritual shepherd]. In the early part of his 
ministry in the 1940s, his “practical-social theology” emphasized the active involvement 
of the masses in favor of revolutionary transformations. His sermons taught that God was 
the liberator of the poor. Humans in oppression and persecution was the subject of 
theology. The hermeneutics of liberation comes from practical faith based on God's 
revelation in Ezra and Nehemiah. 

Professor Hudáček in his essay about Horák quotes the priest as finding the  
reason for human oppression as coming from within the person, where there is "the 
opposite of love for God, i.e. love for oneself. This "rebuke of Love" in social history 
brings great "situations of oppression" where "humans are slaves to humans". The rebuke 
brings situations where "one can buy a person, even whole villages and districts" and 
situations "when a worker works for a wage that barely covers the subsistence level". 

The culmination of oppression for Fr. Horák was "the tyranny that gives the poor 
an ultimatum under the cloak of God's will: you will obey me as it is God’s will!" These 
are "sins in the abuse of religious concepts, persons, institutions."239 Accordingly, “we 
should not be afraid that we encounter atheism. The real alternative to God is not between 
faith and atheism, but between faith and the distorted image of God, idolatry. It is a 
choice between God and the ideas that people form for God, having before their eyes the 
sins of those who wanted to represent Him on earth. ”240 

In the struggle of humanity for justice, Fr. Horák pointed to the church’s 
liberation  tradition. These included priests at the head of crusading troops, such as John 
of Capistrano (1386 – 1456), who was a Franciscan and inquisitor. He earned the 
nickname “the Soldier Saint” when in 1456 at age 70 he led a crusade against the 
invading Ottoman Empire at the siege of Belgrade with the Hungarian military 
commander John Hunyadi. A second in this tradition mentioned by Horák was Georgy 
Gapon (1870 – 1906), a Russian Orthodox priest and popular working-class leader. 
Gapon defended the rights of the poor before the Russian tsar in the Russian Revolution 
of 1905. Other militants mentioned were the revolutionary Castilian priests, such as the 
Franciscan Luis Sarasola, and Leocadio Lobo. They fought in the 1930s against Franco. 
The Polish priests who fought Hitler are also part of Horák’s theology. 

. 
 

238Ibid.  
239Ibid.  
240Ibid.  
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Hungary and the Association of Priests for Peace. Boulier in Chapter 11 
mentions Hungary’s Association of Priests for Peace (Katolikus Papok Országos 
Békebizottsága). The socialist countries promoted a foreign policy of peaceful 
coexistence with states of other social systems, a policy of peace and friendship among 
peoples. The religions in the socialist countries, Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, Jewish, 
and Muslim had members who supported the peace program and formed organizations to 
advocate it. For the Catholilcs these included Pacem in terris in Czechoslovakia, Pax in 
Poland and, beginning in 1957, Opus Pacis in Hungary. 

Hungary’s Association of Priests for Peace was created at a meeting on August 1, 
1950. At the same time Archibishop József Grősz (1887 – 1961) signed an agreement 
with state authorities promising episcopal support for the state’s internal and foreign 
policies in exchange for a guarantee of freedom of worship, the return of eight of the 
more than three thousand Catholic schools that had been seized by the regime, and the 
grant of a state financial subsidy. The agreement made no reference to the Holy See or to 
the bishops’ right of contact with the Vatican. The Vatican was by-passed, just as was 
done in Poland.241 

A year later in May 1951, the government established a state-church office to 
address issues regarding the place of the church in Hungarian society and relations with 
the Vatican. A few months later in July the bishops’ conference issued a statement 
declaring its “solidarity” with the acts of the People’s Republic. The conference also 
expressed its agreement with the Priests’ Peace Movement. Archbishop Jozsef Grosz, 
chairman of the Hungarian episcopate, and his bishops joied the organization in May 
1957.242 

In their political activity, the Association of Priests for Peace supported the 
U.S.S.R.’s proposals on complete disarmament in 1959 and 1962 and the proposal by the 
Polish People’s Republic in 1957 for the establishment of a zone free of atomic weapons 
in Central Europe, the Rapacki Plan; they signed the Moscow treaty of 1963 preventing 
the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, outer space, and underwater, and the 
1968 treaty on the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons. 

Miklós Beresztóczy (1905 - 1973) was chair of the Association of Priests for 
Peace between 1950 and 1956. In 1957 he became Secretary General of the Catholic 
Committee of the National Peace Council. Earlier he had served as director of the Actio 
Catholica (Catholic Action) in Budapest from 1946-1957 and was a member of 
Parliament from 1953 until 1973. He became Vice-President of the National Assembly in 
1961 until his death. He had been ordained in 1928 and initially was the pastor of Notre 
Dame de Zion and then archbishop of Esztergom.243 

Another leader in the Association of Priests for Peace was Richárd Horváth (1906 
– 1980). He was one of its founding members in 1950. In October 1954 he helped when it 

241See Pedro Ramet, “Introduction,” Catholicism and Politics in Communist 
Societies (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1990), p. 24. 

242See ibid., p. 18. 
243In 1970 Beresztóczy pubished Twenty Years of the Catholic Peace Movement 

(A katolikus békemozgalom 20 éve) (Budapest: Ecclesia Könyvkiado, 1970), 153pp. and 
earlier he had published, among other works, Les pretres catholiques romains hongress 
pour la paix (Budapest: Eyeterni Ngenda, 1953), OCLC: 499560893. 
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merged with the National Council of the Patriotic Popular Front. From 1956 to 1980 he 
was editor of Katolikus szó (Catholic Word, Budapest: a közreadó, 1957-1989). This was 
a publication of the Országos Béketanács Katolikus Bizottsága (Catholic Committee of 
the National Peace Council). He was also president of the Ecclesia Cooperative. He had 
started out in 1933 as a parish priest and by 1958 was the director of the Franciscan 
Church of St. Peter in in Budapest. In discussing his socialist theology concerning the 
nature of the church, he commented: 

It is not I but the reactionary forces of the Vatican who are following the 
wrong road and do not want to listen to the voice of our time… It is the 
believers and not we priests who form the Church. The Church lives in the 
people, the people are building socialism, and in this building of socialism 
we are at the side of the people.244 
It is useful to note the historical context of the Association of Priests for Peace. In 

the 1950s some two-thirds of Hungary was Catholic. As far back as King Stephen I (975 
– 1038 A.D.), Christianity played a role in what is now Hungary. At the turn of the 18th 
century the country came under Habsburg throne and altar rule and later joined Austria to 
form the Austro–Hungarian Empire. The empire collapsed as the result of its losing 
World War I on November 11, 1918. 

With World War I and its loss came dissatisfaction with the throne-and-altar. The 
news of the October 1917 proletarian revolution in Russia had evoked an upsurge among 
Hungary workers. Mass antiwar demonstrations were initiated by a rally of 100,000 
people in Budapest in November 1917. Workers’ soviets were created in the course of 
multiple strikes during the first half of 1918. This was followed by the establishment of 
the Communist Party of Hungary (C.P.H.) in November 1918. It rapidly gained authority 
among the workers and peasantry. 

After the empire’s collapse, Count Michael Károlyi, who had been appointed 
premier in October 1918 by King Charles IV of Hungary, proclaimed the country an 
independent republic. However, the multiple nationalities in the country would not deal 
with him and the Allies forced unfavorable armistice terms on the country. A class war 

244Quoted in Translations on International Communist Developments no. 786, p. 
89- 90 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, Clearinghouse for Federal 
Scientific and Technical Information, Publication Research Service, [J.P.R.S.], 
November 14, 1960); see also, “Richárd Horváth,” Wikipedia; “Miklós Beresztóczy,” 
Wikipedia; Bogdan Kolar SDB, “The Priestly Patriotic Associations in the Eastern 
European Countries,” Bogoslovni vestnik (University of Ljlubljana: 2008), vol. 68, pp. 
235-237; online at http://www.teof.uni-lj.si/uploads/File/BV/BV-08-2-05-Kolar-
Priestly_Patriotic.pdf. 

Among Richárd Horváth’s writings, with none in English, are: Hiszek: 
Elmélkedések és gondolatok az egyházi év vasárnapjaira (I believe: Reflections and 
Thoughts on the Sundays of the Church Year) (Budapest: Ecclesia, 1959); A keresztény 
ember a mában (The Christian Man Today) (Budapest: Ecclesia, 1963), 365pp., OCLC: 
1014802468; Jelenlétünk a világban (Our presence in the world) (Budapest: Ecclesia, 
1968), 418pp., OCLC: 80041113; LCCN: 72262274; and Embertől - Istenig. Szolgáló 
szeretet (From man to God. Serving Love) (Budapest: Ecclesia, 1976), 705 pp., OCLC: 
1014566562. 
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resulted. By mid-March 1919, more than half of the counties had slipped from 
government control. The peasants seized landlord lands, and leadership in the workers’, 
peasants’, and soldiers’ councils passed to the communists.  

As a result the Károlyi government resigned and the workers’ movement under 
Béla Kun (1886 – 1938) took power and proclaimed on March 21, 1919 the 
establishment of the Hungarian Soviet Republic (H.S.R.). During the 133 days of its 
existence, there was nationalization of industrial enterprises, banks, savings banks, 
transportation and commercial enterprises, and land holdings over 100 holds (1 hold = 
0.57 ha). The demands of the Hungarian working class—the eight-hour day, equal pay 
for male and female labor, paid leaves, universal suffrage, and others—were realized. In 
foreign relations the government entered into a military and political alliance with Soviet 
Russia.  

In reaction the Entente sent troops from bourgeoisie Rumania and Czechoslovakia  
to overthrow the Hungarian government. Against this the Hungarian Red Army was 
created on March 25. Unfortunately for the government, the position of the H.S.R. was 
complicated by the weakening of the alliance between the workers and peasants as a 
result of errors on the agrarian question. Despite Béla Kun's promises to the contrary, the 
government chose not to redistribute land to the peasantry. Instead, the land was 
converted into collective farms and former estate owners, managers, and bailiffs were 
retained as the new collective farm managers. As a result, the communists became 
unpopular in the countryside. By July 20 the fighting on the Rumanian front was going 
bad. Negotiations then began in Vienna between a Hungarian delegation of right-wing 
socialists and trade-union leaders and representatives of the Entente. 

On August 1, 1919 the H.S.R. was forced to submit its resignation and a 
government headed by Admiral Horthy de Nagybanya was setup. Under him, 
reactionaries, known as White terrorists, attacked the Communists and anyone associated 
with Károlyi. Historian Andrej I. Puskás summarized the nature of the government: 

Horthyism was a fascist dictatorship of the alliance of the large 
landowners and financial oligarchy. A distinctive feature of the fascist 
system in Hungary was the preservation of parliamentarism and a number 
of opposition parties in addition to the ruling party.245 

German capitalists owned much of the country’s industry. About 45 percent of the 
agricultural land was concentrated in the hands of the large landlords; including the 
Catholic Church, which in thrown-and-altar fashion supported the Horthy regime. In 
1927 the country entered an alliance with fascist Italy. 

During the 1930s The C.P.H. operated underground. Above ground the Socialist 
Workers’ Party of Hungary (S.W.P.H.) with C.P.H support led the resistance. With the 
economic crisis between 1929 and 1933, the fight was intense. One million people were 
unemployed. Troops fired on a mass demonstration on September 1, 1930 in Budapest. 
This was followed by miners’ strikes throughout the country. Among the heroes were 
Imre Sallai (1897 – 1932) and Sándo Fürst, members of the Central Committee of the 
C.P.H., who were executed on July 29, 1932. 

245See Andrej I. Puskás, “Hungary,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia,” online at 
https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Hungary.  
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During World War II Hungary allied itself with Germany and many communists 
in the resistance fell victim, including Ferenc Rózsa (1906-1942), the editor of the 
newspaper Szabad Nép and Zoltán Schönherz (1905-1942), the secretary of the Central 
Committee of the C.P.H. The Social Democratic Party (S.D.P.) and the Smallholders’ 
Party (S.P.), founded in 1909, were forced, like the communists, to underground 
existence. For the Jews, it meant extermination.246 In May 1944, on the initiative of the 
communists and with the participation of the S.D.P. and the S.P., the Hungarian Front 
was created. In September 1944 the Soviet Army gave its power to the liberation of 
Hungary. Hungarian soldiers increasingly shifted to the Soviet side. By the fall of 1944 
there were ten partisan detachments and units. They prevented the dismantling of 
Hungarian enterprises and the export of equipment to Germany. 

In December 1944 a Provisional National Assembly gathered in Debrecen, 
created the Hungarian National Independence Front (H.N.I.F.) and formed a coalition 
Government that declared war on Hitler’s Germany. On January 20, 1945 the country 
signed a truce in Moscow with the U.S.S.R. and its allies. In February 1945, the 
government prohibited fascist political and military organizations. Workers’ control was 
established in enterprises and in the course of agrarian reform on Marvh 17, 1945 
pomeshchik (nobility -- gentry -- feudal) landholding was abolished. Some 642,000 
landless peasants received 58.2 percent of all the confiscated land. The distribution of 
land strengthened the alliance between the workers and the peasants. On April 4, 1945, 

246Moshe Herczl in Christianity and the Holocaust of Hungarian Jewry (New 
York: NYU Press: 1995). pp. 71-72, observes that the Catholic Party, created in 1882, 
incorporated a tradition of Magyar chauvinism that dated back to the medieval era. 
Hatred and discrimination against Jews was a Catholic ideology. Between the German 
occupation on March 19, 1944 and July 1944, when Germany had already lost the war, 
some 500,000 Jewa were deported and executed. Christian complicity made for a quick 
and efficient operation that had been long in preparation. 

Along the same lines, the scholar Herbert Aptheker (1915-2003) in The Truth 
about Hungary (Millwood, N.Y.: Kraus Reprint, Co., 1957, 1977), on line at 
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015004871151&view=1up&seq=12, p 16, 
commented on the economic  basis of the country’s 945-year old monarchical structure: 

As Hungary stands out as the most nationalistic and chauvinistic of 
nations in an environment of chauvinist neighbors, so is her system of land 
concentration, prior to 1945, extra ordinary in a region where such 
concentration was normally quite notable. In this connection, it is 
important to note that just as Hungarian foreign policy depended upon 
German support, so her system of abnormal land concentration required, 
for its maintenance, German support. The direction of Hungary's foreign 
policy and the semi-feudal structure of her social order were indissolubly 
linked. For without the help of the Germans it would have been impossible 
for Hungary's lords to maintain their anachronistic rule in modern times. 
By the same token, it was the crushing of the Germans (and the Hungarian 
lords) by the Red Army that made possible— indeed, inevitable— the 
smashing of the latifundia system and the Land Reform law of 1945. 
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the Red Army at the cost of 140,000 Soviet fighting men drove the last of the German 
forces from Hungarian soil. 

By the summer of 1945, the basic tasks of the general democratic revolution had 
been achieved, and its development into a socialist revolution began. On September 
1945, diplomatic relations were established between the U.S.S.R. and Hungary. At the 
same time the right-wing forces of the S.P., supported by the Catholic Church, became 
the main stronghold of reaction. The elections to the National Assembly of November 
1945 gave the S.P. 57 percent of the votes; the H.C.P. and S.D.P. received 17 percent, 
and the National Peasant Party (N.P.P.), 7 percent. Although Horthy supporters did not 
enter the new government after the elections, former landlords, inspired by the success of 
the S.P., called for the return of lands that had previously belonged to them; reactionary-
minded officials sabotaged the rehabilitation of the devastated economy and the purge of 
the state apparatus; and right-wing reactionary elements came to life. 

At the same time, the democratic forces, led by the communists moved to the 
counteroffensive. Hungary was proclaimed a republic in February 1946 and a leftist bloc 
was created within the H.N.I.F., which had been created on liberated territory in 
December 1944. It included the H.C.P., the S.D.P., the N.P.P., and trade unions. In March 
1946 a 400,000-person demonstration by the leftist bloc demanded that the government 
suppress the activities of reactionary forces in the country, carry out a purge of the state 
apparatus, and establish state control over the banks. The reaction was forced to retreat. 
The S.P. right-wing leaders accepted most of the demands. In the rehabilitation of the 
economy the Soviet Union had a role. Inflation was halted in August 1946, and a new 
currency (the forint) was introduced. On the recommendation of the Third Congress of 
the H.C.P. in September, the National Assembly worked out a three-year plan (1947-50) 
for the rehabilitation the economy. 

In the left counteroffensive between December 1946 and May 1947, a conspiracy 
by Ferenc Nagy (1903 –1979) and other reactionary leaders of the S.P. was thwarted. 
After this the S.P.’s influence declined. The left wing, led by István Dobi (1898–1968) 
assumed party leadership. In the parliamentary elections of August 1947, the H.C.P. 
received 22 percent of the vote and became the country’s leading party. The S.P. received 
68 seats, as against 245 in 1945. A considerable number of representatives of the 
bourgeoisie and kulaks (prosperous peasants) were displaced from the government and 
parliament as a result of the elections. In November 1947, the parliament adopted a law 
nationalizing the major banks and the enterprises belonging to them. In March 1948 
enterprises with more than 100 workers were nationalized. In June the H.C.P. united with 
the S.D.P. on the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism. This resulted in the 
Hungarian Workers’ Party (H.W.P., or Magyar Dolgozók Pártja, MDP). 

In August 1949 the H.W.P. approved a constitution that reflected the country’s 
socialist orientationn. During the war the infrastructure had been destroyed, including all 
bridges, railways, raw materials, machinery. In addition the country agreed to pay war 
reparations totalling approximately $300 million or 22 per cent of the annual national 
income. Despite this, during the first five-year plan between 1950 and 1954, new 
industrial cities and areas appeared, and new branches of industry were established. With 
this a system of educational and cultural-instructive institutions was also created and the 
social security system, the universal health care, and the tuition-free secondary education 
was improved. 
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However from the view of Soviet historian Andrej Puskás, the government, which 
since 1948 had been led by Premier Mátyás Rákosi (1892 – 1971) and Ernő Gerő (1898 –
1980), overstated targets and slid into positions of sectarianism, bureaucratism, loss of 
touch with the masses and administration by mere injunction. Rákosi was a long-time 
communist; during the 1919 Hungarian Soviet Republic he had been a commissars for 
social production and involved in the Hungarian Red Army's Northern and Eastern 
military campaigns against the newly formed Czechoslovakia and Romania. He then took 
refuge in the Soviet union, where he worked in the Communist International. In 1924 he 
returned to Hungary and was imprisoned until 1940. He then went to the Soviet Union 
and was leader of the Comintern. After the war he took over leadership of the H.C.P.  

When Stalin died in March 1953, right-wing forces in Moscow convinced Rákosi 
to engage in collective leadership and give up the premiership to Imre Nagy (1896 –
1958). Nagy had joined the Russian Communist Party in 1920 while living n Russia. 
When he came back to Hungary in the mid- 1920s he advocated legal political activity 
over the Hungarian’s party's preference for clandestine work in the villages. After World 
War II as Minister of Agriculture in the government of Béla Miklós de Dálnok, he helped 
distribute land among the peasant population. In the next government in 1946, which was 
led by by Zoltán Tildy, Negy was the Minister of Interior and helped to deport hundreds 
of thousands of German-speaking Hungarians. Upon becoming premier, Nagy slowed 
down collectivization, emphasized production of consumer goods and joined the Warsaw 
Treaty Organization and the United Nations. 

The left-wing of the H.W.P. removed Nagy in 1955, and the emphasis on farm 
collectivization was restored. In turn, Nagy, incited by international imperialism, along 
with with reformist communist Géza Losonczy and others that stirred up a 
counterrevolutionary revolt that lasted from October 23 to November 4, 1956. It sought 
to withdraw the country from the 1955 Warsaw Pact, appealed to the U.N. for help, and 
aimed at liquidating the socialist system. 

The communists, led by János Kádár (1912 – 1989), one of Nagy's ministers, 
resisted, formed a counter-government and asked the U.S.S.R. for military support, which 
was on Hungarian territory in accordance with the Warsaw Pact. Kádár had joined the 
communist youth organization KIMSZ after quitting school in the 1920s. By the late 
1930s he had become the party’s first secretary. As leader, he dissolved the party and 
reorganised it as the Peace Party. The new party failed to win any popular support and he 
was later attacked for dissolving the party. After the war, as the communists took over 
Hungary, he served as Interior Minister from 1948 to 1950 and took part in the trial and 
interrogation of former secret police chief László Rajk. In 1951, he was imprisoned by 
the Rákosi government, but was released in 1954 by reformist Prime Minister Nagy. On 
October 25, 1956, during the Hungarian Revolution, he replaced Ernő Gerő as General 
Secretary of the Party, taking part in Nagy's short-lived revolutionary government. 
However, on November 1, he broke with Nagy over the latter's decision to withdraw 
from the Warsaw Pact. 

After helping to suppress the revolt, Kádár led in reorganizing the H.W.P. which 
took the name Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party (Magyar Szocialista Munkáspárt, 
MSzMP). It maintained fidelity to the principles of Marxism-Leninism. Nagy and some 
of his ministers were later executed and collectivization, which had been stopped after 
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1956, was again resumed in 1957–59 and the structure of foreign trade changed. 
Historian Peter A. Toma commented on the difficulty present by the farmers: 

Gaining the support of the Hungarian peasantry proved to be one of the 
most intricate tasks of the centrist faction. Since "persuading" the farmers 
into collectives is like prodding an elephant with a stick, the party 
organizers were instructed to assure the farmers that membership in the 
party would not necessitate joining collectives. However, peasants farming 
privately were subjected to pressures in the form of heavy taxes.247 
In comparison with the period before World War II, the share of finished 

industrial goods in Hungary’s exports increased sharply. The exports were made up of 
manufactured goods, machines, and equipment for production. Receiving economic 
assistance from the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, such as deliveries of 
industrial equipment and raw materials, transmission of technical documents, assistance 
in the training of specialists, Hungary in turn aided these countries in the development of 
their economies—primarily in the production of numerous types of electrical-engineering 
products and various kinds of trucks, combines, and diesel trains. 

As noted, the foreign policy of People’s Hungary was one of peaceful 
coexistence. At the same time it supported the struggle of the peoples of the Arab 
countries against Israeli aggression and the struggle of the peoples of Indochina against 
the aggressive war waged by American imperialism. Hungary was a member of the 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) beginning in 1949. It maintained 
diplomatic relations with 89 countries and trade relations with more than 140.248 
 

Persons 
 
(p. 206) (c. 340–397) Ambrose (Aurelius Ambrosius) was Ambrose, an 

Archbishop of Milan, was an ecclesiastical figure of the 4th century. After the early death 
of his father, he went to Rome where he studied literature, law, and rhetoric. He then 
followed in his father's footsteps and entered public service. Praetorian Prefect Sextus 
Probus first gave him a place in the council and then in about 372 made him governor of 
Liguria and Emilia, with headquarters at Milan. In 286 Emperor Diocletian had moved 
the capital of the Western Roman Empire from Rome to Mediolanum (Milan). In 374 
popular acclamation propelled Ambrose into becoming Bishop of Milan.  

The reason for the acclamation was as follows: in the late 4th century there was a 
conflict in the diocese of Milan between the Nicene Church and Arians. In 374 the bishop 
of Milan, Auxentius, an Arian, died. Arians were Christian-Jewish Unitarians. They 
challenged the succession. Ambrose went to the church where the election was to take 
place, to prevent an uproar, which was probable in this crisis. His address was interrupted 
by a call, "Ambrose, bishop!", which was taken up by the assembly. 

Ambrose was known to be Nicene Christian in belief, but was also acceptable to 
Arians due to the charity shown in theological matters in this regard. At first he refused 

247Peter A. Toma, “Revival of a Communist Party in Hungary,” The Western 
Political Quarterly (March, 1961), vol. 14, no. 1, part 1, pp. 87-103, at p. 101. 

248See “Hungary,” Wikipedia; and  Andrej Puskás, “Hungary,” Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia,” online at https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Hungary. 
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the office, for which he was in no way prepared: he was neither baptized nor formally 
trained in theology. Upon his appointment, he fled to a colleague's home seeking to hide. 
Upon receiving a letter from the Emperor Gratian praising the appropriateness of Rome 
appointing individuals evidently worthy of holy positions, Ambrose's host gave him up. 
Within a week, he was baptized, ordained and duly consecrated bishop of Milan.  

As bishop, he adopted an ascetic lifestyle, apportioned his money to the poor, 
donating his land, making only provision for his sister Marcellina (who had become a 
nun). This raised his popularity, giving him political leverage over the emperor. Upon the 
appointment of Ambrose to the episcopate, his brother Satyrus resigned a prefecture in 
order to move to Milan, where he took over managing the diocese's temporal affairs. 

Ambrose's episcopal philosophy focused on sacerdotal ministry and his asceticism 
promoted the Stoic and Ciceronian training of his youth as a type of standard of Christian 
ethics. In his advocacy of ascetic morality he wrote De officiis ministrorum, De viduis, 
De virginitate and De paenitentia. He displayed liturgical flexibility, as in his advice to 
Augustine of Hippo, "When I am at Rome, I fast on a Saturday; when I am at Milan, I do 
not. Follow the custom of the church where you are." His advice has remained as, "When 
in Rome, do as the Romans do."249 
 

(p. 207) (1502–1552) Thomas Arundell was beheaded on Tower Hill in 1552. 
He was a Cornish landlord, whose role as one of the commissioners for the dissolution of 
the monasteries in the West Country enabled him to acquire a number of properties 
formerly belonging to religious houses. Nevertheless, he and his relatives were close to 
the old religion. In 1530 he married Margaret Howard (1515–1571), the daughter of 
Edmund Howard (1478–1539) who was the third son of Thomas Howard, 2nd Duke of 
Norfolk. In 1547 he purchased Wardour Castle in Wiltshire. By the time of the death of 
King Henry VIII (1491–1547, r. 1509–1547) Arundell was a government officer.  

At Henry VIII’s death there was manuvering among several groups for power. 
Arundell sided with Edward Seymour, 1st Duke of Somerset (1500–1552), who was the 
Lord Protector of England during the minority of his nephew King Edward VI (1537–
1553, r. 1547–1553). Being the Protector made Seymour, along with the Privy Council, 
the de facto leader of the country from 1547 to 1549. 

Seymour had to deal with chronic social unrest, including a series of armed 
revolts fueled by various religious and agrarian grievances. Two rebellions in 1848 and 
1549 required major military intervention to put down. They were in Devon, Cornwall 
and Norfolk. The first, sometimes called the Prayer Book Rebellion, arose from the 
imposition of Protestantism, and the second, led by a worker named Robert Kett, mainly 
from the encroachment of landlords on common grazing ground. The protesters believed 
they were acting legitimately against enclosing landlords with Seymour’s support. He 
sent out commissions in 1548 and 1549 to investigate grievances about loss of tillage, 
encroachment of large sheep flocks on common land, and similar issues. They were led 
by an evangelical M.P. named John Hales, who linked the issue of enclosure with 
Reformation theology and the notion of a godly commonwealth. Local groups assumed 
that the findings of these commissions entitled them to act against offending landlords 
themselves. 

249See, Ambrose,” Wikipedia. 
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Seymour’s problems involved a mix of religious and economic issues. The 
transformation of the Church of England into a recognisably Protestant body occurred 
under Edward, who took great interest in religious matters. Although his father, Henry 
VIII, had severed the link between the Church and Rome, Henry VIII had never 
permitted the renunciation of Catholic doctrine or ceremony. It was during Edward's 
reign that Protestantism was established for the first time in England with reforms that 
included the abolition of clerical celibacy and the Mass, and the imposition of 
compulsory services in English. 

Seymour was forced out in 1549 by a group of privy councilors led by John 
Dudley, Earl of Warwick (1504–1553). Both Seymour and Dudley took the Protestant 
side, the councilors felt the former had not been adequate enough in dealing with the 
unrest. Having been forced out, Seymour and his group then conspired to overthrow the 
government and murder Dudley. Their conspiracy failed and Arundell was among those 
who were convicted and executed.250  
 

(p. 206) (354 – 430 A.D.) Augustine of Hippo was a Roman African and bishop 
of Hippo Regius in North Africa, which is now Annaba in Algeria. After his conversion 
and baptism by Ambrose at Milan in 386, he sold his patrimony and gave the money to 
the poor. The only thing he kept was the family house at Tagaste, which he converted 
into a monastic foundation for himself and a group of friends. He did not think of 
entering the priesthood, and, through fear of the episcopacy, he even fled from cities in 
which an election was necessary. 

One day, having been summoned to Hippo by a friend whose soul's salvation was 
at stake, he was praying in a church when the people suddenly gathered about him, 
cheered him, and begged Valerius, the bishop, to raise him to the priesthood. In spite of 
his tears Augustine was obliged to yield to their entreaties, and was ordained in 391.  

The new priest looked upon his ordination as an additional reason for resuming 
religious life at Tagaste, and Valerius approved this put some church property at 
Augustine's disposal, thus enabling him to establish a monastery the second that he had 
founded. Valerius had bidden him preach, in spite of the custom which in Africa reserved 
that ministry to bishops. Augustine combated heresy, especially Manichæism. He also 
abolished the custom of holding banquets in the chapels of the martyrs. 

Enfeebled by old age, Valerius, Bishop of Hippo, obtained the authorization of 
Aurelius, Primate of Africa, to associate Augustine with himself as coadjutor. Augustine 
resign himself to consecration at the hands of Megalius, Primate of Numidia. He was then 
forty two, and was to occupy the See of Hippo for thirty-four years. 

Augustine developed his own approach to philosophy, believing that the grace of 
Christ was indispensable to human freedom and he helped formulate the doctrine of 
original sin. When the Western Roman Empire began to disintegrate, he imagined the 
Church as a spiritual City of God, distinct from the material Earthly City. The segment of 
the Church that adhered to the concept of the Trinity as defined by the Council of Nicaea 
and the Council of Constantinople identified with his theory in On the Trinity. Among his 
other works were The City of God, De doctrina Christiana, and Confessions.  

250See the articles on “Thomas Arundell” and “Queen Elizabeth I of England,” 
Wikipedia. 
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Protestants such as the Calvinists and Lutherans, consider Augustine to be one of 
the theological fathers of the Reformation due to his teachings on salvation and divine 
grace. In the East the filioque doctrine that he sided with was rejected by the Orthodox 
Church.251 Also disputed were his theories on original sin, the doctrine of grace, and 
predestination. 

Left historians point out the class nature of Augustine’s episcopacy. He defended  
the Roman military occupation of Hippo. He maintained that the Donatist peasantry in 
resisting imperialism, were not martyrs but had committed mass suicide. He complained 
that their graves had become sights of Donatist-Christian celebrations.252 

From the left view, Donatist Christianity in emphasizing class-based ethics, 
contrasted with the religion of the councils and state-supported clergy, that focused on 
rituals and mysticism in which the clergy become entertainers. For example, Augustine, 
as pictured by the left, treated Baptism as a magical road to salvation. He used the 
doctrine of original sin to justify substituting ritual in place of taking a stand with the 
Berber peasantry.253 The Donatists fought to maintain the rite unchanged, which 
incorporated opposition to the established order.254 Infant Baptism was at best 
superstition and contrary to their practices as they had evolved in Africa in the course of 
two centuries. In their struggle against Rome, the Donatists fought for maintaining their 
Punic language, not Latin or Greek, and the popular electing of their bishops, lower 
clergy and church leaders, rather than allowing top-down appointment as practiced by the 
cathedral clergy. Most importantly, they refused state subsidies, unlike the landlord 
clergy who had no popular support and survived because of their presence on the Roman 
payroll.255 

251Information about the filioque doctrine is given in the note on the Union of 
Utrecht of the Old Catholic Churches, which is in the Catholic Political Associations and 
Groups section of the Glossary.. 

252Nikolai A. Mashkin, “Dvizhenie agonistikov” (The movement of the 
agonistae) in Istorik-Marksist (Marxist-Historian) (Moscow: 1935), vol. 47/1, pp. 28-52, 
at 41. Mashkin (1900-1950) was an instructor at Moscow's Communist University for the 
Education of the Toiling Masses of the Orient and a member of the  editorial board of 
Vestnik Drevnei Istorii (Journal of Ancient History). See also Hans-Joachim Diesner, 
‘Studien zur Gesellschaftslehre und sozialen Haltung Augustins’ [Studies in the  
sociology and social attitude of Augustine], (Halle Salle: M. Niemeyer, 1954). 

253Mashkin, “Dvizhenie agonistikov,” p. 32. 
254In 250 C.E. Emperor Decius (201-251), during his short reign from 249 to 

251, as part of repressing the resistance, ordered the clergy of the various religions to sign 
a loyalty statement (libelli) to the state cult. Christians who signed were viewed as demon 
worshipers by their communities and expelled. When later the traitors sought re-
admission, a dispute arose. The collaborators minimized their betrayal and said they did 
not need rebaptism. The majority, which included Bishop Cyprian, maintained they had 
to pass through the lengthy baptism preparations to prove their repentance and have 
themselves exorcised of Satan, his angels, pomp and works. 

255Mashkin, “Dvizhenie agonistikov,” pp. 32-33, 36. In addition, historian 
Nikolai Mashkin, ibid., 38, notes that the official mission of the imperial officials Paul 
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(p. 227) Henry-Luis Bergson (1859 - 1941) was a French idealist philosopher, 

teacher and representative of intuitionism and philosophy of life, which was rooted in 
neo-platonism. His analysis of nothingness was confined to Creative Evolution. The 
purpose of his discussion was to expose what he stated was the confusion inherent to the 
metaphysical question "why is there something rather than nothing?" Professor Gavin 
Rae summarizes Bergson’s approach to nothingness: 

Bergson claims that nothingness is a pseudo-problem based in a flawed 
metaphysical understanding. In other words, Bergson develops a critique 
of nothingness that not only distinguishes between two metaphysical 
understandings, but also, in so doing, aims to defend a metaphysics of 
affirmation over a metaphysics of negation. Bergson's critique of 
nothingness is, therefore, linked to the question of how to properly think 
the nature of reality. It is an inquiry into the epistemological foundations 
of metaphysics.256 
In his analysis of the problem of nothingness, Bergson started by noting that 

“nothing” has been largely forgotten as a topic of philosophical discussion despite being 
taken to be “the invisible mover of philosophical thinking”257 As Professor Rae points 
out, “this is not an ontological statement about the nature of reality (i.e., that nothing 
actually grounds all), but rather a description of the way philosophical thinking 
(epistemology) has implicitly perceived the world to be structured (metaphysics).”258 
Rae also observes that this understanding is a consequence of the reflective nature of 
philosophical thinking, which brings forth the questions "why do I think?" and "why does 
the universe exist?" which subsequently lead to the fundamental question "why does this 
principle exist rather than nothing?"259 Bergson helds that this was the foundational 
problem of metaphysics and developed a critique against it. 

According to Bergson’s critique, the question "why does this principle exist rather 
than nothing?" implicitly maintained that something overcame, and so emanated from, 
nothing. That is, whether it was thought that (1) there ought to be nothing, (2) nothing is 
taken as the horizonal field 'underpinning' something, or (3) something has always 
existed because it fills nothing, thinking was brought to understand that "the full is an 
embroidery on the canvas of the void, that being is superimposed on nothing, and that in 

and Marcarius (Markarios) to distribute alms to the churches of the emperor was met with 
the Donatist response, “Quid imperatori cum ecclesia?”’ (What is the emperor to the 
church?). See also, See “Augustine,” Wikipedia; and Eugène Portalié, “Life of St. 
Augustine of Hippo,” in The Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: Robert Appleton 
Company, 1907), online at http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02084a.htm. 

256Gavin Rae, “Much Ado About Nothing: The Bergsonian and Heideggerian 
Roots of Sartre's Conception of Nothingness, Human Studies (Summer 2016), vol. 39, no. 
2, pp. 249-268, at p. 249. 

257Henry Bergson, Creative evolution (L'Évolution créatrice), trans. Arthur 
Mitchell (New York: The Modern library [1907], 1944), p. 299. 

258Rae, “Much Ado About Nothing,” p. 252. 
259Bergson, Creative evolution, p .300. 
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the idea of 'nothing' there is less than in that of 'something.'"260 In other words, the 
question "why is there something rather than nothing?" was grounded in the assumption 
that something emanates from nothing.  

Marxist philosophers like Georges Politzer (1903-1942) took a negative view of 
Bergson, attributing his rise in France to the need of the bourgeois governing class for an 
ideological instrument in its struggle against materialism and the workers' movement. 
Philosophies of the abstract idealist kind were discredited at the close of the nineteenth 
century. What was needed was "a philosophy which drew toward the old snare in the 
name of the new hopes."261 From the sociological standpoint, Politzer regarded the 
vogue of Bergsonism as a delaying tactic for the restoration of clerical dominance. By the 
1940s it had fulfilled its role, and the bourgeoisie sought a more popular "Anti-Marx" 
philosophy in the form of existentialism.262 

Illustrative of Politzer’s attack on Bergson’s theorizing concerned the principle of 
freedom. Bergson wanted humans to be "free" not in the sense in which one speaks of 
free people in a society, but rather he wished to liberate humans from determinism in 
general. Humans could be "free" in this latter sense no matter what their social 
conditions. Politzer asked: "But truly, what does it mean to a Chinese coolie to be free in 
the same sense which pertains to life in general??”263 Bergson's theory led humans away, 
moreover, from action for social freedom by urging them to dwell on their inner 
"duration." Thereby, "the slave is all the more free the more he is slave, that is to say, the 
more his submission is deep within and profound."264 Bergson's small concern for 
concrete human freedom is thus the cause for his lack of interest in political economy.265 

 
 
(p. 150) Adolf Berman (1906 – 1978) was a Polish-Israeli communist politician 

who was born in Warsaw in the Russian Empire (today in Poland). During World War II 
he was one of the leaders of the Jewish underground in the Warsaw Ghetto. After the war 
ended, he was a representative in the communist-dominated Sejm, and in 1947 became 
chairman of the Central Committee of Polish Jews. He was removed from this position in 

260Ibid. 
261Georges Politzer, Le Bergsonisme, une mystification philosophique (Paris: 

Éditions socials, 1947), 110pp., at p. 102; See also, П. П. Гайденко, “АНРИ 
БЕРГСОН,” Большая советская энциклопедия, (БСЭ: 2012) [Piama P. Gaidenko (b. 
1934), “Anri Bergson,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia, (TSB. 2012)] online at 
https://slovar.cc/enc/bse/1977554.html; Georgiĭ V. Plekhanov (1856-1918), “Henri 
Bergson, Creative evolution,” in Selected philosophical works (Moscow: Progress 
Publishers, 1976), 5 vols., in vol. 3, pp. 294-298, on line at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/plekhanov/1909/bergson.htm; Lewis S. Feuer, “Le 
Bergsonisme: Une Mystification Philosophique,” by George Politzer in Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research, vol. 8, no. 3 (Mar., 1948), pp. 467-472. 

262Politzer, Le Bergsonisme, p. 109. 
263Ibid., p. 74. 
264Ibid., p. 76. 
265Ibid., p. 80. 
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1949 because he was a Zionist. In 1950, he immigrated to Israel, where he joined Mapam 
(United Workers Party) and was elected to the Second Knesset on the party's list in the 
1951 elections, but in 1952 left the party and helped form the Left Faction. In 1954 he 
joined the Communist Party of Israel (Maki), and became a member of its Central 
Committee. He lost his Knesset seat in the 1955 elections. In 1961, he testified at Adolf 
Eichmann's trial in Israel. He served as chairman of the Israel's Organization of Anti-Nazi 
Fighters, and a member of the presidium of the World Organization of Jewish Partisans 
and former Nazi Prisoners. See “Adolf Berman,” Wikipedia. 

Berman’s older brother, Jakub Berman (1901 – 1984), was a politician in post-
war Poland. In his younger years Jakub was a member of the Communist Youth Union 
and in 1928 joined the Communist Party of Poland. Among his Warsaw communist-
sympathizing friends were Janina and Władysław Broniewski and Wanda Wasilewska. 
On September 6, 1939, after the invasion of Poland by Nazi Germany, he followed 
government directions for "able-bodied men" and took a train going in the eastern 
direction. He went to Białystok, by that time occupied by the Soviet Union. He became a 
Soviet citizen and in March 1941 moved to Minsk, where he worked as an editor at 
Sztandar Wolności ('The Banner of Freedom'), a Polish-language bulletin published by 
the Communist Party of Byelorussia. After the German invasion of the Soviet Union in 
June 1941, he escaped to Moscow. Later he became an instructor at the Comintern school 
in Kushnarenkovo near Ufa, where he trained displaced Polish communists, activists for 
the new Soviet-sponsored Polish Workers' Party (P.P.R.). According to Berman, Stalin 
hated him. In the summer of 1944, he joined the Politburo of the P.P.R. and returned to 
Poland. In Lublin, at the Polish Committee of National Liberation (P.K.W.N.), he led the 
foreign affairs department and was concerned with securing international recognition for 
the new communist-led government. In January 1945, as soon as Warsaw was liberated, 
the Provisional Government of the Republic of Poland (formerly the P.K.W.N.) moved 
from Lublin to Warsaw. Berman, as a member of the Politburo of the P.P.R., oversaw the 
state security apparatus.  

From 1948, together with Bolesław Bierut, general secretary of the Polish United 
Workers' Party (P.Z.P.R.), a successor of the P.P.R., and Hilary Minc, Berman formed a 
government-ruling triumvirate. After their repeated interventions with the Soviets, the 
practice of dismantling industrial equipment in Poland and taking it to the Soviet Union 
was discontinued. They fended off Soviet attempts to introduce broader (Soviet-like) 
railroad tracks in Poland, which would cut-off Poland's transportation links with 
Germany and the West. In 1949 Stalin attempted to remove him from his position of 
power, accusing him of participation in an international anti-communist conspiracy and 
illicit foreign contacts, but the effort did not succeed. In 1951 Gomułka was arrested. 
However, Berman and Bierut were able to keep delaying the trial proceedings, to the 
point that the trial never took place. Berman became a member of the Politburo of the 
P.Z.P.R. and remained in that capacity until 1956. He was responsible for science, 
literature and cultural affairs, propaganda and ideology. After the death of First Secretary 
Bierut, Berman resigned from the P.Z.P.R. in May 1956. In 1957 in the aftermath of the 
Polish October, he was dropped from the party, as responsible for the "Stalinist-era errors 
and distortions."266 

266See “Jakub Berman,” Wikipedia. 
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(pp. 56, 62, 110, 237, 240 ) Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881 – 1955) was a 

French idealist philosopher who trained as a paleontologist and geologist and took part in 
the discovery of Peking Man. He conceived the vitalist idea of the Omega Point, which 
was a maximum level of complexity and consciousness towards which he believed the 
universe was evolving. That is, everything in the universe was fated to spiral towards a 
final point of unification.  

Teilhard further argued that the Omega Point resembled the Christian Logos, 
namely Christ, who draws all things into himself, who in the words of the Nicene Creed, 
is "God from God", "Light from Light", "True God from true God", and "through him all 
things were made". In the Book of Revelation, Christ describes himself thrice as "the 
Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end". 

Teilhard  also developed Vladimir Vernadsky's concept of noosphere. A monitum 
(warning) was issued by church hierarchy in regard to some of his ideas. His theological 
teachings were cited favorably by Pope Francis in the 2015 encyclical, Laudato si. The 
response to his writings by evolutionary biologists has been, with some exceptions, 
negative.267 
 
 

(p. 206) (1090 –1153) Bernard of Clairvaux was a French abbot and leader in 
the revitalization of Benedictine monasticism through the nascent Order of Cistercians. 
He came from a noble family and established a new abbey near Bar-sur-Aube in 1115, 
naming it Claire Vallée, which evolved into Clairvaux. There he focused less on 
sacramental ritual and more on personal faith, in which the intercessor was the Virgin 
Mary. In the year 1128, he attended the Council of Troyes, at which he traced the outlines 
of the Rule of the Knights Templar, which became the ideal of Christian nobility and he 
inspired the Second Crusade (1146-1149), the defeat of which was put on him. 

On the death of Pope Honorius II in 1130, a schism arose in the church. King 
Louis VI of France convened a national council of the French bishops at Étampes and 
Bernard was chosen to judge between the rivals for pope. By the end of 1131, the 
kingdoms of France, England, Germany, Portugal, Castile, and Aragon supported Pope 
Innocent II; however, most of Italy, southern France, and Sicily, with the Latin patriarchs 
of Constantinople, Antioch, and Jerusalem supported Antipope Anacletus II. Bernard 
attempted to convince these other regions to rally behind Innocent, but it was only with 
the death of Anacletus in 1138 that the schism ended.  

In 1139, Bernard assisted at the Second Council of the Lateran. He subsequently 
opposed the theological rationalism of Peter Abelard and various heretical tendencies. 
Defending the firmness of church tradition and criticizing emerging Scholasticism for 
innovation, Bernard simultaneously gave sharply personal spirit to mysticism. Bernard’s 
mystical texts are characterized by lyricism and an attempt to expose the human ego. 
They exerted a strong influence on the mystical psychologism of the late Middle Ages, 
including  Bonaventure (Giovanni di Fidanza) and Henry SusoGiovanni di Fidanza 

In 1145 Pope Eugene III was elected. He had earlier been a monk at Clairvaux 
where Bernard was the abbot. Bernard’s De consideratione ad Eugenium papam tertiam 

267See “Pierre Teilhard de Chardin,” Wikipedia. 
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libri quinque, was a collection of five short books written to advise the new pope, 
Eugenius III. It was written between 1148 and 1153. The books were intended to be a 
practical guide, not an abstract contemplation. They focused on the doctrine of the 
plenitudo potestatis (full power) of the Pope, as in the following from Book II:  

Put on your sword, the sword of the spirit which is the word of God. 
Glorify your hand and your right arm and deal out vengeance on the 
nations and punishment on the peoples; bind their kings in chains and their 
nobles in fetters of iron. Do this and you will honor your ministry and it 
will honor yours. This is no ordinary sovereignty; you must expel evil 
beasts from your boundaries so your flocks may be led to pasture in safety. 
Vanquish the wolves, but do not lord it over the sheep. 
Dante in the Inferno XIX. 115-17 (and elsewhere) maintained that the single 

action that had done most to damage the church's adherence to apostolic tradition was the 
Donation of Constantine and the individual clerics including Eugenius III who accepted 
the Donation's consequences.268 

 
(p. 234) François Bernier (1620 – 1688) was a French writer and served as an 

aide and secretary to the philosopher Pierre Gassendi (1592–1655). Bernier had lost at the 
age of four his father and was entrusted, along with his two sisters, to the tutelage of their 
uncle, a parish priest of Chanzeaux. A little later, he was put in touch with the Gassendi, 
provost of the cathedral of Digne, who had fought the doctrine of Aristotle and followed 
Epicurus. This relationship had a considerable influence on his entire life.  

In 1642, Gassendi, newly arrived in Paris, taught philosophy at Chapelle. Bernier 
took the astronomy course in 1645 from Gassendi, who was appointed professor at the 
Royal College. Bernier's uncle intended him for church and he went to the seminary for a 
time. But he decided that his vocation was different. 

In 1652 he managed to become a medical doctor on the strength of a speed-course 
at the famous Faculté de Montpellier: an intensive three-month course gave the medical 
degree providing one did not practice on French national territory. This resulted in a 
twelve-year journey to the East, where he worked as a physician in Palestine, Egypt, 
Cairo, Arabia  and Surat in India.  

Back to France in 1674, Bernier abridged and translated the philosophical 
writings of his friend Pierre Gassendi from Latin into French in Paris. He objectively and 
faithfully rendered Gassendi's ideas without editorial interjection or invention. In 1684 he 
published Nouvelle division de la terre par les différentes espèces ou races qui l'habitent 
(New Division of the Earth by the Different Species or 'Races' of Man that Inhabit It). It 

268The Donation of Constantine was a forged Roman imperial decree (Diplom) 
by which the 4th-century emperor Constantine the Great supposedly transferred authority 
over Rome and the western part of the Roman Empire to the Pope. Composed probably in 
the 8th century, it was used, especially in the 13th century, in support of claims of 
political authority by the papacy. See Pauline Moffitt Watts, “The Donation of 
Constantine, Cartography, and Papal "Plenitudo Potestatis" in the Sixteenth Century,” 
MLN (The Johns Hopkins University Press, Jan., 2004), vol. 119, no. 1, pp. S88-S107, at 
pp. S103-S104, which follows the scholarship of Walter Ullmann and Gerhardt Ladner. 
See also, “Bernard of Clairvaux,” Wikipedia. 
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is considered the first published post-Classical classification of humans into distinct 
races. He also wrote Travels in the Mughal Empire.269 

 
(Chapter 12) (1727 – 1794) Étienne Loménie de Brienne was a French 

churchman, politician and finance minister of Louis XVI. He entered the Church as the 
best way to attain a distinguished position. In 1751 he became a doctor of theology, 
though there were doubts as to the orthodoxy of his thesis. In 1752 he was appointed 
grand vicar to the Archbishop of Rouen. After visiting Rome, he was made Bishop of 
Condom in 1760, and in 1763 was translated to the archbishopric of Toulouse. His many 
famous friends included A. R. J. Turgot, André Morellet and Voltaire, and in 1770 he 
was elected to the Académie française. He was three times head of the bureau de 
jurisdiction at the general assembly of the clergy. He also took an interest in political and 
social questions of the day, and addressed to Turgot a number of memoires on these 
subjects, one of them, treating of pauperism, being especially remarkable. 

In 1787, in the Assembly of Notables, Brienne led the opposition to the fiscal 
policy of Calonne. He was then appointed head of the conseil des finances in April. Once 
in power, he succeeded in making the parlement register edicts dealing with internal free 
trade, the establishment of provincial assemblies and the redemption of the corvée. In 
May 1788 the process of tax collection was faulting and the loyalty of the army was 
slipping. As a result, Louis XVI suspended parliaments in May 1788 and created 47 
courts. When the parlement refused to register edicts on the stamp duty and the proposed 
new general land-tax, he persuaded Louis XVI to hold a lit de justice, to enforce their 
registration. To crush the opposition to these measures, he persuaded Louis to exile the 
parlement to Troyes in August 1787. When the parlement agreed to prolong the direct tax 
on all kinds of income, he recalled the councillors to Paris. A further attempt to force the 
parlement to register an edict for raising a loan of 120 million livres met with determined 
opposition. The struggle of the parlement against the incapacity of Brienne ended on May 
8, 1788 in its consenting to an edict for its own abolition, with the proviso that the 
Estates-General should be summoned to remedy the disorders of the state. He resigned as 
finance minister in August 1788, leaving the treasury empty. 

Brienne, who had in the meantime been made Archbishop of Sens, now faced 
almost universal opposition. He was forced to suspend the Cour plenière which had been 
set up to take the place of the parlement, and to promise that the States-General should be 
summoned. On December 15, 1788, he was made a cardinal, and went to Italy, where he 
spent two years. After the outbreak of the French Revolution he returned to France, and 
took the oath of the Civil Constitution of the Clergy in 1790. He was repudiated by Pope 
Pius VI, and in 1791 had to give up the biretta. He was also one of the few prelates of the 
old regime to swear the civic oath required by the revolutionary civil constitution. 

He retired to an abbey confiscated in the Revolution. He repudiated Catholicism 
in 1793, at the height of the Revolution. Both his past and present conduct made him an 
object of suspicion to the revolutionaries; he was arrested at Sens in November 1793, and 
died in prison, either of a stroke or by poison.270 

 

269See “François Bernier,” Wikipedia. 
270See “Étienne Loménie de Brienne,” Wikipedia. 
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(p. 222) Michel Bruguier (1921-1967) was a French lawyer and resistance 
fighter. When World War II started, he was a student at Henri IV lycée (high school) in 
Paris. The German Occupation pushed him to engage in resistance. He was a member of 
the Combat network and became its departmental manager in July 1942. He was 
imprisoned in 1942-1943, and on release appointed regional inspector of the United 
Resistance Movements. Later he was promoted to head of the French Forces for the 
l'intérieur du Gard. The Gard is a department in Southern France. There he helped unify 
the regional resistance. 

After the Liberation, Bruguier joined the departmental committee for the 
liberation of the Gard, as a student. He subsequently joined the French Communist Party. 
Having opted for the profession of lawyer, he pleaded some significant cases including 
the defense of Mehdi Ben Barka in the company of René Thorp. His life was shortened 
by disease. He died of a brain hemorrhage. 

Among his writings was La France devant les accords de Bonn et le traité de 
Paris : leur origine, leur contenu, leurs conséquences (France before the Bonn 
Agreements and the Paris Treaty: their origin, content, consequences ) (Paris, 
Mouvement de la paix, 1954), 34pp., OCLC Number: 458921450.271 

 
 
(p. 206) (468/470 –542 A.D.) Caesarius of Arles was an ecclesiastic in 

Merovingian Gaul. He is considered to be of the last generation of church leaders of Gaul 
that worked to promote large-scale ascetic elements into the Western Christian tradition. 
He left home at seventeen and ended up at Lérins (Lerinum), an island monastery He 
became master of all the learning and discipline the monastery communicated and was 
appointed cellarer. However, he proved unpopular as cellarer of the monastery, because 
he withheld food from monks because he felt they were insufficiently austere. As a result, 
the abbot removed him. 

Caesarius then went to Arles where he discovered, completely to his surprise, that 
the bishop of Arles - Aeonius - was a kinsman. Aeonius later ordained his young relative 
deacon and then presbyter. For three years he presided over a monastery in Arles. At the 
death of Aeonius the clergy, citizens, and persons in authority proceeded, as Aeonius 
himself had suggested, to elect Caesarius to the vacant seat. However, some scholars 
suggest that there was considerable local hostility and his election was heavily disputed. 
Later a notary named Licinianus denounced Caesarius to Alaric II as one who desired to 
subjugate the civitas of Arles to Burgundian rule. Caesarius was exiled to Bordeaux, but 
on the discovery of his innocence, was allowed to return.272 
 

(pp. 10, 52, 227) René Descartes (1596 –1650) was a French philosopher, 
mathematician, and scientist. Many elements of his philosophy have precedents in late 
Aristotelianism, the revived Stoicism of the 16th century, or in earlier philosophers like 
Augustine. In his natural philosophy, he differed from scholasticism and its Aristotelian 
logic on two major points: first, he rejected the splitting of corporeal substance into 
matter and form.  

271See “Michel Bruguier,” Wikipedia. 
272See “Caesarius of Arles,” Wikipedia. 
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The second point on which Descartes differed from the schools was that he 
rejected any appeal to final ends, divine or natural, in explaining natural phenomena. In 
contrast to medieval ideas about the finiteness of the world and the qualitative diversity 
of natural phenomena, he asserted that world matter (space) was boundless and 
homogeneous; it had no emptiness and was divisible to infinity  

Descartes contradicted the ideas of the ancient atomism, which conceived the 
world as consisting of indivisible particles separated by emptiness. He considered each 
particle of matter as an inert and passive mass. The movement, which he reduced to the 
movement of bodies, always arose only as a result of a push imparted to a given body by 
another body. The common cause of movement in the dualistic concept of dialectic was 
God, who created matter together with movement and rest and preserved them. 

Descartes's doctrine of about humans and ontology was dualistic. Humans were a 
real connection of a soulless and lifeless bodily mechanism with an immaterial soul that 
possessed thinking and will. The interaction between body and soul took place through a 
special organ - the so-called. pineal gland. Of all the abilities of the human soul, the will 
was put forward in first place.273 

As a dualist, Descartes’s approach fell into the idealist category of philosophy, as 
opposed to the materialist. To idealists, spirit, or mind or the objects of mind (ideas) are 
primary, and mater secondary.  

In his theology, Descartes insisted on the absolute freedom of God's act of 
creation. He laid the foundation for 17th-century continental rationalism, later advocated 
by Spinoza and Leibniz, and was later opposed by the empiricist school of thought 
consisting of Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume. He is credited as the father 
of analytical geometry, the bridge between algebra and geometry—used in the discovery 
of infinitesimal calculus and analysis.274  

 
 
 

(p. 158) Ambrogio Donini (1903 - 1991) was an Italian Marxist politician and 
historian. He held the chair of History of Christianity from 1926 to 1928 and from 1946 
to 1959 at the University of Rome and at Bari from 1960 to 1971. He was the Italian 
Ambassador to Poland in 1947 and Senator of the Republic from 1953 to 1963, elected in 
lists of the Italian Communist Party, and secretary beginning in 1960 of the Italy-USSR 
Association. He collaborated with the People's Calendar magazine. His father and 
brothers were career military officers, but because he lost an eye at age nine, he became 
an academic, studying the history of religions. One of consequences was the 
abandonment of his Catholic religion.  

In 1938, after the annexation of Austria to the Third Reich, Donini had a secret 
meeting, together with two other Italian Communist representatives, the Catholic Fausto 
Marzi Marchesi and Emilio Sereni, in the Charterhouse of Valsainte, in Switzerland, with 
Monsignor Mariano Rampolla del Tindaro, grandson of the eponymous Secretary of State 

273See В. Ф. Асмус (1894-1975), “Рене́ Дека́рт,” Большая советская 
энциклопедия ((Valentin F. Asmus, “René Descartes,” Great Soviet Encyclopedia), 
online at http://bse.sci-lib.com/article021991.html. 

274See “René Descartes,” Wikipedia. 
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of Leo XIII and adviser to Pope Pius XI, to evaluate the possibility of a rapprochement of 
the Holy See with the Soviet Union that could serve as a brake on Nazi expansion in 
Europe. That meeting did not follow the line of either the Vatican or the top of the party, 
although Rampolla maintained contact with Marzi Marchesi and in 1944, during the 
German occupation of Rome, he hid in his house weapons and documents necessary for 
the groups of the Roman Resistance. The report of the talks, presented to Giuseppe Berti, 
the head of the foreign center of Paris, was not even sent to Togliatti, head of the Italian 
Communist Party. 

Also in 1938 the Communist Foreign Center sent Donini to the United States to 
organize the communist press among Italian emigrants. The publication of the weekly 
Unità del Popolo (Unity of the People) was taken care of. It was a matter of fighting, in 
agreement with the Communist Party of the United States, the influence that fascism had 
managed to exercise among the millions of Italian emigrants and their children, who had 
become American citizens.  

After the war Donini regained his position of teaching the History of Christianity 
at the University of Rome. He lectured on the social bases of primitive Christianity. He 
maintained that the determining element of any fideistic manifestation was the social 
environment in which the masses of believers laid their roots and the protest of the most 
exploited groups to the arrogance and economic domination of the rich and privileged. 

In 1947 Togliatti proposed Donini as ambassador to Poland. In early 1948 he 
favored the signing of a commercial treaty between Italy and Poland - FIAT trucks in 
exchange for Polish coal. From 1949 to 1953 he was deputy editor of Rinascita (Rebirth), 
the party’s political and cultural magazine. In February 1953, he had a meeting on the 
initiative of Count Paolo Sella di Monteluce, a Catholic and monarchist, with the director 
of the magazine La Civiltà Cattolica (Catholic Civilizaation), the Jesuit Giacomo 
Martegani. He was seeking to evaluate the possibility of diplomatic opening between the 
Soviet Union and the Holy See and of agreements on the problems of peaceful 
coexistence. There was no follow-up because, Father Martegani's personal positions were 
too innovative compared to those held by Pius XII, so much so that two years later he lost 
the direction of the magazine and was marginalized. 

In 1968, in dissent with the position of his Party, he did not condemn the invasion 
of Czechoslovakia by the Warsaw Pact troops. His pro-Sovietism marginalized him from 
a party that was increasingly moving away from alignment with Moscow's policies, and 
from 1979 he no longer held positions in the Communist Party.275  
 
 

(p. 205) Louis Duchesne (1843 –1922) was a French priest and a critical 
historian of Christianity and Roman Catholic liturgy and institutions. He was ordained to 
the priesthood in 1867 and then went to study at the École pratique des Hautes Études in 
Paris. From 1873 to 1876, he was a student at the École française in Rome. He was an 
amateur archaeologist and organized expeditions from Rome to Mount Athos, to Syria, 
and Asia Minor, from which he gained an interest in the early history of the Roman 
Catholic Church. In 1877, he obtained the chair of ecclesiastical history of the Catholic 
Institute, but left the theological faculty in 1883. He then taught at the École Pratique des 

275See “Ambrogio Donini,” Wikipedia. 
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Hautes Études, where he influenced Alfred Loisy, a founder of the movement of 
Modernism, which was formally condemned under Pope Pius X. In 1895, he was 
appointed director of the École française at Rome. 

In 1887, he published the results of his thesis, followed by the first complete 
critical edition of the Liber Pontificalis. At a difficult time for critical historians applying 
modern methods to Church history, drawing together archaeology and topography to 
supplement literature and setting ecclesiastical events with contexts of social history, 
Abbé Duchesne was in constant correspondence with like-minded historians among the 
Bollandists, with their long history of critical editions of hagiographies. He gained fame 
as a demythologizing critical historian of the popular, pious lives of saints produced by 
Second Empire publishers. As editor of the Bulletin critique du littérature, d'histoire et 
de théologie, he kept up with current intellectual developments.  

Duchesne wrote (1) Origines du culte chrétien published in English as Christian 
worship: its origin and evolution; a study of the Latin liturgy up to the time of 
Charlemagne,  trans. M.L. McClure (London, Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge, 1903), 558 pp, online at http://catlog.hathitrust.org/Record/001416792; (2) 
Fastes épiscopaux de l'ancienne Gaule (Episcopal Feasts of Ancient Gaul) (Paris: A. 
Fontemoing, 1900-15 (3 vols); (3) Les Premiers temps de l'État pontifical, published in 
English as The beginnings of the temporal sovereignty of the popes, A.D. 754-1073 trans. 
Arnold Mathew (New York: B. Franklin, 1908, 1972), 312 p., originally vol. 11 of 
International Catholic library; and  (4) Les Sources du martyrologe hyéronimien (The 
sources of Jerome’s Martyrology (1885). 

One of Duchesne’s publications was considered too modernist by the hierarchy 
during the "Modernist crisis" and was placed on the Index of Forbidden Books in 1912. 
This was Histoire ancienne de l'Église 1906), which was translated into English as Early 
history of the Christian church: from its foundation to the end of the fifth century, trans. 
Claude Jenkins (London: J. Murray, 1909-1924), 3 vols.276 
 
 
 
 

(p. 172) Jacques Duclos (1896 –1975) was a communist politician who was 
involved in electoral politics from 1926, when he entered the French National Assembly 
after defeating Paul Reynaud, until 1969, when he won a substantial portion of the vote in 
the presidential elections. He fought in World War I and in 1920 joined the newly formed 
French Communist Party. He rose to the Central Committee in 1926, and defeated Léon 
Blum in the elections for deputy in the 20th arrondissement. He was named head of the 
propaganda section of the Party in 1936, and was elected to Vice-President of the French 
National Assembly. 

Duclos worked with Maurice Thorez and Benoît Frachon. His activism included 
participation in the International Communist Movement, in the Comintern, and in the 
Cominform. In the 1930s, he was assigned the task of exerting "discipline" on 
Communist Movements in Spain (1930, 1935) and Belgium (1934–1935). He advised the 

276See “Louis Duchesne,” Wikipedia. 
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Communist Party of Spain to participate in the Popular Front at the outbreak of the 
Spanish Civil War.  

Upon France's defeat in 1940, Duclos, the most senior P.C.F. official in France, 
engaged in negotiations with the Nazi authorities with a view to legalising the 
Communist Party (banned following the signature of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and 
the declaration of war) as well as requesting permission to restart publication of the 
P.C.F. daily (L'Humanité) (banned by the French government for the same reasons). The 
negotiations did not succeed. He was the supervisor of the clandestine party throughout 
the Nazi German Occupation (1940–44), and, with Pierre Villon, took the initiative in 
creating the Front National resistance movement, which was the political front for the 
Francs-Tireurs et Partisans (F.T.P.) guerrillas.  

During World War II the Communist Party USA had been following a Popular 
Front line under Earl Browder which was supportive of the New Deal and included 
dissolving the party and replacing it with a "Communist Political Association" which 
would work within the existing two-party system to advance Marxist goals. With the end 
of the Great Power alliance at the end of World War II and the beginning of the Cold 
War, "Browderism" came under attack from the rest of the international Communist 
movement. In 1945 Duclos, as a prominent leader of the French Communist Party, 
published an article denouncing Browder's policy. The article was actually a translation 
from a 1945 Russian original, and was also aimed at the Italian and French parties. With 
the Comintern having been dissolved during the war, the "Duclos letter" was used to 
communicate informally the views of the international movement.277 

 
 
(p. 234) Epicurus (341–270 B.C.) was an ancient Greek philosopher who 

founded Epicureanism. He turned against the Platonism of his day and established his 
own school in Athens. He and his followers were known for eating simple meals and 
discussing a wide range of philosophical subjects. He wrote 300 works on various 
subjects, but most have been lost.  

For Epicurus, the purpose of philosophy was to help people attain a happy, 
tranquil life characterized by ataraxia (peace and freedom from fear) and aponia (the 
absence of pain). He advocated that people were best able to pursue philosophy by living 
a self-sufficient life surrounded by friends  

Like Aristotle, Epicurus was an empiricist, meaning he believed that the senses 
are the only reliable source of knowledge about the world. He derived much of his 
physics and cosmology from the earlier philosopher Democritus (c. 460–c. 370 B.C.). 
Like Democritus, Epicurus taught that the universe is infinite and eternal and that all 
matter is made up of extremely tiny, invisible particles known as atoms. All occurrences 
in the natural world are ultimately the result of atoms moving and interacting in empty 
space. Epicurus deviated from Democritus by proposing the idea of atomic "swerve", 
which holds that atoms may deviate from their expected course, thus permitting humans 
to possess free will in an otherwise deterministic universe. 

His Letter to Herodotus is one of the writings where Epicurus developes his 
materialist philosophy. He writes "nothing ever arises from the nonexistent", indicating 

277See “Jacques Duclos,” Wikipedia. 
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that all events therefore have causes, regardless of whether those causes are known or 
unknown. Similarly, he also writes that nothing ever passes away into nothingness, 
because, "if an object that passes from our view were completely annihilated, everything 
in the world would have perished, since that into which things were dissipated would be 
nonexistent." He therefore states: "The totality of things was always just as it is at present 
and will always remain the same because there is nothing into which it can change, 
inasmuch as there is nothing outside the totality that could intrude and effect change." 

Epicureanism reached the height of its popularity during the late years of the 
Roman Republic. It died out in late antiquity, subject to hostility from early Christianity. 
Throughout the Middle Ages Epicurus was inaccurately remembered as a patron of 
drunkards and gluttons. His teachings became more widely known in the seventeenth 
century, when the French Catholic priest Pierre Gassendi revived a modified version of 
them. 278  

 
(pp. 133, 240) Desiderius Erasmus (1466 – 1536) was a Dutch Christian 

humanist of the northern Renaissance. Trained as a Catholic priest, he prepared new 
Latin and Greek editions of the New Testament, which raised questions that would be 
influential in the Protestant Reformation and Catholic Counter-Reformation. He was 
critical of the abuses within the Catholic Church and called for reform, but nonetheless 
kept his distance from Luther, Henry VIII, and John Calvin and continued to recognise 
the authority of the pope, emphasizing a middle way with a respect for traditional faith, 
piety and grace. In his essay, On Free Will, he sided with the synergistic position that 
salvation involves some form of cooperation between divine grace and human freedom. 
This stood opposed to monergism or faith alone, a doctrine associated with the Lutheran, 
as well as Reformed Protestant traditions. 

Erasmus’s In Praise of Folly, first published in 1511, was written in the space of a 
week while sojourning with Thomas More at More's house, which then was located at 
Bucklersbury in the City of London. The Latin title Moriae Encomium had a punning 
second meaning as In Praise of More. The work is a satirical attack on superstitions and 
other traditions of European society as well as on the Western Church. It was inspired by 
a previous work, De Triumpho Stultitiae by the Italian humanist Faustino Perisauli.279 
 

(p. 211) (1651–1715) François Fénelon was a French archbishop and theologian. 
In 1663, at age 12, he was sent to the University of Cahors, where he studied rhetoric and 
philosophy under the influence of the Jesuit ratio studiorum. About 1672 he enrolled in 
the Séminaire de Saint-Sulpice, the Sulpician seminary in Paris. During this period, he 
became friends with his future rival Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet. When Louis XIV revoked 
the Edict of Nantes in 1685, the Church began a campaign to send orators, including 
Fénelon in the country into the regions of France with the highest concentration of 
Huguenots to persuade them of the errors of Protestantism. He was willing to resort to 
force to make Protestants listen to his message. He believed that "to be obliged to do 
good is always an advantage and that heretics and schismatics, when forced to apply their 

278See “Epicurus,” Wikipedia. 
279See “Desiderius Erasmus,” Wikipedia. 
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minds to the consideration of truth, eventually lay aside their erroneous beliefs, whereas 
they would never have examined these matters had not authority constrained them."  

In the Quietist controversy between 1697 and 1699, Fénelon tended toward the 
Quietist side. He met Mme Guyon in 1688 and became an admirer of her work. In 1697 
Paul Godet des Marais, Bishop of Chartres expressed concerns about Mme Guyon's 
orthodoxy. The bishop noted that Mme Guyon's opinions bore striking similarities to 
Miguel de Molinos' Quietism, which Pope Innocent XI condemned in 1687. A 
commission then condemned certain of Mme Guyon's opinions, as well as set forth a 
brief exposition of the Catholic view of prayer. Fénelon agreed with the condemnation 
and Mme Guyon submitted. However Fénelon wrote a follow-up essay, Explication des 
Maximes des Saints (Maxims of the Saints) which gave a sympathetic treatment to the 
Quietist viewpoint. In 1699, the Inquisition condemned the Maximes des Saints, with 
Pope Innocent XII listing 23 specific propositions as unorthodox. Fénelon submitted to 
the pope's authority. With this, the Quietist matter was dropped.  

In 1699 Fénelon wrote The Adventures of Telemachus, first published. It was an 
attack on the divine right absolute monarchy which was the dominant ideology of Louis 
XIV's France. In contrast to Bossuet, had written Politique tirée de l'Écriture sainte 
which affirmed the divine foundations of absolute monarchy while also exhorting the 
future king to use restraint and wisdom in exercising his absolute power. Fénelon wrote 
"Good kings are rare and the generality of monarchs bad". This book enraged Louis XIV, 
for it questioned his regime's foundations. 

As Archbishop of Cambrai, Fénelon spent most of his time in the archiepiscopal 
palace. During the War of the Spanish Succession, Spanish troops encamped in his 
archdiocese (an area France had only recently captured from Spain). For Fénelon all wars 
were civil wars. Humanity was a single society and all wars within it the greatest evil, for 
he argued that one's obligation to mankind as a whole was always greater than what was 
owed to one's particular country. 

During his latter years, Fénelon wrote a series of anti-Jansenist works. The 
impetus was the publication of the Cas de Conscience, which revived the old Jansenist 
distinction between questions of law and questions of fact, and argued that though the 
church had the right to condemn certain opinions as heretical, it did not have the right to 
oblige one to believe that these opinions were actually contained in Cornelius Jansen's 
Augustinus. The treatises, sermons, and pastoral letters Fénelon wrote in response occupy 
seven volumes in his collected works. Fénelon particularly condemned Pasquier 
Quesnel's Réflexions morales sur le Nouveau Testament. His writings contributed to the 
tide of scholarly opinion which led to Pope Clement XI's 1713 bull Unigenitus, 
condemning Quesnel's opinions.280 
 
 

(p. 222) Benoît Frachon (1893 - 1975) was a French metalworker and trade 
union leader who was one of the leaders of the French Communist Party and of the 
French Resistance during World War II (1939–45). ). He was Secretary-General of the 
Confederation of General of Work (C.G.T.) from 1945 to 1967. He was born in Le 
Chambon-Feugerolles, Loire, the third of five children in a working-class family. Le 
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Chambon-Feugerolles was a mining and industrial town in the Loire coal basin. His 
father was a miner who died of uremia at the age of 51. Benoît received a Certificate of 
Primary Education in July 1904. He went to secondary school in Chambon-Feugerolles, 
but dropped out two years later. At the age of thirteen he became apprenticed to a former 
metal worker, who taught him the basic skills. 

When Frachon's father died he obtained work with a manufacturer of bolts and 
other hardware. He joined the union in 1909. He joined a strike at his factory in January 
1910 that soon spread to all the metal works in the Loire. He lost his job due to another 
strike in 1911, but soon found work in a machine factory. He joined a small anarchist 
group of miners and metalworkers created in 1909, and read Gustave Hervé's weekly La 
Guerre Sociale and Pierre Monatte's La Vie Ouvrière. He often visited the Maison du 
Peuple in Chambon, where he participated in theatrical productions and read widely in 
the library. Frachon joined the general strike in 1912 against the "Three Years Law". In 
1913 he was called up for military service. He was placed in the auxiliary service due to 
his myopia, and was in the clothing store of the 30th Artillery Regiment in Orléans at the 
outbreak of World War I (1914–18). 

Frachon was returned to active duty in the Guérigny naval arsenal, but due to his 
technical skills was not sent to the front. He disagreed with the C.G.T. position of 
supporting the Union sacrée, under which no industrial actions were taken during the 
struggle with Germany, and preferred Alphonse Merrheim's opposition to helping the war 
effort. He was a strong supporter of the October Revolution in Russia in 1917. Frachon 
was elected when Albert Thomas, the socialist Minister of Armaments, created a worker's 
delegate. In January 1918 he was an alternate delegate for his workshop, and took a clear 
position against the war. He was moved from Guérigny that month and given various 
jobs in the aviation industry. He was at Belfort when the armistice was declared in 
November 1918. He spent a short time with the troops occupying the Rhineland, then was 
discharged in August 1919. 

Frachon returned to Chambon-Feugerolles in September 1919, where he joined 
the Socialist Section Française de l'Internationale Ouvrière (S.F.I.O.). He could not find 
work in the region, so moved to Marseille where he found a job as a metallurgist at the 
Giraud-Soulay company. He was soon elected a shop steward, and negotiated with the 
management in two disputes. During this period he abandoned his anarcho-syndicalist 
views. After the split of the S.F.I.O. at the Tours Congress in December 1920 he became 
a member of the local branch of the French Communist Party. He led his whole section 
into the Communist Party. In June 1921 he returned to Chambon where he found work 
with the Société anonyme des aciéries et forges de Firminy. He quit this job after refusing 
to work on making torpedoes. He was rehired and fired again several times, helped by his 
qualification but still refusing to make weapons. 

In 1922 Frachon became secretary of the metal workers union in Chambon. In this 
role he participated in the founding congress of the Confederation of General of Unitary 
Work (C.G.T.U.) in June 1922 in Saint-Étienne. He supported the union joining the 
Communist International. He ran successfully in the 1922 municipal elections and 
became deputy mayor of Chambon, but did not find municipal politics interesting and 
resigned from this office in August 1922. In March – April 1924 he was among the 
C.G.T.U. Communist activists who led a major strike of 20,000 metalworkers in the 
Foréz region. He was arrested for undermining the freedom of labor, sentenced to four 
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months in prison and fined 200 francs. The strike did much to advance the position of the 
Communists in the C.G.T.U. against the anarcho-syndicalist leadership. In November 
1924 Frachon was appointed permanent secretary to the Loire departmental union of the 
Confederation of General of Unitary Work (C.G.T.U.). In March 1925 he organized a 
conference of all the Loire unions, against the opposition of the C.G.T.U. leaders.  

Frachon was elected head of Communist cells in the Lyon region (Rhône-Alpes). 
In 1925 he became secretary of the P.C.F. trade union committee covering the 
departments of the Rhône, Loire, Saône-et-Loire, Haute-Loire, Ain, Jura, Ardèche, and 
part of Isère. In April 1925 he married Marie-Louise Péalat, a seamstress from Chambon. 
Their son, Henri, was born in January 1929. As secretary of the departmental union of the 
C.G.T.U. he was a member of the French delegation to the sixth session of the Executive 
Committee of the Communist International in Moscow in February–March 1926. On his 
return he replaced the secretary of the Lyon region of the P.C.F. At the P.C.F.'s Lille 
Congress in July 1926 he became a member of the Central Committee. He was very 
active in promoting the party in meetings throughout the region, fighting Trotskyist 
influences and praising the example of the Soviet Union. Frachon ran unsuccessfully in 
the national elections in April 1928 as candidate of the Workers and Peasants Bloc for the 
3rd district of Lyon. 

Frachon attended the P.C.F. national conference in June 1928, where he was 
designated delegate to the 6th congress of the Communist International in July–
September 1928. He returned as an alternate member of the Executive Committee. In 
November 1928 Maurice Thorez proposed him as a member of the Politburo of the 
P.C.F. Central Committee. At the end of 1928 Frachon moved permanently from Lyon to 
Paris. He was made a member of the secretariat established at the 1928 congress, along 
with Henri Barbé, Pierre Célor and Thorez. Frachon and other P.C.F. leaders were 
arrested in July 1929 at a meeting held in Villeneuve-Saint-Georges to prepare for the 
international anti-war demonstrations on August 1. They were charged with conspiracy 
against the internal and external security of the state. He was jailed in La Santé Prison, 
where he wrote several articles under a pseudonym for L'Humanité and La Vie Ouvrière. 

Frachon and the others were released on bail in May 1930. He moved to an 
apartment on the first floor of a house in Choisy-le-Roi, where he was joined by his wife 
and son. He rejoined the politburo in January 1931. He was involved in the dispute 
against Barbé and Celor, accused of sectarianism. He often wrote for L'Humanité, Les 
Cahiers du bolchevisme and La Vie ouvrière, advancing the need for a united front of 
exploited workers, and for workers to understand the broader issues when often they were 
focused on immediate goals such as better wages and improved working conditions. In 
the early 1930s the P.C.F. was in disarray. Eugen Fried was assigned by Comintern to 
eliminate the social-democratic and anarcho-syndicalist elements, and prevent the 
Trotskyists from gaining influence. He was to resolve rivalry, eliminate unsound 
elements and install men loyal to Moscow at the head of the party. Fried removed Barbé 
and Célor and advanced Thorez, Frachon, Jacques Duclos and André Marty. 

In November 1931 Frachon was named a member of the C.G.T.U.'s Confederal 
Bureau. In October 1932 he left the P.C.F. secretariat and became secretary of the 
C.G.T.U., replacing Monmousseau. From June to August 1933 the building workers of 
Strasbourg went on strike, and the strike spread to enterprises elsewhere in Alsace and 
Moselle. Frachon and Eugène Hénaff, the national representatives, provided assistance to 
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the local militants Auguste Walch, Frédéric Fassnacht, Joseph Mohn and Georges Woldi. 
The October 1934 meeting of the National Confederal Committee of the C.G.T.U. was 
entirely devoted to trade union unity. Frachon became secretary of the reunited 
Confédération générale du travail (C.G.T.) at the trade union unification congress in 
Toulouse in March 1936. In March 1936 he resigned from the P.C.F. politburo, although 
he remained one of the party leaders. Unlike Thorez, he opposed participation of the 
communists in the Popular Front government. He participated in the Matignon 
negotiations in June 1936, which achieved important advances in worker's rights. 

At the start of 1937 the Frachons moved to an apartment in Montreuil, where they 
lived until the start of 1939, then moved to a small house with a garden in Montreuil, 
made available by the communist party, beside the house of Jacques Duclos. He worked 
for international trade union unity, but without success. In November 1937 he and 
Jouhaux went to Moscow to discuss unity with the Russian unions. In 1938 he and 
Jouhaux attended a convention of Mexican unions. On his way back, in Washington, 
D.C. he gave an interview to United Press in which he denounced concessions made to 
fascism during the crisis over German demands of Czechoslovakia. At the C.G.T. 
conference after the Munich Agreement he supported Jouhaux in his personal disapproval 
of the agreements but said trade union unity was the more important issue. The Molotov 
– Ribbentrop Pact between the Soviet Union and Germany on the eve of World War II 
(1939–45) caused a surge of anti-communist feeling. Although Frachon called for the 
independence of the C.G.T. from all parties, and for the unity of trade unions of all 
countries, he was removed from his position in the confederal office of the C.G.T. in 
September 1939. 

World War II (1939–45) began when the German invasion of Poland was 
launched on September 1, 1939. The Soviet army invaded eastern Poland on September 
17. The P.C.F. was officially dissolved on September 26, 1939. The communist 
leadership at first accepted the Comintern line that the war was a fight between 
imperialists, not relevant to the workers. Frachon would spend most of the war in the 
Paris region. On October 8, 1939 he was appointed P.C.F. secretary for French territory 
at a leadership meeting in Belgium which he did not attend for fear of being detained at 
the border. During the Phoney War that ensued, Frachon helped relaunch the communist 
journals, now published illegally. Arthur Dallidet worked with Frachon to establish the 
first clandestine structures, acting as secretary of the clandestine organization.  

After the German invasion of May 1940, Frachon followed the official line of 
investigating the conditions for national defense. He tried to make contact with the 
government to gain the release of communists to help in resisting the invasion, but was 
not answered. Frachon, Arthur Dallidet, Jean Catelas, Gabriel Péri and Georges Politzer 
met in Paris early in June 1940, and decided to send Frachon and Dallidet to the 
Limousin region to start reorganizing communist activity. Frachon left Paris on June 12, 
1940, and moved to the Haute-Vienne. He and Dallidet rebuilt links with Bordeaux, 
Clermont-Ferrand and Toulouse. Arthur Dallidet, Jeanjean, Georgette Cadras, Jeannette 
Tétard and Claudine Chomat left Paris for the south at the same time, and met Frachon in 
Haute-Vienne. 

After the armistice of June 22, 1940 the P.C.F. leaders denounced the imperialist 
war, called for peace and concentrated on opposition to the Vichy government. Tréand 
and Jean Catelas, the deputy for Amiens, began negotiations with the German 
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ambassador for permission to resume the open publication of the communist journal 
l'Humanité. The negotiations fell through, and the Soviet Union changed tack and 
condemned the attempt. The leadership of the French Communist Party in the period 
between the German occupation of France between the armistice and the German 
invasion of Russia on June 22, 1941 was divided between three locations. Secretary-
General Maurice Thorez was in Moscow with André Marty. In Paris the clandestine party 
was directed by Frachon, aided by Arthur Dallidet. In hiding in Brussels were Jacques 
Duclos, who became the political leader of the party, and later the leader of the 
Communist Resistance, Maurice Tréand and Eugen Fried. Charles Tillon took a different 
line from the other P.C.F. leaders. Instead, in public statements in June and July 1940 
Tillon spoke out for fighting for national liberation from the Germans.  

Frachon returned to Paris and met Duclos on August 10, 1940. The two men 
assumed leadership of the party in France. They decided not to use the safety devices and 
hideouts that Maurice Tréand had put in place, but to use a new network established by 
Dallidet. Treand was suspected of having been indiscreet due to trusting too much in the 
Soviet-German pact. In the autumn Frachon and Duclos decided to appoint Charles 
Tillon to organize the first armed groups of the P.C.F. Frachon met Tillon in early 
November 1940 to propose this assignment. Tillon accepted and became the third 
member of the secretariat. Germany attacked the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941 in 
Operation Barbarossa. With this, P.C.F. policy switched to support for armed struggle 
against the German occupiers. Tillon was put in charge of military matters. Jacques 
Duclos became an effective leader of the party, although in theory Tillon and Frachon 
shared authority.  

Frachon's primary concern during the war was the trade union movement. 
Through many articles in the underground journals he explained the failings of the Vichy 
Government, and called for the workers to organize clandestine sections within the legal 
unions to oppose Vichy and the German occupiers. He contacted Louis Saillant in the 
autumn of 1940, who was also hostile to the draft Charte du Travail and to collaborate 
with the enemy. They arranged a meeting between the confederate and unitarian groups 
of the C.G.T. on May 17, 1941. Contact was broken during the repressive period that 
followed, but resumed in July 1942. Frachon proposed to Léon Jouhaux a joint appeal to 
the working class, calling on them to demand their union rights, refuse the Charte du 
Travail and forced labor in Germany, urge them to join the armed struggle and announce 
the reunification of the C.G.T. Jouhaux did not want to go underground, and the meeting 
broke up. 

Fresh contacts finally led to the Perreux reunification agreements in April 1943. 
Until the Liberation of France in 1944 most of the trade union action was taken by the 
unitarians led by Frachon. It was at his proposal that it was agreed that the C.G.T. should 
have two general secretaries. The two were Frachon and Louis Saillant, who got on well 
together. Saillant replaced Jouhaux, who had been deported to Germany. Dominique 
Labbé served as for several years Fachon's unofficial secretary. He records Fachon's 
rather casual attitude towards official titles and hierarchy at this time.  

In the last months of the German occupation, Duclos and Frachon met frequently 
and helped prepare the uprising. On August 22, 1944 Frachon signed an article in 
L'Humanité that called on the metalworkers of Paris to take arms. Soon after, Frachon 
and Duclos returned to the P.C.F. headquarters, and then to their homes in Montreuil. On  
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August 27, 1944 Frachon made his base in the Confederal Bureau of the C.G.T. 
headquarters on rue Lafayette. He laid out the task of C.G.T. union officials: to bring the 
war to a successful end, rebuild the economy and resume the fight for worker's rights. 
Frachon was a member of the Provisional Consultative Assembly from 1944 to 1945.  

The C.G.T. "diarchy" of Jouhaux and Frachon was formalized on September 5, 
1945 and confirmed in the April 1946 C.G.T. conference. Frachon was Joint Secretary-
General of the C.G.T. from 1945 to 1967. He had to deal with the P.T.T. strike in the 
summer of 1946, the Renault strike at the end of April 1947 and further strikes in late 
1947. During the repression that began in 1953, Frachon escaped arrest on March 23, 
1953 by going into hiding. He continued to make regular contributions to L'Humanité and 
other journals. His report to the 29th congress in June 1953 was read by Monmousseau. 
In November 1953 Frachon participated in the Congress of Trade Unions of the Seine. 
He was arrested that evening but was released a few days later. 

Frachon became the sole secretary general in 1957, after Alain Le Léap retired as 
joint secretary general of the C.G.T., an arrangement confirmed at the 1959 C.G.T. 
confederal congress. At the 36th congress of the C.G.T. in June 1967 he handed over to 
Georges Seguy, since his health was failing. He moved to Les Bordes, Loiret, in the 
spring of 1973. In October 1973 he suffered a cardiovascular and cerebral accident. He 
died in 1975 at the age of 82.281 

 
 
(pp. 227, 234) Pierre Gassendi (1592 – 1655) was a French philosopher, priest, 

astronomer, and mathematician. While he held a church position in south-east France, he 
also spent much time in Paris, where he was a leader of a group of free-thinking 
intellectuals. He was also an active observational scientist, publishing the first data on the 
transit of Mercury in 1631. The lunar crater Gassendi is named after him.  

Gassendi wrote numerous philosophical works, and some of the positions he 
worked out are considered significant, finding a way between skepticism and dogmatism. 
Richard Popkin indicates that Gassendi was one of the first thinkers to formulate the 
modern "scientific outlook", of moderated skepticism and empiricism. He clashed with 
his contemporary Descartes on the possibility of certain knowledge. He belonged to the 
fideist wing of the sceptics, arguing that the absence of certain knowledge implied the 
room for faith. His best-known intellectual project attempted to reconcile Epicurean 
atomism with Christianity.282  
 
 
 

(p. 227) Maxim Gorky (1868 – 1936), birth name Alexei Peshkov, was a Russian 
and Soviet writer, a founder of the socialist realism literary method, and a political 
activist. He became an orphan at the age of eleven and was brought up by his 
grandmother. He ran away from home at the age of twelve in 1880. After an attempt at 
suicide in December 1887, he travelled on foot across the Russian Empire for five years, 
changing jobs and accumulating impressions used later in his writing. His most famous 

281See “Benoît Frachon,” Wikipedia. 
282See “Pierre Gassendi,” Wikipedia. 
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works were The Lower Depths (1902), Twenty-six Men and a Girl (1899), The Song of 
the Stormy Petrel (1901), My Childhood (1913–1914), Mother (1906), Summerfolk 
(1904) and Children of the Sun (1905).  

Gorky was active in the emerging Marxist communist movement. He publicly 
opposed the Tsarist regime, and for a time closely associated himself with Vladimir 
Lenin and Alexander Bogdanov's Bolshevik wing of the party. For a significant part of 
his life, he was exiled from Russia and later the Soviet Union. In 1932, he returned to the 
U.S.S.R. on Joseph Stalin's personal invitation and lived there until his death in June 
1936.  

His nickname, “Gorky,” which was Russian for “bitter,” reflected his anger about 
life in Russia and a determination to speak the bitter truth. He wrote incessantly, viewing 
literature less as an aesthetic practice (though he worked hard on style and form) than as a 
moral and political act that could change the world. He described the lives of people in 
the lowest strata and on the margins of society, revealing their hardships, humiliations, 
and brutalisation, but also their inward spark of humanity  

Gorky's reputation grew as a literary voice from the bottom strata of society and 
as an advocate of Russia's social, political, and cultural transformation. By 1899, he was 
associating with the emerging Marxist social-democratic movement, which helped make 
him a celebrity among both the intelligentsia and the growing numbers of "conscious" 
workers. At the heart of all his work was a belief in the inherent worth and potential of 
the human person.  

In his writing, Gorky counterposed individuals, aware of their natural dignity, and 
inspired by energy and will, with people who succumb to the degrading conditions of life 
around them. Both his writings and his letters reveal a "restless man" (a frequent self-
description) struggling to resolve contradictory feelings of faith and scepticism, love of 
life and disgust at the vulgarity and pettiness of the human world.  

In 1916, Gorky said that the teachings of the ancient Jewish sage Hillel the Elder 
deeply influenced his life: "In my early youth I read...the words of...Hillel, if I remember 
rightly: 'If thou art not for thyself, who will be for thee? But if thou art for thyself alone, 
wherefore art thou'? The inner meaning of these words impressed me with its profound 
wisdom...The thought ate its way deep into my soul, and I say now with conviction: 
Hillel's wisdom served as a strong staff on my road, which was neither even nor easy. I 
believe that Jewish wisdom is more all-human and universal than any other; and this not 
only because of its immemorial age...but because of the powerful humaneness that 
saturates it, because of its high estimate of man." 

Gorky publicly opposed the Tsarist regime and was arrested many times. He 
befriended many revolutionaries and became a personal friend of Vladimir Lenin after 
they met in 1902. He exposed governmental control of the press In 1902, he was elected 
an honorary Academician of Literature, but Tsar Nicholas II ordered this annulled. In 
protest, Anton Chekhov and Vladimir Korolenko left the Academy. 

As a financially successful author, editor, and playwright, Gorky gave financial 
support to the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party (R.S.D.L.P.), as well as 
supporting liberal appeals to the government for civil rights and social reform. The brutal 
shooting of workers marching to the Tsar with a petition for reform on January 9, 1905 
(known as the "Bloody Sunday"), which set in motion the Revolution of 1905, pushed 
him more decisively toward radical solutions. He became closely associated with 
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Vladimir Lenin and Alexander Bogdanov's Bolshevik wing of the party. It is not clear 
whether he ever formally joined, and his relations with Lenin and the Bolsheviks were 
always rocky. His most influential writings in these years were a series of political plays, 
most famously The Lower Depths (1902). While briefly imprisoned in Peter and Paul 
Fortress during the abortive 1905 Russian Revolution, he wrote the play Children of the 
Sun, nominally set during an 1862 cholera epidemic, but universally understood to relate 
to present-day events. He was released from the prison after a European-wide campaign, 
which was supported by Marie Curie, Auguste Rodin and Anatole France, amongst 
others. 

In 1906, the Bolsheviks sent him on a fund-raising trip to the United States with 
Ivan Narodny. When visiting the Adirondack Mountains, Gorky wrote Mother, his 
notable novel of revolutionary conversion and struggle. His experiences in the United 
States, included a scandal over his travelling with his lover, the actress Maria Andreyeva, 
rather than his wife. 

From 1906 to 1913, Gorky lived on the island of Capri in southern Italy, partly for 
health reasons and partly to escape the increasingly repressive atmosphere in Russia. He 
continued to support the work of Russian social-democracy, especially the Bolsheviks 
and invited Anatoly Lunacharsky to stay with him on Capri. The two men had worked 
together on Literaturny Raspad which appeared in 1908. It was during this period that 
Gorky, along with Lunacharsky, Bogdanov and Vladimir Bazarov developed the idea of 
an Encyclopedia of Russian History as a socialist version of Diderot's Encyclopedia. 

During a visit to Switzerland, Gorky met Lenin, who he charged spent an 
inordinate amount of his time feuding with other revolutionaries, writing: "He looked 
awful. Even his tongue seemed to have turned grey". Gorky corresponded with the 
professor T. G. Masaryk, who visited him on the island Capri in 1912. During the 
revolution in 1917 they met in Sanct-Petersburgh. 

Despite his atheism, Gorky was not a materialist. He articulated, along with a few 
other Bolsheviks, a philosophy he called "God-Building" (богостроительство, 
bogostroitel'stvo), which sought to recapture the power of myth for the revolution and to 
create a religious atheism that placed collective humanity where God had been and was 
imbued with passion, wonderment, moral certainty, and the promise of deliverance from 
evil, suffering, and even death. 'God-Building' was ridiculed by Lenin, but Gorky 
retained his belief that "culture"—the moral and spiritual awareness of the value and 
potential of the human self—would be more critical to the revolution's success than 
political or economic arrangements.  

An amnesty granted for the 300th anniversary of the Romanov dynasty allowed 
Gorky to return to Russia in 1913, where he continued his social criticism, mentored 
other writers from the working class, and wrote a series of important cultural memoirs, 
including the first part of his autobiography. On returning to Russia, he wrote that his 
main impression was that "everyone is so crushed and devoid of God's image." The only 
solution, he repeatedly declared, was "culture".  

After the February Revolution, Gorky visited the headquarters of the Okhrana 
(secret police) on Kronversky Prospekt together with Nikolai Sukhanov and Vladimir 
Zenisinov. Gorky described the former Okhrana headquarters, where he sought literary 
inspiration, as derelict, with windows broken, and papers lying all over the floor. Having 
dinner with Sukhanov later the same day, Gorky grimly predicated that revolution would 
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end in "Asiatic savagery". Initially a supporter of the Socialist-Revolutionary Alexander 
Kerensky, Gorky switched over to the Bolsheviks after the Kornilov affair. In July 1917, 
Gorky wrote his own experiences of the Russian working class had been sufficient to 
dispel any "notions that Russian workers are the incarnation of spiritual beauty and 
kindness". Gorky admitted to feeling attracted to Bolshevism, but admitted to concerns 
about a creed that made the entire working class "sweet and reasonable - I had never 
known people who were really like this". Gorky wrote that he knew the poor, the 
"carpenters, stevedores, bricklayers", in a way that the intellectual Lenin never did, and 
he frankly distrusted them. 

During World War I, Gorky’s apartment in Petrograd was turned into a Bolshevik 
staff room, and his politics remained close to the Bolsheviks throughout the revolutionary 
period of 1917. On the day after the Bolshevik revolution of November 7, 1917, he 
observed a gardener working the Alexander Park who had cleared snow during the 
February Revolution while ignoring the shots in the background, asked people during the 
July Days not to trample the grass and was now chopping off branches, leading Gorky to 
write that he was "stubborn as a mole, and apparently as blind as one too". 

Gorky's relations with the Bolsheviks became strained, after the October 
Revolution. One contemporary remembered at how he would turn "dark and black and 
grim" at the mere mention of Lenin. Gorky wrote that Lenin together with Trotsky "have 
become poisoned with the filthy venom of power", crushing the rights of the individual to 
achieve their revolutionary dreams. Gorky wrote that Lenin was a "cold-blooded trickster 
who spares neither the honor nor the life of the proletariat. ... He does not know the 
popular masses, he has not lived with them". Gorky went on to compare Lenin to a 
chemist experimenting in a laboratory with the only difference being the chemist 
experimented with inanimate matter to improve life while Lenin was experimenting on 
the "living flesh of Russia". 

A further strain on Gorky's relations with the Bolsheviks occurred when his 
newspaper Novaya Zhizn (Новая Жизнь, "New Life") fell prey to Bolshevik censorship 
during the ensuing civil war, around which time Gorky published a collection of essays 
critical of the Bolsheviks called Untimely Thoughts in 1918. It was not be re-published in 
Russia until after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The essays call Lenin a tyrant for his 
senseless arrests and repression of free discourse, and an anarchist for his conspiratorial 
tactics; Gorky compares Lenin to both the Tsar and Nechayev. "Lenin and his 
associates," Gorky wrote, "consider it possible to commit all kinds of crimes ... the 
abolition of free speech and senseless arrests."  

In 1921, Gorky hired a secretary, Moura Budberg, who later became his unofficial 
wife. In July 1921, Gorky published an appeal to the outside world, saying that millions 
of lives were menaced by crop failure. The Russian famine of 1921–22, also known as 
Povolzhye famine, killed an estimated 5 million, primarily affecting the Volga and Ural 
River regions.  

Gorky left Russia in September 1921, for Berlin. There he heard about the 
impending Moscow Trial of 12 Socialist Revolutionaries, which hardened his opposition 
to the Bolshevik regime. He wrote to Anatole France denouncing the trial as a "cynical 
and public preparation for the murder" of people who had fought for the freedom of the 
Russian people. He also wrote to the Soviet vice-premier, Alexei Rykov asking him to 
tell Leon Trotsky that any death sentences carried out on the defendants would be 
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"premeditated and foul murder." This provoked a contemptuous reaction from Lenin, 
who described Gorky as "always supremely spineless in politics", and Trotsky, who 
dismissed Gorky as an "artist whom no-one takes seriously." 

Gorky was denied permission by Italy's fascist government to return to Capri, but 
was permitted to settle in Sorrento, where he lived from 1922 to 1932, with an extended 
household that included Moura Budberg, his ex-wife Andreyeva, her lover, Pyotr 
Kryuchkov, who acted as Gorky's secretary for the remainder of his life, Gorky's son 
Max Peshkov, Max's wife, Timosha, and their two young daughters.  

Gorky wrote several successful books while there, but by 1928 he was having 
difficulty earning enough to keep his large household, and began to seek an 
accommodation with the communist regime. The General Secretary of the Communist 
Party Joseph Stalin was equally keen to entice Gorky back to the U.S.S.R. He paid his 
first visit in May 1928 – at the very time when the regime was staging its first show trial 
since 1922, the so-called Shakhty Trial of 53 engineers employed in the coal industry, 
one of whom, Pyotr Osadchy, had visited Gorky in Sorrento. 

In contrast to his attitude to the trial of the Socialist Revolutionaries, Gorky 
accepted without question that the engineers were guilty, and expressed regret that in the 
past he had intervened on behalf of professionals who were being prosecuted by the 
regime. During the visit, he struck up friendships with Genrikh Yagoda (head of the 
O.G.P.U.) and two other O.G.P.U. officers, Semyon Firin and Matvei Pogrebinsky, who 
held high office in the Gulag. Pogrebinsky was Gorky's guest in Sorrento for four weeks 
in 1930. The following year, Yagoda sent his brother-in-law, Leopold Averbakh to 
Sorrento, with instructions to induce Gorky to return to Russia permanently. 

Gorky's return from Fascist Italy was a major propaganda victory for the Soviets. 
He was decorated with the Order of Lenin and given a mansion (formerly belonging to 
the millionaire Pavel Ryabushinsky, which was for many years the Gorky Museum) in 
Moscow and a dacha in the suburbs. The city of Nizhni Novgorod, and the surrounding 
province were renamed Gorky. Moscow's main park, and one of the central Moscow 
streets, Tverskaya, were renamed in his honour, as was the Moscow Art Theatre. The 
largest fixed-wing aircraft in the world in the mid-1930s, the Tupolev ANT-20 was 
named Maxim Gorky in his honour.  

Gorky was also appointed President of the Union of Soviet Writers, founded in 
1932, to coincide with his return to the U.S.S.R. In October 1931 He read his fairy tale 
"A Girl and Death" to his visitors Joseph Stalin, Kliment Voroshilov and Vyacheslav 
Molotov and Stalin wrote on the last page of this work by Gorky: "Эта штука сильнее 
чем "Фауст" Гёте (любовь побеждает смерть)" "This piece is stronger than Goethe's 
Faust (love defeats death)]".  

In 1933, Gorky co-edited, with Averbakh and Firin, a book about the White Sea-
Baltic Canal, presented as an example of "successful rehabilitation of the former enemies 
of proletariat". For other writers, he urged that one obtained realism by extracting the 
basic idea from reality, but by adding the potential and desirable to it, one added 
romanticism with deep revolutionary potential. 

By the summer of 1934, Gorky was increasingly in conflict with the Soviet 
authorities. He was angry that Leopold Averbakh, whom he regarded as a protege, was 
denied a role in the newly created Writers Union, and objected to interference by the 
Central Committee staff in the affairs of the union. Before his death from a lingering 
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illness in June 1936, he was visited at home by Stalin, Yagoda, and other leading 
communists.283 
 

(p. 237) Heraclitus of Ephesus (535–  475 B.C.) was a pre-Socratic Ionian Greek 
philosopher, and a native of the city of Ephesus, in modern-day Turkey and then part of 
the Persian Empire.  

Due to the oracular and paradoxical nature of his philosophy, and his fondness for 
word play, he was called "The Obscure" even in antiquity. He wrote a single work, On 
Nature, but the obscurity is made worse by its remaining only in fragments. His cryptic 
utterances have been the subject of numerous interpretations. He has been seen variously 
as a "material monist or a process philosopher; a scientific cosmologist, a metaphysician, 
or mainly a religious thinker; an empiricist, a rationalist, or a mystic; a conventional 
thinker or a revolutionary; a developer of logic or one who denied the law of non-
contradiction; the first genuine philosopher or an anti-intellectual obscurantist." 

He regarded himself as self-taught and a pioneer of wisdom. He was considered a 
misanthrope given to depression; he was also called "the weeping philosopher", in 
contrast to Democritus, "the laughing philosopher".  

Heraclitus believed the world was in accordance with Logos (literally, "word", 
"reason", or "account"). He also believed the world was ultimately made of fire. He was 
committed to a unity of opposites and harmony in the world. He was most famous for his 
insistence on ever-present change, or flux or becoming, as the characteristic feature of the 
world, as stated in the famous saying, "No man ever steps in the same river twice" as well 
as "Panta rhei", everything flows. This aspect of his philosophy is contrasted with that of 
Parmenides, who believed in being, and that nothing changes. Both had an influence on 
Plato and thus, some speculate, on all of Western philosophy.284 
 
 
 

(p. 227) Paul-Henri d'Holbach (1723 – 1789) was a French-German author, 
philosopher, encyclopedist and prominent figure in the French Enlightenment. He was 
born Paul Heinrich Dietrich in Edesheim, near Landau in the Rhenish Palatinate. He was 
raised in Paris by his uncle Franz Adam Holbach (1675 – 1753), who had become a 
millionaire by speculating on the Paris stock-exchange. In 1753 both his uncle and his 
father died, leaving d'Holbach with a large inheritance. 

D’Holbach lived and worked mainly in Paris, where he kept a salon. He 
contributed some four hundred articles to the Encyclopédiet, mostly on scientific 
subjects, in addition to serving as the editor of several volumes on natural philosophy. 
Despite his extensive contributions to the Encyclopédie, he is better known for his 
philosophical writings, all of which were published anonymously or under pseudonyms 
and printed outside France, usually in Amsterdam.  

D’Holbach’s philosophy was expressly materialistic and atheistic and is 
categorised into the philosophical movement called French materialism. In 1761 
Christianisme dévoilé appeared, in which he attacked Christianity and religion in general 

283See “Maxim Gorky,” Wikipedia. 
284See “Heraclitus,” Wikipedia. 
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as an impediment to the moral advancement of humanity. The deistic Voltaire, denying 
authorship of the work, made known his aversion to d'Holbach's philosophy, writing that 
"[the work] is entirely opposed to my principles. This book leads to an atheistic 
philosophy that I detest." Christianity Unveiled was followed by others, notably La 
Contagion sacrée, Théologie portative and Essai sur les préjugés. 

In 1770, d'Holbach published his most famous book, The System of Nature (Le 
Système de la nature), under the name of Jean-Baptiste de Mirabaud, the secretary of the 
Académie française who had died ten years previously. Denying the existence of a deity, 
and refusing to admit as evidence all a priori arguments, d'Holbach saw the universe as 
nothing more than matter in motion, bound by inexorable natural laws of cause and 
effect. There is, he wrote "no necessity to have recourse to supernatural powers to 
account for the formation of things."  

It is on the basis of The System of Nature that d'Holbach's philosophy has been 
called "the culmination of French materialism and atheism." For him, the foundation of 
morality was to be sought not in Scripture but in happiness: "It would be useless and 
almost unjust to insist upon a man's being virtuous if he cannot be so without being 
unhappy." D'Holbach's philosophy posited that humans were fundamentally motivated by 
the pursuit of enlightened self-interest, which is what he meant by "society," rather than 
by empty and selfish gratification of purely individual needs. The Catholic Church in 
France threatened the crown with withdrawal of financial support unless it effectively 
suppressed the circulation of the book. 

In economics, d'Holbach defended private property, and stated that wealth is 
generated from labor and all should have the right to the product of their labor. He 
endorsed the theory of laissez-faire, arguing:  

The government should do nothing for the merchant except to leave him 
alone. No regulations can guide him in his enterprise so well as his own 
interest. [...] The state owes commerce nothing but protection. Among 
commercial nations those that allow their subjects the most unlimited 
liberty may be sure of soon excelling all others. 
However, D'Holbach also believed that the state should prevent a dangerous 

concentration of wealth amongst a few individuals from taking place. According to him 
hereditary aristocracy should be abolished on the ground that it breeds indolence and 
incompetence. He criticized the then prevailing policy of the French government to let 
private individuals collect tax on the ground that the tax collectors often extort double the 
money they are supposed to collect from the citizens. He also believed that religious 
groups should be voluntary organizations without any government support.285 
 

(p. 237) Immanuel Kant (1724 – 1804) was a German philosopher. Towards the 
end of his Critique of Pure Reason(1781/1787), he argued that all philosophy ultimately 
aims at answering these three questions: “What can I know? What should I do? What 
may I hope?” He addressed the first question with his doctrine of transcendental idealism. 
This doctrine emphasizes a distinction between what we can experience (the natural, 
observable world) and what we cannot (“supersensible” objects such as God and the 
soul). Kant argued that we can only have knowledge of things we can experience. 

285See “Paul-Henri d'Holbach,” Wikipedia. 
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Accordingly, in answer to the question, “What can I know?” Kant replied that we can 
know the natural, observable world, but we cannot have answers to many of the deepest 
questions of metaphysics. 

To put it more in Kant’s jargon, he argued that space and time are mere "forms of 
intuition" which structure all experience, and therefore that while "things-in-themselves" 
exist and contribute to experience, they are nonetheless distinct from the objects of 
experience. From this it follows that the objects of experience are mere "appearances", 
and that the nature of things as they are in themselves is consequently unknowable to us. 

In was an attempt to counter the skepticism he found in the writings of 
philosopher David Hume, that Kant wrote the Critique of Pure Reason. In it, he 
developed his theory of experience to answer the question of whether synthetic a priori 
knowledge is possible, which would in turn make it possible to determine the limits of 
metaphysical inquiry. Kant drew a parallel to the Copernican revolution in his proposal 
that the objects of the senses must conform to our spatial and temporal forms of intuition, 
and that we can consequently have a priori cognition of the objects of the senses. 

To the second question, “What should I do?” Kant established an ethical system 
organized around the notion of a “categorical imperative.” This was a universal ethical 
principle stating that one should always respect the humanity in others, and that one 
should only act in accordance with rules that could hold for everyone. Kant argued that 
the moral law is a truth of reason, and hence that all rational creatures are bound by the 
same moral law. Thus in answer to the question, “What should I do?” Kant replied that 
one should act rationally, in accordance with a universal moral law. 

Kant also argued that his ethical theory required belief in free will, God, and the 
immortality of the soul, that is, for him belief in these items are necessary “postulates” of 
practical reason. Although one could not have knowledge of these things, reflection on 
the moral law leads to a justified belief in them, which amounts to a kind rational faith. 
Thus in answer to the question, “What may I hope?” Kant replied that one may hope that 
their souls are immortal and that there really is a God who designed the world in 
accordance with principles of justice.286 

 
 

(p. 96) Wilhelm Emmanuel von Ketteler (1811–1877) was a German theologian 
and politician who served as Bishop of Mainz. His social teachings were influential on 
Pope Leo XIII and the encyclical Rerum novarum. His focus was on freedom of the 
Church from the control of the State. He was the deputy at the Frankfurt National 
Assembly in 1848 and with the support of the papal party in 1850 was made bishop of 
Mainz. He was an opponent of the liberarl party. He founded religious institutes of 
School Brothers and School Sisters, to work in the educational agencies, orphanages and 
rescue homes he helped establish. In 1863 he adopted Ferdinand Lassalle’s (1825 – 1864) 
national-style social democracy views, and published the Die Arbeitfrage und das 
Christenthum (The labor question and Christianity). When the question of papal 
infallibility arose, he opposed the promulgation of the dogma on the ground that such 
promulgation was inopportune. But after the dogma was defined, he submitted to it. In 

286Tim Jankowiak, “Immanuel Kant,” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 
section 5c, online at https://iep.utm.edu/kantview/; “Immanuel Kant,” Wikipedia. 
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1874 he forbade his clergy to take part in celebrating the anniversary of the Battle of 
Sedan, and declared the Rhine to be a "Catholic river." The Prussians had beaten the 
French at the Battle of Sedan in 1870. This included the capture Emperor Napoleon III 
and in effect the loss of the Franco-Prussian War for the French.287 
 
 

(p. 205) Henri-Dominique Lacordaire (1802 – 1861) was an ecclesiastic, 
journalist and political activist. He re-established the Dominican Order in post-
Revolutionary France. Although raised a Catholic, his faith lapsed during his studies at 
the Dijon Lycée. He went on to study law and he distinguished himself in oratory at the 
Society of Studies in Dijon, a political and literary circle of the town's royalist youth. 
There he discovered the ultramontane theories of Bonald, de Maistre, and Félicité de 
Lamennais. Under their influence he lost his enthusiasm for the encyclopedists and 
Rousseau, though he maintained an attachment to Classical Liberalism and the 
revolutionary ideals of 1789. He became bored with the law and in 1824 he re-embraced 
Catholicism and decided to become a priest.  

Thanks to the support of Monseigneur de Quélen, the Archbishop of Paris, who 
granted him a scholarship, Lacordaire began studying at the Seminary of Saint-Sulpice in 
Issy, which he found mediocre. In 1828 he was named second chaplain of the Lycée 
Henri-IV. This experience convinced him of the inevitable de-Christianization of French 
youth educated in public institutions. In 1830 he visited Father Hugues de Lamennais and 
converted to his ultramontanism, that is, the adherence to the absolute universal authority 
of the papacy in opposition to nationalist and secularist ideas. This included support of 
the July 1830 Revolution, the integral application of the Charter of 1830 and support of 
foreign “liberal” revolutions in Poland, Belgium and Italy. Together they launched the 
newspaper L'Ami de l'Ordre (Friend of Order), which is also referred to as L'Avenir (The 
Future), whose motto was "Dieu et la Liberté!" (God and Freedom!). Information about it 
is noted in the Newspaper section of the Glossary. 

The journal demands included freedom of the press, freedom of association, the 
extension of electoral suffrage and freedom of education. Lacordaire believed that state 
control of education compromised religious instruction, especially in colleges, and that 
most students lost their faith upon leaving school. He was against the government's 
monopoly of the universities, and opposed Montalivet, the minister of public education 
and faith. In 1831 Lacordaire opened a free school, which was shut down by the police 
two days later. 

Lacordaire was loud in demanding the separation of church and state. To this end, 
he called on French priests to refuse the salary which was paid them by the government, 
advocating for the embrace of apostolic poverty by the clergy. He commented: "We are 
preyed upon by our enemies, by those who regard us as hypocrites or as imbeciles, and 
by those who are persuaded that our life depends on money... Freedom is not given, it is 
taken." These demands, along with numerous attacks against bishops appointed by the 
new government, whom he characterized as ambitious and servile, provoked enmity from 
the French episcopate. The latter were largely Gallican, that is, conciliarist, nationalist, 

287See “Wilhelm Emmanuel von Ketteler,” Wikipedia. For further information 
about the Battle of Sedan, see the Glossary. 
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royalist, asserting the authority of the local episcopacy, and opposed to papal absolutism 
and conservative. The Bishops formed a tribunal against Lamennais and Lacordaire, but 
the priests obtained an acquittal.  

In November 1831 Lacordaire, Lamennais and Montalembert, the "Pilgrims of 
Freedom," went to Rome to seek recourse to Pope Gregory XVI, to whom they hoped to 
present a dissertation composed by Lacordaire. They fast became disenchanted by the 
reserved welcome with which they were received. In August 1832, the Pope, without 
naming them, condemned their ideas in the encyclical Mirari Vos, most notably their 
demands for freedom of conscience and freedom of the press. Even before this 
condemnation, Lacordaire distanced himself from his companions, and returned to Paris 
where he took up again his functions as a chaplain at the Convent of Visitations.  

In September 1832, Lacordaire published a letter of submission to the Pope's 
judgment. In 1834 he challenged Lamennais, who rather than accept what he saw as 
Rome's reactionary absolutism, publicly renounced his priesthood and published Les 
Paroles d’un Croyant (Words of a Believer,) a republican polemic against the established 
social order, denouncing what he now saw as the conspiracy of kings and priests against 
the people. Pope Gregory called Lammenais' book "small in size, but immense in 
perversity." He promulgated the encyclical Singulari Nos in July 1834, which condemned 
its contents. 

Commentators see this episode as squelching the open expression of “modernist” 
ideas in Catholic circles, until at least the papacy of Leo XIII at the end of the century. 
Lacordaire, for his part, then further distanced himself from Lammenais, expressed his 
disappointment at the consequences of the Revolution of 1830, and proclaimed his 
continued faithfulness to the Church of Rome. He condemned the pride of Lamennais and 
charged him with Protestantism, accusing him of having wanted to place the authority of 
the human race above that of the Church.  

In January 1833 Lacordaire met Madame Swetchine, a Russian convert to 
Catholicism who had a salon in Paris which Montalembert, the Earl of Falloux, and 
Lamennais frequented. He developed a friendly filial relationship with her through an 
extensive correspondence. At the encouragement of the Frédéric Ozanam, the founder the 
Society of Saint Vincent de Paul, Lacordaire started a series of lectures at the Collège 
Stanislas. This met with great success, even beyond his students. His thematic emphasis 
on freedom provoked his critics, who charged him with perverting the youth. In his view 
one could be a French citizen and a Catholic. His preaching was said to be not so much 
penitential as an exercise in apologetics. He added theology, philosophy and poetry, to 
traditional homiletics.  

Lacordaire, aware of the need to continue his theological studies, retreated in 
1836 to Rome to study with the Jesuits. There, he published his Letter on the Holy See in 
which he reaffirmed his ultramontane positions, insisting on the primacy of the Roman 
Pontiff, "the one and permanent trustee, supreme organ of the Gospel, and the sacred 
source of the universal communion." This text ran afoul of the Archbishop of Paris, 
Monseigneur Quélen, who was a Gallican. 

The following yaer, 1837, seeing the example of Guéranger's restoration of the 
Benedictines, Lacordaire decided to enter the Dominican Order and to re-establish it in 
France. Pope Gregory XVI and the general master of the Dominicans, Father Ancarani, 
supported his plan, the latter providing the Roman convent of Santa Sabina to serve as a 
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novitiate for French Dominicans. In September 1838, Lacordaire returned to France to 
identify candidates for the novitiate as well as financial and political support. He 
published an announcement in the journal L’Univers. He argued that religious orders 
were compatible with the principles of the Revolution, particularly because of the 
democratic structure of the Dominicans. He represented the vow of poverty as a radical 
application of the revolutionary ideas of égalité and fraternité.  

In 1841, he began to wear the illegal Dominican habit and founded several 
convents. In 1850, the Dominican Province of France was officially re-established under 
his direction and he was elected provincial superior, but Pope Pius IX named Alexendre 
Jandel, a philosophical opponent of Lacordaire, vicar general of the order. Jandel held a 
strict interpretation of Dominican medieval constitutions and was opposed to Lacordaire's 
more liberal vision. A dispute about setting the hours for prayer in the priories erupted. 
Lacordaire preferred lax enforcement of the timetable in deference to other functions like 
preaching and teaching. In 1855 the pope supported Jandel by naming him general master 
of the Order. Lacordaire, after a time without administrative duties, was re-elected head 
of the French province in 1858.  

Both political controversies and disputes within the Dominican order were part of 
Lacordaire's later years. He was long hostile to the July Monarchy of 1830 which brought 
the Bourbon Restoration, that is, a liberal constitutional monarchy under Louis Philippe. 
It ended with the Revolution of 1848, which he supported. With Frédéric Ozanam and the 
Abbot Maret, he launched a newspaper, L'Ere Nouvelle (The New Era), to campaign for 
the rights of Catholics under the new regime. Their program mixed traditional Liberal 
Catholicism's defense of the freedom of conscience and education with Ozanam's Social 
Catholicism. Lacordaire was elected to the Assemblée Nationale from the Marseille 
region. Favoring the Republic, he sat on the extreme left of the Assemblée, but resigned 
on 17 May 1848, following workers' riots and the invasion of the Assemblée Nationale 
by demonstrators on 15 May. He preferred to retire rather than take sides in what he 
expected would be a civil war between extreme partisans. When L'Ere Nouvelle endorsed 
ever more socialist policies, he left the paper's leadership in September 1848, while 
continuing to support it.  

Lacordaire also supported the Revolutions of 1848 in the Italian states and the 
later French invasion of the Papal States: "We must not at all be too alarmed by the 
possible fall of Pius IX," he wrote to Montalembert. He found the Falloux Laws a 
disappointment despite their attempt to establish a degree of freedom for Catholic 
secondary education. Opposed to the election of Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte, Lacordaire 
condemned his coup d’état of December 2, 1851. He retired from public life, and later 
explained: "My hour had come to disappear with the others. Many Catholics followed 
another line, and separating themselves from all they had said and done, threw 
themselves with ardor before absolute power. This schism that I do not want at all to call 
here an apostasy, has always been a great mystery to me and a great sadness."  

In quasi-retirement, Lacordaire dedicated himself to the education of youth as 
permitted by the Falloux Laws. In 1860, he was elected to the Académie française, filling 
the seat of Alexis de Tocqueville, whose eulogy he had delivered. His election 
represented a protest by the Académie and Catholic sympathizers against Napoléon III, 
who had conceded to allowing the Italian states of Florence, Midena, Parma, and Bologna 
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to withdraw from the Papal States and ally themselves with independent Piedmont. About 
this time Lacordaire stated, "I wish to die a penitent religious and unrepentant liberal." 

The hostile view of the Vatican toward Liberal Catholicism was diminished 
during the Second Vatican Council. Pope Paul VI promulgated the encyclical Dignitatis 
Humanae, which supported freedom of conscience and religion, along with the separation 
between church and state.288 
 
 

(p. 234) Jean de La Fontaine (1621 – 1695) was a French writer, known for his 
Fables. He was educated at the collège (grammar school) of Château-Thierry, and at the 
end of his school days he entered the Oratory in May 1641, and the seminary of Saint-
Magloire in October of the same year; but a very short sojourn proved to him that he had 
mistaken his vocation. He then studied law, and is said to have been admitted as a lawyer. 

It was not until La Fontaine was past thirty that his literary career began. His first 
serious work was a translation or adaptation of the Eunuchus of Terence (1654). At this 
time the patron of French writing was the Superintendent Fouquet. La Fontaine received 
a pension of 1000 livres (1659). In the same year he wrote a ballad, Les Rieurs du Beau-
Richard, and this was followed by many small pieces of occasional poetry addressed to 
various personages from the king downwards. Fouquet fell out of favour with the king 
and was arrested. La Fontaine, like most of Fouquet's literary protégés, showed some 
fidelity to him by writing the elegy Pleurez, Nymphes de Vaux. 

In 1668 appared the first six books of the Fables. There were twelve books in all, 
with the last coming in 1694. The stories in the first six of these derive for the most part 
from Aesop and Horace and are pithily told in free verse. Those in the later editions are 
often taken from more recent sources or from translations of Eastern stories and are told 
at greater length. The deceptively simple verses are easily memorised, yet display 
insights into human nature. Many of the lines have entered the French language as 
standard phrases, often proverbial. The fables are also distinguished by their occasionally 
ironical ambivalence. The fable of "The Sculptor and the Statue of Jupiter" (IX.6), for 
example, reads like a satire on superstition, but its moralising conclusion that "All men, 
as far as in them lies,/Create realities of dreams" might equally be applied to religion as a 
whole. 

The second division of La Fontaine’s work, the tales (Contes et nouvelles en 
vers), were at one time almost equally as popular and their writing extended over a longer 
period. The first were published in 1664 and the last appeared posthumously. They were 
particularly marked by their archly licentious tone. 

In 1671 La Fontaine officiated at the instance of the Port-Royalists, as editor of a 
volume of sacred poetry dedicated to the Prince of Conti. In 1692, the writer had 
published a revised edition of the Contes, although he suffered a severe illness. In that 
same year, he converted to Christianity. A young priest, M. Poucet, tried to persuade him 
about the impropriety of the Contes and it is said that the destruction of a new play was 
demanded and submitted to as a proof of repentance. He received the Viaticum, and the 
following years he continued to write poems and fables.289 

288See “Henri-Dominique Lacordaire,” Wikipedia. 
289See “Jean La Fontaine,” Wikipedia. 
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(p. 217) Émile Littré (1801 – 1881) was a French lexicographer, freemason and 

philosopher, best known for his Dictionnaire de la langue française, commonly called le 
Littré. About 1863 he was invited to join the Académie française, but declined, not 
wishing to associate himself with Félix Dupanloup, bishop of Orléans, who had 
denounced him as the head of the French materialists in his Avertissement aux pères de 
famille. At this time, he also started La Revue de philosophie positive with Grégoire 
Wyrouboff, a magazine that embodied the views of modern positivists. In December 
1871, he was elected a member of the Académie française in spite of the renewed 
opposition of Msgr. Dupanloup, who resigned his seat rather than receive him. 

In 1875, Littré applied for membership in the Masonic Lodge La Clémente Amitié 
(Grand Orient de France). When asked whether he believed in the existence of a 
supreme being in the presence of 1000 Freemasons, he replied:  

A wise man of ancient times, who was asked the same question by a king, 
thought about an answer for days, but was never able to answer. I please 
you not to request an answer from me. No science denies a "first cause", 
because it finds neither another warrant nor proof. All knowledge is 
relative and we always meet unknown phenomena and laws we don't 
know its cause. The one who proclaims with determination to neither 
believe nor disbelieve in a God proofs not to understand the problem of 
what makes things exist and disappear.290 
Later, when it became obvious that the old man would not live much longer, his 

wife and daughter, who had always been fervent Catholics, strove to convert him to their 
religion. He had long discussions with Father Louis Millériot, a celebrated 
Controversialist, and Abbé Henri Huvelin, the noted priest of Église Saint-Augustin, who 
were much grieved at his death. When Littré was near death, he converted, was baptised 
by the abbé and his funeral was conducted with the rites of the Roman Catholic Church. 
Littré is interred at Montparnasse Cemetery in Paris.291  

 
 

 
(Chapter 12) (1754 – 1793) Louis XVI  was the last king of France before the 

fall of the monarchy during the French Revolution. He was referred to as Citizen Louis 
Capet during the four months just before he was guillotined. In 1765, upon the death of 
his father, Louis, Dauphin of France, he became the new Dauphin. Upon his grandfather 
Louis XV's death on 10 May 1774, he assumed the title King of France and Navarre, 
until September 1791, when he received the title of King of the French until the 
monarchy was abolished in September 1792.  

290Eugen Lennhoff, Oskar Posner, Dieter A. Binder: Internationales Freimaurer 
Lexikon. [International Masonic Lexicon] (München: Herbig, 2000), 951 p. at pp. 299, 
519-520. 

291See “Émile Littré,” Wikipedia. 
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The first part of his reign was marked by attempts to reform the French 
government in accordance with Enlightenment ideas. These included efforts to abolish 
serfdom, remove the taille (land tax) and the corvée (labour tax), and increase tolerance 
toward non-Catholics as well as the abolition of the death penalty for deserters. The 
French nobility reacted to the proposed reforms with hostility, and successfully opposed 
their implementation. Louis implemented deregulation of the grain market, advocated by 
his economic liberal minister Turgot, but it resulted in an increase in bread prices. In 
periods of bad harvests, it would lead to food scarcity which would prompt the masses to 
revolt. From 1776, Louis XVI actively supported the North American colonists, who 
were seeking their independence from Great Britain, which was realised in the 1783 
Treaty of Paris. The ensuing debt and financial crisis contributed to the unpopularity of 
the Ancien Régime. This led to the convening of the Estates-General of 1789. Discontent 
among the members of France's middle and lower classes resulted in strengthened 
opposition to the French aristocracy and to the absolute monarchy, of which Louis and 
his wife, Queen Marie Antoinette, were viewed as representatives. Increasing tensions 
and violence were marked by events such as the storming of the Bastille, during which 
riots in Paris forced Louis to definitively recognize the legislative authority of the 
National Assembly.  

Louis' indecisiveness and conservatism led some elements of the people of France 
to view him as a symbol of the perceived tyranny of the Ancien Régime, and his 
popularity deteriorated progressively. His disastrous flight to Varennes in June 1791, four 
months before the constitutional monarchy was declared, seemed to justify the rumors 
that the king tied his hopes of political salvation to the prospects of foreign intervention. 
The credibility of the king was deeply undermined, and the abolition of the monarchy and 
the establishment of a republic became an ever-increasing possibility.  

In a context of civil and international war, Louis XVI was suspended and arrested 
at the time of the Insurrection of 10 August 1792; one month later, the absolute monarchy 
was abolished; the First French Republic was proclaimed on 21 September 1792. He was 
tried by the National Convention (self-instituted as a tribunal for the occasion), found 
guilty of high treason, and executed by guillotine on 21 January 1793, as a desacralized 
French citizen under the name of Citizen Louis Capet, in reference to Hugh Capet, the 
founder of the Capetian dynasty – which the revolutionaries interpreted as Louis' 
surname. Louis XVI was the only King of France ever to be executed, and his death 
brought an end to more than a thousand years of continuous French monarchy. Both of 
his sons died in childhood, before the Bourbon Restoration; his only child to reach 
adulthood, Marie Therese, was given over to the Austrians in exchange for French 
prisoners of war, eventually dying childless in 1851.292 
 

(p. 234) Lucretius (Titus Lucretius Carus, 99 B.C.– 55 B.C.) was a Roman poet 
and philosopher. His only known work is the philosophical poem De rerum natura (c. 60 
B.C), a didactic piece about the tenets and philosophy of Epicureanism, and which 
usually is translated into English as On the Nature of Things. Little is known about 
Lucretius's life; the only certain fact is, that he was either a friend or client of Gaius 
Memmius, to whom the poem was addressed and dedicated. De rerum natura was a 

292See “Louis XVI,” Wikipedia. 
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considerable influence on the Augustan poets, particularly Virgil (in his Aeneid and 
Georgics, and to a lesser extent on the Eclogues) and Horace. 

De rerum natura virtually disappeared during the Middle Ages, but was 
rediscovered in 1417 in a monastery in Germany by Poggio Bracciolini. It is written in 
some 7,400 dactylic hexameters, which is divided into six untitled books. It explores 
Epicurean physics through poetic language and metaphors. 

Lucretius played a role in the development of atomism and cosmology by 
transmitting the thinking of Epicureanism, which includes these ideas. It presents the 
principles of atomism, the nature of the mind and soul, explanations of sensation and 
thought, the development of the world and its phenomena, and explains a variety of 
celestial and terrestrial phenomena. The universe described in the poem operates 
according to these physical principles, guided by fortuna, "chance", and not the divine 
intervention of the traditional Roman deities and the religious explanations of the natural 
world. It has a description of Brownian motion of dust particles in verses 113–140 from 
Book II. It uses this as a proof of the existence of atoms.  

Within this work, Lucretius makes reference to the cultural and technological 
development of humans in his use of available materials, tools, and weapons through 
prehistory to Lucretius's own time. He specifies the earliest weapons as hands, nails, and 
teeth. These were followed by stones, branches, and, once humans could kindle and 
control it, fire. He then refers to "tough iron" and copper in that order, but goes on to say 
that copper was the primary means of tilling the soil and the basis of weaponry until, "by 
slow degrees", the iron sword became predominant (it still was in his day) and "the 
bronze sickle fell into disrepute" as iron ploughs were introduced. He had earlier 
envisaged a pre-technological, pre-literary kind of human whose life was lived "in the 
fashion of wild beasts roaming at large." From this beginning, he theorised, there 
followed the development in turn of crude huts, use and kindling of fire, clothing, 
language, family, and city-states. He believed that smelting of metal, and perhaps too, the 
firing of pottery, was discovered by accident: for example, the result of a forest fire. He 
does specify, however, that the use of copper followed the use of stones and branches and 
preceded the use of iron. 

Lucretius seems to equate copper with bronze, an alloy of copper and tin that has 
much greater resilience than copper; both copper and bronze were superseded by iron 
during his millennium (1000 B.C. to 1 B.C.). He may have considered bronze to be a 
stronger variety of copper and not necessarily a wholly individual material. Lucretius is 
believed to be the first to put forward a theory of the successive uses of first wood and 
stone, then copper and bronze, and finally iron. Although his theory lay dormant for 
many centuries, it was revived in the nineteenth century and he has been credited with 
originating the concept of the three-age system that was formalised from 1834 by C. J. 
Thomsen.  

Lucretius was an influence on Pierre Gassend. The work also influenced the 
efforts of various figures of the Enlightenment era to construct a new Christian 
humanism. Finally, it is credited with originating the concept of the three-age system that 
was formalised in 1836 by C. J. Thomsen.293 See “Titus Lucretius Carus,” Wikipedia. 
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(p. 227) Anatoly Lunacharsky (1875 – 1933) was a Russian Marxist 

revolutionary and the first Bolshevik Soviet People's Commissar (Narkompros) 
responsible for Ministry and Education as well as an active playwright and journalist. He 
was born in Poltava, Ukraine, then part of the Russian Empire, as the illegitimate child of 
Alexander Antonov and Alexandra Lunacharskaya. His mother was then married to 
statesman Vasily Lunacharsky. She later divorced Lunacharsky and married Antonov, but 
Anatoly kept his former name. 

In 1890, at the age of 15, Lunacharsky became a Marxist. From 1894, he studied 
at the University of Zurich under Richard Avenarius for two years without taking a 
degree. In Zürich, he met European socialists including Rosa Luxemburg and Leo 
Jogiches and joined the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party. In 1896, he returned to 
Russia, where he was arrested and sent to Kaluga in Siberia through 1901–1902, when he 
returned to Kiev. In February 1902, he moved in with Alexander Bogdanov, who was 
working in a mental hospital in Vologda, Russia. The same year he married Anna 
Malinovkaya, who was Bogdanov's sister. They had one child, a daughter named Irina 
Lunacharsky. In 1922, he met Natalya Rozenel, an actress at the Maly Theater. He left 
his family and married her. 

In 1903, the party split into Bolsheviks led by Vladimir Lenin and Mensheviks led 
by Julius Martov and Lunacharsky sided with the former. In 1907, he attended the 
International Socialist Congress, held in Stuttgart. When the Bolsheviks in turn split into 
Lenin's supporters and Alexander Bogdanov's followers in 1908, Lunacharsky supported 
his brother-in-law Bogdanov in setting up Vpered. 

Like many contemporary socialists (including Bogdanov), Lunacharsky was 
influenced by the empirio-criticism philosophy of Ernst Mach and Avenarius. Lenin 
opposed Machism as a form of subjective idealism and criticised its proponents in his 
book Materialism and Empirio-criticism (1908). In 1909, Lunacharsky joined Bogdanov 
and Gorky at the latter's villa on the island of Capri, where they started a school for 
Russian socialist workers. In 1910, Bogdanov, Lunacharsky, Mikhail Pokrovsky and their 
supporters moved the school to Bologna, where they continued teaching classes through 
1911. In 1913, Lunacharsky moved to Paris, where he started his own Circle of 
Proletarian Culture. 

After the outbreak of World War I in 1914, Lunacharsky adopted an 
internationalist antiwar position which put him on a course of convergence with Lenin 
and Leon Trotsky. In 1915, Lunacharsky and Pavel Lebedev-Poliansky restarted the 
social democratic newspaper Vpered with an emphasis on proletarian culture.After the 
February Revolution of 1917, Lunacharsky left his family in Switzerland and returned to 
Russia. Like other internationalist social democrats returning from abroad, he briefly 
joined the Mezhraiontsy before they merged with the Bolsheviks in July–August 1917. In 
July 1917, the Kerensky government jailed him. 

After the October Revolution of 1917, Lunacharsky was appointed head of the 
People's Commissariat for Education (Narkompros) in the first Soviet government and 
remained in that position until 1929. He was associated with the establishment of the 
Bolshoi Drama Theater in 1919, working with Maxim Gorky, Alexander Blok and Maria 
Andreyeva. He was also in charge of the Soviet state's first censorship system. He helped 
his former colleague Alexander Bogdanov start a semi-independent proletarian art 
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movement called Proletkult. He also oversaw improvements in Russia's literacy rate. By 
arguing for their architectural importance, he argued for the protection of historic 
buildings against elements in the Bolshevik Party who wanted to destroy them.  

Lunacharsky directed some of the great experiments in public arts after the 
Revolution such as the agit-trains and agit-boats that circulated over all Russia spreading 
Revolution and revolutionary arts. He also gave support to constructivism's theatrical 
experiments and the initiatives such as the ROSTA Windows, revolutionary posters 
designed and written by Mayakovsky, Rodchenko and others.  

While commissar, Lunacharsky's initiatives included the establishment of Isadora 
Duncan's school in Moscow, but he was also a playwright, critic, essayist and a widely 
admired man of culture. As the first Commissar of Enlightenment after the Bolshevik 
Revolution of 1917, he was credited with preserving much of Russia's cultural heritage. 
In 1929, Lunacharsky unsuccessfully supported a change in the Soviet Union from 
Cyrillic to Latin alphabet. The same year he was appointed to the Learned Council of the 
Soviet Union Central Executive Committee. He also became an editor for the Literature 
Encyclopedia (published 1929–1939). 

Besides Marxist dialectics, Lunacharsky had been interested in philosophy since 
he was a student. For instance, he was fond of the ideas of Johann Gottlieb Fichte, 
Frederich Nietzsche and Richard Avenarius. He could read six modern languages and 
two dead ones. He corresponded with H. G. Wells, Bernard Shaw and Romain Rolland. 
He met numerous other famous cultural figures such as Rabindranath Tagore and 
Nicholas Roerich. He once described Nadezhda Krupskaya as the "soul of Narkompros". 

Lunacharsky wrote literary essays on the works of several writers, including 
Alexander Pushkin, George Bernard Shaw and Marcel Proust. His memoirs, 
Revolutionary Silhouettes, describes his general impressions of Lenin, Trotsky and eight 
other revolutionaries. 

From 1930 to 1932, Lunacharsky represented the Soviet Union at the League of 
Nations. In 1933, he was appointed ambassador to Spain, a post he never assumed as he 
died en route. During the Great Purge of 1936-1938, Lunacharsky's name was erased 
from the Communist Party's history and his memoirs were banned. A revival came in the 
late 1950s and 1960s, with a surge of memoirs about Lunacharsky and many streets and 
organizations named or renamed in his honor. During that era, Lunacharsky was viewed 
by the Soviet intelligentsia as an educated, refined and tolerant Soviet politician.294  
 
 

(p. 205) Henry Edward Manning (1808 – 1892) was an English prelate of the 
Roman Catholic church, and the second Archbishop of Westminster from 1865 until his 
death in 1892. In 1832 he received ordination as a deacon in the Church of England. He 
married in 1833 and his wife died of consumption in 1837 without children. Manning's 
theology assumed an increasingly High Church character. In 1838 he paid his first visit to 
Rome and called on Nicholas Wiseman in company with Gladstone. In 1842 he published 
a treatise on The Unity of the Church. 

 Manning's belief in Anglicanism ended in 1850 when, in the so-called Gorham 
judgment, the Privy Council ordered the Church of England to institute an evangelical 

294See “Anatoly Lunacharsky,” Wikipedia. 
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cleric who denied that the sacrament of baptism had an objective effect of baptismal 
regeneration. The denial of the objective effect of the sacraments was to Manning and 
many others a grave heresy, contradicting the clear tradition of the Christian Church from 
the Fathers of the Church on. That a civil and secular court had the power to force the 
Church of England to accept someone with such an unorthodox opinion proved to him 
that, far from being a divinely created institution, that church was merely a man-made 
creation of the English Parliament. 

The following year Manning was received into the Catholic Church and was 
ordained a Catholic priest. He served as Provost of the Cathedral Chapter under Cardinal 
Wiseman. In 1865 he was appointed Archbishop of Westminster and in 1875 he was 
created a Cardinal. His warm relations with Pope Pius IX and his ultramontane views 
gained him the trust of the Vatican. He was a strong supporter of the doctrine of papal 
infallibility, unlike Cardinal Newman who believed the doctrine but thought it might not 
be prudent to define it formally at the time.  

Later Manning supported the social justice teachings of Leo XIII’s encyclical 
Rerum novarum. He did not support enfranchising women. He wrote that women should 
“resist by a stern moral refusal, the immodesty which would thrust women from their 
private life of dignity and supremacy into the public conflicts of men.” In 1883 he 
published The Eternal Priesthood, which defended an elevated idea of the priesthood as, 
"in and of itself, an outstanding way to perfection, and even a 'state of perfection'". He 
argued for a rigorous conception of the moral duties of the office, stressing the social 
function of the priest, who must be more to his community than a dispenser of the 
sacraments.295 

 
(pp.  76, 229) Georges Marchais (1920 –1997) was the head of the French 

Communist Party (P.C.F.) from 1972 to 1994 and a candidate in the French presidential 
elections of 1981. Born into a Catholic family, he became a mechanic, just before the 
beginning of World War II, with the Société Nationale d'Étude et de Construction de 
Moteurs d'Aviation. After the fall of France, he went to Nazi Germany to work in the 
Messerschmitt aircraft manufacturing plant. He returned to France in May 1943 with 
forged documents. In 1946, he became secretary of the metalworkers' trade union in Issy-
les-Moulineaux (Paris), and advanced in the Confédération générale du travail in his 
commune from 1951, becoming secretary of the Seine Metallurgical Workers' Union 
Federation from 1953 to 1956. 

Marchais joined the Communist Party in 1947. In 1956, he was appointed a 
member of the extended Central Committee and lead the South-Seine P.C.F. local 
federation, in the bastion of Maurice Thorez, the historical leader of the Party. Three 
years later, he became a full member of the Central Committee and of the Politburo. His 
lightning promotion was explained by his worker origins and his devotion to Thorez. 
Indeed, he was part of the young guard of the General Secretary which participated to the 
strengthening of Maurice Thorez's leadership, which was covertly disputed by some 
members of the Politburo (Laurent Casanova and Marcel Servin). In 1961, after the 
ousting of these, he was nominated secretary for organization. Then, he supported the 
new General Secretary Waldeck Rochet and in his policy of conciliation with the other 

295See “Henry Edward Manning,” Wikipedia. 
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left-wing parties. In reaction to the riots of May 1968, in a controversial article published 
in the party's paper L'Humanité, Marchais showed his contempt for Daniel Cohn-Bendit 
by calling him a "German anarchist". He accused some students of being "false 
revolutionaries" coming from the bourgeoisie. From then on, he was one of the 
personalities intervening in the media in the name of the P.C.F. 

In 1972 Marchais became General Secretary of the P.C.F. At first, he pursued the 
policy of his predecessor in favour of the "Union of the Left". In this, the P.C.F. sided 
with François Mitterrand (PS)'s candidacy in the 1974 presidential election. At the 
beginning of his mandate of General Secretary, the P.C.F. scored around 20% in the 
elections. But in mid-1970s, it lost its place of "first left-wing party" to François 
Mitterrand's Socialist Party. At the beginning, he supported reforms in the party, which 
participated to Eurocommunism with the Italian Communist Party of Enrico Berlinguer 
and the Spanish Communist Party of Santiago Carrillo and renounced the notion of a 
dictatorship of the proletariat (22nd congress, 1976). At first, he was faced with the 
reproaches of Soviet leaders. Then, faced with electoral growing of the P.S. at the 
expense of his party, he imposed a re-alignment on the Soviet Union at the end of the 
1970s. The left-wing parties failed to update their Common Programme and lost the 1978 
legislative election, even though they were leading in the polls. Outside and inside the 
party, he was accused of being responsible for this defeat. One year later, he supported 
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (1979), judged the Communist governments "fairly 
positive", and criticized the "right-wing drift" of the Socialist Party. In the 1981 
presidential election, he came fourth in the first round, with 15% of votes, thereafter 
endorsing Mitterrand, who won the second round. He negotiated the entry of four P.C.F.'s 
politician in the cabinet of Prime Minister Pierre Mauroy. 

In 1984, after President Mitterrand renounced the left's Common Programme and 
the electoral sanction in the European Parliament election (only 11% of votes) the 
P.C.F.'s ministers resigned from the cabinet. An electoral decline ensued and Marchais 
faced internal dissent from figures such as Pierre Juquin, Claude Poperen and former 
ministers as Charles Fiterman. Indeed, some party members, notably among the locally 
elected, accused him of leading a suicidal strategy. He accused them of plotting with 
Mitterrand in order to dissolve the P.C.F. in Social Democracy. He let André Lajoinie, 
leader of the Communist group in the French National Assembly, represent the party in 
the 1988 presidential election. He was reserved about perestroika. Unlike the Italian 
Communists, he refused to change the name of the French party after the collapse of the 
Soviet bloc. 

In 1994, at the 28th Congress of the P.C.F., Marchais ceded his place as General 
Secretary to Robert Hue, although he maintained his titular role as a member of the 
Politburo - now significantly renamed the National Office. The same year, he became 
President of the P.C.F. Comité pour la défense des libertés et droits de l'homme en 
France et dans le monde ("Committee for the defense of human liberties and rights in 
France and throughout the world"). He criticized the renovation of the party under his 
successor. He died in 1997.296 

 

296See “Georges Marchais,” Wikipedia. 
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(p. 227) Karl Marx (1818 –1883) was a German socialist revolutionary. Due to 
his political publications, he became stateless and lived in exile with his wife and 
children in London for decades, where he continued to develop his thought in 
collaboration with German thinker Friedrich Engels and publish his writings, researching 
in the reading room of the British Museum. His best-known titles are the 1848 pamphlet, 
The Communist Manifesto, and the three-volume Das Kapital (1867–1883). His political 
and philosophical thought had much influence on subsequent intellectual, economic and 
political history, and his name has been used as an adjective, a noun and a school of 
social theory.297 

 
(p. 205) Désiré Mercier (1851 – 1926) was a Belgian cardinal and Thomist 

scholar. He taught at Louvain's Catholic university from 1882 until 1905. In 1894 he 
founded the Revue Néoscholastique which emphasized Neo-Thomist scholarship. Several 
of his works translated into other European languages, including Les origines de la 
psychologie contemporaine (1897). During the modernist controversy, he was said to be 
both progressive and antimoderist. He sought to assess the compatibility of Thomistic 
philosophy with rapidly developing scientific knowledge. He protected scholars at 
Louvain, such as Bollandist Hippolyte Delehaye, from accusations of "Modernism" and 
prevented Albin van Hoonacker's Les douze petits prophètes traduits et commentés ("The 
twelve minor prophets translated and annotated") from being placed on the Index. 

In 1906 Mercier was appointed as Archbishop of Mechelen, serving until his 
death. He contributed to the resistance against the German occupation of 1914–1918 
during the Great War. From 1921 to 1926 he held regular meetings, known as 
Conversations of Mechelen, with Anglican theologians, notably Charles Wood, 2nd 
Viscount Halifax, foreshadowing the Church's future dialogue. Anglicanism, he believed, 
must be "united, not absorbed." As mentioned in the note on Fernand Portal in the 
Glossary, the encyclical Mortalium Animos (1928) eventually blocked this ecumenical 
enterprise on the Catholic side.298 

 
(pp. 27, 234) Molière was the stage name of Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (1622 - 

1673). He was a French playwright, actor and poet. Born into a prosperous family and 
having studied at the Collège de Clermont (now Lycée Louis-le-Grand), he then spent 
thirteen years as an itinerant actor while also writing, in which he combined Commedia 
dell'arte elements with French comedy. 

Through the patronage of aristocrats including Philippe I, Duke of Orléans—the 
brother of Louis XIV—Molière was granted the use of the salle du Petit-Bourbon near 

297Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, Collected works (New York: International 
Publishers, 1975 2004), 50 vols.; online through subscribing libraries, in the "Social 
Theory" collection published by Alexander Street Press in collaboration with the 
University of Chicago. The Russian language version of the Collected Works is available 
at Карл Маркс, Фридрих Энгельс.Полное собрание сочинений (Мосow: Government 
Publishing House of Political Literature, 1955-1974), online at the Russian State Library, 
https://www.informaxinc.ru/lib/marx/01.html or  Marxist.org, 
https://www.marxists.org/russkij/marx/cw/. 

298See “Désiré Mercier,” Wikipedia. 
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the Louvre, a spacious room appointed for theatrical performances. Later, he received the 
use of the theatre in the Palais-Royal. In both locations he found success among Parisians 
with plays such as The Affected Ladies, The School for Husbands and The School for 
Wives. This royal favour brought a royal pension to his troupe and the title Troupe du Roi 
("The King's Troupe").  

Despite the court patronage, Molière's satires attracted criticism from churchmen. 
For Tartuffe's impiety, the Catholic Church denounced this study of religious hypocrisy 
followed by the Parliament's ban, while Don Juan was withdrawn and never restaged by 
Molière. His hard work in so many theatrical capacities took its toll on his health and, by 
1667, he was forced to take a break from the stage. In 1673, during a production of his 
final play, The Imaginary Invalid, he who suffered from pulmonary tuberculosis, was 
seized by a coughing fit and a haemorrhage while playing the hypochondriac Argan. He 
finished the performance but collapsed again and died a few hours later.299 

 
 
(p. 222) Gaston Monmousseau (1883 - 1960) was a French railway worker, trade 

union leader, politician and author, from a rural working-class background. He became 
an anarcho-syndicalist, then a communist, and played a leading role in the French 
Communist Party and in the national trade union movement both before and after World 
War II (1939–45). In his autobiography he describes himself as coming from a family of 
serfs attached to the Duke of Luynes. His grandfather was a Republican during the 
Second French Empire and his father was a radical after the Paris Commune, then a 
socialist against the decay of radicalism, and then a communist against the decay of 
socialism. 

After leaving school Monmousseau apprenticed with a carpenter. Although he 
had no more than elementary education, he later managed to teach himself to write and 
speak effectively. After his military service Monmousseau joined the state railway in 
Paris in 1910. He became an anarcho-syndicalist, and was active in the railway workers' 
union. In January 1913 he organized an anti-militarist rally in a hotel in Azay-sur-Cher. 
During World War I (1914–18) he worked on railway maintenance. He was enthusiastic 
about the 1917 October Revolution in Russia. This gave him an enduring internationalist 
and pacifist outlook. He wrote later: 

    If someone had said to us at that moment, "You are blindly following 
Lenin," they would have been saying only the strict truth. But if they had 
added, "You are merely adoring the Leninist deity," we would have 
responded in all simplicity, "We do not know exactly what Leninism is, 
but we love and follow Lenin because he is the leader of the Socialist 
Revolution, and we are revolutionaries. " 
At the first postwar congress of the General Confederation of Labor (C.G.T: 

Confédération générale du travail), held in September 1919, Monmousseau was among 
the leaders of the minority, with Pierre Monatte, Raymond Péricat and Joseph Tommasi. 
This group denounced the C.G.T. membership in the Amsterdam International of Labor 
Unions, and said the C.G.T. majority had broken with the principles of syndicalism and 
lost faith in revolution by dealing with the government. The minority wanted the C.G.T. 

299See “Molière,” Wikipedia. 
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to join the Communist International, sixteen power and establish a dictatorship of the 
proletariat. They led a committee of 26 minority unions that was formed in October 1919, 
later named the Comité Syndicaliste Révolutionnaire (C.S.T.). In April 1920 
Monmousseau was elected propaganda secretary for the railway workers federation and 
was arrested, along with Souvarine and Monatte, for plotting against state security. He 
was released in February 1921.  

Monmousseau was secretary-general of the Association of Trade Unions of the 
Paris district from 1921 to 1922. In January 1922 he replaced Pierre Monatte in running 
La Vie Ouvrière. He would be director of this journal until 1960. As a member of the 
anarcho-syndicalist minority of the C.G.T., Monmousseau became General Secretary of 
the United General Confederation of Labor (C.G.T.U.: Confédération Générale du 
Travail Unitaire) after the split between C.G.T. reformists and revolutionaries, a position 
he held until 1933. In November 1922 he represented the C.G.T.U. at the second 
congress of the Red International of Trade Unions (Profintern) in Moscow. He met 
Vladimir Lenin, and according to his memoirs was greatly impressed. In January 1923 he 
participated in the International Congress on "Imperialism and War" organized against 
the occupation of the Ruhr by French troops. He was imprisoned until May 1923. In 
August 1924 he participated in the third Profintern congress in Moscow. 

Monmousseau was pragmatic, and although he did not abandon his syndicalist 
beliefs, he could accept the need for a strong, repressive state to steer the revolution. He 
joined the French Communist Party in 1925. He was a member of the French party's 
Central Committee from 1926 to 1945, and a member of the Profintern Executive 
Committee from 1926 to 1937. He was jailed in 1927 for organizing strikes against the 
war in Morocco. After his release, on October 5, 1927 he married Marcelle Louise Alice 
Legendre in Courçay, Indre-et-Loire. In September 1929, as a deputy member of the 
Comintern Executive Committee, he was charged with plotting against state security and 
imprisoned until May 1930. He was jailed again in April 1931, and held for four months. 
In 1932 he visited Moscow where he worked in the Profintern secretariat. He was a 
member of the Politburo of the Communist Party from 1932 to 1945. In 1935 he was 
elected to the International Control Commission at the Seventh Congress of the 
Comintern. 

In 1936 Monmousseau participated in bringing the C.G.T.U. back into the 
reunified C.G.T. In April 1936 he was elected a deputy for the Seine in the first round of 
voting. He sat with the Communist group, and was mainly involved in social laws. The 
French Communist Party was dissolved in 1939 and he went underground. He was 
convicted in absentia and lost his position as deputy. During World War II (1939–45) he 
was an organizer of the French Resistance. His only son died in a concentration camp at 
Dachau.  

After the Liberation of Paris Monmousseau was appointed one of the twelve 
members of the Confederal Bureau of the C.G.T. in September 1944. The priority after 
the war was reconstruction. The three parties that governed France after until mid-1947 
were the Socialists, the Catholic Popular Republican Movement and the Communists. 
The Communists soon showed they were strongest, and promoted cooperation in 
reconstruction. Monmousseau told the Paris region convention of the C.G.T. in 1946, 
"Yesterday we were in the opposition, and we could permit ourselves some vagaries. 
Today it is the trusts who are opposition, and we who bear the responsibilities." In 1952 
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the National Committee of the Communist Party decided to turn their weekly Le Peuple 
into a bimonthly journal, and to make La Vie Ouvrière their official organ. 
Monmousseau, who directed the Vie Ouvrière, was delighted. By this time his paper had 
become a strident and polemical sheet that had abandoned all pretense of concern with 
morality and individual dignity. From 1956 to 1960 Monmousseau was again a member 
of the Central Committee of the French Communist Party. He died in Paris at aged 77. 
See the “Gaston Monmousseau,” articles in Wikipedia and the Great Soviet 
Encyclopedia; Thomas Beaumont, Fellow travellers: Communist Trade Unionism and 
Industrial Relations on the French Railways, 1914-1939 (Liverpool: Liverpool 
University Press, 2019), chapter 3 (Railway Workers and the Communist Choice). 

 
 
(p. 205) Charles de Montalembert (1810 – 1870) was a member of the French 

peerage and representative of Liberal Catholicism. In 1819 he attended the Lycée 
Bourbon and then the Collège Sainte-Barbe in Paris. He was a Liberal, in the English 
sense, and disagreed with the new regime that came to power in 1830 only on the 
religious question. He approved of the policy of the golden mean represented by Louis 
Philippe. He wished to see the Church free from state control and attacked the monopoly 
of public instruction by which the monarchy fortified its position. This latter scheme first 
brought Montalembert to public attention when he was formally charged with unlicensed 
teaching. As he belonged to the nobility, he claimed the right of trial by his peers and 
made a notable defence with a deliberate intention of protest in 1832. 

On the other hand, he thought that the Church should not obstinately oppose new 
ideas. He had eagerly entered into the plans of his friends, Lamennais and Lacordaire, 
and he collaborated with them in the newspaper, L'Avenir ("The Future"). He especially 
distinguished himself in "L'Avenir" by his campaigns in favour of freedom for Ireland 
and Poland, and for these he received the congratulations of Victor Hugo and Alfred de 
Vigny. In 1831 he thought of going to Poland and joining the insurgents there. He was 
instrumental in setting up the Polish Library in Paris and its associated literary society for 
the Great Emigration into France. 

The Ultramontane party was roused by the boldness of Montalembert and his two 
friends who then left for Rome. They failed to win any mitigation of the measures which 
the Roman curia took against L'Avenir. Its doctrines were condemned in two encyclicals, 
Mirari vos in 1832 and Singulari Nos in 1834, and Montalembert submitted. In 1835 he 
took his seat in the Chamber of Peers, and his competence soon made him famous. He 
clung to his early liberalism, and in 1848 saw the end of a government towards which he 
had always been hostile. In 1848 he was elected to the Chamber of Deputies. He was at 
first inclined to support Napoleon III, but was soon alienated by his policy. 

Montalembert remained in the Chamber until 1857, when he was obliged to retire 
to private life. He was still recognised as a formidable opponent of the Empire. 
Meanwhile his Liberal ideas had made him some irreconcilable enemies among the 
Ultramontanists. Louis Veuillot, in his paper, L'Univers religieux, opposed him. In 1855 
Montalembert answered them by reviving a review which had for some time ceased 
publication, Le Correspondant. This he used to fight the party of Veuillot and the far-left 
Liberals of the Revue des deux mondes.  
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At a Catholic congress in Malines, Belgium in 1863, Montalembert gave two long 
addresses on Catholic Liberalism. He was also a staunch supporter of the independence 
of education from the state. He stated:  

I do not want to be constrained by the state to believe what it believes to be true, 
because the State is not the judge of truth. However the State is bound to protect me in 
the practice of the truth that I choose, that is to say, the exercise of the religion that I 
profess This is what constitutes religious freedom in the modern state, which the free 
state is bound to respect and guarantee, not only for each citizen in particular, but for 
groups of citizens joined together to profess and propagate their belief, that is to say, for 
corporation, for associations, and for churches. 

Montalembert’s first historical work was La Vie de Ste Elisabeth de Hongrie 
(1836). It was later translated to English as Life of Saint Elizabeth of Hungary duchess of 
Thuringia (New York Longmans: Green, and Co., 1904). 493 pp. It was said to be not so 
much a history as a religious manifesto, which did much to restore the position of 
hagiography. It met with great success, but Montalembert was not elected a member of 
the Académie française until 1851, after the fall of the July monarchy of 1830.300 

 
(pp. 133, 240) Thomas More (1478–1535) was the Lord High Chancellor of 

England from 1529 to 1532. From 1492 to 1494, he studied at Oxford University; he 
joined a circle known as the Oxford reformers, whose members included J. Colet, T. 
Linacre, and W. Grocyn. He studied English common law at Lincoln’s Inn from 1496 to 
1501. At the end of the 1490’s he met Erasmus of Rotterdam, who became one of his 
closest friends. Erasmus’ Praise of Folly was written in More’s home and dedicated to 
him. 

In 1504, More became a representative of the London merchant class in 
Parliament. Because he expressed his opposition to Henry VII’s arbitrary tax policy, he 
fell into disgrace. With the accession of Henry VIII to the throne in 1509, he resumed his 
political career, becoming undersheriff of London in 1510 and a member of the king’s 
council in 1518. He was chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster from 1525 to 1529. 

More was praised by Marx and Engels, and the Soviet Union in the early 
twentieth century honored him for the communist attitude toward property rights 
expressed in Utopia, which he published in 1516. It is about the political system of an 
imaginary, ideal island nation. Karl Marx in volume one of Capital quotes passages from 
it in two footnotes and one passing reference. His quotes deal with the dispossession of 
tenant farners in the 1500s by landlords. The landlords found that they could make more 
profit by raising sheep on the land, than by allowing tenants to farm the land. Utopia 
attacked this development. Its critique is voiced by More’s character, the traveler, 
Raphael Hythlodaeus. 

In one of the quotes Marx argues that the traveler’s critique of “dispeopling” 
enclosures was evidence of “the impressions made on contemporaries by the revolutions 
in the relations of production.” More text stated: 

300See “Charles de Montalembert,” Wikipedia. 
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Your sheep that were wont to be so meek and tame, and so small eaters, 
now, as I hear say, become so great devourers and so wild that they eat up, 
and swallow down, the very men themselves.301 
At another point Marx discusses at length and quotes the poverty into which the 

farmers were cast, as set forth by More: 
Therefore [lords] enclose many thousand acres of ground together 

within one pale or hedge, the husbandman be thrust out, or else either by 
conveyance and fraud, or by violent oppression they be put besides it, or 
by wrongs and injuries they be so wearied that they be compelled to sell 
all: by one means, therefore, or by other, either by hook or crook they 
must needs depart away, poor, wretched souls, men, women, husbands, 
wives, fatherless children, widows, woeful mothers with their young 
babes, and their whole household small in substance, and much in number, 
as husbandry required many hands.  

Away they trudge, I say, out of their known accustomed houses, 
finding no place to rest in. All their household stuff, which is very little 
worth, though it might well abide the sale: yet being suddenly thrust out, 
they be constrained to sell it for a thing of naught. And when they have 
wandered abroad till that be spent, when they cannot sell they then steal, 
and then justly be hanged, or else go about begging. And yet then also 
they be caste in prison as vagabonds, because they go about and work not: 
whom no man will set a work though they never so willingly proffer 
themselves thereto.” 

Of these poor fugitives of whom Thomas More says that they were 
forced to thieve, “7,200 great and petty thieves were put to death,” in the 
reign of Henry VIII. In Elizabeth’s time, “rogues were trussed up apace, 
and that there was not one year commonly wherein three or four hundred 
were not devoured and eaten up by the gallowes. In one year, 40 persons 
were executed, 35 robbers burnt in the hand, 37 whipped, and 183 
discharged as “incorrigible vagabonds.” Nevertheless, this large number of 
prisoners does not comprise even a fifth of the actual criminals, thanks to 
the negligence of the justices and the foolish compassion of the people; 
and the other counties of England were not better off in this respect than 
Somersetshire, while some were even worse.302 

301Thomas More, quoted by Karl Marx in “Expropriation of the Agricultural 
Population From the Land,” Capital: A Critique of Political Economy: Volume 1: The 
Process of Production of Capital, from the 3d German ed. by Samuel Moore and Edward 
Aveling, ed. Frederick Engels (Moscow: Progress Publishers [1867, 1887), 1967), 927 
pp., chapter 27, p. 517, note 4; online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/download/pdf/Capital-Volume-I.pdf.  

302Marx, “Bloody Legislation Against the Expropriated, from the End of the 15th 
Century. Forcing Down of Wages by Acts of Parliament,” ibid. chapter 28, p. 526, note 
2; see also, Mikhail Alekseev (Михаи́л Па́влович Алексе́ев, 1896-1981), Славянские 
источники «Утопии» Томаса Мора (Slavianskie istochniki “Utopii” T. Mora, The 
Slavic Sources of Thomas More's Utopia (Moscow: Publishing house of the Academy of 
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In addition to his legal and literary activity, More opposed the Protestant 
Reformation, directing polemics against the theology of Martin Luther, John Calvin and 
William Tyndale. He also opposed King Henry VIII's separation from the Catholic 
Church, refusing to acknowledge Henry as Supreme Head of the Church of England and 
the annulment of his marriage to Catherine of Aragon. After refusing to take the Oath of 
Supremacy, he was convicted of treason and executed.303 

 
 
(p. 222) Gilbert Mury (1920 – 1975) was a philosopher and politician. He joined 

the Resistance after becoming a member of the P.C.F. in the early 1940s when he was a 
supervisor at Stanislas College, a Catholic school in Paris. After the Liberation he 
collaborated in the communist press, including the weekly Action, then in the daily 
foreign policy section of the daily Ce soir (This Evening) until 1953. Known for his 
Stalinist convictions within the communist party, he became a specialist in questions 
about religion; in addition, he held the post of secretary of the Center for Marxist Studies 
and Research headed at the time by Roger Garaudy. 

At the same time, Mury continued his career as a professor of philosophy and his 
work in sociology: he taught in particular as a lecturer at the University of Bordeaux in 
the 1960s, a position from which he would be excluded. He broke with the P.C.F. in 1966 
and actively participated in the Maoist movement, getting involved more particularly in 
the promotion of the policy implemented in Albania by Enver Hoxha. Excluded from the 
Parti communiste marxiste-léniniste de France (P.C.M.L.F.) in February 1970 with other 
members of the political office of the organization, including Raymond Casas, he was 
associated with the founding of the group and the newspaper Le Travailleur, one of the 
three structures resulting from the breakup of the party created in December 1967 during 
the congress held in Puyricard.  

Among his publications were  
L'Homme, a-t-il créé Dieu à son image?by Jean Magne [et al. Introduction by 

Gilbert Mury] (Paris: Éditions de l'Union rationaliste, 1964), 311 p. 
Christianisme primitif et monde moderne (Primitive Christianity and the Modern 

World) (Paris: La Palatine, 1966), 199 p. 
Dialogue: Catholiques, un marxiste répond à vos questions. (Texte complet, revue 

et corrigé par l'auteur du débat qui a suivi [l'] exposé, Christianisme primitif et 
humanisme moderne) (Bruxelles: Cercle d'éducation populaire, 1966), 62 p. 

Albanie, terre de l'homme nouveau (Albania, land of the new man) (Paris: F. 
Maspero, 1970), 175 p. 

Un marxiste peut-il comprendre Pascal? (Can a Marxist Understand Pascal?) 
(Paris: Centre d'études et de recherches marxistes, 1960), 28 p. 

Essor et déclin du catholicisme français (The rise and fall of French Catholicism) 
(Paris: Éditions Sociales, 1960), pp. 317. 

Sciences of the USSR, 1955), 118p., online at http://books.e-heritage.ru/book/10084598 
(in Russian). 

303See “Thomas More,” Wikipedia. 
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Note sur la grâce dans la théologie de Luther (Note on grace in Luther's 
theology) (Paris: Centre d'études et de recherches marxistes, 1964), OCLC 943908932, 
pp. 25. 

Le Sang ouvrier : les accidents du travail (Paris: Éditions du Cerf, 1974) 84 p. 
Les jeunes de la rue : ce qu'ils disent de leur vie quotidienne, famille, travail, 

violence, sexualité, drogue (Toulouse: Privat, c1977), 233 p. 
 
 
(p. 205) John Henry Newman (1801 – 1890) was an English theologian, first as 

an Anglican priest and later a Catholic priest and cardinal. Originally he was an 
evangelical Oxford University academic and priest in the Church of England. In 1816 
during his last year at school, he had converted to Evangelical Christianity, which he 
described as a Calvinist saving of his soul. Later he came to see Evangelicalism, with its 
emphasis on religious feeling and on the Reformation doctrine of justification by faith 
alone, as a Trojan horse for an undogmatic religious individualism that ignored the 
Church's role in the transmission of revealed truth, and that must lead inexorably to 
subjectivism and skepticism.  

Newman became drawn to the high-church tradition of Anglicanism and was a 
leader of the Oxford Movement. This was a grouping of Anglicans who wished to return 
to the Church of England many Catholic beliefs and liturgical rituals from before the 
English Reformation. In this, the movement had some success. While local secretary of 
the Church Missionary Society in 1830, he circulated a letter suggesting a method by 
which Anglican clergy could oust Nonconformists from control of the society. This 
resulted in his being dismissed from the post.  

In 1839 Newman’s study of monophysitism caused him to doubt whether 
Anglican theology was consistent with the principles of ecclesiastical authority which he 
had come to accept. He read Nicholas Wiseman's article in the Dublin Review on "The 
Anglican Claim", which quoted Augustine of Hippo against the Donatists, "securus 
judicat orbis terrarum" ("the verdict of the world is conclusive"). Newman later wrote of 
his reaction, “by those great words of the ancient Father, interpreting and summing up the 
long and varied course of ecclesiastical history, the theology of the Via Media was 
absolutely pulverised.” (Apologia, part 5) 

In 1845 Newman, joined by some of his followers, officially left the Church of 
England and his teaching post at Oxford University and was received into the Catholic 
Church. He was quickly ordained as a priest and continued as a religious leader, based in 
Birmingham.  

One of his thelogical writings made at the time of his conversion deal with the 
“developmentof doctrine,” which was used to describe to describe the way Catholic 
teaching has become more detailed and explicit over the centuries, while later statements 
of doctrine remained consistent with earlier statements. The term was introduced in 
Newman's 1845 book An Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine. He used the 
idea of development of doctrine to defend Catholic teaching from attacks by some 
Anglicans and other Protestants, who saw certain elements in Catholic teaching as 
corruptions or innovations. He relied on an extensive study of early Church Fathers in 
tracing the elaboration or development of doctrine which he argued was in some way 
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implicitly present in the Divine Revelation in Sacred Scripture and Tradition which was 
present from the beginnings of the Church.  

Newman argued that various Catholic doctrines not accepted by Protestants, such 
as devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary, or Purgatory, had a developmental history 
analogous to doctrines that were accepted by Protestants, such as the Trinity or the 
divinity and humanity of Christ. Such developments were, in his view, the natural and 
beneficial consequences of reason working on the original revealed truth to draw out 
consequences that were not obvious at first. This thinking of Newman had a major impact 
on the Bishops at the Second Vatican Council, and appears in their statement that ″the 
understanding of the things and words handed down grows, through the contemplation 
and study of believers, ... (which) tends continually towards the fullness of divine truth." 
(Constitution on Revelation, article 8).  

Those who advocate development of doctrine seek to distinguish themselves from 
the notion of evolution of dogmas. This view, mixed in with philosophical currents such 
as vitalism, immanentism and historicism, was claimed to be part of the modernist 
controversy during the papacy of Pius X, and was condemned in the encyclical Pascendi 
dominici gregis. Modernist intellectuals such as George Tyrrell and Alfred Loisy cited 
the influence of Newman's ideas on their thinking, but their goal was not, according to 
their conservative critics, to understand the ancient roots of Church doctrine but to make 
it change meaning, according to their own ideas in the liberal spirit of the times. 

Many Protestants believe in doctrinal development and see the Reformation itself 
as an example of it. Theologian Philip Schaff described the Reformation as "the 
legitimate offspring, the greatest act of the Catholic Church". Eastern Orthodox 
theologians reject the concept of doctrinal development outright, instead arguing that the 
entire deposit of faith has been present in the Church from the very beginning, and has 
never changed. However, authors such as Daniel Lattier have argued that some older 
Eastern Orthodox thinkers did not reject the concept outright, and that Eastern Orthodoxy 
may allow a form of doctrinal development, albeit more limited than Western forms. 

In 1879, he was created a cardinal by Pope Leo XIII in recognition of his services 
to the cause of the Catholic Church in England. He was instrumental in the founding of 
the Catholic University of Ireland (C.U.I) in 1854, although he had left Dublin by 1859. 
C.U.I. in time evolved into University College Dublin, a college of Ireland's largest 
university, the National University of Ireland. Newman was also a literary figure; his 
major writings include his autobiography Apologia Pro Vita Sua (1865–1866) and the 
Grammar of Assent (1870).304 

 
 
 
(p. 210) (1625 – 1695) Pierre Nicole was a French Jansenists. He went to Paris in 

1642 to study theology and entered into relations with the Jansenist community at Port-
Royal. Some scruple of conscience forbade him to proceed to the priesthood, and he 
remained throughout life a "clerk in minor orders." In collaboration with Antoine 
Arnauld he was general editor of the controversial literature put forth by the Jansenists.  

304See the articles Wikipedia on “John Henry Newman” and on “Development of 
doctrine,”Wikipedia. 
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He had a large share in collecting the materials for Pascal's Provincial Letters 
(1656); in 1658 he translated the Letters into Latin, under the pseudonym of Nicholas 
Wendrock. In 1662 he coauthored the very successful Port-Royal Logic with Antoine 
Arnauld, based on a Cartesian reading of Aristotelian logic. In 1664 he himself began a 
series of letters, Les Imaginaires, intended to show that the heretical opinions commonly 
ascribed to the Jansenists really existed only in the imagination of the Jesuits. 

Nicole’s letters being attacked by Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin, a poet who liked the 
Jesuits, he replied to him in another series of letters, Les Visionnaires (1666). In the 
course of these he observed that poets and dramatists were no better than "public 
poisoners.” About the same time Nicole became involved in a controversy about 
transubstantiation with the Huguenot Claude; out of this grew a massive work, La 
Perpétuité de la foi de l'Église catholique touchant l'eucharistie (1669), the joint effort of 
Nicole and Antoine Arnauld. 

Nicole's most popular production was his Essais de morale, a series of short 
discussions on practical Christianity. The first volume was published in 1671, and was 
followed at irregular intervals by others; altogether the series numbers fourteen volumes. 
In 1679, on the renewal of the persecution of the Jansenists, Nicole was forced to flee to 
Belgium in company with Arnauld. But the two soon parted. Nicole was elderly and in 
poor health; the life of a fugitive was not to his taste, and he complained that he wanted 
rest. "Rest," answered Arnauld, "when you have eternity to rest in!" In 1683 Nicole made 
a rather ambiguous peace with the authorities, and was allowed to come back to Paris.  

Nicole put the position of the Jansenist world before the public and was 
appreciated by those such as Marie de Rabutin-Chantal, marquise de Sévigné (1626 –
1696) one of the leaders of French 17th-century literature. In her view there is much solid 
sense and practical knowledge of human nature to be found in the Essais de morale.305 
 
 
 
 

(p. 188) Joseph “Joë” Nordmann (1910 – 2005) was a Jewish communist 
lawyer. In his second year of law school, he and a friend decided to go to work in a 
factory during the Easter holidays.They succeeded in getting hired thanks to the 
recommendation of Marc Sangnier, director of the Sillon whom his comrade knew. This 
first experience of the working world left a mixed feeling for the young lawyer, who 
admitted that he had not managed to really make contact with his colleagues, but took 
membership in the communist union (C.G.T.). 

In 1928, he moved to Paris to continue studying law and frequented the 
neighborhood youth association, La maison pour tous (house for all), run by a group of 
social Catholics from Scouting. As a student, he developed a great interest in 
international relations issues, and joined the Association for the League of Nations. Once 

305See “Pierre Nicole,” Wikipedia. Among the abridged editions of Essais de 
morale are: Pierre Nicole, Three of the Essais of Pierre Nicole in French and English 
(trans. John Locke), ed. Jean S. Yolton, Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2000), 266 pp.; 
Nicole, Essais de morale / Pierre Nicole (ed. Laurent Thirouin, Paris: Presses 
universitaires de France, 1999), 440 p. 
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he obtained his law license, he took a vacation to German and saw the rise of Nazism. He 
also went to Moscow. This brief journey confronted him with an unknown universe, 
particularly on the occasion of the May Day celebrations, and he met young Communist 
activists on this occasion. 

Nordmann completed his lawyer's internship in the father's office in Mulhouse, 
and began his career making his first pleadings in the Assisi Court at the age of nineteen. 
Nevertheless, he pursued the idea of setting up on his own account and, made aware of 
the problem of young delinquents as much by his experience as a young lawyer as by a 
meeting with a German magistrate, he intended to settle in Belleville, which was a 
working class neighborhood, once registered with the Bar of Paris. In 1930 he became a 
student at the Workers' University of the Communist Party alongside a member of the 
"Maison pour tous.” 

In the 1930s Nordmann got to know Georges Pitard, a lawyer member of the 
Secours Rouge International and began to carry out missions for this organization, 
notably in Germany. He thus went to Berlin during the summer of 1933 to learn about the 
many trials launched by the anti-communist offensive launched after the Reichstag fire. 
He found there former lawyer friends, in particular a young magistrate, met during his 
previous trip, who described to him the Hitlerization of law and justice, whose basic 
principle was henceforth "Recht ist was der Führer will" (the right is what the chef 
wants). He notably attended the trial of communist militants in Neukoln, which was the 
district in Berlin controlled by the Communist Party of Germany (Kommunistische Partei 
Deutschlands, KPD) headed by Ernst Thälmann. 

Back in Paris, he joined the International Legal Association (A.J.I.) and met 
Marcel Willard, a lawyer for Dimitrov. He then joined the communist party and met 
Jacques Duclos, who advised him to remain discreet about his recent membership in 
order not to compromise his professional career. Between 1934 and 1939, Nordmann 
continued his activities with the party and the A.J.I. He went for the latter in 1936 to 
Hamburg to support Edgar André, communist leader of the city's sailors and dockers. In 
Romania and Greece accompanied by the Belgian lawyer Henri Buisseret and the writer 
Renaud de Jouvenel, he did a report on the repression undergone by the communist 
militants in these two countries and the conditions of detention of the political prisoners. 
In 1937, he was again sent as a judicial observer to Germany, noting the growing 
Nazification of Justice. He also made a trip to London to gain the support of British 
politicians to encourage France to intervene on behalf of the Spanish Republicans. Until 
1939, he defended republican interests with Marcel Willard during several trials taking 
place in France. 

The announcement of the German-Soviet Pact did not alter his allegiance to the 
party. Mobilized into the military, he refused officer training and was assigned to the 
infantry. Because of a knee injury, he returned to Paris on June 4, 1940. He then deserted 
the military and went to to Spain, where he was arrested and interned for six months in 
the Miranda del Ebro camp. 

Returning to Paris in March 1941 and decided not to register as a Jew. He 
resumed contact with the communist party. The Clandestine Humanité was being 
published and he helped set up the National Front of Jurists (Le Front national des 
jurists, F.N.J.), whose initial activity was confined to coordinating the defense and 
support of communist detainees. At the end of 1941, he went to the occupied zone with 
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Louis Aragon and obtained documents from the Châteaubriant camp in which witnesses 
described the last moments of the twenty-seven hostages shot by the Germans, which 
made it possible to write Témoin des martyrs (Witness to the Martyrs). 

From September 1941 to August 1944, Nordmann went underground, frequently 
changing accommodation, a dozen times during the period and sometimes identity. 
Beginning in May 1943 he helped with the publication of Palais Libre, which took its 
name from the Le palais de justice de Paris. It had eleven issues and amplified the 
motives and forms of the Parisian judicial resistance. His constant referent, with whom he 
maintained permanent contact, was Nicole de Barry; it was she who ensured for him the 
transcription and typing of many typed documents, but also who organized the 
humanitarian aspect of aid to prisoners and their families. Contacts were also made with 
magistrates, in Paris but also in the provinces, all under the control of Pierre Villon who  

From the end of 1943 Nordmann took part in preparing for armed action and, in 
May 1944, the F.N.J. seized a stock of weapons stored at the Palace under judicial seal. 
Escapes were sometimes successfully helped, as at Pithiviers camp. During the Parisian 
insurrection he was part of the patriotic militia that liberated the Palace of Justice. On 
August 19, 1944, he and other including Marcel Willard went by bicycle to the Ministry 
of Justice in Place Vendôme and brought down the Vichy official Alexandre Parodi. In 
his place they helped appoint the principal magistrates of the Chancellery and of the 
Court of Paris. At this time Nordmann also wrote several articles in L'Humanité in 
September 1944 dealing with confiscation of illegal profits and attended the Nuremberg 
trial, invited by the Ministry of Justice. 

With the end of the Liberation period and the start of the Cold War Nordmann 
appeared in two defamation trials: the Kravchenko trial and the David Rousset trial. He 
defended those accused of defamation, who had written articles that attacked anti-Soviet 
authors. In another case, known as the Internationale des traîtres (International of 
traitors), he defended the journalist Renaud de Jouvenel. He also was the lawyer for 
several communist party leaders, including Jacques Duclos in the famous case of the 
Pigeons.  

In the international dimension Nordmann was the defender of communist or anti-
colonialist regimes, movements and individuals. His clients were post-war Poland, the 
Moroccan Communist Party, the State Albanian, a close friend of Lumumba named 
Pakassa and the P.L.O after the assassination of its representative in France Ezzedine 
Kalak in 1981. Other aspects of his activity included being a founding member and 
secretary general of the l'Association des Juristes démocrates A.I.J.D. and president of 
the Stockholm Appeal against the atomic weapon in 1950. As leader of the A.I.J.D. he 
helped in the defense of the Rosenbergs and in resisting the ban of the Communist Party 
in the new German federal state.306 
 
 

(p. 148) Bolesław Piasecki (or Piacecki) (1915 – 1979) was a Polish politician. In 
the interwar period he was one of the nationalist leaders of the National Radical Camp 

306See Liora Israël, “Joë Nordmann,” Le Maitron: Dictionnaire Biographique, 
Mouvement Ouvrier, Mouvement Social, Association des Amis du Maitron, on line at 
https://maitron.fr/spip.php?article146518. 
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(O.N.R. or Obóz Narodowo-Radykalny). Established in 1934, the O.N.R. was similar in 
philosophy to Spanish Falangism. It advocated "Catholic totalitarianism" and maintained 
that “God is the highest form of man.” It was critical of capitalism, communism and 
supportive of removing citizenship rights from Poland's Jews. It presented itself as the 
vanguard of the opposition to the Polish leader Józef Piłsudski. During World War II it 
created an underground resistance organization, the Confederation of the Nation 
(Konfederacja Narodu). They were not supportive of the mainstream Polish Underground 
State related to the Polish government in exile. 
After the war Piasecki was arrested by the Soviet N.K.V.D. and began to cooperate with 
the Communist government in Poland. In 1945, he cofounded and directed a social 
progressive movement of lay Catholics, grouped around the weekly publication Dziś i 
Jutr (Today and Tomorrow). In 1947 he helped create the PAX Association and was the 
chairman of its governing body until his death. PAX had a membership of 4,000 in 200 
local clubs. Among its activities was the sponsoring of 70 libraries, of hundreds of yearly 
lecture series, and of a book publishing house. Historian Abraham Brumberg in Poland: 
Genesis of a Revolution (New York: Random House, 1983), p. 59 wrote that the the Pax 
Association made a "serious contribution to Polish cultural life." It also contributed 
theologically. Illustrative is Zygmunt Przetakiewicz’s (1917 - 2005) article, "Oruch w 
obronie cywilizacji ludzkiej," [Poland in defense of human civilization] in Slowo 
Powszechene (Warsaw: July 22, 1954), p. 1. About Thomas Aquinas views on labor the 
article summarizes: 

Labor, intended by God to become a continuation of the act of creation, 
was depicted by Aquinas as punishment for the original sin, the value of 
time was closed within the limits of individual life, societies and nations 
were disregarded and real existence was acknowledged only in the 
individual. Religion and social progress were artificially contradicted. 
Christianity was made to passively accept earthly injustice as a permanent 
feature of the world. 

Beginning in 1965 Piasecki was a member of the Polish Sejm (lower house of 
parliament), where he presided over the grouping of members associated with 
PAX. In 1971-1979 he was a member of the Polish Council of State. After 1956, 
the importance of PAX diminished and Piasecki's role along with it, though it 
remained a prominent organisation until 1989 and its successors still exist 
today.307 

 
(p. 234) Georgi V. Plekhanov (1856 – 1918) was a Russian revolutionary, 

philosopher and a Marxist theoretician. He was a founder of the social-democratic 
movement in Russia and was one of the first Russians to identify himself as "Marxist". 
Facing political persecution, he emigrated to Switzerland in 1880, where he continued in 
his political activity attempting to overthrow the Tsarist regime in Russia.  

307See “Bolesław Piasecki.” Wikipedia and “National Radical Camp, Obóz 
Narodowo-Radykalny,” Wikipedia. See also Lucjan Blit, The Eastern Pretender, 
Boleslaw Piasecki: His Life and Times (London: Hutchinson, 1965), pp. 136, 158-159, 
166, 213; and Adam Piekarski, The Church in Poland: Facts, Figures, Information 
(Warsaw: Interpress, 1978), p. 173. 
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Although he supported the Bolshevik faction at the 2nd Congress of the Russian 
Social Democratic Labour Party in 1903, Plekhanov soon rejected the idea of democratic 
centralism, and became one of Lenin and Trotsky's principal antagonists in the 1905 St. 
Petersburg Soviet.  

During World War I Plekhanov supported the cause of the Entente powers against 
Germany and he returned home to Russia following the 1917 February Revolution. He 
was an opponent of the Soviet state which came to power in the autumn of 1917. He died 
the following year. Despite his vigorous and outspoken opposition to Lenin's political 
party in 1917, Plekhanov was held in high esteem by the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union following his death as a founding father of Russian Marxism and a philosophical 
thinker. 

Boulier, (p. 234) mentions having been influenced by Plekhanov’s writings on art. 
He was probably referring to Plekhanov’s Art and Social Life.308 However, Plekhanov 
also wrote several other works dealing with art, including N. G. Chernyshevsky's 
Aesthetic Theory (1897) and French Drama and French Painting of the Eighteenth 
Century from the Sociological Viewpoint (1905). 

Plekhanov’s Marxist art philosophy included both an aesthetic, objective and 
descriptive component, and also an activist, utilitarian and tendentious element. Thus 
concerning the conflict between art-for-art's-sake and utilitarian attitudes during the 
nineteenth century, he stated that the critic is not to condemn or praise either view but to 
understand both in their class-situated relationships, even when utilitarians prove to have 
socialist views. At various points however, he gave precedence to sociological over 
aesthetic inquiry because of his revolutionary preoccupations. 

From a theoretical perspective, Plekhanov defined art as having three 
components. These were "that art is activity through which humans exchange their 
feelings with one another by means of living images." In this three-part definition, art is 
emphasized as a social phenomenon, which meant for him that there is a causal-though 
not always direct-connection between the development of art and the development of the 
productive forces. 

The three-part definition, besides being social, also maintained that art has 
content, that is, an intellectual component that included the "feelings," "sentiments" and 
"ideas” that were a means of intellectual communication. Just as there could exist no art 
without a social origin and class basis, there could exist no art that did not embody an 
idea. Moreover, not only did an artistic production bear a meaning, a concept, its content 
directly affected its artistic worth. Put another way truth is one of the laws or components 
of beauty.309 

 
 

308Georgi Plekhanov, Art and Social Life (Moscow: Progress Publishers, [1912–
1913] 1974), pp.79, online at 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/plekhanov/1912/art/ch01.htm.  

309See “Georgi V. Plekhanov” Wikipedia; Margaret M. Bullitt, “Toward a 
Marxist Theory of Aesthetics: The Development of Socialist Realism in the Soviet 
Union,” The Russian Review (Jan., 1976), vol. 35, no. 1, pp. 53-76, at p. 56. 
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(p. 205) Fernand Portal (1855 - 1926) was a Vincentian (Lazarist) priest 
considered as a pioneer of ecumenical dialogue for the rapprochement he attempted 
between the Catholic Church and the Anglican communion. He was ordained in 1880 and 
taught for ten years before hemoptysis forced him to stay in Madeira, Portugal. It was 
there that in 1890 he met an Anglo-Catholic lord whose son was suffering from 
tuberculosis, Charles Lindley Wood, who had given himself the project of bringing 
Catholics and Anglicans together. 

To encourage unity Portal launched a debate on the validity of Anglican 
ordinations which seemed to be a possible area of agreement. Portal published a small 
pamphlet entitled Les ordinations anglicanes (The Anglican Ordinations) in December 
1893 as a prelude to a theological debate, to which a study written by Anglican 
theologians at the instigation of Halifax responded. The publication of these brochures 
aroused strong reactions and the press echoed an ecumenical debate. 

Portal then founded La revue anglo-romaine (The Anglo-Roman review) to 
nourish the dialogue established by showing French Catholics the Church of England 
both in its daily reality and in its theology. Leo XIII assembled a pontifical commission 
charged with studying in more depth the Anglican orders, including among its members 
personalities who would become actors in the modernist crisis such as Mgr. Merry del 
Val and Father Duchesne. The papal decision was negative and resulted in the bull 
Apostolicae Curae in 1896 declaring the ordinations conferred according to the Anglican 
rite null. The Anglican archbishops officially respond to the bull by Saepius officio, a text 
challenging the papal observations. 

As an immediate consequence of this position, the Anglo-Roman Revue ceased to 
appear and Portal was re-assigned to head the new Saint-Vincent-de-Paul University 
Seminary in Paris. He helped make it a place of openness and exchange, including 
inviting Anglicans, Protestants and unbelievers. He also founded a new journal, la Revue 
catholique des Églises (Catholic Review of Churches), to publicize the work of his study 
circle, which had eminent collaborators, such as Newman and Teilhard de Chardin. 

In 1908 Portal was again disciplined by the Vatican through Cardinal Merry del 
Val, who had become Secretary of State for Pope Pius X. He was suspected of 
modernism and removed from his functions and prohibited from publishing or public 
speaking. Despite the difficulties, he continued to advocate for Christian unity. He had 
the support of his friend François Verdier, who had become superior general of the 
Lazarists. For example, he and Lord Halifax met the Belgian Cardinal Mercier with 
whom they managed to set up beginning in 1921 a series of inter-ecclesial meetings, 
known as Conversations of Mechelen. The encyclical Mortalium Animos (1928) 
eventually blocked this ecumenical enterprise on the Catholic side.310 

 
 
(pp. 27, 234) Jean-Baptiste Racine (1639 – 1699) was a Jansenist-influenced, 

dramatist, one of the three great playwrights of 17th-century France, along with Molière 
and Corneille. He was primarily a tragedian, producing such "examples of neoclassical 
perfection" as Phèdre, Andromaque, and Athalie.He did write one comedy, Les 
Plaideurs. His plays were in dodecasyllabic (12 syllable) French alexandrine. His work is 

310See “Fernand Portal,” Wikipedia. 
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marked by his psychological insight, the prevailing passion of his characters, and the 
nakedness of both plot and stage. The linguistic effects of his  poetry are considered to be 
untranslatable. 

Boulier mentions Racine’s play Britannicus. In it he depicted Roman history. It is 
a tale of moral choice. Its subject is Britannicus, the son of the Roman emperor Claudius, 
and heir to the imperial throne. Britannicus' succession to the throne is however usurped 
by Nero, the son of Claudius' wife Agrippina the Younger. Racine portrays Nero's true 
nature as revealed by his sudden desire for Britannicus's fiancée Junia. He wrests himself 
free from his mother's domination and plots to assassinate his adoptive brother. Nero is 
driven less by fear of being overthrown by Britannicus than by competition in love. His 
desire for Junia manifests itself in sadism towards the young woman and all that she 
loves. Agrippina is portrayed as a possessive mother who will not accept the loss of 
control over both her son and the Empire. 

Racine’s Iphigénie dealt with a mythological subject. On the shores at Aulis, the 
Greeks prepare their departure for an attack on Troy. The gods quell the winds for their 
journey and demand the sacrifice of Iphigénie, daughter of Agamemnon, King of the 
Greeks. As in the original version of the play by Euripides, Iphigenia in Aulis, the 
morally strongest character in the play is not Agamemnon, a pusillanimous leader, but 
Iphigénie, driven by duty to father and country to accept the will of the gods. In the final 
sacrificial scene of Euripides' play, the goddess Artemis substitutes a deer for Iphigenia, 
who is swept through the heavens by the gods to Tauris. Based on the writings of 
Pausanias, Racine decided upon an alternative dramatic solution for the ending: another 
princess Ériphile is revealed to be the true "Iphigénie" whose life is sought by the gods 
and thus the tragic heroine of the play is spared.311 

 
(p. 222) Gilbert Souchal (f. 1930s – 1980s) was a resistant during World War II 

and a P.C.F. journalist in the postwar era. One of his reports published in L’Humanité in 
1949 was from Mulhouse, a city in eastern France, near the Swiss and German borders. 
The French Communist Party leader Maurice Thorez gave a speech there to 15,000 
people concering the elections that year. After the 1958 legislative elections, in which the 
P.C.F. had a set-back, he replaced Laurent Salini as the editor at Union Française 
d'Information (U.F.I.). This was the P.C.F. press agency for its 20 provincial daily and 12 
weekly newspapers. After May 1968 he joined Paul Noirot, at Politique-Hebdo (Weekly 
Politics).  

The U.F.I. had been created after the Second World War. Its newspapers had a 
circulation of 1.6 million. It did not control the two national communist daily 
newspapers, L'Humanité and Ce Soir, which were managed separately. The agency had 
its own specialist writers, many of whom were hired in 1947 and 1948, drawing from the 
pool of client newspapers. Many worked in the sports department, which followed major 
Parisian and international events for its many provincial clients. This included soccer, 
rugby, Olympic Games and cycling. Foreign affairs such as the Algerian War and 
relations with the socialist countries was another focus.312 

311See “Jean-Baptiste Racine,” Wikipedia. 
312See Maurice G. Dantec, “Là où tombent les anges,” Электронная 
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(p. 229) Joseph Stalin (born Ioseb Jugashvili; 1878 – 1953) was a Georgian 

revolutionary and Soviet politician who ruled the Soviet Union from the mid-1920s until 
his death in 1953. He served as the general secretary of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (1922–1952) and premier of the Soviet Union (1941–1953). He joined the 
Marxist Russian Social Democratic Labour Party as a youth and edited the party's 
newspaper, Pravda. Repeatedly arrested, he underwent several internal exiles.  

After the Bolsheviks seized power during the 1917 October Revolution and 
created a one-party state under Lenin's newly renamed Communist Party, Stalin joined its 
governing Politburo. Serving in the Russian Civil War before overseeing the Soviet 
Union's establishment in 1922, he assumed leadership over the country following Lenin's 
1924 death. Under Stalin, "socialism in one country" became a central tenet of the party's 
program. Through the Five-Year Plans, the country underwent agricultural 
collectivisation and rapid industrialisation, creating a centralised command economy. 

Stalin's government promoted Marxism–Leninism abroad through the Communist 
International and supported European anti-fascist movements during the 1930s, 
particularly in the Spanish Civil War. In 1939, it signed a non-aggression pact with Nazi 
Germany. Germany ended the pact by invading the Soviet Union in 1941. Despite initial 
setbacks, the Soviet Red Army repelled the German incursion and captured Berlin in 
1945, ending World War II in Europe. The Soviets helped establish Soviet-aligned 
governments throughout Central and Eastern Europe, China, and North Korea.313 

 
 

(pp. 144, 207) Emmanuel Suhard (1874 - 1949) was a French Cardinal and 
Archbishop of Paris from 1940 until his death. Like most of the French clergy he initially 
supported Marshal Pétain's Vichy government. In July 1942, during the deportation of the 
Jews of Paris, he appealed to Pétain to maintain “the exigencies of justice and the rights 
of charity.” He was subsequently confined to his palace for some time by Nazi German 
troops. Charles de Gaulle was unimpressed by Suhard's wartime record. Upon returning 
to Paris in August 1944, de Gaulle excluded Suhard from the service at Notre Dame de 
Paris and refused to meet with him. 

Suhard in his 1947 pastoral Essor ou déclin de l'Eglise (Rise and Declince of the 
Church) maintained that the future of the Church lay neither with what he called 
“modernism”, the tendency to adapt without thinking, nor with “integrism”, the refusal to 
adapt at all combined with the conviction that the ephemeral social garb of the Church 
can be equated with its unchanging teaching. In his view the French Church must not let 
the modern world create itself apart from God, and the Church must assume as much of 
its “period” as possible in order to penetrate into this world in the making. He had already 
created the Mission de France in 1941 to meet the situation, with its own seminary at 
Lisieux in charge of the Sulpicians under M. Augros, its first superior. This project, 

https://royallib.com/read/Dantec_Maurice/L_o_tombent_les_anges.html#0; “Maurice 
Thorez appelle les Francois a s’unir,” L’Humanité (October 10, 1949), p. 1, online at 
https://www.retronews.fr/journal/lhumanite/10-oct-1949/40/2769989/1; and the 
Wikipedia articles on “France Nouvelle” and “Union Française d'Information.“ 

313See “Joseph Stalin,” Wikipedia. 
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initially aimed at supplying the déficiences in numbers of priests in certain dioceses, was 
later to supply the worker-priests with recruits.  

Professor Louis Allen points out that at the beginning of 1944 a session was held 
at Lisieux at which Suhard was present - and from this sprang the idea of a concentration 
upon the capital; in mid-1944 the Mission de Paris was launched, consisting of six priests 
in a house in the 18th arrondissement, whose purpose was to create new Christian 
communities from amongst those workers with whom they managed to make contact, 
partly by methods reminiscent of the Salvation Army, partly by spectacular 
demonstrations of the faith such as open-air Masses, the Stations of the Cross in the Place 
de Clichy. These new communities were not to be integrated into the old parish system.  

Allen notes further that the priests themselves proposed to live within these 
communities “the life of the priesthood in a missionary way, based on the life of the poor, 
dependent, stripped of everything - a collective life; in the place where they lived, in the 
way they spent their leisure, in a constant effort of daily communication, with a clear 
desire to belong to a given social class and to live on the level of the best of the members 
of that class.” The numbers of these communities were always few, in the 12th and 18th 
arrondissements and in the suburbs at Billancourt and Montreuil, and they had three 
chapels at their disposal for services, although the priests were authorized to say Mass in 
their own rooms.314  
 

(Chapter 12) (1754 – 1838) Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand  was a French 
politician and diplomat. After theology studies, he was ordained a priest in 1779. He then 
became Agent-General of the Clergy from 1780 to 1788 and Bishop of Autun from 1788 
to 1791. He was laicized in 1802. During his career, he represented the Catholic Church 
to the French Crown and worked at the highest levels of successive French governments, 
most commonly as foreign minister or in some other diplomatic capacity. His work 
spanned the regimes of Louis XVI, the years of the French Revolution, Napoleon, Louis 
XVIII, and Louis-Philippe. Those Talleyrand served often distrusted him but, like 
Napoleon, found him useful. The name "Talleyrand" became a byword for crafty, cynical 
diplomacy.  

Talleyrand was Napoleon's chief diplomat during the years when French military 
victories brought one European state after another under French hegemony. However, 
most of the time, he worked for peace so as to consolidate France's gains. He succeeded 
in obtaining peace with Austria through the 1801 Treaty of Luneville and with Britain in 
the 1802 Treaty of Amiens. He could not prevent the renewal of war in 1803 but by 1805, 
he opposed his emperor's renewed wars against Austria, Prussia, and Russia. He resigned 
as foreign minister in 1807, but retained the trust of Napoleon and conspired to 
undermine the emperor's plans through secret dealings with Tsar Alexander of Russia and 
Austrian minister Metternich. Talleyrand sought a negotiated secure peace so as to 
perpetuate the gains of the French revolution. Napoleon rejected peace and, when he fell 
in 1814, Talleyrand eased the Bourbon restoration decided by the Allies. He played a 

314See Louis Allen, “The Desinty of French Catholicism,” Blackfriars (May 
1959), vol. 40, no. 470, pp. 194-206, at pp 202-203; Emmanuel Suhard, Essor ou déclin 
de l'Église, lettre pastorale de S.É. le cardinal Suhard, ... Carême de l'an (Paris: Éditions 
du Vitrail, 1949), pp. 72 p., OCLC: 459137908; and “Emmanuel Suhard,” Wikipedia. 
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major role at the Congress of Vienna in 1814–1815, where he negotiated a favourable 
settlement for France and played a role in decisions regarding the undoing of Napoleon's 
conquests.  

Talleyrand polarizes scholarly opinion. Some regard him as one of the most 
versatile, skilled and influential diplomats in European history, and some believe that he 
was a traitor, betraying in turn the Ancien Régime, the French Revolution, Napoleon, and 
the Restoration.315 

 
 

(p. 161) Maurice Thorez (1900 – 1964) was a leader of the French Communist 
Party (P.C.F.) from 1930 until his death and served as Deputy Prime Minister of France 
from 1946 to 1947. Born at Pas-de-Calais, he became a coal miner at the age of 12. He 
joined the French Section of the Workers' International (S.F.I.O.) in 1919. After the 1920 
split in the S.F.I.O. led to the formation of the P.C.F., he became party secretary in 1923 
and, in 1930, secretary-general. In 1939 following the Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact, the 
subsequent Soviet participation in the invasion of Poland, and the party’s rejection of the 
French war effort, Thorez had his nationality revoked. Shortly thereafter, he was drafted, 
but rather than fight the Germans, he deserted from the army to flee to the Soviet Union. 
He was tried in absentia for desertion and sentenced to death.  

During the war articles written by and ghostwritten for Thorez appeared 
frequently in the party's underground newspaper, Humanité Clandestine. Each of these 
letters was signed “Maurice Thorez, Somewhere in France.” It was not until several years 
after the war that the party admitted that this was false, and that Thorez had been in 
Moscow for the entire war. 

In November 1944, Thorez returned to France from the Soviet Union and in 1945 
his citizenship was restored. Forming a popular front with the Socialist Party in the 1945 
elections, Thorez became vice premier of France from 1946 to 1947. In 1950, at the 
height of his popularity among party members, he suffered a stroke and remained in the 
Soviet Union for medical care until 1953.316 
 

 
(p. 209) Louis Tronson (1622 – 1700) was a French priest, elected in 1676 as the 

third superior general of the Compagnie de Saint-Sulpice. He received confirmation and 
clerical tonsure at the Archbishopric of Paris in 1632 when only ten years old. He did his 
secondary studies at the college des Grassins, where he had the Jansenist Jean Guillebert. 
He was ordained a priest in 1647 and ministered at the parish of Saint-Sulpice in Paris. 

In 1656 Tronson entered the Company of Saint-Sulpice of Mr. Olier. He was first 
put in charge of their novitiate, then located in Vaugirard (Saint-Sulpice seminary). When 
the post of director of the Parisian seminary was created, he was the first holder. In this 
position he wrote much on the training of priests. These works were used in Sulpician 
seminars in France, Canada and the United States until the 1950s. Among his texts that 
were published several times in the 19th century, were: the Treatise on obedience, the 
Seminarian's Manual, or Interviews on how to sanctify one's main actions, Ecclesiastical 

315See “Charles Talleyrand,” Wikipedia. 
316See “Maurice Thorez,” Wikipedia. 
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Interviews and meditations, Particular examinations (on examinations of conscience) and 
the Treaty of Holy Orders.317 

In Tronson’s view, future priests had to make what he considered the virtues of 
Christ to be their own. This was accomplished in the seminary by reading to them each 
day a set of reflections and questions that were meant to prod them to examine their 
consciences and consequently form good habits. Professor Emile Goichot summarizes 
that Tronson s goals were to present "a sacerdotal spirituality founded on identification 
with Christ the Priest" and to create "a human type, a certain 'clerical style.'"318 This 
human type is what Goichot referred to in the title of his book as the "classical" priest, a 
man who lived in the world, but was not part of it. In the seminary two things were 
essential for this person: obedience to the rules and submission to his spiritual director. 
After the seminary the most important virtues for a priest, in addition to faith, hope, and 
charity, were in descending order of importance: mortification, humility, modesty, 
penitence, obedience, poverty, chastity, and patience. Like Christ, the priest "often does 
not drink or eat. When he drinks or eats he never does it for pleasure" (p. 45). As for 
women, as Goichot says,Tronson's "images present woman as a diabolic person" (p. 79). 

Taking a more sociological approach, Professor Paul Airiau argues that the 
formation of French priests as undertaken by Tronson aimed at making the seminarians, 
who were mainly of country and peasant origins, rise socially by acquiring a civilization 
of mores observed by the elites. At the end of the French Revolution, the classic type, 
meaning having “the politeness of the honest man” made it possible to quickly form 
priests to respond to needs and to ensure their socially stable identity. This pattern was 
challenged from 1860-1880, particularly in the congregations. At that time the 
"mouvement catholique" implied a greater closeness with the common habits, in order to 
be effective. Despite the challenge, the seminaries in some areas, as Airiau documents, 
followed the classic ideal. He writes: 

Politesse et Convenances ecclesiastiques (1872) by M. Louis 
Branchereau, one of the elementary manuals of clerical politeness was 
read in the refectory to the scholasticate of Chevilly in the 1880s because 
it responded to a social reality: the customs of the priests must be civilized 
because they did not acquire this civilization during their early 
education.319 
The work mentioned by Boulier, Politesse et convenances ecclésiastiques was 

published multiple times in the nineteenth and twentiety centuries and was attributed to 

317See also “Louis Tronson,” Wikipedia. Recent English editions of Tronson’s 
works are Particular examens for seminarians and priests (Baltimore, Md.: St. Mary's 
Seminary, 1960), 142 pp. and Examination of Conscience Upon Special Subjects 
(Norderstedt Hansebooks GmbH, 2017). 

318Emile Goichot, Les Examens particuliers de M. Tronson: Essai sur la 
formation duprêtre "classique" (Strasbourg: Presses universitaires de Strasbourg, 2005), 
pp. 237 pp., at 21. 

319Professor Paul Airiau, “La formation sacerdotale en France au XIXe,” 
Archives de sciences sociales des religions (Jan.- Mar., 2006), 51e Année, No. 133, pp. 
27-44, at p. 36. 
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Tronson’s fellow-Sulpician, Louis Branchereau (1819-1913), who may have updated the 
work of his predecessor.320 

 
 (p. 96) Jean Paul Alban de Villeneuve-Bargemont (1784 – 1850) was a 

forerunner of the Catholic social movement in France. After having participated in the 
prefectorial administration of the Empire and the Restoration, he became councilor of 
state in 1828, but in 1830 he refused to take the oath to the government of Louis-Philippe. 
He was a deputy in 1830 and 1831 and from 1840 to 1848 held a seat among the 
legitimists. He studied political economy and was impressed with the importance of the 
social question when he visited Lille, where the 32,000 paupers constituted nearly half 
the population of the city. The idea of combating pauperism was thenceforth in his mind. 
As a deputy he was one of the foremost authors of the law of 1841 limiting child labor; 
this law, for the first time in France, embodied the principle of legal protection for 
laborers. He was instrumental in securing the amendment of the fiscal law of 1847 to 
dispense the marriage of the poor and the legitimation of their children from stamp taxes 
and registration fees. 

As an economist Villeneuve stood apart from the classical school represented by 
Adam smith and Jean Baptiste Say, whom he regarded as materialists. He considered that 
political economy should be concerned less with the production of wealth than with its 
distribution and the general diffusion of well-being, and he believed that the state ought 
to intervene to protect the weak against the "new feudalism of patrons." In his Livre des 
affliges (Paris 1841) he depicted a bishop complaining with equal bitterness of industrial 
proprietors who thought only of increasing their gains and of legislators who were 
concerned solely with enacting penal prohibitions against labor organizations. He held to 
the concept of a "vital and family salary" sufficient to sustain both the workman and his 
family, and he believed that an employer should receive a profit only after the payment of 
this salary. Among other writings in which his ideas are set forth are the Économie 
politique chrétienne, ou recherches sur la nature et les causes du paupérisme en France 
et en Europe, et sur les moyens de le soulager et de le prévenir (Paris 1834); Histoire de 
l'économie politique, ou Études historiques, philosophiques et religieuses sur l'économie 
politique des peuples anciens et modernes (Paris 1841).321 
 

 
(p. 205) Nicholas Wiseman (1802 –1865) was a Cardinal who became the first 

Archbishop of Westminster upon the re-establishment of the Catholic hierarchy in 
England and Wales in 1850. He was born in Seville, Spain of Irish parents, who had 
settled there for business. He was educated at a school in Waterford, Ireland and later in 
1818 at the English College in Rome, where in 1827 he became Rector in 1827. During a 
visit to England in 1836, he helped found the Dublin Review. This was partly to give 
English Roman Catholics higher ideals of their religion and enthusiasm for the papacy, 
and partly to deal with the Oxford Movement. An article by Wiseman on the Donatist 

320See for example Politesse et convenances ecclésiastiques, par un supérieur de 
grand-séminaire (L. Branchereau). Troisième édition revue et corrigée (Paris: Vic et 
Amat, 1893. 8e éd.), 572 pp.  

321See “Jean Paul Alban de Villeneuve-Bargemont,” Encyclopedia.com. 
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schism, appearing in the Dublin Review in July 1839, made an impression in Oxford, 
Newman and others seeing the analogy between Donatists and Anglicans. 

In 1840 Wiseman was made a bishop and appointed president of the seminary, 
called Oscott College at Birmingham, England. The Oxford converts in 1845 and later, 
many without money found a place there. At the same time the old Roman Catholic body 
looked on the newcomers with distrust. In 1847 Wiseman acted as an informal diplomatic 
envoy from the pope, to ascertain from the government what support England was likely 
to give in carrying out the liberal policy with which Pius IX inaugurated his reign. The 
policy in question proved abortive. 

As a bishop Wiseman worked for the restoration of the lapsed poor to the practice 
of their religion. He established religious communities, both of men and women, and 
promoted the holding of retreats and missions. He preached in July 1848 at the opening 
of St George's, Southwark, London on an occasion unique in England since the 
Reformation; there were 14 bishops, 240 priests and six religious orders of men present. 
A minority among Wiseman’s clergy disliked his ultramontane ideas about "Romanizing 
and innovating zeal", especially in regard to the introduction of sacred images into the 
churches and the use of devotions to the Blessed Virgin and the Blessed Sacrament. 

In 1850 Wiseman was made a cardinal and the pope re-established a diocesan 
hierarchy in England. As a result there was indignation against the "papal aggression," 
which was interpreted to be a claim to territorial rule. Against this Wiseman argued that 
the principle of toleration included leave to establish a diocesan hierarchy. He contrasted 
that dominion over Westminster, which he was taunted with claiming, with his duties 
towards to the poor Roman Catholic residents there, with which alone he was really 
concerned. In 1854 he wrote the historical romance, Fabiola, a tale of the Church of the 
Catacombs. It was an answer to the anti-Catholic book Hypatia (1853) by Charles 
Kingsley. 

Despite representing a minority religion, Wiseman had power in politics because 
the English Roman Catholics were wavering in their historical allegiance to the Liberal 
party. He was in a position to secure concessions that bettered the position of Catholics in 
regard to poor schools, reformatories and workhouses, and in the status of their army 
chaplains. In 1863, addressing the Catholic Congress in Mechelen, Belgium, he stated 
that since 1830 the number of priests in England had increased from 434 to 1242, and of 
convents of women from 16 to 162, while there were no religious houses of men in 1830 
and 55 in 1863. 

The last two years of Wiseman’s life were troubled by controversies in which he 
found himself, under Manning's influence, compelled to adopt a policy less liberal than 
that which had been his in earlier years. He had to condemn the Association for the 
Promotion of the Unity of Christendom, with which he had shown some sympathy in its 
inception in 1857, and to forbid Catholic parents to send their sons to Oxford or 
Cambridge, though at an earlier date he had hoped (with Newman) that at Oxford at least 
a college or hall might be assigned to them.322  
 

 (p. 205) Charles Lindley Wood, 2nd Viscount Halifax (1839 –1934) was a 
British ecumenist who served as president of the English Church Union from 1868 to 

322See “Nicholas Wiseman,” Wikipedia. 
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1919, and from 1927 to 1934. An Anglo-Catholic, he became influenced by the Oxford 
Movement, and at the request of Edward Bouverie Pusey, became president of the 
English Church Union, a society dedicated to the promotion of Catholic principles and 
practices within the Church of England, in 1868. Along with the French priest, Ferdinand 
Portal he played a prominent role in the attempt to bring about dialogue between the 
Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England on the subject of Anglican Orders. 

Owing to obstructionism between Canterbury and Westminster, no constructive 
dialogue ever came about and Halifax's actions brought the condemnation of Anglican 
Orders as "absolutely null and utterly void" in the Papal Encyclical Apostolicae curae. 
The Archbishop of Canterbury was Edward White Benson and the Archbishop of 
Westminster was Cardinal Herbert Vaughan. Vaughan and like-minded Catholic scholars 
convinced Pope Leo XIII that the Church of England as a state church had no real 
theological authority. Benson, like most Anglican clergy in the power structure viewed 
any Roman Catholic involvement in England as the "Italian Mission", with not even a 
toehold worth acknowledging in English Society.323 
 
 

323See “Charles Lindley Wood ,” Wikipedia. 
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Selected Essays by Boulier 
 
In appendix put translations of:the following writings by Boulier: 
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du Secours rouge international. The National Library of France (Bibliothèque 
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the 1920s to 1981. Boulier’s article in La Défense for November 1958 resulted in 
a criminal conviction for defaming the French Army. A translation of the article is 
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They Saved the Honor of the Army 

These soldiers who refuse to participate in the Algerian war, you condemn them 
for refusing obedience. 

Do you have the right? 
Military obedience is not passive obedience; it is active obedience. The soldier is 

not a robot, a killing machine. He has a conscience. If he is fighting, it is because he is 
aware of participating in a just war. 

Xercès, the oriental despot, whipped his soldiers into battle like slaves. The Greek 
soldiers, free citizens, died freely to defend their homeland, Athens or Sparta: to obey the 
laws they had freely voted. 

The army does not have the right to give the French soldier an order against 
honor. The army does not have the right to dispose of the blood of a French soldier 
except for the defense of the fatherland. 

This is why the flag which one presents to the young soldiers carries in gold 
letters: honor and fatherland. For this flag they agree to die. Not for another. 

However, in Algeria, the army imposes dishonorable tasks on our soldiers. 
The proof is that when we started talking about torture practiced by the army in 

Algeria, one was indignant: "Môssieu, you are questioning the army's honor! The French 
army Môssieu, has another idea of his honor; it does not stoop to this barbarism. It  leaves 
that to the Nazis. " 
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And now? Now we are told: "But of course we torture! You can't get along 
without it… Do you prefer the fellaghas (bandits) to throw a bomb in your cinema?" 

And the honor of the army, what do you do with it. 
We don't care ... 
This is precisely where we are. This is why it must be said that the soldiers who 

refuse to take part in the Algerian war save the honor of the flag. 
Because it is not simply a question of torture, it is a question of war crimes, it is a 

question of violations of the Geneva conventions, in particular the conventions of August 
27, 1949, which fix the rules of combat when it is is an armed rebellion. 

Any rebel put out of action must be saved; women, children, non-combatants 
must be spared; if criminals are tried, they must find before the courts the guarantees of 
defense in use in civilized countries. 

On all these points, in the knowledge of all, the army in Algeria violates these 
conventions and therefore engages in war crimes. 

Every soldier, even if ordered to do so, must refuse to participate in war crimes. 
The French ordinance of August 28, 1944 declares that a soldier who engages in war 
crimes cannot invoke as an excuse that he has received the order. The English manual on 
field service specifies that the soldier must obey only legitimate orders. 

The conclusion is clear. Faced with the war crimes committed by the army in its 
campaign in Algeria, how could the soldier participate without revolt of his conscience. 

I would like, when they have to defend such accused in the military courts, that 
their lawyers quote their mother and that she comes to say simply: I did not raise my son 
so that you make him a criminal. 

I would like the military judges to answer the question: is he guilty of refusing 
obedience? No, he is not guilty. Under such circumstances, he did not have to obey. 

And it would be justice.
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(1958) The law above the rule of law: a criticism of an enterprise of the cold war 

(Brussels: Belgium: International Association of Democratic Lawyers 
Publications, 1958), 51 pp. LC classification: MLCM 90/00770 (J); LCCN: 
90888634; (French edition is titled: Le droit au-dessus de la regle de droit). 
 
This short booklet, written in 1958, is a defense of socialist law. Boulier was 

writing as a member of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers (I.A.D.L.). 
This organization represented and still represents socialist lawyers. The work is divided 
into four parts. The first two parts attack the bourgeoise counterpart to the I.A.D.L., 
which is and was the International Commission of Jurists (I.C.J.) and its legal theory. The 
other two parts describe socialist law and its international role. 

First Section: The I.C.J. Exposed. Boulier starts with an attack on the right-
wing legal organization, the International Commission of Jurists (I.C.J.) and on its 
founder, Horst Erdmann (1919 – c 1993) and on the inaccuracies in his 1952 book titled 
Justice Enslaved (J.E.).325 

Erdmann was from Breslau, Germany, which became Wrocław, Poland after 
World War II. As a member of Germany’s National Socialist (Nazi) Party, he was a 
Stammfuhrer [battalion leader] in the Hitler youth movement. After the war, living in 
West Germany, he changed his name to Dr. Theo Fniedenau, swore that he had never 
been a Nazi, claimed to be partly Jewish and a doctor of the law. As Boulier documented, 
none of this was true but until he was exposed in 1958 along with his war criminal ally, 
Dr. Karl Pernutz, he headed the I.C.J. and its staff of 80 permanent assistants.326 

In discussing the fabrications in Justice Enslaved, Boulier looked at its church, 
economic and class analysis. The following is a sample of Boulier’s comments about the 
graft-influenced sources for J.E’s. treatment of socialist law concerning the church: 

325The I.C.J. is an international non-governmental organization of 60 jurists—
including senior judges, attorneys and academics—who work to develop national and 
international human rights standards through the law. The Commission is supported by 
an International Secretariat based in Geneva, Switzerland. It was establiashed in 1952 
with the help of the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.) through the American Fund for 
Free Jurists, to which the American Bar Association also gave assistance. American 
founders like Allen Dulles and John J. McCloy conceived it as a counter to the 
International Association of Democratic Lawyers (I.A.D.L.). Ex-C.I.A. officer Philip 
Agee commented that the I.C.J. was "set up and controlled by the C.I.A. for propaganda 
operations." The C.I.A. itself admitted to its role in the organization in 1967. See 
“International Commission of Jurists,” Wikipedia. 

Horst Erdmann, Justice enslaved: a collection of documents on the abuse of 
justice for political ends (The Hague, Netherlands: International Commission of Jurists, 
1955) 518pp.; online at https://www.icj.org/wp-content/uploads/1955/01/Europe-abuse-
of-justice-thematic-report-1955-eng.pdf. 

326Jean Boulier, The law above the rule of law: a criticism of an enterprise of the 
cold war (Brussels, Belgium: International Association of Democratic Lawyers 
Publications, 1958), 51 pp. at pp. 4, 7, 13-14. Boulier, ibid., at p. 15, suggested that the 
I.C.J. shared in the American State Department’s $100,000,000 NATO funding in 1952. 
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… One can visualize the participants striving to outdo each other 
in their picture of the persecution they have undergone, the moral torture 
and maltreatment to which they were subjected. Does not the help they 
will receive depend on the degree of rheir sufferings? They are in this way 
led to invent things that never happened or to exaggerate immeasurably 
some abuse and suggest that it is widespread. 

Having made several visits to Czechoslovakia, I have myself been 
able to check the testimony of the priest Jaroslav Schubert (J.E. 
Documents 30 and 31, pp. 31 32, French edition). It is not true that “those 
in Holy Orders who had undertaken spiritual activities were forbidden to 
continue.” All those in Orders who accepted it were given charge of a 
parish. I was present myself in Bratislava at a service conducted in a 
parish entrusted to a community of Franciscan Fathers. 

It is not true that “Catholic Action was to become a deciding body 
within the administration of the Church." But it is true that this 
organization did not conform to the rules laid down by Rome for such 
associations. It therefore brought its activities to an end with exemplary 
submission. 

It is not true that Mr. Plojhar and Mr. Horak, Ministers of Public 
Health and Postal Services respectively are “former priests”: they are 
carrying out their clerical duties. 

It is not true that the Peace Committees have “virtually become the 
superiors of all priests, especially in administrative matters.” In 
admininistrative matters the priests come under the sole charge of the 
diocesan authority. 

It is not true that the “chapter curates are the nominees of the 
communists.” The chapter curates, in the dioceses they run, as in Prague, 
have been properly elected by the chapter, in accordance with article 429 
paragraph 3 of the canonical code. It is these chapter curates who in the 
ordinary way, implement the powers of the bishops. 

… I can say in contradiction to the preface of Justice Enslaved, all 
this documentation does not appear to have accomplished its aim of 
“exposing the systematic injustice which prevails in the communist 
countries.”327 
Besides disputing the accuracy of Justice Enslaved about ecclestical matters, 

Boulier addressed J.E.’s complaint that the sentences imposed for economic crimes in the 
socialist courts were harsh. Boulier explains that a socialist economy is based not on 
profit, but on the implementation of an overall plan the parts of which are inter-
dependent. Should production in any single factory lack essential parts, this can paralyse 
production throughtout the country’s industry. If targets are not reached in agricultural 
production, food supplies for the towns are endangered. The efforts of all must therefore 

327Ibid., pp. 10-11. Information about Josef Plojhar and Alexander Horak is noted in the 
Czechoslovak section of the Glossary.  
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be stretched to the maximum. There are many who give this effort with enthusiasm. 
Repression descends upon those who obstruct production.328 

Finally, along with pointing out the inaccuracy of J.E.’s church and economic 
analysis, Boulier also takes up the charge that socialism practices “class justice”. He 
answers that capitalism does likewise, except that “it strikes the person at the bottom 
more often than the person at the top of the social scale.”329 

Second Section: Bourgeois Rule of Law. Following his attack on Justice 
Enslaved, the next section of the booklet, as its title indicates, was “A Critique of the 
Concept of the Rule of Law (pp. 17-29): The ‘Rule of Law’ Proposed by the I.C.J. does 
not conform to social law (p. 23).” Boulier used historical-materialist philosophy to argue 
that the International Commission of Jurists equated the rule of law with an unwritten 
moral code or natural law idealist principles that includes freedom of property ownership. 
For the I.C.J. this is a fundamental right of human beings, which right is not made by the 
state but is protected by the state. 

On the other hand, as Boulier put it, the rule of law has an evolutionary 
dimension, which is driven by the relations of economic production. He follows Marx 
about the nature of law. The entire superstructure and in general the whole basis of 
politics arises from this basis and rests on it, and for this reason it cannot be higher or 
lower than the economic level of a given society. It must correspond to it and intimately 
agree with it.330 Boulier summarized: 

Society is not based on law. This is a figment of the imagination of 
lawyers. On the contrary, law, in contrast to the arbitrary will of the 
separate individuum must be based on society and must be the expression 
of the general interests and requirenets of society as they emerge from the 
given material means of production.331 
In considering the rule of law from a materialist perspective, Boulier focuses on 

how socialist law protected the working class domestically and internationally and 
defended it against the capitalist rule of law, which exploits working people. About this 
Boulier quotes Stalin’s discussion of the class nature of freedom and the rule of law: 

There is only real freedom where exploitation has been abolished and 
where there is no oppression of some by others, where there is neither 
unemployment nor begging, and where a human does not tremble with 
fear of losing overnight their job, their house, and their bread. It is only in 
such a society that personal freedom and all other freedoms are possible in 
reality and not merely on paper.332  

328Ibid., p. 12. 
329Ibid. 
330Boulier, The law above the rule of law, p. 26, quoting Marx and Engels, 

Oeuvres (Moscow edition), vol. 8 (or 7), p. 254 (French text). 
331Boulier, ibid., p. 27. 
332Ibid., p. 22, quoting Roy Howard Interview of Stalin in 1936. The entire 

“Interview between J. Stalin and Roy Howard, President of Scripps-Howard Newspapers 
(On March 1, 1936),” is available in Joseph Stalin, The Collected Works of J. V. Stalin, 
16 vols. 1901-1952 (London: Red Star Press Ltd., 1978), vol. 14, online at Marxists 
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Along the same historical-materialistic lines, Boulier pointed out that in the 
socialist rule of law but not in the I.C.J. legal mythology, that the first right of humans is 
the right to life, “It is in the name of this paramount right, the right not to die of hunger, 
that the colonial peoples are in revolt and deride the ‘free’ world whose freedom for them 
implies the perpetuity of their poverty.” On the right not to die Boulier uses the 
observation of a Chinese Catholic medical worker: 

I know this sounds strange to your Western ears, but in China as in other 
countries of Asia one must first live and eat. A way out must be found 
from what has been absolute poverty, almost indescribable poverty. 
Thousands of children used to die in the streets… Now [with communist 
rule] the same family has three blankets, each person has a pair of shoes 
and a pair of trousers. They find this fantastic. For them, this is 
individualism. This is freedom.333 
Drawing upon historical precedent, Boulier pointed out that bourgeois society is 

by no means as attached to its idealist individual freedoms and human rights as the I.C.J. 
suggests. He writes: 

When the established regime feels itself threatened by the pressure of the 
masses in the metropolitan country and the colonies, it does not hesitate to 
put these liberties in cold storage and result to authoritarian measures.334 
Third Section: Socialist Legtal Theory. This section is titled, “Socialist Law: 

The Place Amongst Systems of Law. p. 30. The dictatorship of the proletariat (p. 32). 
Propaganda by Law (p. 34). The Role of the procuratura (p. 35). A developing legal 
system. (p. 36).” 

The first two parts of Boulier’s booklet attack bourgeoise legal theory. In making 
his argument, Boulier contrasted the bourgeois with the socialist rule of law. The third 
part goes further in describing the socialist rule of law. That rule centers on the 
revolutionary dictatorship established by the will of the people. The dictatorship is 
exercised through the office of the procurator and  through education and propaganda.  

The bourgeoisie characterize socialist law as systematic injustice, since it changes 
the prior established capitalist-landlord order. But says Bouiler, it is dishonest to make 
this characterization. The socialist states come from revolution and their law cannot fail 
to be revolutionary. The article quotes Lenin on this: 

The proletariat destroys the government apparatus and the totality of the 
state apparatus and replaces it by a new apparatus composed of armed 
workers. . . The Revolution cannot consist in the fact that a new state class 
henceforth rules by means of the old state machinery, but in the fact that 
the old machinery is dismantled and the power and administration function  
by means of a new machinery.335 

Internet Archive (2008), 
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/stalin/works/1936/03/01.htm. 

333Boulier, The law above the rule of law, p. 23, quoting Madam Han Suyin, 
“Interview,” L’Express (October 9, 1958). 

334Boulier, The law above the rule of law, p. 26. 
335Boulier, ibid., p. 30, quoting Lenin, Oeuvres Choisies, vol. 21 , p. 450 French 

text. 
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The essence of socialist revolution is the proletarian dictatorship. The dictatorship 
uses courts and codes against the bourgeoise, which has been defeated but not wiped out 
and continues to resist. Socialist law is based on revolutionary violence. The rigor of the 
dictatorship continues the revolution and attenuates only as the enemy is exterminated. 
Such force is not above or outside the law, since it is based on the will of the people.336 

The Soviet population, as Boulier writes, loved and took part in the making of 
their laws, such as their 1936 Constitution: 

No effort is spared to make known  to citizens the principles of Soviet law 
and to convince them that this is a just law, in line with the interests of 
society and of the citizens. The Western lawyer cannot fail to be struck by 
the effort made in the Soviet Union to make the law popular. The 
cooperation of all was asked and effectively obtained for the drawing up 
of the Stalin Constitution. The latter is constantly presented as being 
achieved through their own efforts.337 
In setting forth socialist legal theory, Boulier argued that to deny the legitimacy of 

the socialist governments and their conformity to the rule of law was to deny the general 
consent of the populations by whom the dictatorship was exercised.338 Likewise, to deny 
the legitimacy of the socialist courts and codes was to deny the service which they gave 
to the people. About this the article points to the positive servicee of the Soviet Supreme 
Court and the office of the procurator and quotes Professor René David: 

One is struck by the number of cases where the Supreme Court of 
the Soviet Union is called upon to intervene in order to protect a widow, 
or orphan, a poor worker, an illiterate deaf-mute, even though the interest 
at stake, considered in itself, may be insignificant – a cow, a goat, just a 
few roubles. 

The highest State authorities, the Procurator-General of the Soviet 
Union, the President of the Supreme Court concern themselves as a matter 
of course with these working people, to protect them often not against a 
kulak or other open enemies of the regime, but against those in power – a 
kolkhoz chairperson, a village soviet or an administrative authority which 
might persecute them.339 
For Boulier both the popular origins of Soviet law and its operation gave it 

legitimacy. It was incorrect to say that the people had no rights in the Soviet legal system 
against the authorities of the state or that the latter governed them, or to be more precise, 
oppressed them without any recourse being open to them against despotism. 

336Ibid., p. 33. 
337Ibid., p. 34. 
338Ibid., p. 33. 
339Boulier, ibid., pp. 35-36, quoting René David (1906-1990) and John N. Hazard 

(1909–1995), Le droit sovietique (Paris: Librairie générale de droit et de jurisprudence, 
1954), vol. 1, p. 206. This is a two volume work with vol. 1 by David, Les données 
fondamentales du droit soviétique (The fundamental data of Soviet law) and vol. 2 by 
Hazard, a translation of Law and social change in the U.S.S.R. (Le droit et l'évolution de 
la société dans l'U.R.S.S.), p. 206. 
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Fourth Section: Coexistence of Nations. The final part of Boulier’s article is 
titled “Law in the service of coexistence” (p. 41). It summarized the proper role of 
progressive lawyers with regard to the new nations which were emerging in post-World 
War II Eastern Europe, Asia and Africa. The proper role was to fight colonialism and 
neo-colonialism. Justice required that the new nations necessarily called for legal 
institutions very different from those to which the nations forming the so-called West 
were bound. 

Fighting colonialism as a lawyer also involving being a peacemaker and helping 
to construct a new legal system based on coexistence. This included showing a respect 
for socialist law. Boulier wrote: 

The role of the lawyer is to make peace, to help reconcile, to reveal 
to an over-diversified humanity, which nevertheless is becoming daily 
more aware of its unity, paths towards coexistence and peace 
collaboration. 

In the construction of this law, better adapted to the actual state of 
human society, Soviet ideas, and broadly speaking, concepts currently in 
the socialist states and even those current in states which have just 
achieved independence, are not obstacles. These states, at different stages 
of evolution, are ready to accept the conditions of a sincere coexistence, so 
long as their right to the paths they have chosen towards social progress is 
respected.340 
In his practice as a fighting and peacemaking lawyer, Boulier was a leader in the 

International Coalition of Democratic Lawyers and pointed out that the organization took 
as its motto “Law in the Service of Peace.” He also quoted,” Joe Nordmann, the 
Association’s General Secretary, who when called on to define what it meant to be a 
democratic lawyer said, “A democratic lawyer is a lawyer who recognizes the principles 
of Bandung”—the principles of equality among nations, of the progressive emancipation 
of all oppressed people, and their accession to independence and to the society of 
nations.341 

340Boulier, ibid., p. 48. 
341Boulier, ibid., p. 48; The first large-scale Asian–African Conference, also 

known as the Bandung Conference, was a meeting of Asian and African states, most of 
which were newly independent, which took place in April 1955 in Bandung, Indonesia. 
The twenty-nine countries that participated represented a total population of 1.5 billion 
people, 54% of the world's population. The conference was organised by Indonesia, 
Burma (Myanmar), Pakistan, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), and India and was coordinated by 
Ruslan Abdulgani, secretary general of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of 
Indonesia.  

The conference's stated aims were to promote Afro-Asian economic and cultural 
cooperation and to oppose colonialism or neocolonialism by any nation. The conference 
was an important step towards the eventual creation of the Non-Aligned Movement. Both 
India and China sought to claim the leadership of the emerging Asian–African nations; 
Chinese Premier and Foreign Minister Zhou Enlai was the political personality that most 
impressed delegates, along with the host of the conference, Indonesian President 
Sukarno. See “Bandung Conference ,” Wikipedia. 
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On the theoretical front, the task of a progressive lawyer in fighting colonialism 
and speaking out for the right of the socialist legal systems that based their sovereignty 
on the common good. Common good systems differed from the bolurgeois approach 
which based themselves on the individual or the state as sovereign and in which the state 
and the individual were enemies of each other.342 

About the false conflict taught by colonialism concerning the individual and the 
state, Boulier observed: 

A conflict [for bourgeois legal theory] arises between two 
sovereigns. The sovereigntry of the individual, advanced in the name 
individual human dignity, against the sovereignty of the State, speaking in 
the name of the interests of the State. Posed thus, the problem is insoluble. 

Neither the individual or the State is in fact sovereign. What is 
sovereign in human society is the common good, which at one and the 
same time reconciles the asperations of individuals and subjects the State 
to the rule of unity and to the service of the community as a whole instead 
of the whim of the governing class.343 
In addition to fighting colonialism by attacking the false dichotomy concerning 

sovereignty, the article criticizes the related theory about natural law, which likewise pits 
individual freedoms and democracy against the state. Seen in class perspective, 
colonialism had a history of using natural law ideas about freedom, democracy and the 
state against the working class. Boulier comments: 

The [imperialist] rule of law presupposes a priori the acceptance in the 
structure of government and in the legal system of certain fundamental 
moral values. What values, supported by what fundamental beliefs, if not 
by a certain concept of human nature? We are led by a devious path to the 
theory of natural law, without consideration of the fact that in legal 
science this theory has incurred criticisms which have led to its 
renunciation.344 
For authority Boulier cites among those who renounced the natural law, the 

Dominican priest Henri-Dominique Lacordaire, who remarked, “As between the weak 
and strong, it is law which liberates and freedom which oppresses.”345 From the socialist 
view, as voiced by Boulier, the power of those who govern must, through the law, the 
courts, and apparatus of repression, oppose such natural law and impose restrictions on 
the freedom to exploit, and so upon those who exploit, upon freedom of contract, upon 
freedom to engage in colonial exploitation. 

Boulier also cites Lenin as authority in attacking natural law: 
Living in a society dominated by the bourgeoisie, we are liable to take as 
the expression of natural law the principles we were taught and to which 
we are accustomed without realising that they are first and foremost that 

342Ibid., p. 44. 
343Ibid. 
344Ibid., p. 42. 
345Ibid., p. 46, quoting Henri-Dominique Lacordaire (1802 – 1861), Conférences 

de Notre-Dame de Paris: Années 1846 - 1848, (Paris: Garnier frères, 1921-36), vol. 3, p. 
473. 
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they are the principles of certain social order. Soviet law simply confirms 
Lenin’s idea that law is inseparable from politics and represents a means 
of governing, inevitably employed in the interest of the class which holds 
the reigns of government.346 
The article notes that historically, the abuses of the labor contract was justified by 

nature law and had been denounced and reformed by the second half of the nineteenth 
century in the industrial countries. But these abuses continued up to the socialist 
revolutions in the spinning mills of Poland, and Shanghai under the exploitation of 
foreign capitalists. In the latter city children of 4 and 5 years of age, little girls, were 
condemned by the millowners to positive slavery.347  

Boulier suggested that socialist legal analysis concerning the peaceful coexistence 
of nations required that before formulating the natural law in an abstract fashion, that the 
real interests of society must be guaranteed and promoted by the rule of law. As Boulier 
summarizes: 

For this to come true, for the fear and hate dividing humanity to be ended 
there must be acceptance of the fact that in new societies, humanity’s 
essential needs must take precedence over that luxury freedom. The desire 
to understand and the will to co-exist must be the presiding spirits of legal 
studies. Law must put itself at the service of peaceful co-existence without 
which there is no future for humanity.348 
The article concludes with a paragraph that sums up the importance of peace and 

not war as the goal of law: 
The “rule of law” must not set the world ablaze. On the contrary we must 
regard the tasks of law as being above that of “rule of law,” above the 
different rules of law among which the world is divided. Law must bring 
people closer to one another, must work to bring unity to their variety; it 
must settle their differences, it must prevent the outbreak of violence: it 
must, as its supreme mission, assure peace.349 
 

 
 
 

346Boulier, ibid., p. 50. 
347Ibid., p. 46. 
348Ibid., p. 47. 
349Ibid., p. 51. 
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Preface 
Graphic 0.1 – Helene Colomb (d. 1992) 
 
Chapter 1  
Graphic 1.1 -- map -- all France Boulogne-counties, JPG Barraclough (1982, Hammond 

Atlas) p 80 France 1648 -1715 
Graphic 1.2 -- northern France--map Boulogne  Boulier, NT Times Atlas (Bartholomew) 

1972, p. 22 
Graphic 1.3 – Boulogne 1900 childhood, English Channel seaport-fishing hub 
 
Chapter 2 
Graphic 2.1  This is from a 1912 postcard depicting the Jesuit college at Mouscron, 

Belgium, which was 100 yards from the French border. Boulier, aged 13-14 years, 
attended secondary school here in 1907-1908.  
 

Ch. 7   
Graphic 7.1 (1937) )map - Monaco wards better- Wikipedia chapter 7, p. 119 
Graphic 7.2 (1939) map - Monaco wards since 1861 – Wikipedia 
Graphic 7.3 – Boulier seen from three different views— Pierre Abramovici, Monaco sous 

l'Occupation (Paris: Nouveau Monde éditions, 2015), p. 108. 
 
Ch. 8 from resistance to liberation 
Graphic 8.1 – This is a 1940 map of Vichy France, showing the Free and Occupied Zone. 

During much of the war, Boulier lived in Paris, which was occupied by the 
Reicht.350 

 
Chapter 9 
Graphic 9.1 (1948) 
The capition reads “Mrs. Vve Paul Langevin, to the right of Mr. Yves Farge and Mr. 

Abbé Boulier, chair of the just completed meeting, at the podium and is receiving 
the applause of the delegates.” The meeting was a peace conference, the Assises 
Nationales du Peuple Francais (National Meeting of the French People) in 
November 1948.351  

350See https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:France_map_Lambert-
93_with_regions_and_departments-occupation.svg  

351Boulier discusses Farge and the conference in Chapter 9. Emma Jeanne 
Desfosses Langevin (1874 - 1970) was a peace activist. She had married the physicist 
Paul Langevin (1872 – 1946), in 1898, had four children and collaborated with her 
husband in the peace  movement. He was one of the founders of the Comité de vigilance 
des intellectuels antifascistes, an anti-fascist organization created after the 6 February 
1934 far right riots. Later he was also president of the Human Rights League (LDH) from 
1944 to 1946 – having recently joined the French Communist Party. Being a public 
opponent of fascism in the 1930s resulted in his arrest and being held under house arrest 
by the Vichy government for most of World War II. See “Paul Langevin,” Wikipedia. 
The picture is from the Assises Nationales du Peuple Francais, Pour La Liberte et la Paix 
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Graphic 9.2 -- (March 1950) This is a page from a tract by Fr. Montuclard which quotes 

from Fr. Boulier’s advocacy for solidarity with the communists during the Cold 
War. Boulier stated, “I am not a communist, but the day we put the communists in 
prison we will all be communists." The statement was made at the 2nd Assises of 
the Combattants de la Paix et de la Liberté in Paris (March 10-12, 1950).352  

 Graphic 9.3 -- this depicts a 1950 billboard that stated the peace movement slogan 
“Children need peace, as flowers need the sun.” It was part of the the communist-
run, seashore summer camp for the children of the Ivry section of Paris, where 
Boulier lived. The children at the camp divided themselves into groups and one 
named itself the“Fr. Boulier” group.353 

 
ch 10  
Graphic 10.1 (1954) As a member of  the World Peace Council Boulier attended 

conferences and congresses in the socialist countries in the cold war years. This 
depicts him attending the Seventh Party Congress of the Christian Democratic 
Union (C.D.U.), which was held at Weimar in the German Democratic Republic 
(G.D.R.; East Germany) from September 21 to 25, 1954. As part of the French 
delegation, he is sitting next to his country’s flag. The C.D.U. was established in 
1945 and merged with the West German C.D.U. in 1990.354 

Paris November 27-28, 1948 (Paris: Les Combattants de la Liberte et de la Paix, 1948),  
41 pp., at. p. 2,  online at https://fau.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/fau%3A5274.  

352See Thierry Keck, “Aux sources de la crise progressiste en France: Le 
mouvement   ‘Jeunesse de l’Eglise’ (1936-1955),” (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Universite Lyon, Lyon, France, 2002), annex, XII011, online at http://theses.univ-
lyon2.fr/documents/lyon2/2002/keck_t#p=128&a=TH.back.1.12.  

353See Laura Lee Downs, Childhood in the promised land: working-class 
movements and the colonies de vacances in France, 1880-1960 (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2002), 411p., at p. 268.  

354The main party in the G.D.R. was the Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
(German: Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands, S.E.D.), which was Marxist–
Leninist organization. The S.E.D. was established in 1946 by the merging of the 
Communist Party of Germany and Social Democratic Party of Germany. It held power 
until 1989. Walter Ulbricht was the S.E.D.’s party dominant figure and leader of East 
Germany from 1950 to 1971. In 1953, an uprising against the Party was met with 
suppression by the Ministry of State Security and the Soviet Army. 

The C.D.U. was part of the National Front along with several other parties and the 
S.E.D. At its Sixth Party Congress in 1952, the C.D.U. declared itself "a Socialist party 
without any limitations" in accordance with the new line of "Christian realism". In the 22 
"Theses on Christian Realism", the C.D.U. committed itself to the "Socialist 
reorganisation of Society" (1st edition, 1951). Emphasising the "exemplary realisation" of 
Karl Marx's "teaching on building a new, better social order" in the USSR, it was 
declared that Socialism offered at the time "the best opportunity for the realisation of 
Christ's demands and for exercising the practical Christianity". The programme also 
asserted the C.D.U.'s support for the working class' leading role in establishing socialism, 
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Graphic 10.2 (1954) This depicts Fr. Boulier (left), a member of the World Peace Council 

in conversation with German writer Harald Hauser (1912 - 1994) (center) on 
September 29, 1954 in Germany. Boulier had addressed the G.D.R. Writers' 
Association.355  

 
Graphic 10.3-- Shown here is, from left to right in conversation the Albanian writer Sini 

Sako, the German Stefan Hermlin and Fr. Boulier. The occasion was the 
September 30, 1954 farewell reception held for the Polish, Czechoslovak, French 
and Albanian writers who had been in the German Democratic Republic for a 

a development which the party regarded from its 6th Congress onward as "historically 
necessary and consistent". Its deputies, like all other East German parties, consistently 
voted for the government's proposals in the Volkskammer. The only exception was the 
1972 vote on the abortion law, when there were 14 'nays' and 8 absentees among the 
C.D.U. deputies.  

See “Christian Democratic Union,” Wikipedia. The Graphic is from the German 
Federal Archives, online at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-26513-
0007,_Weimar,_7._CDU-Parteitag,_Abbe_Jean_Bouiler.jpg 
567 × 789 pixels 

355In 1930 Hauser had joined the Communist Youth Association of Germany and 
was a member of the Berlin “Red Student Group”. After a study trip to the Soviet Union, 
in 1932 he joined the German Communist Party (K.P.D.). After the National Socialists 
came to power, he emigrated to France with his wife. He earned his living doing odd 
jobs, including as a chauffeur and sports teacher, and he also worked in the intelligence 
service of the K.P.D. in exile and in the fight against internal party opponents. In 1937 he 
became a member of the exile organization Free German Youth. 

Hauser volunteered for the French army in December 1939 and was used in a 
regiment of foreign volunteers. After the French defeat in 1940, he went to the 
unoccupied southern France, where he carried out political resistance work under the 
code name "Jean-Louis Maurel" in Avignon and Lyon. From 1943 on he published the 
illegal newspaper Volk und Vaterland and, with Otto Niebergall, led the Free Germany 
Movement in the West, a parallel organization to the Free Germany National Committee. 

After the end of the Second World War, Hauser returned to Germany and was 
initially active in rebuilding the communist party organization in the Saar region and in 
the Rhineland. Then he was an editor at the Deutsche Volkszeitung and employee of the 
New Germany. From 1949 to 1955 he worked for the Society for German-Soviet 
Friendship as editor-in-chief of the magazine Die neue Gesellschaft; He was also the 
founder of the Illustrated Free World. He was a member of the Presidium of the Writers' 
Association of the G.D.R. and from 1962 of the Presidium of the Franco-German 
Society. He also worked for the G.D.R. Peace Council. See “Harald Hauser,” Wikipedia. 
The image is from the Germany Federal Archives, online at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-26631-
0002,_Abb%C3%A9_Jean_Boulier,_Harald_Hauser.jpg. 
784 × 544; 41 KB 512px.  
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meeting of a writers organization, International PEN Club, at the Hotel 
Johannishof in Berlin.356 

356Zihni Sako (1912 - 1981) was the author of one of the first textbooks of 
Albanian folklore in high schools. He worked initially as a teacher in the villages of 
Gjirokastra, Korca and Berat.  With the occupation of the country in World War II, he 
moved to the mountains where he was a partisan commissar and leader in the battalions 
BabAbaz and Misto Mame. Later he was part of the Sixth Brigade Headquarters in the 
political section. 
After the end of the war Sako was secretary general of the Albanian Ministry of 
Education, then went to Moscow where he taught Albanian at Moscow University and 
later returned to Albania initially to the Institute of Sciences where who was secretary 
and director of the folklore sector. After the Party IV Congress in Albania in 1961 he was 
among the authors of communist propaganda articles attempting to explain the 
connection between religious beliefs and so-called models of rule and exploitation. See 
“Zihni Sako,” Wikipedia; Çelo Hoxha, "Relations of religious beliefs with the communist 
state in Albania compared to the regimes of the communist countries of Eastern Europe, 
New research on the history of Albanians (Center for Albanological Studies, (2017). p. 
161. ISBN 9928141576.  

Stephan Hermlin (1915 – 1997), real name Rudolf Leder, was Vice President of 
the International PEN Club. In 1931, he had joined a German communist youth 
organization. From 1933 until 1936, he worked as a printer's apprentice. He was Jewish 
and emigrated from Germany in 1936. Between then and his return to Germany in 1945 
at the end of World War II, lived in Palestine, France, and Switzerland. 

After Hermlin’s return to Germany, he worked as a radio broadcaster in Frankfurt 
am Main. He moved to East Berlin in 1947, and was a contributor to several communist 
magazines, including Tägliche Rundschau, Ulenspiegel, Aufbau, and Sinn und Form. 
Tägliche Rundschau (English: Daily Review) was the official newspaper of the Soviet 
military administration and later the Soviet High Commission in East Berlin until 1955. 
As the author of several well-known pro-Stalin propaganda songs, Hermlin soon was 
working in some of the most important governmental bodies in the Soviet-occupied zone 
of Germany. By 1949, he was an influential writer in the newly founded German 
Democratic Republic. As a friend of Walter Ulbricht and Erich Honecker, he was at the 
forefront of East German culture and politics.  

In December 1962 Hermlin joined the initiators of a group dedicated to the 
reading of young poets at the East German Akademie der Künste (English: Academy of 
Arts). Some of the poets featured by this group included Wolf Biermann, Volker Braun, 
Bernd Jentzsch, Sarah Kirsch, and Karl Mickel. This group, and the Akademie der 
Künste as a whole, was at the forefront of a spike in the popularity of lyric poetry in 
1960s East Germany. In conjunction with Erich Honecker, organized a conference of 
writers dedicated to the furthering of peace and reconciliation, the Berliner Begegnung. 
He was also a member of the Schriftstellerverband der DDR and the Akademie der 
Künste West Berlin (English: East German Writer's Association and West Berlin 
Academy of the Arts, respectively). Among his writings translatd to Englishis Evening 
light (San Francisco: Fjord Press, 1983), 119 p. 
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Graphic 10.4 -- This is from a September 30, 1954 farewell reception at the Hotel 
Johannishof, Berlin for Polish, Czechoslovak, French and Albanian writers who 
had been in the German Democratic Republic (East Germany) for a conference. 
The people depicted people include (sitting) Abbé Boulier, who was listed as a 
pastor and member of the World Peace Council, France and Renn Prof. Ludwig 
Renn of the International Brigades, K.P.D., S.E.D. Standing (from left to right), 
Sowinski, Zihmi Sako, Melem, Stephan Hermlin, Vice President of the 
International PEN Club, G.D.R., Ludvik Kundera, Kurt Barthel (alias KuBa) of 
the Presidium of the German Writers' Association, G.D.R., and Zihni Sako, of 
Albania.357  

See “Stephan Hermlin,” Wikipedia. The image is from the German Federal 
Archive, online at  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-
26681-0001,_Berlin,_Zihmi_Sako,_Stephan_Hermlin,_Abb%C3%A9_Boulier.jpg. 

(560 × 784 pixels) 
357See German Federal Archives, wikidata: Q685753 online at Wikimedia 

Commons, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-26681-
0003,_Berlin,_Empfang_f%C3%BCr_ausl%C3%A4ndische_Schriftsteller.jpg. (795 × 
529 pixels, file size: 59 KB), no higher resolution available.  
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Graphic 10.5 -- On September 22, 1954 while at the 7th party congress of the Christian 
Democratic Union in Weimar, some foreign of the guests visited the Elbe city of 
Dresden and viewed its on-going reconstruction. Here  Professor Frenzel (third 
from left), who was in charge of the reconstruction of the Dresden cultural 
monuments, explained to Abbé Boulier  (second from left) and Professor Kadar 
from Hungary (right) the reconstruction of the Dresden Court Church, to which 
the government was contributing considerable funds.358 

 
Ch. 11 
Graphic 11.1—This a page from the November 1958 issue of the monthly publication of 

Red Aid International, which paper was named La Défense: organe de la Section 
française du Secours rouge international (The Defense: organ of the French 
Section of Red Aid international). Boulier regularly contributed articles to the 
paper. At the top left of the page is one of his article, which includes his picture. 
The article is entitled, “They Saved the Honor of France,” and describes the 
French soldiers who chose to go to jail rather than fight in France’s imperialist 
war in Algeria. The article resulted in Boulier’s criminal conviction for defaming 
the French Army. A translation of the article is in Selected Essays by Boulier in 
the Glossary359 

 
Graphic 11.2 -- This is a June 1959 article titled “They watch over him” in the monthly 

paper La Defense which is the journal of Secours Populaire Francais. It reports on 
the work being done on behalf of Alban Liechtenstein and the other French 
soldiers who serving five-year jail terms for refusal to fight in France’s imperialist 
war against Algeria. Boulier is among those on the podium. The caption to the 
picture reads: 

Our photo: at the podium of the Lanery room, from left to right, Mr. 
Leon FELIX, member of the Political Bureau of the French 
Communist Party, the mother of Alban LEICHTENSTEIN (Liechti), 
Mr. Abbé Jean BOULIER, of the National Office of Secours 
Populaire, Julien LAUPRETRE, Secretary General of Secours 
Populaire, Pastor Francis BOSC, who showed with moving words the 
need to watch over Alban every minute. In the other part, Mmes 
Eugene COTTON, Adrienne MARCHAND, MM. Jean DALSAGE, 
Jean-Marie DOMENACH, Jacques CHATAGNER, Louis 
MASSINGNON, Jean-Jacques MAYOUX, Jean ODEN, Mare 

358See German Federal Archives, Accession number Image 183-26505-0001, 
online at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-26505-
0001,_Weimar,_7._CDU-Parteitag,_Fahrt_nach_Dresden.jpg. 

359The National Library of France (Bibliothèque nationale de France) at Paris has 
digitized the complete run of La Défense from the 1920s to 1981. The article is online, 
titled “Ils ont Sauve l’Honneur de l’Armee,” La Défense: organe de la Section française 
du Secours rouge international (November 1958), no. 409, p. 2, at 
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k9809973j/f2.item.r=boulier.zoom. 
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SAINT-SAENS, Jacques SAVARY had sent messages or excused 
themselves.360 

 
Graphic 11.3 -- Picture of Boulier on July 8, 1963 as one of the trial observers at the 

Globke Trial before the 1st Criminal Senate of the Supreme Court of the German 
Democratic Republic (East Germany, G.D.R). On trial was the long-standing 
senior employee of the fascist Reich Ministry of the Interior and current State 
Secretary Dr. Hans Globke. Boulier, as a member of the Association of 
Democratic Lawyers.361 

 
Ch. 13  
 
Graphic 13.1 – Front Cover of Boulier’s 1977 autobiography, I Was a Red Priest. 
 
 
 

360See “Ils veilleront sur lui,” La Défense: organe de la Section française du 
Secours rouge international (June 1959), no. 416, p. 8, online at 
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k9809754h/f7.image.r=boulier?rk=85837;2  

361See “Jean Boulier,” Wikidata online at 
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q3170908; the original is in the German Federal Archives 
(German: Bundesarchiv) online at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-B0708-0014-
011,_Oberstes_Gericht,_Globke-Prozess,_Boulier.jpg 

512px pixels, 568 × 784; 46 KB 
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